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Smooth Aster blooms in mid-September as crows are starting to migrate south from Manitoba

One spring day in 
Guelph, ON, I saw a 
crow leap 50 cm and 
catch a frog among 
cattails bordering a 
small pond
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W hen we step outside our 
caves, we enter their world. 
Although we build cities and 
towns as human sanctuaries 
to isolate ourselves from wild 

plants and animals, they are there for those 
of us who care to look. Birds especially are 
there. The roofs and edges of our sanctuaries 
are always open. Some birds join us, others 
shy away.
 The American Crow is not one of the shy 
ones. The quintessential bird, it excites me 
like no other member of the avian community. 
With a color that glistens in sunlight like 
freshly ploughed earth, and a voice that 
shatters the clear dawn of a numbing winter’s 
day, this bird has flown through my vision 
since childhood.
 During my youthful wanderings about 
the fields of Essex County in southern 
Ontario, I had the time and inclination to 
absorb the forms and textures of wild plants 
and animals. In retrospect, these early 
wanderings were very important, although 
at the time the pleasure of each step was 
enough. And crows were always there. 
They nested in hedgerows in the summer, 
assembled on a nearby golf course in the fall 
and winter, and arrived each morning from a 
large roost beyond my vision.
 My outlook on the crow is a positive 
one. Instead of a murder of crows, which 
is outdated and moronic, I titled and 
occasionally use a Courage of Crows in 
this book. Crows should be admired for the 
courage they have shown in coping with their 
most deadly enemy. They have made the 
long journey, in spite of us.
 Science plays an important role in the 
creation of this book, and in our culture, but 
it offers only one glimpse of the world. To 
obtain a more complete view of the crow, 

I have included additional impressions from 
art and literature. I would not have been 
faithful to myself, to the crow, or to my 
readers without this broader definition. 
 The information compiled here comes 
from published reports, my field work, and 
correspondences. Although mostly about the 
American Crow, details on other birds appear 
on these pages. 
 The crow is an unconventional bird and a 
book on it must reflect this. The visual images 
are new and old. My intention was not to 
have a comfortable uniformity throughout. 
I believe the Crow would be pleased with my 
interpretations of its world.
 My original book was over 700 pages. 
I have reduced and refined this 2nd edition, 
while adding some recent research. 

A walk on a snowy knoll along the edge 
of a pine grove is magnified by a 
Courage of Crows set against the 

receding depth of a clear blue sky. Their 
voice, color, and spirit linger long after 
they have disappeared beyond a distant 
woods. ♣

Preface
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M any individuals, on their 
own initiative and through 
organizations they were 
associated with, helped in 
numerous ways for which 

I am most thankful. In particular, staff at 
the Canadian Wildlife Service in Ottawa 
provided records on banded American 
Crows. Technicians at the Ontario Ministry of 
Agriculture and Food analyzed soil samples 
from the floor of the Essex crow roost, the 
largest in Canada at the time. Special thanks 
to all map makers, without whom field work 
would be even more time consuming. Mark 
Peck at the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto 
provided access to nest-cards and objects 
peculiar to the American Crow. Randy Mooi 
and Janis Klapecki at the Manitoba Museum 
provided access to nest-cards and a crow’s 
skeleton. Many thanks to publishers, writers, 
artists and scientists who gave copyright 
permissions.
 My parents and brother Franklin gave, over 
the years, more than they should have, as did 
my uncle Nick. A friend allowed me to use 
her basement darkroom to print my early b&w 
photographs.  
 My good friend Anne Adkins, a retired 
microbiology professor, loaned her dissecting 
microscope, which made it possible to see 
and describe the small parts in everyone’s 
world. She also improved and explained the 
West Nile virus information. My late friend 
David Scott gave several edgy poems, 
introduced me to the beauty and simplicity 
of some Chinese poetry, and helped with 
proofreading. The owl enthusiast Jim Duncan 
furnished contacts that lead to a couple of 
great photographs. From Seattle, Imogene 
Williams sent a copy of Crow Planet by 
Lyanda Haupt. 
 My good friends Sandy and Trevor Kellar 

invited me into their home. Trevor and I 
visited two large wintery crow roosts at 
Chatham and Woodstock, Ontario.
 The Polish ecologist Piotr Zduniak was kind 
enough to email six papers on the Hooded 
Crow within 24 hours of 1st contact. Barbara 
Combs at Oregon Birds, sent several pages 
on the Northwestern Crow, now the American 
Crow. Other papers and photographs arrived 
from birding organizations throughout North 
America. Public and university librarians 
were always helpful. Interlibrary loans from 
the Winnipeg Public Library rounded out 
the stack of reading material. Computers 
at university libraries gave me access to 
numerous journal articles. A few people, 
mostly from the academic community, 
refused to help with information I requested. 
Some however, gave more than I asked for. 
The Canada Council provided a $2,500 grant 
for the first edition. 

Finally, an appreciative nod to the American 
Crow for being such a damn good bird 
to study, observe, draw and photograph. 
At times crows loudly complained when 
I approached their nest-trees, but our 
relationship improved each year. We slowly 
and gently got to know each other. ♣

Acknowledgments
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W atching crows was an easy 
moment for an amateur like 
myself. Paper, pen, ruler, field 
glasses and a camera were my 

companions—and crows
 Society’s interest in the American Crow 
has never been higher. This well-known bird 
was the sentinel species helping us discover 
and then monitor the initial spread of West 
Nile virus across North America in the early 
2000s. And now that the crow is nesting 
and roosting in cities, it is being tagged, 
observed, monitored, and studied in exciting 
new ways.
 Work on this book began in the early 1980s 
in southern Ontario, in and around Guelph 
where I received my BSc in wildlife biology. 
Most of this book is a compilation of research 

by others. Data from my field work comprise 
several pages. Many of the images are mine. 
Images by others are identified in captions.  
 Over a century of published research by 
scientists and observers, some in journals 
new to ornithology, make up the ideas 
and findings of this ebook. In the early 
1990s I shifted to Winnipeg, Manitoba 
where I continued to study the crow. 
Prior to returning to London, Ontario in 
2015, I completed a two-year, grant-free 
study of their nesting, a first for Winnipeg. 
Unfortunately, no large roosts developed 
in the city to entertain me over the winter. 
Retired, I began revising my manuscript on 
the crow and added the results of recent 
research along with my work.  
 My field work was concerned mainly with 
nesting, feeding, behavior and roosting. 
None of my crows were banded. Some of the 
main researchers at universities in the United 
States have worked with marked birds for 
years. They have unraveled many of the sex 
and age related behaviors associated with 
this cooperatively breeding bird. 
 The amount of research available on 
the internet for amateurs like myself is 
staggering. However, not being a part of 
academic networks, I did not have access 
to all the current research done on the crow. 
Research papers on the crow that were for 
sale on the web were ignored. However, 
abstracts were usually available.
 It is marvelous to find women researching 
the American Crow in the field and making 
images of it that hang in art galleries. Some 
painters are mentioned in the next section on 
Art. 
 When the New Caledonian Crow revealed 
to the world its ability to make and use tools, 
we had to redefine how corvids and humans 
fit together. Online videos reveal avian / crow 
behaviour as never before. 
 I did the art, design, layout, writing and 
research for this and my other 7 books. 
The philosophy and errors in this ebook are 
mine. ♣

Introduction
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as the rolling contours of the horizon echo 
the gentle slope of the crow’s horizontal 
body. In Woodshed, two dead crows, bathed 
in harsh sunlight, hang by their feet from nails 
on the side of a woodshed. Together with 
their shadows, a strong abstract pattern of 

death emerges. Both paintings were from the 
early 1940s, the war years C128. 
 Canadian painters, James Fenwick 
Lansdowne, George Mclean, Glen Loates and 
Robert Bateman reveal the detailed beauty 
and some of the personality of the crow 
through their remarkable wildlife portraits. 
A crow’s form adds lustre to a work by Tom 
Forestall and another by Christopher Pratt. 
 Alex Coleville gave us the ethereal, Crow 
Up Early D63 His crow flies quietly over a 
warmly colored landscape with only a hint of 
humanity below. The bird is in easy command 
of the dawn. It is the crow’s time of the day. 
HD Thoreau’s words come to mind – 

 The crow, flying high, touches 
 the tympanum of the sky for us, 
 and reveals the tone of it. 

American Crow  Painting by James Fenwick 
Lansdowne, © MF Feheley Arts Company

1
Art

Art

A r t and science are two appealing 
ways to investigate a world we 
share. Artists and scientists may 
study the same crow, but from 
different directions. The artist 

studies the collaboration between form, light 
and background; the scientist wants to know 
how muscles and flight work together. Or 
you might want to combine the two branches 
of knowledge. As Lyle Rexer explains, “The 
purpose of both science and art, then, in 
the modern sense, is to discover the reality 
that lies hidden behind, beneath, or beyond 
appearances” R46.

 Paintings & sculpture
For the most part, men define crows in art 
and in everyday living. As a result, crows are 
associated with masculinity and the attendant 
feelings of evil, isolation, intelligence and 
death. Crows are confined, not by the size 
and shape of the canvas, but by our culture. 
Women and crows are not the usual mix, 
although this is changing. Pablo Picasso 
began to alter some of our narrow ideas. In 
his 1904 canvas, Woman with a Crow, he 
gave us a quiet portrait of a woman nuzzling 
and petting the head of a crow. Georgia 
O’Keeffe, an unconventional woman, reached 
out to us in the 1950s with Black Bird 
Series (In the Patio IX). She produced a 
large asymmetrical ‘V’ that could symbolize a 
crow. There are no feathers to distract us, not 
even an eye O10. In British Columbia, Nikol 
Haskova works with acrylics to give us stark 
portraits of one or two crows on a whitish, 
sunlit backdrop with strong blue-black 
shadows. Some of her crows are quite lively. 
 Slowly leafing through The Art of Andrew 
Wyeth, two egg temperas standout. In Winter 
Fields, a dead crow occupies the foreground 
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In the serigraph (silk screen), Crow with 
Silver Spoon, the beauty and power 
of flight are emphasized and the crow’s 
fascination for shiny objects, (www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Wpa1IUqvC6o) and a hint at its 
tool-using abilities. The basis for Coleville’s 
1980 painting, Seven Crows, was the familiar 
rhyme – 

One crow sorrow, ...
Seven crows a story never to be told. 

The forerunner of today’s flock of bird 
painters was John James Audubon (1785–
1851). In a vibrant, yet ‘awkward’ style, 
his images commanded our attention and 
admiration. In spite of many failures, jail and 
debt, his frenzy for birds led to the oversized 
publication, The Birds of America. By 
depicting a crow near a small bird’s nest, 
Audubon reinforced the crow’s false 
reputation as a consummate predator.  
 An exhibition of glass sculpture (Glasstress) 

was held in early 2012 at the Museum of 
Arts and Design on Columbus Circle in New 
York. One piece above, Carroña, (2011) by 
the Spanish artist Javier Pérez exposes a 
shattered dark red glass chandelier of large 
flowers and baroque curves on the floor. It is 
a fallen carcass, and about a dozen stuffed 
crows are picking at its decaying remains. 
 From Leonard Baskin, a multi-talented 
artist, we’ve received many crow images. 
Before you ask, it was his collaboration with 
Ted Hughes that set Hughes in motion to 
create his remarkable poems on the crow. 
Two images from The Raptors and Other 
Birds, by Leonard Baskin B54, extends our 
perceptual boundaries of how a crow looks. 
Crow With Red Sky, and The Death of a 
Crow, are in his relaxed style. Yet, his birds 
are very real, displaying their full ontology.
 We view the death of animals with 
a peculiar sense of curiosity. Broken, 
disheveled feathers call for a revised 
aesthetic on our part. Paul Fournier realized 

Carroña, 2011, sculpture by Javier Pérez. Murano glass chandelier, stuffed 
crows, (120 x 235 x 300 cm). Courtesy of the artist and Venice Projects,  
© by Francesco Allegretto, with permission

Art

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wpa1IUqvC6o
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wpa1IUqvC6o
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this potential. Hanging Crow No 2, is a 1968 
etching that clarifies this distraught beauty in 
a graphic way. He writes –

In death, feathers have a different beauty, 
The skeleton its own wonders F63.

A n oil painting, Wheatfield With 
Crows, by Vincent van Gogh in 1890 is 

characterized by his saturated colors and 
charging brush strokes above. About 40 crows 
form a long flock in the bluish black sky. 
Shortly after this picture was completed, van 
Gogh (1853–1890) took his life.
 A 17th-century Japanese painted screen 
depicts 20 crows flying and calling. On the 
ground an additional 24 vocal crows are 
gazing upward. Tightly bunched, yet still 
vigorous, the crows remain alive in their 
individual poses L29.
 An amusing sculpture, Crow and Carrion, 
(1981) by Bill Woodrow, has one umbrella 
representing a dead human and another 
umbrella a crow tugging on part of the 
corpse. 
 Five Crows Silver was on display from 29 
May until 31 October, 2004 at the Museum 
of Natural History, in Halifax. The show 
displayed 33 works by five artists from Nova 
Scotia. The exhibition supplements this 

artistic display with scientific materials and 
other information relating to crows and their 
role in monitoring West Nile virus which was 
first detected in the province in 2003. Visit 
novascotia.ca/news/release/?id=20040526005

But after all, it is
No more important than 
The tracks of sandpipers 
On a wave washed beach.
 
 – Lu Yu  R47

 

American Crow in a Cottonwood planning its 
next move to assist mankind

Wheatfield With Crows  An oil from July 1890, (50 x 103 cm), © van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands. From www.tfsimon.com/auvers-sur-oise.html – a superb site on his life

Art

http://novascotia.ca/news/release/?id=20040526005
www.tfsimon.com/auvers-sur-oise.html
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 Movies & music
Due to poor press, crows have not fared 
well in the entertainment industry. Staring 
roles have generally eluded them. A cameo 
appearance by a crow briefly hindered the 
intrepid movements of Inspector Clouseau 
in, A Shot in the Dark, a comedy featuring 
Peter Sellers. Irritated by a crow’s presence, 
Clouseau kills the bird and is immediately 
arrested for hunting without a license.

 Movies by Hitchcock can frighten us. In 
his film based on the novel, The Birds, by 
Daphne du Maurier (1952), flocks of crows 
and their allies turned their attention to 
people. One of our most deep-seated fears 
became motion-picture ‘true.’ 
 Miss Potter was a 2006 movie that 
recreated the life of Beatrix Potter, the 
famous environmentalist, writer, and 
illustrator of childrens’ books. After Miss 
Potter’s (Renée Zellweger) publisher Norman 
Warren (Ewan McGregor) died a few months 
before their marriage, Beatrix retreated to 
her room and splurged on her art. One of her 
images, which became animated through the 
magic of film, was a scarecrow in a blue coat. 
When a family of five crows arrived, three 

landed on the ground. The other two perched 
on the shoulders of the scarecrow and began 
to tear chunks of clothing with their bills, as if 
doing the same to Beatrix’s heart. 
 I managed to track down two songs, one 
new by Joni Mitchell (1976), titled Black 
Crow M136. The lyrics convey the harmony 
of a black crow in the blue sky. The Three 
Ravens, an old British ballad dating back 
to the early 1600s, appeared in A Canadian 
Song Book M12. An amusing version of it, 
The Three Crows, was in the University of 
Toronto Song Book in 1887. With plenty of 
wing flapping and cawing in the chorus, the 
five verses are a discussion among the crows 
about how they intend to pick clean the 
bones of yonder dead horse.

 Literature & folklore
Children’s stories, bright and colorful, don’t 
often embrace the cast and character of the 
crow. Grandmother and the Crow, is a 
short, illustrated story by Saunders about a 
small girl and her grandmother who rescued 
a young crow from stone-throwing boys. After 
the grandmother amputated its injured wing, 
the crow and the dog had the run of the yard. 
Together all four of the characters indulged in 
some charming incidents S26.
 Crows, Genius Birds by Kyla Vanderklugt 
provides a general overview of the scientific 
discoveries, in comic-book format, made in 
the last four decades by crow biologists at 
universities. The two protagonists are a pet 
dog and wild crow that team up to get food 
and explore the neighborhood. All the while 
the crow informs the dog on his clever ways 
of interacting with the world and humans. 
Kyla did the superb illustrations V4A. 
 Through the words of F Russell, enhanced 
by Cuffari’s images, we can follow the journey 
of Corvus the Crow over one year. The 10 
chapters weave an informative and absorbing 
story of the crow’s adventures in good and 
bad weather, joy and hardship, love and 
death. Far away in the land of Zernott lived 
little Prince Melkan. Playing alone in the 
woods one day, he got caught in the claw of 
a huge crow and was flown across the ocean. 
Destined to be eaten by the Great High Crow, 
the prince broke free and fell into a swamp. 
Miraculously, he survived and found himself 
in Peacewild. His new life was a wondrous 
series of events involving King Jorg, the Ogre 

American Crow watching its mate

Art
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and the ghost of Gibbet Woods R140. 
 The fables of Aesop, the Greek writer who 
lived several hundred years before Christ, 
have been retold throughout the centuries. 
Often with a moral attached, those fables 
that involve a crow usually revolve around 
interactions of the bird with another animal 
such a snail, fox, or eagle. The encounter 
between a thirsty crow and a pitcher of water 
attests to the ingenuity of this bird M97. 
Modern writers carry on this fabled habit. 
From the 13 October 1956 issue of The New 
Yorker, J Thurber entertains us with, The 
Crow and the Scarecrow, and its moral.
 When confronted by the very blackness 
of the crow, a color some do not regard as 
a color, our gene for superstition manifests 
itself.

 Crow on the fence 
 Rain will go hence 
 Crow on the ground 
 Rain will come down

  – Anonymous

A Brief Dictionary of American 
Superstitions defines how we relate to the 
avian world. Swallows, according to Ferm, 
its author, are birds of good luck, and doves 

symbolize the Holy Spirit (you can’t do 
much better than that). The crow, however, 
balances the scale. The black one flying to 
the left signifies bad news, and if you see one 
going to the right, you should be on guard for 
the remainder of the day. Whoever thought 
of these implications has never stood beside 
a crow roost at dawn. One crow singing near 
your home is a portent of disaster, but the 
taking off of one’s hat appeases the evil spirit 
and life continues F20.

A dditional folklore, chiefly British 
I suspect, tells us when several 
crows flutter about a man’s head, 
death is coming. Three crows 
in a row is lucky, two denote a 
wedding and one sailing over 

a house foretells a birth. The next time you 
awake at dawn, count the number of caws. 
If an even number is given, good weather 
is at hand; if an odd number is heard, it will 
rain. Now you have a better way to forecast 
weather R2.
 In Sexual Secrets, “The sexual position 
commonly referred to as ‘69’ in the West 
is termed ‘The Crow’ in Hindu texts.” This 
position serves to release the inner forces of 
both partners. The crow is thought of as a 
mystical creature with transcendental powers 
D62. ♣

Art
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Taxonomy 
& Range

T he family Corvidae is comprised 
of crows, ravens, rooks, jackdaws, 
jays, magpies, treepies, choughs, 
and nutcrackers. Worldwide, about 

115 species exist. Fifteen species occur 
regularly in North America, while eight (now 
seven) species in the family consider Canada 
pleasant enough. From the sixth edition of 
National Geographic’s Field Guide to the 
Birds of North America (2011), the seven 
nesting Canadian members by increasing 
body length –

Blue Jay Cyanocitta cristata 28 cm
Steller’s Jay Cyanocitta stelleri 29 cm
Gray Jay Perisoreus canadensis 29 cm
Clark’s Nutcracker Nucifraga columbiana 31 cm

Northwestern Crow Corvus caurinus 41 cm
American Crow Corvus brachyrhynchos 42 cm
Black-billed Magpie Pica hudsonia 48 cm
Common Raven Corvus corax 61 cm

 Canadian range / along the edges
Along part of the British Columbia / Alberta 
border is the only location in Canada where 
all seven species may be found nesting.  
 American Crows frequent the coast of 
British Columbia, Vancouver Island plus 
many small islands. Field observers in the 
1930s traveled on Vancouver Island from 
Comox north to Cape Scott. In the Comox 
area, the American Crow (smaller race 
hesperis ) was definitely established. It mixed 
freely with the Northwestern Crow, (now the 
American Crow [AMCR] ). The two ‘species’ 
mingled during the breeding season. It was 
not determined if hybrids were produced L6.
 In the east, American Crows prospered 
on some Canadian Islands in the 1930s. 
An annotated checklist for Anticosti Island 
included the Blue Jay, Common Raven and 

American Crow. B165. The Mingan 
Archipelago, Quebec, is a chain of about 40 
islands wiki. On Mingan Island several pairs 
of crows acted as if breeding, and they were 
common along the coast T75.
 The Magdalen Islands in the Gulf of Saint 
Lawrence are north of Prince Edward Island. 
The crow was an abundant breeder on the 
islands. A set of 4 fresh eggs was taken on 
Grindstone on 22 June within 14 m of a barn 
B117. It was also suggested the American 
Crow may have reached Newfoundland 
rather recently based on its abundance and 
distribution O28.
 In the 1990s, three American Crows 
occupied the southern part of the Yukon. 
One crow enjoyed the Whitehorse shipyards 
from 8 April to at least 30 May. Its calls were 
recorded to identify and separate it from the 
Northwestern Crow [AMCR] B149.

Taxonomy and Range

American Crows  A tray of labeled skins of 
crows at the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto, 
Ontario. They help us to understand taxonomy, 
range, molt, structure, and art, etc

2
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 Range / North America
The range of the genus Corvus is extensive, 
but New Zealand, South America and the far 
northern reaches of Russia, Greenland and 
Canada harbor no crows G40. The dense, 
luxurious forests of South America are 
credited with inhibiting the southward spread 
of crows since they prefer open habitat J38.
 Within the boundaries of Canada and 
the United States there are two species of 
nesting crows: American and Fish that differ 
slightly in size, area of abundance, behavior 
and voice. The American Crow was further 
divided by some into four subspecies. The 
1957 American Ornithologists’ Union (AOU) 
(now American Ornithological Society AOS) 
checklist A29 provided the following –

Corvus brachyrhynchos [488] American Crow

1) Cb brachyrhynchos Central and eastern  
 Canada and the USA; widest ranging;
 introduced into Bermuda about 1840
2) Cb pascuus Extreme southern Florida
3) Cb hesperis Western Canada and the
 United States
4) Cb paulus Eastern and southeastern   
 United States

The Northwestern Crow [now genetically 
considered to be the American Crow] 
occupies the Pacific coast and its islands 
from southern Alaska into Washington state. 
The Fish Crow ranges along the Atlantic 
coast from Rhode Island to south-eastern 
Texas, and inland along major rivers. Visit 
https://birdsna.org/Species-Account/bna/species/
fiscro/introduction

 The German pastor and ornithologist who 
gave the American Crow its scientific name 
brachyrhynchos in 1822 was Christian 
Ludwig Brehm (1787–1864). Visit   https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Ludwig_Brehm

 Corvus brachyrhynchos hesperis
A discussion on the status of the subspecies 
hesperis in Colorado took up 8 pages in 
The Auk, and outlined the historical sparring 
between 1887–1912. As is often the case, the 
participants had insufficient evidence and 
time to present a convincing argument B97 .

 The Northwestern Crow 
 is now the American Crow
Another small disagreement continued to 
echo off the gray walls of our taxonomic 
corridors. The crow camp was not sleeping 
soundly. The Northwestern Crow, Corvus 
caurinus, was the main splinter under the 
skin of experts. SF Baird and others initially 
decided the Northwestern Crow was a bird on 
its own in 1858 B16. Next, in a short article on 
observations at Puget Sound in Washington, 
John Hooper Bowles (1875–1934) described 
differences in its nesting behavior, voice 
and tameness compared to the American 
Crow’s, and in a quiet manner generally 
agreed with Baird B148. Then, for whatever 
reason, the AOU’s Checklist of 1931 revealed 
the Northwestern Crow as a subspecies of 
the American Crow A28. This infuriated Allan 
C Brooks (1869–1946), a notable Canadian 
ornithologist and artist, who cited several 
reasons why the Northwestern Crow should 
be entitled to full specific status. Compared 
to the American Crow, there were differences 
in voice, behavior and wingbeat. The mighty 
regulatory AOU was obviously wrong. His 
passionate plea may indeed have overridden 
scientific objectivity, because the 1957 
checklist presented Corvus caurinus in the 
large bold letters used for full specific status 
B185 .
 This set the stage for Johnston who 
invested considerable time studying 
the taxonomic procedure. He found the 
identification of existing crow’s skins in 

Taxonomy and Range

The American and Northwestern Crows are genetically close according to this complete 
neighbor-joining (NJ) tree based on Kimura-2-parameter (K2P) distances at CO1 for 437 sequences from 
260 species of North American birds H56. Both are now considered one species, the American Crow

Cyanocitta cr istata |  HC0001 |  Blue Jay
Corvus brachyrhynchos | 1B-3350 | American Crow
Corvus brachyrhynchos | 1B-3311 | American Crow

Corvus caurinus | 1B-2756 | Northwestern Crow
Perisoreus canadensis | JAD 7530 | Canada Jay

https://birdsna.org/Species-Account/bna/species/fiscro/introduction
https://birdsna.org/Species-Account/bna/species/fiscro/introduction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Ludwig_Brehm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Ludwig_Brehm
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museums in the Pacific 
Northwest confusing. 
He concluded “the 
Northwestern Crow is 
simply a well marked, 
ecological subspecies 
of C brachyrhynchos.” 
Johnston called for new 
type specimens more 
typical of caurinus, to 
be collected from coastal 
Alaska J38. 
 Johnston recommended 
in his small 1961 book, 
The Biosystematics of 
American Crows, the 
status of Cb paulus, 
an eastern race, was 
unjustified. He would rather 
have it included within 
Cb brachyrhynchos. 
He thought Cb hesperis 
should be maintained as a 
subspecies in California, 
Oregon, eastern Washington, Idaho and 
eastern British Columbia. Fortunately, most 
of his work and evidence brought some sense 
to the system. Although the 1983 AOU’s 
Checklist kept C caurinus at full specific 
status, it did for the first time eliminate all 
four subspecies of the American Crow A30. 
 Johnston’s book has a table of 
measurements of American Crows for 17 
areas in Canada and the United States. 
Both sexes of adult American Crows, C 
brachyrhynchos are progressively smaller 
from the east coast to the west coast Table 
page 21.

 DNA barcode
DNA barcode analysis is based on the 
remarkable observation that a short DNA 
sequence from a standardized locality 
on a mitochondrial genome enables the 
identification of animal species. 
 Applications of molecular systematics for 
birds was pioneered by the late Charles G 
Sibley. A comprehensive library of the gene 
cytochrome c oxidase 1 (CO1) sequences 
of named specimens is taking shape. Its 
purpose is to ease the naming and separation 
of species.
 A paper was published (2007) in which 
643 (93%) of the breeding and pelagic birds 

of North America were listed according 
to mitochondrial DNA barcoding analysis. 
Although the numbers tested were small (2–4 
birds), the three crow species – American, 
Northwestern and Fish, appeared distinct, 
with none being provisional species. But, 
in the same article, they 
place the American Crow 
and the Northwestern 
Crow in a list of species 
with greatly overlapping 
barcode clusters. These 
two species of crow had a 
99.5% overlapping level. 
So it appears the two 
species are one K39.  
 More recently, genomic 
nuDNA and mtDNA of museum specimens 
were used to check the amount of genetic 
differentiation and hybridization between the 
American and Northwestern Crows. A “hybrid 
zone resulted from non-anthropogenic habitat 
changes since the last glacial maximum, 
or from anthropogenic influences of First 
Nations peoples prior to the late 19th 
century”.
 The cline for body size was centered near 
Seattle, 355 km and 158 km south of the 
clines for mtDNA and nuDNA, respectively. 
The smallest crows are along the west coast 

Northwestern Crow [AMCR] adult, Steveston Harbor, British 
Columbia. It averages 33–41 cm in length with proportionately smaller 
feet and a slightly more slender bill than crows to the east, 29 April 
2014 – Gordon Leggett wiki

Taxonomy and Range
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from Alaska to Oregon. This reflects the 
American / Northwestern Crow hybrid cline 
consistent with the molecular data S91
 A popular article by Kaeli Swift on the 
above research commented on the genetic 
assimilation of the Northwestern Crow into 
the American Crow. See Audubon Magazine, 
4 September 2020 at www.audubon.org/news/
why-northwestern-crow-vanished-overnight 

T he American Crow was rare in the 
Great Basin during explorations in 
the 1860s R76. For at least the first 
half of the 1900s, the breeding-range 

map of the crow was left blank in parts of 
the Great Basin region. Recent reports from 
each state are slowly filling those blanks. 
For example, the western Great Basin map 
this page has experienced an increase in 
its crow population over the last 15 years, 
“especially around farms and ranches, often 
up to hundreds at a time.” In the western side 
of Utah the crow was an infrequent localized 
breeder, but was more common over the 
winter. Crows were nesting at the University 
of Nevada campus at Reno. In some towns 
and cities of western Nevada, crows were 
becoming urbanized. F Ryser “During the 
spring and summer of 1981, the entire area 

in and around the cemetery in western 
Winnemucca was alive with crows. During 
the winter months of 1983, a large group of 
crows frequented a residential district in Reno 
just south of the Truckee River on California 
Avenue” R144.

 Utah
Early visitors to this state noted a few crows 
here and there. In the late 1800s, two crows 
were seen near Provo, Utah H80. In a check-
list, the crow was an ‟uncommon permanent 
resident in valleys” B76.
 There were 2 records in 1942 of American 
Crows nesting in Utah. A sample of recent 
observations included four pairs of crows 
nesting in willows in Lost Creek Canyon, 
Morgan County. Then in June 1962, about 
300 crows nested in thickets of willows and 
hawthorns in the north-central part of Rich 
County along the Bear River R53.
 In mid-November 2011, I made a brief trip 
to the south-western USA to look for crows. 
Walking around Salt Lake City for a few 
hours in the evening and at dawn the next 
morning, I neither saw nor heard crows. It 
was a little spooky for an north-easterner like 
me. Traveling by van in the morning from Salt 
Lake City along highway 15 to St George in 

Taxonomy and Range

Hybridization between American Crows (red) and 
Northwestern Crows (blue) along the Pacific coast. 
Now the two are genetically one species S91
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American Crow  Its North American range should now include the western part of BC, WA, and southern AK. 
This recently outdated map is from the Cornell Lab of Ornithology 

https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/American_Crow/maps-range

American Crow’s 
seasonal ranges

https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/American_Crow/maps-range
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the southwest corner of Utah, crows were 
intermittently observed from the road, mostly 
at ranches. Eastern crops did not exist. My 
driver, Calvin Hunter, was a solid spotter of 
crows and hawks. A few road-killed animals 
and one recently crushed deer were not 
attended by crows. The largest group of 
crows was five (a family?) from a total of 
25 during the trip. Except for along rivers, 
trees were absent. With little row agriculture 
or trees, few crows take up residence. In 
Saint George, crows were also absent in the 
afternoon and dawn. From St. George to Las 
Vegas, 2 crows were noted along highway 15. 
No caws reached my ears in Vegas. 

 New Mexico
In the late 1910s, several pairs of crows 
nested around Lake Burford and visited the 
shore daily W61. The Lake Burford area, in 
north-central New Mexico, was revisited forty 
years later. No crows were seen H162. In the 
1920s, Jensen spent five years working and 
birding in Santa Fé County, New Mexico. 
Crows nested in cottonwoods along the 
Pecos, Nambe and Rio Grande Rivers. Fresh 

sets of eggs were noted in the latter part of 
April J23. 
 Monson spent two short periods in Socorro 
County and along the Rio Grande Valley. 
Large numbers of crows invaded the RG 
Valley from 29 December 1941 to 31 March 
1942 M145. The previous winter a flock of 20 
crows was seen on the Bosque Del Apache 
Wildlife Refuge on 23 February. At the same 
refuge in south-central NM, the American 
Crow was common in spring and fall, and 
abundant over the winter U5.
 Rickard visited San Miguel County in 
north-eastern New Mexico 75 years after 
Batchelder did in the early 1880s. Although 
the American Crow was not on the list 
compiled by Batchelder, Rickard noted crows 
in cottonwood tree habitat along a narrow 
stream. Changes in land usage, including 
increased agriculture, was believed to be 
the reason for an increased presence of 
crows and magpies in the late 1950s R71. The 
American Crow continues to expand in the 
state. In the early 2000s an active nest was at 
Mills Canyon on 23 May and at Paradise Hills 
in April W99. 

American Crow  Standard taxonomic measurements, length averages (ranges) in cm
from 4 areas in Canada, East to West, © University of Washington Press, adapted J38

Number
sampled *

QC,NB, PE
NS NL

ON, MB SK, AB, YT
Keewatin Dist.

Coastal BC

ADULT FEMALE
WING  CHORD 12–47 31.1(30–32.2) 30.6 (29.0–32.8) 30.1 (28.6–31.4) 26.9 (25.7–28.3)

TAIL 8–49 17.7(16.8–18.4) 17.1 (16–18.7) 16.6 (15.4–17.6) 14.8 (13.6–15.8)

TARSUS 15–51 5.6 (5.2–6) 5.6 (5.1–6.1) 5.5 (5.2–5.7) 4.7 (4.2–5.1)

BILL ** 15–53 3.5 (3.2–3.9) 3.4 (2.8–3.8) 3.2 (2.9–3.6) 3.1 (2.9–3.6)

ADULT MALE
WING  CHORD 22–50 32 (30–34.2) 31.6 (29.5–33.6) 31.4 (30.2–33.1) 28.1 (26.5–30.3)

TAIL 22–51 18.3 (17–19.9) 17.7 (15.8–19.5) 17.4 (15.7–18.7) 15.6 (14.5–16.7)

TARSUS 23–51 5.9 (5.5–6.5) 5.8 (5.1–6.2) 5.8 (5.2–6.1) 4.9 (4.5–5.3)

BILL ** 22–52 3.7 (3.4–4.4) 3.5 (3.2–3.8) 3.5 (3.1–3.7) 3.3 (2.7–3.7)

* Number sampled is a range for the combined 4 areas in Canada
**  Measured from the anterior edge of the nostril to the tip of the bill

Taxonomy and Range
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 Nevada
Hoffman in the 1880s saw crows in Big 
Smoky Valley and near Bull Run Mountain in 
central Nevada H114. In Lahontan Valley in 
Churchill County, crows were residents and a 
nest with 6 eggs was found on 4 April 1939, 
and on 24 May another nest held 3 nestlings 
A9. An account of crow activity in southern 
Nevada  “A common winter visitor in at 
least the Moapa and Virgin Valleys, arriving 
as early as 10 October 1951, and remaining 
as late as February 28, 1952. One summer 
record, from Pahrump Valley, August 25, 
1951.” Another birder mentioned crows in the 
Pahrump Valley into March of 1891 G85. The 
American Crow was an uncommon resident 
in the state, with more birds probably present 
in the winter. Hoffman found a considerable 
number of crows (or ravens?) nesting on the 
rocky walls near Bull Run Mountain in Elko 
County in north-eastern Nevada. Several 
small sightings were recorded by other 

individuals and parties. Several 
hundred crows were seen at 
dusk on 19 August 1933 at the 
head of the Humboldt River 
in Elko County in the north-
eastern part of the state. On 20 
August 1933, about 500 crows 
were in Paradise Valley eating 
the reddish-orange, fleshy, 5–7 
mm wide fruit of Buffaloberry, 
Shepherdia argentea, in north-
central Nevada L49. In Lander 
County on 26 May 1932, a newly 
fledged crow was at Wells. 
On 30 May 1948, two were on 
the Charles Sheldon Refuge in 
Washoe County in north-western 
Nevada G2.

 Death Valley
As an elevated footnote, Death 
Valley in California is the hottest 
(57 ºC) part of the Great Basin 
and lowest at 86 m below sea 
level. Magpies were regular 
visitors – up to 10 birds. The 
American Crow was twice 
observed flying over the valley. 
In the 1930s, at Stovepipe Wells 
Hotel, two ravens went after 
a crow and chased it into the 
hotel’s lobby G21.

 A list of birds was compiled from the Death 
Valley region of Inyo County, California 
over the last 17 days in October 1933. On 
it, American Crows (1 or 2) appeared as 
vagrants several times at or near Furnace 
Creek Ranch G72. Monson did a little birding 
at the junction of Nevada / California, and 
Arizona along a short stretch of the Colorado 
River in California. On 14 December 1947, 
a flock of eight crows were with a flock of 
10 Common Ravens. The flock apparently 
wintered – 6 crows were observed on 7 
February 1948 and 3 crows on 4 March 1948 
M146.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_Valley

 Arizona
My day trip by bus from Las Vegas to 
the Grand Canyon in Arizona was rather 
uneventful without crows to animate the 
scenic desert. However, at the west rim of the 
canyon in early December, about 25 Common 
Ravens scrounged some of their food from 

Taxonomy and Range

American Crow’s nasal bristle arrangement

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_Valley
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tourists. The wing tips of ravens extended 
to the tips of their tail feathers or slightly 
beyond. In American Crows the wing tips do 
not reach the tips of their tail feathers. 
 In an area northeast of Tucson and near 

the border of New Mexico, Scott saw his first 
few crows in the 1880s at the head of Mineral 
Creek. In the spring and fall, very large flocks 
appeared in the foothills of the Catalina 
Mountains to the northeast and very close 
to Tucson. Crows were not seen over the 
summer and nests were not located S46.
The American Crow was uncommon in 
Arizona in the early 1900s. There are 4 
records for the state S198.
 Hargrave spent some time in the San 
Francisco Mountains, just north of Flagstaff in 
the central part of Arizona. His observations 
on American Crows were as follows – flocks 
of 6 (24 April), 25, 150, plus several sightings 
of 1 and 2 pairs in March. All flocks were 
flying west to avoid high mountains. In 
late September 1931, 20 crows were near 
Flagstaff H31.
 Huey and a party of three, from 23 June to 
24 July 1933, were in the White Mountains, 
Apache County. The county is central, but 
slightly nearer the eastern border of New 
Mexico. At an elevation of about 2,600 
meters, a flock of several hundred crows 
spent the summer on a high prairie near their 
camp. One was collected on 9 July. H160.
 Dickerman saw 20 crows in a flock several 

times in February and March 1952. The flocks 
were at the north end of Roosevelt Lake, 
northeast of Phoenix. Two adult males from 
the flock were shot on 20 March and each 
placed in a different subspecies based on 

length of tail and wing chord. On 13 April 
1953, during the breeding season, a pair were 
spotted in the same area, which was not the 
usual breeding range for American Crows. 
The Transition Life-zone was where they 
usually nested in Arizona D50.
 A solitary crow (seen by Chuck LaRue) 
was reported on 10 July at Cow Springs 
Lake. Breeding birds were in the Chuska 
Mountains S146. Two crows were noted at 
Jeddito, Arizona, west of Keams Canyon on 
4 February, and 20 birds from Roper Lake 
on 9 February S147. A year later, in 2006, 
Stevenson and Rosenberg reported a lone 
American Crow near Granite Creek outside 
Prescott in central Arizona on 18 May, and 
on 24 May a pair in the same area exhibited 
breeding behavior S148.
 One crow was observed along the Santa 
Cruz River in Tucson on 26 January 1999 J56. 
That same year, American Crows “staged a 
mini-invasion” into lowland areas in October 
and November, but the numbers fizzled out as 
the fall progressed J57. 
 The American Crow was described as an 
occasional visitor to the Sulphur Springs 
Valley in recent winters. However, on 29 
December (20 crows) and 19 January 1996 

Taxonomy and Range

American Crows are thinly distributed in the American southwest due to a lack of trees for nesting 
and agricultural row crops and pasture for feeding. The undulating greens of low desert plants in 
November echo the uneven crest of a distant mountain range
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(100 crows) were observed in that area. It was 
described as a flight year R118. At Pasture 
Canyon east of Tuba City, 17 were seen, and 
later a flock of about 70 crows gathered near 
Pinetop on 16 November. In the 2005 Arizona 
Breeding Bird Atlas, there was breeding 
evidence in 5% of the 1,834 priority blocks. 
Crows nested around Flagstaff and eastward 
to the border of New Mexico C127. 
 
Due south of Arizona, at the small town 
of Yecora in Sonora state, Mexico, on 10 
November, one crow was closely studied. It 
was only the second record for an American 
Crow in this part of Mexico B83.

 New York City
In mid-December 2011, I visited New York 
below to explore commercial art galleries, 
MoMA, and the International Center of 
Photography. Setting up camp at the 
Chelsea Lodge on 20th Street, I was away 
from much of the bustle common to 6th 
Avenue. Walking around the city, including 
a few hours in Central Park across from the 
American Museum of Natural History, not one 
blackshirt was seen or heard. Even at dawn, 
while walking to a restaurant for breakfast, 
the warm calm air did not carry the caw of a 
crow. Nor was a distinguished pair of beating 
black wings observed. 

 Elsewhere

Along the coast of Texas, between Houston 
and Corpus Christi, at the Wolf Point Ranch, 
7 American Crows were observed on 28 May 
1920. This was unusual. Locals had never 
seen American Crows in the area P24.
 Among the winter birds in the region of 
Biloxi, Mississippi, American Crows did not 
mingle with Fish Crows, and they utilized 
deciduous woods and fields. Fish Crows, 
identified from American Crows by their 
voice, were abundant along the shores, and 
numerous on Gull Island, but absent on Ship 
Island 12 miles (19 km) out to sea C130.
 In the Atlantic Ocean the American Crow 
was an introduced breeding bird in Bermuda, 
about 1,600 km east of Savannah, Georgia 
A34. The earliest collection in February 1875 
was by Captain H Edmund. That crow now 
rests in the British Museum K34. In the late 
1800s in Bermuda the American Crow was 
declared a nuisance. It became numerous 
and damaged crops, especially the Indian 
corn, and killed young chickens and ducks. 
With a bounty of half a crown, the crow was 
almost exterminated, with only a group of 5 
remaining P97. Today the crow is viable on the 
island. ♣

Taxonomy and Range

New York City  During a 5-day visit in 2011, I did not see or hear an American Crow – spooky
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The Stage

E ssex County is etched in my 
memory. Like an adult salmon 
returning to its natal stream by 
smell, it is the perfume of the 
county’s air On a damp autumnal 

morning that tells me I’m home. 
 Southern Ontario is well-endowed with a 
generous climate and diversity of crops. Two 
cities where I studied crows will serve as 
landmarks. Essex, Ontario in Essex County 
(lat. 42º N, 83 W), represents the most 
southern part, whereas Winnipeg, Manitoba 
(lat. 50º N, 97 W) embodies the northern 
prairie. The average January temperatures 
in both cities ranges from –5 to –18 ºC 
respectively; in July they range from +23 to 
+20 ºC. In Winnipeg crows endure from –40 
to +40 ºC. Seized by the Great Lakes, Essex 
has an average 180-day growing season 
compared to 120-days for Winnipeg online. 
Crows nest in both locations, but the culture 
of southern Ontario permits the formation 
of large roosts in winter. Winnipeg is 
without large roosts in winter, but some 
families of crows do overwinter on their 
breeding territory.
 The harvest from the flatlands of Essex 
County includes sweet and grain corn, 
soybeans, peas, tomatoes and winter 
wheat. Further east in Ontario, grain corn, 
hay, pasture, oats and barely provide a 
sense of cornucopia on the numerous 
dairy farms from London to Guelph.
 Stopping to look and listen in 
southern Ontario, you quickly realize the 
hedgerows and small remaining pockets 
of woodlots attract the first spring crow 
migrants in mid to late February. Nests 
begin to appear in March. In June, when 
the first cut of hay smells sweetly, many 
young crows have left (fledged) their 
nests. The yellow panicles of goldenrods 

in September, coincide with the appearance 
of the first small flocks of crows decorating 
the landscape.
 Crows flying in a south-western direction 
in October encounter Lakes Erie, Ontario and 
Huron. Near these large bodies of water the 
major winter roosts spring to life at Essex 
(now empty), Chatham, Woodstock, Hamilton 
and St. Catharines. The most recent was 
at Coronation Park along the Rideau River 
in Ottawa. The migratory urge that draws 
many travelers southward in October is not 
completely honored. Most towns and cities 
have a small year-round population of crows.
 Studying a Courage of Crows in the field 
requires patience, good hearing, and eyes 
wide open. Crows follow routines and are 
ordinary birds until that one time when you 
observe them doing something extraordinary. 
 Travel was short. I began my studies when 
I stepped outside my home. The commonness 
of crows is a definite advantage for a 
lone, amateur birdwatcher with no grants, 
assistants, or laboratory.
 Sitting in my parked pickup truck, with 
field glasses focused on a nest or a feeding 
crow, made me a curiosity. People peered 
furtively at me from their windows. One 
man admitted to watching me through his 
binoculars as I was watching crows through 
mine. Sometimes people gathered their 
courage, walked outside and actually began 
to talk with me. Every so often a worthwhile 

The Stage

American Museum of Natural History, NYC.  Its 
entrance faces Central Park, mid-December 2011. No 
American Crows were seen or heard when I visited the 
city three times

3
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conversation resulted, especially when the 
person liked crows. More often, people 
phoned the police. 
 Standing beside my truck, an officer 
always asked the same question, “Who are 
you looking at?” They never asked, “What 
are you looking at?” They requested ID and 
added they received a complaint about my 
behavior. We talked and then, convinced of 
my ornithological intentions, but perhaps not 
the merit of my work, they left me in peace 
with a Courage of Crows.
 In Winnipeg, Manitoba in the early 2000s, 
I studied the nesting habits of crows for two 
years. I rode the bus and walked. As I stood 
outside a home watching a crow’s nest, a 
man told me I made his wife nervous. When I 
explained my purpose, he was pleased. One 
family invited me into their home, upstairs, to 
view a nearby nest in a spruce. ♣

The Stage

Crows

Crows have a gigantic body,
Composed of thousands,
Moving like an inky cloud of pumping crows’ 
hearts,
Like a text balloon moving forth from the lips 
of god,
Here and then gone,
Like all miraculous revelations,
Chopped into tiny pieces by the scientists,
Who never smile in public for if they do,
Between their teeth,
The remnants of crow feathers,
Fingers stained with the orange of beaks.
Their wives have left them
For their habit of inhaling raw meat,
Cawing in the basement,
Moving their arms like feathered wings,
Hooking the backs of their knees over 
branches when the children are watching.

  – David Scott,  2011

A Common Raven in Arizona raised its 
feathers and held them this way for a few 

minutes. I haven’t seen crows perform this 
feathery feat. November 2011

Burr Oak leaf lingering into March in Winnipeg
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Color

N ot a member of the glitterati, the 
crow must be content, as is a 
well-dressed woman, with simple 
elegant black. At a distance, 
against the browns, blues, whites 
and greens, the American Crow 

is indelible—a dark silhouette. But up close, 
in sunlight, the brown eye captivates, the 
bill shines, and rich tones of metallic violet-
blue highlight the plumage. Unlike the male 
Scarlet Tanager, whose contrasting colors 
serve to define the wings, eyes, bill and tail 
from the rest of its red body, the crow has no 
such pattern. Its evenness, however, serves 
to identify it more easily than sparrows with 
their tangles of brown.
 From art and fashion we have developed 
attitudes about this stygian color. “Elegant 
black can suddenly make color look foolish,” 
writes Anne Hollander on its cultural role. 
“Black is everything and nothing, a color 
vibrant with a mysterious ambiguity, a color 
that allows whatever takes it on to enjoy total 

associative freedom.” She continues, “Colors 
are worn by those who prize rude health, 
lively fellowship, and simple views. Black 
suits those who challenge all simplicities, 
keep to themselves, brood a lot, and seem to 
be dangerous even if they do nothing. Black 
is the color of the unknown. In a frivolous and 
colorful world, black is serious. Indeed, in 
certain perverse, extreme circumstances, it is 
far more than that—it is sinister” H122.

F ield guides do not flatter birds with 
their prose. Roger T Peterson tells 
us the crow is an “ebony-hued bird 
that needs no description” P46. A 

much more complete picture of the crow’s 
plumage can be read in, The Bird Life of 
Texas, which may be useful in a museum / 
taxonomic setting O4. 

 Why black?
Black feathers reduce wear, especially at the 
tips, as well as damage from UV radiation 
B231. The black coloration of the crow may 
assist in the flocking behavior of this open-
field feeder G40. Any hunter knows that 
placing crow decoys in a snowy field along 
a morning flyway will attract passing crows. 
Since crows often perch on the uppermost 
bare branches of a tree, their conspicuous 
silhouette is highly visible to other crows 
of the family or flock. Crows are rarely 
secretive in their daily lives. When the female 
is incubating, the male crow perches on the 
edge of a tall building or atop a tree usually 

Color

4

An America Crow in shadows is difficult to see with a passing glance. Winnipeg, Manitoba
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within 100 m of the nest to ensure he can see 
approaching danger and be seen by other 
birds. A 42 cm long, this songbird is rarely 
cryptic.
 Aside from its protective aspects, the 
all black color of the crow absorbs more 
solar energy. In a cool climate, this reduces 
the metabolic cost of maintaining its body 
temperature at about 41 ºC H19. At 0 ºC 
crows let their body temperature drop 1–2  
degrees Celsius W146. Should this enable the 
crow to extend its range further north due 
to climate change? 
Presently, this bird 
resides from southern 
Florida into Canada 
where it is subjected 
to a temperature 
range of about 80 ºC. 
This I assume, makes 
its black hue both a 
plus and a minus in 
maintaining its body 
temperature.
 Certain behaviors 
come into play when 
temperatures soar. 
On a sunny day in 
Guelph, with the 
temperature in the 

mid-20s or higher, feeding crows may walk 
about with an open bill. When the coarse 
nostril tufts of feathers were experimentally 
removed from nine birds in Colorado, this 
did not significantly modify evaporation, 
which probably explains why crows need to 
open their bills to keep cool W146. Sometimes 
shade was favored, but on other occasions 
they fed in the open during the warmest part 
of the day. Similar behavior puzzled Heppner 
who watched panting crows feed in the sun 
as the ambient temperature approached 40 
ºC, when shaded foraging sites were close at 
hand H84. At an outside temperature of 37 ºC, 
a crow’s body temperature was slightly more 
than 1 ºC above the norm of 41 ºC. At this 
point, crows lose 40% of their internal heat 
production by evaporation W146. 

O n warm days in April I’ve noticed 
incubating female crows with their bills 

open. I have seen a breeding crow perch on 
the nest’s rim in May and shade its nestlings 
for several minutes. Occasionally, a crow 
will suddenly stop feeding on a sunny lawn, 
open and lower its wings, tilt its head to 
the side, and with an open bill maintain this 
rigid, awkward-looking position for several 
seconds, perhaps as a means to reduce its 
body temperature. Sometimes crows spend 
a restful period in a shade tree on a hot 
afternoon. And juvenile crows, a few weeks 
out of the nest, may perch on a horizontal 
branch in the shade, face into the wind, 
extend their necks and raise its feathers to 
let the breeze fan the exposed skin. They 

may hold this pose for 
several minutes.
 In a cooler climate, 
the adaptive value of 
black is perhaps more 
apparent. Warming 
of the outer feathers 
from the sun reduces 
metabolic heat loss 
to the colder air W62. 
A pair of crows on 
their winter territory in 
Guelph met the –15 ºC 
weather with inactivity. 
Fluffing their feathers 
and facing the mid-day 
sun, they sat quietly in 
a conifer for two hours.

Color

An American Crow pants and lowers its 
wings to reduce its temperature on a sunny day 
in Winnipeg, Manitoba

An American Crow ruffles its feathers in May
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The whiTe Crow

There lived in the land
Of Caw, Caw, Caw
As white a crow
As ever man saw.
And a black crow said,
One dark, wet night:
“Let’s kill the crow
With the wings of white.”
And they all said: “Yes,
Let’s kill this freak”–
Save one old raven
With a long, wise beak.
And he told them white
Was quite the thing:
So they made the white crow
Caw-Caw’s king.

  – Wilson MacDonald 1930 M6.
 

 Albinism
Watching crows has given me very few 
glimpses of white. Albinism is out there, but 
usually around the corner in the next county. 
From time to time I have observed two types 
of albinism. The first is an ephemeral, false 
kind that appears on feathers. A nocturnal 

addition, it happens when overwintering 
crows huddled together by the thousands in 
trees to sleep. The birds are layered several 
meters deep. As you might expect, crows 
below the upper ones may receive a splash of 
white. Any large roost produces many crows 
with this false kind of albinism each morning 
photo to the left. Through field glasses, the large 
number of feeding birds with white on their 
dorsal surface is at times remarkable. When 
the Essex flock briefly switched to a two-

dimensional roosting mode, that is sleeping 
on the ground, no vertical disadvantage 
was imparted to any member. At once 
the interchangeability of their blackness 
was restored. Personally, I have never 
experienced the crow’s rite of passage, 
in spite of thousands of birds passing 
overhead as I watched their roosting rituals. 
 The second type of albinism is quite rare. 
Unlike the ephemeral type, it cannot be 
washed or preened away. Although thought 
of as congenital (present from birth), a 
captive crow suddenly developed white 
patches on its wings at five years of age 
W25. The Bowdoin College in Yarmouth, 
Maine has an unalloyed albino crow’s skin 
in its collection. It is a female with its bill, 
feet, claws and feathers pure white. The 
eyes were pink. Another entirely white crow 
rests quietly at Ohio State University G35. 
The Manitoba Museum in Winnipeg, also 
has a taxidermic white crow.
 Partial albinism in crows is more 
common, but still quite rare. One roost in 
southern Ontario, which is unique for crow 

An American Crow early in the morning that 
spent the night on a lower branch in the roost and 
intercepted shit from the crows above throughout 
the night. Here it feeds in a harvested soybean 
field in Kent County near the Chatham roost in 
December

Color

These crows were often together over 2 days, and 
the partial albino had been in the area for about 3 
years. Near Montrose, Pennsylvania, in the north-
eastern part of the state, November 2010, © Jerry 
Acton, with permission
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watching, is located in Hamilton. Here the 
birds assembled and often roosted along the 
Niagara Escarpment, a steeply treed cliff that 
curves through the city and beyond. From 
its top I had the pleasure of looking down on 
several thousand crows at close range. When 
they launched themselves from bare trees, 
any white dorsal feathers were immediately 
apparent. One partial albino crow I observed 
for several minutes had a 3 cm wide border 
of creamy white along the trailing edge of 
its wings. When it took flight, a dozen crows 
flew with it calling excitedly. Ernest Good 
witnessed a partial albino that seemed to 
be persecuted by its fellows G35. Visit www.
pinterest.ca/randomavatar/white-crow/
 Gross reported 304 albinistic species 
(1,847 birds) in 54 of the 75 families of birds 
in North America. The American Robin (8%) 
and House Sparrow (6%) lead the pack 
for incidence of albinism. Eleven of the 17 
species of Corvidae in North America are 
distinguished by occasional whiteness G78.
 One juvenile crow in Guelph, Ontario that 
fed within a family of six was a partial albino. 
As it explored with a sibling in early July, I 
had the impression it was dominated by its 
larger, all-black peers. If it survived to reach 
sexual maturity at two or more years of age, 
would it be able to hold a territory and mate? 
North of Toronto on 29 June 1908, Fleming 
and Lloyd described two albino nestlings 
from one nest as grayish white with a beak 
the color of a mammal’s horn. Their feet were 
lead-black and eyes a normal bluish-gray F43.
 The crow with the rarest color is an 
erythristic (reddish) one above right. One was 
killed in 1939, which became part of the 
collection of Ohio State University. Most 
of the feathers were a warm brown, and 
the beak, eyes and feet were a dark brown 
when collected G35. If you visit crows.net, in 
the long list of marvelous anecdotes are a 
few pictures of white and caramel-colored 
crows submitted by the public; one of which 
I display here. Piers described a partial 
albino, which was a caramel-colored crow, 
near Halifax, Nova Scotia in the late 1890s 
P63. ♣
A YouTube video shows an albino crow in 
Vancouver, BC www.youtube.com/watch?v=EY_
r5Re8gjE

Color

American Crow  A caramel-colored juvenile 
begging at a birdbath from a parent, 13 July 
2009, © Kate and Felipe Garcia from Oak Harbor, 
Whidbey Island, Washington, USA. No contact 
possible so I copied and cropped it without 
permission from  crows.net/images/browncrow2.jpg

An American Crow, complete with fleas and 
internal parasites, pauses to drink water from the 
polluted Assiniboine River in Winnipeg. 
25 August 2011

www.pinterest.ca/randomavatar/white-crow/
www.pinterest.ca/randomavatar/white-crow/
www.youtube.com/watch?v=EY_r5Re8gjE
www.youtube.com/watch?v=EY_r5Re8gjE
crows.net/images/browncrow2.jpg
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Color

Primary wing feathers of a partial albino American Crow in the Manitoba Museum, Winnipeg

American Crow’s back feathers
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The Breeding 
Season

T he early February countryside 
has taken on a stark, hard-edged 
design. The snow could go on 
forever, but for the line of dark 
trees dividing the canvas. At my 
feet are small blue shadows that 

crisscross a snowfield, revealing the white 
blanket not to be as smooth and untouched 
as imagined. The low creeping movement 
of the winter’s sun stretches the shadows 
far but not wide. Near a cedar fence, faint 
footprints left by a f lock of Snow Buntings 
will vanish with the next tug of wind. Turning 
back towards the road, I realized I have not 
seen a crow all day. The gliding signature of 
its blue shadow on snow is a delight I will 
have to do without, at least for now.
 When early February arrives and crows 
are assembling on the ground near a large 
wintery roost, you may notice several ‘mock’ 
fights between pairs of birds leaping a 
meter into the air. It may be play-fighting 

by yearlings, or more serious stuff as adults 
feel the internal surges of spring. Fueled 
by lengthening days and increasing sexual 
hormones, this stepped-up aggression could 
be the underlying cause for the demise 
of winter roosts. The crows can no longer 
tolerate each other.

 Ceremonial gatherings
By late February the first returning blackshirts 
signal the genesis of spring. Crows are 
arriving in southern Ontario to begin their 
breeding season. Resident urban crows 
become more active and vocal on their 
permanent territories. Overhead, where 
angels sing and dance, flights of fancy are 
happening. Crows gather in small, noisy 
flocks throughout the day. Because these 
flocks occur in the spring, February through 
May, it is a reasonable assumption they 
are part of courtship, territorial acquisition, 
or another social ritual we may never 
understand.
 My field notes in Guelph, Ontario for March 
1987 indicated 21 ceremonial gatherings 
averaged 9 (3–19) loosely bunched American 
Crows, with a late May group of about 30 
birds. The size of a flock was constantly 
changing as it traveled in wide irregular 
patterns. Two gatherings may be viewed 
simultaneously. As a gathering sailed by 

Tools of the Trade  A cheap hobby with great 
rewards

Breeding Season

The Assiniboine River begins to open along 
its banks in mid-March in Winnipeg. Most crows 
are moving north to prepare for another nesting 
season

5
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above the treetops, breeding crows left their 
ground-level territories and joined in. For 
example, a pair plus a helper, flew west 200 
m to join a ceremony of 12 crows, stayed with 
them for almost seven minutes, then returned 
from the east. Another pair of crows stopped 
their nest-building, joined four ceremonial 
birds for one minute, then returned and 
resumed nest-building. On two occasions, 
a pair of crows locked violently in the air, 
fell about 30 meters, then separated before 
hitting the ground. Were the two males (?) 
fighting over a female or a territory? We do 
not know.

 Cooperative breeding
Early uninformed crow watchers often saw 
triads of birds and mistook this as proof 
against monogamy. Similar to mating by 
Canada Geese, American Crows are mainly 
monogamous – the pair remaining together 
for life, unless life gets in the way. A marked 
pair in Los Angeles stayed together for 
at least 9 years. Elsewhere, in Stillwater, 
Oklahoma and Encino, California, there were 
over 100 mated pairs observed – with only 

one divorce. Their first nesting attempt was 
lost to a predator. Each found a new mate in 
an adjacent territory for the next season V18.

S ocial and intellectual development 
in cooperative animals is necessary. 
Nicholas Humphrey introduced 
the Social Intelligent Hypothesis 
(SIH) based on his work with 

Rhesus Monkeys. Some of the latest figures 
indicated species that formed life-long pair 
bonds, such as corvids and parrots, tended 
to develop the largest relative-sized brains 
to their weight. Canada Geese may also have 
a lifelong pair bond. Yet they have relatively 
smaller brains. Part of the reason might be in 
their social and nesting posturing. The young 
of geese are precocial and feed on their own 
within hours of hatching. The parents do not 
engage in allopreening or allofeeding, etc. It 
appears the pair bond is “more socially and 
cognitively complex in corvids and parrots 
than in geese and albatrosses.” Exploring 
480 species of birds, the group with the 
relatively largest brain size were those that 
formed small groups of 5–30 birds and bred 

Ceremonial gatherings begin in March in Winnipeg and last into May. Small vocal flocks of crows 
circle about, momentarily landing in tree tops 
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in a cooperative manner, as do some corvids 
E34. Recognition of family units among some 
crows and other birds forced us to try and 
explain this phenomenon.
 Cooperative breeding is possible because 
individual crows, as least in the family, 
recognized each other in vocal, sexual, 
physical, age, and other ways. 

 Two fashionable theories
1) The habitat saturation theory may explain 
the development of cooperative breeding 
groups in crows. The habitat is saturated and 
the young have no place to set up a territory, 
so they stay with their parents for varying 
lengths of time (years for some)
2) The alternative theory states birds remain 
at home to improve their fitness benefits. 
It appears local patterns of variation in the 
quality of individual territories may explain 
the evolution of both types of breeding 
ecology S137.

Among American Crows and other corvids, 
a breeding pair may have a helper(s) one 
year, but not the next. And quite possibly, 
one breeding pair in a city may have several 
helpers, while the adjacent breeding pair may 
have none. Are these urban territories so 
vastly different in quality as to exhibit such 

a high difference in the number of family 
members? Or are the personalities and social 
abilities of the parents and young involved?

 Auxiliaries (helpers)
In early articles on nesting, families of crows 
were not mentioned. Today, we know one or 
more extra crows with the breeding pair are 
probably related yearlings or adults. They are 
referred to as auxiliaries (or helpers). Birds 
that partake in cooperative breeding are in 
the minority. About 4% of birds, or 350 of 
9,672 species develop family groups that 
involve cooperative breeding L44.
 “Cooperative breeding in birds is a 
reproductive system where more than two 
individuals provide care to the young” B5. The 
mated pair often stay closer together with 
the third or fourth birds to the side. Trios of 
crows have been seen from New Hampshire 
to Florida over the fall and winter K56. For 
two unmarked, non-migratory American Crow 
families in Florida, their cooperative groups 
averaged 7 (4–10) crows over several years. 
Beyond the two breeding adults, the two 
groups included 2–6 non-breeding adults and 
0–4 yearlings K50.
 Before we go further, several categories of 
crows should be explained –

1) Nestlings – Young altricial crows in the 
nest
 
2) Fledglings – Crows that have recently, 
permanently left their nest-tree but remain 
in trees. After 7–14 days they are strong 
enough to join their parents on the ground 
as juveniles, where they will be fed until they 
learn to feed themselves 

3) Juveniles – (HY) Hatch Year birds feeding 
on the ground, some of which remain on 
their parents’ territory until the end of our 
calendar year (31 December of their hatch 
year). Juveniles are fed for 1 to a few months 
by their parents over their first summer and 
sometimes into autumn

4) Yearlings – Birds from 1 January 
throughout our next calendar year; after 
Hatch Year (AHY) birds. They may disperse 
or remain with their parents as auxiliaries; 
sometimes called subadults (sub-A). 
Generally, yearlings have not yet acquired 

The Breeding Season

Crocus Anemone is an early sign of spring 
on the prairies. Crows arriving from the south is 
another
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their own territory and breeding mate, 
because they are not yet sexually mature

5) Mature – (Ad) Adult crows entering 
their 3rd summer or second full year; 
breeding is possible although they will not 
actually be 2-years-old until the time when 
they hatched two years ago, probably 
sometime in March–April. Some crows do 
not breed until their 3rd year, or beyond

6) Auxiliary – A yearling or an adult 
crow up to several years old. Not all 
yearlings are helpers and not all helpers 
are yearlings. Related or distantly related 
auxiliaries may also be adults. Auxiliaries 
can be either sex and are the foundation 
of cooperative breeding. Some male 
auxiliaries (even sons) may mate or try to 
mate with the breeding female with rare 
success. Immigrants from other families 
(often males) may also become auxiliaries 
and try to, or actually breed with the 
paired female. Female auxiliaries are not 
known to breed with the paired male. 
Helping is an option to dispersing and 
breeding on their own, or so we think.
 An auxiliary (helper) is “a bird which 
assists in the nesting of an individual 
other than its mate, or feeds or otherwise 
attends a bird of whatever age which 
is neither its mate nor its dependent 
offspring. Generally they are young 
nonbreeding individuals, but some are 
adults that have lost a mate. They may aid 
other birds of the most diverse relationships to 
themselves, including those of distinct species; 
and they may assist in various ways” S89. 
 R Tarter concluded auxiliaries provided 
three benefits to families –

1) help in territorial disputes and 
interactions between other families
2) increase the possibility of finding a 
windfall of food
3) warn of dangers or predators

Generally, male crow auxiliaries assisted with 
disputes between families. Female auxiliaries 
often acted as sentinels, which may increase 
adult feeding times T8.

 How and why did cooperative breeding 
develope is still under discussion. Population 

regulation, altruism, group selection, and 
queuing for territory are some current ideas 
W91. There is support in field work for each 
idea. But it is necessary to develop fruitful 
comparisons between species with and 
without a cooperative breeding strategy R72. 
Although auxiliaries (non-breeders) appear 
maladaptive in their behavior, the provision of 
relatedness, current costs and benefits, and 
sources of genetic variation may all add to 
the adaptive nature of helping W144.

Auxiliaries come from 3 sources –

1) offspring of the breeders
2) siblings of the breeders
3) immigrants into a social group

Helping by ‘auxiliaries’ is the only alternative 
to leaving the natal area and eventually 
breeding independently. Auxiliaries may 

American Crow’s nest of twigs in an American Elm 
in Winnipeg in January. A well-built nest will last a 
few years. A few nests are used more than one year

The Breeding Season
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increase the number and quality of nestlings 
fledged.
 There is speculation the inexperienced 
young might be taken more easily by 
predators, thus allowing the parents to 
survive K40.

 Learning to help
A gathering of 39 eggs came from 17 nests 
of Carrion Crows in rural Switzerland, 
where there was no cooperative breeding 
(no auxiliaries). Once these incubated eggs 
started to hatch, the nestlings were placed 
in nests of Carrion Crows in northern Spain 
where some of the crows did practice 
cooperative breeding (auxiliaries present). 
The transplanted nestlings were marked and 
then fitted with a radio transmitter prior to 
fledging.
 The nestlings that remained in the donor 
nests in Switzerland were also banded. As 
the next breeding season arrived, none of the 
banded juveniles were found on their parent’s 
territory in Switzerland. That was expected 
because no helpers were involved.
 In Spain, however, only one of the 7 
surviving transplanted juveniles left its natal 
territory by the end of the summer. Into the 
next breeding season 5 Carrion Crows stayed 
on their foster parents’ territory. Two of the 
transplanted female yearling crows helped 
to feed nestlings in their new parents’ nest, 
and defend their nest and territory. One other 
transplanted female crow eventually left due 
to nest failure. Two males were pushed to 
the edge of their parents’ territory by the 
dominant breeding alpha-male.

 The experimental transfer of nestlings 
responded as predicted “non-cooperative 
Carrion Crows of Swiss ancestry can express 
delayed natal dispersal and helping behavior 
when reared in a cooperatively breeding 
population of the same species in Spain.” 
CONCLUSION, the rearing environment can 
influence social behavior B6.

 Some avian characteristics are necessary 
for the evolution and maintenance of a helper 
system W134 –

1) a population of long-lived birds
2) permanent monogamy
3) a continuous territory with one brood 
each year within a short synchronized nesting 
season H6

American Crows are a good fit for the above 
3 points.
 From 25–50% of families of American 
Crows had a helper that joined from other 
groups of crows (from Caffrey, unpub. data). 
Nonbreeders may move about various 
territories, visit their parents, or move in 
with other nearby groups. Consequently, the 
group size of a family may change weekly 
to annually. Benefits vary according to the 
sex of the helper. Generally, males are more 
likely to stay and help, directly or indirectly. 
Auxiliaries may also help because of certain 
personality traits R100.
 The dominance of an unmarked breeding 
male was observed at close range by Kilham 
in southern Florida. Early in the breeding 
season, (January), when the semi-tame 

American Elm buds (leaves and flowers) are beginning to swell in mid-March in 
Winnipeg as snow melts and the earth begins to warm
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family of 8 birds came to feed on corn Kilham 
scattered, the larger male did most of the 
cawing and tail-flicking, and was the last 
bird to feed. When feeding he kept trying to 
edge out ‘crow Q’, also thought 
to be a male. On 14 February, 
the dominant male supplanted Q 
from 9 fence posts in succession. 
At other times the male simply 
positioned his body between 
his mate and a yearling, or 
with more intent, pecked at the 
yearling’s feet. A yearling might 
assume a begging posture to 
reduce tension, or hold out 
a foot against the breeding 
male to keep it away. During 
the late incubation period the 
aggressiveness of the dominant 
male declined. Kilham suggested 
displays of male dominance 
maintained cooperative breeding 
and reduced the size of the family 
group in the spring K56.
 Kevin McGowan, with the help 
of several students, marked and 
studied crows in Ithaca, New 
York for over two decades. Males 
did not breed independently 
until at least their third year and 
females in their second year T65. 
The presence of auxiliaries in 
family groups varied. Auxiliaries 
were at 60% of 62 rural nests 
and at 80% of 299 urban nests 
of crows. The average number of 
helpers per nest was 3.7 in the 
city and 3.2 in the country. The 
number of families with more 
than 6 helpers was slight, although up to 12 
helpers was possible in the city. From 2001–
2005, after the arrival of WNv, the percentage 
of families with helpers dropped. Overall, 
nesting crows were more successful based 
on three interrelated variables –

1) presence of helpers
2) early nesting
3) consistent differences among    
 breeding pairs: 2.1 fledglings with helpers;  
 1.9 fledglings without helpers M89.

In California, having helpers and nesting 
early were independently tied to nesting 

success. Breeding crows had one helper 86% 
of the time, and two helpers at 14% of the 35 
instances when auxiliaries were present C13.
 During a 5-year study on a golf course in 

California, crows averaged a 
high breeding density of almost 
one pair per hectare. Using 
cannon nets and large walk-in 
traps, 173 crows were caught, 
then marked with wing tags 
and leg bands. Disturbances to 
these breeders and predation, 
chiefly by Great Horned Owls, 
lead to a nest success rate 
of 43% (63 of 147 nests). For 
successful nests, the mean 
number of fledged young was 2 
per nest C11. At 35 nests where 
auxiliaries were present, 81% of 
nesting attempts fledged crows 
while only 32% of nests without 
helpers fledged young. From 
this it appeared auxiliaries were 
useful to have around as far as 
nesting success was concerned. 
Second or renesting attempts 
in the same year (n 24) failed to 
produce any young C13.
 The 173 marked crows 
consisted of 54 females, 63 
males, and the other 56 were 
not sexed. From 115 breeding 
pairs during 1985–1989, 37% 
(28–57%) had helpers and 
nonhelpers and 30% (25–
47%) had only helpers. Most 
auxiliaries (78%) were yearlings 
and 61% of those sexed were 
females. Auxiliaries ranged from 

1–3 birds with one present the majority of 
times. One breeding female, at least 5 years 
of age that lost her mate, joined another 
family as an auxiliary C9.
 At the golf course, all 15 yearling females 
stayed on their natal territory and 9 of 14 
(64%) of yearling males did the same. Overall, 
27 auxiliaries marked as nestlings stayed 
with their parents, or at least in the natal 
core area. In a review on avian dispersal, it 
was usually the female that left the natal area 
and traveled a longer distance to breed than 
males, but this pattern was obviously not 
fixed for the crow C83. Non-helpers as well 
as auxiliaries begged and were fed by the 

American Crow 
Adults allopreening with 
an auxiliary perched 
above
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breeding pair, especially by the male bird. 
Nonhelpers stayed in the core area of the 
breeders territory, but were not seen near the 
nest.
 Another interesting aspect of the golf 
course study in California was the few 
territories that became empty were not 

immediately filled by crows of breeding 
age looking for a territory in which to nest. 
In this colony of nesters there was much 
overlap of territories and little aggression. 
New breeders simply squeezed into a small 
space and built a nest. With empty territorial 
spaces, the theory that lack of breeding 
space was one cause of delayed breeding by 
the corvids did not hold in that situation. It 
may be dependent on more social aspects of 
the flock and individuals. “The first breeding 
attempts of 8 males and 6 females all were 
unsuccessful.” Each crow may delay its 
breeding until it decides it is time to breed.
 Among 40 marked breeding pairs with 
auxiliaries, there were –

 one auxiliary 75% of the time
 two auxiliaries 20%
 three auxiliaries 5%

50 aged auxiliaries yielded –

 one-year old 78%
 two-year olds 14%
 three-year olds 4%
 four-year olds 2%
 older than 5 years 2% (a widowed female 
that bred the previous year) C9.

On the golf course, the annual mortality of 
62 marked male breeders was 7% (0–14%) 
and for 29 marked females 3% (0–20%). Over 
five years, the survivorship was 93% for the 
males and 97% for the female breeders. Only 
one female breeder died; she was hit by a 
golf ball. Of the 4 male breeders that died, 3 
were found dead and the 4th was missing and 
presumed dead.
 Young crows did not fare as well as the 
adult breeders above. In all, 71% of fledgling 
crows survived their first 2 months. And 
about 68% of all fledglings lived to be 
one year of age. Young crows had various 
dispersal options from the natal area, 
including when they left. Some left in their 
first fall as juveniles C9. About half of these 
returned home as yearlings for the next 
breeding season. Most juveniles stayed on 
their natal area until at least January, at 
which point (by our calendar) they became 
yearlings. Overall, 55% of marked juveniles 
spent their first 12 months on their parents 
territory; some stayed much longer. Others 
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joined the local non-breeding flock C9.
 In Stillwater, Oklahoma, cooperative 
families were comprised of 2–12 birds and 
included four age groups. Some auxiliaries 
moved in from other families, and not all 
helped V18. The day the first egg hatched, 
feeding trips to the nest began. At 23 nests 
over two years, an average group size of 3 
(2–5) breeders and auxiliaries fed the young. 
Breeders varied from first-timers (11%) to 
experienced birds. One male breeder with an 
injured leg contributed only 6% of the total 
feeding visits. From 32 auxiliaries in the two 
years, 37% were females and 53% males. 
Only 53% of the auxiliaries were offspring of 
the mated pair. Auxiliaries from neighboring 
territories joined the family groups H06.

A comparison was made between 
breeding habits of Carrion Crows in 
Spain and Italy. In Spain breeding 
pairs occupied their territories year 

round, and apparently offered a relative safe 
and stable place for offspring to hang and 
help along the way. In Italy, breeding pairs 
abandoned their territories after nesting, 
which encouraged their young to disperse. 
This new finding does not support the habitat 
saturation theory whereby young stayed with 
parents due to a lack of available vacant 
territories B7.
 In North America, family groups 
ranged from 2–10 birds at Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts. Averages of families ranged 
from 3.5 in 1983 and 1984, to 5.7 in 1987, 
with 4.4 birds the overall mean size. The 
most common group size was 3. At 54 
nests, 94% had one or more auxiliaries, 
and the offspring stayed for the whole year. 
When three separate breeding pairs without 
helpers successfully raised a family, the 
young remained on their parents’ territory 
for at least 4 years. Helping included shared 
incubation and brooding several times in 
the two largest family groups. Urban family 
groups with 4 or more experienced helpers 
tended to produce more fledglings. It seemed 
inexperienced auxiliaries did not try, or were 
not permitted to help with the chores. They 
watch to learn their culture C61.
 In Guelph, Ontario, in the 1980s, I 
estimated about half the unmarked breeding 
crows had helpers. At Winnipeg, while 
monitoring 47 nests of American Crows 

A windy day in March
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in 2008 and ‘09, I estimated 10% of the 
unmarked breeders had easily observed 
helpers during most visits to their nesting 
territories. Three helpers was the highest 
number counted near a nest. Two years later 
I noticed a group of 6 crows associated with 
a nest in Winnipeg. It is not known how many 
migratory pairs of crows retain helpers. A 
study of crows nesting in rural Saskatchewan 
made no mention of helpers I4. Some of 
the unmarked urban crows in Winnipeg 
maintained a year-round territory. It would be 
interesting to know what percentage of urban 
crows remained year-round on their territories 
compared to rural breeding crows on the 
prairies, and how this influenced the number 
of helpers per family.
 What a helper may do has been catalogued 
K50. Yearling (AHY) helpers assist with –

NEST building
FEEDING a female while she is incubating
CARING for and feeding nestlings
CLEANING and defending the nest
DEFENSE against predators

Regarding defense, helpers also acted as 
sentinels, especially 2-year old helpers W106. 
The presence of one or more auxiliaries on 
a territory may serve as a visual deterrent to 
other crows or predators. Birds that help may 
derive benefits by increasing the productivity 
and survival of their parents. Being with a 
family group may ultimately increase their 
own survival and future breeding success 
through an increase in personal status and 
knowledge H6.
 Over her 5-year study on a golf course 
in Encino, California, Caffrey found 
auxiliaries never helped with nest-building. 
Consequently, she defined helpers as those 
that helped to feed nestlings. Auxiliaries fed 
fledglings, guarded nestlings and fledglings, 
and helped with nest sanitation. Some 
crows that stayed more than one year with 
the family group did not help every year C9. 
Again, each crow develops a status and 
personality which are reflected in its behavior.
 Afield in Stillwater, Oklahoma, Caffrey 
and her assistants noted the behaviour of 
America Crows during nest building and 
early incubation.  Pairs nested singly or in 
groups with up to 10 auxiliaries C22. Breeders 

did most of the nest building, each sex 
contributing about equally. 
 Nest-building lasted from 1 March–9 April 
in 2001, and from 22 February–6 April in 
2002. Crows’ nests in Stillwater were about 
50 cm wide and 23 cm tall. Discarded human 
artifacts were used as building materials in 
several nests. Most pairs began work 14–17 
days before the start of incubation and took 
7–10 days to finish building the first nest. 
Second- and third-attempted nests were 
completed more quickly. 

 Breeders made 87%of nest-building trips 
and worked on nests for 0.25–5 minutes 
during visits whether building material was 
carried or not. Males carried more sticks 
(40% of trips vs. 27% for females). Females 
spent more time at and in nests than males 
during nest-building periods (means were 
6.5 vs. 3.6 min/hour. Auxiliaries helped 
build nests. In 2001 and 2002, five marked 
auxiliaries (one in both years) built nests in 
addition to those of breeding pairs in their 
groups.
 Many pairs finished nests several days 
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before females began laying. Other females 
began egg-laying as soon as their nest was 
completed. Females began incubating first 
nests from 10 March–6 April in 2001, and 
from 8 March–24 March in 2002. Incubation 
dates for second- and third-attempts that 
produced nestlings were as late as 22 April 
in 2001 and 2 May in 2002. The average 
incubation took 19 days. While incubating, 
females were fed 0.3 times per hour. 
 Extra-pair copulation attempts were seen 
on five occasions occurring from 4 to 14 
days after the start of incubation. Incubating 
females were not receptive to these males; 
they thrashed, snapped at, and clawed them, 
and vocalized loudly C23.  
 In Florida, adult auxiliaries were kept 
away by the dominant breeding male during 
nest-building through incubation, but were 
permitted to help after nestlings appeared. 
Yearling auxiliaries assisted with nest 
building, fed the female while she incubated 
and brooded, then fed the nestlings K50. 
Near the nest (within 90 m) and while it was 
under construction, an inner group of four 
crows (breeding pair and two yearlings) were 
present.
 Further away, at 200 m, seven crows 
fed on the corn scattered by Kilham. The 
extra crows were of adult age and non 
breeders K56. When a crow helping at a nest 
disappeared (or died), the event usually 
caused an adjustment in the behaviour of 
another remaining family member regarding 
its helping (feeding) efforts H6.
 Considering the many chores helpers 
of American Crows may do, they are not 
often seen doing them. Helpers vary in how 
helpful they are and some can exhibit a lack 
of interest. At some nests I visited weekly 
in Guelph, Ontario, a helper was present 
each visit; at other nests, the helper was 
rarely seen. Even though nest-building is one 
activity I saw helpers doing, at the same time 
I’ve witnessed rather feeble attempts by them 
at gathering nest material on the ground. 
 
 Courting calls and other
 sexual traits
On this mild March morning, I am enveloped 
by the sounds and sights of a surging spring. 
At latitude 43º N, the warming air in Guelph, 
Ontario is saturated with the promise of 

blossoms. Plant buds are enlarging and rivers 
are running high. The swirling brown water 
captivates.
 Tuning my ear to the delicate sounds of 
nature, I have grown to expect bouts of soft 
notes from American Crows at this time 
of year. Repeated two or three times and 
possibly followed by a click, I assumed this 
was one of the typical courting calls from 
a crow. Not lasting more than about four 
seconds, a bout may carry 60 m or more. 
Although the call was soft and easily covered 
by sounds of passing vehicles or yapping 
robins, the head bowing of a crow was the 
best signal that something fundamental was 
going on. Initially the neck was extended 
and the bill pointed down. When a crow was 
perched on a branch, its bill often dipped 
below the level of its feet as the throat and 
neck feathers were raised. As the bill was 
pulled toward the chest and raised, a soft 
cu-koo sound was emitted. At the same time 
the wings were usually pumped out from the 
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sides and the tail fanned.
 A mated pair perched several cm apart 
bowed together while facing in the same 
direction. At a ranch in Florida, a pair 
perched on the back of a cow and did some 
bowing. One crow then tried to mount the 
other. Kilham also noted the dominant 
breeding male, which fed at scattered corn, 
bowed and gave the cu-koo note with tail 

spread and wings slightly extended. In 
context, a rival male was nearby K56. 
 I believe head bowing is performed every 
month, but is more frequent and with louder 
vocals in spring. The ritualized bows in other 
months appeared to be made with little 
or no production of sound, at least none I 
could hear. Juveniles 2–3 months old can 
gave bows, but again with little vocalization. 
Most of the courting calls in the spring took 
place before noon, but then most of the crow 
watching I’ve done also took place before 
noon. 
 Twice in the spring, soft twittering notes 
were made half an hour before sunrise. In 
one instance they were the first calls of the 
morning before a crow left its roost in a pine 

tree in Guelph.
 The soft cu-koo notes occurred when 
a crow was alone, with its mate or family 
nearby, or even among an assembly of crows 
in the evening. Sometimes both paired adults 
gave bows and soft notes when perched 
together. At other times, while one crow 
delivered its vocals, its mate, as close as a 
body-width away, appeared not to notice. 
These soft calls happened when a crow was 
perched or walking, but not when flying. The 
bowing appeared unexpectedly, at least in 
my interpretation. Whether a crow can feel 
it coming is surely something that should 
be left with the bird. For example, in March 
a crow was filling its bill with lawn grass as 
nesting material when the bowing began. The 
grass fell from its bill. When the two bouts 
were over, the fallen material was ignored, 
and the crow began gathering new grass. 
Bowing appears to be trance-like for the 
crow.
 From a 1920s account of the crow’s 
courtship by Townsend,

 A Crow, presumably the male, perched on 
a limb of an oak tree, walked towards another 
and smaller Crow, presumably the female, that 
seemed to regard him with indifference. Facing 
the smaller one, the male bowed low, slightly 
spreading his wings and tail and puffing out his 
body feathers. After two bows, he gave his rattle 
song, beginning with his head up and finishing 
it with his head lower than his feet. The whole 
performance was repeated several times T77.

In Florida, bowing crows emitted a cu-koo 
note in both a courting and an aggressive 
context K56. Kilham did not mention the 
twittering notes that Guelph’s crows make 
more than any other courtship sounds. 
Although the cu-koo note was popular in the 
spring, I once heard it from a crow among 
thousands at the Chatham, Ontario roost 
one morning. Kilham K56 described other 
courtship delights –

1) bill tips gently rubbing together and one 
crow “grasping the terminal half of the bill of 
the other”
2) low notes exchanged between mated 
crows on their nest prior to egg-laying
3) a G-dong vocalization
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 “A hoarse rattle” was the delightful phrase 
Allen used to illustrate the crow’s spring call 
A17, and Townsend agreed: “The courtship 
song of the Crow consists of a rattle, a quick 
succession of sharp notes which have been 
likened to the gritting of teeth.” Positioned 
below a crow’s nest, Townsend heard the 
rattle note 54 times, often followed by 
pleasing liquid sounds, softer than the cooing 
of a pigeon T77. Eventually, he devoted two 
pages in a journal to describe the cooing 
notes of the crow T79.
 During one August in Guelph, Ontario at 
20 m distance and lasting three minutes, 
I enjoyed 27 bouts of rattle notes, each 
about a second long and composed of 4–6 
distinctive clicks. Some twittering calls were 
also made. When giving the harsher rattle 
notes, the crow’s head was held out and 
slightly raised, while the tail jerked up and 
down. What may have been a variation of 
a rattle note became part of my experience 
one spring day. For two minutes and at no 
set interval, loud rapid metallic clicks, 6–12, 
together with 20 softer notes competed with 
the wind.
 Finally, I have to agree with Kilham who 
wrote: “With American Crows it is possible 

to miss much that goes on in the way 
of courtship unless one studies them at 
close range and in the absence of [their] 
fear” K56. I suspect crows speak in soft 
murmurs and whispers, which neither I 
nor anyone else has heard or described. 
Contrary to public opinion and knowledge, 
the vocal range of the crow is glowing, 
subtle and virtuosic – it deserves a kind 
and deliberate ear.

A few videos with various calls by crows: 
1. youtube.com/watch?v=55kBG5TD0OY 
2. youtube.com/watch?v=daeEPohakfI 
3. youtube.com/watch?v=AlCd1m9Qm2s
4. youtube.com/watch?v=k-_xkmfuh_I

 Allopreening
Another courtship or pair-bonding activity 
crows engage in throughout the year 
is allopreening. It has been suggested 
allopreening may actually stem from 
inhibited aggression due to “the enforced 
close proximity of two individuals.” It was 
pointed out that species with similarly 
colored sexes, allopreening was common. 
Yet, for many birds, this type of preening 

is not done. Why has this behavior not spread 
throughout the avian world? Allopreening is 
usually confined to the head region – those 
feathers a bird cannot reach on its own There 
is no alternative to allopreening for birds 
that don’t practice it H37. As a clarification 
of Harrison’s suggestion above, both Kilham 
and I, from generous observations, believe 
allopreening is a part of pair-bonding and 
not a repressed act of aggression. The main 
reason is that both sexes seek allopreening 
K56. Furthermore, in response to Harrison’s 
suggestion that there is no alternative to 
allopreening, crows perform three individual 
functions directed specifically at the head 
that may be a partial, but less endearing 
substitute. There is scratching the head 
with their toes, rubbing the head vigorously 
against a branch, and snow-bathing 
(including diving headfirst into a snow bank).
 With the American Crow, the bird being 
preened does not usually reciprocate during 
the initial event. Spring is the best time to 
observe allopreening. From several bouts 
in March 1987, the format developed this 
way. The crow wanting to be preened moved 
toward its mate (the birds were usually 
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perched above the ground). Often, if one 
bird was preening itself (autopreening), its 
mate seized the opportunity and presented 
itself at close range, a body-width away. 
Once situated, it lowered its body and neck, 
and remained sculpturally still for several 
seconds. One crow went about this posturing 
in a different way. Remaining upright, it bent 
its head down and to the right, indicating 
the back of its head or neck was in need 
of preening. Another crow pushed its head 
underneath and against its mate’s side as a 
hint that more preening was desired. Kilham 
saw a female crow gently preen the top of 
her mate’s head, then lift his bill with hers in 
order to preen his throat feathers. When she 
preened around his eye, his white nictitating 
membrane was closed. On the ground, a 
breeding female stood on a cow pie to reach 
and preen the top of her mate’s head. While 
incubating, she tried to preen a yearling that 
brought her food. Standing on the nest’s rim, 
she preened her mate when he brought her 
food. When she resettled on the eggs, he 
preened her K56.
 A bout of allopreening usually lasts a matter 
of seconds to a few minutes. When the active 
crow doing the preening wanted to stop, 
it simply walked away, or flew to another 
branch. But this may not be far enough. One 

crow of a pair hopped and shuffled sideways 
along a branch after its mate for five minutes, 
trying to solicit its attention. Over this period, 
it was preened about the head for three short 
bouts. During one session, the bird preening 
its mate had its bill slightly open and made 
soft jabs and pushes into the head feathers. 
One quick swallow was noticed, which 
supports the theory that ectoparasites are 
sometimes removed through allopreening. In 
29 bouts of allopreening among couples, a 
third crow tried five times to interrupt K56.
 From marked birds at Ithaca, New York, 
female breeders allopreened male breeders, 
but not the male auxiliaries in a family group 
T65. In Guelph, Ontario, a 7-week-old juvenile 
crow approached a preening adult, and 
when the chance arose it preened the top 
of its parent’s head repeatedly for almost 2 
minutes. This was surprising because the 
parent did not assume the standard position 
that indicated allopreening was desired. 
Occasionally, soft, single caws attend the 
session, but normally it was a quiet moment 
between two birds K56. Kilham watched a 
breeding pair fencing with bill tips and even 
grasping each other’s bill (billing) K66.
 What best illustrates the gentleness of 
allopreening was the experience of Lorenz, 
who trusted his eyes to the vital nature of his 
pet raven. Holding his head near that of the 
bird’s, the raven “with wonderful precision, 
submitted every attainable hair [eyelash] to a 
dry-cleaning process by drawing it separately 
through its bill” L73.
 Naturally, all this cooing, twittering and 
touching (foreplay) in spring, should lead to 
the act of procreation. This paragraph was to 
have been filled with the “steamy sex life” of 
the American Crow. An intimate description 
of the intimate crow. Nothing doing. After 
eight years of peering through eight power, 
extra wide angle binoculars in Guelph and 
Winnipeg, I have noticed two crows on a lawn 
in March bobbing their heads together for 
about 20 seconds. That was it. My attempted 
crow voyeurism failed miserably. I have 
seen grackles, sparrows, pigeons, starlings, 
kestrels and merlins “doing it,” all incidentally 
to hours of crow watching. The crow may be 
common and known to all, but its sex life is a 
well-kept secret. It is not splashed across the 
front page of your ornithological tabloid at 
the supermarket.
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 Finally, the magical moment came early 
in the morning on 29 March 1987. Some 15 
minutes before sunrise, a pair of crows left 
their roost, (he about two minutes before 
she) and landed on a low horizontal branch. 
As soon as she alighted, two caws were 
made as mounting took place. The female 
spread her wings, lowered herself, and the 
male mounted her from the left side. Two 
sharp metallic notes were heard. With a 
typical flutter of wings, the mounting lasted 
about eight seconds. After dismounting, the 
birds perched 3 m apart and she began to 
preen. Then they both fed in an orchard for 
about five minutes prior to the start of nest-
building.

 Copulation
Lawrence Kilham was the first to describe the 
copulatory behavior of the American Crow in 
an avian journal. He observed 28 copulations 
(a North American record in the 1980s, which 
probably won’t be broken for decades), of 
which 17 (60%) were on nests, 9 (32%) on 
the ground, and 2 on branches. Calls by the 
females were audible 250 m away in about 
half of the copulations. Incomplete mountings 
between adults and auxiliary birds in the 
cooperative unit were infrequent. Sometimes 
debris or a twig was held in the bill during the 
mounting. After one precopulatory pose was 
struck on the ground, he “picked 
up a raccoon, Procylon lotor, 
vertebral column with pelvis and 
a femur attached and leaned 
it against his mate.” Later, a 
few days before incubation 
began, the crows appeared to 
be in a sexually playful mood. 
The male “picked up a wad of 
debris and walked to his mate. 
She immediately crouched in a 
precopulatory display. But the 
male, instead of mounting, lay 
on his side holding the debris 
toward her. Then he assumed 
a precopulatory pose and she 
attempted to mount him in a 
reverse mounting.” Sometimes 
the cu-koo note preceded 
copulation. Generally the 
act lasted 4–12 seconds and 
occurred during nest-building 
through the first few days of 

incubation.
 Later, two yearlings did their best to mimic 
their parents. “When one picked up a lump 
of clay, it ran to its companion and lay down 
on its side. It stood up as the second yearling 
came behind and poked it on the back. At 
this the first one threw its head back as 
females do in copulating, while it still held the 
lump of clay” K52. Third crows can interfere 
with copulation. Kilham saw a yearling 
“pushing its lowered head under the two 
parents, and, a confusion of four crows on a 
nest” K50.

 Sperm
In oscines (perching songbirds such as 
the crow) electron-microscopy revealed an 
undulating membrane on each spermatozoon 
(sperm). Some cells may be bi- or multi-
flagellated. The sperm of a few corvids has 
undergone scrutiny. A recent examination of 
sperm of the Blue Jay found the lack of a free 
flagellum H78. In the Hooded Crow, Corvus 
corone, the mature spermatozoon lacks a 
free flagellum (tail) R45. A free flagellum has 
been pictured for the Common (American) 
Crow M82. It was suggested a researcher 
may have been describing a very late 
spermatid (with a flagellum) and not a mature 
spermatozoon (without a flagellum) in the 
American Crow. A free flagella does persist 
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An American Crow preens itself each day. Often the white 
nictitating membrane is closed during this activity
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until quite late in spermiogenesis, but is 
eventually discarded R45.
 Here are several thoughts on the refractory 
period of the testicular rhythm in birds. In 
young birds, the inactive tubule contents of 
the testes are free of fats. In adult birds, the 
Leydig cells between the tubules increase 
in size and their cholesterol-positive fats 
also increase. As birds enter the breeding 
season, the Leydig cells increase in fat 
content as the sperm is being produced 
through meiosis in the tubules. The greatly 
expanded seminiferous tubules cause the 
Leydig cells to disperse. At the peak of sperm 
formation, the Leydig cells loose most of their 
fat content. Once the sperm has been shed, 
the tubules collapse as the dying debris left 
behind clears away. The size of the testes is 
reduced.
 A new generation of Leydig cells forms 
between the tubules, and the cycle is ready 
to be repeated the next spring. Outwardly, 
the bird is molting after the breeding season 
has finished. External environmental stimuli 
cannot get the gonads to enter a new 
cycle. The testes must enter a period of 
regeneration and rehabilitation – a postnuptial 
metamorphosis M41.
 American Crows have a diploid number of 
2n = 80 chromosomes and a fundamental 
number of 92 (total number of chromosome 
arms in a diploid nucleus) J58. Humans have 
2n = 46 wiki.

 Extrapair copulations
There are recent descriptions of copulations 
by breeding pairs and attempts by other 
males in the family group to breed with 
the female. All 14 extrapair attempts at 
copulation were interfered with by the male 
breeder. In one instance, 4–6 birds landed 
together on the incubating female T65.
 In Stillwater, Oklahoma, non-group males 
(3- and 4-year-olds) visited the nest during 
incubation 9 times. These birds were from 
adjacent territories and were trying to 
copulate with the incubating female, usually 
without success. The female was aggressively 
non-receptive. Only once did the breeding 
male chase another male from the area of the 
nest. On one of 7 attempts, the incubating 
female mated on the nest with her breeding 
partner H6. 
 In Ithaca, New York, extrapair copulations 
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American Crow  Metaphase [second stage 
of cell division during which the chromosomes 
become attached to spindle fibers] plate from 
cultured lung and kidney cells (Giemsa stain) 
J58, © American Ornithologists’ Union

10 µ

Rook  Section of testes of an 11-month-
old male, x 400. A points to a quiescent 
spermatogenetic tubule while B is a tract 
of Leydig interstitial cells increasing in fatty 
acid content. Leydig cells are responsible 
for the production of testosterone. They 
contain many fat-filled cavities M41, © the 
Wilson Ornithological Society
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were reported in families of American Crows. 
In some cases, the pairing of related offspring 
(auxiliaries) with the breeding female did 
happen. The offspring exhibited differing 
levels of relatedness. In some years more 
than one extra male attempted to copulate 
with the breeding female T64. From 2004–
’07, the work on genetic relatedness and 
reproductive partitioning continued on 21 
family groups of breeding American Crows 
at Ithaca. The breeding females were the 
only females involved at nests. Males varied. 
Paired male breeders sired 83% of their 
offspring. Other males within the cooperative 
group sired 7% of the young, and extragroup 
males helped sire 10% of the offspring. A 
chance for mating may have been the reason 
why auxiliaries in this instance were biased 
toward males. Adult male breeders unrelated 
to the female and / or male breeders were 
sometimes in a family group. Adult sons 
sired 4 (2%) offspring and stepsons sired 
6 (3%) offspring. Most auxiliaries, 45 of 48 
(94%) were relatives of the male breeders. 
There were more male helpers and generally 
they were older than female helpers in family 
groups. The dominant male breeders had 
partial control over the sexual behavior of the 
male helpers and any outside males that tried 
to join their family group T65. 
 Genetic analysis of 321 offspring suggested 
23% of mother-child pairings were first- or 
second-order kin. This lead to higher rates 
of disease and an overall hazard rating for 
the most inbred crows compared to the least 
inbred birds. Inbreeding depression is part of 
the life of cooperatively breeding crows T63. 
 Genetic samples were gathered in 2004–
2009 from 375 nestlings in 117 broods and 
44 American Crow family groups at Ithaca, 
New York. DNA was extracted from 150 µl 
blood samples. Each crow was sexed at 
diagnostic sex-linked alleles. To test the 
innate immunity responses, Esherichia coli 
was used in a microbiocidal assay of a crow’s 
plasma (colorless fluid). An index of each 
nestling’s body condition was generated from 
measurements taken when they were 1–33 
days old. 
 From birds that died, 21 with suitable back-
ground information succumbed to disease 
in 7 (1–13) months. These birds were in very 
poor condition as nestlings, (low body index) 
and were less heterozygous than birds dying 

from other causes. But the study did not 
directly answer the question of why some 
nestlings had a poor body condition. The 
links were missing and more study over a 
longer time scale would help answer some of 
these questions about a wild population of 
American Crows. 
 Innate immune responses seemed to 
be independent of body condition of 
nestlings, but not their size. Several factors 
in the breeding crows determined the 
body condition of each nestling along with 
inbreeding. In combination, the factors may 
lead to early disease and death, or to a long 
productive life as a superb songbird T67. 
 Marked female crows in family groups 
were simultaneously tested for benefits 
to their young derived from extrapair 
paternity (breeding with a male outside 
their monogamous pair bond). Auxiliaries 
within a family average 4 birds. Generally, 
auxiliaries were offspring from previous 
broods, but sometimes they were stepsons 
of the breeding female, nondescendant kin 
of the breeding male, or unrelated crows. 
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American Crow  Paired tan testes, each 
c. 4 mm long in a juvenile male crow, are at the top 
of the lobed reddish kidneys. The yellowish paired 
adrenal glands are ahead of the kidneys. Crow 
found dead in Chatham, Ontario in early December 
2011
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Whether these sexual initiations were driven 
by the female or male was diff icult to tell. 
The breeding of closely related individuals 
did lead to weaker nestlings from inbreeding 
depression. However, at the brood level, 
the auxiliary involved in the mating might 
invest more time in caring for all young in 
the nest. From watches at 99 nests with 
helpers, the average rates of feeding over 
the 2007 and 2008 seasons ranged from 0.3 
visits per hour for the female breeder to 6.6 
visits per hour for all family group members 
combined. Auxiliary and overall feeding rates 
were higher at broods having the potential 
for within-group extrapair sires. The feeding 
rates by the breeding pair did not depend on 
the presence of potential within-group sires. 
The workload of the breeding pair remained 
the same T66. 
 Inbreeding depression and inbreeding 
preference was studied in two populations 
(Clinton, New York, & Davis, California) of 
American Crows. It appeared inbreeding was 
an accepted system of mating in spite of the 
production of weaker young T69.

 The nest
“The nest is the direct result of the bird’s 
ingenuity, bounded only by its instinct and 
surroundings” B225. American Crows were 
classified as forest-edge nesters in a rural 
Illinois study J39. Then someone had a good 
look at the concept of edge species. It was 
concluded that “28 out of 30 recognized edge 
species were considered habitat specialists 
in terms of successional status. Based on 
these results, it was agreed that ‘real edge 
species’ are probably quite rare”. However, 
the generalist known as the American Crow 
was a true edge species I7. 
 In Maryland and Delaware, riparian 
forested corridor widths, from less than 
50 m out to about 800 m were surveyed 
in the early summer of 1988 and 1989 for 
avian abundance. Three categories of birds 
responded differently in number of species to 
the width of the forest –

1) Neotropical migrant species increased 
with forest width
2) Short-distance migrant species 
decreased with increasing forest width
3) Resident species numbers were not 
related to the riparian width of the forest

The American Crow, a resident species, 
did show a slight decrease as the forest 
width increased. To maintain spring avian 
populations in forested corridors along a 
stream or river, the wider the forest the better. 
The minimum width should be 100 meters 
K22.

 Nesting habitat and elevation
As a young man, I walked through hundreds 
of kms of farmland in southern Ontario. 
Crows nested in trees along narrow 
hedgerows between fields. In comparison, 
parks, golf courses, cemeteries, small 
clumps of planted conifers and mature elms 
lining streets make ideal nesting habitat in 
numerous urban landscapes. Few crows 
inhabit open prairie and desert areas due to a 
lack of trees and suitable perching sites. 
 As previously mentioned, the American 
southwest is an area known for its paucity 
of crows. In Arizona, the top five nesting 
habitats were in montane forests and Great 
Basin conifer woodlands at elevations from 
1,550–2,850 meters. Crows were most 
commonly found in the Flagstaff area, with 
some breeding north to the southern rim of 
the Grand Canyon C127. In California 1,500 
meters was the maximum nesting altitude 
above sea level S96. The elevation of nest 
trees, in British Columbia ranged from sea 
level to 1,800 meters C35.
 In Ontario, crows were common summer 
residents, but scarce over the winter in the 
counties of Waterloo and Wellington S118. 
Based on nest-record cards at the ROM in 
Toronto, crows in Ontario built 240 nests in 
11 types of habitat P25 –

Coniferous 19%
Deciduous 19%
Farmland fence rows 13%
Fields overgrown or with isolated 
trees 11%
Mixed stands 10% 
Urban cemeteries, parks, residential 10%
Woodlands and reforested areas 6%
Shoreline tree strips 5%
Rocky islands 3%
Orchards 2.5%
Treed sand dunes 1%

The Breeding Season
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Habitat of 253 nests in Illinois –

45% in trees in open fields 
34% in woodlands
14% in thinly wooded pasture lands 
7% in orchards, abandoned farm yards, 
cemeteries, thickets and tree plantations G56.

F rom Knox County, Illinois, Harold 
Holland noted a pair of crows nesting in 
the hollow of an old stub in a wooded 

tract for at least three seasons G77. On 8 June 
in Wyoming, a crow’s nest on the ground 
held seven eggs. The general bulky structure 
resembled nests constructed in trees W120. At 
Fort Lapwai, Idaho, three active nests were 
in small birch trees with more ‘suitable’ larger 
cottonwoods nearby B82.
 Further west along the Santa Clara River in 
California, the smaller race of the American 
Crow, Cb hesperis, was a colonial nester 
with its nests 5–6 m up in small cottonwoods 
and willows G77. In Encino, California, on 
two golf courses, colonial nesting American 
Crows built nests in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus 
sp) and sycamore (Platanus sp) trees C13. 
The mean nest height was 19 m (n 88) C11. 
Most of the colonial nesting crows in a walnut 
orchard in California built their seasonal 
nests 5–7 m above ground, and about 1/4 of 
the tree height from the top E40. Overall, the 
height of a nest location ranged from on the 
ground (rare) to near the top of a 30 m tree. A 
pair of breeding crows redesigned the top of 
an old magpie nest as their own P85. 
 In Saskatchewan at Big Quill Lake, 
adaptable crows built their nests on the 
cross-arms of telephone poles in the treeless 
prairie, and atop chimneys in a church and 
an abandoned house B156. In another survey 
at Quill Lake in Saskatchewan, many nests 
of crows were 6–7 feet (about 2 m) above the 
ground in poplar thickets. On 23 June, a nest 
was on the ground among dead branches of 
a fallen poplar tree. The nestlings had pin 
feathers F22. On a large island at the head of 
Lost Mountain Lake, Saskatchewan, on 10 
June 1913, several crows’ nests were on the 
ground between rose bushes, while others 
were several centimeters above ground in 
rose bushes and other shrubs. Most nests 
contained young crows. Within 4 m of these 
nests was a Mallard’s nest with 10 eggs, and 
a Short-eared Owl’s nest with 6 young M135. 

 On a waterfowl survey in Manitoba, a 
crew found four crows’ nests situated on the 
ground and two over water among bulrushes. 
Two of these nests were in a treeless area, 
the other two were between trees holding 
many nests of crows A11. In the 1940s, at 
the famous Delta Marsh in Manitoba, a nest 
was located in a small patch of bulrushes, 
250 m from shore and about one kilometer 
from trees H110. In southern Quebec, at the 
Vermont border, crows nested near the tops 
of fir trees M167. In 1928 at the Tantramar 
Marsh in New Brunswick, several nests were 
located in grass along the tops of dikes S134. 
 At Point Pelee, Ontario, a handful of old 
nests of crows were located in bare trees 
over the winter T11. From a summary of 
Ontario’s nest-record cards at the Royal 
Ontario Museum in Toronto, the estimated 
heights of 292 crows’ nests ranged from 0.6–
26 m above ground, with 146 (50%) of these 
in the range of 5–11 m. No nest was found on 
the ground and 54% were in coniferous trees.
 In British Columbia one American Crow’s 
nest was on the ground while 61% of 251 
nests were from 2.5–9 m above ground 
within an overall height range of 0–30 
meters. Conifers held 41% of the nests C35. 
In Winnipeg, Manitoba, American Crows’ 
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Adult American Crow arriving awkwardly with 
twig at its almost competed nest in an elm, 6 June 
2009, Winnipeg, Manitoba
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nests in conifers were in the upper third of 
the tree and placed near the main trunk with 
2 or more branches below for support. In 
deciduous trees a large limb was often the 
main support for a nest.
 When crows choose to nest in trees, as 
they usually do, the total number of species 
used throughout North America is great, and 
varies according to locality and availability. 
From 151 of Ontario’s nesting cards, crows 
used 18 tree species, with about half of them 
deciduous. In a 100-nest sample from Ohio, 
crows also subscribed to 18 tree species, 
but none were coniferous. Unfortunately, it 
was not mentioned if coniferous trees were 
available for use. Crows in Ohio displayed a 
favoritism towards nesting in oaks in relation 
to oak tree abundance G35.
 In Ontario, two of the top 4 tree species 
used by American Crows for nesting were 
conifers, compared to none in Ohio

ONTARIO*  OHIO G35 

Cedar  19%  Oak  45%
Pine  16  Ash  13
Maple  13  Elm  11
Beech  11  Beech  10
TOTAL  59%   TOTAL  79%

Willow  7   Osage, Hickory  2 
Oak, Spruce  6  Catalpa, Maple  2 
Hemlock  5   Cottonwood, Apple  2 
Elm  4    Walnut  2
Hawthorn, Poplar  3  Hawthorn, Honey Locust  1
Apple, Ash  2   Basswood, Crabapple  1
Basswood, Birch  1  Black Cherry  1
Aspen, Ironwood  1  Sycamore  1
Tamarack  1%  Kentucky Coffee  1%

* Ontario’s nest record cards were courtesy 
of the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto

A few types of trees used by nesting 
crows in Kentucky included 
beeches, oaks, and occasionally 
Red Cedars. The average height 

of 9 crow nests was 9 meters M119. Crows 
nested in 27 species of trees in Illinois. Less 
than 3% of the 253 nests were in conifers, 
while the thorny Osage Orange, White Elm 
and White Oak combined held 50% of the 
nests. Oaks and elms were preferred over the 

numerous maples. Continuing in Illinois, 9 
(3–18) meters was the average height of the 
253 nests B121. In the northern half of Illinois, 
119 nests averaged 8 (2.4–15) meters above 
ground G56.
 From 61 nests in New York state, 57% were 
in Beech and Oaks combined, with only 5% in 
evergreens – Hemlock and Pines B214. 
 My field work in Guelph and Winnipeg 
revealed urban crows made a choice to 
nest in conifers over the more numerous 
and sometimes used deciduous trees. 
Visual seclusion from humans and predators 
(squirrels, hawks, etc) were likely reasons 
from our viewpoint. In Guelph about 1 in 
12 nests was in a deciduous tree in spite 
of many large maple, poplar and ash near 

American Crow’s nest from the previous 
summer remains intact for a few years near the top 
of an American Elm in residential Winnipeg, MB
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a crow’s chosen conifer. American Crows 
are flexible enough to make use of available 
trees and nesting materials throughout their 
extensive range. A small survey in Guelph, 
Ontario involved 11 crow nests in conifers. 
Six were in pine and five in spruce. Six of the 
nests were in a clump or row of conifers; five 
in more isolated trees. The 11 trunk diameters 
at breast height (dbh) were 41 (21–74) cm; 
spruce averaged 34 and pine 47 cm.

 Field studies 
In Winnipeg, Manitoba in 2008 and 2009, 

several years after West Nile virus arrived in 
the province, six tree species held 47 active 
nests R28 –

1) American Elm, Ulmus americana 37%
2) Colorado Spruce, Picea pungens 29%
3) White Spruce, Picea glauca 18%
4) Ash, Fraxinus spp. 6%
5) Siberian Elm, Ulmus pumila 6%
6) Scotch Pine, Pinus sylvestris 4%

One American Elm near the main library 
in Winnipeg page 53 held three nests. The 
nest on the left of the photograph was 

American Crow’s nest in the top of a spruce (yellow arrow) in the yard 
of a church. The elms and maples nearby were used for roosting. The 
next year the same unmarked pair of crows built their nest in one of the 
nearby elm trees. The Winnipeg Public Library fills the left background

The Breeding Season
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used successfully when built, then reused 
successfully two years later, presumably 
by the same unmarked pair of crows. When 
nesting, American Crows can switch from a 
deciduous tree one year to a coniferous tree 
the next year and back again. From 97 nest-
record cards at The Manitoba Museum, crows 
chose 14 tree species; 11 deciduous and two 
coniferous, plus an abandoned house. Four 
of the nests were in dead trees, and poplars 
were a popular choice. Unexpectedly, in 2012 
a medium-sized Basswood right was used 
for nesting in Winnipeg, the first use for this 
fragrant-flowered species I recorded. 
 In Winnipeg, Manitoba, my data on 47 
trees used for nesting by American Crows –

1) the average dbh 44 (17–95) cm
2) deciduous nest-trees (47%) had 
diameters of 60 (19–95) cm
3) coniferous nest-trees (53%) had 
diameters of 28 (17–40) cm
4) the nearest tree was an average of 7 
(2–24) m away with an average dbh of 38 
(14–80) cm
5) the nearest tree was deciduous 61% of 
the time and coniferous 39% of the time
6) the second nearest tree averaged 10 
(2–31) m away with an average dbh of 40 
(15–83) cm 
7) the second nearest tree was deciduous 

65% and coniferous 35% of the time
8) an average of 20 (0–90) m from the 
nearest building
9) an average of 15 (1–68) m from the 
nearest road (not a driveway or alley)

Crows in Winnipeg chose to nest in conifers 
as often as in deciduous trees even though 
the ratio of deciduous trees to conifers varied 
in the city. Bus and walking surveys gave a 
ratio of 12 to 2 and 2 to 1 in two different 
parts of Winnipeg, Manitoba R28.
 When the nest-tree was deciduous, the 
nearest tree was deciduous 84% of the 
time and the second nearest tree 92% of 
the time. Crows nesting in deciduous trees 
were usually among deciduous trees; such 
as a treed boulevard with mature planted 
American Elms evenly spaced. When the 
nest-tree was coniferous, the nearest and 
second nearest trees were coniferous 72% 
and 52% respectively. Coniferous nest-trees 
were isolated or in clusters. Planted clusters 
of 10–20 older Colorado Spruce were very 
attractive to breeding pairs R28.
 One unusual nest was in a spruce tree (dbh 
22 cm) at the edge of a sculptural garden on 
the 4-storey, concrete roof of the Winnipeg 
Art Gallery page 54. A similar spruce tree was 
a few meters away and old nests in each 
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An American Elm near the main library in 
Winnipeg Manitoba held three recent nests (one 
per year), probably built by the same pair of 
unmarked crows. The nest on the left was reused 
successfully 2 years after it was built. The pair 
nested nearby in another elm and a Colorado 
Spruce

An American Crow’s nest in a downtown 
Basswood, Tilia americana, in Winnipeg. This 
was the only nest found in this tree species
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indicated the pair had probably nested in 
both trees for at least a few years. The trees 
were cut down in 2009 during a renovation. 
Within two years after my urban study ended, 
at least two other conifers, which held 
successful nests, were also removed in the 
city. 

 Samuel L Bacon in Erie, Pennsylvania –

“My observations lead me to believe that if 
unmolested, a pair of Crows will nest in the same 
vicinity for many years if not for a lifetime. In the 
late 1890s, presumably the same pair of crows 
nested for the past 4 years in one 3-acre piece 
of woods, all four nests within 200 feet of each 
other. In the same woods are the remains of at 
least 10 other nests, probably built by the same 
pair of crows” B225.

Mr CW Crandall provided a few unusual 
locations of nests from the early 1890s B225.

1) in a large elm along a road, 15 m from a  
 habitation
2) 30 m from a group of homes
3) one 9 m from a busy railway 
4) 30 m from a Red-shouldered Hawk’s nest

In Arizona, American Crows nested in 20 
different habitat / tree types – tall stands 
of cottonwoods, Pinyon Pine, juniper 
woodlands, Ponderosa Pine, and Russian 
Olive C127. In Florida, two families of 
American Crows nested in Southern Live 
Oaks, Quercus virginiana, an evergreen K50. 
 In two different habitats in Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts, the nesting biology of 
marked American Crows was studied from 
1983–1987. One site was along a 7 km barrier 
beach; the other site was in a developed, 
broken habitat called Barnstable. All 48 nests 
were in conifers –

1) 88% were in Pitch Pine, Pinus rigida, the 
most common tree in the area
2) 4% in each of White Pine, Pinus 
strobus, spruce Picea sp, and Eastern Red-
cedar Juniperus virginiana

Mature American Elm trees line many of the 
residential streets of Winnipeg. They provide 
shade and idea nesting sites for urban crows with 
lawn below for feeding with an occasional road-
killed treat for fresh dessert
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An American Crow (arrow) arriving at nest in the
spruce at right. The pair nested successfully atop 
the 4-storey roof of the Winnipeg Art Gallery in 
Manitoba, until renovators removed the trees. This 
is the first report of crows nesting in a tree on a 
rooftop
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The mean nest tree height (n 44) was 11 (5–
16) m and the mean nest height was 10 (5–15) 
meters. The nests averaged 10% below the 
top of a tree. Each year the crows built new 
nests (presumably in a new tree). C61 .
 In Maine, of 22 nests by crows, 12 were in 
pines, 6 in spruces, 3 in firs and 1 in an oak 
G77. TE McMullen recorded 179 crow’s nests 
in Delaware, New Jersey and Pennsylvania 
in G77 –

 Oak 63% Maple 7%
 Pine 13% Beech 65
 Cedar 10% Hemlock 1%

In Pennypack Park in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, 31 crow nests were in –

1) Tulip Trees 23%
2) Beech 16%
3) Oaks: white, red, black, pin 39%   
  (combined)
4) Willow, Sassafras, White Ash, Wild 
  cherry, Walnut 22% (combined)

Crows’ nests in Pennypack Park ranged from 
7.5 m (White Ash) to about 30 m (Tulip) above 
the ground R37. 
 In Florida, Cb pascuus, a smaller race of 
the American Crow, nested in a variety of 
tree species including page 57 Longleaf Pines, 
Pinus palustris G77. Their nests were lined 
with Spanish Moss, horsehair, and Cabbage 
Palm fibers H149. Other trees used in Florida 
included – mangrove, Gumbo Limbo, 
Cabbage Palm, pine, oak and hardwoods in 
the northern part of the state B10.
 Fish and American Crows nested at the 
western tip of Long Island, New York. Fish 
Crows nested closer to water and on salt 
marsh islands with 94% of their 19 nests in 
deciduous trees, mainly because few conifers 
existed. They chose to nest in native trees 
(82%) over exotic species even though 
the two types were equally represented. In 
contrast, 23 nests of the American Crow 
nearer human habitations were built in 
coniferous (65%) and deciduous (35%) trees 
where conifers accounted for only 30% of the 
available trees. Exotic trees were used (74%) 
with their availability at (57%). Crows nested 
in Japanese Black Pine, Pinus thunbergii. 
Both species of crows chose trees that were 
generally larger / taller than trees in the 

general population and both placed their 
nests near the tops of trees.
 Fish Crows / American Crows on Long 
Island, NY generated the following numbers 
respectively for their nest-trees –

mean distance to another crow’s nest 139 / 625 m 
mean distance to water 166 / 361 m 
mean distance to a waterbird colony 10 / 3,242 m 
mean distance to a building 1,479 / 186 m 
mean distance to lawn 1,524 / 75 m 
mean distance to the nearest tree 14 / 2 m 
mean nest tree dbh 82 / 65 cm 
mean nest tree height 9 / 12 m
mean nest height 7 / 10 meters 

In the Great Basin in the south-western 
part of the United States, American Crows 
nested mainly in willows along rivers. Nearby, 
open meadows furnished feeding areas. In 
Nevada, crows used ‘oases’ of about 3 acres 
(1.2 ha) with small springs. Nests were in 
dense groups of Buffalo Berry, Shepherdia 
argentea and Hawthorn Crataegus species. 
Trees occasionally used included Narrowleaf 
Cottonwood, Populus angustifolia, Black 
Locust, Robinia pseudoacacia, and Quaking 
Aspen, Populus tremuloides R54. 

 Mark Peck watched a pair of crows on 
2 April 2002 building their nest on a ledge 
of the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto, 
Ontario. The ledge was 20 m above ground 
and 3 m below the Museum’s roof. On 15 
April the nest was disheveled and three 
broken eggs were on the sidewalk. The 
pair of unmarked crows then tried to build 
on another building. Eventually, a nest was 
being built in a White Pine on 19 April. Large 
nestlings were present on 16 June 2002 P26. 
Crows rarely build a nest on buildings in 
cities. Ravens are more likely to favor ledges 
on buildings as a location for their nest R26. 
 For American Crows in and around Ithaca, 
New York, nest-tree differences were 
proportional and not great –

   Suburban 
Average tree height 21 m  (n 327)
Average nest height 19 m (5–34)  (n 329)
Nest height below nest tree top 12%
Nests in coniferous trees 96%  (n 386) 
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   Rural 
Average tree height 18 m  (n 85) 
Averaged nest height 15 m (4.5–24)  (n 85) 
Nest height below nest tree top 17%
Nests in coniferous trees 83%  (n 100)

Nests (429) in coniferous trees averaged 
12% from the top of the trees, and 38 nests 
in deciduous trees were 30% from the top. 
Analysis showed no interaction between 
habitat and tree type M89.
 In southern Ontario in March and April, 
nests (old and new) in bare deciduous trees 
were visible to about 200 m away from roads. 
In comparison, urban crow nests in conifers 
are more difficult to locate. Watching a 
crow carrying nesting material in its bill and 
landing near the top of a tree, or bringing 
food to nestlings in May, were sure signs 
of an active nest. However, it was always a 
cheerful moment when, through form alone, I 
located an active crow’s nest, especially in a 
conifer, without help from the owner.

 Nesting territory
Three crows flew in low from the north and 
landed in a row of tall conifers. They were 
only 50 m from an occupied nest. Within 
seconds the visitors were met by a loud, 
vocal attack from the breeding male that 
landed between them and his nest. Quickly 
he and his rival, probably another male, 
collided in the air and fell together through 
the coniferous branches. Feathers flew and 
the calling continued. Leaving her nest and 
eggs, the female flew to assist her mate. 
More calling and aerial rushes forced the 
trespassers to withdraw. An intense territorial 
struggle of five minutes had passed. The 
intensity (2 locked crows falling through the 
air) may have been due to the closeness of 
intruders to the active nest.
 When an American Crow intended to 
defend its territory, it flew in a very straight 
line toward another distant crow or group 
of crows that posed a threat. Its wing beat 
reminded me of a Mourning Dove’s wing 
beat. This particular wing beat propelled the 
crow quickly to its destination (up to 500 m 
away) and I have only seen it used during 
territorial encounters. It probably signifies to 
the intruding crow that something exciting is 
about to happen.

 I have yet to record home crows losing to 
the visitors, and never do visiting crows get 
much closer than about 50 m to home plate 
(the nest). Home crows have the advantage 
and are always alert. They respond quickly 
to calls and movements of neighboring birds 

when they indicate trouble. More than once, 
while timing the summer roosting behavior 
of a family of crows in Guelph, I watched 
them enter a conifer to settle in for the night, 
only to have one or two birds jump from the 
branches and chase a crow flying as much as 
100 m away over a part of their territory. Even 
as darkness was winning, crows maintained a 
remarkable awareness of their surroundings. 
Some crows, for whatever reason, can violate 
air space above or near a nest with impunity. 
Black has also observed this dichotomy 
B121. It may be the ‘intruders’ are recognized 
as members of a related family, or their 
intensions, however conveyed, do not involve 
a hostile takeover. 

The Breeding Season
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B reeding Bird Surveys (BBS) from 
1985–1991 next page showed the 
eastern half of the United States held 
more breeding crows per survey than 

the western half of the country. Grasslands 
also supported few breeding pairs (probably 
due to a lack of trees). The Canadian Prairies, 
especially Alberta and Saskatchewan held 
substantial spring / summer populations in 
treed parklands P102.
 I should add the post-West Nile virus 
breeding population of crows in the City of 
Winnipeg, Manitoba in 2008 and 2009 was 
robust. I easily located 47 nests during my 
2-year survey, which I conducted alone while 
on foot and by bus. On each of two days, 
three active nests were found in about 6 
hours of watching. Nests in the city were 
much easier to locate the second year since 
many pairs nested on the same territory as 
in the previous year; two pairs reused their 

previous nests. 
 Some unmarked mated crows in Guelph, 
Ontario remained on and defended their 
territories year round. Without an established 
territory, nesting cannot take place. Many 
pairs of unmarked crows have probably 
maintained the same territory for several 
years in the city. Their movements, perching 
sites and behavior were familiar to me, and 
my behavior was familiar to them. Over 
the year, families roost on their territory in 
different trees. Carolee Caffrey noticed some 
of the breeding males joined small local 
roosts V18. Depending on location, crows 
in the fall may migrate from their breeding 
territory and travel hundreds of kilometers to 
familiar winter roosts made up of thousands 
of families and individuals. Others travel a 
few kms each day to a local winter roost, 
returning to their territory to feed C6. 
 Explanations, theories, and examples of 
territories abound. The concept of territory 
is still undergoing refinement as biologists 
try to fit their theories to their observations, 
and what they see into a theory. One idea 
– territories provide social contact between 
pairs and families of birds with their own 
kind. The defense of a territory provides 
the stimulation required to enhance the 
reproductive process or condition, and is not 
due to any ‘vital requisites’ in it D9.  
 In establishing a territory, birds rely on 
the presence of conspecifics to indicate the 
suitability of the area they wish to colonize 
O22. 
 Neither Good nor Black, from many 
hours of observing American Crows in the 
countryside of Ohio and Illinois, mentioned 
territorial disputes. From this they concluded 
only the immediate area near the nest was 
defended G35, B121. Since I noted territorial 
disputes between urban crows almost 
daily and throughout the year, and well 
away from their nests, I began to imagine 
the stressful existence in a city resulted 
in more disputes. This notion was put to 
rest when Kilham published a note on the 
displays and chases between two families of 
crows over farmland of New Hampshire. He 
described “aerial melees with all members 
of both groups swirling into the air for 3–4 
seconds” a manoeuvre repeated five times in 
12 minutes as opposing crows flew at each 
other from treetop perches. Other encounters 
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to the south-eastern United States. Leaves in 
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took place on the ground. Kilham also 
pictured slow, circular flights by one group 
of crows passing slightly over the neighbor’s 
border K55. In a short note, he described 45 
encounters between two groups of crows in 
New Hampshire that included cawing from 
tree tops, walking displays, clashes, close 
encounters, aerial melees and displacement 
activities K60. 

 In Florida, Kilham and his wife saw 19 
territorial disputes over two years in both 
January and February (the start of the 
breeding season) between two families of 
rural American Crows. In one instance a crow 
whacked another in flight K50.
 In four breeding families of American 
Crows in Florida, the adult males dominated. 
These males “called more, did most of the 
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American Crows have survived the first decade of contact with WNv. Summer distribution of the
American Crow, in Canada and the United States, based on Breeding Bird Surveys from 2006–2010, a post 
West Nile virus era. The BBS is a cooperative effort between the U.S. Geological Survey’s Patuxent Wildlife 
Research Center, and Environment Canada’s Canadian Wildlife Service to monitor the status and trends of 
North American bird populations. Each year during the height of the avian breeding season in June for most 
of the USA and Canada, participants skilled in bird identification gather population data along roadside survey 
routes. Each survey route is 24.5 miles (39 km) long with stops at 0.5- mile (800 m) intervals. At each stop, 
a 3-minute point count is conducted. During the count, every bird seen or heard within a 0.25-mile (400 m) 
radius is recorded. A survey starts 30 minutes before sunrise and takes about 5 hours to complete. Over 4,100 
survey routes are located across Canada and the continental United States   www.mbr-pwrc.usgs.gov/bbs/ra2011/
ra04880.htm

American Crow BBSs from 
2006–2010, post West Nile virus

101 and above
31–100
11–30
4–10
2–3
1 and below
None counted

www.mbr-pwrc.usgs.gov/bbs/ra2011/ra04880.htm
www.mbr-pwrc.usgs.gov/bbs/ra2011/ra04880.htm
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wing-and tail-flicking, held their head more 
erect, looked bigger (because they held their 
wings slightly away from the body) than any 
other bird in the group, and took the lead in 
territorial encounters” K66.

M ost of what Kilham K56 described, I 
observed for crows in the city. He did 

not, however, mention the violent locking and 
falling through the air by two crows which 
I described earlier. These close encounters 
were rare but they held your attention. A 
limping bird was the 
only injury I noticed after 
such an entanglement. 
My pharmacist Barbara 
mentioned two crows 
locked in combat on a 
street. Calling and chasing 
generally serve as a 
pathway to settlement. 
American Crows in 
the Cape Cod area of 
Massachusetts defended 
their year-round territories. 
The breeders were the 
initiators (aggressors) 
and the auxiliaries joined 
in the fun. Over the winter, crows left their 
territories at dusk to form a communal roost, 
then returned to their territories at dawn C61.
 On two golf courses in Encino, California, 
Caffrey reported the distances between 
nests averaged 64 meters. In this crowded 
situation, the breeding crows “rarely 
prevented others [crows] from entering their 
nest tree or landing on or near their nest.” 
Breeders rarely defended their core territories 
and often fed together nearby. First time 
breeders, over 5 years, set themselves up 
in the interior of the colony, and three pairs 
chose the periphery for their first try at 
nesting. When one male breeder died, his 
mate continued feeding their 4 nestlings 
and she managed to raise one fledgling. 
Territories left vacant by death were not 
quickly filled by new birds or taken over 
by adjacent breeders. One territory was 
vacant four years later. At other times, a few 
breeders left their territories in the spring, 
but returned to them early in the summer. 
Their vacant territories were not filled by 
the time they returned. When new territories 
were established, seven new pairs settled 

(squeezed) into occupied territories within a 
distance of two core areas of their natal one.
 The nonbreeding flock near the nesters 
occupied about 4 ha, but was not restricted 
to that area. At least 7 crows of both sexes 
attempted breeding after only one year with 
the flock, leading to speculation the flock 
may serve as a way to meet breeding mates. 
One breeding male, at least 7 years old, lost 
his mate and joined the nonbreeding flock. 
 Assuming juveniles become self-sustaining 
about 2 months after fledging, 18% left 

their natal area in their 
first autumn to join the 
nonbreeding flock, or 
for parts unknown. One 
half (9%) of these crows 
returned home as yearlings 
the next breeding season. 
In February of their first 
winter, 12% of those 
remaining with the natal 
family group left home 
(dispersed). In all, about 
half of juveniles remained 
with the family over their 
first year and some stayed 
longer. Caffrey could 

find no relationship between dispersal and 
various nesting factors, possibly due to small 
sample sizes. The first breeding attempts of 
6 females and 8 males were not successful. 
She found it difficult to believe that lack of 
daily resources in her breeding population 
of crows, or lack of mate acquisition or 
territory in which to nest were reasons for 
delayed breeding past 2 years since all 
these attributes were available to her crows. 
Perhaps more females stayed with their 
parents to learn their culture of nest building, 
how to feed nestlings, and other aspects in 
the breeding theatre C9. 
 Some juvenile American Crows showed 
little concern about territorial disputes 
over their first summer. When a dispute 
developed one August morning in Guelph, 
the parents left their two juveniles and flew 
100 m to engage in a vocal encounter with 
a neighboring family. The young crows 
continued to play and feed without glancing 
in their parents’ direction. 
 Along with high visibility, a crow’s voice 
helps to define who and where it is. To my 
ears there appears to be little difference 
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in the calls of the female and male. 
Between themselves, there probably 
is an obvious difference. Once I was 
familiar with the location of several 
active nests in Guelph, I often 
positioned myself near them early in 
the morning to listen for the initial calls 
of the day. These first calls changed 
each morning. There did not appear 
to be a specific call for each crow or 
pair of crows that I could recognize. 
I suspect crows were awake many 
minutes before they actually began 
their dawn chorus. Generally, the pair 
of crows roosted overnight within 100 
m of their nest-site. If the nest was in 
a row of coniferous trees, the birds 
might roost several meters away in the 
row. The nest tree was not used as 

the roost, even when it was isolated. An 
unusual pair of crows in the early phase 
of nest-building, roosted more than one 
kilometer from their nest. I was never 
able to backtrack to their roosting site 
based on the direction of their incoming 
morning flight to their nest. 
 A pair of crows moving around on their 
territory may pass through territories of 
other species of nesting birds. Leech 
Lake is one of the largest water bodies 
in Minnesota. It decorates the north 
central landscape near the source of the 
Mississippi River. Crows were common. 
One nesting pair occupied a lone scrub 
oak in a marsh. Every time a crow left to 
get food for its nestlings, the mobbing 
by Red-winged Blackbirds and Kingbirds 
made its life difficult C164. 

 Living with crows
With my hiking boots on and a clipboard 
holding a campus map, I set out 
on a wonderful adventure. As many 
ethologists before me discovered, 
only by following a group of animals 
and ‘living’ with them do you achieve 
a level of awareness of their lives not 
possible from smaller fragments of daily 
behavior stitched together. In partial 
fulfilment of this idea, for seven days in 
seven months, I walked and trailed one 
unmarked family of crows from dawn 

American Crow’s nest near the top of a spruce tree was 
successful and used at least 3 years in a row. Open lawn 
with invertebrates provided food. No cornfields in sight. A 
Peregrine Falcon nested on the tall building to the right
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on 9 December 1984, with all their young 
departed, at 11:50 the adults flew north 
out of sight, only to return from the same 
direction 50 minutes later. Perhaps they 
visited the territory of a breeding daughter 
or went sightseeing. Under a clear cold, 
3 February 1985 sky, the pair of breeding 
crows fed in central areas of their territory. 
Junk food dropped along a sidewalk in the 
snow caught their eyes. A crow hid one piece 
of this food and their feeding for the day 
ended in the late morning. One crow (the 
male?) fought briefly with its hard, unyielding 
reflection at a third-story window. Generally, 
the 2 crows spent the afternoon perched in 
trees and warming themselves in the sun. 
Their territory was the smallest at 8 hectares 
on 3 February map page 62.
 By 23 March 1985, nest-building was 
underway. Now the pair remained physically 
close and very active, stopping for short 
slices of time at many locations. Naps 
were not an indulgence. On 21 April 1985, 
he roosted about 80 m from the nest. As 
she incubated the eggs during the day, he 
perched at the corner of a campus building 
higher than the nest-tree and guarded the 
area. Then he had a longer fight with his 
window reflection, and later she joined him 
during a territorial dispute. On 25 May 1985, 
starting at 12:30, she? perched on the rim 
of the nest and sheltered her 20-day old 
nestlings from the bright sun with her wings 
and body for about 90 minutes, or so her 
body language indicated. A hot 13 July 1985 
caused the entire family of 4, to rest in shade 
without calling, for almost two hours within 
a large maple tree beginning about noon. 
More of the territorial activity on this day is 
depicted on page 62. 
 As soon as the first calls in the faint 
morning light were given, the American Crows 
shifted to the top of their roosting tree or, if 
it was a cold wintery day, to a nearby tree or 
rooftop where they waited for several minutes 
before beginning their day’s adventure. The 
family of crows on the campus began their 
first meal on their territory 16 (35–0) minutes 
before sunrise based on 26 mornings, 
regardless of weather or season. Often the 
first meal lasted 10–15 minutes and was over 
before sunrise. Most days, throughout the 
spring and summer, they flew about 300 m 
from their roost to feed on a large open lawn, 

to dusk on the campus of the University of 
Guelph in southern Ontario. 
 My aim was to gain an appreciation of their 
vocal output, size of territory, and behavior. 
My seven days of passion were successful 
and are summarized on the next two pages. 
A brief look at highlights of the seven days 
is revealing. The fewest bouts of caws (61) 
on 21 April 1985 coincided with incubation, 

a time of secrecy and little activity. That 
number of bouts of calling during incubation 
was only 14% of the 450 recorded bouts a 
month earlier The unmarked male crow did, 
I believe, nearly all of the vocals, as she 
quietly warmed the eggs. On 13 July 1985, 
I recorded about 280 single begging caws 
by the two juvenile crows in addition to 420 
bouts of caws from the parents. The table 
page 63 does not indicate the early part of the 
morning was filled with song. The first 120 
(97–133) minutes of the day held 46% (24–62) 
of the total recorded calls for the day. The 
territorial size varied seasonally and most 
days, averaging 15 (8–20) hectares page 63.
 Each of my seven crow-days brought 
revelations about the way these august 
birds conduct themselves. On 5 August 
1984, beginning at noon, the parents and 
five juveniles had a half-hour nap in conifers 
about 80 m from the old nest site. Earlier 
in the morning, the juveniles playfully hung 
upside down. For six of the seven days, 
the parents remained on their territory, but 
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3 February 1985  The day’s activities 
of a mated pair of American Crows on 8 
hectares. Their activities were concentrated 
in the central part of their territory, near the 
nest and roosts. They had one territorial 
dispute, 10 areas of feeding and roosted in 
two different locations on the University of 
Guelph campus. Sunny, –15 ºC, 30 cm of 
snow cover

13 July 1985  The day’s activities of 
a mated pair of American Crows plus 
2 juveniles on 20 hectares. They had 4 
territorial disputes in two regions of their 
territory, fed throughout much of their 
territory, and roosted in two separate but 
close locations, which were different from 
the two on the 3 February map above. The 
University of Guelph campus. Sunny, +30 ºC
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illuminated by a powerful, overhead light on a 
pole next to a large outdoor parking lot. The 
last meal of the day, based on observations 
of several families of crows in the city was 
almost always over 30 minutes before sunset.

In Illinois “feeding grounds were 
shared at all times with birds from 
neighboring nests.” It seemed rural 

crows had no well defined or defended 
territory, except for the nest tree B121. Marked 
crows nesting in Urbana, Illinois shared 
communal feeding grounds in agricultural 
fields outside the city and roosted overnight 
in the city Y11. Only once have I witnesses 
two large families of crows in Guelph mingling 
and feeding together over the summer. This 
was on the lawn of a baseball diamond, in 
shallow left f ield. 
 It was difficult to decide when roosting 
actually began for the night in Guelph. It 
was getting dark, and the pair of crows 
were still shifting about to different conifers, 

branches, and elevations. At what time they 
tucked their bills into back feathers was 
not known. Throughout the city, I believe 
conifers were the only trees used for roosting 
in cold weather. With the arrival of summer, 
both coniferous and deciduous trees were 
used. The university family used at least 
five roosting sites near their nest-tree over 
the course of a year. When the parents and 
young roosted in a deciduous tree, there 
was a meter or two between the birds and 
differences in height. At times the juveniles 
roosted separately from their parents, and 
occasionally the adults, when alone, also 
roosted in separate trees. The top canopy 
branches were kept for daytime lookouts, 
while lower in the trees, hidden and protected 
from our ideas, the birds peacefully spent an 
urban night.
 In Winnipeg, deciduous Manitoba Maple 
trees (about 20 cm dbh) within 50 m of a 
successful nest in a Colorado Spruce near 
the main library, were used for roosting over 
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secrecy is necessary. The smallest territorial size (8 hectares) was on 3 February with 30 cm of snow cover, 
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the summer and into October by the family. 
In the fall, with compound leaves remaining 
on the maples, the crows roosted quite high 
in the tree on 2 cm wide horizontal branches 
with a good blanket of leaves between them 
and the star-filled sky. The birds were about 
1 m apart when three of them roosted in the 
same tree and sometimes one crow roosted 
alone in an adjacent maple. In the spring, as 
a nest previously used two years earlier by 
the pair was being renovated in a American 
Elm, the pair of crows chose to roost in 
nearby deciduous trees, the same small 
group of maples they used the previous fall. 
Now, without leaves to hide them from above, 
they slept on lower 10–15 cm wide limbs, 
which broke their silhouette from above, and 
provided a firm launch pad should an owl 
visit.
 We have split the atom and the second to 
help us keep track of things. On a somewhat 
larger scale, the daily time-budget study was 
developed to chart our every move. Similar 
studies were tried on wild birds. In easy 
terms, a crow on its territory spends its night 
roosting, and its day flying, feeding, and 
perching. How much time do each of these 
activities take? No information exists for the 
American Crow. The Black-billed Magpie 
in Pullman, Washington, near the Idaho 
border, gave some answers. On 646 ha of the 
University of Washington state campus, the 
magpie population had 18 nests completed 
by mid-April. Their four main activities M171 –

  Flying 7% 
  Feeding 38% 
  Roosting 45%
  Perching 55%

Before ending this section, we should 

consider the population structure. In most 
territorial populations there is a growing 
interest in, and understanding of non-
breeders (floaters in the older literature). 
These are variously-aged birds with restricted 
but organized home ranges between or on 
the edge of established territories S104. It was 
once believed floaters quickly took over an 
established territory when it became vacant. 
In central Ohio, Good recorded a flock of 
35–75 unmated crows on about 1,000 ha over 
much of the breeding season G35. 
 From our viewpoint, management aimed 
to reduce or eliminate a local, but large 
breeding population by the trap-and-release 
method is probably doomed. If a study 
in the Netherlands was at all indicative, 
the opposite resulted. During one year 
337 Carrion Crows and 223 Jackdaws in 
the 1980s were live-trapped for removal. 

Adult crow below its nest on 16 May 2011 in 
Winnipeg, Manitoba

The Breeding Season
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Throughout most of the year’s work the 
population level of the two species was 
stable and at the end of the year there were 
almost twice as many corvids as before. It 
appeared the influx of low-ranking birds filled 
the voids. Since they were not as capable as 
the original territorial holders in defending 
against their own species, more birds 
infiltrated the available habitat than before 
S126. 
 Along the western side of the Olympic 
Peninsula of Washington state, American 
Crows, Common Ravens, and Steller’s Jays 
have adjusted to human settlements. Crows 
nesting more than 5 km from a settlement 
or campground had ranges about five 
times larger than crows nesting less than 
1 km away. Close to human settlements, 
breeding crows allowed their territories to 
overlap considerably and only the nest area 
was defended. Overall, their reproductive 
effort increased, resulting in more crows, 
and the adults lived longer. Our household 
garbage attracts crows to our settlements. 
Even though crows increased in numbers at 
settlements, small mammals and jays were 
the main predators on nests of birds in the 
same neighborhood. To reduce crows around 
settlements, our behavior has to change to 
curtail the availability of food we discard 
as we overrun the planet, one village, or 
one campground at a time M54. But then, it 
is pleasant for some of us to hear a crow 
calling in the morning when we awake in 
a campground. It may remind us of crows 
calling in the city where we spend most of 
our lives. If we continue to expand and build 
in pristine areas, we should closely manage 
our waste, thereby removing ‘crow foraging 
opportunities’ so crows do not follow us 
N7. As an ultimate solution, if we don’t want 
crows in remote forests, perhaps we should 
remove ourselves from these lands as well. 
Crows follow us wherever we go because 
experience has taught them we like to dump 
our garbage everywhere. It is how we mark 
our territories.
 Summarizing several studies of American 
Crows in different locations in the United 
States, breeding pairs had territories ranging 
from 1 to over 3,500 hectares. In Los 
Angeles, where crows are colonial nesters, 
the core territories were about 2 ha compared 
to the Olympic Peninsula in Washington state 

where pairs of crows occupied an average of 
2,100 hectares M50. NOTE: Researchers may 
use different methods to measure and report 
territory sizes of crows, but overall, the sizes 
in cities are much smaller than those of crows 
nesting in rural habitat. 
 The amount and quality of food available 
to breeding crows may account for some of 
the territorial size differences. Sophisticated 
urban crows have greater access to and 
eat garbage and junk food more often than 
rural crows that eat unprocessed healthy 
foods like insects, worms, mice, spiders, the 
occasional omelet, or a young robin. Some 
rural crows may fly beyond the boundaries of 
their territories to a garbage dump to get their 
fill of our edible wastes. Street-wise urban 
crows may have a restaurant and garbage 
bins in an alley on their territory. Dropped and 
discarded food provides a constant source of 
nourishment. 
 Some researchers suggested urban studies 
of birds should be organized to examine 
how our building activities were linked to 
the quality and quantity of nesting sites, 
predators, vegetation and food for a suitable 
group of birds. Areas should be picked for 
long-term studies of wildlife populations 
before and after human development has 
altered the landscape. Wildlife biologists 
should have some say in urban development 
to enhance and / or control certain wildlife 
species D61. Crows roosting in cites is a 
current world-wide event that has yet to be 
resolved (should it be?). As always, people 
are at the center of the problem and not the 
crows. Some people applaud the growing 
number of crows in cities, study and admire 
them, as I do. Other people find crows 
disgusting and dirty, and complain to their 
wholesome, white-bread politicians that 
crows disturb their superb, tidy, professional 
lifestyle and should be eliminated. To live in a 
sterile city without ‘annoying’ wildlife appears 
to be one of their personal goals. Fortunately, 
not all of their goals are met. 
 Four ways for a crow to acquire a territory 
in a system of cooperative breeding are –

1) INHERIT – replace a family member on 
the natal territory
2) BUD – establish a new territory from part 
of the natal territory, but do not rely on help 
from the family

The Breeding Season
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3) REPLACE – a breeder on a non-natal 
territory
4) NEW – set up a new territory away from 
the natal territory

To acquire a territory, mate, and start nesting, 
it appears young females disperse greater 
distances than young male crows. Therefore, 
it is less likely females inherit or bud part of 
a natal territory to get going on their parental 
adventures R100. 
 Crows were plentiful in Guelph, Ontario 
in the 1980s, so I picked (non random) four 
study sites totalling 580 hectares page 67. 
Most, if not all the nests, were located over 
the three years, 1983–’85. Using a total of 
67 nests, on and near the four sites, the 
two closest active nests were 150 m apart 
in a residential area, and the furthest 1,250 
m apart in an industrial zone. The average 
nearest nest distance was 470 meters. I 
arrived at a 3-year average of 25 ha per 
active nest (n 67).
 Near Saskatoon, Saskatchewan in 1987 
and 1988, crow nest densities were from 
0.36–0.80 per km2 (36–80 ha) in treed 
parkland where 129 nests were located (6 
renests not included). Using Breeding Bird 
Survey data from four routes in 1974–1987, 
50% more crows were counted through 
parkland habitat versus areas of intense 
agriculture. Continuing with this study in 
Saskatchewan, the nesting success of 
American Crows was compared in two 
aspen parkland habitats. There was a sharp 
difference in 1987 when the nests in the St 
Denis area produced about twice as many 
young crows as the nests near Elstow. 

Permanent water near nests at St Denis 
seemed to increase the success rate. Overall, 
the “selection of nest characteristics to 
evade predators does not appear to provide 
predictable advantages to breeding crows”.
 At the two sites, the higher nesting 
densities at St Denis table below indicated I4 –

1) higher production rates in 1987 resulted 
from more or better food
2) more and better nesting sites

In the Prairie Pothole Region of south-
western Manitoba, the home range of nesting 
crows was 260 ha or 1 sq mile S186. 
 In the United States, on a ranch in 
southern Florida, Kilham estimated the 
two non-migratory unmarked families of 
crows he studied for several years defended 
contiguous territories of about 50 ha each, 
separated by a short common boundary K51. 
A one-year Maryland study in 1943 gave 67 
pastoral hectares per nest in the central part 
of the state S150. During the late 1930s, Black 
sampled the Illinois countryside and arrived 
at an average of 59 ha for each breeding pair 
of crows B121. American Crows in a 44 ha 
walnut orchard in California, had concurrently 
occupied nests on average 76 m apart, with 
several nests about 25 m apart. These nests 
were rarely in adjoining trees. This colony of 
crows averaged a nest per 0.7 ha E40. On two 
golf courses in Encino, California, Caffrey 
listed the mean breeding density at about one 
pair per 1.2 hectares. In Stillwater, Oklahoma, 
Caffrey noted 32 families averaged about 94 
(50–150) ha each V18. The only large nesting 
colony of eastern American Crows was tallied 
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     1987      1988

Study area Density  Nests  Renests  Density  Nests  Renests

St Denis 0.6   27  3  0.8   37  1
Elstow* 0.4   31  1  0.4   34  1

*Density figures exclude seven 1-km2 blocks with no suitable trees for nesting

Crow nests per km2 were higher in the St Denis area of Saskatchewan I4
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American Crow  Guelph, Ontario – 24 nests ●, (in 1985 only) successful and unsuccessful were located on 
4 areas (total 580 ha; average of 145 ha per area) during my 3-year study, 1983–1985. The average nearest 
nest distance was 470 meters. The southern site (D) was the University of Guelph campus. Site (A) was an 
Industrial park, which had few trees and fewer nesting crows
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by WW Pfrimmer in the north-west corner 
of Indiana in the 1970s. In about 1 ha (100 
x 100 meters) were 500 nests, a remarkably 
high concentration M175. A similar density has 
never been duplicated or reported elsewhere. 
 McGowan mentioned crows in and near 
Ithaca, New York remained on and defended 
their breeding territories in each month, even 
though they fed in flocks and united to form 
winter roosts. He envisioned territories as 
‘circular’ and provided diameters to represent 
their relative sizes. Suburban territories 
averaged 0.31 km2 (n 59) compared to larger 
rural territories of 0.67 km2 (n 18). These 
figures convert to areas of 9 ha (0.8–28.3 
ha) in the burbs to 38 ha (12.6–95 ha) in 
the outback. With smaller territories in the 
suburbs, crows were packed closer together 
at 11.5 territories per km2 compared to 2.6 
territories per km2 in the country. In Ithaca, 
a drought year in 1995 resulted in smaller 
nestlings at 28-days of age. So why, asked 
McGowan, were territories smaller in cities 
when enough food may be hard to find to 
feed the young in an off year? He suggested 
crowding and social organization, or perhaps 
urban crows cannot judge how big a territory 
they may need M89. Since crows are relatively 
new to the city scape, the latter may be the 
best answer. A larger urban territory, where 
the view is blocked from many angular 

buildings and signs, may be more difficult to 
defend and hold against other crows. Smaller 
territories and nestlings may be a necessary 
and acceptable part of urban breeding. Like 
cars in the city, smallness has advantages. 
 In the countryside of Iowa, the foraging 
area around seven nests averaged 150 ha 
with little variation. From their nests, crows 
moved out to a maximum of 1.1 km, and the 
most distant flight was almost 5 km S33. In 
New Jersey, the winter territories of three 
breeding rural families with 2 or 3 auxiliaries 
ranged from 26–49 hectares S173.
 In three habitats in and around Seattle, 
Washington, breeding densities were W117

 Urban 5.7 pairs per km2  (1 km2 = 100 ha)
 Suburban 3.2 pairs per km2 
 Exurban 0.32 pairs per km2

Along the Pennypack Creek Valley in north-
eastern Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, a 
park attracted 31 pairs of nesting crows 
with an average territory of 20 hectares 
R37. In two different habitats in Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts, the mean territory was 42 
(9.4–104) hectares for each of 49 nests. 
Mean distance between 12 nests in adjacent 
bordering territories was 0.9 (0.2–2.3) km. 
Since marked crows remained on their 
territories year-round, in subsequent years, 
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the mean intra-nest distance between the 
year-old and a newly constructed nest within 
23 territories was 200 (0–600) meters C61.

 Nesting in cities
Urban nesting is not a new undertaking for 
American Crows. There are a few reports 
of crows nesting in American cities in the 
late 1800s. WN Clute reported two nests 
within the city limits of Binghamton, New 
York. Near the center of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, Dr William Bringhurst saw a 
pair building their nest in Logan Square. It 
was surrounded by the Academy of Natural 
Sciences and a grand cathedral, etc. – a very 
busy location. Later he heard about a nest 
in trees at Independence Square in the heart 
of the oldest part of the Philadelphia B225. In 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, the first nesting 
crows appeared in the late 1960s H141. 
 From March through October 2002, on 
communal feeding grounds within 1.6 km 
of South Farms agricultural property of the 
University of Illinois, crows were caught, 
weighed, banded and placed into 3 age 
groups. The average home range of all crows 
(ignoring sex and age) was 7.6 km2 (760 ha). 
By age, 45 radio-tracked crows had average 
ranges of –

1) hatch-year (HY) 9.6 km2; (960 ha)
2) subadult (AHY) 6.7 km2
3) adult 6.4 km2 (based on an average of 40 
locations per crow)

These are post-breeding territories. Keep in 
mind home range sizes vary throughout the 
year and probably daily. Radio transmitters 
weighted less than 2 g for a tail-mount and 
less than 3 g for a collar mount (less than 
1% of a 455 gram crow). The tail mount was 
attached with needle and thread to the rachis 
of a middle tail feather page 233. The antenna 
did not extend past the feather’s tip Y11.
 On a study area of 39,471 ha made up 
of the cities of Champaign, and Urbana, 
Illinois plus adjacent farmland, five types of 
vegetative cover consisted of –

1) agricultural 38%
2) low- to medium-dense urban 30%
3) high density urban 22%
4) forest 5%
5) urban open space 5%

Territories overlapped and were not 
established randomly. Within the study area, 
crows avoided the forested and high-density 
urban areas. They preferred the low-density 
urban and agricultural areas. Crows fed in the 
country and roosted in the city, usually at one 
or two nocturnal sites. For the five habitat 
types above, there were differences in degree 
of use by the three age classes. However, 
there were no differences in composition of 

habitat on the home ranges used by females 
and males. For radio-telemetry locations, 
there were some sexual differences – females 
liked agricultural and forest habitat, while 
males used high- to low-density urban 
habitats Y11.
 In the 1970s, the American Crow was one 
of 22 nesting species in the cemeteries of 
Chicago, Illinois. The number of individual 
crows per 100 ha in 10 cemeteries ranged 
from 0–117. The larger cemeteries attract 
more birds and species, especially when the 
habitat was varied. Cemeteries also provide 
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American Crow  A breeding pair on territory 
in Guelph, ON in spring
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feeding areas for many birds, both residents 
and migrants L85. 
 In Winnipeg and Guelph, Ontario, the large 
deciduous and coniferous trees in cemeteries 
plus abundant lawn invited crows to nest in 
this maintained, sustainable habitat.

 Nest building
In Arizona, nest building lasted from 21 
March to 10 May C127. In Encino, California, 
Caffrey cited the first half of March as the 
start. Near Davis, California, nest building 
occupied part of a crow’s day on 21 April 
2009 E40. In Winnipeg building probably 
began in early to mid-March based on 
the first eggs appearing on 6 April R28. In 
Oklahoma, 22 February to 24 April were the 
nest building dates in 2001 and 2002 H6. 
Eastward into Virginia, the earliest twigs 
were carried by crows on 20 February with 

the average around mid-March C76. Nest 
construction begins earlier in the south. The 
first week in February was noted in Florida 
K66. Two crows plucked white hairs from the 
back of a grazing cow on 19 February 1946 
in Florida, a time when crows were nest-
building H35.  
 Part of the crow’s culture requires the 
family to build a new nest each year, 
although, in most large surveys, a few pairs 
may reuse last year’s nest. Only one of 97 
nests in Illinois was reoccupied over two 
consecutive years B121. About 14% of crows 
in California built their new nests on top of 
some of the 111 old nest platforms E40. At 
Encino, California and Stillwater, Oklahoma 
combined, none of 223 nests were reused 
V18. E Good mentioned a nest used for three 
years in Ohio G35. In Winnipeg, two different 
nests were used successfully at least three 
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Adult female crow laying eggs on 23 April 2011 in Winnipeg. Often it is possible to see her black 
tail (pink arrow)
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years in a row, presumably by the same 
breeding pairs. One nest was near the top 
of an American Elm growing at the edge of a 
day-care center with its grassy yard on the 
University of Winnipeg 
campus. The other nest 
was in a group of 20 
planted Colorado Spruce 
near a mowed grassy 
cloverleaf. After the third 
consecutive year of use, 
I stopped checking. But 
a few years later, the 
same nest in the spruce 
was in use. Both reused 
nests appeared to be 
refurbished, mostly the 
lining I suspect, and 
appeared to be the same 
size as the previous 
year’s nest. The success 
of a nest was necessary 
before it had any chance 
of being reused. What 
triggers a pair to reuse 
their nest is unknown. 
One suggestion – the 
branches were perfectly 
placed which allowed 
the pair to arrive and 

depart easily when feeding their 
nestlings. Nearby cottonwood 
trees were an ideal distance 
for the fledglings first flight. 
In Winnipeg two other nests 
in different elms were about 
level and 5 m from a street light 
which illuminated the nest and 
young at night. Both nests were 
successful, but not reused the 
following season R28. 
 A crow’s nest disappeared after 
one year in a small deciduous 
tree in Essex County, in a tall 
spruce tree in Guelph, and in 
an American Elm and spruce 
in Winnipeg. Usually an old 
nest lasts for several years, 
when supported by an array of 
branches on all sides. A wind 
storm, a person, or a poorly 
placed nest by a first-time 
breeder may hasten its removal 
from the tree where it was built.

An American Crow reaching for a twig with its bill which it 
will snap off for its nest. The bird often uses its extended wings 
for balance, which makes this behavior easy to spot in the 
spring as a crow moves through the inner bare branches of a 
deciduous tree. Same for photo below
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Adult female crow incubates her eggs on 25 April 2011 
in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Often it is possible to see her black 
tail through the branches of a spruce
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Trees

let’s face it are obnoxious
rooting holes in foundations
bullying fences into leans 
cracking concrete walks
grabbing any space they can for 
their ridiculous canopies
dropping sticky fluids
tossing twigs all over the place 
never cleaning up
self centered narcissistic 
admiring themselves in pools 
combing their hair with the wind

  – David Scott 2010

I n Winnipeg crows often build their nests 
in trees located in or near large mowed 
grassy areas or a collection of lawns within 
the pairs’ territory. Parks, cemeteries, 

schoolyards, golf courses, highways with 
wide mowed edges were attractive to nesting 
/ feeding crows. At the same time, crows 
nested downtown where little lawn was 
available near the nest and with pedestrian 
and vehicular traffic abundant beneath their 
nest tree. Since people rarely look up, the 
location of a nest usually remains private. 
Nests in trees in a front or back yard may 
pass unnoticed by some homeowners. 
 Remember, few “habitat and nest-site 
selection papers have addressed why the 
selection of certain habitats was adaptive for 
the species in question. Further, comparisons 
of used habitat with available habitat are 
more appropriate than comparisons of used 
and unused habitat. Definitions of habitat 
availability ought to be informed by the life-
history characteristics of the focal species” 
J45.
 It is 21 March 1983 in Guelph, Ontario. 
Killdeer, robins, redwings and grackles 
run, hop, flutter and call around me. But a 
crow has my attention as it goes about its 
morning’s work. I scribble in my notebook,  
“A crow pulled two living twigs from a 
deciduous tree, both were dropped. Then it 
flew to a large maple. Again, with its bill it 
tore off a large twig which it placed under its 
toes. Several bouts of 3 and 4 caws followed. 
It picked up the twig again, then put it back 

under its foot, called once more and flew 
off letting the twig fall to the ground.” As 
this reveals, nest-building can at times be a 
sporadic activity. With other crows moving 
through the area, vocal identification of 
self and territory are as necessary as nest-
building itself.
 In Oklahoma, the breeding pairs made the 
most nest-building trips, 84% of 211. Helpers 
made 15% of the trips and 2 trips were 
made by an unidentified American Crow. One 
4-year-old male made 74% of the 31 nest-
building trips contributed by helpers. Other 
auxiliaries were 2- and 3-year olds (5 males 
and 2 females). Breeders made an average of 
about 2 nest-building trips per hour. Trips to 
the nest by crows carrying sticks and nest-
lining material were equally shared by male 
and female breeders, although at one nest the 
male breeder was not observed contributing 

An American Crow gathering gray dog’s hairs 
from a neighbor’s yard on 9 April 2013 to line its nest 
cup. Late spring, snow on the ground in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba
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to any nest-building activity. The actual 
building of the nest was also equally shared 
between the female and male breeders. Only 
11% of the time did a breeder (M or F) give 
its nesting material to its mate for building H6. 
 On the ground in Guelph, a crow walked 
about and visually rejected many fallen twigs. 
A few twigs, one at a time, were picked up 
and immediately dropped. Eventually, one 
twig balanced nicely in the bill, had the right 
weight, and was shaped to the crow’s liking. 
It rose with the bird to the nest. Along the 
way, another crow landed in a conifer, passed 
a deciduous twig from its bill to its foot, 
broke off a side twig with its bill, then carried 
the improved twig to the nest. When 
transporting a long vine, one end was 
held in the bill as the rest trailed below 
and behind the bird against an even gray 
sky. 
 City crows have two types of grass 
available to line their nests R25. They 
can gather the manicured lawn grass, or 
the more sensuous, varied, wild types. 
Sometimes crows worked in a hurry. 
One bird walked and ran from clump to 
clump of wild matted dead grass as it 
tore off bits 31 times until its bill was 
filled. With stems and leaves extended 
to about 10 cm on either side of the bill, 
the crow passed overhead on the way to 
its nest. A roundish brown clump 6–8 cm 
wide in the bill was lawn grass travelling 

to a nest. As additional nest lining, crows 
stripped bark from fallen decaying logs, dead 
branches in living trees, the bases of trees, 
or vines along buildings. Rotting deciduous 
leaves from the previous fall were gathered 
from the ground by the beak-full. Nests of 
crows held hairs in the inner lining – horse 
hair 50%, hog bristles 40%, sheep’s wool, 
feathers, and cow’s hair together 10% B225. 

N est-building was generally 
a morning activity although 
building did occur on and off 
throughout a day. Snow, rain, 
and buffeting from a 60 kph wind 

do not interfere with nest-building. Within 
minutes of bracketing a sunrise, crows 
began working on their nest. At the end of a 
day, the latest twig carried to a nest was 45 
minutes before sunset. When helpers worked 
on nest-building, a nest-traffic controller 
was sometimes necessary. I have watched 
three crows arrive on a nest together. Kilham 
counted up to five crows in Florida, each with 
a twig, together at their nest. As one adult 
did the building, the others queued with their 
contribution K50. 
 On a rainy April morning in Guelph, 
Ontario, I was entertained by a family of three 
crows behind a public art gallery. One bird 
gathered twigs and made several trips to 
build its nest in a pine tree, while the other 
two birds simply flew along with it. Carolee 
Caffrey mentioned the female crow did most 
of the fine work in the cup of its nest V18. 
Sometimes when a helper tried to help, it was 

American Crow  Below its nest in an American Elm, 
the unused and broken twigs fall during nest-building 
and add abstract ideas to the sidewalk below
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Twigs 1 cm wide torn from deciduous trees by 
crows to build their nest. If the ends of the twigs 
are whitish tan, you are looking through your field 
glasses at a fresh nest; if gray, a weathered nest 
from a previous year 
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chased from the nest by a parent, probably 
the dominant breeding male, even though the 
helper carried a twig in its bill K56. 
 An idea for discovering how birds organize 
themselves may come to me as I daydream, 
or when I was in the field watching a Courage 
of Crows in action. The latter situation led 
to a closer look at the searching techniques 
by a pair of crows in Guelph, Ontario. On 
26 and 27 March, working alone as usual, I 
quickly recorded the approximate directions 
and distances from which two crows, without 
a helper, gathered nesting material. A couple 
of points need to be mentioned. First, all 
of their trips to gather material were within 
200 m of their nest in a conifer, and second, 
the directions and distances of searching 
usually changed with each trip. The nest 
tree was not a source of building materials. 
Sometimes consecutive trips were in opposite 
directions page 77. It can be argued that 
crows could use (for efficiency) only one or 
two nearby trees from which to gather their 
supply of twigs, but they do not. Obviously, 
the directions and distances were partially 
determined by the type of material needed. 
However, at the same time, the trips allowed 
the birds to maintain surveillance near the 
nest for intruding birds and to look for food. 
In summary, it was a level of organized 
searching controlled by the physical 
properties surrounding the nest, neighboring 
crows, plant species, along with the abilities 

and personalities of the crows R25.
 The construction process for the first 
nest of the year for an American Crow may 
require up to 23 days, with the maximum 
nest-building trips at about 7 per hour for a 
crow. If the first nest was lost, the second 
or third attempt may be compressed into 12 
days, with the highest number of trips to the 
nest with material at about 12 per hour for an 
individual breeder or auxiliary H6.
 Nest-building (first nests of the season) in 
California took an average of 13 (11–17) days 
for 6 nests E40. Carolee Caffrey mentioned 
10–14 days in Oklahoma. Second nests took 
slightly less time to build, 5–10 days V18. 
Kilham recorded 5 and 9 days for building 
2 nests in Florida when auxiliaries were 
helping K66. The shortest period (5 days) was 
reported by Kilham, who watched a pair of 
crows with up to three helpers complete the 
task. This was followed by about two weeks 
of inactivity until egg-laying began K50. A 
small race of American Crows near Davis, 
California took about 13 days to complete 
their first nests and nine days for renests. 
Once nest building was finished, egg laying 
began E40.
 In Saskatchewan, crows completed 
building their earliest nests on 21 and 29 April 
in two areas, which was followed by a delay 
of about 5 days before egg laying began I04.

An American Crow’s 
nest, its inside rim is made 
mostly of blades of wild 
grasses and shredded bark

The Breeding Season
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H undreds of trips are made by crows 
to their nest over the 1–2 weeks 
necessary for its construction. I 
decided to look into the temporal 
aspects of the building procedure. 

In all, 173 building visits by several pairs of 
crows, some with auxiliaries were timed. I 
began timing when a bird with material in its 
bill landed in the nest tree, to when it left. 
The average visit lasted 115 seconds. The 
shortest visits were in the 10–20 second 
range, when a crow left a twig or grass for 
its mate on the nest to weave into place. The 
longest visits, over six minutes, were often by 
a crow adding its material to a nest as well as 
that left by its mate or a helper. Sometimes 
a crow visited its nest without material, 
perhaps to assess what is needed.
 A nest built near the top and side of a 
conifer allowed family members to come and 
go with ease. Some birds landed and left 
directly from their nest during the building 
process. Others landed on a branch and with 
one or two short hops reached the nest’s rim. 
One crow worked in a special manner. It is 
always the aberrant crows, as with humans, 
that are the most interesting to observe and 
write about. With its false nest situated on a 
side limb of a tall pine, and open well-spaced 
branches along the trunk, this crow landed 
several meters below the nest and hopped / 
flew up to it branch by branch. With material 
in its bill, 15 trips were timed. An average 
of about 2 minutes passed from when this 
crow entered the pine to when it left the nest. 
However, about 20% (4–52%) of this crow’s 
nest-visiting time was used for branch hoping 
until it reached the nest. At their second false 
nest, both crows alighted in normal fashion 
from above. 
 Once crows were in the nest-building 
mode, the interval of time between visits to 
the nest averaged 7 (1–32) minutes (n 202). 
This time was mainly used to gather material 
and travel to and from the nest. I have 
watched a crow gather nesting material about 
300 m from its nest.
 During nest-building, family members came 
and went at the nest quietly. On the nest, 
the female was heard by Kilham to give “low 
growly notes as she pushed new or other 
sticks into place.” Sometimes this developed 
into a shudder call which Kilham heard at 
quite a distance. Because the shudder call 

personified exasperation, he thought it might 
warn family members to keep away for the 
moment, until the difficulty of weaving the 
twig into the nest was finished K63. Standing 
beneath a nest-tree, I have also heard what 
sounded like (in human terms) exasperated 
noises from a crow trying to work a twig into 
place.
 One evening in Winnipeg, I was looking at 
a nest in an American Elm one block from 
my home. In the area I saw a crow with a 
60 cm long twig, decorated with a few short 
side projections, in its bill. The crow then 
landed in an elm during the early stages of 
nest building. A clump of large twigs was in 
a circle on a  thick horizontal limb. Through 
binoculars I watched this crow as it tried to 
work the new twig into the structure. It used 
very short, rapid, side-to-side movements 
of its bill. This didn’t achieve the desired 
outcome. Then, when it raised the twig with 
its bill, another twig was tangled with it. 
Three times the crow raised the twig, but the 
tangle remained. Frustrated, the crow sat low 
and quietly on the thick limb without moving 
for about 20 seconds, then it flew off. Two 
days later the nest was much bulkier. The 
crows continued to build at this site. 

 Nest architecture
Construction of a nest with grass, weeds, 
vines, bark, leaves, mud, and living or dead 
deciduous twigs results in a large bulky 
structure near a tree’s top. In Guelph I 

American Crow arriving at nest (arrow) in its
early construction in a Siberian Elm, Winnipeg, MB

The Breeding Season
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American Crows gather nest material from different deciduous trees and 
directions around their nest tree, but not from the nest tree itself. The gathering 
distances ranged from about 15 (trip # 3) to 200 (trip # 18) meters on the mornings 
of the 26th and 27th of March 1987. Map shows the sequence of 18 nest-material 
gathering trips by 2 crows (no helper) in 64 minutes around their nest (N) in 
Guelph, Ontario
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obtained three nests from small trees. They 
weighed 770 grams (an incomplete false 
one), 1,200 and 1,700 grams. I unravelled 190 
twigs from the small 770 g false nest, which 
represented 190+ separate nest-building 

trips. Twenty-five of the largest deciduous 
twigs from this small nest averaged 45 
(26–72) cm long and each weighed 11 (5–21) 
grams. The largest vine was 1.2 m long and 
weighed 3 grams. Good did not find any twigs 
over 61 cm long used in nests G35. I have 
watched crows use small pieces of plastic 
sheets as nesting material in Winnipeg. One 
description of the central cup of a crow’s 
nest went like this. “The soft compact lining 
was entirely of finely separated fibrils of bark, 
which apparently were shredded by the birds 
before being placed in position.” Depending 
on availability, other nest-lining materials 

were – moss, grass, feathers, twine, rags, 
wool, fur, roots, leaves, hair and seaweed, 
etc G77. From North Carolina, another list 
of nesting material included – cypress bark, 
moss, sticks, layer of earth, roots, pea and 
potato vines, lined with grape vine bark, 
moss or hair B225. Black mentioned sticks 
up to 2 cm thick made up the outside of the 
nest B121. The sticks were placed with the 
thick ends to the outside of the rim, their tan 
ends page 74 indicated a fresh twig and nest 
(noticed through binoculars).
 As I went about watching crows in Guelph, 
I soon realized they were looking back, 
especially when I left my vehicle and walked 
in the open. A crow, with its bill stuffed with 
grass, landed on a flat light fixture across 
the road from its nest in a pine. I was leaning 
against another pole 30 m away. I looked at 
the crow; it looked at me. In a few minutes 
I grew tired of the duel. I walked to my car, 
passing below the light. The bird looked 
down and shifted its position to keep me in 
view. Once I was inside my car, the crow flew 
to its nest and began building. 
 The sizes of 14 nests in Ontario –

Nest diameter 30–76 cm 
Nest thickness 23–30 cm 
Cup diameter 15–22 cm 
Cup depth 10–15 cm P25

In two different habitats (1983–1987) in Cape 
Cod, Massachusetts, 17–19 nests of marked 
American Crows had –

Nest diameter 41 (17–48) cm 
Nest depth 24 (10–38) cm
Cup diameter 24 (16–36) cm C61

Figures on nests of crows from New York and 
Pennsylvania –

Nest diameter 43 (30–61) cm 
Nest depth 27 (18–51) cm 
Cup diameter 19 (15–23) cm 
Cup depth 11 (8–13) cm B225

 False nests
False nests are an unresolved (to us) avian 
phenomenon. In an Ohio woodlot Good 
counted four false starts by a pair of crows 
G35. Some of Guelph’s crows, with or without 
helpers, built one or two false nests in a 

The Breeding Season

An American Crow mated pair on their new nest 
in an American Elm on the University of Winnipeg 
campus
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breeding season. Are false nests the hallmark 
of young, inexperienced crows nesting for 
the first time? Marking crows will determine if 
this is so. Do crows that build false nests do 
so most years, or do they outgrow the habit? 
And what percentage of paired crows in the 
population engage in false nest building? 
Some small structures of only a few dozen 
twigs can easily be overlooked. At one false 
nest in an American Elm in Winnipeg, a crow 
stopped building when the nest was a donut-
shaped structure of outer twigs complete with 
a wide hole in the middle right.
 False nests add to the frustration of trying 
to locate an active nest. One week you think 
you have a nest pinpointed, but when you 
returned several days later, it sits idle while 
the crows are busy making another nest in a 
nearby tree. One morning in March I saw a 
pair of crows, without a helper, working on 
two large false nests. At one point, both false 
nests were being built simultaneously in two 
pine trees 50 m apart. One crow carried twigs 
to one nest while its mate gathered material 
for the other nest. Eventually a third nest, the 
successful one, was constructed in another 
pine tree 100 m from the first false nest. The 
trunk dbhs of these three pines in a cemetery 
were 71, 69 and 74 cm, which showed a 
consistency in tree size and species selection 
by this pair of energetic crows. Generally, 
false nests were within 100 m of the nest 
finally used. Which sex decides to start 
or stop nest-building is another unknown. 
Twelve false nests were constructed by 
breeders and auxiliaries in a Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts study C61.

 Renesting
In southern Florida in 1982, an unusually 
warm December stimulated an early start 
to nest building. Soon the female was 
incubating on 16 January 1983, which turned 
into a year with well above, average rainfall. 
Ten days into incubation the nest failed 
(reason unknown) and the female began 
gathering sticks for a new nest the same 
morning. She (with helpers) completed her 
second nest in 6 days, only three days after 
the second family Kilham was watching 
completed their first nest. In the second 
week of February both nests were lost. He 
saw a raccoon sleeping in each nest. Kilham 

suggested the high amount of rainfall and 
flooding may have forced raccoons to move, 
and they happened upon the nests of these 
two families of crows. 

B oth family groups renested, one with 
a new nest, the other laid another 
clutch of eggs in her second nest 
13 days after the raccoon left. 
This family lost their 3rd nest to a 

raccoon on 4 March. The second family of 
crows lost their second nest 8 days earlier. 
Undeterred, both families rebuilt and finished 
their nests 2 days apart. These nests, the 
3rd and 4th of the same season, finally held 
nestlings 12–15 days old on 15 April. The 
3rd nest of the second family developed a 
tilt and the nestlings fell to the ground. In 
an unusually dry year in 1985, only one nest 
was lost to raccoons, possibly because the 
nest-tree, of the 4 used by the crows, was 
situated in a wet area. Renesting four times in 
one season is the highest number reported in 
North America K64.

 Crows’ nests used by other birds
Other birds sometimes occupy or use a 
crow’s nest. Usually it is an unused nest. In 
June in Guelph, an Eastern Kingbird twice 
stole nesting material from the cup of a 
deserted crow’s nest. In the interior of British 
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American Crow  A completed false nest built
by one member of a family with 2 helpers in 
an American Elm on the University of Winnipeg
campus. Some false nest are almost complete
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Columbia, two pairs of Barrow’s Goldeneyes, 
Bucephala islandica, (46 cm long) nested 
in older nests of crows on Abuntlet Lake. 
One occupied nest (6 eggs) was in a willow, 
and the other nest (8 eggs) in an Sitka Alder, 
Alnus sinuata. Each nest was over water. 
The two clutches were fully hatched by 28 
June. The researcher reminded us this was 
an instance of crows indirectly increasing 
the breeding success of a duck species by 
providing nesting sites E14. Another Barrow’s 
Goldeneye incubated five eggs in a crow’s 
nest in a Lodgepole Pine, Pinus contorta, 
(dbh 10 cm) in the Cariboo Parklands of 
British Columbia. The use of a crow’s nest 
might occur at higher altitudes where trees 
were less common for the normally, cavity-
nesting goldeneyes S182. 
 On 10 June 1904, on a small island in 
the St Lawrence River, an American Black 
Duck nested in a pre-owned crow’s nest in a 
large elm. About 14 m above the ground, the 
successful nest held 10 eggs and down B70.
 Goss, in the late 1800s, was out killing 
kites. He was gathering their eggs for his 
personal collection. On 27 May, he saw a pair 
of Mississippi Kites (length 37 cm) associated 
with a pre-owned crow’s nest. A few green 
twigs in leaf were added to the cup’s lining, 

a common practice for kites. The nest was 
in the fork of an oak and about 12 m above 
the ground. To maintain the respect of his 
peers, he finished his article with “This nest 
and the ones examined of E. forficatus were 
on the breeding grounds of the Common 
Crow, which accounts for the robbery and the 
few eggs found” G51. Unknowingly, he may 
have been talking about the Fish Crow which 
occupies part of the same range in Florida as 
the Swallow-tailed Kite.
 A Merlin, (length 31 cm), used an 
abandoned American Crow’s nest near the 
top of a 10 m Balsam Fir, Abies balsamea, 
in Terra Nova National Park, Newfoundland 
in 1987 D33. Near Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
field work in the 1970s on the nesting habitat 
and success of Merlins along a 40-km 
section of the North Saskatchewan River. 
Most Merlins’ nests were in used American 
Crows’ nests near the tops of older spruce 
trees (Picea sp). Along the river, old crows’ 
and magpies’ nests in willows were preferred. 
Successful nests by 47 pairs fledged a high 
average of 4 fresh Merlins O11. 
 Nest-site selection by Merlins was studied 
within Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. Merlins 

preferred older parts of the city where they 
nested in old crows’ nests in conifers – White 
and Blue Spruce. The large population of 
House Sparrows supplied Merlins with food 
to set up shop L42. House Sparrows made 
up 84% of the prey of male radio-tagged 
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Raccoon  One of many predators of the 
American Crow during the nesting season. Portrait 
from Wikipedia. Photographer unknown. Original 
in MacClintock, Dorcas (1981). A Natural History 
of Raccoons. Caldwell, New Jersey,  © The 
Blackburn Press, with notification.

A Merlin with its kill near Cochrane, AB. Just a 
Prairie Boy from Calgary, AB, Canada, wiki
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Merlins in the city S111. Productivity 
(young per successful nest) was 
slightly higher in urban compared to 
rural areas on the prairies. In rural 
studies, Merlins’ nests were mostly 
in deciduous trees in shelter belts, 
and they favored closed magpie 
nests over the open-cup nests of 
crows W23. In Montana, nesting 
attempts by Merlins were reported 
in the early 1970s. All 8 nests in 5 
counties were in conifers. Old nests 
of magpies and one by a crow in a 
Ponderosa Pine were used E30.
 When several pairs of Swainson’s 
Hawks (length 53 cm) nested in 
Regina, Saskatchewan, at least one 
of the hawks used a crow’s nest J12. 
There were three instances where 
Long-eared Owls (length 38 cm) 
occupied newly constructed crows’ 
nests in south-western Manitoba. 
As well, three Long-eared Owls 
nested in older nests of crows with 
each nest 5, 35 and 40 m from an 
active nest of an American Crow. No 
interactions were observed between 
the two species whenever the nests 
of the crows were checked S188. 
In the Bretona ConservAction Area 
near Edmonton, Alberta, a pair of 
Long-eared Owls occupied an older 
nest of a crow situated 2.5 m above 
ground in a Pin Cherry, Prunus 
pensylvanica K118.
 Frederick M Dille of Denver, 
Colorado, listed the following birds 
using pre-owned nests of crows – 
Long-eared Owl, Sparrow Hawk, 
Cooper’s Hawk, Broad-winged Hawk, and 
Great Horned Owl B225. 

I n three north-eastern states, nest locations 
of Great Horned Owls (length 56 cm) were 
examined in rural and urban sites. Where 
61 nests built by other species were 

identifiable, owls reused old nests (18%) of 
American Crows and (39%) of Red-tailed 
Hawks S101. In NJ, NY and CT, 49% of 33 
Great Horned Owls’ nests were in pre-owned 
nests of Red-tailed Hawks and 21% in old 
nests of the American Crow. In return, crows 
became 4% of the owl’s prey B134. 
 Great Horned Owls’ nests (n 48) were in 

previously-owned nests of several species, 
including American Crows O21. Long-eared 
Owls often used unoccupied crows’ nests 
at Kewanee, Illinois M176. Long-eared Owls 
along the Snake River in south-western Idaho 
always nested in old corvid nests – 70% 
magpie and 30% American Crow. The owls 
did not build their own nests. Most corvid 
nests were near the periphery of a grove of 
trees, which was where the owls nested M34.
 Martin wrote in North American Birds 
(northern great plains region) about the 
positive relationship between American 
Crows nesting in cities and the advent of 
Merlins, which used old crows’ nests the 
following years, in which to raise their young. 

The Breeding Season

Urban cemeteries with hectares of mowed lawn and 
mature trees provide a sustainable habitat and quiet haven 
for nesting and feeding American Crows. Arrow shows a new 
nest in a Bur Oak in Winnipeg on 24 April 2013
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From 1995–1998, Merlins nested in downtown 
Dickinson, Grand Forks and Minot North 
Dakota. On the flip-side of the coin, Common 
Nighthawks (length 24 cm) seemed to be 
declining in North Dakota. In the Hudson-
Delaware Region, nesting crows increased 
in the city and at the same time there was a 
decrease in rooftop nesting by nighthawks 
M43. Other causes may be the precipitous  
declining mass of insects, or roofs are 
becoming unsuitable nesting sites due to new 
architecture or gravel structure. West Nile 
virus may also be killing Nighthawks.

 Eggs
It was first demonstrated by Rowan that a 
gradual increase in daylight during the vernal 
season in the Northern Hemisphere was the 
main stimulus for increased testicular growth 
in male birds R132. 
 From the quiescent winter period to 
the time of egg deposition, the internal 
reproductive organs of American Crows 
exhibit a dramatic size increase. In December, 
the tan colored testes, set against the darker 
red kidneys, were 3–5 mm long in adults page 
48. These expanded to 15 (8–22) mm by April 
and May. By comparison, 11 non-breeding 
yearling males had 10 (6–15) mm long testes 
in the spring J36. The testes of adult crows in 
Illinois increased about 40 times in volume, 
from 0.05 to 2 cm3 (January to March). Those 
of yearlings showed only a 21 times increase, 

0.015 to 0.3 cm3 B121. 
 Along the way, Black examined 884 ovaries 
and indexed their ventral surface area. 
Prior to the enlargement of single ova, adult 
ovaries expanded from 84 to 127 units – 
January to March. Those of yearling females 
stayed smaller, but still grew from 62 to 102 
units over the same time. Within the short, 
latitudinal distance covered by the state of 
Illinois, the gonadal development of southern 
crows was about two weeks ahead of that for 
the state’s northern crows B121. 
 AD Young decided to examine breeding 
American Crows west of Weyburn, 
Saskatchewan. He shot 20 females on or 
near their nests from 10 April to 29 May 1987. 
Nest days were “the total number of days 
females had committed to reproduction” 
based on the laying of one egg per day, 
an 18-day incubation period, and length of 
nestling period. He wanted to study their 
stored nutrient reserves during four stages –

1) rapid follicle growth (RFG)
2) egg-laying
3) incubation
4) nestlings

The weight of body fat (ether extraction) in 
female breeding crows ranged from about 
20–60 grams (4–12%) of the weight of a 500 
gram crow. It was found –
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American Crows fit well into a busy urban environment. In Winnipeg they often nested in a cluster of 
planted Colorado Spruce. At the historical Forks where the Red and Assiniboine Rivers meet, the yellow 
arrow points to the location of a successful nest in a small clump of spruce in 2009; late November 2011
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1) dry body weight of female crows 
remained fairly constant during egg 
formation, incubation, and the nestling period
2) body and reproductive fat changed little 
in relation to nest days
3) two females with the least amount of 
body fat were the last to begin egg laying
4) protein was stored during Rapid Follicular 
Growth (RFG) and used during egg laying
5) stored calcium was not used to produce 
shells of eggs
6) during incubation and when feeding 
nestlings, protein and body fat remained 
unchanged
7) body fat tended to increase during 
incubation and drop when nestlings were 
present
8) diets of female crows consisted of mainly 
wheat (waste) and mice in 17 of the 20 
gizzards
9) rodents were a source of fat, protein, and 
calcium for female crows Y19

 Egg dates
Throughout its North American breeding 
range, from Florida to British Columbia, first 
egg dates varied with latitude. A summary 
from several sources is below. These dates 
are based on a wide range in the number of 
nests observed. Dates of first eggs laid by 
American Crows –

Florida lat. 27º January 17  S133 
Florida lat. 27º February 27  K50 
Oklahoma lat. 35º February 28  N25 
California lat. 38º April 6  E40
Virginia lat. 38º March 14  C76 
Pennsylvania lat. 41º March 20  B222 
Ontario* lat. 43º  est. March 24 (pers. obser.) 
Saskatchewan lat. 51º May 1  H137

* March 3 was the earliest date in ON  P25.

Here is a brief summary of egg dates for 
crows in provinces and states G77. I added a 
few outside sources (renests included) –

Alberta  2 May–9 June (n 21)
British Columbia  17 April–4 June (n 10) 
California  21 March–12 June (n 112) 
Cen. California  6 April–29 April (n 52) E40. 
Encino, California  17 March–26 April V18 
Florida  21 January–27 May (n 52)
Illinois  27 March–22 May (n 39)

Illinois  2 April–11 May H95 
Kansas  3 March–15 May (n 22) 
Maine  16 April–27 May (n 60) 
Manitoba  19 April–20 June T19 
Maryland  13 March to 20 May (n 243) S150 
Minnesota  6 April–20 June (n 10) R88
New Brunswick  15 April–4 June (n 15) S134 
New Jersey  30 March–12 June (n 146)
New York  30 March to 14 June (n 103) B214 
Oklahoma  25 February–15 April V18 
Ontario  14 April–5 July (n 12)
Oregon  16 April–27 May (n 17)
Quebec  23 April–14 May M167
Saskatchewan  average date for a nest with eggs  
 12 May (n 1,000) H138 
Texas  28 February–26 April (n 9)
Virginia  14 March–19 May (n 29) C76 
West Virginia  5 April–28 May (n 27) 
Washington  22 April–22 May (n 6) 

Near Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (lat 52º), 
the mean clutch starting dates were May 6 
and 12 for two locations in parkland. Eggs 
were usually (18 of 20 nests) added one 
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Adult American Crow with a bulge (food) in 
its throat approaches a nest near the top of a tall 
spruce in Winnipeg on 3 June 2009
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a day. By 7–9 of May about 50% of the 
clutches of American Crows were initiated 
in Saskatchewan I4. During the 1920s, in 
Alberta, Horning located a nest with three 
eggs. The branch with nest attached was cut 
and stuck at an angle of 55º into the ground. 
The eggs were collected. Returning a few 
days later, four new eggs were in the nest. 
These were also removed. The crows finally 
gave up H133. Mr FL Burns on 22 April 1897, 
located a crow’s nest with two nestlings 
about a week old and another nest with 6 
eggs, which he collected. The latter nest was 
lined with human hair G58.

 Clutch size
With this brief introduction on the crow’s 
reproductive anatomy and egg dates over, 
I will continue with the amazing collection 
of facts associated with nesting. To begin, 
the average clutch size was 4.5 for 14 
‘undisturbed’ nests from a colony of crows 
in California E40. These figures agreed with 
Black’s 2-year study in Illinois. In that state, 
72 nests gave a mean of 4.5 eggs per clutch 
and about 50% of the nests had a clutch 
of 5 eggs. By 30 April, 68% of the nests 
contained nestlings B121. In Ithaca, New York, 
an average clutch was 4.7 eggs in nests of 
crows in the city and country, with an average 
of 3.9 eggs hatching per urban nest and 4.1 
hatching per rural nest. The survival of nests 
with eggs did not differ between urban and 
rural landscapes in the state M89. 
 Although the usual rate of laying was one 
egg per day, 2 days were skipped between 
eggs 2 and 3 in one nest and between eggs 
3 and 4 at two other nests I4. Near Davis, 
California, crows’ eggs were laid daily in 
43 nests, and in 10 of 14 (71%) nests an 
extra day passed prior to the addition of the 
last egg. Eggs were usually laid in the late 
morning E40.
 In an experiment, clutch sizes were altered 
by adding and removing eggs. Egg removal 
in 56 nests with an average of 4.3 eggs 
laid, meant only 32 eggs advanced to the 
incubation stage. Even with the addition of 
up to 5 eggs to each of five nests during 
the start of a laying period, the female laid 
normal clutches of 4 or 5 eggs, in spite of 
the crowding. If a clutch was abandoned 
or robbed entirely, the crow may lay a 
replacement clutch 7–12 days later E40, C11. 

 In British Columbia, the average clutch size 
was 4.7 (3–7) eggs at 124 nests C35. In the 
fields of Saskatchewan, 104 clutches were 
measured and weighed. The average clutch 
size was 4.8 eggs among clutch sizes of –

  3 eggs 3 nests  3% 
  4 eggs 23 nests  22% 
  5 eggs 73 nests  70% 
  6 eggs 5 nests  5% I4

In the late 1800s, collecting eggs from 
nests was fashionable. Rarely is this done 
today. One engaging story was from Henry 
Beaumont in Nashville, Tennessee. A male 
crow, marked on its left foot from a rifle ball 
in 1892, remated in 1893 after its mate was 
killed. His new mate remodeled the old nest, 
and produced a clutch of 5 eggs. These were 
taken on 7 May. On 13 May another set of 5 
eggs was collected. On the 25th, the mated 
pair were killed. Three fresh eggs were in the 
nest and the female held a fourth about to be 
deposited B225. 
 CW Crandall of Woodside, New York had 
four sets of 7 eggs of crows in his collection 
B225. Nests holding a clutch of 8 and 9 eggs 
have been reported G77. Richard F Miller 
found one nest with 8 eggs and 2 nests, each 
with 9 eggs. It is possible that double sets 
by two female crows may account for these 
large clutches, although this has never been 
proven. Different levels of incubation may 
indicate two clutches in one nest R37. 
 Dr S Dickey mentioned the first egg 
was laid a day or two after the nest was 
completed, or after a longer delay if the 
weather turned cold G77. Kilham counted 
6–16 days before eggs were deposited in 2 
completed nests in Florida K66. In California 
crows laid eggs right after some nests were 
built. For 57 sets of eggs –

  2 eggs 2%
  3 eggs 11%
  4 eggs 33% 
  5 eggs 51%
  6 eggs 3% E40

There was little difference in clutch sizes 
between the northern and central parts of 
Illinois. The overall clutch size averaged 4.8 
eggs. Clutch sizes for 137 nests –

The Breeding Season
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  2 eggs 2%
  3 eggs 8%
  4 eggs 19% 
  5 eggs 50%
  6 eggs 17%
  7 eggs 4% G56

In Kentucky the average of 10 clutches was 4 
with a range of 3–5 eggs. A compilation listed 
1–10 of April as peak of clutch completion 
in the state. The earliest date for a fresh egg 
was on 29 March 1924, and the latest clutch 
was on 22 May 1922, which was slightly 
incubated M119. 

 Size
One large collection of eggs from American 
Crows will suffice to illustrate their size. Good 
measured 273 eggs in the Ohio collection of 
Homer Price. The egg averages were –

  4.1  (3.5–4.9) cm 
  2.9  (2.6–3.2) cm

Both the longest and shortest eggs had a 
diameter of 2.8 cm. One infertile runt egg in a 
clutch of four measured 3.1 by 2.2 cm G35. 
 Smaller crows in Florida had these extreme 
measurements – longest egg 4.5 cm and 
smallest egg width 2.0 cm B82.
 Averages are easily surpassed. Scouting 
around Oklahoma, a huge crow was flushed 
from its nest in a small pecan tree. Her five 
eggs averaged 5.1 by 3.2 cm, which placed 
them within the range of a raven’s egg P34. 
A set of raven’s eggs in southern California 
ranged from 4.6–5.3 cm long by 3.3–3.6 cm 
wide L50. 
 IC Green from Amherst, Massachusetts 
found a runt crow’s egg among 3 eggs of 
normal size. It had no yolk and was 3.0 x 2.4 
cm. Another runt egg was 2.2 by 1.4 cm in 
size H138. An almost round egg was taken 
from a set of 2 eggs on 1 May 1893 by JC 
Brown in Carthage, Missouri. This round egg 
was 3.6 x 3.5 cm B225.

 Weight
The first egg in a clutch of the smaller race 
of American Crows in Davis, California was 
often heavier than the last egg. Overall, 
smaller clutches have individually heavier 
eggs –

3 eggs Ave 51.2 g; Ave egg 17.1 grams (n 3) 
4 eggs Ave 66.7 g; Ave egg 16.7 grams (n 10) 
5 eggs Ave 82.4 g; Ave egg 16.5 grams (n 3) 

T he average weight for 157 
eggs was 16.6 (12.5–21.3) 
grams. From eggs in 10 full 
clutches (sets), the average 
weight of the first egg laid 
was 17.1 g while the last egg 
laid was 15.7 grams each. 

However, in two clutches the last egg was 
heavier than the first egg. Eggs (n 90) in 
early nests (laying started before 30 April) 
compared to eggs (n 67) in later nests had 
equal average weights of 16.6 grams E40. In 
Saskatchewan 92 fresh American Crow eggs 
had an average weight of 18.1 grams I4. 
 From dry eggs in museums, the average 
shell thickness was 0.18 mm for 5 eggs of the 
American Crow. The thickness included the 
shell and inner membrane of freshly laid eggs 
when collected S127.

 Volume 
From 292 eggs of the American Crow, the 
average volume was 16.5 ml, which is similar 
to the weight of a fresh egg. Fish Crows, 
Corvus ossifragus, which are smaller than 
American Crows, had an egg volume of 13.5 
ml (n 46) S127. In Saskatchewan, from two 
study areas over two years (1987–’88), the 
average volume of 426 eggs ranged from 17–
18 cm3. The mean volume of the first three 
eggs of the American Crow (35 eggs from 17 
nests) was noticeable larger than the last two 
eggs in a clutch (18 eggs from 11 nests). Egg 
volumes changed as eggs were added to a 
clutch I4. 

 Content
For birds like the American Crow with altricial 
young, the fraction of yolk in egg contents 
was (18%) and the fraction of water in egg 
contents was (83%). For a Canada Goose, 
with precocial young, the egg contents were 
44% yolk and 72% water. Overall, as the 
relative yolk content increased, there was a 
decrease in the relative water content. The 
maturity of the hatchling also increased from 
altricial to precocial species. Lipids comprise 
about 58% of all yolk solids S121. 
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 Color 
In a dark green conifer sits a black crow on 
a gray-brown nest that holds a treasure of 
eggs with a pastel bluish-green shell adorned 
with delicate spots and blotches of dark 
brown pigment. Why this particular color for 
an egg? The American Crow builds a large 
open-cup nest easily viewed from all sides 
when placed near the top of a deciduous 
tree, at least before the leaves are displayed. 
In a coniferous tree, the nest is near the trunk 
and usually hidden by branches and covered 
with shadows from all sides. In a conifer, the 
eggs are only visible from close range. The 

cryptic coloration of the eggs should reduce 
predation, or so the theory goes. Predators 
(mammals, birds, snakes) may locate the nest 
because of its size, degree of exposure and 
placement, movement and calls of adults and 
nestlings, and smell, in spite of cryptic eggs. 
 Then why are the eggs of crows and many 
other species speckled? It’s an old perplexing 
ornithological question. Variety and beauty 
are unprovable reasons, so they are not 
mentioned. The more logical one is to provide 
camouflage, but then why aren’t all eggs 
speckled to lessen predation – for instance, 
heavily predated eggs of upland nesting 

waterfowl are an off-white with no markings, 
which makes them very visible in the grass, 
especially from above. Perhaps this is one 
reason why the hen covers the eggs with her 
down before leaving the nest. Keeping the 
eggs warm is the other reason.
 Only a handful of people have seen the red 
eggs of the American Crow. Jacobs finally 
saw his first clutch of 5 red eggs after 50 
years of looking and collecting. This particular 
set was collected in Pennsylvania J4.
 William Rowan of Edmonton, Alberta found 
red (erythristic) eggs in the same nest for 
seven years in a row G79. Four others had a 

pinkish buff ground color, over which were 
minute speckles of fine dots or ecru (the light 
beige color of unbleached linen) that looked 
like a heavily marked egg of an American 
Coot B82. 
 In a field guide to eggs, nests and 
nestlings, the crow’s egg surface is described 
as slightly glossy and smooth H36. Emlen says 
“eggs varied in color from almost immaculate 
sky blue to heavily blotched dark green” E40.
 Burns, in the late 1890s, described 
sets of eggs from crows in the northern 
regions – Connecticut, northern New 
York, southern Michigan, Minnesota and 
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Manitoba, as darker than southern eggs 
from North Carolina, California, Kansas and 
Pennsylvania. The northern eggs have a very 
dark ground color or heavy markings. “The 
usual markings are in the shape of spots 
and blotches, often so thick as to cover the 
ground color, usually heaviest at the larger 
end. Sometimes a set will contain eggs totally 
unlike in color and markings. Usually the first 
egg deposited is the most heavily marked and 
the last egg comparatively lightly marked, 
often almost spotless. Rarely an egg or set of 
eggs will be found without a spot or blotch.” 
Some collectors refer to the latter as spotless 
blue eggs B225.

 Nest defence
This is a lively but brief part of breeding 
behavior. Within Madison, Wisconsin and 
the surrounding agricultural landscape, the 
type and level of aggression by nesting 
crows was compared when two people 
approached a nest filled with nestlings 1–18 
days old. Notes were from 18 rural and 20 

urban nests. The results were not surprising. 
In the country, where crows do their best 
work, but have long endured our absurd 
persecution, the birds were less aggressive 
in the defense of their nests and young. They 
kept their distance, and called and dove less 
often, even when a person climbed to peer 
into their nest. Self preservation is a strong 
force. Within Madison crows have nested for 
decades, and are protected by laws that keep 
us from shooting them, but not ourselves. In 
the city, crows were much more used to close 
encounters with humans that had no severe 
consequences. The crows did not call or fly 
off as two researchers neared their nest-tree. 
However, they did call loudly as a person 
climbed their nest-tree. The researchers 
found support for the idea that human 
persecution of animals alters the animals’ 
behavior. Do crows act differently because of 
genetic changes or learning? K89.
 Other creatures sometimes approach a 
nest. I have watched crows drive away Blue 
Jays, grackles, starlings and squirrels from 
the nest vicinity, starting when an animal was 
50–100 meters away. Crows usually gave 
chase without a sound, while the jays and 
squirrels uttered notes of excitement. From 
nest building through to fledging, crows 
routinely routed other animals. If a squirrel 
does reach a nest and pokes around in it for 
a minute or so, this is one sure way of telling 
the nest you are watching is no longer in use. 
In late March, with nest-building in an open, 
tall pine tree nearly over, an Eastern Grey 
Squirrel, Sciurus carolinensis, was almost 
touching the nest. Suddenly, flashing black 
wings appeared. The squirrel ran at top speed 
down the trunk of the tree. Directly behind 
it, the crow, with equal speed, wove its way 
between the thick bare branches. The chase 
ended just as suddenly at an adjacent shrub 
on the ground where the squirrel and crow 
came silently to a stop. 
 An amazing story from near Fullerton, 
California. On 22 April 1945, an egg of the 
Screech Owl is 3.8 x 3.2 cm, rested in a 
clutch of 4 eggs of an American Crow (mean 
crow egg 4.1 x 2.9 cm, Birds of North 
America online) H11. 
 Flocks of starlings in April grabbed the 
attention of a male crow near its nest. 
Whether feeding on a lawn or perched 
in a tree, the starlings scattered as the 
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crow swooped into their midst. From our 
assessment of the situation, the starlings 
were eating some food in the lawn that the 
crow could eat. Or the crow may be searching 
for prey, trying to catch a starling in flight, or 
simply having a little fun with the starlings. 

 Incubation
The start of incubation ranged from 8 March 
to 2 May in Oklahoma. The late starts were 
for second or third nesting attempts. During 
watches from vehicles in the city of Stillwater,  
(50,000 people) the breeding female spent 
83% of her time at the nest. When on the 
nest she was usually fed by her mate and 
helpers at a combined rate of every 30 
minutes. Helpers, both female and male, fed 
the incubating female 42% of the time. During 
feeding visits, crows often lingered at the 
nest for a short period. Feeding an incubating 
female on the nest was supplementary, since 
she often left the nest to feed herself, and 
preen, etc H6.
 A few workers gave a range of 16–19 
days for the incubation period of the crow. 
Incubation began before the final egg in 
a clutch was laid. At most, half the nests 
checked had warm eggs a day before 
the last egg was deposited E40. Near 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (lat. 52º N), the 
mean incubation period was 18 days for 74 
nests I4. In two different habitats in Cape 
Cod, Massachusetts (lat. 41º N), the mean 
incubation period was 23 (14–33) days for 13 
nests. This is well above the average figures 
from other field workers. American Crows at 
Cape Cod had a total incubation period from 
20 March to 17 June over 3 years. Number of 
nests incubated by month – 

March (1) April (16) May (10) June (2) C61. 

Sterile eggs were incubated by females for up 
to 28 days C13, and 32 days E40. In Encino, 
California the mean start of incubation of 
the year was day 90 (84–96), the last day of 
March, over the five years 1986–1990 C13. 
 CW Crandall found a nest in the fork of 
a chestnut tree on Long Island, New York. 
Something didn’t seem right – he could 
easily see the incubating female crow. He 
climbed to the nest and “found that by some 
means, probably a heavy wind, it had become 
dislodged and had turned almost completely 

on its side, the eggs just being held in by the 
rim of the nest. The bird had to sit with one 
side against the bottom of the nest, with the 
other side exposed” B225.
 Although American Crows have no history 
of brood parasitism, they have retained the 
relic trait of ejecting eggs added to their 
clutches, whether the new eggs are like or 
unlike their own. Since nests were visited 
daily over the duration of the experiment, 
the crows abandoned 3 nests after an egg 
was added. American Crows, in and around 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, ejected 21% of non-
mimetic eggs, but only 8% of mimetic 
(resembling their own) eggs. When the 3 
abandoned nests were included, the crows 
ejected 27% of non-mimetic eggs and 21% 
of mimetic eggs. This indicated they generally 
accepted one egg added to a clutch while 
she was laying and then incubating. At nests 
where crows accepted both types of an extra 
egg for up to 5 days, no original eggs went 
missing U2.
 Brown-headed Cowbirds deposit their eggs 
in nests of 214 species of birds. Near Buffalo, 
New York, a cowbird’s egg was found in a 
crow’s nest F76. In 1958, George Cotter found 
a cowbird’s egg in a crow’s nest S76. Then 
Dave Hatch found a crow’s nest near Oak 
Lake with 4 eggs and one egg from a cowbird 
(mean egg size for a cowbird is 2.1 x 1.7 cm, 
(Birds of North America online). A crow’s 
egg is about 4.1 x 2.9 cm. The two latter 
reports were from Manitoba H43. These were 
probably accidental occurrences. It is unlikely 
the crow would raise a cowbird nestling as its 
own F74.
 In the early 1900s, it wasn’t known if the 
female crow was the only one that incubated 
the eggs. From a collection of 58 crows from 
western Washington in April and May, the 
23 adult male birds had no incubation patch. 
Neither did male and female yearling crows. 
It seemed only adult females incubated, 
and only they had a well-formed incubation 
patches J36. However, while taking external 
measurements to determine if they could be 
used to sex adult crows, it was noticed that 
3 of 18 males (17%) had incubation patches, 
which may have resulted from warming eggs 
or brooding the young nestlings C80
 Throughout the night she sleeps on the 
nest warming the eggs beneath her. During 
the daytime, she takes short recesses 
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(inattentive periods) from her incubation 
duties. At one nest in Guelph, Ontario, she 
was on the eggs 90% of the time over nine 
hours. Twelve bouts of recess averaged 6.5 
(4–8) minutes. Three consecutive periods of 
recess amounted to 6 minutes 45 seconds, 6 
min 45 sec and 6 min 40 sec, indicating quite 
a precise clockwork black. When away from 
the nest / eggs, she may feed, be fed by him, 
preen and drink, or help defend the nest. At 
one crow’s nest in Florida, there was a 46% 
rate of nest attentiveness during the first six 
days of incubation. This increased to 81% 
from days 7–18. She stayed away for 2–12 
minutes at a time K50. When eggs began to 
hatch at a nest in Florida under observation 
by Kilham, it had 38 visits in one hour by the 
adult male and helpers. Since helpers were 
not bringing food, he thought nonbreeders’ 
visits were based on curiosity of the hatching 
process K66. 
 The main activities of the male breeder 
were to protect the nesting operation, and
feed his mate.
 During egg laying and early incubation, 
when the female was receptive to male 
crows, her mate perched up to 150 m away, 
quietly watching the territory near the nest for 
periods of up to 30 minutes K66. Immediately 
after being fed she may decide to leave the 
nest for a few minutes. He may also leave, or 
linger on the nest’s rim, or perch on a nearby 
branch until she returns. On the outskirts 
of Guelph, a pair of crows had a different 
strategy. She was not fed on the nest nor did 
he remain at the nest when she departed. She 
fed in a open natural field and accepted food 
from him during her recesses from the nest. 
The allofeeding probably helped to reduce 
her time away from the nest. Sometimes, an 
auxiliary may briefly incubate the eggs when 
the adult female departs to feed C61, V18. 
When the eggs hatch, the shells disappear 
from the nest cup, but it is not known if the 
adults eat them or carry them away B121, E40.
 When incubating for an extended time 
without a break, she becomes hungry and 
starts to beg. A single caw is repeated over 
and over and over. This caw resembles the 
begging caw from a juvenile crow in its first 
summer, but it is louder and deeper. Her caw 
is loud enough to help me locate her nest. 
Kilham heard these calls around egg-laying 
time and often during early incubation. The 

caws carried up to about 400 m and were 
given every 3–12 seconds with bouts lasting 
30 minutes or more K63. The longest bout I 
timed lasted seven minutes and contained 
120 begging caws in a row. In response, a 
lone crow flew silently to the nest in a pine 
tree and fed her. Sounds of swallowing were 
heard. When she produced these begging 
caws, small movements of the wings and bill 
were additional clues to the nest’s location. 
Obviously, hunger overrides the possibility 
of revealing the whereabouts of the nest. 
Sometimes she flew from the nest to him 
as he approached with food. In Florida her 
feeding rate was 2.5–4 times per hour by 
her mate and from 5–7 auxiliaries at 8 nests 
K66. An incubating female on 14 March 
repeatedly called from the nest. When no 
crow responded, she flew to a nearby plant 
and for 2 minutes ate the stored remains of a 
frog before returning to her nest K51.

N ext to a home in May outside of 
Guelph, I discovered a nest in a 
spruce tree about 40 m from an 
elevated road. My position was 

enhanced because the nest and I were 
almost the same height, although 50 m apart. 
After notifying the home owners I began my 
lengthy stakeout with binoculars. 
 She was incubating and so limited in her 
movements while keeping the eggs warm. 
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One of the things which helped her pass the 
time was preening. Over 17 hours, preening 
took place about every eight minutes. 
Normally less than a minute was devoted to 
preening, or it filled a block of 3–4 minutes 
of non-continuous feather touching. The tail, 
wings, back and chest feathers were run 
through the bill. If it was raining her head 
was shaken to dispel excess moisture. An 
infrequent activity was yawning.
 For a moment let’s shift our viewpoint. On 
the street when crows are normally alert, they 
move their heads side to side in short arcs as 
they scan their surroundings. In all the bill tip 
moves through about 300º horizontally with 
slight up and down shifts. With stopwatch 
in hand I timed 1,000 head movements. 
A change in bill position and vision took 
place every 1.2 seconds. When I imitated a 
crow’s head movements with my own head, 
a refreshing new frame of mind and vision 
developed. I felt more crow-like. 
 Returning to the nest being incubated, her 
head movement rate was greatly reduced. 
Over 12 minutes her bill shifted position 
every 8 (1–20) seconds. An extreme lack of 
head movement occurred when the whitish 
nictitating membrane closed and she took a 
nap. Her bill rested lightly on the nest’s rim in 
front of her.
 When awake and incubating, she captured 
a few insects with her bill as they landed on 
the nest or entered her air space. Besides 
preening, the most noticeable movement 
involved rocking back and forth with a side 
to side motion on the nest. From 87 bouts 
of rocking, the average was 7 (1–29) rocks, 
with about six minutes between bouts. She 
used this rocking movement to obtain a new 
position or to resettle on her eggs when she 
returned from the field. 
 Positional changes during incubation took 
place frequently. After a short trip afield, in 
six of eight cases, she adopted a different 
position (direction) upon returning to her nest. 
She shifted from a few degrees to a full 180º. 
In addition to rocking side to side she stood 
in the nest to quickly shift to a new position 
on the eggs. Positional changes, 86 of them, 
including those when returning to the nest, 
happened an average of every 7 (1–42) 
minutes. In the rain, she changed position 
on the nest on average every 14 minutes, or 
about twice the dry norm. Crow cams will 

reveal much more.
 Within the egg, the development of the 
embryo in the last few days before hatching 
in altricial young has been interpreted. The 
American Crow was not one of the 11 bird 
species described. However, a few general 
highlights –

1) movements by the mature embryo are 
jerky and convulsive, which later change into 
more smoothly coordinated movements. The 
head is lifted out of the yolk sac and tucked 
under the right wing which covers some or all 
of the right side of the face
2) the head, tucked under the right wing, 
places the beak and right shoulder in the air 
space region at the wide end of the egg
3) The air space membrane is eventually 
broken and the chick begins to breath with its 
lungs
4) The first crack (pipping) is made in the 
egg shell with “strong lifting or back-thrusts 
of the head and beak toward the shell.” This 
is generally in the area below the air space. 
After this first crack it may be a dozen or 
more hours before the final stage of hatching
5) As the tarsal joints are strongly extended 
into the pointed end of the egg, the head and 
beak are uplifted against the wide end of the 
shell. Then the entire body of the embryo 
rotates counter-clockwise and makes cracks 
in the circumference of the shell as it moves. 
The amount of rotation averages about 280º 
and the time needed to complete hatching 
was 6–60 minutes, depending on the species 
O19. 

 Nestlings
Egg pipping took place about a day before a 
nestling hatched. Hatching usually occurred 
in the morning. Most eggs were also laid in 
the morning P10.
 Crows in California laid 157 eggs, which 
when fresh averaged 16.6 grams. As the 
2.5 weeks of incubation passed, eggs 
lost moisture and weight. Newly hatch 
crows weighed 12.3 (10–13) grams E40. In 
Saskatchewan, an average weigh for 59 
newly hatched American Crows was 15.6 
grams I4.  
 Once hatched, there is the human debate 
over whether parents decide how often each 
nestling gets fed, or whether their begging 
signals to a parent their dire need for food. 
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Mouth color of the nestling may also indicate 
its need for food. The sex of the nestling 
may alter the color of the open mouth when 
begging. In summary, the sound of the 
begging, open mouth, amount of calling, and 
movement may indicate to the provider which 
nestling needs to be fed on a visit.
 When I watched the crow cam at a nest on 
the metal fire escape in Oregon, among the 4 
older nestlings, the one which saw the parent 
with food arriving, and started to beg first 
was the one that usually got the food. This 

would indicated the nestling determined how 
often it got fed at this stage in its life. Early 
in the evening, some of the nestlings did not 
beg when a parent arrived with food, so the 
parent ignored them in return. A nestling can 
be facing away from a parent when it arrives 
with food, but if the nestling turns its head to 
face the parent and opens its mouth to beg, 
the parent feeds it. 
 Parmalee removed five nests with partially 
incubated eggs from trees and placed the 
eggs in a laboratory incubator until they 
hatched. The eggs had already been naturally 
incubated for 8–10 days when removed. 
Three nests in the field (controls) were visited 
every 2–3 days to measure and inspect their 
nestlings. The eggs lost about 1.4 grams per 
day in the incubator, and the newly hatched 
crows weighed from 77–82% of the weight of 
their eggs P10. 
 I found it interesting that corn mash was 

injected into Parmalee’s experiment. He 
believed, like many others, the published 
reports that crows ate a lot of sprouting 
corn (perhaps when corn was seeded by 
broadcasting it on the surface in the 1800s) 
which apparently forms about 1/4 of the 
nestlings’ natural diet near the time of 
fledging. [Mice or fish would have been a 
much better choice for older nestlings]. The 
amount of sprouting corn they consumed 
from fields is, I suggest, largely myth. Crows 
nesting in a city have no corn to eat. Most of 

the corn eaten by crows is after the harvest in 
the fall. I have raised a few healthy nestlings 
to flying stage and never fed them corn. 
 Five of 17 laboratory nestling crows in 
Parmalee’s experiment developed problems 
with their legs, and one bird developed 
a cross-bill with the lower bill growing 
to the left. Several young birds harbored 
the parasitic nematode (Porrocaecum) in 
their small intestine (no more than 3 per 
bird), probably acquired from being fed 
earthworms. From 12 pellets regurgitated 
by nestlings in natural nests, beetles, grubs 
and larvae were common ingredients. From 
nestlings in their last 1–2 weeks in one nest, 
insect larvae and mice were in their diets as 
well as grit. [No corn]
 Temperature of the nestlings was about 42 
ºC when they left the nest. In the laboratory, 
3 nestlings from 5–9 days old averaged 
from 32–36 ºC in an ambient temperature 
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of 25–28 ºC. At two natural nests, with 
nest temperatures of 22 and 30 ºC, two 
nestling at 7 and 10 days of age held 
body temperatures of 35–38 ºC. Three 
indoor nestlings 3 and 5 days old were 
mistakenly kept too warm at 35 ºC during 
the fifth night and they died over the 
next 2 days. Parmalee had unexpected 
problems. Temperature, diet and death 
plagued his experiments and made the 
results difficult to follow and accept. 
 Four nestlings averaged from 284–305 
grams at the start and end of a 2-day 
experiment (11–13 of June 1948). Their 
food and excrement were weighed (wet) 
and the difference indicated 60% of the 
food consumed was utilized by the four 
birds. Two older nestlings (18 days old) 
removed from an outdoor nest and fed a 
diet of bread and milk for 10 days gained 
little weight. Their large flight and tail 
feathers elongated, but mostly remained 
in their sheaths. The umbilical (yolk) scar 
was gone by the end of the second week, 
but the shell tooth was still present when 
the young left their nest P10.

 Nestling American Crows in California 
develop this way E40 –

 Eyes
Closed until day 8 when slits appeared; 
started to open day 11–15; at first dull, 
then becoming clear bluish gray about 
day 25

 Reaction to observer
Opened mouth (to be fed) to about day 
15 or more; crouched in fear from days 
18–27 of age; tried to flee from a person 
at the nest’s rim from about day 25 
onward

 Brooded by parents
The first 10–15 days

 Yolk sac 
Persisted the first 10–12 days

 Voice 
Changed to a lower pitch about day 15

 Middle primaries 
that projection past sheaths erupted day  

  16, projected 2.5 cm by day 21,
  5 cm by day 25 

Tarsus is a fledgling America Crow with all the toes 
missing on its right (arrow) leg (below). S/He made it 
out of the nest when the three nest mates left but was 
malnourished and could not fly. S/He was killed but not 
eaten about 10 days after leaving the nest in Winnipeg
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Photos by Kevin McGowan, in New 
York State, with permission
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   7.5 cm by day 29

 Weight
Day 10 about 100 grams
Day 15 about 200 grams
Day 30 about 300+ grams

An American Crow about 2 weeks old that 
was taken from a nest was adopted by 
Cruikshank. Once flying, it ignored other 
crows and people, fixating instead on the pair 
of humans that cared for it. Then it joined 
Herring Gulls, spending much time with them 
C160.
 
 Nestling dates
British Columbia 26 April–11 July (n 103) C35 
Encino, California 1 April–14 May V18 
Illinois earliest hatch 6 April, and the first   
 brood fledged 5 May B121
Iowa mean hatching date 29 April (n 73) S33 
Iowa mean hatching date in 1979, 1 May   
 within a period of 25 April–13 June (n 26). 
 Nine of the nests (35%) had their eggs hatch  
 during the first week of May S34 
Maryland 7 April to 10 June (n 73) S150 
Minnesota 10 May–16 June (n 5) R88 
New York state 1 May–28 July (n 103) B214
Stillwater, Oklahoma 15 March–3 May V18 
Virginia 2 April–28 June C76

 Nestling’s feathers
A portrait of a newly hatched crow does not 
contain the color black. Pink fills the brush 
– pink for the bill, feet and even the toenails. 
Pink for the skin for the first 3 days; smoky 
gray for a few more days; and black by about 
day 8; pin feathers appeared about day 10 
and continued to elongate. Feather growth 
started about day 15 and continued until 
fledging at about day 30
 Clumps of stringy, gray natal down adorn 
the top of the head, along the back to the 
tail, and protrude where the secondary flight 
feathers will eventually grow. On the flipper-
like wings are the initial projections of the 10 
primary feathers, and a microscopic look at 
the tail region reveals 12 tail feathers, each 
a thin black line about 1 mm long. The ear is 
represented by a patch of skin 4 mm across 
with a fold of skin on top. The flap can be 
raised, but no opening is apparent. Later, at 
the time of fledging, one crow’s ear opening 

was 6 by 2 mm. A juvenile male crow (6 mos. 
old) in December 2011 had an ear opening 
of 9 x 7 mm. For a newly hatched bird, the 
distance from the tip of the bill to the back 
of the head was 2.7 cm. In an adult crow the 
same length was 8.5 cm. A nestling’s skull 
width was 1.5 cm; an adult’s width 3.5 cm. 
The bulging belly of a newly hatched crow is 
from the absorbed remains of the yolk sac 
and its 1 by 2 cm gizzard. In an adult the 
gizzard was 2.5 by 4 cm. The bill began to 
harden at day 6 or 7 P10.
 In the late 1800s, during the early days 
of pterylography, the study of feather tracts 
identified 8 regions on a bird’s body N33 –

1) Spinal  5) Lateral neck
2) Humeral  6) Capital (head)
3) Femoral  7) Alar (wing) 
4) Ventral  8) Crural (leg)

The natal plumage is only a transitory phase 
of the juvenile plumage W58. Verbeek had 
a close look at the natal feathers of 19 
Northwestern Crow [AMCR] nestlings 1–4 
days old that were found dead in nests on 
Mandarte and Mitlenatch Islands, British 
Columbia from 1976–1987. Neossoptiles 
(downy feathers) only grew on the dorsal 
side. There were no abdominal feathers. 
With the dead nestlings underwater, downy 
feathers were examined under a dissecting 
microscope for – distribution over a nestling’s 
body, arrangement (rows, clumps), number 
in each of 15 regions in 6 tracts, and their 
lengths. 
 The total number of downy feathers 
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averaged 366 (330–416) per nestling (n 10) 
page 96. The 5 largest in number and length 
were V12 

NUMBER (Northwestern Crow) [AMCR]

Tract  Region Mean (range)

Capital  Coronal 37 (28–55)
Spinal  Pelvic  36 (33–42)
Femoral na  23 (18–28
Scapular na  21 (18–27)
Spinal  mid-dorsal 17 (14–22)

Length (Northwestern Crow) [AMCR]

Tract  Region Mean (range)

Spinal  mid-dorsal 11 (8–13) mm
Femoral na  9 (7–11) mm
Spinal  Pelvic  9 (6–12) mm
Scapular na  8 (6–11) mm
Gsc*    8 (6–8) mm
  *Greater secondary coverts

Wetherbee looked at 5 nestlings of the 
American Crow. His total average count was 
358 downy feathers. As above he found W59 –

NUMBER (American Crow)
Region Mean (range)

Spinal 58 (52–63)
Coronal 30 (21–44)
Femoral 23 (18–26)
Scapular 18 (11–22)
Occipital 13 (7–16)

LENGTH (American Crow)
Region Mean

Spinal 16 mm
Femoral 12 mm
Scapular 12 mm
Gs coverts* M11 mm
Coronal 0.7 mm

* Greater secondary coverts

Two additional newly hatched American 
Crows were checked and it was confirmed 
that 5 neosoptiles were present on the ocular 
region of one specimen W58. The feather 
tracts of American Crows appeared under 
the skin of nestlings from 6–12 days of age. 
Feathers of the four tracts listed below broke 
through the skin P10.
.
1) alar wing, dorsal and ventral feathers
2) humeral shoulder
3) spinal dorsal region from the skull’s base 
to the tail bone or pygostyle
4) ventral from the notch of the lower bill to 
the feathers around the cloaca region

Both the caudal (tail feathers, and dorsal and 
ventral tail coverts) and abdominal sections 
of the ventral tracts were slow to develop.
 Tarsus (wing chord 16 cm), the 
malnourished nestling that fledged in early 
June when her nest mates did, had black 
nostril bristles 12–13 mm long which included 
a thin flattened grayish sheath 5–7 mm long 
with a width of 0.5 mm near its base page 97. 
 From the top of the head of Tarsus, two 
semiplumes had a rachis that was 0.1 mm 
thick, black and hairy. The black barbs are 
alternate, ascending, and 0.5–1.2 mm apart 
along the rachis. The barbules are black, 
ascending, very fine and 0.2–0.5 mm long 
on each side of a barb. The barbules are 
well spaced and not interlocking among 
themselves, or with adjacent barbules. 
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Consequently, semiplume feathers have a 
fluffy appearance and little rigidity page 102. 
 Emlen provided an outline for the 
development of juvenile feathers on nestlings 
of American Crows E40 

Pin-feathers appeared about day 10 
Brushes about day 15
Primaries 5, 6 and 7 on day 21 protruded 
about 2.5 cm past the ends of their blue soft 
sheaths. 

Large wing and tail feathers, and those of 
the spinal and ventral tracts, were enclosed 
in sheaths until the bird was about 7 days 
from fledging. Then the sheath broke from a 
combination of feather growth and preening 

by the large nestlings. 
 Primaries and secondaries broke through 
the skin on days 10–12, or about the time 
eyes began to open. Between 15 and 17 
days of age, semiplumes and body contour 
feathers appeared on the legs, back and 
sides. Sometimes, the bare abdomen was 
not covered until the bird was ready to fledge 
from its nest P10.

 Thermoregulation
Body temperature and thermoregulation of 
the Northwestern Crow [AMCR] in British 
Columbia will suffice for now. First a 
definition of effective endothermy. It is the 
age at which a nestling in a natural nest, not 
in a laboratory, achieved thermoregulation 
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Northwestern Crow, [AMCR] in a dorsal view with an average of 
366 downy feathers in 14 areas. Each dot represents a single feather 
V12, © Canadian Science Publishing or its licensors, with permission
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and was not brooded by the adult female 
in order to maintain its internal fire. The 
time to reach thermoregulation by altricial 
nestlings in 22 species did vary. The timing 
among species was related to growth rate, 
body size, actual length of time as a nestling, 
rates of feather growth, nest insulation, wind 
direction, number of nest mates, color of skin 
and feathers, climate, amount of sunshine 
on the nestlings and their movement into 
sunshine. Some nestlings can thermoregulate 
in a brood situation a few days before each 
one attained the ‘physiological’ age of 
endothermy, which involved staying warm for 
an extended period in moving air of varying 
ambient temperatures D75. 
 From 77 Northwestern Crow [AMCR] 
nestlings in 27 nests on Mitlenatch Island in 
the Straight of Georgia, British Columbia, 
temperatures were obtained with a quick-
reading thermometer inserted into the mouth 
V13. An adult crow’s body operates at 40–42 
ºC. Two other researchers gave 41.5 ºC for 
the American Crow B26. While investigating 
blood parasites in Dunnville, Ontario, the 
body temperature of a crow was monitored. It 
was the lowest about midnight (40.5 ºC) and 
the warmest (42.2 ºC) at 3 PM M2.
 Through the first 5 days of life, 
Northwestern Crows [AMCR[ were brooded 
93% of daylight hours. For nestlings 16–18 
days old, she averaged an 
18% rate of attentiveness 
B241. When 47% of the 32 
day total nestling period 
(days 15–17) was over, 
the nestlings had reached 
the age of effective 
endothermy. From days 
4–17, nestlings gained 
16–17 grams a day, and 
by day 12 had reached 
half of their fledging 
weight V13.
 At one day of age, 
within one minute of 
being taken from its 
nest, a Northwestern 
Crow [AMCR] nestling 
had a body temperature 
averaging 34.3 ºC. The 
body increased its internal 
temperature at the rate 
of 0.3 ºC per day to 

about 40.2 ºC on day 17, which is almost an 
adult’s body temperature. When kept outside 
the nest for 21 minutes, a day-old nestling 
maintained its temperature on average 9–10 
ºC above the ambient air temperature. At 
22 days of age, 7 nestlings held a body 
temperature of 39.8 ºC after 21 minutes out 
of their nest in the field. Four or five crowded 
nestlings more easily maintained their body 
temperature V13.
 Aleksiuk studied the adaptation of the 
temperature-dependent enzyme, malate 
dehydrogenase in the metabolic activity of 
the American Crow and pintail. Enzymes 
are protein molecules that act on target 
molecules of the substrate and are 
transformed into products. When crows 
hatch, they are called poikilotherms (unable 
to maintain or regulate the temperature 
of their body). The adult female crow (a 
homeotherm) broods her nestlings for 
about 2 weeks to protect and keep them 
warm. As nestlings began to grow, their 
constructive metabolism (synthesis of 
proteins, carbohydrates, and fats that form 
tissue and store energy) worked best within 
a certain range of temperatures. The effect 
of temperature on the kinetics of malate 
dehydrogenase in nestlings and adult 
crows showed the enzyme was extracted 
from the liver’s cytoplasm (material or 
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American Crow  Curved growing nostril bristles from a dead Tarsus. 
The sheaths of the bristles are 5–7 mm long

sheath
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protoplasm within a living cell, excluding 
the nucleus). Starch gel electrophoresis 
was used to examine the isoenzymic 
patterns of the malate dehydrogenase. 
The activity of the enzyme was followed 
from the oxidation of nicotinamide adenine 
dinucleotide (NADH). Malate dehydrogenase 
catalyzes the reversible oxidation of 
malate to oxaloacetate, utilizing the NAD/
NADH cofactor system in the citric acid 
cycle. The electrophoretic mobility of the 
two isoenzymes (each of two or more 
enzymes with identical function but different 
structure) migrated to opposite electrical 
charges. Aleksiuk found the mobilities of 
the isoenzymes in the nestling crows were 
different than those of adult birds. And 
temperature had a noticeable effect on 
the Michaelis constant Km (a measure of 
the efficiency of an enzyme in converting 
substrate into the end product). For the 
American Crow, a drop in temperature from 
45–15 ºC resulted in a 3-fold decrease in 
the Km value. Minimum Km values existed 
between 5–15 ºC and the maximum levels 
at about 41 ºC, which was close to a normal 
adult’s body temperature. In the adult crow, 
the maximum level of enzyme activity was 
reached between 35–40 ºC, while at 5 ºC 
about 26% of the maximum activity was 
retained. However, in a nestling crow, a 
plateau of activity operated from 30–40 
ºC and at 5 ºC, 32% of the maximum was 
maintained. The adaptive significance for 
an altricial crow nestling was an increase 
in enzyme-substrate affinity during a 
decrease in temperature which counteracts 
the negative effect of decreasing 
thermal energy on enzyme catalysis. The 
stabilization of reaction rates from 30–41 
ºC in nestling crows, especially in northern 
areas like Winnipeg, was certainly beneficial 
for growth. A look for age-specific 
isoenzymes in altricial nestlings is the next 
step, and relating these changes to the 
temperature regulatory abilities of growing 
nestlings A13. 

 Global warming
Some researchers developed computer 
models dealing with the advent of increased 
effects of drought and heat on the avian 
community. Nesting / breeding and juveniles 
are the first concern with juveniles predicted 

to experience the largest decline for some 
species from 100-year extreme weather 
events A7.

 Nestling’s body development
For the first two weeks, as a nestling’s 
feathers grow and its body weight increases, 

American Crow  A few tracts of downy feathers 
adorn a new nestling. The bulging belly holds the 
remains of the absorbed yolk sac and gizzard. 
About one day old, this nestling was found dead in 
an abandoned nest in Guelph, Ontario

5 hours  A 15 gram, altricial American Crow nestling is 
helpless and needs warmth and food from its parents. It 
flaunts a few patches of downy feathers G35,
© E Good
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brooding is almost continuous E40. However, 
from about 10 hours of observation at three 
nests, her brooding routine for 2- to 6-day-
old young (average temperatures in Florida in 
March are in the mid-20s) lasted an average 
of 20 minutes on and 25 minutes off (recess). 
Beyond two weeks, she left the nest for 
longer periods when she fed herself and 
acquired food for her charges B121. Brood 
attentiveness was related to the size of the 
brood. For instance, she brooded 5 nestlings 
for 9 days and two nestlings for about 21 
days K66.
 Sight for a nestling arrives slowly. Crow 
watchers cite varying dates of development. 
The eyes are closed at hatching, but by day 
9 a slit has appeared, and at day 13 the 
opening was usually complete. The gray-blue 
hue was not obvious until the 18th day, which 
coincided with the initiation of the crouch or 
fear reaction of nestlings towards people at 
the nest E40. 
 In other studies, nestlings developed fear 
of humans on days 13–14 as the primary 
feathers started breaking from the sheaths. 
The eyes were fully open about day 11. 
Nestlings 10–11 days old were not brooded 
by the female B121. The eyes of nestlings 

started to open, but were only slits at 5 or 6 
days of age. By 20 days in the nest, the iris 
of the eyes appeared blue-gray G77. Eight 
nestlings’ eyes began to open on days 10–12, 
but as early as day 6 for one nestling. On day 
10, nestlings weighed about 60 grams P10. 
Kilham heard the first sounds from nestlings 
at 4 days of age K66. In a 5-day-old nestling, 
the yolk sac was about 8 x 10 mm, and about 
3 x 6 mm in a 10-day-old E40. 
 From their featherweight beginnings, 
nestlings of American Crows grew to a 
weight of 330–415 grams before departing 
from the nest. The weight of eleven, 30-day-
old nestlings averaged 380 grams, where 
the average age at fledging was 32 days 
I4. Nestling growth takes 30–35 days E40, 
B241. Black however, found 27 days was the 
length of nest-life for crows in Illinois, and 
the majority of young fledged from the nest 
in May, a month earlier than in Winnipeg, MB. 
The plotted growth rate produced a standard 
‘S’ curve B121. From the 8th to the 18th day, 
American Crow nestlings achieved their 
maximum gain of about 18 grams per day. 
The weights over 5-day increments were E40 

day 1 12 grams  day 15 210 g 

Day 7  An American Crow nestling with unopened eyes and unable to 
hold up its head. The secondary sheaths (arrow) are obvious G35, 
© E Good and Ohio State University
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Day 14  This crow 
has made it to almost 
half of its life as a 
nestling. Its eyes are 
open, the ear opening 
is visible (arrow)
and feathers of the 
secondaries on the 
wing are erupting 
from their bluish 
sheaths (arrow) G35, 
© E Good

Day 21  The bluish gray 
eyes are commanding. 

With the upper body 
covered with feathers, 
brooding by its mother 
is no longer necessary. 

Flight feathers are 
extending G35, © E 

Good
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day 5 40 g   day 20 270 g
day 10 115 g  day 25 290 g

Another passage described the 
incremental growth of nestlings’ 
feathers. The average amount of 
feather protruding beyond the 
opaque blue sheaths for the 5th, 6th 
and 7th primary wing feathers was 
E40 –

day 21 2.5 cm  day 33 10.2 cm
day 25 5.0 cm  day 38 12.7 cm
day 29 7.6 cm  day 44 15.2 cm

About a week before leaving its 
nest, a nestling may acquire a # 5 
size metal leg band. A tiny amount 
of a nestling’s blood is used to 
identify its sex. A radio-transmitter 
may be attached to the back or tail 
to track its every move once it left 
(fledged) from the nest-tree. 
 For nestlings of Northwestern 
Crows [AMCR] in British Columbia, 
the bluish white sheaths of primary 
wing feathers first emerged on day 
9 from the skin. Other feathers 
closely followed. From days 14–
27, the period of fastest growth, 
primary #1 lengthened an average 
of 7 mm a day. When nestlings 
weighed 178 grams on day 13 (57% 
of fledging weight and 46% of 
their average adult weight) the first 
primary emerged from its sheath. 
Primaries reached their brush stage 
about the time nestlings had lived 
42% of their lives in the nest V13. 
Fledglings often left their nest 
before they could fly. Some died in 
this early stage. At the other end, because 
of asynchronous hatching dates, nestlings in 
their first week of life experienced the highest 
rate of mortality from starvation I4, or weather 
conditions C61. 
 During the 1990s, McGowan banded, 
measured and weighed 28-day-old American 
Crow nestlings in Ithaca, New York 
(suburban) and the nearby country (rural). At 
this age the tarsal length was equal to the 
average length of adult crows and suitable for 
banding M89. 

SUBURBAN  CROWS (means of 143 nestlings)
 Bill (nares to tip) 2.3 cm 
 Tarsus length 5.9 cm 
 Tail length 6.6 cm 
 Weight 367 grams

RURAL  CROWS (means of 38 nestlings)
 Bill (nares to tip) 2.4 cm 
 Tarsus length 6.1 cm 
 Tail length 7.2 cm 
 Weight 411 grams

In the drought year of 1995 at Ithaca, NY, 

Nestling, American Crow  Although well feathered dorsally 
(above), the belly of a nestling (about 20 days old) remains
bare (arrow). The crow has a firm grip on the fingers of a friend 
in Guelph, Ontario
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nestlings appeared less perky compared to 
normal years, and it seemed breeding pairs 
abandoned more nests after they were visited 
by researchers M89. As well, nestling crows 
in the city were slightly smaller in the above 
four measurements, which was attributed to 
a reduction of available invertebrates. Yet, 
overall, suburban American Crows had a 
slightly higher nest success, but with fewer 
and smaller young than their rural cousins on 
nearby farms. 
 Later, in and around Ithaca, New York, 
the growth and nutrition of American 
Crow nestlings was studied. For nestlings 
23–31 days old, 5 of a total of 12 average 
measurements taken over a 3-tier gradient 
from city to country were H69.

FEMALE (means in city / country)
 Tarsus length 5.6 / 5.9 cm 
 Wing chord 17 / 16.8 cm 
 Seventh primary 11.3 / 11 cm 
 Tail 6.3 / 5.9 cm
 Weight 334 / 377 grams

MALE (means in city / country)
 Tarsus length 5.7 / 6.1 cm 
 Wing chord 17.4 / 17.7 cm 
 Seventh primary 11.7 / 11.5 cm 
 Tail 6.1 / 6.4 cm
 Weight 352 / 410 grams

Rural nestlings were larger than suburban 
nestlings. Urban nestlings, however, received 
enough calories from some junk food their 
parents fed them. 
 Compared to wing feathers, the legs of 
nestlings grow rapidly. In the Northwestern 
Crow [AMCR], the tarsal length reached the 
adult length of 5 cm by 16–18 nest-days 
B241. Now they could stand high enough to 
defecated over the edge of the nest. Closely 
following the growth of American Crows, at 
day 9 the nestlings were able to retain the 
# 5 leg band – the standard size for adult 
American Crows B121.
 Continuing, nestlings of the American Crow 
near fledging size were measured and poked 
for blood to determine their comparative 
health in an urban versus a rural habitat. 
Although brood size and feeding rates did 
not differ between the two habitats, plasma 
calcium and protein levels were substantially 
higher for nestling crows in the country H69.
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American Crow  Semiplume, total length 11 
mm, removed about 2 cm from the notch under 
the lower bill of a dead Tarsus

American Crow  Developing under tail covert 
taken from a dead Tarsus. Total length 5.6 cm 
by 4 cm wide; sheath was 1.6 mm wide, bluish 
and soft

sheath
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 Tail feathers of adult crows extend 1–2 cm 
beyond the longest primary feather when the 
wings are folded and resting on the tail. From 
two different nests in Guelph, two American 
Crows captured on the ground shortly after 
they fledged had similar wing chord lengths 
of 21 cm but dissimilar weights of 350 and 
260 grams. When one considers an adult’s 
wing chord is 29–32 cm long, the above two 
fledglings had considerably less wing area.
 In the parklands near Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan, 22-day-old nestlings were 
banded and measured. Brood sizes were 
1–4 birds, with 3 the most common number 
of nestlings at four groups of nests in rural 
areas. Statistics on 115 nestlings varied 
according to brood size. Below I have 
combined all the measurements to provide 
range extremes I4.
 
 Nestlings 22-days-old
Bill length 1.8–2.3 cm (from the outer edge 
of the nare [nostril] to the tip of the bill) 
Head-bill length 6.6–7.7 cm (occipital ridge 
at the back of the skull to the tip of the bill) 
Weight 280–407 grams P10. 

Climbing trees to measure and band nestlings 
exposes the climber to the wrath of parental 
crows that do their best to protect their 
young from human intruders trying to gain 
information. In Stillwater, Oklahoma, one 
male field assistant climbed to a crow’s nest 
near the top of an 18 m pine tree. First the 
parents called loudly to alert other crows in 
the area, then they began diving to within 3 m 
of the young man. Finally, the female breeder 
twice broke off a pine cone and dropped it 
onto the climber’s head C14.
 When banding older nestlings, it is 
important to sex them. A rather simple DNA 
blood test determines avian sex. The male 
birds have two identical sex chromosomes 
(ZZ), and the females are heterogametic 
(ZW). This difference is the basis for the 
test H22. Additional genetic work identified 
11 microsatellite loci with polymorphism at 
these loci of from 4–43 alleles. Using these 
markers, genetic parentage helped to explain 
some of the behavior of crows based on the 
relatedness of the crows around them S40. 
 Toe pads of nestlings are soft to touch and 
a light gray. Daily wear toughens and darkens 
them. Road-killed crows I checked, mainly 

from June through August, were juvenile birds 
that still retained soft, light gray toe pads.

 Nestlings’ activities
A 3-hour Crow Cam (crow cam by ISITE 
Design, Portland, Oregon) showed 4 well-
feathered nestlings of American Crows, 
which will leave the exposed nest in 7–10 
days page 104. The nest was built on a metal 
fire-escape on the 5th-storey exit of a brick 
building, a very unusual location. About 1/3 
of the nest was inaccessible since it pressed 
against a brick wall and a round metal pipe. 
The wall side of the nest was white with crow 
shit, since the parents did not have room to 
remove fecal sacs with their bills. 
  The crow cam (no longer online in 2020) 
ran from 5:39 PM–8:39 PM on 10 June 
2010. Sunset on that date was at 8:59 PM, 
20 minutes after the video finished, which 
explains why the young crows slept quite 
often and the last recorded nest visit / 
feeding was at 8:08 PM, 51 minutes before 
sunset.  
 The nestlings’ early evening activities 
were – preening, one-wing stretches, two-
wing stretches when a nestling stood tall and 
raised both wings above its body, pecking at 
feathers, toes, and nest material, yawning, 
looking, snoozing in the cup or on the rim 
of the nest with their bills tucked into back 
feathers, begging to be fed, wing flapping, 
moving around the nest (none ventured 
beyond the nest), jumping across the nest 
from rim to rim, and defecating.
 Parents that fed nestlings removed one or 
two of their fecal sacs per visit. The fecal sac 
was taken in the throat pouch, and disposed 
of away from the clean nest, or eaten. Only 
one crow at a time visited the nestlings. No 
helpers were apparent over the three hours. 
 Nestlings have variable mouth color, at 
least near fledging time, and was correlated 
with the age of each nestling and provided a 
signal of the need to be fed by the different 
providers attending a nest R100. Perhaps 
the changing mouth color is another way for 
parents to identify their young, assuming they 
do.
 At no time over the 3-hour cam in Portland 
was there any aggression with bills or feet 
by any of the nestlings to one another. 
There was a lot of bumping as they moved 
around. During bouts of wing flapping by a 
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4 nestlings about 10 days before leaving the 
nest. One tripped and fell awkwardly with wings 
out. Screen shot

4 nestlings asleep on the nest’s rim with bills 
tucked. Screen shot 

One adult arrived and 3 of the 4 begged with 
open bills, the lower one also flapped its wings. 
A bulge from food in the adult’s throat is vis-
ible. Screen shot 

nestling perched on the rim of the nest, its 
wing feathers whacked one or more nest 
mates on the head, with no harm. When 3 
large nestlings were in the cup of the nest, 
sometimes they overlapped, with one or two 
covering the third nestling as they slept. The 
adults also showed no aggression toward 
their young. 
 Earlier, I mentioned nestlings developed a 
crouching (fear) reaction at about 18 days E40. 
Before this time, nestlings eagerly begged for 
food whenever a nest was shaken by crow 
researchers. After the crouching reaction sets 
in, nestlings begged when a crow landed on 
the nest, but not from a human observer. The 
young were starting to look after themselves. 
In the crouched position the body was 
lowered and the neck and head tucked. Each 
grayish nestling became rigid and their eight 
toes tightly grasped the nest’s lining. This 
made them diff icult to remove from their nest. 
Yet this hold-on-tight reaction was put to 
good use. When the feathered nestlings were 
lined up on a branch below they sat quietly 
for a photographic portrait. In the final week 
prior to leaving their nest, the birds have the 
size and ability to flee from the nest E40. As a 
person climbing a nest-tree approached from 
below, the nestlings might bail from the nest 
with some eventually ending up perched on 
lower branches or falling to the ground. My 
presence at their nest, and when handling 
their young, drove the parents crazy – a fact 
not often mentioned in sterilized journals.

American Crow  Four unbanded nestlings taken 
from a nest and placed on a lower branch of their 
coniferous nest-tree for a portrait in Guelph, Ontario
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F ood was rarely visible in the bill 
as adults approached their nest. 
The food was transported in their 
throat (antelingual) pouch. As she 
brooded her young, she watched him 

approaching, and when he was a few meters 
away, she lifted up to expose the young. She 
stood on one side of the nest’s rim while 
he landed on the other side of the rim. He 
passed food into the open red mouths. Or he 
fed her, or passed food to her, which she fed 
to one or two nestlings. 
 When food is visible in the bill of a parent, 
it provides a strong stimulus to the young 
brachyrhynchos. They call to be fed. 
This instinctive response was humorously 
displayed, somewhat by accident, when 
two well-feathered nestlings acted out this 
brief scene. Nestling A picked up a bit 
of food in the nest after a parent’s visit. 
Immediately nestling B started begging to 
be fed. Inadvertently, a bit of the food was 
transferred to the outside of B’s bill, where 
it stuck, Seeing this food, A started begging 
from B. Neither young, I might add, was fed 
by the other.
 In one situation where I was 10 m from a 
nest in a White Pine tree, low grunts were 
heard, I believe from the incoming crow. 
Groups of 10 and 12, or as few as two notes 
were produced at irregular intervals and 
generally at the start of feeding the nestlings. 
No specific food call is given by the American 
Crow C57. 
 At a deciduous tree in Guelph, four older 
nestlings were visible. Their dark gray heads 
popped up when a parent with food landed 
on the nest’s rim. Through a series of 47 
nest-visits, in 11 cases one nestling received 
food, 24 times two young were fed, and in 12 
visits it appeared three nestlings were given 
food. It seemed neither parent carried enough 
food to feed four nestlings in one nest-visit. 
If a young crow spit out its food into the 
nest cup, the adult retrieved the morsel and 
placed it into the open mouth of another 
nestling.
 Kilham watched 18 nest-visits, by the 
breeding male crow and helpers, to 3-day-old 
nestlings brooded by the breeding female. 
Six times (33%) the female was the only one 
fed; the female and nestlings were fed during 
4 (22%) visits, and one nestling at 8 (44%) 
visits. The adults passed saliva (moisture) 

to their young with food. When small young 
were fed, an adult crow sometimes placed all 
the food into one pink mouth, then removed 
some of it to feed other nestlings K66. 
 Older nestlings of American Crows were 
fed one at a time. Nestlings were fed from 
the day they hatch up to about 4 months 
post fledging V18, which in Winnipeg would 
be into October. However, the parents usually 
stopped feeding the begging juveniles within 
2 months. Juveniles continued to beg for food 
into August, but the parents often ignored 
their cries and eventually the young stopped 
begging. Kilham gave a shorter period of only 
2 weeks before the parents ceased to feed 
juveniles after fledging K66. 
 Feeding occupied only a small portion of 
the nestlings’ time in daylight. Observations 
(pre-cam) of a nestling’s behavior are scarce. 
Luckily, I obtained two well-feathered 
nestlings on 22 May that someone dropped 
off at a local aviary at the University of 
Guelph. They were kept in a small outdoor 
wire cage. At my estimate of 20–22 days 
of age, they weighed 285 and 245 g and 
had wing chord lengths of 17 and 15 cm 
respectively. 
 After being hand-fed, they often settled 
down and slept. When perched for the 
night, the smaller crow tucked its bill into 
back feathers. Sometimes a bird turned its 
head 90º and rested its bill on the side of 
its chest. A more relaxed posture developed 
in the evening as a nestling fell asleep on a 
branch. Both wings loosened and dropped 
away from the body. The tips of the primaries 
ended well below the body and perch level. 
Asleep in calm air, the toes were not wrapped 
tightly around the branch – it was more of a 
balancing act.
 By timing the rise-and-fall of their back 
feathers for several bouts of 5 minutes, 
the breathing rate of the quietly resting or 
sleeping nestlings was 37 (27–43) breaths 
per minute. When perched together at night, 
the closest distance between them was 
about 5 cm in the summer. For three adult 
Corvus species, the Carrion Crow, Rook 
and Jackdaw in captivity, their respiration at 
resting ranged from 20–26 breaths per minute 
G75. 
 When active, nestlings on the metal fire 
escape pecked and pulled their own toes 
and those of their nest mates. The head, 
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wings and tail feather tips of another crow 
were ‘played’ with until the receiver of such 
actions became annoyed and quietly moved 
away. Bill wiping against an object developed 
slowly. One nestling in early June repeatedly 
wiped its bill in the hollow (nape) at the 
back of its nest mate’s neck. Preening was a 
common pastime for nestlings. Allopreening 
was not observed. About a week before 
fledging, one bird scratched its head with its 
toes brought forward over a lowered wing, as 
adults do. 
 When crows in Illinois nested in woodlots, 
parents nearly always gathered their food 
in nearby fields. Feeding on the ground in 
woods is not a common practice for American 
Crows. Furthermore, for crows nesting in a 
hedgerow or isolated tree, the feeding range 
was as far as 800 m from the nest B121. 
Nesting crows in rural Manitoba had a mean 
flight distance of 350 and 430 m from the 
nest over two seasons. Flights longer than 
700 m were seldom taken S186.
 Behavior of urban crows as they arrived at 
their nest-tree varied from a direct flight to a 
series of easy steps. For an example of the 
latter method, a crow in Guelph with food in 

its bill landed atop a conifer 60 m from its 
nest. It stayed there about four minutes. Then 
it flew to a closer conifer where it remained 
another three minutes. Next, a TV aerial 10 m 
from the nest supported the crow for another 
2 minutes. Finally, it flew to the nest site, fed 
the young in 15 seconds and departed. 
 On another warm May morning, a crow 
with a dry piece of bread flew past and out 
of my sight behind a home in Guelph. Several 
seconds later it reappeared on its way to the 
nest. Again this sequence was repeated; so 
I changed my position. The next crow solved 
the mystery. It landed on a birdbath, dunked 
the dry food into water, then rose to the nest. 
Food and moisture were given to its nestlings 
at once – a perfect delivery. 
 When I raised young crows, I always had a 
soft rubber water pistil handy. They enjoyed 
having water or milk squirted into their open 
mouths after being fed. 
 Each nest was built with a different array 
of branches surrounding it. This spacial 
arrangement, combined with the wind and 
location of feeding areas, partly decided how 
the parent birds came and went at the nest. 
Given the possibilities, each parent revealed 
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American Crow’s ideal nesting location in Winnipeg. For several years this unmarked pair, without a 
helper, nested in the spruce. In 2012 they built a nest in the row of American Elm east of the conifers 
(yellow arrow, nest not visible). The male sat on the edge of the building across the street (red arrow) and 
guarded their territory. A park to the right provided insects, spiders and worms for the family of crows. A 
raven’s nest 200 m to the east (right) was successful for several years. No interactions between the two 
corvids were observed, 16 April 2012
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its individuality. At one nest in a grove of 
ash trees, one parent landed seven meters 
north of its nest, remained still for half a 
minute, then flew directly to the north rim 
and fed its nestlings. The other parent landed 
three meters below the nest and hopped to 
it using several branches until it reached 
the southwest rim. Each adult kept to their 
routine for over an hour. The next day they 
had changed their approaches to the nest. 

 Feeding trips to the nest
How often were feeding visits made to 
nestlings? Over 3 hours recorded by the 
crow cam in Oregon, there were 18 visits to 
the nest, although two of the visits could be 
combined, since the adult appeared to perch 
on a metal railing out of camera view, while it 
waited for a nestling to defecate. At any rate, 
a nest visit averaged 14 (3–34) seconds in 
length. The average time between 17 evening 
visits was 8 minutes, (1.5–22.5 min). Over 3 
hours, the 4 nestlings were fed at different 
rates – 6, 5, 4, and 2 times. The parents did 
not always feed the closest nestling with 
an open mouth. Sometimes they reached 
across one nestling to feed another. Did this 
indicate the parents recognized their young 
and chose the one to feed? Recognition of a 
nestling may be due to several clues – size, 
personality, voice when begging, color, or 
individual traits that we, as poorly trained 
observers, do not notice.
 At six successful nests (some with helpers) 
in my study in Guelph, Ontario, I tallied 
visits during 68 hours. A feeding visit to a 
nest averaged every 10 (1–54) minutes. For 
two nests in Florida, 1,952 nest-visits were 
recorded by Kilham in 205 hours, or one 
every 6.3 minutes. As a qualifier, not all of 
these nest-visits in Florida involved feeding 
young crows, and helpers helped with the 
feeding of one and two nestlings at each nest 
K50.
 In Guelph my timing of the length of 27 
nest-feeding visits by one parent averaged 32 
(10–85) seconds. Feeding the nestlings used 
5–10 seconds. The remaining time during a 
visit was spent looking around, or doing some 
nest cleaning. Another nest in Guelph with 
three young, and at least one helper, had 13 
visits averaging 50 (20–80) seconds. 
 Presented somewhat differently, Black 
noted one actual feeding every 35 minutes 

or 1.7 per hour at four nests in Illinois. The 
nestlings were less than 12-days-old. Keep in 
mind his figures are for the frequency of each 
nestling being fed and not simply a nest-visit 
as I, and others recorded B121.
 At Ithaca, New York, 10 urban and 8 rural 
crows’ nests were watched for feeding rates 
during 2 weeks prior to banding the nestlings 
at 28 days of age. The number of visits per 
nestling per hour was 1.5 for urban and 1.3 
for rural nests. Time between feeding visits at 
urban nests was 4.1 min, and 2.6 minutes in 
the country H69.
 In California, Caffrey studied colonies of 
nesting American Crows on two golf courses 
from 1985–1990. A subset of 173 crows were 
measured and marked with wing tags and 
leg bands. Caffrey recorded average feeding 
rates over the entire nestling period at 4.6 
times per hour at 9 nests with helpers, and 
3.8 times an hour at 10 nests without helpers. 
Furthermore, at 3 nests without auxiliaries, 
she found male breeders contributed 55% of 
the total feeding trips and females 45%. At 4 
nests with helpers, males made 43%, females 
14% and helpers 36% of the total feeding 
visits to the nest C11. 
 During two years the feeding rates were 
higher at successful nests, but in 1988 
feeding rates were highest at failed nests. 
Females without helpers made twice as many 
feeding trips to the nest as did those with 
helpers (1.4 vs 0.6 visits per hour), so helpers 
did lighten the feeding work of the females by 
making (36%) or 1.6 feeding trips per hour to 
a nest. However, “feeding rates at crow nests 
were not related to any measure of breeding 
success.” Female breeders spent more time 
at or near the nest, but this didn’t seem to 
lower the predation rate. As well, feeding 
rates did not influence the amount of time 
before nestlings fledged. Additionally, the 
feeding rate did not influence –

1) brood size at marking and fledging
2) total brood weight or mean nestling   
  weight at marking
3) mean nestling length at marking

During the first several days after hatching, 
the male was the main provider, making 
about 67% of the feeding visits as she was 
brooding the young. After the eighth day, 
she made up to 68% of the feeding visits to 
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nestlings B241. Food for 776 nestlings of all 
ages was mainly insects and spiders (58%) 
whereas rodents, other mammals, carrion and 
corn amounted to 25% K12.
 An American Robin starting singing 105 
minutes before sunrise one May morning. 
Later that same morning, in Guelph, Ontario, 
the first two feeding visits at a crow’s nest 
took place 24 and 14 minutes before sunrise. 
From occasional observations at other 
nests, I would estimate feeding visits to the 
nest were made 1–3 times before sunup. 
Lingering about in the evening on nest-
watching duty, the last five feeding visits at 
one nest averaged 37 minutes prior to sunset. 
At another nest the final five evening visits 
averaged 25 (40–13) minutes before sundown. 
As a parent landed on a nest 10 minutes after 
sunset on a clear evening, the dark nestlings 
reached skyward with open bills. Within a 

couple of seconds they realized this was 
not mealtime and quickly slipped out of site 
below the rim of the nest.

 Nest cleaning
Along with feeding, nest cleaning is an 
important job parents perform for their 
offspring. I would estimate nest cleaning 
takes 30 minutes a day. And like feeding, 
it began before sunrise and ended a few 
minutes before sunset. Crow nestlings eat 
and young ones shit in their nest. When older 
and taller, they back up to the rim, shake 
their little tails and excrete (squirt) over 
the side. Twice have I observed this latter 
performance. Others have remarked on the 
infrequency of this habit. But a look at the 
crow cam from Portland showed it was a very 
common behavior for older nestlings, usually 
occurring right after they were fed. 
 From ground level and at a distance, the 
cleaning posture was distinctive. The adult 
crow’s head was below the nest’s rim, out 
of sight. The bill was poked into the cup 
lining to remove fecal material and possibly 
parasites (larvae) as suggested by some 
crow-watchers. The tail and primaries were 
visible, the latter pointing to the clouds. 
Frequently, the feathers shimmy vigorously 
over short periods of time in response to 
digging by the bill. The outside rim of the nest 
was also inspected and ‘swept.’ Whenever I 
climbed to a nest with young present, or after 
all had fledged, there was no odor or sign of 
excrement. American Crows are clean birds. 

 Fecal sacs
There are two theories about parental 
decisions – should they eat the fecal sac, or 
carry it away.

1) If they eat the sac they gain some 
nutritional value and they can remain at the 
nest near the nestlings. 
2) If they fly off with the sac and drop it, 
they lose time and energy, and they are away 
from the nest and nestlings H177.

From 1989–1991 McGowan watched nestlings 
for 84 hours in and around Ithaca, New York. 
Adult breeders ate 24 sacs and flew away 
with 23. Alone at a nest when a white fecal 
sac was ejected, it was removed by the adult, 
regardless of the age of the nestling. Fecal 
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American Crow  Growing secondaries from 
a dead Tarsus (11 June); # 1 is 12.7 cm (total 
length); # 7 is 10 cm (total length of quill and 
vane) by 3 cm wide; the blue sheath / quill was 
3.4 cm long. In an angled light, pale growth 
bars (arrow) are obvious on vanes

7 1

growth
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sacs ingested by adults declined as the 
nestlings got older. From 15 sacs produced 
with both parents at the nest, the female 
breeder ate 10 (67%) of them. During 25 
events when sacs were produced, the crow 
grabbed the white sac as it left the nestling 
and flew from the nest at once. The sac 
was only eaten 4 (16%) of the time. It was 
believed nutrition was the reason why most 
of the sacs were eaten by the female breeder. 
Why do parents lessen their consumption 
of the sacs as nestlings mature? And did 
parents obtain information about a nestling’s 
health by the ingestion of its fecal sacs? M85. 
Caffrey noticed some fecal sacs being eaten 
even as the nestlings were about to fledge 
V18. Others identified helpers assisting with 
nest sanitation, although neither knew to 
what extent K50, G35. Kilham watched crows 
carry fecal sacs in their bills and drop them 
on the ground or on a branch 20–50 m from 
their nest K66. The crow-cam in Portland 
showed all fecal sacs of older nestlings being 
taken away by the parents.

 Breeding success
Many of the statistics below were gathered 
from nesting studies where field workers 
climbed to the nests one or more times. 
This disturbance factor is rarely mentioned 
or indicated by the number of visits to each 
nest and at what stage the nest was at when 
visited, which may be used for comparisons 
of studies. Ideally, reachers should set up a 
control study in the same area where nests 
are not peered into, but followed from the 
ground to determine the percentage of nests 
that fledge young crows. Then compare 
this result to the one where the nests were 
climbed to, in order to establish an index of 
disturbance by researchers.

 Nesting success
American Crows’ eggs in Illinois had a 
hatching rate of 71% B121. Emlen reported 
88% of 77 eggs in California hatched E40. 
In the parklands of Saskatchewan, crows 
had an 87% (85–90) hatching rate for 373 
eggs in 78 nests. The number of eggs lost to 
predators (5%) and unhatched (8%) totalled 
13%. And there’s more, from 325 eggs which 
hatched, 65% of the nestlings were lost, 
leaving 35% to fledge. 45 of 78 nests, 58% 
(45–72) fledged one or more crows I4. 

 The mean fledgling success of American 
Crows in Ithaca, New York and the 
surrounding farmland M89 –

   SUBURBAN  CROWS
Fledglings per nest 1.6 (n 287) 
Fledglings per successful nest 3.1 (n 151)

   RURAL  CROWS
Fledglings per nest 1.6 (n 72) 
Fledglings per successful nest 3.6 (n 33)

From several studies in the United States, 
a fewer number of fledglings (mean 1.1) 
were generated per urban breeding pair 
of American Crows than crows nesting in 
suburban, wild or rural sites (means 1.5–1.9). 
This reduced number of fledglings associated 
with urban nests was due mainly to a higher 
loss of nests rather than fewer fledglings per 
successful nest m50. 
 Interactions of American Crows with their 
environment and other songbirds were 
examined around Puget Sound, Washington. 
The crows maintained an average home range 
of about 18 hectares. The highest use by 
crows was at a mix of pavement, grass and 
trees, compared to forests. Each crow used 
the various types of land cover evenly over 
its home range compared to all the crows 
at a site. Birds selected habitats at different 
scales. 
 In various parts of a landscape, rates of 
successful nesting were not correlated with 
predator abundance. Breeding success 
occurred for 52% of disturbed nests and 49% 
of breeding territories (all species and years 
combined). As expected, songbird richness 
was highest in less developed areas where 
forest patches were prevalent W118. 
 In Massachusetts at Cape Cod, American 
Crows had an annual mean number of 
fledglings of 2 (0.8 in 1983 to 3.3 in 1986) per 
nest (n 46); (5–14 nests per year produced 
fledglings) C61. In Illinois crows had an 
average of 2.4 young fledge from 132 nests 
with incomplete histories B121. Black gave 
these statistics for successful nests in Illinois 
(1 or more young fledged) B121. 

7 nests, 31 eggs, 97% hatched, 87% young 
reached banding age (18–20 days)

In a subset of successful and unsuccessful 
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nests combined –
11 nests, 49 eggs, 67% hatched, 55% of 
young reached banding age

For British Columbia, 13 of 16 (81%) nests of 
American Crows produced fledglings C35.
 In Encino, California, from a 6-year study 
of a smaller race of the American Crow c13 –

147 nests, 43% fledged at least 1 young. 24 
renests, none were successful

With this smaller race of crows in California, 
of 77 ‘undisturbed’ eggs in 22 nests, 88% 
hatched. The eggs shells disappeared from 
nests within a few hours after the young 
hatched E40.
 K McGowan thought Raccoons, Procyon 
lotor, were the main predators of crows 
in New York state. In predated nests he 
found Raccoon shit, other signs, 
and sometimes a Raccoon asleep 
in a nest. [I have also seen a 
Raccoon resting in a crow’s nest.] 
Great Horned Owls left decapitated 
nestlings and owl feathers in a crow’s 
nest. He thought female breeding 
crows killed on their nest were the 
night work of these owls. Bands 
from fledglings were recovered from 
owl pellets. Inexperienced fledglings 
/ juveniles died from other causes 
– cats carrying fledglings in their 
mouths; Red-tailed Hawks carrying 
young; crow remains below nests 
of Cooper’s Hawks; hit by cars; 
trapped in vegetation; electrocution 
on overhead lines; killed by people. 
In Guelph, Ontario I studied nesting 
crows for 5 years. Then, a few years 
later, I found two juveniles dead 
below power poles in the city during 
one week in July. These were the only 
instances of death by electrocution 
I noted. The tan toe pads of the 
juvenile crows were badly burned and 
blackish. 
 
 In Encino, California, –

1) predation (82%) from 52 of 63 
failures
2) 22 of the 52 (42%) by direct 
evidence

3) sudden abandonment 30 of 52 (58%)

were the main causes of nest failure in this 
colony of American Crows. Red-shouldered 
and Cooper’s Hawks preyed on nestlings. In 
1988, a pair of Great Horned Owls nested on 
the edge of the study area and subsequently 
became the main predator of crows of all 
ages. For the remaining 11 of 63 nest failures –

1) eggs of 1 nest didn’t hatch (incubated 4 
weeks)
2) wind blew down 5 nests
3) feeding rates were reduced at 5 nests 
prior to abandonment

From successful nests (n 59) an average of 
1.9 young fledged. Of the marked fledglings 
(n 68), 79% or 1.7 fledglings made it 
successfully to the ground (about 2 weeks 
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An adult crow pauses to sun itself near its nest on 6 June 
2009 in Winnipeg. This pose was held for a few minutes
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after leaving the nest). Of the fledglings 
making it to the ground, 90% of them lasted 
another 2 months. Except for one year, 
the successful pairs of breeders began 
incubation about 4 days earlier than nests 
that failed, and breeders with helpers also 
began incubation about 4 days earlier than 
breeders without personal assistants. The 
success of a crow’s nest was not related to 
its distance from the nearest crow nest or to 
the success rate of neighboring nests C13.
 Fledglings / juveniles in the same Encino, 
California population had a 71% survival rate 
for their first two months after leaving the 
nest, and 68% of the juveniles survived their 
first year (6 months) to become yearlings. 
Fledglings and yearlings died in several ways 
– falling from the nest tree to the ground 
before they could fly; eaten by owls and 
hawks; lung tumors (dissection); and hit by 

golf balls. Starvation did not appear relevant. 
 In Winnipeg, Manitoba, two pairs of 
breeding American Crows nested successfully 
a few years in a row. Each pair nested 
well within the territory of a nesting  . I 
never saw the falcons and crows interact. 
Part of the reason is this swift predator 
does occasionally feed on aerial insects. 
Photographs show falcons taking the 
California Stonefly, Pteronarcys californica, 
in the air over Missoula County Montana. 
The capture rates in June ranged from 1–8 
stoneflies per minute S192. 
 Over Caffrey’s 6-year study in California, 
additional information included – 

71% (25 of 35) of nests with helpers fledged 
young 
34% (37 of 108) of nests without helpers 
fledged young crows

 
However, when using statistics 
to compare breeding pairs that 
had helpers some years, but 
not all years (the sample was 
less than 10 in all cases), the 
trend showed some pairs were 
consistently successful breeders 
with or without helpers, and 
some breeders with helpers 
were not significantly more 
successful than when they didn’t 
have helpers. The helper effect 
may not be as great as shown 
since they may be helping the 
most successful breeders that 
would be successful without 
them. It may be that helping the 
successful breeders could be a 
learning and survival experience 
for a yearling. Even so, the first 
breeding attempts of young 
crows (n 26) were unsuccessful 
regardless of helping experience, 
sex or age. Continuing, Caffrey 
told us successful nests (n 15) 
with helpers gave 2.1 fledglings 
and the same successful 
breeders (n 16) without helpers 
produced 1.9 fledglings. For 
these particular crows, a 
successful breeding season 
leads to the presence of helpers 
the next year, rather than helpers 
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American Crow  Perched in a Cottonwood tree, a fledgling on 
day 1 after leaving the coniferous nest-tree preens its right wing. 
The long ulna and radius bones of the wing are visible (arrow)
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leading to a successful breeding season. But 
if helpers were ‘useless’ yearlings, (75% of 
the helper population) this may be the reason 
they have no effect on nest success. Five 
older birds that stayed with their parents for 
2 or 3 years did not help every season. After 
reworking the statistical data, her original find 
of helpers not making a significant difference 
to breeding success seemed to hold. She 
told us the number of helpers in the family 
group did not affect nest defence. Nesting 
in a colony meant all crows and helpers 
attacked an invading hawk in the daytime. In 
conclusion, why does the helping syndrome 
continue prior to dispersal? 
 The survival of fledglings / juveniles over 
their first 2 months did not seem to be altered 
by breeding pairs of crows with or without 
helpers. The heaviest nestlings seemed to 
have a better chance of survival to fledging 
and as juveniles (HY birds). Bigger was 
apparently better, even for nestlings.

Body weights for nestlings 32–38 days old
Pre-fledging 
Survived 320 g; Died 275 grams 
Post-fledging to one year of age
Survived 335 g; Died 289 grams

Tarsus lengths for nestlings 32–38 days old 
Pre-fledging
Survived 5.5 cm; Died 5.3 cm 
Post-fledging to one year of age
Survived 5.6 cm; Died 5.3 cm C13

A Courage of Crows that started nesting 
early had higher feeding rates to their 
nestlings than did pairs of crows that bred 
later in the season C8. A pair of crows in 
Winnipeg nested successfully in a Colorado 
Spruce page 113 in the same nest several 
years in a row. The years when I enjoyed 
their nesting cycle, they produced the first 
fledglings of the season on the last days of 
May or first two days of June. And I never 
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American Crows  Two juveniles, about 15 days out of the nest, explore new territory. By now 
they are walking on the ground
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29 May 2011  A fledgling American Crow, perched on a coniferous branch of its nest tree (a Colorado 
Spruce), is watched by its parent to the right in a nearby Cottonwood tree. The next day, four fledglings 
from the nest (arrow) were perched in the cottonwood below and being fed by their parents (no helpers)

American Crow  Four fledglings well spread out in cottonwoods 30 m from their nest in a Colorado 
Spruce. The nestlings flew to these cottonwoods each year when they fledged from the same reused 
nest in the spruce in Winnipeg, Manitoba
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saw an auxiliary with them over the nesting 
season. 
 When crows feed in small or large groups, 
sentinel crows are common. Wilson studied 
this aspect of the nesting cycle in Ithaca, 
New York, on a marked 
population of cooperative 
breeders. Being a sentinel 
was an obvious task during 
the nesting period. In cities, 
it was a sure sign of an 
active nest nearby when a 
sentinel was present each 
day at the edge of a rooftop, 
atop a street light pole, or a 
tall tree near the nest page 
106. When a breeding pair, 
without a helper, occupied 
a territory, the male sentinel 
guarding his mate and nest 
must forgo feeding while on 
the job. Sentinels were more 
obvious when nestlings were 
larger and more worthy of 
protection. The presence of 
auxiliaries also increased 
the amount of time sentinels 
were on duty and the number 
of sentinels available for 
guarding the nest. Two-year-
old helpers were better at 
being sentinels and helping 
to feed nestlings. Even crows 
improve with age. Other than 
being a target of predation 
itself, a sentinel was 
stationary on its perch and 
used little energy W106.

I njuries to male American Crows reduced 
their contribution to the breeding 
potential. From 27 family groups of 
marked and 96 sampled broods from 
2004–’09 at Ithaca, New York, injuries and 

permanent disfigurement of the wings or feet 
occurred to 26% of the breeding males. The 
injured males had fewer nestlings per brood, 
more extrapair young per brood (the result of 
mating of the female with males other than 
her life-long male partner) and more adult 
auxiliaries in their groups than uninjured male 
breeders. These differences explain some of 
the variation in outcome at nests T68. 
 Nesting success in the 1920s through 

the 1940s was altered by man the modifier. 
Across the Canadian Prairies, and into 
the Great Plains to the south, hundreds of 
thousands of eggs, adults and nestlings of 
American Crows were destroyed to make 
us feel proud about our ‘contribution’ to the 
conservation of waterfowl in North America. 
Today, the crows and ducks remain together. 
Hunting of wild animals has dwindled 
considerably in the last few decades, 
and we now enjoy our eggs over easy at 
neighborhood cafes. There, the conversation 
does not concern crows and waterfowl. A 
lively discussion of crows as tool creators 
and users may arise, however. 
 One might think the size of the nest and 
abundance of American Crows would make 
a nesting study quite easy. So thought 
Ernest Good, who pursued crows from 
1949–1951 for his PhD. He soon encountered 
unexpected problems. Although over 100 
nests came within his reach on 1,036 ha of 
central Ohio farmland, he was left frustrated. 
Unmarked birds and high nest predation 
(probably the after-effect from his climbing 
to each nest) limited his results to where 
he was not able to offer data on nesting 
success. He was wondering how crows could 
be so abundant when many of the nests [he 
disturbed] ended in failure? G35. 
 Young altricial crows are helpless in their 
first week of existence, and if food, shelter, 
warmth and protection are not provided, they 
perish. Nesting success, that is, a nest from 
which one or more young crows fledged, is 
the bottom line for population continuance. 
The percentage of nests that fledged birds, 

Discarded food in the city always provides a 
snack for a crow on its territory

The Breeding Season
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Juvenile American Crows feeding on the ground on 28 June 2011 in Winnipeg. As a parent with 
food approaches one young starts begging with an open mouth and flapping wings

The Breeding Season

American Crow fledglings move out onto a branch of a spruce away from the nest in the lower left. 
At this stage, the pink at the base of the bill is obvious, especially in the left bird. 29 May 2011. Many 
nestling crows fledged in the first two weeks of June in Winnipeg, MB
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and the number of young fledged per nest are 
indicators of population growth, decline, or 
stability. There may be a difference between 
nest success and annual reproductive 
success. Where it occurs, we must mention 
the breeding strategy of the species under 
study T36. Does the crow renest (yes), or have 
more than one brood per season (no)?
 During the 1980s, I studied nesting on 
four sites for 3 years in Guelph, Ontario Map 
page 67. The sites averaged 145 (121–181) 
hectares. My study revealed 30 of 38 nests 
(79%) were successful (fledged at least one 
young). False nests were not included. The 
inclusion of nests located near, but outside 
the boundary of the four sites, raised the 
total to 76 nests and lowered the success 
rate to 76%. Over 90% of the nests were in 
tall conifers. Consequently, my urban crows 
did not have to endure disturbances by me 
– their successes and failures were their 
own. In 1987, a follow-up small survey of 
11 crows’ nests resulted in a 91% nesting 
success rate. In this study in Guelph, I did 
not count the number of fledglings per nest. 
The main reason was fledglings move around 
and can be difficult to find among leafy trees. 
They can fly from tree to tree, but it takes 
a while before they can achieve lift off from 
the ground. Five was the highest number of 
crows fledged from a nest in Guelph. From 
the literature, this appears to be the highest 
number fledged anywhere for the American 
Crow. 
 In 2008 and 2009, I did a nesting survey of 
unmarked crows in Winnipeg, Manitoba. As 
usual, nests were observed with field glasses 
from the ground. Of 47 nests, 74% were 
successful. Nests in deciduous trees had a 
success rate of 64%, and those in coniferous 
trees 84%. The nestlings fledged in late May 
(3%) June (87%), and July (10%) R28.
 The lowest nesting success was reported 
by Emlen for a colony of 60 pairs in 
California. This was because his 1-year 
nesting study was a side-event to the actual 
business of collecting eggs for experimental 
purposes. His constant egg robbing or 
adding, and general disturbances through 
10 visits per nest, caused some unusual 
behavior. The crows renested and built 111 
nests in all – almost two nests per pair. 
Another outcome was 88 nestlings hatched in 
31 nests (2.8 per nest) but only 20 in 13 nests 

survived to day 30, giving an atypical nestling 
mortality of 77%. In spite of numerous visits 
to nests for his research, he wrote “Activities 
of the observer were probably a minor factor 
in this heavy mortality.” Yet he mentions 
no other predators or disturbances in the 
spring of 1942 to the nesting crows. The 
greatest losses were due to desertion of 
nests (the ones he repeatedly disturbed?) by 
the breeding crows and competition among 
nestlings in crowded nests (presumably the 
nests in which he added eggs?) E40. 
 In comparison, Black offered a 55% 
conversion rate from eggs to nestlings 
reaching banding age in Illinois. He 
calculated 2.4 American Crows fledged per 
nest B121. The Northwestern Crow [AMCR], 
achieved a 79% nesting success, which 
translated into an average of 1.4 nestlings 
leaving each nest B241. For this smaller 
western race, 37–57% of the hatched crows 
flew from their nests R59.
 Eight separate studies of American Crows, 
in a variety of habitats and locations, from 
city scapes to wildlands, between 1982–2000 
in the United States were summarized M50 – 

Number of breeding attempts 19–202
Percent success 43–78
Mean # fledgling / breeding pair 0.8–2.1 
Mean # fledglings / successful nest 1.9–3.6

Prior to the arrival of West Nile virus in North 
American in 1999, the outlook from a model 
of annual population growth based on adult 
breeding crow survivorship was positive in all 
four categories of habitat –

  urban 6%  suburban 16% 
  rural 7%  wildland 4% M50

The question of clutch size is important 
in relation to breeding success. Why, for 
instance, do crows lay clutch sizes of four or 
five eggs most often? A partial and perhaps 
practical answer exists for the Northwestern 
Crow [AMCR]. Clutches of five eggs did not 
result in more fledglings than did clutches of 
four eggs. It was suggested this was due to a 
limited food supply and decreased hatching 
success. For example, the percentages of 
eggs hatched from clutches of 3, 4 and 5 
eggs were 71, 79 and 67% respectively. So 
a clutch of four eggs was presently the norm 
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around which environmental and genetic 
factors determine this crow’s reproductive 
output. And the nest cup is built to hold four 
large nestlings comfortably R59. Five nestlings 
are crowded. 
 An intriguing side of nesting behavior is 
American Crows occasionally eat the eggs 
and young from other birds’ nests, but not 
from their own nests, or the nests of other 
American Crows. Something controls this 
selective, self-preserving behavior. 
 An unusual occurrence took place in central 
Iowa where 59 nests were being shadowed. 
A young crow was added to another crow’s 
nest. At the nest in question, on 1 May it held 
3 eggs; on 8 May there were three young 
about five days old, but one died when the 
researchers took a sample of its blood. It was 
removed from the nest. On 30 May, when the 
researchers returned to band the nestlings, 
three about the same age were present. 
They suspected the extra crow was added, 
probably as a fresh nestling. The closest nest 

was 500 meters away. This was the first such 
report of an avian transfer S34. 
 In the north-eastern corner of Alberta, the 
delta area was explored around Lake Claire 
at the western end of Lake Athabasca. Two 
people were sent by the Milwaukee Public 
Museum to film the bird life in June 1928. 
An unusual nest of the American Crow was 
discovered. On 15 June it contained 3 eggs 
and one nestling about 1 week old. By the 
next morning’s visit a fourth egg had been 
added. They noticed 3 crows in the area 
and assumed it was a community nest. In 
1930, birders were unaware of helpers. The 
threesome they saw was probably a family 
of crows. This however, did not explain why 
eggs were being laid with a nestling several 
days old in the nest. From their time in the 
field, the explorers reported a huge number 
of waterfowl nesting in the area, but they 
saw no interactions between the crows and 
waterfowl J61. 
 Relationships are everywhere. One exists 

American Crow fledglings have left their nest and occupy branches in the nest tree on 29 May 2011 in 
Winnipeg. Perhaps they are intently watching a nearby parent. Soon they will take their first flight to a nearby 
tree and begin a life of flight and adventure
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between the age of the breeding 
pair and their success at nesting. 
None of my crows in Guelph or 
Winnipeg were banded, aged, 
or sexed, leaving me unable to 
comment on this relationship. For 
now, the answer can only be hinted 
from the work of others. Setting 
up video cameras and a hide in a 
rookery (a colony of nesting Rooks 
in Europe), it was decided adult 
Rooks nesting for the first time 
expended more parental energy 
for each offspring raised than did 
older breeding pairs. Genuine 
inexperience and inefficiency of 
younger crows were the reasons. 
Furthermore, young females 
produced smaller clutches and did 
not hatch as many of their eggs 
as did the older females in the 
population of Rooks R121. 
 Now that young American Crows 
have left their nests, I reviewed 
the short story for the Guelph 
population. In general, an entire 
nesting season (with no renests) 
occupied 13–14 weeks (91–98 
days) and unfolded slowly like this:

 10 March nest-building began 
 24 March first egg laid 

Tarsus showing feathers on the underside of a wing. Blood 
-filled blue sheaths nourish the feathers’ growth

The Breeding Season

American Crows are not the mortal enemies of these Mallards as portrayed in popular literature. 
Mallards and Wood Ducks used this pond in Assiniboine Park in Winnipeg, Manitoba to raise their 
young after hatching nearby. Crows also nested in the park and visited this pond often. No interactions 
between the crows and waterfowl were noticed over two decades
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 26 March incubation began 
 13 April first egg hatched
 16 May first nestlings fledged 
 16 June last nestling fledged

For an individual nest, from the start of nest 
building to when the young fledge was about 
8 weeks (53–59 days) B112.

The early breeding season of the American 
Crow is partly attributed to its color. A coat of 
black feathers is more comfortable in cooler 
temperatures. If the Guelph nesting season 
was delayed a month or more, adult crows 
would be making 50 or more feeding trips a 
day to the nest in July, the hottest month in 
the year. As it now exists, gathering food in 
the open in May and June to feed the young 
is a more pleasant task. In these two months, 
insects are hatching, and large earthworms 
are taken beginning in March in Winnipeg.
 The nestlings are about to leave their nest. 
For at least the last week prior to fledging, 
they have been flapping their wings. Their 
balance and coordination improve from 

hoping and flying back and forth 
from nest to branch to nest. 
 Finally, in the latter part of May, 
with the corn ankle high, a young 
crow in Guelph left its nest-tree. It 
flew to a nearby tree. From there it 
traveled where instinct, ability and 
luck dictated.

 Fledging dates 
Cape Cod, MA 26 May–26 July C61
Manitoba latest dates 6 July in south, 
and 23 July at Churchill T19
Winnipeg, MB 29 May–19 July R28
Illinois 5 May, the majority in May G56 
Arizona 23 May C127
Kentucky 10 May young left a nest 
M119

Crows from two nests fledged after 
37 and 41 days, the longest period 
recorded and published K66. In 
California, the mean nestling period 
was 41 days. New fledglings perched 
in trees near the nest-tree for about 
10 days before they attempted to 
land on the ground C9, C11. At Cape 
Cod, Massachusetts, for 15 nests 
the mean number of days until a 

nestling fledged was 30 (16–36) within the 
period 26 May 1985–26 July 1983 C61. In 
Stillwater, Oklahoma fledging occurred in 
36 (33–43) days for 18 young in 8 nests V18 
Nestlings in southern Saskatchewan fledged 
at an average of 31 (30–34) days of age. At 
this time the average weight of a 30-day-old 
nestlings was 380 g for 11 birds I4. Anyone 
who has watched newly minted juvenile crows 
in June and July know they appear skinny 
compared to their parents. Over the summer 
they continue to increase in weight and 
size. RG Clark (unpublished data) collected 
juvenile crows from July to September and 
their average weight was 422 grams. 
 Prior to fledging, young crows move up and 
down through the branches of the nest tree. 
Caffrey noticed parents leaving food on a 
nearby branch and calling to entice the young 
to abandon the nest for good V18.
 Nestlings do not all fledge at once. Their 
growth over the past month has been uneven. 
Some hatched a day or two ahead of their 
nest mates. The largest (most developed) 
and perhaps the most aggressive may initiate 
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American Crow  Three fledglings on branches near their 
nest on 3 June 2011 in an American Elm in Winnipeg. Once 
they leave their nest-tree they have fledged and once on the 
ground I refer to them as juveniles
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the process. Parmalee noted the heaviest 
nestling was the first to fledge in two nests, 
but this was not a hard rule P10. It would be 
interesting to know if females are generally 

The Breeding Season

American Crow 6 months post-fledging  
Positions of 3 primary feathers on the wing are 
indicated by changes in shape and size. Male 
found dead near Chatham, Ontario in early 
December 2011

10 6 1

American Crow 6 months post-fledging. Tail 
feather #6 is the most outer with an off-center 
rachis (asymmetrical vanes) and #1 is a central 
tail feather. There are 12 tail feathers, all with 
rounded frayed tips that indicate a HY crow. 
This was a juvenile male from Chatham, Ontario, 
found dead in early December 2011. There are 
10 barbs per 5 mm along the rachis

6 1
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the first to fledge. An hour before sunset I sat 
below one of the first nests I had located in 
a deciduous tree. One young crow was two 
meters above the nest. A lone parent quietly 
watched from a distance as a moderate 
wind brushed its feathers. Thirty minutes 
passed. Then this fledgling took flight and 
sailed through two adjacent trees and landed 
in another tree 30 m away. With much wing 
flapping it gained a toehold and maintained 
its balance. It did not call. Its three nest 
mates were restless, alternately performing 
spells of wing flapping and preening. By 9:00 
AM the next morning, the nest was empty. 
Three fledglings perched mid-way in two 
deciduous trees and the fourth was on the 
ground. I returned it to a low branch. They 
did not return to their nest again. A month 
later six crows flew in the area. Another 
successful nesting season was behind the 
parents. At other nests, it may take 2 days 
for all the young to leave. At 17 nests, 88% 
of all nestlings left their nest in one day C11. 
Three groups of juveniles did not leave their 
natal woodlots until after their first 6 weeks of 
freedom B121. 
 Nest-trees usually have other trees nearby 
to facilitate the first flight of fledglings from 
their nest-tree. When the nest-tree was 
isolated, the fledglings left the nest at day 35 
but did not fly to a distant tree until almost 
two weeks later G35. When a Northwestern 
Crow [AMCR] nest was built on the ground, 
the flightless fledglings had to walk 30 m 
through tall weeds to a nearby tree B241. 
 The first nest I located in Guelph was in 
late March, one block from where I lived. 
It was a success, for the crows and myself 
– a great way to begin my crow watching 
for this ebook. The last nest I had under 
observation that year ended in an unusual 
way. It was late June, and I was anxious to 
add the nest in a spruce tree to my success 
column. Every second day I arrived to watch 
as the parents made a few feeding visits to 
one large nestling. Early one morning the 
nest appeared empty. For five minutes I 
held the binoculars on it looking for a slight 
movement of black signifying all was well. It 
never came. Eventually an adult flew in and 
landed near the nest. Another five minutes 
passed, but the parent did not leave. A bit 
long for a nest-visit it seemed, so I drove 
to within 40 m of the nest and again peered 

through my binoculars. After a few seconds 
the abstract form of death appeared. The 
nestling was hanging by the tip of its right 
wing. Somehow, probably during a bout of 
wing flapping, the wing pierced the point of 
a broken branch above the nest. The nestling 
must have struggled until dead. Flies were 
buzzing around the body. For 20 minutes the 

Fledgling on 9 June 2011 perched in a tall 
cottonwood 30 m from the coniferous nest tree. 
It is about 8 days out of the nest. The pink at 
the base of the bill and blue eye are hallmarks 
of fledglings
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parent perched almost touching the lifeless 
feathers, snapping flies out of the air or when 
they landed on the body. I wondered if this 
was simply another meal of insects, or was 
the parent, in the only way possible, trying to 
maintain the integrity of its young? I believe 
the latter. 
 At a nest in a tall American Elm in 
Winnipeg, three large, well-feathered 
nestlings began to slowly die over a period 
of several days. The first fell over the nest’s 
rim and was held in a horizontal position near 
the base of the nest by a cluster of small 
twigs. The next young eventually fell from the 
nest to the pavement, as related by a woman 
who also noticed the plight of the crows. 
The third bird lay in the nest, the tips of its 
primaries and tail feathers badly damaged as 
the bird flapped and tried to regain balance. 
The parents often perched on the nest’s rim 
and watched their last nestling die, or gently 
lifted the wing feathers (even of the dead 
bird) to no avail page 180. The large nestlings 

may have been fed poisonous food by their 
parents, or possibly succumbed to West Nile 
fever. The next year, probably the same pair 
of unmarked crows had a successful nest in 
another American Elm tree 60 m from the old 
nest site and on the same side of the street. 
 It is generally the habit of fledgling crows 
in Guelph and Winnipeg to take up residency 
in deciduous trees as they fledged from a 
deciduous or coniferous nest-tree. Generally 
they were quiet, but to signify their hunger, 
high-pitched, single-note begging caws were 
combined into long bouts f iltered through 
green leaves. As a parent approached with 
food, the begging intensified. Wing flapping 
was added as a further visual feedback 
that helped a parent locate the hungriest 
offspring among the branches. Ten juvenile 
Northwestern Crows [AMCR] began feeding 
on their own about 28 days after fledging B241. 
My young captive crows at 4 to 5 weeks of 
age were pecking at food on the bottom of 
their cage. Walking around outside the cage, 

Fledgling crow in a Cottonwood on 8 June 2009 (9 days since leaving its nest) near the end 
of scratching itself over its wing. The position of the 4 toes on its right foot are obvious 
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they found the movements of small insects 
very attractive. By late summer juveniles 
were independent enough to gather most 
of their own food. However, a juvenile 
Northwestern Crow [AMCR] was fed by a 
parent 77 days after leaving its nest B241. 
This may not have been a hunger issue, but 
one of social acceptance.
 At the Binghamton Zoo at Ross Park 
in New York, a crow arrived that had no 
complete wing or tail feathers and was 
captive since fledging. Her flight was 
poor and she was using her legs and an 
abnormal body orientation to cushion her 
landing on the ground. She was placed 
in a cage with 3 other flying, normal 
crows. Using staggered perches, she 
developed routines that finally resulted in 
her recovering normal body posture and 
flight. Both the enclosure design and social 
conditions may have provided an ideal 
setting for this recovery D17.

 Dispersal
The dispersal behavior for the American 

Juvenile American Crows at the end of June are still begging for food from an approaching 
parent. The inside of the mouth is pink

Fledgling perched in a Cottonwood on 2 June 
2011 a few days after flying from the conifer that 
held its nest
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Crow is difficult to describe. Crows are 
quite plastic in their timing of when to leave 
their natal territory, how far to go, when to 
first nest, and if, or when to return to their 
parents’ territory. 
 In a long-term study of marked crows in 
and around Ithaca, New York, fifty-seven 
crows marked as nestlings settled in or near 
their natal areas when old enough to begin 
breeding. One male and one female crow, 
from a group of 49 crows raised in the burbs, 
resettled and nested in the country. None of 
the 8 country-bred crows opted for a hectic, 
garbage-filled, noisy urban life. Dispersal 
to their first nesting site ranged from 0–60 
km for all crows. Crows raised in the city 
dispersed 3.2 km for their first nesting 
experience, while rural crows managed to 
move a similar 3.3 km. In particular, 3 city 
crows flew to a nearby city to nest and one 
country crow first bred on the other side of It
from where it was raised M89.

 In Encino, California, six of 43 (14%) 
marked juvenile birds left their natal core and 
joined a nearby flock of nonbreeding birds 
from 4 months to 7 years old (the latter a 
male that lost its mate). Eventually, three of 
these 6 (50%) returned the following year (as 
yearlings) to their natal territory. Ten (23%) of 
the 43 disappeared from Caffrey’s study area. 
By 27 January, (63%) of the 43 remained 
on their natal area with their parents. Other 
young crows had left or were not seen again 
(21% of the original 43 crows). By the next 
breeding season, 21 (49%) of the 43 were 
with their parents C9. In Stillwater, Oklahoma, 
one crow, the earliest to depart at 9 months, 
moved in with another family V18. ♣

Petals fly from the peach trees 
Along the river. Willow catkins 
Fill the air with floss. 
And then—In the orange twilight—fall 
Widely spaced drops of rain.

  – Li Ch’ing-chao R47

Assiniboine River from a footbridge in 
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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Voice

M en asked each other, what did 
the crow say about the flight 
of birds in a high wind? What 
did it say about salamanders? 
They wished the crow hadn’t 
left them: they wanted to ask 

all the questions they’d neglected to ask 
while the crow was in their midst. And even 
while the crow had been talking, meditative 
and wise, they’d neglected to listen, they 
realized. Now and then someone claimed 
to quote the black crow on the subject of 
women and guns. K119

   – Robert Kroetsch 1978

At Luther Marsh, Ontario I paddle steadily 
to reach Prairie Island. On this low oval 
dish, paintbrush, goldenrod and Wilson’s 
Phalarope greet me. With a slender, multi-
colored head and neck bobbing at each call, 
a phalarope flutters two meters overhead. 
I am transformed. There is nothing in my 
language to describe what I am hearing. It is 
the most unmechanical avian sound I have 
ever heard. The muted vibrations enter and 
flow through me like a narcotic. 

A crow calling at dawn is the call I 
know and like the best. I do not 
tire of a bout of three caws. James 
Russell Lowell felt its power –

 “Yet there are few things more melodious 
than his caw of a clear winter morning as it 
drops to you filtered through five hundred 
fathoms of crisp blue air.”

 On 12 January 1855, Thoreau entered in 
his journal –

It mingles with the slight murmur of the village, 
the sound of children at play, as one stream 
empties gently into another, and the wild and 
tame are one. What a delicious sound! It is not 
merely crow calling crow, for it speaks to me too. 
I am part of one great creature with him; if he has 
voice, I have ears T47.

 What we hear
Dr Walter P Taylor told of a singing crow 
perched in a tree. “One would never suspect 
that such tender notes could come from the 
raucous throat of a crow” G77.
 Perched atop a pole, a crow is calling. 
Its neck is stretched and throat feathers 
are spread, giving a show of gray. A loud 
sharp caw is made as the head is raised and 
wings pumped at the sides. It is throwing the 
sound out and away from its body. A bout 

6

A blackshirt in Winnipeg calling from atop a
telephone pole; this adult’s mouth is black

Wilson’s Phalarope female in bright breeding 
plumage, Fairport, New York, 6 July 2007, by 
Dominic Sherony wiki

Voice
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of caws carries well in the 
open.
 SW Rhoads, in the late 
1800s 

The monosyllabic speech of 
a crow is by most accounts 
to be little more than a 
monoverbic “caw,” but let 
such as thus regard it visit 
a crow roost and attempt 
to classify the sounds there 
produced and, if his ear be 
well set to music, he’ll have 
a long list.
 Among birds so eminently 
gregarious, language 
naturally becomes an 
ever-abiding necessity. A crow is as great a 
conversationalist as is the nightingale a great 
singer; this one, out of the heart’s abundance, 
voices his music from a pure love of harmony; 
that one, out of the abundance of his wisdom, 
speaketh; this is the sapphic humming of a 
tune; the other, a terse, laconic sentence made 
up of one word, yet calculated by its variety of 
modulation or of emphasis to convey a variety 
of ideas. On every occasion of my visits to those 
places the strange sounds uttered by those 
crows already gathered in the dormitory were a 
continual surprise. Were it possible to reproduce 
such sounds before a body of ornithologists, 
nine-tenths of them would have no thought of 
assigning them to the vocabulary of any North 
American bird R50. 

“Dr. Caffrey has noted that Eastern and 
Western crows have different accents. There 
is a crow on just about every movie sound 
track, and she can tell whether the movie 
was shot in the East or the West by how the 
crow sounds” B179.
 
The bird can call with a full bill. In early 
April, a crow with a 30 cm long twig in its 
bill, cawed four times while perched. On 
another occasion, a crow flying with food 
visible in its bill made two caws.

 Anatomy
Text and images will help to understand 
the vocal process. Inside the bill, behind 
the base of the non-fleshy, naturally split 
tongue next page is the slit of the glottis. In 

this area of the larynx are eight separate 
skeletal parts and four sets of muscles, two 
of which control the glottis opening. In birds, 
the voice box is the internal syrinx, and it 
is located at the base of the trachea where 
it bisects into the bronchial tubes. During 
exhalation, air passes from the lungs (air 
sacs) through the bronchi past the syrinx, 
along the windpipe (trachea) and through the 
glottis opening of the larynx to the outside 
B133. 
 Researchers in the 1950s showed the 
syrinx had six pairs of muscles and an 
auxiliary membrane that controlled a crow’s 
voice box. In comparison, seven pairs of 
muscles were present in the Gray Catbird, 
House Wren and Tufted Titmouse M132. A 
later consideration in the 1960s was based 
on 55 American Crows collected in the fall 
and winter near Blacksburg, Virginia. Again, 
upon dissection six pairs of muscles were 
associated with sound production. These 
muscles, with their probable function –

1) Bronchialis anticus medialis – tenses 
the external tympaniform membrane
2) Bronchialis anticus – draws the 
posterior margin of B3 outward and forward. 
B3 has a large ventromedial cartilage that 
turns the internal tympaniform membrane 
close to the external tympaniform membrane
3) Bronchialis anticus lateralis – relaxes 
the external tympaniform membrane and 
pulls it away from the internal tympaniform 
membrane
4) Bronchialis posticus – tenses the 

Voice

American Crow  Lateral view of syrinx at the base of the trachea 
C55.  © American Ornithological Society
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external tympaniform membrane dorsally
5) Bronchotrachealis posticus – turns 
the anterior margin of B4 medially up to 80º 
on its longitudinal axis to push the external 
tympaniform membrane medially
6) Sternotrachealis – steadies the syrinx
7) Auxiliary membrane – not a muscle, it 
steadies the external tympaniform membrane 
and helps to uniformly adjust the pitch

Six pairs of muscles in the syrinx produce 
sound by “adjusting the distance between 
the external and internal tympaniform 
membranes and by adjusting the tension 
on the external tympaniform membranes.” 
The lower 3–6 rings of the trachea enlarge 
to form the tympanum. Below, the first 
three crescent-shaped rings of each 
bronchus are also enlarged to complete the 
bronchotracheal syrinx. These modified rings 
“are ossified and contain hematopoietic 
bone marrow.” As air rushes forward, this 
draws the external and internal tympaniform 
membranes together which causes the 
pair of external tympaniform membranes 
to vibrate and make a caw sound. When 
the external tympaniform membrane is 
stretched, the sound increases in pitch due 
to its increased tension C55.
 Although some of my readers would not 
describe the call of a crow as musical, they 
might be surprised to learn the America 
Robin has only five pair of syringeal 
muscles, and the House Sparrow four pair. 
One study pointed to a direct relationship 
between a higher number of paired voice 
box muscles and an increased degree of 
refinement in the nature of the song of 
passerines, such as the crow M132. 
 One hypothesis – a large vocabulary 
or the ability to learn sounds may not 
be correlated with the complexity of the 
syrinx in birds. “The isolation of the flexible 
portions and the specialization of muscular 
function permit an extremely fine control 
of the oscine syrinx. That control does not 
enable oscines to produce new kinds of 
sounds, but it does simplify the conversion 
from one to another. Here a proliferation of 
components has simplified control, and with 
that simplification vocal plasticity and large 
repertoires become practical” G11.
 In the crow, “the semilunar membrane 
moves in concert with the labia due to the 

Voice

American Crow  The tip of its tongue is 
naturally split for 1–2 mm. Some crows learn 
to talk; some don’t. Inside of a dead juvenile (6 
months of age) male’s mouth showing the pink 
and black pattern that becomes all black with 
age and status

Tip of tongue is 
naturally split
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absence of an ossified pessulus (a wedge-
shaped cartilage in the syrinx of a bird, 
lying at the bifurcation of the trachea and 
dividing it into the two bronchi) and lack of 
structural support.” As sound is produced 
the labial folds vibrate at a low amplitude 
(the maximum extent of a vibration measured 
from the position of equilibrium). “During 
high-intensity (sound power per unit area) 
calls in the crow, the labia on both sides of 
the syrinx and the semilunar membrane form 
a dome projecting craniad [toward the head] 
into the trachea.” 
 During sound production, the syrinx is 
reconfigured causing the “closure of the 
bronchial aperture by approximation of the 
medial labium and lateral labia, with at least 
partial apposition along the dorso-ventral 
axis” G33.

 Their language
“The use of ordinary cawing by crows 
presents an interesting challenge to the 
traditional view of crow communication. Two 

different crows, sitting perched in the same 
tree and subject, presumably, to the same 
circumstances, often give radically different 
patterns of ordinary cawing. The same crow, 
as he moves from tree to tree, from preening 
to feeding, from solitude to joining a group, 
often persists in giving a particular pattern 
of ordinary cawing. On the other hand, a 
single crow may dramatically and without 
warning alter his ordinary cawing pattern 
to a pattern different in pitch and temporal 
organization from the pattern in which it has 
been persisting. Such shifts may occur in 
response to no discernible [by us] social or 
environmental circumstance. Nor need they 
be accompanied by a discernible reaction 
in crows within hearing. Thus, the use of 
ordinary cawing appears to violate the 
‘tradition’ that each different caw in a crow’s 
repertoire has a particular meaning, occurs 
in a particular context, and is responded to 
by a particular limited set of behaviors on 
the part of other crows” R52.
 Let me begin to describe their language 
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American Crow  Bones and cartilage of the syringeal area. A – Ventral 
view; B – Lateral view. T1–T7 tracheal rings (bone); B1–B24 bronchial 
bones; B5–B7 bronchial rings (cartilage); P pessulus cartilage (connects the 
dorsal and ventral extremities of the first pair of bronchial bones); ETM – 
external tympaniform membrane; L interbronchial ligament C55.  © American 
Ornithological Society
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with a simple arrangement. Three clear caws 
in a row can be given in about 1.5 seconds. 
I and others label this a three-caw bout. 
Some have used the term “burst” instead 
of bout. Burst, however, seems a little too 
forceful a description for a daily, normal 
activity. I am discussing speech, not dams 

or bombs. After a three-caw bout, a crow 
often pauses for several or more seconds 
before giving another bout of caws. Over 
a few minutes, a string of 5–30 bouts is 
called a sequence. A sequence of nine 
bouts can be represent as: 12–2–7–4–4–3–
5–6–8, which contains a total of 51 caws. 

Voice

TIME  (seconds)
American Crow  A segment of high-pitched ordinary cawing (about 3 / sec) R52. © Brill

TIME  (seconds)
American Crow  A segment of grainy ordinary cawing (about 2 / sec) R52. © Brill
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Another sequence of nine bouts may have 
a repetitiveness: 3–3–3–3–3–3–2–3–3 which 
contains 26 caws. FH Allen thought the 
“crow takes delight in the rhythm and variety 
of his utterances” A17. 

 At the roost
Over the winter, at the North Creek Wetlands 
Restoration on the University of Washington 
Bothell campus, a small roost of American 
Crows intensifies the night. They form pre- 
and post-roost aggregations. Crows on 
these aggregations are often highly vocal. 
Previous studies have shown that human 
observers near large groups of crows may 
alter their behavior. In this study recordings 
of calling crows were made using a remotely 
activated, time-synched microphone array. 
The Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) 
method helped to localize individual callers. 
“In addition to the simulation, different types 
of recorded crow vocalizations are used to 
design robust playback experiments to fine-
tune our localization technique for use in 
actual crow aggregations in future” F45.

 3 and counting
For two years in Ontario I counted the 
bouts of structured and unstructured caws 
in all seasons, including the single caws of 
juvenile crows, and the symphony of caws 
at wintery roosts. Some patterns emerged, 
testifying to the vocal organization of this 
bird’s communication network. 

 A regular three-caw bout (represented by 
– – – ) was heard most often. One variation 
of the regular bout was altered to ( – –  – ) 
by lengthening the second inter-caw space. 
Another was two long caws, the carr-carr 
note in a bout that lasted about 1.5 seconds 
C57. Their meanings are unknown.
 I came to realize, as did NS Thompson, 
that three caws made up the most commonly 
produced bout in each month and over a 
year T38. Of less parity were bouts of 1–6 
caws. Bouts of more than six caws were 
not frequent. As mentioned, longer bouts 
of unstructured caws were associated 
with our notion of expressions of threat, 
anger, alarm or excitement by the crows. 
Deliberating on the numerical aspects of 
bouts and sequences of caws, Thompson 
presented the idea of a link between the 
counting ability of corvidae and their vocal 
expression, with the higher limit near six 
T38. From my work, bouts of 1 to 6 caws 
made up 91% of the bird’s vocabulary. A 
one caw bout was common in June and July, 
chiefly from the abundant begging for food 
by juveniles, and less so in April from the 
female adult crow begging from her nest. 
These latter one-caw bouts amounted to 
only a couple of percentage points of an 
adult crow’s calling. More than three caws 
per bout showed a steady decline in number. 
The longest number of caws in a bout was 
39, at a roost, presumably from one crow, 
heard only once in two years.
 In the tables page 131, 3 caws in a bout 
was the most commonly heard number 
by American Crows calling in southern 
Ontario. A rattle call by a perched crow is at   
macaulaylibrary.org/asset/472843   (scroll down)

A comparison was made of the calling 
patterns of the American Crow in 
the United States and the Carrion 
Crow of Europe. The caws of both 

species had similarities and were often given 
in structured bouts. Measurable differences 
showed Carrion Crows gave fewer caws per 
bout (about one less caw on average), their 
caws were longer, and the inter-caw interval 
in each bout was also longer than those 
of the American Crow’s. It was suggested 
structured caws may be distinctive for an 
individual crow by the slight variations in the 

Paired adults (no helpers) of a nearby 
successful nest (3 young fledged) in a conifer. 
Perched on a light pole, the right one is scratching 
its head. 10 June 2011
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pattern of caws it gives T43.
 
American Crow  Three or two caws in a bout of 
the 2-syllable caw (V) alone, and in combination 
with a regular caw (-) were given most often in 
southern Ontario

Bout  #   Bout #

V*   28   V-**  72
2V   187   V--  32
3V   199   V---  36
4V   73   V----  17
5V   17   V----- 5
6V   5   V------ 4
7V   1   V------- 1 
     V-------- 1
     V--------- 1
     V-- -- 4
     V-- --- 2
     V---- ---- 1

V-V  66   -V  5
VV-  28   --V  1
V--V  24   -V-  1
V--V-  1   -VV  3
V--V--  1   -V-V  4
VVV-  1   -V-V- 2
V-V-V  9   -V-V-V 1
V-V-V-  3
V--VV  1

V is the 2-syllable caw
V- is the 2-syllable and a regular caw (-)

I have heard the American Crow give a 
distinctive 2-syllable call, a broken caw if 
you like, which I represent by a “V”. This 
caw can exist absolutely in bouts on its 
own. A bout of seven was the maximum I 
recorded. When a crow produced only V 
caws, 3V was again the most commonly 
given bout. A mixture of regular and broken 
caws is possible as the following sequence 
of bouts demonstrates: 7–6–5–5–3v–5–3–6–
2v–5–5. The 2-syllable caw was also given 
in all combinations of bouts with a regular 
sounding caw. I’ve heard 2-syllable caws 
during territorial disputes, as the first call in 
the morning, and several times during the 
day. I have no idea what it signifies.
 There are auditory differences in the 
acoustical relationships among some 
typical calls for the American Crow (AMCR), 

Fish Crow (FICR) and the Common Raven 
(CORA). Between the male and female 
American Crow, his caws are deeper 
sounding. The calls of the Common Raven 
are deeper yet D24.

 Clear recordings (596) from 10 species 
of birds, including the American Crow 
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, were subjected 
to software analysis. One bird of each 
species was recorded, and after extracting 
the spectral and cepstral parameters, a 
computer was programed to determine which 
species it might be hearing. Applications 
could involve its use in bird to plane strikes, 
night-flight monitoring, and wind turbine 
research. Using the NN-20 system, the 
American Crow had the highest call accuracy 
at 99% versus an average of 76% for all 10 
species of birds. In conclusion, “calls can be 
recognized based on short-term features.” 
Support Vector Machines (SVM) slightly 
outperformed Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANN). But KDE (voice recognition software) 
and NN-20 had similar performances R126. 
 But what do birds actually hear? The 
maximum frequency a species can hear 
tends to be correlated with the average 
range of frequencies of its own song. The 
minimum frequency heard was far below 

Voice

Caws  Number  % of total
per bout  of bouts  16,633

1  1379  8%
2  2670  16%
3  4271  26%
4  3654  22%
5  2010  12%
6  1223  7%

   Total 91%

7  553  3%
8  281  2%
9  162  1%
10  108  1%

 Total 16,311  98%

Number of bouts of caws recorded in 
southern Ontario over two years, including 
single begging caws from juveniles, and 
incubating females 
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the lowest frequency a bird can make. Not 
surprisingly, “songbirds can hear most of the 
frequencies in their vocalizations” K108.

 23 types of calls 
The calls listed below leave much to 
be desired, both in their names and 
descriptions of what the calls sound like. 
However, it is an improvement over how a 
call at a crow roost in the late 1880s was 
described using a cultural context R50. 

 “In early-morning conversations in the roost 
we can hear the greatest variety of notes. One 
of the most notable of these resembles laughing 
in its hilarity of tone, and sounds something 
like gărrĭck or clă-ă-ă-ă-ărĭck by trilling the a’s 
and r’s at a high, feminine pitch of voice. It has 
kinship to the familiar ejaculation of a strawberry 
woman in the city street.”

In the Birds of North America for the 
American Crow, (647), 23 different calls are 
described with text. Similar calls, described 
by other authors, are sometimes included. 
Eventually, the names will have to be sorted 
and standardized to be useful to future 
crow-watchers. Some calls are playable 
online, and if you have purchased Michael 
Westerfield’s book, The Language of Crows, 
a clear, useful CD is attached to get you 
started. 

1) Short Caw A general alarm call 
for territorial intruders; a caw lasts 152 
milliseconds (ms) P15
2) Short-medium Caw No function; each 
caw averages 250 ms in duration P15
3) Medium Caw Territorial advertisement; 
each caw averages 345 ms P15
4) Long Caw No function; a caw averages 
469 ms P15
5) Harsh Caw Predator mobbing; each caw 
averages 315 ms P15
6) Ko-aw Threaten intruders, crows arrive 
from other territories; each caw averages 
235 ms P15
7) Ko Predator alarm; each caw averages 
162 ms P15
8) Long-medium & Medium-short Caw 
Used in countercawing sessions B194
9) Double Short Caw Countercawing at 
beginning of bouts of chasing over territory; 
a call to arms for family members P15

10) Assembly Call A raucous, intense 
mobbing call to alert others about a 
predator; each caw lasts 500–700 ms with 
120–160 ms between the caws B194
11) Mixed Caw A call related to a 
predator’s movement; a caw lasts 150–550 
ms with a sequence lasting 3–15 secs for 
4–20 caws B194
12) Inflected Alarm Call A call of short 
bouts related to predators; each caw lasts 
100–150 ms with intervals of 325–555 ms 
between caws B194
13) Alert Call A continuous sharply 
staccato mobbing call to warn crows C57
14) Dispersal Call Warns crows to leave
an area. Very similar to the alarm call but 
with sharper notes in a very short space of 
time
15) Modified Scolding Call All notes 
inflected (pitch changed), given when 
predators are seen
16) Long Call Inflected at the onset; each 
caw lasts about 450 ms with an intercaw 
interval of 250 ms; usually 2 or 3 caws in 
a bout; associated with distant danger or 
general daily communication B194
17) Squalling Call A crow struggling to 
escape a predator’s grasp gives wailing 
high-pitched sounds which attract crows C57
18) Rattle Short 5–20 staccato notes in 
one sequence when perched; resembles the 
sound of woodpeckers tapping wood
19) Announcement Call Given to let 
nestlings know an adult is approaching with 
food K66
20) Food-begging Call A repeated loud 
begging caw from an incubating female that 
wants to be fed by her mate; heard up to 
about 300 meters away; sounds like an older 
juvenile begging for food from a parent K66
21) Dive-attack Call A rattle when rapidly 
descending in play, attacking predators, and 
over the roost, etc V18
22) Song A mixture of many non-caw 
notes (some very softly) with an “improvised 
rambling quality;” generally not heard by the 
public, or if heard, not attributed to a crow 
B195 Given softly with up to 60 elements per 
minute and lasting for almost 40 minutes 
G77, K66
23) Mimicry Calls Sounding like other 
animals or people. Rural crows yodel in 
Florida V18
NOTE – The length of caws listed above 
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ranges from 100–777 ms.
 For those of you that identify your birds by 
sound, keep in mind the imitative capabilities 
of American Crows. They often gave a 
guttural croaking call, unlike their usual 
caw, which was close to that of a Common 
Raven. As a result, many of the Common 
Raven reports from southern Minnesota may 
actually have been American Crows E10. 
Personally, I have never heard a visible crow 
giving calls that sounded Ravenesque. 

Several researchers looked for structural 
features that may be associated with 
behavioral context and caller sex, age and 
identity. Using pitch-detection algorithms, 
they found acoustic variation associated 
with behavioral context and with caller sex, 
respectively. At times they could predict 
caller sex and identity from call structure. 
But they did not find significant acoustic 
variation with respect to caller age M62.

 Location of some calls
Some calls are more likely to be given in 
certain areas of the territory, ie. the long-
medium caw was given more often near the 
center of the territory than one would expect 
by chance, while the Ko-aw series was often 
given from the edge of the territory. Some 

caws were directed beyond the territory, 
while others were useful within a territory 
P15. Crows gave a short bill-clacking, 
percussive single sound K66. Perhaps the 
same clacking sound was given by caged 
crows showing short bouts of aggression 
P15. 
 Several other soft, subtle calls are seldom 
heard or reported. Two calls in Florida were 
from female American Crows early in the 
nesting season – the shudder call and the 
nest call were loud calls given by the female 
as she wove a twig, often with difficulty, into 
her nest K63. Several calls were recorded at 
close range by Lawrence Kilham from semi-
tame, but free-ranging unmarked crows in 
Florida. Most are available as sonograms 
from the Florida State Museum Bioacoustic 
Archives in Gainesville K62.

 Several more calls – Kilham
1) G-wal-op and g-wal-ops were delivered 
as a doublet heard throughout a territory. 
Given mainly by the breeding male at the 
start of the nesting season. Yearlings may 
give dozens of these calls in the early 
spring, as if practicing. Other loud doublets 
included: G-wong, G wongs; kwar-uck, kwar-
ucks; guelph, guelphs; and kuk, kuks. Some 
were given by yearlings and one breeding 
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American Crow  Juvenile 
5-weeks old preens in a 
cottonwood, Winnipeg
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female.

2) Cu-loos were given singly when the 
paired birds were together, when alone, 
before copulation, or prior to egg-laying. 
They were given by a flying female. Breeding 
males gave this call when landing among 
their family members feeding on thrown 
grain corn. Kilham also thought crows gave 
this call when near him and his wife. A few 
times one or more crows followed him on his 
walks across a pasture and gave this note 
when he was watching.

3) Kuck-woo-ooos were often given 
when bowing and had a distinctive faraway 
quality. They reminded Kilham of the cooing 
of an exotic, tropical dove. On 2 February, 
when sitting by a oak in which a nest was 
being built, a crow was perched 5 m away 
and bowed when the sound was produced. 
Another time, a breeding male gave this 
sound when chasing a Gray Squirrel, Scirius 
carolinensis. And the most continuous 
performance was by a crow that gave 
Kuck-woos for 5 minutes at 12 per minute 
while perched in a Cabbage Palm, Sabal 
palmetto.

4) Mimicry American Crows imitated 
Barred Owls by giving a Who-who-who-ah 
and Who-whos in Maryland and Florida. 

5) Singing was a mixture of the five already 
mentioned calls with groans, moans and 
varying caws at a rate of one per second. 
Solitary crows, mostly yearlings, seemed to 
be practicing their entire vocal palette by 
singing. Older auxiliaries, isolated from the 
family group early in the breeding season, 
also engaged in this diversity of sound.

6) Rattles were given when crows were in 
conflict with Red-shouldered and Red-tailed 
Hawks. When driven away, a lone crow that 
tried to join other groups made rattles.

7) Intimate notes were a variety of soft 
sounds made when a pair were together 
on a nest well before incubation began and 
after nesting when it seemed courtship was 
being renewed. Kilham realized these calls 
may sound different to other watchers, and 
some may have a limited range within the 

North American Crow population. For some 
of the cu-koo and g-wal-op sounds, Kilham 
was unable to assign a precise meaning 
since the contexts in which they were 
given were imprecise. He suggested crows 
were individualistic in their vocal output, 
especially yearlings K62.
 At the other end of the cawing scale, a 
crow on 10 August 1906 uttered a “series of 
exceedingly melodious, soft cooing notes 
unlike any others in my experience” F58. 
“The conversational notes of a small group 
or family of Crows are always entertaining, 
and the observer is impressed with the 
extensiveness of their vocabulary and with 
the variations in their feelings” T77. Later, 
while camping at Ipswich Massachusetts, 
Townsend had his open lean-to set up at the 
base of a White Spruce which held a crow’s 
nest. Each morning he listened to “courtship 
notes” beginning about 04:30. He heard a 
rattle song (once given 54 times in a row), 
a whisper song, and soft and liquid cooing 
notes. He “saw a bird drop slowly down 
with wings tilted up at an angle of forty-five 
degrees, singing as he fell” T78.
 At Ithaca, New York (42º N), routine calls 
by families of American Crows were studied 
in relation to the sex, age, the behavior 
of the calling crow, and the responding 
crow, from the start of June to the end of 
August 2006. This was the period right after 
fledging, when some young crows moved 
away from their family unit. The crows were 
often marked and sexed. Ten families were 
in focus. There were breeders, 0–5 helpers, 
and 2–5 juveniles (HY) birds per family. 
Families were sampled from 3–20 times over 
52 days in the field. The calls and behavior 
of the caller and other family members were 
recorded on their territories T8. 
 Since assembly calls had been studied, 
three other calls were examined –

1) the typical high amplitude, broadband,  
 low frequency bouts of adult caws (5   
 categories)
2) non-caw adult sounds (2 categories)
3) the begging and babble sounds from   
 juveniles (2 categories)

Spectrograms (voiceprints) were made. Adult 
calls were named –

Voice
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 1) short & double short
 2) rough & double rough
 3) scream
 4) fading
 5) nasal

Each caw in a bout lasted from 100–500+ 
milliseconds (ms). Other than caws, there 
was a coo call lasting 100–200 ms given 
in bouts of 2–4 calls. Coo calls involved a 
visual display with the bill pointed down and 
into the breast. The rattle call had notes 
lasting between 1.5–2.5 seconds and each 
was a series of rapid clicks that produced 
a bell-like ringing sound. The conflict rattle 
call was rarely heard. 
 Although the number of recorded calls was 
relatively low, 5 adult calls were described –

1) Short – mostly male helpers and   
 breeding females
2) Rough – mostly breeding females
3) Scream – mostly breeding females and  
 males; not by males helpers
4) Fading – mostly by male helpers
5) Rattle – mostly by female helpers and  
  breeders; not by males

Helpers gave the most short and fading 
calls; breeders gave the most rough and 
scream calls. Rattle calls were evenly 
divided between breeders and helpers.
 Adult birds also begged for an especially 
good piece of food. Begging juveniles 
opened their pink-lined mouths, and 
fluttered their extended wings to attract 
their parents. When a parent with food 
approached, the begging became louder and 
the calls closer together. The swallowing 
sound was like choked, begging sounds, 
which served to attract adjacent juveniles 
in the family. Juveniles begged for weeks 
after they learned to feed themselves. A 
juvenile would pick up an edible or inedible 
bit of food, drop it in front of a parent, then 
beg until the parent placed the food into its 
mouth T8. 
 Juvenile begging calls lasted from 1–3 
seconds and were common and loud over 
the summer. I have heard them, plus the 
swallowing sounds that follow, from about 
100 m distance. 
 Regarding the use of recorded crow calls 
broadcast to lessen the impact of crows 
roosting in cities and feeding on crops, 
Tarter thought the calls that attracted crows 
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American Crow  Adult females greatly outdid males in the rough, scream and rattle categories 
of the 5 types of calls T8.  © Ohio State University
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to a different location from where they 
were, might be a more logical solution than 
a distress call that often served to attract 
more crows towards the sound T8.
 In Michigan, CS Parr became familiar 
with calls from families of nesting crows. 
The double short caws appeared to track 
the seasonal changes in the frequency of 
territorial bouts between neighboring crows. 
These double short caws seemed more 
song-like and had a territorial function.
 Breeding pairs, without helpers, 
responded more acutely to taped calls of 
strangers than did a family of crows with one 
or more helpers. Perhaps the mere presence 
of helpers served as a deterrent to the start 
of a territorial dispute. Smaller territories by 
crows in an urban environment may favor 
ritualized song-like, double short caws that 
save energy during close encounters with 
adjacent families P15. 
 Rattle calls were atonal, guttural, 
mechanical-sounding pulsed calls given in 
the field by birds in pairs, in flocks, or by 
a single bird mobbing a bird of prey. The 
rattle was believed to be used in short-range 
communication since it was not very loud. 

 In review—Unless one is familiar with 
the great assortment and mix of calls and 
singing by crows, the written descriptions 
are nearly meaningless. When you become 
tired of listening to Mozartian music, or 
musical groups with Crow in their names, 
tapes of 2,700 unnamed calls or songs by 
American Crows are available online from 
the Macaulay Library, Cornell Laboratory of 
Ornithology at Ithaca, New York. In Birds 
of North American online, there is a short 
audio tape of a cawing crow.
 Concerning mimicry, that wonderful form 
of flattery, crows are known to imitate the 
sounds of birds, dogs, chickens and people. 
‘Oh my god, or lord’ and ‘hello’ were clearly 
spoken by crows C57. Crows said words 
like “mamma, papa, hello, howdydo,” and 
imitated human laughter G77. Lawrence 
Kilham (pers. comm. 1987) said his pet raven 
not only talked, but would use his tone of 
voice. When I was in grade school, a crow 
landed on a fence and declared “I’m a crow” 
several times over a week in spring. 
 Henry the crow was newsworthy. In the 
Globe and Mail of 21 February 1984, under 
ONTARIO BRIEFS appeared this tale –
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American Crow  Adult helpers gave more short and fading type calls than did the breeders T8.  
© Ohio State University
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 Police asked to kill Henry
 for fouling the air

PORT COLBORNE, Ontario. (Special) 
Henry’s foul tongue has got him in 
trouble and police have been asked 
to shoot him. “But that will only be 
done if we are issued with a death 
warrant from the humane society.” 
Staff Sergeant Robert Saunder of the 
Niagara Regional Police said. Henry is 
a crow who escaped several months 
ago from Marineland and Game Farm, 
where he had been taken by his owner 
after becoming ‘wild and vicious’. For 
two weeks, he had cawed obscenities 
at children in school play-grounds and 
shoppers at a mall. 
 The next morning a TV crew arrived 
to interview Henry. Alas, he could not 
be found. The crew talked to the local 
children and they mentioned that Henry 
could say the f-word. 

 The BlaCk Crow

A black old crow
 Sat on a tree

And he swore at you
 And he swore at me.

And the only cuss
 That he knew was “Caw”; 
But he cussed that cuss
 With great eclat.

But another bird
 Cried, “Caw-Caw” slow; 
And I said: “He’s swearing”.
 But a bird said: “No”.

That’s a preacher bird,
 And he’s only saying 
The same words slow
 So they sound like praying.

“Our words are the same
 If you swear’em, or pray’em, 
But it’s all in the way
 The black crows say’em.”

 – Wilson MacDonald 1930 M6

 Practice calls
A wonderful sound, which a dedicated 
crow-watcher will hear, is the juvenile song. 
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American Crow  Juvenile males gave slightly more calls in both 
categories T8.  © Ohio State University

American Crow  When an adult caws, the 
blackness of the mouth is revealed
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It is defined as “non-typical, often without 
phrases,” and though it can be part of the 
adult’s repertoire in the springtime, it is also 
part of the developmental singing in young 
birds and therefore can be called a juvenile 
song B136. This sub-song among young birds 
“appears to be a form of ‘practice’ for the 
production of full song” T52.
 Juvenile babbling sounds began at 
3–4 weeks of age and were given when 
separated from the family. Babbling and 
begging ceased at about the same age 
and were replaced by adult sounding calls. 
Generally, more juvenile males than females 
gave begging and babbling sounds, but the 
difference was not great. 
 Babbling notes given by juveniles were 
similar to the subsong in other songbirds. 
They were composed of a long string with 
no apparent pattern. In my experience it is 
a long rambling bout with notes of different 
loudness and length. When heard, I liked to 
stop and watch the head movements of a 
juvenile making a lengthy melody.
 The first practice calls recognizable as 
sub-song that I heard in the field were from 
a juvenile crow during the first week of June. 
Two nestlings, which I raised from about 
three weeks of age, first gave practice calls 
on 4 June, which was probably close to their 
fledging date. When these guttural practice 
calls are given, the head of the crow reaches 
forward, points slightly up or down, the 
throat bulges and the bill is open 1 cm or 

less. Following its initiation, sub-
song was produced each day by 
the captive pair until they could 
fly a week later. Mid-September, 
when the first juvenile body molt 
was nearly complete, was roughly 
the last time I heard practice calls 
by juvenile crows in Guelph. Crows 
about five weeks of age produced 
recognizable higher pitched bouts 
of caws, but the practice call was 
the most fascinating. I have heard 
practice calls only from a perched 
crow. 
 In a group of 2–4 juveniles, 
usually only one bird gave the 
sub-song. Several flowing bouts 
were often repeated in a sequence 
lasting up to a few minutes. They 
can be heard up to 100 m away. A 

bout contains caw-like louder notes which 
can be counted. Greeting a July dawn 
came this uneven, practice call sequence: 
8–21–19–2–4–5. Yearling and adult crows 
have their own sub-songs, but nothing 
comparable to that of a juvenile’s. Carolee 
Caffrey heard juveniles give their first caw-
like calls at 4–5 weeks of age V18. 
 The learning of any vocabulary is 
a complicated procedure relying on 
imitation and innate processes. Among 
sparrows, juncoes and black-birds, “It is 
hard to imagine the production of vocal 
imitation without some degree of prior 
experimentation, at least in early stages 
of development of the skill” M37. Taken a 
step further, there are similarities between 
a human infant’s first babbles and a 
juvenile bird’s sub-song, each of which are 
precursors to a full working species-specific 
vocabulary M36. 
 Can adult American Crows recognize each 
other? Duet notes were given to establish 
recognition between two isolated males and 
between pairs of crows at a roost C57. It 
certainly seems possible that each crow of a 
mated pair can recognize the other by either 
a specific call or, as suggested for the Pinon 
Jay, vocal idiosyncrasies of each bird B95.

 Structured & unstructured calling
The structure of a sequence of caws might 
alter the meaning other crows get from the 
sequence. Moreover, caws on their own do 
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America Crow  This 3-caw bout, recorded on 22 February 
2017 at a roost of 15,000 crows at Bothell, Washington, 
is comprised of three syllables and has the highest signal 
energy in ~1–2 kHz bandwidth A1
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not have a “different stable meaning” until 
they are united into bouts and these into 
temporary sequences R52.
 Those who study the crow’s vocabulary 
group caws according to whether they 
sound structured (ordinary), or unstructured. 
In structured calling, caws are given 
in regular, ordered bouts throughout a 
sequence. Structured caws can be used 
to identify calling crows. It was suggested 
each bird “will emit sequences with 
distinctive physical, temporal, and numerical 
properties.” The idiosyncrasies of each 
bird’s calls are recognizable by other crows 
T43.
 Unstructured calling is generally 
associated with an increase in excitement. 
Caws are given in long irregular bouts, and 
crows usually sound quite similar due to 
a high emotional involvement. It is usually 
easier to provide a reason for unstructured 
calls T43. The shift from structured to 
unstructured calling is usually sudden (when 
a predatory hawk appears), but the return to 
structured, ordinary caws is more gradual as 
the excitement slowly wanes. 
 When we reflect briefly on our own 
language, speech serves to identify and 
locate us, express feelings and relate ideas. 
Crows are vocal, social creatures. Their 
language, if at all congruent with ours, must 
serve them in comparable ways to meet their 
needs. Thus far, however, their messages 
of caws (syllables), bouts (words) and 
sequences (sentences) are comprehensible 
only to them – which is good.

 Assembly / mobbing calls
Listening to crows talk in caws (and not 
other sounds), it was apparent a single 
caw varied in clarity and duration. Taped 
natural caws were altered by changing the 
temporal properties to determine how crows 
responded to a manufactured assembly 
call from natural, non-assembly calls. The 
assembly call is a series of low, harsh 
sounds which are variable in pitch and 
timing. Crows will fly toward a recorded 
source of a natural assembly call about 25% 
of the time. 
 It appears, within the parameters of this 
experiment, “not all types of crow sounds 
can be manufactured into effective assembly 
calls.”

1) a high-pitched call arranged to match as 
closely as possible the temporal properties 
of an assembly call did not cause crows to 
assemble nearly as often as the real call.
2) some calls, which have the harsh, grainy 
quality, can be rearranged into an assembly 
call that sometimes works better than a real 
call, if the right temporal pattern is achieved.
This indicates a caw may not have a fixed 
meaning to other crows. Instead, the 
experiments suggested the “meaning of 
a sequence of crow sounds is thought to 
depend not only on the properties of the 
caws but upon the temporal properties of 
the sequence as well” R52. 

T he mobbing calls of the crow lasted 
about 1.8 seconds and contained 
frequencies from 1.22–3.81 kHz F26. 

In Ithaca, New York, the mobbing call of the 
crow was studied to determine what it may 
tell incoming crows about the predator type 
or level of danger. Using two predators, a 
model owl and a raccoon, they found crows 
emitted the same types of calls in response 
to the two types of predators. Regarding the 
level of danger, they suggested caws with 
a longer duration, shorter interval between 
caws and a higher rate of calling indicated 
a greater danger. There were differences 
in the call structure in the trials that may 
indicate individualized or group variations in 
vocalizations about predators Y18. 

 Alarm / dispersal calls
The inflected nature of the crow’s alarm 
call was run through special software. 
Alarm caws of 15 marked, wild crows were 
measured within a couple of months after 
the young fledged. Eventually, variables in 
the calls were reduced to 7 meaningful ones, 
which explained 90% of the variation for 
all crows. This meant crows may have the 
ability to identify each other by the structure 
of the alarm call. Additionally, five of the 
seven features were sex related due mainly 
to the caw’s frequency. One subordinate 
male’s call was aligned with the females’. 
Individual alarm calls may have adaptive 
social significance within and beyond the 
family group depending on which crow was 
calling, with how much urgency, and which 
crows were responding Y17.
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North American calls
Two calls of the American Crow are of 
special interest – 

ASSEMBLY  CALL is a loud, unstructured 
grainy call of long caws produced when a 
crow sees a predator. American and Fish 
Crows assembled to this call to mob a 
predator C57. A crow may be perched or 
flying when giving this call. To determine 
what there was about the assembly call that 
American Crows found attractive, taped 
natural assembly calls had their properties 
altered. From four experiments, they found 
“the most effective call for assembling crows 
appears to be a grainy call of high temporal 
density [short inter-caw intervals] which 
is accelerated, ie, arranged in cycles of 
increased density” R52.
 Natural assembly calls were broadcast 
from an automobile in Maryland in the 
spring of 1969. The broadcast, almost 6 
minutes long, was repeated 14 times, and 
a manufactured tape of a single repeating 
average call (caw) was played 11 times. The 
broadcast range was 94 m in all directions. 
American Crows assembled to both 
broadcast types in 8 of 25 (32%) trials. A 
total of 19 crows appeared in the 8 positive 
trials. 
 However, in one or more of the assembly 
call broadcasts, 8 other bird species, 
including a Broad-winged Hawk responded 
positively and often emitted ‘combative’ 

sounds. Once each, a Blue Jay and a 
Common Grackle mobbed the few crows that 
assembled. Since other birds responded to 
the broadcast assembly call of the crow, was 
it logical to label the call species-specific? It 
was believed the other bird species arrived 
with the intention of mobbing crows on the 
taped calls C56. I have watched about 12 
crows respond to mobbing calls, from over 
one km distance in the country, by a pair 
of crows when their nest was attacked by 
a predator. How many of the dozen crows 
which came to assist were related? In an 
urban environment, where crows maintain 
a small territory, an alarm call by one of the 
parents would alert not only its immediate 
family to a danger, but would alert several 
neighboring crows on their territories.

UNSTRUCTURED  DISPERSAL  CALLS of 
the American Crow, are bouts of sharper, 
louder caws given when extreme danger 
was noticed ie, a human hunter. When 
given, crows usually flew from the area, but 
sometimes crows assembled to look for the 
reason C57. 
 The evolution of the dispersal or alarm 
call presents some interesting behavioral 
questions. Briefly, the model scene occurred 
when a sentry crow, usually perched atop 
a tree or other high location, gave an alarm 
call when a hawk approached a feeding flock 
of crows. In doing so, did the sentry increase 
its chance of survival? The makeup of the 
flock, such as the number of the sentry’s 
kin present, the number, age, and sex of the 
birds, and the number of species involved 
should be known when the behavior of the 
sentry was analyzed. A sentry giving the 
alarm call might benefit by saving those who 
receive his / her signal because they would 
be retained and stayed in the sentry’s area, 
kin relationships aside S103. 
 Experiments at four sites in and near 
Plattsburgh, NY analysed the crow’s 
response to audio and visual cues in urban 
and rural environments. A stuffed Great 
Horned Owl (nocturnal predator) along with a 
tape of its calls, and a Red-shouldered Hawk 
(daytime predator) were used as predators 
familiar to crows. The presence of an actual 
owl was the most successful in attracting 
crows. 
 In the Plattsburgh roost, there was very 
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smaller species with a voice resembling the 
Jackdaw’s. American Crows learned to react 
to the call of the Fish Crow. In spring they 
returned to Pennsylvania and nested over 
the summer. When they heard the distress 
call of the Jackdaw in the summer, they 
reacted due to their more plastic behavior 
developed by associating with the Fish Crow 
on their wintering grounds. The Maine crows 
never contacted another Corvid species 
throughout the year. Consequently, they 
did not learn to react to the calls of another 
Corvid. And so, wherever Maine crows were, 
in Maine or Pennsylvania, there was no 
reaction to the Jack-daw’s distress call. 
 In winter in Paris, France, the alarm call 
of the American Crow had no effect on the 
resident French corvids, but its assembly 
call worked on the three species. At first 
the birds approached the sound, then 
dispersed. This was the way they reacted to 
the distress call from the familiar Jackdaw. 
Its semantic value (meaning) was understood 
by the crows in France. Whether or not this 
vocal difference applies to American Crows 
exposed to alarm calls from crows in France 
remains to be studied B235.

Voice

little mobbing behavior on an owl model 
in the morning when crows are leaving the 
roost. In the evening when returning to the 
4,000 to 5,000 crow roost extensive mobbing 
of the owl model was recorded. A mobbing 
response only occurred at an urban roost with 
the visual presentation of a stuffed owl C41.

 American and European calls
In the mid-1950s, an international 
investigation involving French and American 
scientists developed F79. Here is their story. 
In Maine and Pennsylvania, the assembly 
and alarm calls of the American Crow 
were played. American Crows came to the 
assembly call about 90% of the time in 
groups of 5–200 birds. The crows exhibited 
a fleeing action when their alarm call was 
played. 
 In France, three species of the genus 
Corvus intermingled overwinter in roosts 
and during feeding – the Jackdaw, Rook 
and Carrion Crow. The Jackdaw, of Konrad 
Lorenz fame, emitted a distress call when 
held by the legs or in the clutches of a 
falcon. When this distress / alarm call 
was broadcast near feeding flocks, the 
birds generally approached, circled, then 
disappeared, or they dispersed directly. At 
roosts near Paris, the Jackdaw’s distress 
call was played for a few minutes. All three 
species rose in the night and abandoned 
their roosts for 3–30 nights B235.
 With the home tests finished, it was time. 
for the two scientific groups to exchange 
tapes. In the United States, on a summer’s 
day in Maine, the Jackdaw’s distress call 
had no effect on local American Crows. 
However, at Pennsylvania in the summer, 
crows moved towards the Jackdaw’s 
distress / alarm sound as they did to their 
own assembly call. On a winter’s day in 
Pennsylvania, there was no reaction to 
the same distress call. Together, we have 
the equation: summer Maine crows = 
winter Pennsylvania crows in their lack 
of response to the Jackdaw’s distress call. 
A reason was suggested. Looking at the 
annual cycle of the birds, relationships 
emerged. With the approach of winter, Maine 
crows migrated south into the New England 
area and into Pennsylvania. Meanwhile, 
crows in Pennsylvania migrated south where 
they came into contact with the Fish Crow, a 

A Carrion Crow scavenging on the beach near 
Canford Cliffs, Poole, Dorset, England.
8 February 2014. by Ian Kirk from Broadstone, 
Dorset, UK wiki
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F rom late April to early July 2015 
at 41 locations in and around 
Seattle and Shoreline, Washington, 
researchers looked at how crows 

respond to various amounts of food (1, 5 
or 25 unshelled peanuts) as a stimulus they 
found on their territory. It turns out wild 
crows adjusted the quality of their calls to 
match the amount of food present. Near a 
large amount of unexpected food, crows 
gave shorter calls compared to their calls 
in food’s absence. “Playback of these short 
calls only prompted a mild aggressive 
response from listening crows. In contrast, 
the calls given before the appearance 
of food were longer, and their playback 
elicited behaviours from the listening crows 
associated with aggression and territory 
defence. These findings suggest crows avoid 
giving territorial calls near an exploitable 
food resource and vocalize for other 
reasons” P38.

 Dawn chorus
In a more practical sense, vocalizations of 
the dawn chorus by American Crows have 
been studied by a few observers. A good 
question at this point in the discussion is, 
why do crows and other birds sing at dawn? 
Some researchers decided the function of 
the dawn song was part of the territorial 
defence mechanism against potential 
invaders who may have accumulated 
overnight. At dawn, weather conditions such 
as low wind favor vocal communication, 
and low light intensities hinder foraging 
efficiency, so the birds may as well be 
singing K2. 
 When American Crows began their day by 
singing, probably for the above reasons, I 
could usually detect the first ambient light. 
It was near civil twilight or about 30 minutes 
before sunrise. With more detail, the average 
time of the first bout of caws was 22 minutes 
before sunrise for 40 mornings in Guelph, 
Ontario. When stars were visible, crows 
started calling earlier, about 27 minutes 
(8 before in February to 36 before in July) 
before sunrise. A cloudy sky, occasionally 
accompanied by rain or snow, caused the 
crows to hold their first calls until 17 minutes 
(2 minutes after in February to 28 before in 
July) prior to sunrise.
 Surrounded by a gray dawn near a nest 

while listening for the calls of distant crows, 
the timing of initial calls from different 
directions occupied a period of about 10 
minutes. I could not know the status of 
crows calling in the distance – were they 
other nesting pairs, non-breeders, floaters, 
or even if crows not associated with a 
territory / nest engaged in a regular dawn 
chorus?
 Feeling the need, Fisler listened to birds 
calling at dawn in a deciduous woodlot in 
southern Michigan. Defining the awakening 
time for crows as “when more than one 
bird has begun to sing continuously,” he 
organized his year’s work into a little table, 
part of which is reproduced below. For the 
crow, the average was about 20 (16–26) 
minutes before sunup.

PERIOD   Crows first calls 

7 Mar–30 April 26 minutes before sunrise
1 May–31 July 18 minutes before sunrise
1 Aug–30 Nov 19 minutes before sunrise
1 Dec–6 March 19 minutes before sunrise

He explained the timing of the dawn chorus. 
At the summer solstice on 21 June, the 
longest day, crows did not call the earliest. 
Instead, they did so in the spring period of 7 
March – 30 April, when they were under the 
most stress from territorial encounters and 
breeding. In the spring they began their days 
early, especially if the sky was clear F36.
 From my limited exposure to the dawn 
chorus in Guelph, there did not appear 
to be a standard routine of calling. One 
bird of the pair broke the silence; then the 
mate may join in. The length of the first 
sequence of bouts, and the number of caws 
per bout varied almost daily. Listening to 
one family of crows on 11 September, a 
cloudy morning, a sequence of 14, 2-caw 
(2–2–2–2 .....) bouts was delivered by one 
bird before the pair flew from their roost and 
began feeding. Later in the year, with a light 
February snow caressing their feathers, I 
listened to a broken sequence of variable 
caws: 3–9–17–3–14–5 from the same pair of 
birds over six minutes prior to leaving their 
roost. Finally, in July during a warm rain, two 
bouts of 5- and 2-caws reached me before 
the family departed to feed at their favorite 
area of lawn. When juvenile crows first begin 
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to call in the morning is unknown. In the 
White Mountains of New Hampshire, a list 
was made on the order of the first morning 
calls of all bird species. The crow placed 
25th, well behind the earliest calling species 
in the fresh light of dawn W143.
 I have watched a family of crows withhold 
their dawn chorus and leave their overnight 
roost. They flew to an often-used area of 
lawn next to a parking lot to begin feeding 
under the glare of a yellowish street light. 
As objects regained their coloration in 
the morning’s natural light, the crows 
simply expanded the area of lawn they 
fed in, beyond the coverage provided by 
the powerful street light. I doubt if the 
blackshirts fed at their full efficiency under 
the street light, but it was a beginning to the 
natural flow of their day. 
 Another theory dealt with singing at 
dawn because feeding at this time had less 
benefit. Birds have all day to regain energy 
from feeding to survive the next night. There 
was no rush to get going in the morning, so 
they may as well sing. However, there may 
be a switch point in their behavior when 
singing in the morning stopped and the time 
/ urge to feed began, based on dwindling 
energy reserves related to the overnight 
weather. [For a large bird like the American 
Crow, this is usually not applicable.] Finally, 
other explanations and potential solutions 
were given as to why birds sang at dawn M110.
 
 Food calls
American crows over the summer, within the 
family context give a food call under two 
circumstances. Females give a loud begging 
call when confined to the nest during 
incubation. When a family member locates 
food on its territory a special call is given. 
Both calls alert family members as well as 
predators. These two calls were studied. 
 First, female begging calls when on the 
nest incubating or near the end of egg-
laying were individually distinctive. Other 
crows may take this as a sign of fertility and 
neighbouring males may try to mate with the 
calling female. These calls were mostly given 
in the morning following a night of below 
normal temperature. The females are quite 
hungry. 
 Secondly, the call given when food is 
discovered is similar to an alarm call and 

was individualistic. The call did not differ 
with sex of a caller. Other researchers have 
not labelled it as a distinctive call, possibly 
because its resemblance to the alarm call 
was quite close N22. ♣
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Population 
Characteristics

T he genome of the American Crow has 
been described. “The mitogenome 
was 16,917 base pairs long, and  
composed of 13 protein-coding 

genes, 22 tRNA genes, two rRNA genes, and 
one putative control region. Most protein-
coding genes started with a traditional ATG” 
L40. In comparison, human mtDNA includes 
16,569 base pairs and encodes 13 proteins 
wiki.
 Other scientists found ways to “identify 
and develop a set of 32 polymorphic loci 
for the American Crow”. Since the look-
alike Fish Crow, Corvus ossifragus, has a 
somewhat overlapping range, they “designed 
a real-time PCR protocol to rapidly separate 
these two species using a set of primers 
and probes that can discriminate a section 
of the COI gene at the mitochondrial DNA. 
These new markers will allow further detailed 
studies to characterize and compare genetic 
diversity of historic and contemporary 
Corvus brachyrhynchos populations” V21.

B efore any population of birds can 
be understood or subjugated 
(depending on our goal), its 
members should be identified 
according to age and sex. From 
there, the string of forces that 

allows an avian population to increase, 
remain stable, or decease, ought to be 
examined. The breeding season, already 
touched upon, serves to regenerate the 
population. Against this multiplication, other 
pressures act upon birds to subtract their 
numbers through death, disease, injuries and 
in more subtle ways, by the actions of non-
lethal parasites, viruses and bacteria.

FeaThers From ViCTorian DusTer

Dyed by the fluids of darkest night
Orange steel beaks
Delivered with bone rattling whams
They look at you with one eye
Only need half of me they say
To deal with you, wingless biped

 – David Scott  2010

 Plumage
At a distance the American Crow’s adult 
plumage resembles an all-black painting 
by the American artist Ad Reinhardt 
(1913–1967). A crow, by its size, outline, 
and simple coloration, is obvious to other 
species and other crows. It has a sure 
presence. The belly is as black as the back; 
the tail as the head. But up close, in bright 
sunlight, the highlights and feathery outlines 
reveal their layered intricacies. 

 How to age a crow
To age an American Crow externally, one has 
to examine their feathers for wear and color, 
and the lengths of various body parts, all of 
which should be used in concert to arrive at 
a reliable figure. Crows are easily separated 
in two categories – juveniles and older birds. 
Emlen listed 6 differences in primary flight 
feathers and tail feathers that distinguish a 
juvenile (hatch year, HY bird) from an adult 
crow E35 –

1) Tail feather tips of juveniles show more 
wear than those of adults. Growth bars 
(stress-related streaks across feathers) are 
more common in feathers of birds during 
their first calendar or hatch year
2) Flight feathers of HY birds have less 
black pigmentation than those of adults. The 
open wings have a dark brownish look
3) The ventral side of the rachis of the 
outer wing feathers is whitish most of its 
length in HY birds. In adults, only the ventral 
furrow in the rachis is whitish between the 
dark ridges to within 2 cm of the feather’s tip
4) The shape of tail feathers differ. In HY 
birds the tips are bluntly rounded, while 
in adults they are flatter page 145. This is a 
quick, reliable way to differentiate the two 

7
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age groups
5) The overall shape of the tail in HY birds 
is flatter (squarish) than the shape for adult 
birds. In HY birds, the length differences 
between the central and the next to outer 
tail feathers is 5–6 mm, compared to about 
12 mm for the adults of both sexes, which 
produces the rounded outer shape of an 
adult’s tail
6) Although there is overlap, generally, the 
mid-winter average wing chord length of 
male HY birds is 1.3 cm shorter than adult 
male crows. Female HY wing chords average 
1.2–1.6 cm shorter than adult females at the 
same location.

At Ithaca, New York, the estimated ages 
of older nestlings of American Crows when 
banded at 24–30 days were “based on 
the two significant regression lines for tail 
length and 7th primary length versus age for 
known-aged birds banded in this population 

over the previous 15 years” H69.

 Molting
From a closer look at feather replacement, 
it was not a 2-step process as previously 
described, but an intermittent and well-timed 
process. The loss of an old, worn feather is 
brought about by the initiation of growth of 
the new feather which pushes the old one 
out of the follicle. “The outer layer of the 
calamus of the old feather and the sheath of 
the new feather are apparently continuous. 
The physical connection is still present when 

American Crow juvenile about 6 months old 
was found dead in Kent County, Ontario. The 
ragged tail feather tips and brownish cast to the 
worn primaries help to age this bird Adult American Crow  Flat smooth tip of a 

tail feather molted in early August, in Winnipeg; 
4.3 cm wide with faint light and dark growth 
bars (arrow)

Yearling American Crow  The rounded tip 
of a ragged juvenile tail feather 3 cm wide was 
molted early in August 2011 from a yearling 
crow that took on darker, sexier adult colors 
during its first complete molt in Winnipeg

Populat ion Character ist ics
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growth is renewed in a papilla which has 
been dormant 10 months” W31.
 A few systems to describe molting and 
the resulting plumages are available. As 
far as I am concerned, they are a source of 
much confusion due to their names and the 
lack of timing given in their descriptions. 
Ornithologists tried to cover all the species 
with one system, which was difficult. 
 I will try to explain molts by the American 
Crow as simply as possible. Ageing of birds 
is according to our annual calendar, (adding 
even more confusion), and does not coincide 
with the true age of a crow according to 
the crow’s calendar. Let’s begin with the 
hatching of a crow’s egg –
1) A newly hatched crow is mostly naked. 
A nestling is dressed in a partial downy 
plumage 
2) As it grows in the nest, the natal down 
is replaced by the juvenile plumage before it 
fledges at 30–35 days post hatching
3) The juvenile dress undergoes a partial 
molt of the body and smaller feathers over 
the first summer. A crow enters its first 
winter with new and old feathers
4) In our next calendar year (AHY), the 
FIRST complete molt of feathers occurs over 

the second summer as the old, well-worn 
juvenile wing and tail feathers are replaced 
along with all the other feathers. As a crow 
enters its second winter, the yearling carries 
a totally new, shiny dark plumage. Most 
crows breed for the first time in their third 
year as adults.
5) In its plumage at the start of its second 
spring, the yearling now looks like an adult, 
and enjoys its SECOND complete annual 
molt into its adult plumage over its third 
summer, by the crow’s calendar 
6) From now on, the crow has an annual 
complete molt each summer and wears its 
striking black, glossy breeding plumage.

W ith this sketch in hand, 
I can now provide more 
details. Remember, there 
are gaps in our knowledge 
of the molting processes 
of many birds, including 

the American Crow. By comparison, nesting 
and migration are much more studied and 
‘understood’. The strategy and physiology 
of molting are hardly realized. It has been 
suggested birds may be able to detect 
turbulence due to worn wing feathers, and 
this may somehow trigger a response to 
begin molting B174.  
 In the early 1960s, the British Trust for 
Ornithology began a molt-card program that 
has added much to our knowledge. Here in 
the “New” World, molting is not very sexy, 
so little work on it has been published. 
Bird banders can contribute, if they take 
the time and have an interest in feather 
development. Web initiatives, like eBird with 
70,000 birders, are changing the way we 
communicate and learn about birds.
 Even when rearing captive crows and 
collecting and identifying the sequence of 
molted feathers, the process of captivity 
may alter the timing of the molting process. 
As well, molting patterns are influenced by 
the habitat of a bird, diet, its distance of 
migration and breeding cycle P105. 
 All of the systems developed to describe 
the molts and plumages of birds have 
endured criticism. The first descriptive 
system from 1900 by Dwight was based on 
two main plumages D85.

1) winter  2) breeding (or nuptial)

Common Raven  An adult displays an all 
black mouth as it calls from a tree 100 m from 
its nest
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This system runs into problems with birds 
that breed in the Southern Hemisphere, and 
winter in the Northern Hemisphere, and birds 
that do not breed until two or more years of 
age, like the American Crow. 
 Perhaps the most elegant and simple 
system resulted from an improvement of the 
initial attempt. It described plumages and 
the subsequent molts A26.

 1) Downy plumages
2) Pennaceous plumages (vaned   

 feathers)
3) Adult plumage

This system is well suited to the American 
Crow. The hatchling is born with a partial 
downy plumage. The nestling undergoes 
a postnatal molt into the juvenile plumage 
(vaned feathers) while still in the nest. If 
more than one molt occurs, the adjective 
‘second,’ etc, is used. If sexual dimorphism 
of plumages occurs, the term female or male 
is applied. Other descriptive phrases are 
listed in the article.  
 Finally, names for molts were presented 
by Humphrey and Parkes (H-P) in 1959. A 
molt beginning with pre- was named for 
the incoming plumage. For example, the 
Prebasic molt produced the basic plumage 
H167. The Prejuvenile molt produced a 
juvenile plumage W31. In the H-P system a 
molt is “a generation of feathers attained by 
a molt, and the color of the feathers is not 
relevant” H154.

 Nestling’s plumage
1 May to 31 May, 2000
I have arbitrarily chosen 1 May as a starting 
point to describe the general development 
of feathers from a nestling’s to an adult’s 
plumage on a typical American Crow in 
southern Ontario. To make the time line easy 
to follow, this one crow had a hatching date 
of 1 May and a nestling period of 31 days (all 
of May). It fledged on 1 June 2000. 
 A newly hatched nestling on 1 May 2000 
has 6 tracts of light gray, downy feathers 
covering only a few areas of its pink-
skinned, mostly naked body. The natal down 
has some variation among nestling crows.
 The 6 tracts of downy feathers are 
replaced (molted) as grayish vaned feathers 
began to grow. This PREJUVENILE molt, 
or FIRST PREBASIC molt, involves the 
acquisition of a juvenile plumage (or first 
basic plumage) by the nestling crow before 
it fledged on 1 June 2000. Soon the growing 
cover of feathers allows the nestling to 
regulate and maintain its body temperature. 
 During the 31 days of a nestling’s growth,  
its primary flight feathers emerge from their 
sheaths on days 13 or 14 B121. The belly 
area of a nestling is the last to be covered 
with dull, dark grayish feathers. Some crow 
watchers have written about a slight glossy 
violet sheen on some nestling’s feathers, 
while others have not. My pictures of 
Tarsus reveal a bluish / purplish sheen on 
some secondary wing feathers. Juveniles, 
with their matt, dark gray and flimsy 
contour feathers (Juvenile Plumage) can 

American Crow atop a street light gets a great view and a place from which to contact family members
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be separated from autumnal yearlings and 
adults based on the bluish sheen on darker 
feathers of the two latter age groups.

 Juvenile’s plumage
1 June to 31 December, 2000
On 1 June 2000, the nestling fledged (left 
the nest tree and flew to a nearby tree). The 
fledgling period lasts a week or two. The 
feathers acquired as a nestling continue to 
grow as does the fledgling. Within 2 weeks 
the fledgling will alight and take off from 
the ground, and is then known as a juvenile 
crow. Now in its FIRST summer it learns 
to feed itself, and starts a partial molt, its 
SECOND molt, that lasts into its first autumn 
in 2000.  
 A partial molt starts in the first summer 
and provides stronger feathers to help 
insulate and protect the young crow during 
its first winter. New body feathers are more 
compact and closer together H154.
 Retained juvenile wing coverts and flight 
feathers are worn, and have a brownish 
cast, or subdued color through early 2001. 
For the first prebasic molt, 24% of 34 crows 
molted 0–3 greater coverts. Their tertials, 
secondaries and rectrices (tail feathers) were 
not shed. The crow has a molt limit as a 
juvenile in its first summer P110.
 Once the American Crow’s partial molt was 
completed in the autumn of 2000, the young 
juvenile had acquired its plumage for the 
first winter of 2000 and first half of the year 
2001, at which time it is known as a yearling, 
or sub-adult. By the crow’s calendar, it will 
not be a full 12 months old until 1 May 2001, 
a year from its hatching date. 

  Yearling’s plumage
Autumn to 31 December, 2001
The juvenile plumage is completely replaced 
during the pre-yearling molt into the plumage 

of a yearling crow (AHY – After Hatch Year) 
in the summer / fall of 2001. Over the first 
several months of 2001, the yearling retains 
the dull juvenile plumage. This THIRD molt 
over its SECOND summer into the autumn of 

American Crow  A branch of Basswood is an 
ideal perch for a yearling to preen in April. Note 
the brownish cast, and ragged, worn tips of the 
12 juvenile tail feathers that will be shed over the 
summer
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2001 generally lasts from May to the end of 
September. All of the feathers are replaced 
by the early winter. Before they are molted, 
the worn brownish juvenile primary wing 
and tail feathers are about a year old and 
were formed during the FIRST molt when the 
crow was a nestling in May 2000. The tips 
of the tail feathers are quite abraded, and 
some probably have fault bars. The yearling 
now molts its primaries, secondaries and 
rectrices for the first time since it left its 
nest. The body and head feathers are also 
replaced, for the second time, in 2001. This 
produces an adult looking plumage by the 
early winter of 2001. However, this crow did 
not breed in 2001. 
 For a crow 16–18 months of age, now in 
its breeding plumage, the feathers have a 
glossy bluish to violet sheen on the upper 
(dorsal) side. This is the plumage of the 
crow’s 2nd winter 2001–’02. This crow is 
unlikely to acquire a territory and mate in 
early 2002.
 Yearlings in Illinois molted their original 
juvenile secondaries and tail feathers in 
May. This was before adult crows began 
their molting about June B121. It was 
estimated this molt was finished sometime in 
September P110. Feathers on the upper back 
(mantle) and scapulars of the American Crow 
are scale-like in appearance because the 
distal 1–2 mm of barbs of the feathers do 
not interlock J38.

 Adult’s plumage
1 January to 31 December, 2002
The yearling plumage, acquired in the 
summer of 2001, resembles the adult 
plumage by the early winter of 2001–’02. 
This crow then begins its first complete molt 
as an adult in the summer of 2002. By our 
calendar, the crow is referred to as an adult 
on 1 January 2002. By the crow’s calendar, 
it won’t be an adult (2 years old) until 1 May 
2002, 24 months after it hatched. 
 After 2002, the crow molts into its adult 
breeding plumage each summer for the 
remainder of its life. This definitive plumage 
is “a plumage whose aspect does not 
change with time.” A crow displays a similar 
looking plumage, whether it is 3 or 8 years 
old. The adult plumage, obtained by a 
complete molt, is the one we typically use 
to describe the look of a crow in books and 
paintings H154. 
 Since there is no breeding and 
nonbreeding alternate plumage for crows 
there is no Prealternate Molt, which is “the 
molt by which an alternate plumage is 
attained” H154. Female crows do not have a 
separate (cryptic) plumage to hid them while 
they are incubating. The plumages of the 
sexes look alike to us (but not to them) all 
the time. 

 Feathers
Entering July in Winnipeg, the body molt of 

American Crow  Molting is underway. Large feathers from the wings and tail begin to 
appear on the ground over the summer in Winnipeg, MB
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juvenile crows was underway. Their high 
pitched caws, skinny appearance, and 
skittishness to unexpected movements 
helps to identify them in the field. It seems 
to me their roughness, due to chunks of 
missing feathers, the result of molted body 
feathers was visible mainly in August and 
early September; especially at the sides and 
back of the neck. A few crows overhead in 
mid-September still had gaps due to their 
dropped secondary wing feathers. K Lorenz 
“I have repeatedly observed the first adult 
molt or the correlated appearance of sexual 
maturity results in an improvement in the 
general health of weakly Corvids” L74.
 As I walked about Winnipeg in early June, 
I began to find large primary and tail 
feathers on the ground, probably shed 
from yearlings or some adults. June was 
the month when most young crows fledged 
from their nest tree. Molted feathers 
were sometimes found on the ground in 
September. In Oklahoma and California, 
Carolee Caffrey found primaries and 
secondaries on the ground starting about 
one month postfledging. Over the summer, 
all three groups of crows are molting – 
juveniles, yearlings and adults, but only 
the latter two are shedding large wing and 
tail feathers, which you should be able to 
separate by their color and amount of wear.
 At Cape May, New Jersey, wing molts of 
American Crows were usually finished by 
mid-August, and that of Fish Crows lasted 
into September and October H154. For the 10 
primary feathers, P7 was the longest, and 
P10 (the outermost) the shortest. As well, P5 
was obviously longer than P9 B16.
 
 Eyes & bill
In addition to feather color and wear as 
indicators of age, the blue-gray iris of the 
juvenile’s eye is distinctive at close range. 
This color is short-lived; within a few 
months the iris acquires the dark brown 
hue characteristic of an adult’s eye. Below 
the eye is a pinkish-orange bare streak 
at the base of the two bills (mandibles). 
The commisure, where the malar and lores 
feather patches meet, is indicated by its 
bright color and bareness. About 4 weeks 
after fledging it appears whitish before it 
darkens. 

 Mouth color and ageing
Mouth color appearance is variable in the 
three ages classes of crows Y10. 

1) Hatch-year (HY) juvenile crows have 
a bright pink palate right after fledging, 
which will develop some dark mottling and 
blackness near the bills’ tips by their first 
winter page 127.
2) Subadult crows (after hatch year AHY) 
or yearlings, have a palate with a variable 
mixture of pink and black spotting
3) Adult crows display a black palate 

At feeding time the pink inside a juvenile’s 
open mouth is obvious at a distance. The 
acquisition of black pigment from the tip 
of the bill to the back of the throat may 
be a rather long process, still begging for 
completion as a yearling molts into adult 
plumage G35. When a yearling is nearby and 
facing you as it calls, some pink may be 
seen. In the yearling’s first early winter (by 
the crow’s calendar), a small amount of pink 
would be one way to separate a yearling, 
non-breeding crow from an adult breeder 
since the two age classes now have a similar 
plumage. 
 Biological organisms don’t always follow 
our clean rules. Changes in mouth color of 
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feathers of juveniles continue to molt, some crows 
begin to resemble Leonard Baskin’s, The Crow 
(1958), ink on paper B54
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17 captive Common Ravens in an outdoor 
aviary were followed. These birds gave 
results that were very different from those 
color stages used to age American Crows. 
Newly fledged ravens all had a pink inner 
mouth which was readily visible when the 
young begged for food. It was presumed 
an all-black mouth of an adult raven slowly 
developed through a mottled (pink and 
black) state as the bird aged. However, 
four highly dominant juvenile individuals 
developed an all black mouth (like an adult’s 
more than 3 years of age) by 8 months 
(the start of their AHY) after fledging. At 
18 months post fledging, five other ravens 
remained unpaired and subordinate and still 
had a pink mouth. Two ravens at 22 months 
post-fledging were still unpaired and pink-

mouthed and would have been 
classified as less than one 
year of age. It appears mouth 
color was linked to dominance 
(status) and may serve as a 
sexual signal. Unfortunately, 
the mouth color was not 
related to the sex of any of the 
ravens H60. I am not aware of 
any similar study with a small 
captive flock of American 
Crows that would help define 
the usefulness of palate color 
for ageing. At this stage in 
our knowledge, ageing crows 
by mouth color is probably 
not very reliable until better 
guidelines, with photographs, 
are published. However, there 
is a possibility the ravens 
developed a black mouth color 
more quickly because they 
were captives. To verify this, 
marked wild ravens will have to 
be captured, and recaptured a 
few times to look for the timing 
and amount of color changes 
in their mouths based on their 
sex and status.
 Ageing crows from their 
mouth color takes practice. 
Estimating the ratio of pink to 
black in a crow’s mouth can 
lead to inconsistencies at first. 
In Nova Scotia, crows from 
a large roosting flock were 

captured, aged and banded. Upon recapture, 
agreement in ageing the birds with the 
first capture was 95 and 98% within the 
same year. Between seasons, the ageing of 
recaptured crows produced an accuracy of 
only 68–77% over two years. The problem, 
as always, was in separating yearlings and 
adults. The ageing accuracy was 100% when 
the overwintering crows were in only two 
categories – juveniles and older birds M129. 

 Bursa of Fabricius
The bursa is an epithelial and lymphoid 
organ that is found only in birds. It is 
necessary for B-cell development, which 
is part of a specific immune system. It 
is present in the cloaca of birds and is 
named after Hieronymus Fabricius who first 
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described it in 1621 wiki. 

 Two age classes
Working with only two age classes, the 
how, where and when crows were collected 
influenced the distribution of age in the 
sample. From wintering flocks in Nova 
Scotia, American Crows were live-trapped 
and shot. Trapping gave a ratio of juveniles 
65%, and older birds 35% (yearlings and 
adults). Shot crows yielded a ratio of 
juveniles 51% and older birds 49%. The 
shooting sample appeared to be more 
accurate. When trapping birds, juvenile 
crows were less wary and more likely to 
enter a baited trap before the adults, which 
overestimated the percentage of juveniles 
in the roosting population. Overall, it was 
suggested the roosting ratio was close to 
juvenile 60% and older birds 40% M129. From 
crows shot at five roosts in Illinois, juveniles 
ranged from 29–47% of the population B121.
 At the Essex County winter roost in 
south-western Ontario, 4,400 crows were 
shot over wintery fields away from the 
large roost when they came to carrion, 
decoys and calls. What level of bias was 
introduced by these methods is unknown, 
but overall averages for two winters came to 
juveniles 55% and older crows 45% C46. If 
accurate, these figures represent a healthy 
reproductive rate for the American Crow in 
Ontario.
 When I visited the roost of crows in 
Chatham, Ontario in mid-December 2011, 

the 10 dead crows (some dead for over a 
week) checked on two mornings, after the 
birds had left for the day, were juveniles. 
It would be a worthwhile project to visit 
accessible roosts of about 20,000 or more 
crows in various locations in North American 
on a weekly basis. A report on the sex and 
age of dead crows would be worth having 
to establish their rate of dying, and perhaps 
why among age classes over the winter.

 Sexing crows
Unlike the pintail, feather color does not 
indicate the sex of the American Crow. Crow 
banders mark the sex of the crow ‘U’ for 
unknown on the banding form. With a dead 
crow, an incision is necessary to locate the 
girl or boy organs. In the field, relative size 
differences and behavioral traits are often 
signs of a crow’s sex. 

 Weight
From Nova Scotia, the weights of American 
Crows indicated the male, with an average 
weight of 598 grams, was about 9% heavier 
than the average weight of a female at 545 
grams M129. These crows, in the Annapolis 
Valley of Nova Scotia, are by far the heaviest 
birds recorded for the species in Canada 
and perhaps North America. From there, the 
crows to the south and west generally weigh 
less.  
 In Nova Scotia male juveniles exhibited 
a 32% weight variation and older birds a 
56% variation. Females juveniles had only a 

American Crow  A juvenile in Winnipeg on 29 July 2011 exhibits long skinny legs and an overall gray-
brown look. A young Mallard is swimming
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12% weight variation and older birds 15%. 
Females may be smaller to compensate 
for weight gain when eggs are forming, yet 
still remain efficient in the air during the 
early part of the breeding season M129. For 
roosting crows in Ohio, there was a 210 
gram range for male crows (all ages) and a 
194 g range for all females H97.

WEIGHT – averages and ranges of American 
Crows compiled from 4 states and two 
eastern provinces.  
454 grams = one pound

GEORGIA  J38 1941 Abbreviations below
Spring and summer, all ages, shot
AF 397 (359–444) grams (n 37) 
AM 447 (396–513) grams (n 33) 
JF 387 (324–438) grams (n 17) 
JM 421 (368–466) grams (n 20)

ILLINOIS B121 1941
Winter roosts, all ages, dynamite
AF 474 grams (n 245)  
AM 538 grams (n 248)  
JF 459 grams (n 203)  
JM 511 grams (n 160) 
Overall averages, all ages  F 468 grams; 
M 530 grams  (n 856)
Mid-May, shot
BF 458 grams; BM 533 grams (total n 32);  
JF 437 grams; JM 498 grams (total n 69)

OKLAHOMA I10 1939 December roost, all 
ages, dynamite
F 421 grams (n 474); M 476 grams (n 526)  
Overall average 451 grams (n 1,000)

WISCONSIN  S45 1938 March roost, all 
ages, dynamite
F 496 (402–588) grams (n 44)
M 487 (330–576) grams (n 45) 
Adults 492 (419–567) grams (n 23) 

American Crow pair on 13 March 2012 remained at this spot for several minutes, possibly anting. 
This is the lawn of a day-care center on the University Winnipeg campus and about 30 meters from 
their nest in a mature American Elm
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Juveniles 498 (335–588) grams (n 54)

NEWFOUNDLAND  A48 1974 Winter, a few 
in summer, shot
AF 516 (460–613) grams (n 19)
AM 534 (327–621) grams (n 37) 
Juveniles 522 (438–665) grams (n 40)

NOVA  SCOTIA  M129 1983 Winter roost, all 
ages, shot
F 545 (354–695) grams (n 107) 
M 598 (366–746) grams (n 97) 
JF 529 (366–665) grams (n 50) 
JM 594 (366–746) grams (n 61)

AF  Adult Female;  AM  Adult Male
JF  Juvenile Female;  JM  Juvenile Male
BF  Breeding Female;  BM  Breeding Male

Using our 12-month calendar instead of a 
crow’s timeline, if any birds were collected 
from January to April in the north, by our 
unnatural avian ageing system, there would 
be no juveniles in the population, only 
yearlings and adults.

 Measurements
Circling the sexual differences, numerous 
measurements have been made to find 
clues that would permit crow watchers to 
easily sex a crow in the hand without taking 
a sample of blood. So far, no completely 
accurate system has evolved. There is too 
much overlap in the measurements. Let me 
briefly review what has been tried. 

 Nova Scotia
Eight measurements were made of wintering 
crows. In four groups they were –

1) total length and weight
2) wing and tail length
3) tarsus length
4) two bill lengths and bill depth

Juveniles were significantly smaller 
than older birds in five of the eight 
measurements. As well, in both age classes, 
males were significantly larger than females 
in all eight measurements M129. These 
conclusions do not alter those reached 
earlier by Johnston in 1961 J38. In Nova 
Scotia, males (juveniles and older crows) 
were 5% and 6% larger than females in the 

same age class. These small percentages 
produced a sexual identification accuracy 
of 80% for the juveniles and 91% for older 
birds. Of the eight measurements, the bill 
size revealed the highest degree of sexual 
difference. Even so the differences were 
slight. The average bill length and depth for 
adult females was 4.9 and 1.7 cm compared 
to 5.3 and 1.8 cm for adult males M129. 
 Due to the impact of West Nile fever 
on populations of American Crows, there 
was an increased emphasis to determine 
the sex and age of crows in the field Y10. 
The problem was compounded by size 
differences of crows in different regions 
of North America. Discriminate function 
analysis arrived at a statistical separation in 
the genders of the three age groups –

1) hatch-year, or juvenile  (HY)
2) subadult, or yearling  (AHY)
3) adult crows  (Ad)

 Illinois
In Champaign County in 2001–2002, dead 
crows and trapped birds were sampled. 
A small number of live crows were radio-
tagged. Seven measurements were made at 
the Archbold Biological Station. 

1) Unflattened wing chord  from the blunt 
end of the wrist bone to the distal tip of the 
longest primary
2) Tail length  From the point of insertion 
of the rachis of a middle tail feather to the 
distal tip of the feather
3) Tarsal length  On the right leg from 
the joint between the tibiotarsus and the 
tarsometatarsus to the distal edge of the 
most distal [undivided] scale covering the 
base of the forward-pointing toes 
4) Bill length  From the start of feathering 
of the exposed culmen at its base [a 
somewhat variable starting point] to the 
distal tip of the bill
5) Bill depth  At the anterior (distal) point 
of the nostrils
6) Bill width  Across the bill above the rear
(proximal) point of the nostrils
7) Head-to-bill length  From the occipital 
ridge at the back of the skull to the tip of the 
bill.
 Heavily worn or growing feathers were 
not measured.
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The six average measurements below for 
American Crows are copied from Y10. Using 
age-specific analysis, there was almost 
a complete success for sexing crows of 
different age classes – HY 100%; Sub-Adult 
(100%); and Adult 89%. 

 1) FEMALE  HATCH  YEAR  (n 112)
Wing chord  29 cm
Tail length  16.7 cm
Tarsus length  5.6 cm
Head-bill length  8.6 cm
Bill length  4.5 cm
Weight  409 grams

 1a) MALE  HATCH  YEAR  (n 24)
Wing chord  29.8 cm
Tail length  17 cm
Tarsus length  5.8 cm
Head-bill length  9.1 cm
Bill length  4.9 cm
Weight  455 grams

 2) FEMALE  SUBADULT  (yearling)  (n 12) 
Wing chord  28.7 cm
Tail length  16.6 cm
Tarsus length  5.5 cm
Head-bill length  8.7 cm
Bill length  4.7 cm
Weight  429 grams

 2a) MALE  SUBADULT  (yearling)  (n 14) 
Wing chord  30.6 cm
Tail length  17.6 cm
Tarsus length  5.8 cm
Head-bill length  9.1 cm
Bill length  4.9 cm
Weight  491 grams

 3) FEMALE  ADULT  (Ad)  (n 14)
Wing chord  30.7 cm
Tail length  17.6 cm
Tarsus length  5.7 cm
Head-bill length  8.9 cm
Bill length  4.9 cm
Weight  438 grams

 3a) MALE  ADULT  (Ad) (n 5) 
Wing chord  31.5 cm
Tail length  17.8 cm
Tarsus length  5.9 cm
Head-bill length  9.4 cm
Bill length  5 cm

Weight  505 grams

The sizes of bill depth and width were also 
given, but I chose not to list them above. 
The average lengths of tarsi ranged from 5.5 
cm (F Sub-A) to 5.9 cm (M Ad). This was the 
only measurement which was as big in (HY) 
juveniles as in adult crows. 

 Saskatchewan
Around Saskatoon, from late April to early 
July of 1985–1989, crows were shot on 
breeding territories and at a summer roost. 
Once measurements were taken, the crows 
were dissected and sexed. Using wing, 
tarsus and head-bill measurements for 
adults, a discriminant function analysis 
classified 92% of crows correctly for sex. 
Additional measurements did not help to 
correctly sex four males that slipped through 
the initial statistical filter. Only males were 
occasionally wrongly identified as females. 
If a researcher was pressed for time, 87% 
of adult crows (n 104) were sexed by wing 
chord length alone. Adult males (86%) had 
a wing length greater than 31.1 cm and 88% 
of adult females had wing lengths less than 
30.8 cm. Yearlings exhibited a wide overlap 
in sizes, and four measurements provided 
only an 80% sex-classification success. 
Yearling females had a longer bill than 
adults. Some measurements were difficult 
to take, ie. toe length and bill width, so they 
were discarded. Feather wear was minimal 
and did not af fect the results C80.
 Next is a comparison of the sex-related 
sizes of two age classes of American Crows 
in the same 1980s study C80.
 Sample sizes ranged from 12–56 crows –

yeArling Crows  Female  Male

Wing Chord Length  29.5 cm  30.5 cm
Tail Length   16.6 cm  17.1 cm
Tarsus Length  5.7 cm  5.9 cm
Bill Length   3.2 cm  3.4 cm
Bill Depth   1.6 cm  1.6 cm
Head–Bill Length 8.7 cm  9.1 cm
Adult Crows  Female  Male

Wing Chord Length  30.1 cm  32 cm
Tail Length   17.1 cm  18.1 cm
Tarsus Length  5.6 cm  5.9 cm
Bill Length   3.1 cm  3.4 cm
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Bill Depth   1.6 cm  1.7 cm
Head–Bill Length  8.6 cm  9.1 cm

 Quebec
In southern Quebec, 138 American Crows 
were submitted by the public in response 
to a call for WNv carcasses. Mean weight 
was lower for carcasses that tested positive 
for WNv compared to those with a negative 
outcome among juveniles, yearlings and 
adults. But it was impossible to know if the 
weights differed before the birds died. After 
8 external measurements were taken, and 
with all age groups combined, only 64% 
of the males were correctly sexed based 
on wing chord length, head-to-bill lengths, 
and weight. And only 80% of females 
were correctly sexed based on the same 3 
measurements. Age of a crow was the best 
variable to include when prediction of its sex 
was necessary L80.

NOTE – in 2007, the cost of genetic 
determination of a bird’s sex was $2.50(USD) 
B74. Online was a fee of $25 in 2020.

 Sex ratio
Once the ability to age and sex a crow is 
realized, the setting of the sex ratio in a 
population is the next step. Some early 
research based on sex ratios obtained 
from small samples of roosting crows in 
winter, suggested males overwintered 
further north than females. Support for this 
theory came from 75 crows collected in 
southern Ohio, of which 60% were female 
H97. Another report of 55% in favor of males 
came from 348 overwintering crows in the 
Finger Lakes region of New York. But when 
larger samples were obtained, the sex ratio 
melted almost to equality E35. One thousand 
crows in Oklahoma revealed a ratio of 53 
males to 47 females I10. To the north, 4,400 
roosting crows shot in southern Ontario 
gave a ratio of 52 males to 48 females over 
two winters C46. Both these latter reports 
indicate a slightly higher survival rate for 
male crows on the continent, assuming the 
hatching ratio and survival of nestlings and 
juveniles are sexually equal. Each method of 
collecting crows has its inherent biases.

Manitoba Maple 
supports an 
American Robin
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The Poor siCk Crows

Some musty corn
   That had started to rot, 
Was thrown one day
  On a farmer’s back lot

And every crow,
   Who a share did take, 
Was quickly laid low
  With a belly-ache.

And each called a doctor,
   Who lived right near’m, 
And was shot with pills
  And pumped with serum

But they couldn’t cope
     With the strange diseases;   
So they called in doctors
    From over the seas.

But in spite of these men,
   Who were learned and great, 
The crows died off
   At an awful rate.

“Bad corn has done it”
   Said the medicoes,
As they pumped more serum
  In the poor old crows.

Then a lay-crow said
   With a touch of scorn:
“Why don’t you tell the crows
   Not to eat the corn?”

And the doctors all,
   Who in conclave sat, 
Said: “Isn’t it funny
  That we didn’t think of that?”

 – Wilson MacDonald  1930 M6

 Diseases
Crows die in many ways. Since many hunters 
and birders still believe and perpetuate the 
myths that crows are the enemy of farmers 
and songbirds, hundreds of thousands of 
crows are killed for sport each year when our 
insensitive index finger pulls a trigger. Other 
crows die from diseases and injuries.
 In December of 1901, about 1,000 crows 

perished. A contagious malady known as 
roup (ulcerative keratitis) spread through the 
birds at the Canandaigua roost in Ontario 
County, New York E2. They suffered from 
inflammation about the head and mucus 
dripped from their nostrils. A membrane 
formed over the eyes, and when only one 
eye was affected, it usually was the left 
eye. When crows dispersed from the roost 
in spring, the disease ended. About 10,000 
crows in one locality died from roup. From 
1900–1915, several reports of roup came 
from Indiana, New York, Maryland and 
Virginia K5. Crow roup is not transmitted to 
chickens. They have their own version of the 
disease. To learn how to examine a dead 
bird for disease, and prepare samples for 
laboratory analysis, read Van Riper V6. 
 From several suburban locations on 
Long Island, New York, from June 1994–
June 1996, 18 juvenile American Crows 
showed signs of metabolic bone disease. 
The birds, from 5–7 weeks of age, had 
“either folded fractures or marked valgus 
of at least one proximal tibiotarsus, 
accompanied by paresis and inability to 
stand or fly.” The bones were examined 
microscopically and showed “generalized 
osteodystrophia fibrosa, which occurs only 
in hyperparathyroidism.” Nutrition seemed 
to be one reason, such as a vitamin D or 
calcium deficiency; another could have been 
chronic exposure to xenobiotics (synthetic 
chemicals) through insects in their diet T6.
 At a wintery roost in early 2000 at 
Poughkeepsie, New York, crows died from 
West Nile fever and other causes D30. 
However, from a sample of 85 WNv-negative 
birds, deaths were due to –

1) traumatic injuries  52%
2) predation  16%
3) avian pox  14%,
4) pneumonia  12%
5) poisoning  6%

From western Ontario in February 1928, 
tubercular lesions, chiefly on the liver, spleen 
and gizzard were identified in 6 of 40 dying 
crows M133. Doctors attempted to transmit 
two strains of crow tuberculosis to a few 
other bird and mammal species, without 
success. Later, from 263 crows in Ontario, 
10% had lesions cause by tuberculosis. 
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From the 25 infected crows, lesions were 
identified in livers (92%), spleens (32%), 
lungs (8%) and other parts of the body 
(16%). Seven strains of tubercle bacilli 
were found in the lesions. Mycobacterium 
avium was thought to be the cause, even 
though it was modified in crows. When this 
organism was inoculated into chickens, 
guinea pigs and rabbits, the results were 
erratic. Chickens gave a chronic response 
rather than a rapid one. In all the animals 
experimentally infected, the level of 
emaciation that developed was more than 
expected based on the amount of lesions 
found at autopsy. The crows showed little 
sign of emaciation, possibly because the 
infection was not generalized M134. 
 Between 2000 and 2008, in Ontario, 
589 dead crows collected from 2000 to 
2008, were negative for WNv. Gross (584), 
histologic (565), virologic (184), toxicologic 
(75) and bacteriologic (376) analyses were 
performed on the crows to find the cause 
of death. Males (51%) were more prevalent 
than females (37%; unknown – 12%).
 The most common gross diagnoses were 
trauma (53%) and emaciation (13%). Trauma 
was much more frequent in juveniles, and
observed more commonly in spring and 
summer. Infectious and parasitic diseases 
amounted to 11%, but they included an 
emerging disease with winter seasonality, 
associated with the reovirus-like agent 
Hemorrhagic Enteritis virus (HEV). Starvation 
killed 3%, and toxicity from Avitrol poisoning 
killed 3%, while 9% were euthanatized. 
Cause of death was not determined in 28% 
of cases D41.
  Twenty-six suspect orthoreoviruses 
(2 from PEI and 24 from Ontario) were 
found in American Crows dying over the 
winter in eastern Canada. The biological 
characteristics of this reovirus, how it’s 
genetically related to other reoviruses, and 
its importance to commercial poultry were 
studied K14.  
 Winter mortality among crows was again 
studied, this time at roosts in New York 
state. Data from a 2-yr period (2016–17) 
showed reovirosis caused up to 70% of all 
recorded crow deaths during December 
through January, the epizootic months. The 
new isolate was placed in the proposed 
genus of Corvid orthoreovirus F62.

 In Pennsylvania, favus in a crow was a  
fungal infection that left the crow bald and 
its neck skin thick and scaly B81. In Bruce 
County, Ontario, a young crow unable to fly, 
was caught and three days later it died on 19 
July. It had nodules 1–5 mm wide in the skin, 
pectoral muscles, liver, spleen, lungs and the 
humeroulunar (elbow) joint. The bacterium 
Yersinia pseudotuberculosis was isolated 
from lesions in the liver, spleen, lung and 
intertarsal joint H5. In June, a young crow in 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan was incapable 
of flight. The bird had a swollen right elbow 
joint. Salmonella typhimurium was isolated 
and identified in the fluid removed from 
the arthritic wing. In wild birds salmonella 
infections exist at a rate of less than 2%. 
Winter birds concentrating around food 
provided by humans appear to be the most 
susceptible to this infection D7.
 Avian poxviruses “are large, double-
stranded DNA viruses that replicate in the 
cytoplasm of infected cells.” Over 230 
species of wild and domesticated birds can 
be infected. The genus Avipoxvirus includes 
10 species. It is transmissible and can 
cause external or internal lesions. Among 
9 infected wild birds brought to the Wildlife 
Center of Virginia, 2 were American Crows A4.
 More deadly and rampant was the fungal 
disease asperigillosis. In the Nebraska of 
1974, migrating autumnal crows came into 
contact with spores and 1,500 birds died. 
The crows were lethargic and approachable. 
Captured birds died within a week. The 
ubiquitous nature of the spores made a 
pinpoint source of the epidemic impossible 
to define H182. Some things in Nebraska 
did not improve over the winter. Twenty-
five thousand waterfowl and about 3,000 
crows died in the spring of 1975. Before 
dying the crows grew lethargic and had 
labored breathing. Chronic avian cholera 
from Pasteurella multocida killed them. A 
cause for the outbreak was not determined, 
but weather was suspected Z12. Serotypes of 
186 isolates of Pasteurella multocida were 
isolated from 32 species of birds. Serotype 1 
was found in the above crows that died from 
avian cholera B180. Lung tumors were found 
in 2 dead nestling and fledgling crows in 
Encino, California C11. 
 Forty American Crows were gathered 
between 1 November 2006 and 1 May 2008 
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from the Ithaca, New York area to determine 
some causes of death and prevalent 
diseases not related to West Nile fever in the 
northeast and midwest USA. The 40 birds 
had –

1) external physical injury  15%
2) enlarged liver and spleen  15%
3) poxviral dermatitis (poxviruses are   

 large complex viruses which affect   
 skin tissue)  13% 

4) pneumonia (inflammation of the lung 
 parenchyma due to bacteria or   

 viruses)  7%

Histologic (minute structures of tissues and 
organs relative to their functions) findings –

1) endoparasitism  80%
2) multifocal hepatic and splenic necrosis  

  (the pathological death of one or more   
  cells or a portion of an organ)  18%

3) pigment accumulation in the spleen  12%
4) disseminated bacterial infection  8%

Fungal pneumonia and poxvirus associated 
lesions were the most debilitating and 
important diseases that would lead to 
death. The 6 crows with external trauma 
experienced – broken left femur (1 crow), 
multiple rib fractures (3 crows), and gunshot 
wounds to the thorax (2 crows) M124.
 Crows developed serum antibodies after 
eating rabid mouse brains and carcasses 

under experimental conditions. However, 
the crows showed no clinical signs of the 
disease and none of the birds died. Crows 
were unable to transmit the disease to 
mammals. It was suggested health officials 
use this information about crows to monitor 
the incidence of rabies in mammalian 
populations. Some 18% of 332 adult crows 
and 31% of 70 broods of crows contained 
antibodies of rabies. It appeared the best 
indicator of the amount of rabies in a wild 
mammalian population came from tests on 
crow nestlings right before they fledged. 
A problem could develop if there was an 
unknown virus, genetically similar to the 
rabies virus, capable of giving a false, 
positive reading. Another difficulty would be 
to sample the wild mammalian population to 
establish its incidence of rabies, and then 
correlate this with the rate of antibodies of 
rabies in nestling crows S33.
 In Minnesota, two nestling American 
Crows were examined in the late 1990s. One 
had bilateral conjunctivitis (red eye) and 
severe vestibular (balance and orientation) 
disease. It was euthanized. The nest mate 
showed no clinical signs of the diseases, 
and was put in an avian nursery with 10 
other juvenile crows. Adjacent to the 
crows, 6 American Robins were separated 
by netting. A wild Turkey was in the same 
flight cage as the robins, as was a European 
Starling. The starling died in the flight cage. 
All were tested for Mycoplasma species, 
even though none showed any symptoms.
 From the infected crow nestling, 
Mycoplasma sturni was cultured and 
identified. Of other crows in the same cage, 
including the nest mate of the infected crow, 
8 or 73% were positive for M sturni. The 6 
robins and one starling were positive; the 
wild turkey tested negative for M sturni. 
From page 160, crow isolates in lanes 4 
and 5 had the same banding pattern. 
Crows in lanes 6–9 had a similar pattern, 
but one different from crows in lanes 4 
and 5. The starling isolate in lane 10 was 
different from any of the crows, but similar 
to the mockingbird’s isolate in lane 3. The 
American Robin isolate in lane 11 was 
distinct from all others. Crows formed two 
distinct groups for the isolate of M sturni. 
This was the first report of Mycoplasma 
sturn i in American Crows and American 
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American Crow  Adjacent to the commisure of 
the mouth is a large proliferation mass consistent 
with poxvirus infection. Photograph by Andrew D 
Miller M124.  © SAGE, with permission
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Robins. Horizontal transmission from one 
infected bird to the others was a possibility. 
But none of the birds that tested positive 
were tested before being admitted to the 
room. The origin of M sturni was not known. 
Since none of the living infected birds 
showed signs of illness from the bacterium, 
its range in the wild population was unknown 
as was its prevalence. The RAPD analyses 
showed an obvious genetic heterogeneity in 

the isolates W50.
 Some of the causes of diseases in 
crows may be from inbreeding among the 
cooperative family group. In New York state, 
blood from nestlings and tissue samples 
from carcasses of nestlings were gathered 
from 2004–’09. After genetic analysis, 
299 marked nestlings were followed post 
fledging. By July 2008, only 100 were still 
alive. Apparently, 21 dying birds had signs of 
infection –

Populat ion Character ist ics

Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA fingerprinting  Amplified DNA was separated 
electrophoretically in 2% agarose gels, stained with ethidium bromide, illuminated with UV light 
and photographed. Lanes 4–11 represent Mycoplasma sturni isolates (a pathogen) made at 
the Wildlife Rehabilitation Center, St. Paul, Minnesota. Lanes I and 12 are a DNA Ladder. Lane 
2 is a negative control. Lane 3 is the M sturni isolate from a Florida mockingbird. Lanes 4 and 5 
are isolates from 2 American Crow’s M sturni; Lanes 6–9 are from 4 different American Crow’s 
M sturni; Lane 10 is a European Starling’s M sturni and Lane 11 an American Robin’s M sturni 
isolate W50.  © Journal of Wildlife Diseases, with permission
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1) 14  died from signs of infectious   
 disease (pox viral dermatitis)
2) 3  WN fever
3) 2  bacterial infections
4) 1  fungal pneumonia
5) 1  from enteritis (inflamed intestine)

Other birds (54) died from trauma, and 124 
died or disappeared from unknown causes. 
Although the results were preliminary, the 
researchers suggested, based on a bacterial 
killing assay and an assay for levels of 
immunogenicity to prevent the spread of 
infection, inbred nestlings were less able 
to ward off disease and died within their 
first 34 months, possibly due to poor body 
condition as a nestling, although this was 
partly supposition. Other factors such as 
diet may also be part of the overall picture. 
The mechanisms linking inbreeding to a 
disease are unknown T67. 
 An American Crow with a poor body 
condition was unable to fly. On the ventral 
side and ahead of the cloaca (vent) was a 
4 x 4 cm “multilobulated proliferated mass 
extending 1 cm above the skin surface.” A 
biopsy of this mass was performed. Fungal 
cultures were negative. The bacterium 
Staphylococcus aureus, a common surface 
contaminant, was present. Adult trematodes 
(flukes), Collyriclum faba, up to 5 mm long 
and wide, and their eggs, 22–28 x 11–14 µm, 
were present. This was the first instance of 
a combined infection of avian pox with this 
trematode. An earlier record in May 1997, 
was of a crow hosting this trematode G80.
 Crows can harbor Bacillus pumilus. 
Strain CB01 was isolated from the fecal 
matter collected in Fresno, California. More 
study of the crow is necessary since they 
may provide pathogens and antimicrobial 
resistance in humans W49. 

Who is stronger than death?
   Me, evidently.
Pass, Crow.
   – Ted Hughes  1971

we s T ni l e V i r u s  (wnV )
 West Nile fever
What follows is a general overview of 
West Nile virus, mainly in relation to the 
American Crow. The next 20 pages are not 
a thorough discussion of the virus and the 
infection it causes. Everything reported 
below is from researchers of infectious 
diseases, etc. Some results from earlier 
papers are now out-of-date, as the evolution 
of our understanding of the virus and its 
involvement with crows, mosquitoes and us 
changed in the first decade of the 2000s. 
 Today, although not in the nightly news, 
the virus is still invasive. “As of 30 April 
2020, a total of 47 states and the District 
of Columbia have reported West Nile virus 
infections in people, birds, or mosquitoes 
in 2019”. www.cdc.gov/westnile/statsmaps/
preliminarymapsdata2019/index.html
 In the family Flaviviridae, West Nile virus is 
one of about 70 viruses that infects mainly 
birds. A virus is acellular, lacks independent 
metabolism, and is not self-replicating 
away from living cells. “West Nile virus is 
composed of a fairly smooth ‘protein coat’ 
or capsid that surrounds a nucleic acid 
core of positive-sense, single stranded RNA 
of about 11,000 bases (nucleotides). The 
nucleocapsid is contained within a spherical 
outer envelope about 50 nm in diameter, 
composed of proteins, lipids, trace metals 
and carbohydrates; the nucleocapsid is 
half that diameter” C71, wiki. Cryoelectron 
micrographs show the inner capsid is 
faceted. The outer envelop is round and 
rough page 162. 
 It is known that “viral recombination 
contributes to the genetic diversity found 
in viruses.” In natural populations and 
in laboratory conditions, homologous 
recombination does happen. A data set 
of WNv sequences was used to look for 
intra-species homologous recombination 
but none was found. The results of a new 
parametric method based on the Jensen-
Shannon divergence showed that WNv was 
not recombinant H136.
 WNv is a neuroinvasive mosquito-borne 
arbovirus (arthropod + virus) that causes 
West Nile fever in warm-blooded hosts. The 
infection / disease spread quickly over the 
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United States plus southern Canada in 5 
years and is now working its way into South 
America. In 1999 the disease arrived in North 
America (WN-NY99). The first clue was a 
dead American Crow in the summer at the 
Bronx Zoo in New York which tested positive 
for WNv. In the same year 59 patients 
(5–95 years of age) with WNv fever were 
hospitalized in the New York City area during 
August and September N5. The disease may 
have arrived in 3 ways R12.  

1) an infected human traveler was 
subsequently bitten by a mosquito after 
arriving in North America
2) an infected mosquito hitched a ride 
aboard a transcontinental flight
3) an infected living bird brought in as a 
pet. An imported, infected bird “could pass 
quarantine without revealing significant 
clinical symptoms”

Nothing as virulent as West Nile fever 
had been recorded among the North 
American avian community. During its first 
pass through New York, New Jersey and 
Connecticut, in late 1999, 671 dead birds 
were tested. Confirmed cases of the fever 

were identified in 295 
(44%) of these birds and 
89% of these cases were 
in American Crows N5. By 
state, the percentages 
of dead birds that tested 
positive – 

 1) New York  39%
 2) New Jersey  37%
 3) Connecticut  77%

The spread of the disease 
from New York City was 
at a rate of 70–170 km 
a month. In the Gulf 
states, where the virus 
overwintered, there was 
no quiet period R12. 
 In 2001 there were 
48 human case of WNv 
encephalitis or meningitis 
reported in nine states 
from Massachusetts to 
Florida. The range of 
onset was from 13 July to 
15 October and 10% or 

five people died. Among horses, 189 cases 
were reported from 15 states. A total of 
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West Nile virus EM photograph. Copied from 
wiki Sreejithk2000  Em_wnvirus_j7908i.jpg  
Original uploader was PhD Dre at en.wikipedia

The 17 Å structure of West Nile virus New York 99 determined by 
cryoelectron microscopy. (A) A surface shaded view of the virus with one 
asymmetric unit of the icosahedron shown by the triangle. The 5-fold and 
3-fold icosahedral symmetry axes are labeled. (B) A central cross section 
of concentric layers of density. The outermost layer has the highest 
density corresponding to the E and M transmembrane proteins. The lipid 
bilayer is 35–40 Å thick and appears nonspherical. The core contains the 
genome RNA and multiple copies of the capsid protein M172.  © Science 
302: 248, 10 October 2003, with permission
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4,604 American Crows and 1,497 other birds 
with WNv infection came in from 27 states 
and the District of Columbia C90. The spread 
of the virus was a steady movement outward 
from New York city with no leap-frog pattern 
which might be expected if migratory birds 
were mainly responsible for the spread of the 
virus. Consequently, it seemed probable the 
spread was due to movements of birds and 
mosquitoes R13, P44.
 Researchers began analysis of different 
isolates of WNv. From a paper in 2005 
there was evidence a dominant variant had 
emerged across much of North America D21.
 Why were crows so susceptible to this 
virus? Their genetic diversity comes into 
play. Has WNv change the genetic structure 
of crows in any way over a very short 
time? “The temporal analysis detected 
a significantly lower allelic richness and 
heterozygosity after four years of WNv 
arrival”. Crows are undergoing a slow 
process of adaptation to WNv R48. 

T he initial cases of West Nile fever 
in people came in late September 
1999, about two months after dead 
crows began to appear E18. After 

contact with the virus, death follows for 
a few people; for many no clinical signs 
appear. In 1999, the genome of the virus 
responsible for the late summer deaths of 
birds and people was identified as West Nile 
virus. It was closely related (99.8%) to WNv 
found in a dead goose in Israel in 1998 L10.
The first case of the transmission of WNv 
by organ transplant was in 2002. In Toronto, 
Ontario, it was estimated solid organ 
transplant patients (such as myself), due to 
their compromised immune system, were 
40 times more at risk of getting the disease 
than were the general public P77. In relation 
to people, WNv is a biocontainment level 3 
agent L48. In 2018, there were 427 West Nile 
virus human clinical cases across Canada, 
within a range of 5 in 2010 and 2,215 in 2007 
(online). In the USA, the highest number of 
cases were in August and September and 
in the Great Plains. The eastern third of the 
country had relatively few cases.
 In birds not affected by WNv, their WNv-
specific antibodies eliminated this virus 
and provided long-term protection. In 
other birds, especially those in the family 

Corvidae, some aspect of their immune 
system was unable to cope with the virus. 
“In addition to the spleen, 3 structures 
provide an environment for lymphocyte 
interactions, regulation, and antigen 
recognition.” F11.

1) Peyer’s patches (lymphoid aggregates in 
the intestinal epithelium)
2) Cecal tonsils (lymphid aggregates near 
the ileocolonic junction
3) Meckel’s diverticulum (a yolk remnant of 
the small intestine)

American Crows
During the initial spread of the disease 
in 1999–2000, there developed a strong 
correlation in the counties of New York 
between the number of dead crows and 
human cases of WN fever. On Staten Island 
in 2000, there were 33 dead crows and 10 
human case per square mile (2.6 km2). In 
upstate New York there were no human 
cases and less than 1 dead crow per square 
mile. Dead corvids, particularly American 
Crows, provided an early warning system for 
WN fever cases appearing in humans E16. 
 Initially, analysis of the brains of 
dead crows revealed less than 10% had 
encephalitis (inflammation of the brain) but 
those that did “had perivascular cuffing and 
some death of neurons, with satellitosis and 
neuronophagia.” However, most crows died 
from multi-system disorders G8.
 Was there any relationship among dead 
crows, the testing of mosquitoes in New York 
City, and the North American wide Christmas 
Bird Count (CBC)? If so, the relationship was 
obscure. Although there were very high local 
declines (up to 90%) in crow abundance in 
Queens, New York, at the continental scale 
the drop was not nearly as dramatic, or even 
detectable by such rough measurements 
as the CBC for North America H109. The 
early figures from dead bird surveys were 
probably not a conclusive indicator of all 
impending cases of WNV in humans. Dead 
crows and positive pools of mosquitoes were 
most useful in detecting the final stage of 
an outbreak. The expense of sampling bird 
and / or mosquito populations was also a 
consideration.
 Shortly after WNv began to spread from 
New York City, 10 of 14 human cases in the 
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state of New York were found on Staten 
Island. There, more than 90% of crows 
were infected, and the minimum infection 
rate (MIR) for the Culex pipiens (mosquito) 
complex was very high at 10.9. Elsewhere 
in the state, the lowest MIR was 0.2 in 
Queens. MIR is calculated as the number 
of WN virus-positive mosquito pools / the 
total number of mosquitoes tested, times 
1,000. For example: 19 positive pools / 
5,358 Culex mosquitoes tested = 0.003546 
x 1,000 = a MIR of 3.5 (no units). Usually 
1,000 mosquitoes constitute one pool. Also 
studied were the rates of infection in birds 
with different migratory patterns in New York 
state. The three groups were similar –

1) year-round residents (n 2,924, with  
 38% positive for WNv)

2) true migrants (n 51, with 43%   
 positive)

3) captive birds (n 25, with 40%   
 positive) K111

There are shortcomings in the MIR 
methodology –

1) the proportion of infectious 
mosquitoes capable of transmitting the 
virus through a bite is not always the 
same fraction of the number of infected 
mosquitoes
2) mosquito infection rates often 
underestimated the presence of infection 
in the population of mosquitoes B236.

Environmental factors and mosquito 
population data should be included in any 
prediction of arbovirus transmission to 
people. Yet, the collections of mosquitoes 
by county officials is not standardized as to 
numbers and trap locations. Furthermore, 
how does the use of chemical mosquito 
control affect the counts?
 There may be early season (June–July) 
characteristics of crows dying from WNv 
that could be used to predict WNv cases in 
humans at the start of the spread in 2000. 
Using county-level mortality of crows in 
the north-eastern states combined with 
multivariate analysis, it was determined high 
levels of crow mortality involved –

1) the density of dead crows per area

2) the percentage of dead crows that   
tested positive for WNv times the human 
population was associated with reports of at 
least one human case of WN fever.

During the initial spread of WNv, the 
continued surveillance of dead crows 
could be used to launch remedial action to 
minimize the disease in humans in the area 
where there was a large die off of crows J60. 
 In 2000, over the summer, 3,403 dead 
birds and 9,954 pools of mosquitoes were 
tested for WNv in New York state. In the 
New York City epicenter, 67% of 907 crows 
were positive for WNv. Throughout the state 
47% of 1,687 crows were positive B98. In 
Connecticut in September and October of 
1999, WNv was isolated from brain tissue 
of 28 American Crows, one Cooper’s Hawk, 
and two mosquito species – Aedes vexans 
and Culex pipiens A38.
 Throughout 2000, the first full year of the 
disease, 10 counties in the eastern United 
States reported 21 human cases of WN 
fever. WNv-infected birds were found 44 (15–
92) days prior to the first human case, and 
infected mosquito pools were collected 32 
(4–54) days before a human case surfaced. 
Of 7,580 crows (25% of the total reported 
tested), 50% were positive for WNv M31.
 An initial analysis of the plague using 
2000 data on crows and humans was 
revealing. Finding and counting dead crows 
and testing mosquitoes’ blood for the virus 
and comparing these to the decades-long 
population index of the Christmas Bird 
Count numbers showed little consistency. 
Using dead birds and blood of mosquitoes 
to detect early stages of an outbreak of WNv 
in crows or humans was questionable H109.

H ost competence describes the degree 
of infectivity of an infected host. This 
applies to a mosquito or a bird K70. 

A competence index for 53 wild vertebrate 
species was calculated using an averaging 
system. The top 5 were –

 1) Blue Jay  
 2) Western Scrub-Jay
 3) American Crow
 4) Common Grackle
 5) House Finch
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Mammals, amphibians, and reptiles often 
have lower viremias than birds and were 
fed upon less frequently by mosquitoes. 
Recently, the Center for Disease Control 
(CDC) reported at least 325 bird species 
(exotic, captive, introduced, and native) and 
more than 30 mammal species (wild and 
domestic) have been found to be infected 
with WNv wiki.
 The advent of West Nile-fever stimulated 
research towards a vaccine. At the same 
time genetically distinct populations of 
WNv were emerging as the virus expanded 
its range in North America. In a particular 
region of Connecticut there were nucleotide 
sequences from WNv cultured isolates with 
30 genetic changes compared to the the 
original WN-NY99. There were geographical-
based clusters of mutations A39. 
 With so many species of mosquitoes 
available in any region, their abundance 
and feeding habits were studied. From June 
through October, 1999–2003 in Connecticut, 
17 species of mosquitoes gave 210 isolates 
of WNv. Five species, Culex pipiens, C 
salinarius, C restuans, Culiseta melanura 
and Aedes vexans were thought to be 
responsible for most of the transmission 
and amplification of the disease in people, 
birds, horses and other mammals. In most 
years the frequency of human cases closely 
followed the number of viral isolations from 
mosquitoes in densely human-populated 
cities, with the two peaks arriving in early 
September A44. 
 The American Crow, a large common bird, 
is recognized by millions of people. This 
was fortuitous, since it was killed quickly 
(experimentally within 7 days) by the virus 

and dead crows were readily noticed and 
reported by the public M103. With more 
precision, there were 3–5 days when crows 
were infectious and death occurred within 
4–6 days W122. In the wild, crows exhibited 
little to no seroprevalence (antibodies) W89.
 Ten American Crows and 3 Blue Jays were 
inoculated with the NY99 strain of WNv. Both 
species developed clinical signs 4 days later. 
The inability of the birds to fly and perch 
may have been due to affected skeletal 
muscles, the central nervous system, or 
overall weakness due to a general infection. 
Several internal organs were involved in 
replication of the virus W46. The antibody 
prevalence in American Crows was set at 
5.7% (n 53) in the state of Georgia in 2004–
2006.
 Finally, a DNA vaccine surfaced that 
provided partial protection to American 
Crows from WNv B217. An experiment 
involved four vaccine formulations followed 
by a WNv challenge 10 weeks after the 
crows were vaccinated 

1) Intramuscular (IM) DNA vaccine. 
Neutralizing antibodies developed in about 
80% of crows, which translated into a 
survival rate of 44%
2) Intramuscular (IM) DNA vaccine with an 
adjuvant (a substance that enhances the 
body’s immune response to an antigen). 
Neutralizing antibodies developed in about 
80% of crows followed by a 60% survival 
rate
3) Intramuscular (IM) killed vaccine. 44% of 
crows developed neutralizing antibodies and 
their survival rate was 11%
4) Oral DNA vaccine. No anti-bodies 
developed and the survival rate was zero
5) Placebo. No antibodies developed; all 
the American Crows died

The experiments revealed – peak viremia 
titers in surviving birds were much lower 
than titers in birds which died. The adjuvant 
did not greatly improve the vaccine’s 
performance. The vaccine managed to drop 
the peak viremia from about 1,010 to just 
over 105 PFU / ml of blood. The latter level 
might infect about 5% of certain mosquitoes 
feeding on crows, thereby reducing the 
transmission rate. To protect valuable or 
endangered birds, the DNA vaccine would 
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have to be injected into the muscle (IM) to 
do the most good.
 The initial signs of WN-fever in birds 
included weight loss and sleeping. Later, 
birds developed head tremors, central 
blindness, lack of awareness, weakness in 
legs, tilted head and catatonic states. Early 
on, Fort Dodge Animal Health developed 
a vaccine for horses known as West Nile-
Innovator. It was tried on various species 
of birds. When American Crows were 
inoculated with the West Nile-Innovator 
vaccine, or with Japanese encephalitis 
vaccine, 40% survived a challenge from the 
WNv. All of the control crows died. Even so, 
getting a vaccine into wild bird populations 
would be very difficult and costly. However, 
the vaccine may be useful on captive or rare 
birds in zoos. Research into how the virus 
actually kills its victims, along with work on 
weather / host / mosquito relationships were 
needed M40.
 Two outside strains of WNv were tested on 
American Crows against the North American 
(NY99) strain.

1) an Old World strain from Kenya (KEN) 
2) an Australian [Kunjin virus (KUNV)] strain 

The two outside strains produced low 

viremias that resulted in only a few dead 
crows compared to all of the crows dying 
from the NY99 strain. More importantly, the 
weaker KEN and KUNV strains generated 
antibodies which gave 100% protection to 
crows against the more virulent NY99 strain 
in North America. An attempt is underway to 
find the viral genetic reasons why they are 
less harmful to crows B162.
 To discover why the NY99 strain of WNv 
was so virulent to American Crows, its 
growth was compared to the closely related 
KEN-3829 strain from Kenya that had a 
much lower virulence. Temperature was the 
key. At 44 ºC in very sick crows, replication 
of the NY99 strain showed only a 17-fold 
reduction in the RNA level. At the same 
temperature, the KEN-3829 strain showed a 
6,500-fold reduction, which accounted for 
the reduced virulence of this stain to crows. 
NY99 continued its high level of replication 
as crows neared death K74.
 It was also discovered that within the 
WNv genotype, the NS3-249 site was key 
to the strength of the virulence. Natural 
selection for this site showed a marked 
increase in replication / virulence surpassing 
any published virulence thresholds capable 
of infecting mosquitoes from crows. Sick 
crows lack vitality and are easily bitten by 
mosquitoes, which then become infected 
B163.  
 In Arizona, blood was analyzed from 
positive mosquito pools found throughout 
Maricopa County between 2014 and 2017. 
The goal was to determine if strains of 
WNv currently circulating in the county are 
regularly found or imported annually. This 
study indicated WNv strains circulating in 
the south-western United States are still in 
existence from that initial introduction in 
New York city in 1999 H83.

 Sentinel species
American Crow or Northern Cardinal? For 
many, the American Crow became the 
surveillance or sentinel species for West 
Nile fever. But challenges to the crow 
came from another bird. Since crows died 
quickly from WNv, a study of WN fever in 
Northern Cardinals in Ohio began in 2002, 
a year after the disease was detected in the 
state. Because cardinals can survive a WN 
infection, they were considered important 
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in the transmission cycle. The 
antibody seroprevalence was 
36% in females and 21% in male 
cardinals. Female cardinals lost 
antibodies to WNv after one 
year. Over 3 summers, 44 female 
cardinals fledged young from 59 
nests. Thirty per cent of these 
females were seropositive and 
68% were seronegative. One 
female contracted WNv in the 
third year. None of the nestlings 
from any females carried WNv IgG 
antibodies, and none of 23 other 
nestlings were positive for WNv 
IgM antibodies, which are usually 
detectable 3 to 8 days after onset 
of illness and persist for 30 to 90 
days.
 WN fever did not seem to 
influence the survival of female 
cardinals. However, seropositive 
females had half as many nestlings and 
fledged half as many young as seronegative 
females. This may be due to reduced 
parental care from seropositive females M42.
 In Georgia, it was also thought Northern 
Cardinals would be a suitable sentinel 
species in the eastern part of the USA. From 
that state, 14,077 summer serum samples 
were collected from 83 bird species in 
2000–2004, with 6.2% of samples containing 
antibodies to WNv. The cardinal had one of 
the highest antibody prevalence rates. This, 
along with their extensive range and ease 
of capture, made them ideal for widespread 
serologic-based studies of WNv G16.
 Throughout Illinois in 2002, 1,784 birds 
from 81 species (wild and captive) gave 
serum samples against their wills. Nineteen 
species were positive and their overall 
exposure rate was 5.3%. As in Georgia, 
the Northern Cardinal was near the top 
of the list with a 12% positive reading. 
The American Crow showed a 3% rate of 
antibody prevalence R81. During 2001–2003, 
in the Atlantic and Mississippi flyways, 
blood samples were harvested from 13,403 
migratory birds of 133 species. WNv-
neutralizing antibodies were most often 
found in the Northern Cardinal (10%, n 762), 
and the Gray Catbird (3%, n 3,188). As well 
19 (1%) migrant and resident birds (including 
one Northern Cardinal and 8 Gray Catbirds) 

in the autumn had WNv viremia (live virus). 
Tests results on migratory birds indicated 
avian movements contributed to the spread 
of WNv D82. 
 In Colorado, 1,549 dead birds from 104 
species were tested – 42 species were 
positive. From 2002–’05, 86% of corvids, 
34% of non-corvid passerines, and 37% 
of raptors were positive for WNv. It was 
suggested several more bird species in 
addition to the American Crow be added to 
the avian surveillance list. For example 45% 
of American Kestrels, 45% of Red-tailed 
Hawks and 28% of Great Horned Owls were 
WNv positive. Wildlife rehabilitation centers 
and zoos with rare birds provided the only 
way of knowing if this group of birds was 
susceptible to WNv. Rates of transmission 
of the virus could change greatly from year 
to year. In Colorado in 2003, 91% of crow 
carcasses (n 56) were positive for WNv 
compared to 60% (n 14) in 2005 N14. Some 
false positives ensued.

F rom the start, finding and reporting 
dead crows (an easy bird to find 
and identify) was a volunteer public 
response. In July and September 2003 

in Georgia, researchers experimented with 
crow decoys and carcasses. Decoys (400 
commercial ones) were placed twice and 
removed after 7 days. A few were moved 
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by humans. Each decoy had reporting 
instructions including a phone number. 
Generally, twice as many decoys were 
detected in urban versus rural areas. The 
number of decoys reported in urban areas 
was three times the number for 
rural areas. Then 96 American Crow 
and House Sparrow carcasses were 
distributed twice. The remaining 
carcasses were removed after 6 
days. At the end of day one, 48% 
of rural crow carcasses remained 
compared to 23% at the end of 
day 6. In urban areas, 71% of 
crow carcasses remained after day 
1, and 29% after day 6. Camera 
surveillance at night showed 
Virginia Opossum, domestic cats 
and raccoons were the main 
scavengers on the carcasses. 
Ants also engaged the bodies. Of 
carcasses removed, opossums 
took 64% and raccoons 23%. 
Scavenger pressure was greater in 
rural areas. Overall 82% of crow 
and sparrow bodies disappeared or 
decayed within 6 days w19. 
 In Illinois, radio telemetry was 
tried on American Crows and 
Northern Cardinals to study their 
movements at roosting time in the 
summer. Healthy crows moved 
on average 1.05 km compared 
to 1.26 km by viremic crows. 
Viremic cardinals moved 55 m. 
It was concluded viremic crows 
could spread the disease over a 
mean area of 21 km2 and viremic 
cardinals over a mean area of 
0.03 km2. With the death of so 
many crows, about 12% per year 
and up to 36% per year locally in 
Illinois, their drop in abundance 
since 2001 could shift transmission 
cycles to other urban birds such as cardinals 
W17. Crows were generally not seropositive 
or only seropositive for a very short time 
because they died quickly. Birds (cardinals) 
that maintained a high seroprevalence rate, 
coupled with a much lower death rate from a 
WNv infection were the ones to monitor B109. 
In 2013 dead birds are no longer monitored.
 Still camped in Illinois, 5,236 birds were 
sampled for WNv antibodies from 2001 

through 2004. In general, birds breeding or 
born in the state were more likely to have 
antibodies than migratory birds. Also, the 
seroprevalence of adults (12%) was over 
twice as high as in juveniles (5%). Because 

of this difference, juveniles may 
provide a better index of annual 
WNv activity in an area. Overall, 
birds with a high seroprevalence for 
WNv were – breeders throughout 
the year, open cup nesters, and 
found in cities close to humans. 
The top four seropositive birds in 
Illinois –

1) Mourning Dove  38%  (n 97)
2) Northern Cardinal  25%  (n 389)
3) American Robin  15%  (n 341)
4) House Sparrow  10%  (n 1,210)

However, in the feeding habits of 
the main vector Culex pipiens, the 
persistence and strength of viremia 
in birds, and the breeding ecology 
of birds all confounded the issues 
for reporting and understanding 
WNv maintenance and transmission 
B109. 
 In east-central Illinois, 156 live 
crows were captured starting 
in February 2002. Each crow 
was banded, sexed, aged and 
painted across the tail for ease 
of identification at a distance. 
For a subset, radio-transmitters 
of 2–3 grams with a 6-month life 
span were usually attached to the 
tail. From May–October, 39 crows 
carried radio-transmitters. The 
final outcome of 11 crows was 
unknown. For the remaining 28 
crows, 19 were found dead and 
tested positive for WNv (68%). 
When natural causes of death over 

a year were included, the annual survival 
rate for crows was about 18% in this local 
study. This was high because 72% of the 
39 crows were hatch-year (HY) birds, which 
typically experience a naturally high death 
rate. Most crows died from 16 August until 6 
September, which coincided with the highest 
rate of WNV-positive pools of mosquitoes. 
However, one hatch-year (HY) crow tested 
positive for WNV on 9 July but did not die 
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until 3 September 2002, when it also tested 
positive for the virus Y9. Could this young 
crow have received antibodies passively 
from its mother?
 Researchers monitored the movements 
and habitats of crows during the summer 
when WNv infections in the populations were 
most likely to happen. They found infected 
crows did not roost or feed normally. 
Some birds were on the ground and easily 
approached. One crow was perched in a tree 
with one eye closed. Usually, these birds 
were found dead the next day Y11. There was 
no great difference in the dying rate between 
the sexes, or for all three age groups from 
WNv. Generally, crows began dying from 
WNv in July Y10.
 Caffrey worked with crows in the small 
town of Stillwater, Oklahoma where 
many in the populations were banded 
and sexed. When WNv hit the crows, her 
field observations, and those of her field 
assistants, revealed a new level of behavior 
among crows decimated by the virus. 
Families, breeders, and auxiliaries changed 
their behaviors in ways not expected by 
the current behavioral theories on animals. 
So much so, she had to publish her results 
online because “none of it has enjoyed 
editorial acceptance” with established 
journals. Caffery “my treatment is too 
detailed and rich in individual observations 
and, yes, anecdotes, to be publishable in 
traditional peer-reviewed academic outlets 
for behavioral ecology and ornithology.” 
About the crows in Stillwater, “Their aberrant 
behavior and physical attitudes suggested 
their losses and grief affected them in ways 
not included in simplistic models of avian 
behavior”.
 “With crows of all ages and both sexes 
dead in 2002 from the virus, non-breeding 
crows were expected to fill the vacant 
territories rather quickly and begin breeding 
themselves. This didn’t happen. Four 
successful territories remained empty the 
next year in 2003.”
 “Crows did not behave as predicted. Their 
previous decisions to delay breeding and live 
in others’ groups had been largely a function 
of a saturated habitat, but the situation 
turned out to be more than just a matter 
of space becoming available to would-be 
breeders kept in check by the lack thereof. 

WNv destroyed the underpinnings of the 
fabric of crow society, a society based on 
high survivorship and long-term social
relationships wherein cooperation and 
planning for the future occurred. Orphaned 
juveniles and yearlings (in 2003) produced 
gut-wrenchingly sad and plaintive
vocalizations. Grief and responses to trauma 
may also have had something to do with 
the pairing of two widows with their sons; 
something never known to have happened 
before.” C25.

I n a south-western suburb of Chicago, 
mosquitoes were collected outdoors 
over the summer. WNv was detected 
in 227 pools (19%) in 2005, and 12% 
of 205 pools in 2006. Most were Culex 
spp. Using mist nets, 1,407 birds of 57 

species were captured in 2005 and 1,479 
birds of 63 species in 2006 over the summer. 
The most abundant seropositive hatch-year 
(HY) birds in 2005 were –

1) Northern Cardinal 71%
2) Gray Catbird 36%
3) House Sparrow 21%
4) American Robin 11%

In 2006, there was a change in seropositive 
hatch-year (HY) birds 

1) Northern Cardinal 14%
2) American Robin 4%
3) House Sparrow, less than 1%

In spite of these changes, young-of-the-year 
(HY) birds had a role as amplifying hosts H16.
 A sample was taken of nestlings and 
mosquitoes in the same area of Chicago. 
Nestling corvids were not sampled. A 
sample of 194 nestlings from twelve species 
were obtained in 2006 and 2007 from 61 
nests. Open cup nesting species were 
mostly American Robins and Red-winged 
Blackbirds. From 12 species sampled, only 2 
tested positive, a 10-day-old Mourning Dove 
(with a low antibody titre), and an 8-day-
old House Wren. This suggested nestlings 
do not have a role in WNv amplification and 
transmission in Chicago L75.
 In Ithaca, New York, researchers worked 
with a marked population of American 
Crows. Data gathered before and after the 
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arrival of WNv indicated the annual mortality 
of juvenile crows from 1990–1999 was 14% 
and adults 3%. In 2002 and 2003, years of 
high mortality from WNv, 50% and 48% of 
juveniles died, while 29% and 35% of adult 
crows died. Twenty-two of 23 families lost 
at least one member and 18 lost more than 
one member. Nine lost one breeder, and in 6 
families both breeders vanished. One family 
was untouched by the disease. This level of 
social disruption meant 7 of the 23 families 
no longer held territories. These vacant 
territories were slowly filled over the next 
few years by helpers budding territories from 
adjacent families C77. Budding is “a former 
nonbreeder attracting a mate and settling in 
part of the territory on which it had been an 
auxiliary” W137.
 In the cool, wet season of 2004, there 
were no known deaths from WNv in the 
Ithaca, NY population of crows C77. 
Surprisingly, for two years, 2003 and 
2004, there were no significant changes in 
family size, nor was there any significant 
difference in average age of breeders or 
auxiliaries among the years 2001–2005. The 
auxiliaries were a built-in buffering system 
for cooperative breeders. The year 2004 
however, revealed the lowest percentage 
(64%) of families with 3 or more members 
over the breeding season compared to 
(91%) in 2001. Social changes were slow 
and included – female budding, merging 
families, and adopting a helper. Five cases 
of budding occurred in 2004 after two harsh 
years of deaths from WN fever. None of the 
vacant territories were filled by a new pair of 
breeders unknown to the researchers C77.
 Fledgling crows (75) from 33 extended 
families were tested for antibodies to the 
WNv antigen. No   were detected. Perhaps 
the maternal antibodies were short-lived 
and not passed on to nestling crows before 
they fledged, or the breeding females did 
not have antibodies to WNv. It appears each 
breeding season ends with fresh young 
crows susceptible to an infection from the 
WNv P18.
 In Maryland and Washington, DC, at 5 
sites from May to September 2004, field 
data were collected on bird abundance and 
blood, along with mosquito identification, 
abundance and blood. Culex pipiens 
accounted for slightly more than 90% of the 

collected mosquitoes K68. 
 It soon became apparent mosquitoes of 
the Culex pipiens complex in North America 
were hybrids not restricted to a particular 
type of host, but took bloodmeals from 
both birds and humans. This less selective 
behavior may have led to the rapid spread 
and severity of the disease F51. Vegetative 
cover and age of housing were important 
indicators of WNv risk in Chicago, Illinois 
R136.
 GIS, a Geographic Information System, is 
based on computer analysis and the display 
of geographic information in layers. GIS can 
visualize data using maps and reports to 
reveal relationships, patterns, and trends. 
By plotting the locations of dead crows 
reported by the public, GIS might be of use 
in tracking cases of WNv in animals (man 
included). An initial system combined real-
time surveillance, real-time web GIS, and 
open GIS. Monitoring dead birds helped to 
launch the control of mosquitoes in certain 
areas S77.
 Another method was the Space-Time 
Auto-Regression Moving Average (STARMA) 
that was used as a model to analyze 
the spread of WNv in the metro Detroit, 
Michigan area in 2002. The main use of 
the model was to characterise previous 
outbreaks by identifying what governed the 
space-time spread of the disease. It did 
not work in real time, but almost. The Dead 
Crow Data (DCD) was attained by recording 
the address and number of dead crows at 
each location. The 1,807 reports of dead 
crows were organized by latitude, longitude, 
and date for a 28-week period in the warm 
season L28.
 It was suggested crows became infected 
where they roosted, and over the summer 
they didn’t travel long distances. Such 
movements didn’t spread the disease, but 
due to their high viral loads (viremia), crows 
might amplify the disease locally. At the 
same time, some crows may travel a fair 
distance and start a new local outbreak, 
which may not be detected by the above 
analysis. However, local epidemics might be 
contained by spraying local mosquitoes. 
 Stalled in Detroit, up to 70% of the dead 
metro crow population was infected during 
the 2002 WN season. If many crows died 
within a local area, there would be a reduced 
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population of crows to be infected the next 
week, which may lead to an echo effect in 
the analysis. An auto-regressive model was 
one of a group of linear prediction formulas 
that attempted to predict the output of a 
natural system based on previous outputs. 
“The auto-regressive parameters are not 
rates of spread, but rather relative rates 
given the overall increase or decrease in 
WNv” L28.
 Across the continent, WNv arrived in 
Florida in mid-2001 when a dead crow 
was collected in June in Jefferson County. 
Florida was somewhat unique since the 
disease was more concentrated in 
rural areas of the panhandle and 
keys. The central part of the state 
was relatively free of WNv. As in 
other states, dead crows, American 
and Fish, along with chickens were 
the best early warning signs in 
advance of human cases of WNv. 
At this latitude, positive wild birds, 
chickens, horses and mosquito 
pools were collected in mid- to late-
December 2001 B124. 
 WNv was first isolated in 
mosquitoes from southern California 
in 2003. In the summer of 2004 the 
disease was widespread throughout 
the state. The Breeding Bird Survey 
data from 1994–2005 throughout 
California was analyzed. They found 
declines in four corvid species. For 
American Crows between 2004 and 
’05, there was a 70% drop. Corvid 
deaths by WN fever could register a 
BBS decline in a region / state K97.
 Remaining in southern California, 
around San Diego during late October 
2003, of 57 dead birds positive for WNv, 47 
(83%) were American Crows R40. The role of 
corvids was checked (2004) in three different 
environments. Of 933 reported dead birds,  
87% were American Crows. Where clusters 
of crows died from WN fever, their high 
abundance was located in the midst of a 
dense human population, such as the Los 
Angeles area. Where clusters of dead crows 
were located, 75% of human cases of WNv 
were found. Presented another way, human 
cases within areas of dead crow clusters 
were 6 per 100,000, and outside areas of 
dead crow clusters, 1.4 per 100,000 people. 

Overall, small urban crow roosts in the 
summer served as amplification sites since 
crows became lethargic and developed high 
viremias past 109 plaque-forming units / ml 
(PFU) prior to death. When the birds were 
fed upon prior to dying, the newly infected 
mosquitoes spread the disease to other 
birds and humans. In conclusion, it may be a 
less virulent strain of the virus that allowed 
crows to coexist with the disease, since not 
enough American Crows developed high 
resistance to coexist with the original NY99 
virus R41. 
 Still in California, 2,167 dead birds from 

151 species were tested from November 
to March in 2003–’05. Of these, 6% (132) 
were positive for WNv. Tested American 
Crows (572) revealed 11% positive. None 
of the sentinel chickens, but one pool of 
mosquitoes was positive. In parts of the 
state, temperatures were warm (14 ºC) 
enough over the winter to keep mosquitoes 
active, hunting, and transmitting WNv. 
However, many of the levels of infection 
were quite low R42.  
 As early as the year 2000, overwintering 
virus-infected Culex mosquitoes were found 
in New York City N3. In February 2000, a 
Red-tailed Hawk died in Westchester County, 
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New York from the virus. Perhaps the hawk 
ate infected prey. Since American Crows 
also feed on dead animals, they may acquire 
WNv in the winter from a host-reservoir G7. 
 When one is getting close to 
understanding American Crows and WNv, 
a knuckle ball is thrown. In Poughkeepsie, 
New York, dead crows were found at an 
overwinter roost in 2004. This was normal, 
since a small number die each week; mostly 
juveniles. A collection of these bodies 
was tested for WNv. From 10 February – 
29 March 2005, 98 crow carcasses were 
gathered from the roost D30. Of these, 13% 
were positive for WNv. The 13 positive crows 
had 

1) low body weights  85%
2) an enlarged spleen  23%
3) an enlarged liver  31%

These crows were tested 3 ways to confirm 
WNv. During the epizootic, temperatures 
averaged less than 10 ºC within a range of –12 
to +17 ºC. 
 The 85 WNV-negative crows died from 

1) traumatic injuries 52%
2) predation 16%
3) avian pox 14%
4) pneumonia 12%
5) poisoning 6%

Field workers reported no 
mosquito activity and searching 
for mosquito hibernacula proved 
futile in New York. From 45 
samples of crow shit, 3 (7%) were 
positive for WNv D30. What was 
the quantity of WNv in shit from 
experimentally infected American 
and Fish Crows? For 10 American 
Crows, the peak fecal titers 
ranged from 103–108 PFU / grams 
and for Fish Crows 102–106 PFU 
/ grams. These values could lead 
to a direct transmission of WNv. 
People handling sick and dead 
crows should be cautious K75.
 Crows perched on lower 
branches at a roost receive 
splashes of shit from overhead. 
Through preening, it is possible 
the virus in their shit was 

Human blood smear of normal, anucleated 
cells; Giemsa stain; mostly red blood cells 
(platelets). Each cell is 6–8 μm (microns) wide.  
© David G King, School of Medicine, Department 
of Anatomy, Southern Illinois University at 
Carbondale, with permission

American Crow’s blood with three heterophils (highly 
phagocytic and capable of a broad spectrum of antimicrobial 
activity, blue arrow) among the oval, nucleated red blood cells. 
Photomicrograph provided courtesy of Dr. T Stokol, Clinical 
Pathology, Cornell University, with permission
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transmitted between crows. But how did 
crows become infected so late in the season 
and then die at their roost? Or perhaps dead 
crows collected toward the end of March, 
as the crows at the roost dispersed for the 
summer nesting season, became infected in 
March and carried the virus from the roost 
and started a new cycle several kilometers 
away. One dead crow collected on 7 March 
2005 was positive for WNv by one test only 
D30. 
 Using models for roosting American Crows 
it was hypothesized that “crow-to-crow 
transmission is the primary maintenance 
mechanism for WNv infection through the 
cold season. We initially identified the range 
of values for the crow-to-crow transmission 
parameter that yielded the largest fraction 
of realistic WNv outbreaks that resulted 
in viremic birds at the end of winter. 
Maintenance of the virus is possible in 
temperate climates when cold temperatures 
preclude viral replication and diminish vector 
[mosquito] blood-feeding activity” M148.
 Chronic infection in crows seems unlikely 
since they die within a week after being 
infected with the virus. However, radio-
tagged, infected crows have flown up to 
4 km per night before they died W19. At a 
roost, it seemed probable that crow-to-crow 
transmission was responsible, via crow shit 
or from WNv-positive lice (Philopterus spp.) 
collected from four WNv-positive crows. 
Another possibility – crows may the eat fresh 
meat of House Sparrows infected with WNv.
 There was year-round transmission of 
WNv along the Gulf Coast in Louisiana 
and Texas. But the number of dead birds 
collected and tested was much lower than 
during the warm months. The rates for WNv-
positive birds was 0.7–14% from November 
2003 through March 2004 when only 2 
mosquito pools tested positive. Even so, 
this may lead to spring migrants carrying the 
disease northward. Overall, from January 
2003–March 2004 (15 months) 70% of the 
American Crows (n 23) were infected with 
WNv in Harris County, Texas T29. 
 Towards the end of the first decade 
of the new millennium, some of the 
surveillance shifted away from gathering 
and testing dead birds. For example, The 
City of Hamilton, Ontario’s website on 
WNv announced– “Effective 2009, Hamilton 

will no longer be testing birds for West 
Nile virus.  Dead bird testing is no longer 
required as an early indicator of West 
Nile Virus in Ontario because information 
collected over the past few years across the 
province has confirmed when and where the 
virus will most likely appear.” 
 A summary of the disease in the first 
couple of years in the United States, and 
its impact on birds was published in a 
comprehensive review of the consequences 
of WNv on wildlife M104, M106. Additional 
consequences of WNv, based on reduced 
avian populations, may include changes 
in seed dispersal, predation, scavenging, 
regulation of insects, and a reduction in 
recreational bird-watching L4. 

 WNv detection 
During the early spread of the virus, one 
of the main problems was how to quickly 
and cheaply determine that a crow or other 
animal died from WN fever. Several methods 
were tried. The VecTest was the best – 

VecTest A rapid wicking assay test in a 
field kit gives results in less than 20 minutes. 
It was tried on dead crows in Illinois. The 
VecTest was originally developed to test for 
the virus in mosquitoes. Eventually, it was 
discovered that cloacal and oral swabs from 
dead American Crows gave good results, 
with oral swabs slightly more sensitive than 
cloacal swabs for infectious virions K102.  

U sing diluted cloacal, salivary 
scrapings and some internal 
tissues, 20 dead crows were tested 
within 36–72 hours after dying. 

From other back-up tests, 17 of 20 (85%) 
of the VecTest results were confirmed. 
Further developments increased the test’s 
usefulness, including the length of the 
postmortem period for which it worked on 
dead crows Y8. When 31 Blue Jays and 9 
American Crows were tested for WNv, the 
VecTest proved to be 100% accurate when 
it was confirmed by the PCR test (reverse 
transcription polymerase chain reaction) H82.
 There exists pathological and histological 
findings of the crow’s internal organs in 
relation to WNv infection. In 2000, a crow’s 
brain page 175 was shown to be the most 
sensitive of its organs for detecting WNv 
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P4. All the dissecting, however, was time 
consuming and expensive since thousands 
of dead crows patiently waited in line for 
an autopsy. Later, in a 2011 article, there 
was a re-examination of the occurrence 
of antigenic distribution of West Nile 
virus in tissues of 9 organs in 31 dead 
infected crows collected in the wild by the 
public. The levels of distribution using IHC 
technique (Immunohistochemistry (IHC) is a 
method for detecting antigens or haptens in 
cells of a tissue section) –

1) Spleen  100% 6) Gonads  70%
2) Duodenum  95% 7) Heart  63%
3) Kidney  95% 8) Pancreas  63%
4) Liver  95% 9) Brain  37%
5) Lung  92%

The use of pieces of liver, spleen page 
176, kidney, lung and intestine increased 
the accuracy of the results. In the spleen, 
the reticuloendothelial cells were stained 
S18. Allowing infected mosquitoes to bite 
25 bird species revealed some dynamics of 
the transmission. Eight of the bird species 
died. Cloacal shedding of WNv was noted 
for 71% of 24 species, and oral shedding in 
86% of 14 species of birds. WNv was found 
in the tissues of 16 surviving birds. Orally-
acquired infection of WNv was confirmed in 
an American Crow. Bleeding from the mouth 
or cloaca was observed in a small number of 
crows that died. Also, some American Crows 
were infected by contact with an infected 
cage mate. The viremia profiles were similar 
in crows that contacted the disease all 3 
ways K103.

A merican Robins, a widespread 
species, do not die from WNv, 
but are infectious for 4–5 days. 
This made them a reservoir 
for the transmission by those 
mosquitoes that preferred 

to feed on robins W122. Mosquitoes were 
collected in Maryland and Washington DC, 
and although American Robins comprised 
only about 5% of the local bird population, 
they accounted for 43% (24–71%) of the 
bloodmeals identified in Culex mosquitoes 
from May to August. Mosquitoes fed on 8 
bird species preferentially at various times 
of the season and not relative to any bird’s 

abundance K69. 
 In North Dakota, wild Red-winged 
Blackbirds were tested for their prevalences 
of WNv anti-bodies in 2003 and 2004. The 
two annual peaks were 22% in August 2003 
and 18% in July 2004. With millions of Red-
wing Blackbirds in North America, they may 
contribute to the spread of the virus when 
they migrate north and south. It is not known 
how the virus affects the health of these 
blackbirds and in what numbers. Like crows, 
Red-wings migrate during the day and roost 
at night. During the night they may be bitten 
by mosquitoes, and if their viremia was high 
enough, mosquitoes may be infected, which 
would spread the disease locally S190.
 After being experimentally infected, 31 
American Crows were examined for two 
strains of WNv using three tests. None of the 
tests were 100% accurate all the time. The 
VecTest had a 90–100% accuracy level up to 
4 days postmortem.
 Using a combination of cloacal and oral 
(nasopharyngeal) swabs from dead crows, 
the swabs should be tested within 48 hours 
after death. But carcasses could be tested 
no matter how old as long as it was possible 
to take an oral swab. Swabs collected in the 
field could be stored at room temperature 
in cryovials for up to 48 hours. They still 
gave a reliable result for WNv antigen using 
the VecTest P5. In Colorado, oral swabs 
of American Crows had an 83% positive 
sensitivity N14. The VecTest was adequate, 
but not perfect in detecting WNV-positive 
birds. For more accuracy, tissue from 
kidneys of crows reduced the number of 
false-negatives S169. 
 Feather pulp isolated from large wing or 
tail feathers of crows during their summer 
molt gave a 77% positive rate for WNv. This 
compared to 43% for kidney and spleen 
pools, and 38% for cloacal swabs alone. It 
appears feather pulp contains more virions 
resulting in a higher reading D59.
 Fully grown, but nonvascular feathers 
were obtained from dead and living birds. 
Feathers from corvids provided the highest 
sensitivity of WNv detection (64%) from 
naturally-infected carcasses. Testing several 
feathers increased the odds of detecting 
WNv. Working with nonvascular feathers 
probably reduced the risk to humans, and 
could be used in remote areas N16.
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In Quebec, between 1990 and 2005, 
census numbers were gathered 
annually from Studies of Bird 
Populations (SBP). The data was 

divided into urban and non-urban areas, by 
month and by year. In urban areas before 
the arrival of WNv, there was a numerical 
population cycle with a periodicity of 36 
months. This 3-year cycle may have resulted 
from a bisected 6-year cycle. The cycle for 
the American Crow might be due to –

1) the average age at which crows are   
 mature enough to breed
2) life expectancy
3) other factors

After the arrival in 2002 of WNv in Quebec, 
there was a major fluctuation in the number 
of crows six months later in 2003, in both 
rural and urban areas. Slightly smaller 
fluctuations took place in 2004 and 2005. 
Thereafter, a normal dynamics returned to 
the crow population L81.  
 Adjacent counties with and without human 
cases of WNv were studied in the early 
2000s in the north-eastern United States 
in relation to avian (viral host) diversity (the 
dilution effect). From electronic models, 
“subtle differences in avian diversity 
between neighboring counties helps buffer 
humans against WNv infection. Overall, 
avian community structure can explain 
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approximately 50% of the variation in 
human WNv incidence.” It was concluded 
the protection of biodiversity was an 
important consideration in public health and 
safety S197. This explains why a reduction in 
biodiversity is the goal of some people on 
this fragile planet. 
 The Center for Disease Control (CDC) 
at Fort Collins, Colorado, is on the web. 
As well, the 2010 annual report from the 
Canadian Cooperative Wildlife Health Center 
(CC-WHC) indicated 262 dead crows were 
received – 255 were tested and 6% were 
positive for West Nile virus.

 Mosquito vectors
In North America, 62 species of mosquitoes 
tested positive for WNV infection [CDC 
2007]. However, in any one locality, only a 
few species are likely to be suitable vectors 
capable of transmitting the disease, and 
only a fraction of the mosquitoes feeding 
on an infected bird will themselves become 
infected K103. An infected mosquito is not 
always infectious (able to pass on the virus) 
during a future feeding K70. Culex spp of 
mosquitoes get a bloodmeal every 6–21 days 

and can live from 10–65 
days in captivity depending 
on ambient temperature 
S131. 
 Generally, WNv is 
maintained through a bird–
mosquito enzootic cycle 
involving multiple hosts 
and vectors. Temperature, 
feeding habits, and 
abundance determine 
how potent mosquitoes 
are in spreading a viral 
disease. Laboratory vector 
competency is the ability 
of a mosquito to become 
infected and then transmit 
the virus to a vertebrate 
host within a laboratory. 
Culex species are usually 
competent vectors, Culex 
tarsalis is highly competent. 
The pool-breeding Aedes 
and Ochlerotatus species 
are relatively inefficient 
vectors of the disease in a 
laboratory. “In determining 
the potential for a mosquito 

species to become involved in transmitting 
WNv, it is necessary to consider not only 
its laboratory vector competence, but also 
its abundance, host-feeding preference, 
involvement with other viruses with similar 
transmission cycles, and whether WNv has 
been isolated from this species under natural 
conditions” T89.
 Temperature helps to determine the 
virulence of infected mosquitoes. A hot 
summer can hasten the spread of the 
disease. Bearing the virulent NY99 strain 
of WNv, Culex pipiens mosquitoes were 
exposed to a variety of temperature 
regimes. In an incubation environment of 
30 ºC, some infected mosquitoes passed 
on the virus only 4 days after ingesting 
an infected bloodmeal. After 12 or more 
days, over 90% of mosquitoes transmitted 
the infection through a bite. When held 
at 18 ºC, after 28 days less than 30% of 
mosquitoes transmitted a WNv infection. The 
competency decreased with a decrease in 
the surrounding temperature. A cool summer 
greatly reduces the numbers of WNv cases 
in birds and people D60.
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American Crow’s spleen  Staining was diffuse and WNv antigen-
stained cells were reticulendothelial cells S18. (Reticulendothelial 
cells play a role in inflammation and immunity and are found in the 
spleen and other organs.).  © Journal of Global Infectious Disease
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 For example, in 2011 Winnipeg, Manitoba 
experienced a cool and dry summer with 
almost no mosquitoes in and near the city, 
which led to zero cases of WNv recorded 
in crows, horses, people and mosquitoes 
(online). A very rare entomological summer 
according to the people that have spent 
their lives in Winnipeg. In Manitoba, dead 
crows are no longer needed to track the 
disease in the province. Adult and larval 
mosquito sampling and testing in addition to 
factors such as temperature, etc. are used to 
assess the risk of West Nile virus exposure 
to people. Abnormal swings in temperature, 
coupled with a genetic shift in WNv from 
NY99 to WN02 combined to change the 
distribution and intensity of transmission of 
this virus K71.

 A mosquito’s bite
What happens when an infected mosquito 
bites a bird? First of all, a mosquito takes a 
blood-meal from an infected bird and may 
becomes infected herself. The West Nile 
virus replicates itself in the mosquito’s gut 
and salivary glands, and is passed along 
with salivary fluid when that mosquito bites 
another vertebrate M32. 
 The insect’s salivary proteins can impair 
the anti-viral immune response in a bird. 
The immediate environment around the bite 
suppresses the immune system. T- and 
B-cell populations are killed or experience 
lower cell division rates. This can increase 
the strength of the infection and alter the 
rate of survival of the virus and bird S38. 
 In a southwest Chicago, Illinois suburb, a 
few species of super-spreaders (American 
Robin, Blue Jay [a corvid] and the House 
Finch) had the dual function of being a 
reservoir for the virus, and an attractive host 
for feeding mosquitoes, particularly Culex 
pipiens. When the mosquito started to feed 
on humans, the transmission of West Nile 
virus was possible. Culex pipiens fed on 25 
species of birds in the Chicago area, but not 
all of the bird species were viremic enough 
to infect the mosquito with WNv. Based on 
the relative abundance of avian species in a 
local area, robins were slightly overused by 
the feeding mosquitoes, and several other 
species were underused. In addition to birds, 
several mammals also accounted for 17% of 
the feeding by Culex pipiens, with humans 

taking up 16% of the 17%. It was estimated 
66% of WNv-infectious C pipiens were 
developed by feeding on only a few avian 
super hosts H17.

 Culex tarsalis
Since I studied crows in Manitoba, I will 
outline several aspects of the life of Culex 
tarsalis, the mosquito found in western 
North America and tested for WNv in this 
province. From the Rutgers New Jersey 
Agricultural Experimental Station Center for 
Vector Biology, Culex tarsalis is 

1) An important vector for the maintenance, 
amplification and epidemic transmission of 
several viruses
2) An abundant summer species that is 
scarce east of the Mississippi River, but 
active over the winter in southern California
3) Easily distinguished as adults from other 
Culex species by white bands on parts of 
the body
4) Propagated by rafts of about 200 eggs 
deposited on sunlit, ephemeral water pools 
often surrounded by vegetation. Larvae 
tolerate alkaline, fresh and saline waters, but 
not excessive organic pollution
5) An early colonizer of newly formed 
pools. Larval development takes 7–25 days 
depending on food and temperature; usually 
less than 5% survive due to predation 
6) Some females begin egg laying 4–5 days 
after emergence. Their eggs mature without 
recourse to a bloodmeal. In the north, 
females overwinter in facultative diapause 
and need a bloodmeal to produce their first 
eggs in the spring
7) A feeder on birds shortly after sunset 
in the spring. In summer, people, horses, 
rabbits and cattle are fed upon. Host seeking 
flights may reach 27 kilometers, averaging 
about 90 m a day from rural sites along 
rivers and crop fields

Mosquitoes remain infective for life. C 
tarsalis breeds in agricultural areas and 
travels a few kilometers to urban areas to 
hunt. Wind may alter their travel W114.
 C tarsalis is found from the Mississippi 
River to the west coast, south into Mexico 
and north into parts of Canada, including 
Manitoba D10. Based on this range, a study 
was initiated on its genetic data and the 
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flow of WNv westward from the east coast. 
In 2002, WNv had reached the Mississippi 
River, the eastern edge of the range of C 
tarsalis. From there, by the end of 2002, it 
had invaded the Great Plains. In 2003 the 
virus arrived in the southwest and began 
to cross the Rockies. By 2004 the virus 
traveled northward through California. There 
appeared to be few barriers to its gene flow 
across the three genetic clusters in the 
mosquito’s population V8.

 Feeding by mosquitos
How often do mosquitoes land on American 
Robins in Maryland and Washington, DC? 
Using high resolution infrared cameras 
during nesting, the birds were monitored day 
and night. The mosquitoes could only be 
detected on landing. It was not possible to 
know if they fed on the adults or nestlings. 
Over 99% of mosquito observations at nests 
fell between 8 PM and 6 AM. The average 
number of landing per night on adults 
brooding nestlings was 123 and on nestlings 
37. Brooding young nestlings reduced the 
number of mosquitoes landing on them each 
night. The brooding adult robins tucked 
their bills into feathers which reduced the 
exposed skin on their heads. Nestlings (n 
165) were swabbed at 21 nests over the 
summer and all were negative for WNv G69.  
 Other people looked at relationships 
between birds, mosquitoes and humans in 
North America. In the north-eastern part of 

the USA, when American Robins 
began to migrate and disperse in 
late summer, Culex pipiens shifted 
its feeding to humans, and that was 
when the number of infections in 
humans increased. The same trend 
was found for the mosquito Culex 
tarsalis in the western part of North 
America K68.
 Blood from several species of 
mosquitoes was tested for avian 
DNA. Most of the Culex pipiens 
(86%) fed on passeriformes. As 
to longevity, quail DNA could be 
detected in Cx pipiens for up 
to 3 days after feeding at 27 ºC. 
Bloodmeal analysis provided the 
frequency of feeding by mosquitoes 
on crows, compared to other species 
of birds N23. 

 A test was setup to monitor the attraction 
of Culex pipiens to three common urban 
birds – European Starling, House Sparrow 
and American Robin. When the birds were 
placed outdoors in cages, the American 
Robin was preferred by the mosquito. 
This attraction to some avian species was 
probably an inherent characteristic S86.
 Different mosquitoes operate at different 
height regimes during the night. For 
example, at Niagara Falls, Ontario, mosquito 
traps were of two types (1) no lights and 
baited with CO2 (controls) and (2) no lights 
and baited with cotton swabs of uropygial 
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gland secretions from American Crows (crow 
traps). Traps were set at two elevations – 
about 1.5 and 5 meters. Since Culex pipiens 
and Cx restuans were difficult to tell apart, 
they were grouped in the trials as Cx pipiens 
/ restuans. From the 2,482 mosquitoes 
captured, the most abundant species was Cx 
pipiens / restuans (57%) followed by Aedes 
vexans (23%). Several other species made 
up the remaining 20%.
 Of the 1,404 Cx pipiens / restuans 
captured, 78% were caught in the 5 m level 
traps – 

At 1.5 m elevation traps  
10% were in the control traps
12% in the crow traps

At 5 m elevation traps 
32% were caught in control traps
46% were caught in crow traps

 For the 587 Aedes vexans captured, 92% 
were caught in the 1.5 m level traps.

At 1.5 m elevation traps  
48% were in the control traps
44% were caught in crow traps

At 5 m elevation traps 
2% were in the control traps
6% were in the crow traps

When WNv surveillance for a particular 
mosquito is employed, the setting of traps 
at the right height for each species gave 
a better sample of its population. Baiting 
traps with uropygial gland secretions from 
the American Crow helped to attract more 
mosquitoes R139.
 In Connecticut, a collection was made 
of 137,199 mosquitoes of 32 species from 
June–October 2000. Multiple isolates were 
collected from only 4 species – Culex 
pipiens, Cx restuans, Cx salinarius and 
Culiseta melanura, that were thought 
to be the most important vectors in the 
transmission cycle of WNv. For these 4 
species, the minimum field infection rate 
(MFIR) per 1,000 mosquitoes ranged from 
1.3–77, the lowest in Cu melanura and the 
highest was found in Cx pipiens A43. 
 Hovering in Connecticut, mosquitoes 
were collected state-wide from June–
October 2002–2004. Analysis of their 
isolated bloodmeals was based on DNA 

sequences matched to a GenBank, or 
published results. Three mosquito species 
and 34 bird species were compared. Blood 
from an American Crow was found in one 
bloodmeal of Culex pipiens. The top three 
birds fed upon by the mosquitoes were 
American Robin, Gray Catbird and House 
Sparrow. All three species of insects – Cx 
pipiens, Cx restuans and Cx salinarius 
were involved to differing degrees in the 
transmission process. Eleven mammalian 
species including humans were fed upon by 
Cx pipiens and Cx salinarius M139.
 Still in Connecticut, two mosquito 
species were sampled in the early 2000s. 
Aedes vexans and Culiseta melanura 
act as secondary vectors for WNv. From 
bloodmeal analysis of 119 Ae vexans, 92% 
acquired their bloodmeals from mammals 
(80% White-tailed Deer) and 2.5% from 
birds. Cu melanura fed mainly on birds 
(90%) and mammals (4%) with the American 
Robin (23%) the most common source while 
the American Crow supported only 2% of 
bloodmeals in this vector M139. 
 In Harris County, Texas, Culex 
quinquefasciatus was the dominant 
mosquito vector. It acquired blood from 
birds (39%); mammals (53%) and a mixture 
from bird and mammals (8%). The domestic 
dog was the most utilized host (41%), then 
the Mourning Dove at 18% and the American 
Robin at 2.5% M141. 
 Along the Red River Valley in the northern 
Great Plains from 2003–’05 during the warm 
months, 277 birds of 11 passerine species, 
including the crow, were monitored for 
WNv antibodies. About 0.1 ml of blood was 
taken from the wing. The presence of WNv 
depended on local weather conditions. It 
was less prevalent in the cool summer of 
2004, due to slow vector larval development 
that resulted in a short transmission season 
of 51 days compared to 92 days in 2003, 
an epidemic year. WNv was detected only 
in Culex tarsalis. American Crows had an 
unnaturally high seroprevalence to WNv, 
and although the size of the sample was 
very small, 33% of six American Crows in 
2004 and 50% of six crows in 2005 had 
antibodies. Why did some crows in the Red 
River Valley survive the viral infection? There 
was some evidence passerine immunity to 
the virus may last longer than one season. 
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All 11 passerine species sampled 
in 2004 and 2005 had seropositive 
members. They were infected by 
mosquitoes in spite of nesting in 
quite different habitats B80.
 Continuing on an upward wing 
beat, seroprevalence (WNv-reactive 
antibodies) in wild American 
and Fish Crows in central New 
Jersey was followed over each 
transmission season from 1999 
until the end of 2005. The antibody 
prevalence rate in American Crows 
ranged from 0–33% in adults (n 
1–45) and 0–14% in juveniles (n 
1–128). Overall, the annual median 
drop in dying for American Crows 
was about 2% each year R32.
 In Seattle, Washington, over the 
summers of 2003–’04, landscape 
and climatic patterns were thought 
to influence mosquito abundance 
and behavior. Culex pipiens was 
the most abundant species and its 
abundance increased with warmer 
weather. Strangely, rainfall had a 
less obvious impact on mosquito 
abundance. The abundance of 
potential mosquito vectors was highest in 
the suburbs, city centers, and near small 
communal summer roosts of American 
Crows P27. 
 In California, from Breeding Bird Surveys 
(BBS), 69% of the routes registered a 
decline in the Californian population of 
American Crows from 2004 to 2005. A total 
of 5,294 crows were tested and 56% were 
WNv positive. This was the worst in the 11 
years examined K97. 

W est Nile virus activity is now being 
monitored in Central and South 
American countries. But there is a 

possibility of misidentification of WNv for an 
unrecognized similar virus K104. In Europe 
two new strains of WN-like viruses were 
found to be serologically WNv, but were 
genetically different from known strains B22.  
 A test was run on 4 species of ixodid ticks 
to determine if they might be involved in the 
transmission of WNV A40. It was concluded – 
“Three species of ixodid ticks acquired WNv 
from viremic hosts and transstadially passed 
the virus, but vector competency was not 

determined.”

 Bird surveys
The Patuxent Wildlife Research Center in 
Maryland and the Canadian Wildlife Service 
present the North America Breeding Bird 
Surveys (BBS) results up to 2010, which 
includes a decade after the arrival of WNv 
page 315. Along with state and provincial 
results, the BBS gives results for 134 
categories of regions and broad habitat 
types. Of these, only four have shown a 
‘significant’ decrease in American Crow 
populations – Saskatchewan, West Virginia, 
The High Plains, and Aspen Parkland. The 
total number of survey routes in these four 
areas was 308 (50–132), which indicated a 
reasonable degree of reliability. Utah showed 
the greatest drop, but methodology has not 
allowed it to be considered relevant. So far, 
it seems local populations of crows may 
be hit hard, but trends for the entire United 
States and Canada were not obviously on a 
prolonged decline.
 Because crows form large roosts over 
the winter in parts of the United States and 
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21 June 2009.  Three large American Crow untested 
nestlings died (West Nile virus?) in seven days as the mated 
pair, without helpers, looked on in Winnipeg, Manitoba. The 
yellow arrow indicates one nestling that fell from the nest 
in an American Elm and got tangled in branches. Another 
was found dead on the street below and the third died in 
the nest (pink arrow). The following year, presumably this 
same unmarked pair nested 60 m away in another elm on the 
same side of the street and fledged 3 young. The parents are 
perched on both sides of the nest
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southern Canada, Audubon’s Christmas Bird 
Counts (CBCs), may not be as relevant as 
BBSs in estimating changes in the numbers 
of crows. The CBCs page 315 may not be as 
accurate because [migratory] birds were 
counted in a location that may differ from 
where they were exposed to WNV over 
the breeding season K70. CBC data were 
examined in relation to the impact of WNv on 
10 resident bird species in six north-eastern 
states C18. For American Crows there were 
two sets of figures –

1) a pooling of all annual data from the six 
states
2) counting roosts of less than 2,500 crows 
which will limit the influence of larger roosts 
containing some migrants

This second restriction resulted in less 
variance in the annual counts and less of 
a drop in 2002, the last year included in 
the analysis. Overall, the data indicated a 
decline. A paper released in 2004 suggested 
there was not much consistency among the 
data from dead crow counts, mosquitoes 
and the CBC. None of the three can indicate 
the early stage of a severe local outbreak of 
WN fever H109.
 WNv was first widely distributed in 
California in 2004. In the Sacramento 
Valley, road surveys (transects) were used to 
estimate the regional effect of WNv on local 
birds, especially two corvids. Comparing 
the 203 km surveys traveled 30 times in 
the fall and winter from 1990–’95 (pre-
WNv) to those from 2005–’08 (post-WNv), 
the maximum counts of American Crows 
declined 63% and Yellow-billed Magpie 
83%. The crow declined quickly in 2007 S98. 
Adjusting continental BBS route data on the 
American Crow for observer differences and 
missing data, the annual counts showed a 
steady increase in crow populations from 
the early 1980s to the year 2000. Then the 
crow populations began to fall steadily and 
sometimes dramatically (up to 45%) in local 
/ regional areas in the United States L5. 
Changes in the abundance of the American 
Crow may further change the dynamics of 
WNv. One recent line of thought (2005) was 
crows may amplify the disease because they 
become generally lethargic and quite viremic 
for a short period (hours) prior to death. 

Crows dying from infection were not dead-
end hosts L3.
 In the American northeast, where WNv 
was first reported, a study found the 
abundance of crows declined the most in 
urban landscapes, and one year after above-
average temperatures in the winter. Warmer 
winters may support overwinter survival (in 
sewers) of more mosquitoes with the virus, 
which leads to an earlier start of WNv in the 
spring L5.

WNV killed more crows when –

1) the initial crow population was high
2) avian species diversity was low
3) human populations were high (as in   
 cities)
4) they were first exposed to the virus   
 during its initial sweep across North  
 America K98.

 Predators
About Homo sapiens one crow said, “The 
most thoughtful, upright animal is also the 
most pernicious.” We do indeed top the list 
of predators on crows, with our egoism of 
guns, bombs, poisons, and biased ideas 
of beauty, morality and usefulness when 
applied to birds. It’s tough being the top 
predator on the planet. We have to keep 
thousands of species (including birds) in 
line by teaching them we are in control. Any 
action against us on their part will not be 
tolerated, and will be met with devastating, 
lethal force.

 Hawks and owls
Above and below us, hawks, owls and 
eagles are the natural predators of the 
crow. Retaliation by crows usually involves 
mobbing their winged enemies. But under 
certain situations, they can live / work 
together. In Maryland in January and 
February of 1981, two or three American 
Crows and one or two Red-shouldered 
Hawks were observed on three different 
instances feeding together (about 2 m apart) 
on the ground on scraps of discarded food, 
and perched close together (about 1 m 
apart) in an oak tree, all without conflict. A 
food shortage or cold weather (although no 
snow on the ground was mentioned) were 
two possible reasons L87. I could argue there 
was no fighting between the two species 
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because of a food surplus. Or crows may 
sense when a hawk is in a hunting / killing 
mode and act accordingly. 
 The rules change when food is very 
abundant or quite scarce. When Pacific 
Salmon die by the thousands after spawning, 
Bald Eagles and crows feed together on the 
decaying flesh along the bars and shores 
of coastal rivers. In Kansas, severe winter 
storms caused a Marsh Hawk and 3 crows 
to eat at once on the carcass of an Eastern 
Cottontail L67. 
 There are several reports on variable 
interactions with Cooper’s Hawks. The small 
size (36–51 cm long) of this hawk led to 
speculation about its ability to kill a crow 
(43 cm long). But there is a story by Floyd 
Plasterer who flushed two feeding Cooper’s 
Hawks off a warm carcass of a dead crow in 
Pennsylvania. Plasterer did not observe the 
kill, but Aaron Bagg witnessed a crow being 
disabled by a Cooper’s Hawk S194.
 A triad of three predators can produce 
memorable theatre. From California, 
Joseph Mailliard watched two Cooper’s 
Hawks, with various techniques, attack a 
flock of alert crows perched in trees. The 
hawks were unsuccessful in taking a crow 
that wintery day. The hawks came to their 
end, however, when Joseph shot both of 
them (shooting hawks was a common and 
misguided practice in the early 1900s) M19. 
In Washington, Jesse McGuire saw two 
crows knock a Cooper’s Hawk from a tree 
to the ground in May. At this point McGuire 
captured the bird and placed it in a box 
where it shortly died, probably from shock 
R56. In Ohio, a Cooper’s Hawk landed in a 
tree where crows were perched in July. The 
crows gave a few short warning notes but 
showed no overt alarm G35.
 A study in Missouri of the feeding habits 
of Cooper’s Hawks over two nesting seasons 
claimed 176 hours of observations divided 
among 14 nests. Dead birds comprised 87% 
of species frequency and about 65% of 
the total weight of all 259 animals brought 
to the nests. The total bird count was 225 
individuals. Two crows (1%) were included in 
the diet of nestlings T60.
 A crow killed a yearling male Cooper’s 
Hawk on 5 May 1985. The attack was 
observed at 13:45 by Gladys Shafransky of 
Stevens Point, Wisconsin. The hawk was 

being mobbed by American Robins, Blue 
Jays and 2 American Crows in her backyard. 
As the hawk was flying, one crow stuck it 
on the head. The hawk fell to the ground 
and quickly died. All the other birds grew 
quiet and flew off. The crows did not feed 
on the carcass. She donated the hawk to 
a local museum L70. Near Shippensburg, 
Pennsylvania, a dead Cooper’s Hawk had 
the remains of a crow in its crop S194. 
 If a bird makes a kill, how much can it 
carry? A 21 gram female House Finch carried 
5 grams of nesting material and a 4,170 
gram Golden Eagle easily carried a 910 
gram load. Based on these two reports, the 
carrying capacity of birds is about 25% of 
their own weight H161.
 On a 1,554 km2 tract west of Laramie, 
Wyoming, 55 pairs of Swainson’s Hawks 
nested. The tract also hosted 5 pairs of Red-
tailed Hawks, 10 pairs of Ferruginous Hawks, 
3 pairs of Golden Eagles, 13 pairs of Marsh 
Hawks, 39 pairs of Great Horned Owls, and 
at least 35 pairs of nesting American Crows. 
Although the incidents of predation were not 
observed, at least 7 of 10 nests of crows 
close to nests of Swainson’s were destroyed, 
including large nestlings in two of the crows’ 
nests. Swainson’s Hawks may have been 
involved since several destroyed nests of 
crows were subsequently lined with green 
leaves, a characteristic of a Swainson’s 
Hawk’s nest-building procedure. A final 
supposition – “Swainson’s nesting success, 
22 out of 29 nests, was higher where neither 
crows or owls nested in the vicinity.” In 
addition to numerous small mammals, some 
avian prey items of the Swainson’s were 
Western Meadowlarks, Sage Grouse, Horned 
Larks, ducks, sparrows, blackbirds and 
crows D74. 
 During my time in the field, I’ve never 
seen a crow being taken by any of its 
natural predators, other than poetic 
man. One autumnal morning I watched a 
Northern Harrier and crows playing together 
in a series of dives and chases of no 
consequence. In Illinois, eight crows were 
mobbing a Great Horned Owl. Possibly 
attracted by the calling, a Northern Harrier 
flew in and chased away each of the crows. 
The hawk then left. A few minutes later the 
owl changed its position, and the crows 
resumed mobbing it. Surprisingly, the harrier 
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returned, and again routed the crows before 
leaving the area. When the same crows took 
after two Short-eared Owls almost an hour 
later, no harrier came to their rescue S124.
 In Minnesota, prey was brought to 13 
Northern Goshawk nests over three nesting 
seasons 2000–’02. About 4,900 hours of 

video footage showed 652 prey deliveries. 
Mammals made up 62% of the diet and 
birds 38%. American Crows (6%) and 
Ruffed Grouse (5%) were the commonest 
birds brought to nests S107. In the Pacific 
Northwest, Washington state in particular, 
prey remains were noted at 82 nests of 
Northern Goshawks (length 53–66 cm). 
From 936 prey items from pellets and food 
remains, of the 25 birds taken, 3 were 
crows accounting for less than 1% of the 
birds recorded W33. In northern Wisconsin, 
nesting Northern Goshawks took Ruffed 
Grouse (25%), Blue Jay (14%), and American 
Crows (7%) W132. In the Upper Peninsula of 
Michigan on 23 July 1955, a Goshawk (1,000 
g) approach a flock of 10 American Crows in 
a tree, then took one (500 g) out of the air to 
the ground, and flew laboring with the crow’s 
body V22. In New York and Pennsylvania 
crows turned up in the Goshawk’s menu at 
14 nests 73% of the time. Under one nest, 
24 crows’ legs and 15 humeri were located. 
While photographing a nest, 3 crows were 
brought for the nestlings M118. 
 In Michigan on the morning of 18 May 
1945, an adult Red-tailed Hawk, Buteo 
jamaicensis, had a dead crow in its talons. 
Perched in a tree, the hawk flew off without 
the body when it was approached. The crow 
was warm with talon marks from the hawk 
about its neck and head B59. 
 In Los Angeles County, California, a crow 
destroyed a set of eggs of a Red-tailed 
Hawk. “The remains of shells and contents, 
and a telltale black feather, told the story. 

This was in a locality where crows 
were nesting, and were very plentiful” 
E13. On the Canadian prairies near 
Rochester, Alberta, at least 8 mammal 
types and 15 bird species were brought 
to nourish the young in 10 nests of 
Red-tailed Hawks. Only 1 (0.5%) crow 
was counted M120. Breeding pairs of 
Osprey with nestlings were much more 
aggressive toward crows than when 
eggs were being incubated. Osprey 
in Nova Scotia chased, but did not 
kill any crows  J14. A Sharp-shinned 
Hawk, Accipiter striatus (length 25–36 
cm) killed a crow on Mackinac Island, 
Michigan W77.
 In Green County, Wisconsin, 
beginning in the winter of 1953, the 
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trails of Red-tailed Hawks and Great Horned 
Owls were followed for 3 years. Five other 
raptors bred in the area. The major fare for 
both species was Ring-necked Pheasant 
and Cottontail Rabbit. Food remains at 87 
Red-tailed Hawks’ nests included 9 crows. 
Remains of prey in 41 nests of Great Horned 
Owls included 5 crows O21. In Maryland, 
crows destroyed the nest of one Great 
Horned Owl, because, according to the 
observer, the crows were ‘out marauding’ 
B134. In Trelease Woods, Illinois, the 
disappearance of nestling crows began with 
the appearance of Great Horned Owls K32. 
 In Virginia in late November, a crow felt 
the power of a Great Horned Owl. Perched 
in a tree, the owl was being mobbed by the 
usual Courage of Crows. One crow came 
slightly too close. In an instant the owl’s left 
foot shot out. The crow did not struggle. 
Less than a minute later, the owl with its kill 
headed for the safety of the woods with an 
angry parade of blackshirts in pursuit D37. 
 In case you may think the crow / owl 
relationship is all one-sided, one account 
revealed how crows, assisted by human 
interference, were able to kill a Great Horned 

Owl’s nestlings. A human flushed an owl 
from its nest and when the owl returned, 
a dozen crows were her entourage. Again 
she was scared away by the man, but a few 
of the crows stayed, and the boldest one 
easily used its bill to flip an owlet from the 
nest. This intact nestling was returned to 
the nest by the human. Later, both owlets 
were discovered dead, but not eaten, at the 
base of the nest-tree. A bruise on their wing 
tips matched the crow’s method of removal 
C140. In my opinion, the human was the main 

reason for the death of the owlets.
 At the Essex crow roost in southern 
Ontario, I often enjoyed a morning’s walk 
around and in the woodlot after the crows 
had left for the day. Dead crows, some 
partially eaten, dotted the floor of the 
woodlot. On nearby snowy fields, headless 
crows, the result of night moves by a Great 
Horned Owl, were easily approached for 
inspection page 186. In Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
large crow feathers usually rested on the 
ground below each of two Great Horned 
Owls’ nests in deciduous trees page 185.
 Snowy Owls in New England did not 
have crows in their stomachs. At Detroit, 
Michigan, however, Snowy Owls killed and 
ate full-grown crows. The crows, in turn, 
mobbed the owls G76. A collection of 68 
pellets came from Barred Owls near Urbana, 
Illinois. The owls fed mostly on mammals, 
less on birds, but did take one crow  C27. 
 To watch a raptor take a crow is not an 
everyday experience. Such a life-and-death 
incident took place on 28 June 1950 along 
the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence 
in Quebec. A Red-tailed Hawk removed a 
large crow nestling as the parents voiced 

their despair in sounds that “were almost 
human in their tone and inflection.” The pair 
of crows forced the hawk to drop their dead 
nestling on the beach. Later, a Black Bear, 
Ursus americanus, ate the nestling T27. 
 On 14 May in the southeast corner of 
Michigan (Monroe County) a Peregrine 
Falcon (length 45 cm) flew from a clump 
of cottonwoods with a crow in its talons. 
Another crow was in wild pursuit. It was 
assumed the falcon had taken a nestling 
from the crow’s nest S172.
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 In Everglades National Park, south-eastern 
Florida, four aspects of the natural history 
of the Short-tailed Hawk (39 cm long) 
were recorded. A sample of the available 
avian prey in the area was made and 20 
species were listed. The American Crow’s 
availability was well down the list and 
none were counted at nest remains or in 
regurgitated pellets. The top three birds from 
nest remains were Eastern Meadowlarks, 
Red-winged Blackbirds and Yellow-billed 
Cuckoos. The first two were common birds 
in the area O7. 

 Our smallest hawk, the American Kestrel, 
used some of its energy on 19 June 
harassing a pair of crows in Guelph, Ontario. 
As I neared the crow’s nest-tree, a few 
minutes after sunrise, I heard the excited 
calling of the kestrel. It made four dives from 
20 m above a crow perched on the corner of 
a 4-storey building near its nest. The hawk, 
with legs extended, caused the crow to duck 
its head with each pass. Growing weary of 
the hawk’s attitude, the crow took cover in 
a deciduous tree. Then, when the pair of 
crows flew from the tree at my approach, the 
kestrel chased each in turn. Finally, the hawk 
slipped away, leaving the crows in peace.

 Eagles
At times an interesting play of birds can 
develop around a kill. In a snowy field in 
Utah, a Ring-necked Pheasant died on 27 
January 1973 from the claws of an adult 
Golden Eagle. Very soon 3 magpies and 
12 crows arrived at the kill. Whenever the 
crows reacted in a startled manner, the 
eagle paused in her meal to survey the 
surroundings. The magpies were more daring 
and active around the feeding eagle. The 
crows remained quietly nearby or flew after 
magpies that managed to steal a scrap of 
pheasant. Within 25 minutes the eagle left 
its kill. An hour later the corvids had eaten 
the remaining meat and they too had left 
P72. 
 On 8 August 2005, six observers watched 
a Bald Eagle kill a lone American Crow that 
was chasing / mobbing a Red-tailed Hawk. 
The eagle snatched the crow out of the 
air, then carried the dead bird to a bank. A 
minute later, it flew away without the crow. 
The crow and eagle were hidden from view 
making it impossible to know if the eagle 
ate any of the crow O27. 
 In northern California, from 1983–’92, a 
study of Bald Eagles identified 2,351 prey 
items on 56 of their nesting territories. Diet 
composition was – fish 74%, birds 22%, 
and mammals 4%. The American Coot (5%) 
and Mallard (2%) were the top avian items. 
The remains of one American Crow was 
found J1. 
 A Bald Eagle took a crow in flight at 
Stevens Point, Wisconsin L69. Struck in the 
air by the eagle, the injured crow hit the 
water and the eagle finally retrieved it on its 
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American Crow, Dead  © by Alison 
Kent, with permission

Great-horned Owl  A night’s work. Three heads 
of crows were found on a snowy field where the 
crows roosted at Essex, Ontario
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third try. It flew to a stump in the lake and 
ate the crow. “Two other crows silently flew 
over the scene.”
 In central California, there were about 
20 nests of Golden Eagles. Prey remains at 
their nests were counted. Although not a 
complete list, the four components were –

1) mammals  15 species
2) birds  16 species
3) reptiles  3 snake species
4) fish  2 species

From the list, the crow placed 5th –

1) Yellow-billed Magpie  6%
2) Western Meadowlark  1.6%
3) Great Horned Owl  1.4%
4) Valley Quail  0.8%
5) American Crow  0.6% C40.

In a study of crows at Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts in the 1980s, Raccoons 
destroyed nestlings in five nests of crows; 
Great Horned Owls took out nestlings 
from three nests; three fledglings were run 
over by humans in powerful cars, and one 
nestling or fledgling died from each of – 
injury, infanticide, hunting, adverse weather. 
Two fledgling crows starved. Predation in 
the wooded barrier beach habitat was higher 
than predation on crows nesting in the urban 
environment, probably due to an abundance 
of raccoons C61. 

 Mobbing
In Winnipeg, Manitoba, throughout the four 
seasons, crows respond quickly by diving 
at a Common Raven cutting the invisible 
boundary of their territory. Crows chase 
Red-tailed Hawks. The blackshirts also mob 
Turkey Vultures, Black Vultures, and Crested 
Caracara J41.
 Dr. Richard Staniforth in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba watched a Common Raven land 
on a crow’s nest in a spruce tree and tear 
apart the nest cup for about five minutes. 
The breeding pair of crows began calling 
and diving at the intruder, and within a 
minute about 50 crows joined the mobbing. 
After the raven left, the breeding crows 
repaired the nest and continued their nesting 
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American Crows  A tiny portion of the thousands that roosted overwinter at Chatham, 
Ontario in 2011. Large roosts attract misinformed hunters but rarely avian or mammalian 
predators. Crows feed daily overwinter on larvae of European Corn Borer in the stalks of corn

American Crow versus the lazy human mind
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activities (pers. comm. 20 April 2011).
 A three-part series of artificial situations 
was established at the University of 
Washington in Seattle. Breeding crows were 
confronted with 

1) a life-size plastic Great Horned Owl
2) an owl with a plastic crow lying in front  

 of it
3) an owl with 28 cm piece of black, 
 velvety cloth in front of it

The last two arrangements produced louder 
and more intense calling by the mobbing 
crows, but there was no significance 
difference in the response. It was suggested 
a simple “releasing mechanism, whether 
innate or learned is involved” B33. From my 
hunting experience in the winter, flying crows 
can be drawn in by shaking a dead crow or 
a soft black hat. Apparently, the awkwardly 
moving blackness excites them. Whenever 
Lorenz held something black and fluttering, 
jackdaws in his company set upon him with 
their rattling attack. Naked nestlings of 
Jackdaws in his hand caused no parental 
anxiety. However, once the nestlings 
acquired their dark apparel, holding them 
brought forth a vigorous attack from adults 
L73. 
 Crows’ reactions to birds of prey varied 
according to the species. American Crows 
generally ignored Red-shouldered Hawks 
except when they flew close to their 
nest. Red-tailed Hawks were routinely 
attacked throughout the year by crows and 
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American Crows mobbing a Bald Eagle, 17 June 2012, over Seattle, Washington. 
Photograph © by Ingrid Taylar, with permission; visit ingridtaylar.com for her avian photographs
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occasionally by Red-shouldered Hawks. 
Crows and Red-shouldered Hawks jointly 
mobbed Barred Owls and Great Horned 
Owls K44. On one occasion 136 crows were 
mobbing an owl. Calling by some crows 
attracted neighboring crows, which quickly 
formed a courage K66.
 In Highlands County, Florida, several 

crows and a Red-shouldered Hawk called 
excitedly while perched in a small grove 
and looking at the ground. With further 
investigation, Kilham saw three piles of dark 
feathers from a Wild Turkey on the ground. 
The feathers were a sufficient stimulus for 
the crows and hawk to react vocally K48. 
Carolee Caffrey watched mobbing crows 
knock a Barn Owl out the air to the ground 
V18. 
 At Encino, California, American Crows 
feeding in the afternoon responded to calls 
of 4 species of birds, two of which were 
common local predators. From 22 playback 
trials, the 4–17 crows per trial all took flight 
away from the source when calls of a Red-
shouldered Hawk, a daytime predator, were 
broadcast. When calls from a Great Horned 
Owl, a nighttime predator, were broadcast, 
86% of the crows that took flight, flew 
toward the calling. When an owl was located 
during the day, crows often mobbed it. Calls 
from the other two bird species did not 
cause crows to abandon their feeding H57.
 At the Hamilton, Ontario roost, a hawk 
sometimes made an early evening pass in 
fading daylight over a few thousand crows 
assembled on the treed Niagara Escarpment 
clif f prior to roosting. Clamoring into the 
air with hawk-induced zeal, a group of the 
crows swarmed above the brown-winged 
predator, tracing its flight until it left.
 Mobbing behavior is exciting to watch. 
On 15 November, in St. Catharines, Ontario, 
about 100 crows formed a dark cloud above 
the easy, circular movements of a Red-
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Edmonton, Alberta  About 50 crows were mobbing a Great Horned Owl over homes on 12 June 2011 
at 10:30 am.  © Barb Eglinski Photography, with permission

Red-tailed Hawks occasionally prey on 
American Crows.  © Maggie Lesoing, from 
simply-san-juan.com, with permission

simply-san-juan.com
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tailed Hawk set against full white clouds. 
Through field glasses, I saw several crows 
in turn, at 300 m elevation, peel off, as in an 
aerial dogfight, dive at the buteo, shoot past 
it, then rise to rejoin the flock. In unison, 
the two opposing forces moved, with the 
clouds, beyond my view. Although out-
numbered, the hawk was not in any danger, 
and continued to soar while scanning the 
landscape. 
 In south-central Pennsylvania two 
American Kestrels and 3 American Crows 
rose higher and higher for about 5 minutes, 
as they dove at each other. This was at 
10:00 AM on 15 June 1955. When any bird 
gained an altitudinal advantage, it would 
dive at the enemy below. Several times three 
crows would be diving as one but at different 
depths. When the conflict ended, the birds 
could hardly be seen with the naked eye. 
Finally, the crows withdrew S108. 
 Scientists, in their curious ways, try many 
experiments. One case involved two nestling 
crows, one and two weeks-of-age. They 
were hand-reared beneath a stuffed Barred 
Owl and a Cooper’s Hawk. The researcher 
was trying to determine if the crow’s fear of 
owls and hawks was acquired, or an innate 
response to their enemy. Later, when a live 
owl was substituted, Ramsay concluded the 
two species had learned to live together in 
a pen. From the start there was no definite 
aggression by either species except for 
some bill snapping by the owl when the 
crows both called out and approached too 
closely. Placement allowed the birds to 
become socialized R6. 
 Birds were watched on islands off the 
north-eastern tip of Long Island, New York 
up to Rhode Island. Four American Crows 
took up residency on Great Gull Island 
before the terns returned in the spring to 
nest. Whenever the crows tried to leave 
the island the terns attacked them. The 
terns pulled out feathers and shit on the 
blackshirts. A part of the upper bill on one 
crow was broken off. The fright of the crows 
made them so tame one was actually caught. 
The crows were put out of their misery by 
the observers D83. 
 The animation generated between larger 
avian predators and crows is wonderful to 
watch, but so is the harassment by small 
birds towards crows. It is mid-March, and 
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I am waiting for the remaining ice on the 
marsh to melt so I can look at precise 
reflections of last year’s cattails in the quiet, 
dark water. Above, Red-winged Blackbirds 
come bouncing in and settle on the 
rumpled fruiting heads of cattails to begin 
establishing their territories. At the same 
time, crows are building their nests. In the 
resulting movements, territories are violated. 
Whenever a crow flew over the worn spring 
landscape, a fist of 1–5 redwings and 
Common Grackles chased and dove at it. 
This kept the crow moving quickly in a line 
through the birds’ territories. Although no 
mending was necessary, these assaults 
interrupted the crow. Under attack when 
flying, the crow lifted and turned its head 
to face the attacking bird approaching from 
the rear. An open bill faced and repelled the 
attacker. In doing so the crow almost stalled. 
Other tricks included a quick roll to lose 
altitude. With these maneuvers, a precious 
few seconds were gained in flight. Not until 
Silky Milkweed, Asclepias syriaca, were 
finished blooming in August was the crow 
again able to appreciate lazy flights over the 
luscious, multi-colored, soft landscape.
 The Eastern Kingbird etches itself in the 
crow’s memory through the sensation of 
pain. It can and does land on the backs of 
flying crows to peck them. When 3 kingbirds 
attacked a lone crow, it cried out and sought 
shelter in a tree to let Tyrannus tyrannus 
cool down and disperse. The Purple Martin, 
Western Kingbird, Yellow-headed Blackbird 
and Scissor-tailed Flycatcher also reacted 
aggressively towards a crow passing through 
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American Crow lookout in Winnipeg

their nesting territory G35. Crows may 
also be chased by Blue Jays B218, Pinyon 
Jays M46, Northern Mockingbirds V18, and 
American Robins P98.
 Did nest defense by parents increase as 
the nesting season progressed and older 
nestlings occupied a nest? In south-eastern 
British Columbia, a taxidermic mount of an 
American Crow was placed near active nests 
of Eastern Kingbirds in the Creston Wildlife 
Management Area. As it turned out, “Eastern 
Kingbirds defended their eggs as vigorously 
as they defended their young.” The kingbirds 
were less defensive when an empty nest was 
at stake. As well, from repeated exposure, 
up to 3 times to a stuffed crow, the kingbirds 
reduced their level of aggression since they 
may have realized the fake crow was not a 
real danger to the contents of their nests S82. 
 Starlings and nuthatches are cavity 
nesters, building their homes in street-poles, 
decayed eaves, or a hole in a tree. Nesting 
in a hole generally affords more protection 
from crows. This may explain why they do 
not chase crows. 

 Mammals
Adult American Crows have few mammalian 
predators. But when urban nestlings fall to 
the ground, domestic cats are waiting. In 
cities, crows always chase squirrels from the 
area of their nest-tree. There was a report of 
a Gray Squirrel, Sciurus carolinensis, being 
mobbed by a dozen jays at Athens. Georgia. 
In spite of this, it captured and ate a Blue 
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Jay fledgling attempting to fly M147.
 Raccoons are probably the most abundant 
wild mammal capable of visiting a nest to 
consume eggs or nestling crows. Laurel Van 
Camp banded 100 crow nestlings in the late 
1940s in Ottawa County, Ohio G35. A few 
years later, he could only locate about 1/4 as 
many nestlings, a reduction he thought was 
due mainly to Raccoons. Millar (pers. comm. 
1984) has noted a significant decrease in 
nesting success for the crow and magpie 
around Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, which he 
believed was partially due to an increase in 
Raccoons. This was not surprising because 
I have watched a Raccoon easily climb 
straight up the trunk of a 25 m tall White 
Pine.
 In the Midwest, foxes occasionally dine on 
crow E53. Usually it’s the lunch special on 
the first Tuesday in May.

 Injuries
The extremities of crows receive the hard 
knocks of life. Wings and feet take the 
worst beating. Once you look at enough 
crows, you start to notice more than black. 
In the distance, the aesthetics of a feeding 
crow are not quite right. Closer, I watch as 
the feather tips of one wing continuously 
slip off the upper-tail coverts. The wing is 
repeatedly flicked back into place as the bird 
walks on a lawn page 193. This is the most 
familiar and obvious small injury. Typically, it 
involves only one wing of a bird. Each year 
a few crows in the city have this mild injury. 
It helps to identify them as they move about 
their territory.  
 Do urban crows sustain more injuries than 
rural crows? Perhaps a crow in the city 
should be slightly smaller and more agile 
to avoid the numerous obstacles – wires, 
vehicles, bicycles, trees, signs and buildings, 
which interfere with “as the crow flies.” A 
rural crow’s nest in a hedgerow is surrounded 
by open farmland. Leg and wing injuries are 
noticed every year among urban crows. Does 
the percentage of injured birds differ between 
the two habitats?  
 The Essex County roost in Ontario was the 
one I was most familiar with in the 1980s. 
Its 100,000 or so members gathered each 
winter in a small deciduous woodlot on the 
outskirts of the town of Essex. Over 150 
days of roosting, I estimated about 300 

crows died or were badly injured at the roost 
from various causes. At a roost of 25,000 
crows on Boot Island, Nova Scotia, it was 
estimated less than 100 birds were lost over 
its seasonal existence each winter M129. 
 Major wing injuries get right to the point 
of what a bird is about. A grounded bird may 
soon equal a lifeless bird. Slowly driving 
past the roost used by tens of thousands 
of crows in Essex County, one or two birds 
were usually walking in the bare farmland 
surrounding the trees. They didn’t feed 
much, and were completely vulnerable in the 
open, especially with snow on the ground 
to outline their position. Unable to fly, they 
would eventually be a meal for a raptor, 
mammal or bacteria. After a full night’s 
sleep, I attempted to capture one of these 
birds. As I left the road and walked towards 
it, the wounded crow headed back into the 
woods. Chasing a crow over a woodlot’s 
floor was a breath-taking experience. Ten 
minutes later, the crow stopped and flopped 
onto its side as I reached for it. Quite still, 
it stared at me without making a sound. I 
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Crow perched at the very top
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gently picked it up. The crow did not peck 
my hand, struggle, or call. The tips of the 
tail feathers suggested it was an older bird. 
A few measurements and photographs 
were made before I released it. I always 
experience a childlike wonder when I hold 
a warm bird in my hands, especially when it 
is a crow. Its closeness causes sensations 
completely beyond my daily encounters with 
this wondrously-spirited songbird. 
 It is a mystery why more wing injuries 
do not happen. If you are lucky enough to 
stand in a roost (woodlot) after sunset, when 
crows are arriving at a rate of dozens of 
birds a second, you become aware of the 
beating the wings and bodies take as they 
hit the branches. From my point of view, 
each crow drops in almost total darkness 
towards a mass of crows and bare branches 
set against the dark woodlot floor. These last 
few minutes of the day must be as close to a 
visual abyss as a crow can get, unless their 
night vision is much better than mine. 
 Some injuries can be fixed. A porcine (pig) 
small intestine submucosa (SIS) tissue in 
a xenogenic (unrelated species) graft was 
used to repair 4 injured birds, including the 
damaged wing of an American Crow page 194. 
The crow may have been struck by a vehicle 
which caused a traumatic wing injury. On the 
under-side of the left wing a 5 by 2 cm skin 
tear exposed the metacarpal bones H93. 
 A 3% isoflurane (a halogenated ether used 
for inhalational anesthesia by veterinarians) 
was used to reduce the level of pain. “The 
crow was then intubated with a 3-mm 
endotracheal tube and ventilated manually 
every 5 seconds during surgery. The porcine 
SIS was tucked under the epidermal edges 
of the entire wound and sutured in place, 
rough side toward the wound. The graft was 
covered with a triple antibiotic ointment and 
a nonadherent dressing. A figure-of-eight 
bandage was applied to immobilize the wing 
and maintain the dressing in place” page 194.
 The skin-graft healed properly and by the 
end of the third week was dark and adhered 
to the underlying tissue. The bandage 
was removed and the crow discharged 
to a wildlife rehabilitator. The crow was 
initially kept in a small cage to restrict wing 
movement. At week 7, the new epithelium 
appeared normal. The crow was put in a 
large aviary where flight was possible. Three 

weeks later the flying crow was released H93. 
 Injured crows in an urban environment may 
be cared for by other crows. In March I heard 
begging calls in Guelph, Ontario. It was too 
early to be a juvenile crow, or an incubating 
female. At the source I found a crow without 
its primary feathers perched on a branch. 
Three crows, perhaps family members, were 
attending it. In June probably the same 
flightless bird was feeding with another crow 
on lawn in the general area. It walked away 
at my approach. If the same bird, it had 
survived at least three months. In time, a 
molt may restore its avian powers.
 Near Clarence, New York, a dead 
crow hung in a maple tree about 4 m up. 
Examination of the limb revealed a branch 
had broken off leaving a sharp point. Flying 
over it, the adult crow punctured its wing 
membrane and there the bird hung until 

dead S58. At the Essex roost one morning, 
I happened upon a live crow hanging by 
its wing tip next page. Later that afternoon, 
tracks and a discarded pole told me 
snowmobilers had removed the unfortunate 
bird. Earlier in the season, another crow, 
alive but grounded at the roost, had the 
outer right primary feathers barely attached 
by tendons.

Populat ion Character ist ics

This old crow in Essex, Ontario has endured a 
few events in its lifetime. The right foot is without 
toes and the left wing hangs to the side. 
It remains a crow
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L eg and toe injuries do not enhance the 
lifestyle of any crow. A Northwestern 
Crow [AMCR] walking on the docks of 

Bella Coola, British Columbia, had the toes 
of one foot completely curled into a “fist.” A 
crow in Guelph, Ontario with a similar “fist” 
limped along, but it was able to land in a 
tree top. At the Essex roost, one crow in 
100,000 managed to lodge its foot between 
two small branches. It struggled as I took its 
picture page 195. The next day it was gone. 
 Ernest Good saw a crow with its left leg 
protruding out the side and not used for 

walking G35. I watched a crow with one 
tarsus missing as it hopped around on its 
whole leg and fed on a lawn behind the 
Veterinary College in Guelph, Ontario. To 
survive it made several adjustments. It could 
not perch on a thin or vertical branch. It 
was confined to the lower, thicker horizontal 
limbs in a tree. After landing on a limb or 
fence post, the crow lowered it body and 
center of gravity to provide stability. When 
feeding with family members on a lawn, one 
or two hops at a time gave it the necessary 
mobility. A short hop backwards or to the 
side helped to maintain its balance. Its 
wings were occasionally extended when the 
body wavered. It could not cover the same 
walking distance of a standard model, yet I 
saw it capture three large earthworms in a 
few minutes. For a normal crow, an earth-
worm was secured with its bill, stepped 
on, and torn into several pieces for ease 
of swallowing. For this distinctive, one-
legged crow, the luxury of a slow meal was 
impossible. Each earthworm it caught was 
swallowed whole. A combination of looking, 
hopping and gulping summed up this crow’s 
feeding method. Confronted with a wind-
row of leaves against a fence, the crow 
scattered the leaves with several sweeps of 
its bill. Then a thorough visual search was 
conducted without one hop taken. This crow 
appeared to take off and land without much 
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American Crow  Ventral (underside) of left 
injured wing. The line points to the damaged 
skin and exposed metacarpal bones. The skin 
graft from a pig was placed over this area H93,  
© Journal of Avian Medicine and Surgery, with 
permission

American Crow  Underside of repaired left 
wing. The grafted skin healed and the crow was 
released back into its world H93,  © Journal of 
Avian Medicine and Surgery, with permission

 An American Crow at the Essex, Ontario 
roost had its right wing caught in a branch 

when I arrived in the morning 
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difficulty. It preened itself, but scratching 
its head with its toes was never observed. 
In Ithaca, New York, while studying 
vocalizations of crows, it was noted several 
birds were missing feet T8. In a woods near 
Ottawa, a crow was shot on 6 May that 
had about an inch (2–3 cm) of its healed 
tarsus visible. This male bird was otherwise 
healthy and its gizzard was filled mostly with 
earthworms E20.
 Pondering avian mishaps leads to the 
predictable question—is the left or right side 
more prone to injuries? Although a sample 
of 100 events is needed, from a tiny sample 
at the Essex roost, 4 of 5 living crows 
had damaged left wings. Are crows right 
or left-winged to explain this propensity? 
Researchers have proposed molecules 
have a right or left handedness, so why not 
crows?
 Deformed bills are rare. The frequency 
was estimated at less than 0.5 % C145. I 
have not seen any. In his Ohio study, E Good 
found two crows with badly deformed bills. 
Surprisingly, the birds were well fed and in 
‘good humor.’ They were also older birds 
when collected G35. A Northwestern Crow, 

[AMCR] a mated male, repeatedly fed an 
unmated adult female that had a slightly 
malformed beak and one blind eye. This 
male also cared for its own nestlings V9.  
 Recent field work in 2007 and 2008 
identified beak deformities in 17% of 186 
Northwestern Crows [AMCR] at 6 capture 
sites in Alaska. On the Kenai Peninsula 
of Alaska, the rate of a subset was 36%. 
Near Vancouver, BC and Puget Sound, 
Washington, 64 crows also had deformed 
bills. The bills had elongated and often 
crossed beaks. Black-capped Chickadees 
were also found with beak deformities in 
Alaska. Bill deformities may be due to poor 
development, genetics, injury, disease, or 
chemical toxins V5, H70. 
 Chemicals that injure and kill birds 
continue to enter our/their environment. 
Some 998 chemicals were tested on 68 
species of birds to determine the acute oral 
toxicity, repellency, and hazard potential. 
The American Crow was tested with Bay 
79845, Captan, and Lindane. For Bay 79845, 
the LD50 mg / kg was less than 10; for Captan 
and Lindane it was greater than 100 mg / kg 
S36. 
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At the Essex, Ontario roost in the morning, the left foot of a crow is caught between two erect small 
branches. Flapping the wings (right) didn’t set it free this time. If the toes are torn off, the crow may 
escape
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T arsus was the name I 
gave to a malnourished 
nestling with all the toes 
on the right foot missing 

this page. In 2011, she fledged 
from a nest the same time as 
her 3 larger, normal nest mates. 
This young crow, unable to fly, 
was killed 10 days later on the 
ground. Her wing chord was 16 
cm long. Tarsus came from one 
of the most successful nesting 
families I studied in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. For several years the 
pair, without helpers, nested in 
the same Colorado Spruce and 
reused the same nest. The lack 
of toes on one foot may have 
been due to a birth defect, or an  

   early injury in the nest.

Populat ion Character ist ics

Tarsus was the name I gave to this young American Crow in 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. Portrait below. Its right leg had no toes. 
Although it fledged about the same time as its 3 nest mates, it 
was not fed much over the next 10 days before it was killed at 
night

Tarsus came from one of the most successful and early nests in Winnipeg, Manitoba. The 
nest, in a spruce tree, was reused at least three successful seasons in a row
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 Wind turbines
A new addition to the aerial landscape are 
the 3-bladed turbines or HAWT (horizontal-
axis wind turbines). The blades are usually 
light gray to blend with clouds and range 
in length from 20 to 40 metres. The tubular 
steel towers are from 60 to 90 metres tall. 
The blades rotate at 10–22 revolutions per 
minute. At 22 rotations per minute, the tip 
speed exceeds 90 metres per second, or 320 
kph wiki. 
 The HAWTs are a danger to local birds and 
those that migrate. Results of studies are 
beginning to emerge. Although their avian 
slaughter doesn’t appear great, some birds 
are probably more susceptible than others. 
And more turbines are being erected in the 
windiest areas each day.
 PNAWPPM–4 2001 was the fourth in a 
series of conferences on the effects of 
wind-turbines on birds P75. The overall rate 
was 0.23 fatalities / turbine / year on study 
plots with 685 turbines at the Altamont Pass 
Wind Resource Area (APWRA) in northern 
California. On the study plots, turbines were 
used by raptors most often for perching 
(36%). Other sites for perching were power 
poles (31%) and anemometer towers (28%). 
During a 5-year study, over 50 avian species 
were killed at the AWRA. The top three – 

  1) Red-tailed Hawk 18%
2) Rock Dove 17%
3) Western Meadowlark 8%

Overall, 45% of the fatalities were raptors. 
Five American Crows (0.4%) and 12 
Common Ravens (1%) were also killed. The 
most commonly killed birds were in two 
size classes of body lengths: 25–30 cm and 
about 58 cm S97. It would be worthwhile  
knowing how many American Crows are 
killed by wind turbines throughout the north-
ern Great Plains where crows migrate each 
year.

 Television towers
These towers passively slaughter hundreds 
of thousands of birds. In Champaigne 
County, Illinois, two researchers collected 
dead birds around the base of a 983 foot 
(300 m) tall tower. Mass mortality occurred 
on nights with 80–100% cloud cover and a 
ceiling of 400–1600 feet (122–488 m) with 

fog or haze that reduced a bird’s vision. 
Collisions with the tower or its guy wires 
killed, injured or stunned birds. From 
comparisons of seven dates, mortality 
was 10 times greater in the fall than in the 
spring. A total of 486 birds of 51 species 
were collected. Seventeen species of wood 
warblers (Parulidae) made up 70% of all 
dead birds. It was estimated only 85% of all 
birds killed at a tower were recovered. Many 
were never found, and some were lost to 
scavengers (mammals and birds). The top 
five kills were –

 1) Myrtle Warblers
 2) Ovenbirds
 3) Palm Warblers
 4) Tennessee Warblers
 5) Red-eyed Vireos

Dead birds collected in the autumn were 
mostly adult females B171.
 At a TV tower near Ste. Agathe, Manitoba, 
in late August 1979, 220 birds of 21 species 
were killed by collisions. One hundred 
and eighty-six individuals were aged. Two 
species with the highest mortality were 
Swainson’s Thrush, and Red-eyed Vireo, 
– 76% of the Swainson’s Thrushes were 
immatures, and 92% of the Red-eyed Vireos 
were adults H145.
 From 1969–’71 a large autumnal collection 
of dead birds was made around a 452-meter 
TV tower in Florida. The tower and its 18 guy 
wires were struck by night migrants. During 
the three consecutive autumns –

1) 2,758 birds of 55 species
2) 2,793 birds of 53 species
3) 2,231 birds of 67 species

were gathered for a total of 7,782 birds of 
82 species. Yellowthroats, Black-throated 
Blue Warblers, Ovenbirds, American 
Redstarts, and Palm Warblers made up 
70% of the hidden slaughter. The collected 
birds were weighed, aged, sexed and had 
their molt patterns recorded T25. Since 
American Crows like to feed on freshly killed 
songbirds, they may have learned to visit 
the ground below TV antennas and other tall 
obstacles for a fresh meal of meat in spring 
and autumn mornings.
 Dr. Kemper had been watching for bird 
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fatalities at the 500-foot television tower at 
the junction of the Eau ‘Clair and Chippewa 
Rivers in Wisconsin, but found none over 
4 years. After a 1,000-foot TV tower was 
erected, some 400–500 birds were killed on 
29 August, and some 300–400 on September 
3. On 20 September, perhaps 20,000 birds 
littered the ground, enough to keep a family 
of crows happily fed for years. The author 
was able to salvage 1,525 individuals of 40 
species. He decided “the extra 500 feet is 
a big factor in causing these accidents,” 
and suggested television towers could be 
illuminated from the ground to reduce nightly 
deaths by collisions K30. Visit www.youtube.
com/watch?v=uWlr_UEWOiY

 Window strikes
Carolee Caffrey saw a male yearling crow 
die when it crashed into a window V18. 
This is the only published record of the 
death of a crow from a window encounter. 
On the replacement side, the American 
Ornithologists’ Union (AOU) estimated there 
were about 20 billion birds of all species 
after the breeding season each year. NOTE: 
An Indigo Bunting, that was banded in 
Canada after striking a window, killed itself 
a year later when it struck the same window 
K77. The next time you look out your window 
at a crow, remember clear glass in homes 
kills many more pretty songbirds than do so-
called ‘marauding’ crows.

 Rates of dying and surviving
As a population summary, the yearly rates 
of dying for 71 banded, 18–20 day-old 
nestling crows in Illinois B121 

 First year  58% died 
 Second year  13% 
 Third year  6%
 Fourth year  5%
 Fifth year  10%
 Sixth year  4%
 Seventh year  1.5% 
 Eighth year  3% died

In Encino, California, the survival rates for 
crows C9, C13 –

 97  nestlings banded
 68  fledged
 54  (79%) of the fledglings alive 2 weeks later 
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A thrush momentarily stunned from hitting a 
window may become food for a cat or a crow

Window by Nieuw~commonswiki 
26 August 2005, wiki

www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWlr_UEWOiY
www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWlr_UEWOiY
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 48  (71%) alive 2 months later
 37  (63%) survived one year 
 9  crows not accounted for

 Over a 7-year period C11 –

23 marked breeding  ADULT  FEMALES 
mean annual survivorship on a golf 
course was 94%. Of these, 5 died and 2 
disappeared; 6 of the 7 during the breeding 
season
27 marked breeding  ADULT  MALES
mean annual survivorship was 95%; 4 died, 
one disappeared; one of the five during the 
breeding season.

 Around Ithaca, New York, post-fledging 
survival of American Crows for the first year 
M89.

 URBAN  52% (fewer predators?)
 RURAL  35% ♣

Populat ion Character ist ics

Red-berried Elder  Flower buds and bracts

American Crow with 
damaged left foot that stuck 

out to the side was forced 
to hop as its tail dragged on 
the ground more than usual. 

October, Winnipeg, Manitoba
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 After a careful autopsy, endoparasites are 
best viewed through a microscope to identify 
and measure adults, eggs and larvae. The 
unit of measurement is often a micron (µ) = 
0.001 mm (one thousandth of a millimeter). 
To complicate matters, these parasites are 
hidden in organs, arterial walls, blood cells, 
mucous, under linings and inside muscle 
tissue, etc. Special staining techniques 
are sometimes needed to highlight their 
exclusive existence. It is no wonder a 
thorough investigation of 100 or more crows 
in any locality generally results in at least 
one new parasitic species for that region, or 
for the crow.
 From any large sample of birds, two levels 
of parasitic abundance may be reported 
to clarify the picture and beg for regional 
comparisons  –

PREVALENCE (P)  is the percentage of 
crows Infected. For example in a sample of 
100 crows, 60% of the birds were infected 
with one species of flea

INTENSITY (In)  is the number of fleas on 
each of the infected crows. For example, in 
a sample of 100 crows, the average per bird 
was 33 fleas within a range of 10–50 fleas

With the crow’s feeding menu listing 
hundreds of items, and the life cycle of 
some parasites complicated by the use 
of one or more intermediate hosts (snails, 
insects, earthworms, fish, mammals, etc), 
the mapping of the host-parasite relationship 
is a tricky job. Interactions between crows, 
other animals, habitat and weather further 
muddies the picture.
 In spite of these hurdles, the richness of 
20th century research has placed more than 
100 species on the list of parasites of the 
crow. This number is not unusually high. 
Even the most colorful, beautiful songbird 
harbors dozens of parasites. 

 Parasites in nests
Before describing parasites on and in the 
body of the American Crow, let’s begin 
with the fauna in one nest of an American 
Crow in western Montana. A nest with one 
nestling was collected on 28 May 1931. 
There were 47 larvae and a few puparia of 
Protocalliphora avium, a blood sucking 
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The exClusiVe Crow

The parents of a crow
 Of the female gender
To a ladies school
 Decided to send her.

And she learned at the school
 How to turn up her nose, 
In a way that was cruel,
 At the common-school crows.

And she grew to think
 She was very swell
And that private-school crows
 Had a sweeter smell.

But on that day
 When the school did close 
She had just as many fleas
 As the common crows.

 – Wilson MacDonald  1930  M6

Terres describes birds as not one species 
but many, due to the variety of parasites on 
and in the bird’s body T28. A bird “is a living 
zoo.” 
 Some names of species and information 
below may be outdated. A study of the 
(ecto-) external and (endo-) internal 
parasites of the American Crow, or any bird, 
poses a handful of problems. Ectoparasites 
are concealed by the hundreds of feathers 
covering a bird’s skin. When crows for 
research are shot in the field, they are often 
thrown together in a bag by hunters. As the 
bodies cool the ectoparasites may abandon 
one crow’s body and enter the feathers of 
another crow, thereby changing the level of 
intensity (number) of parasite on each bird. 

8
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dipterous blow-fly larvae, in the lining of 
fibrous material in the nest. No larvae were 
on the one nestling, although larvae will 
take blood, then fall into the nest’s cup. 
Blood-gorged biting midges, Culicoides 
biguttatus, were also found in the nest. 
They feed on nestlings. An adult coleopteran 
beetle, Dermestes signatus, and feather 
lice, Docophorus communis and Myrsidea 
subaequalis, were present J20. 

 Protocalliphora  (a blowfly)
There are 26 species in this genus in North 
America. They feed on nestlings of over 
30 species, including – Chipping Sparrow, 
American Robin, Scarlet Tanager, House 
Wren, etc, along with the American Crow. 
Two other studies found several parasites 
living in nests of crows –

1) The larvae and pupae of 
Protocalliphora, are obligate parasites of 
birds. Larvae suck blood from nestlings
2) Dermestid beetle  Dermestes signatus
3) Carabid beetle  Trox affinis
4) Ants  Crematogaster species
5) Feather lice  Docophorus [= Philopterus] 
communis, and Myrsidea subaequalis [= M. 
cornicus] J20, G35.

In Ithaca, New York, the larval period of 
Protocalliphora was 10–13 days, occurring 
in 3 stages. Larvae were 2–15 mm long. 
Seventeen nests of crows were checked 
and 7 (41%) had from 20–343 larvae and 
pupae. The nest with 343 larvae held 
three nestlings, which appeared weaker 
and smaller than normal. Species of 
Protocalliphora were sought in 4,781 
nests of 110 bird species. The nests were 
from several Ontario locations (east) and 
the intermountain region of northern Utah 
(west). In all, 34% of the nests were hosts 
to 20 species of Protocalliphora. Nests of 
all the avian species, often collected after 
the nestlings had left, were examined in a 
laboratory. In the east, 24% of 2,806 nests 
were infested compared to 52% of western 
nests. Nine species of Protocalliphora were 
found in the east and 17 species in the 
west. In the east 17 of 20 (85%) nests of 
American Crows were infested. In the west 
2 of 2 crows’ nests were infected. A larva 
needs a bloodmeal from a nestling three 

times as it passes through its 3 instars. 
After a bloodmeal the larva returns to the 
nest. After a pre-pupal state, the pupal 
stage lasts 1–2 weeks, then the adult fly 
emerges to repeat the cycle. Large nests 
of solitary nesting crows and hawks make 
them attractive to the blowfly. P avium was 
the main parasite. This was partly because it 
has a developmental period of 13–16 days, 
which was a suitable fit with American Crows 
that have a nestling period of 30–35 days. 
Infestations by Protocalliphora depend on 
both the host bird and ecological factors 
concerning the type and location of a nest. 
Other Protocalliphora species reported 
for the American Crow were  P asiovora, P 
deceptor, and P sialia B89. Two species of 
Collembola (Spring-tails) frequented nests 
of crows, Wood Thrushes, catbirds, robins, 
Song Sparrows and Red-eyed Vireos. They 
were Entomobrya assuata and Isotoma 
arborea. Moths were common in nests 
of American Robins, American Crows, 
House Sparrows, American Redstarts and 
Chipping Sparrows. Larvae of the moth, Tinea 
carnariella, pass the winter in pupal cases 
and adults emerge in May. Their eggs are laid 
in new nests and the cycle begins. A small 
Tachinid fly, Clausicella usitata, occupies 
nests of crows, robins, bluebirds and Song 
Sparrows. The fly parasitizes other insects, 
including those in avian nests. Lacchoprosopa 
avium, a sarcophagid (fleshfly), emerges from 
crows’ nests in March, the larvae having lived 
on decaying vegetable matter and animal 
refuse in the cups D58.

Protocalliphora azurea  is a blowfly from 
Commanster, Belgian High Ardennes. 2 July 
2008 by James K. Lindsey wiki

Parasites
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ECTOPARASITES

 Fleas
Benton and Shatrau noted that Holland 
recorded many specimens of Ceratophyllus 
rossitensis swansone (fleas) from nests of 
crows in Canada. He thought the crow was 
the host, and not the Long-eared Owl B91, 
H121. Fleas are often found in nests and 
on newly fledged birds. Tarsus, a fledged, 
malnourished crow in Winnipeg, was found 
dead one morning on the ground. She had at 
least 20 fleas on her small body. Even after 
spending a night in a freezer, as her carcass 
thawed in sunlight, the fleas leapt from her 
body. 

 Lice, mites, and ticks
Most ectoparasites are blood-suckers, but 
some lice and mites eat only skin. Over a 
dozen species of external parasites may 
exist on one bird. Brooding of altricial 
nestlings, and communal roosting contribute 
to the spread of lice, mites and ticks B153. 
There are thousands of species of mites. 
Some life-threatening skin diseases may 
result from a large infestation. This is usually 
known as bird mange. Epidemic levels of 
mange have killed some passerine birds in 

North America. Although most mites are 
external, some are endoparasites. All wild 
birds carry one to several species of mites 
and some mites are host specific. 
 Their cyclical life history follows the 
adult, egg, larva, nymph to adult stages. 
Direct contact in the nest is one way of 
transmission. Mites can be brushed from 
feathers with a toothbrush. They are 
identified by various physical features. Wild 
birds, such as House Sparrows, can maintain 
a population of mites, which may infect 
domestic fowl. Control in a wild population 
is rather futile. Birds have coexisted with 
mites for a very long time P37.
 The physical attributes of birds, for 
example, the bill tip and claws of the 
Barn Owl may help control the level of 
ectoparasites. Barn Owls from southern 
Idaho harbored 3 species of lice. Owls with 
a longer hook at the tip of their bills had 
more lice. On the claws of their feet are 
comb-like serrations which remove parasites 
when an owl scratches its head and throat. 
Owls with more teeth on their claws had 
fewer lice. As well, owls hosted some fleas 
commonly found on voles and lemmings, 
which are part of their prey B233. This 
transfer of fleas can also be expected in the 
American Crow, which is very fond of mice 
and other small mammals. 

From 112 crows gathered in Wisconsin 
and Iowa came 5 ectoparasites –

1) Philopterus corvi Prevalence 43% 
of the 46 lice collected; in breast feathers

2) Degeeriella rotundata P 30% of the 
46 lice collected; in flight feathers

3) Degeeriella secondaria P 20% of 
the 46 lice collected; in flight feathers

4) Myrsidea interruptata P 6.5% of the 
46 lice collected; in breast feathers

5) Acarina spp. Prevalence 6%; mites 
at the bases of breast feathers on 7 crows

Four species of biting lice, Mallophaga, (1–4 
in the above list), together had an average 
prevalence (P) of 25%, and were collected 
from 26 crows in the 1930s, although when 
dead crows are grouped, external parasites 
may migrate from one crow to the next M159. 
 In Newfoundland, 94 American Crows 
were collected, mostly by swinging a 

Crow’s nest flea  Ceratophyl lus rossittensis , 
female. United Kingdom. 1926. By Olha Schedrina, 
The Natural History Museum, online
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shotgun. Of these, 82 (83%) carried 
ectoparasites with an average of 51 
parasites per infected bird within a range of 
1–357 A48. 
 Fifty crows were shot near Norman, 
Oklahoma. Prevalence of mites was 40%. 
Mallophaga (lice), including Menopon 
mesoleucum, were found on 70% of 
the crows W16. In the Essig Museum of 
Entomology Collections, at Berkeley, 
California, five other online records of 
this louse were from crows in Kansas and 
California.
 A study was made of 198 species of 
external parasites from 250 bird species 
mostly east of the Mississippi River P43. 
American Crows from the Carolinas, 
Maryland, New York, DC, and Florida 
harbored –

LICE
1) Degeeriella rotundata

2) Myrsidea americana
3) Philopterus corvi 

MITES
1) Liponyssus sylviarum
2) Trouessartia corvina 

TICKS
1) Haemaphysalis leporis-palustris
2) Amblyomma americanum

From a North American summary in 
the 1950s, there were 800 species of 
Mallophaga (bird lice) on about 500 species 
of birds M20. Three lice lived on American 
Crows –

1) Bruelia rotundata
2) Myrsidea interrupta
3) Philopterus corvi

Several species of nasal mites were found 
in birds from Louisiana. As with most 

Ptilonyssus corvi  A new species of nasal mite in the American Crow was described by D Pence P36.
A female is drawn.  © The Journal of Parasitology
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studies of parasites, new species, new host 
records, and new geographic records were 
established in this study. The new one for 
the American Crow was Ptilonyssus corvi, 
page 203 which was described and identified 
based on the shape of its plates, and the 
setae of the coxae, etc. P corvi was the 
5th species of Ptilonyssus described from 
the host family Corvidae. It was the 2nd 
species described from Corvidae in North 
America. This mite was not found on the 
Fish Crow or the Blue Jay in Louisiana P36. 
In the same year, one female mite was found 
in the soapy wash-water of the skin from 
an American Crow shot (1969) at Laplace, 
Louisiana. This too, was a new host record 
for Knemidokoptes jamaicensis. About 400 
by 330 microns in size, it was the first on a 
North American corvid P35. 

ENDOPARASITES

 General helminthic studies
Helminths are parasitic worms in living 
animals. Three groups of helminths are –

1) Nematodes (roundworms) 
2) Cestodes (tapeworms)
3) Trematodes (flatworms)

The splendid work of Andrews and Threlfall 
in the 1970s compiled helminthic species 
and references for the genus Corvus. Their 
checklist, from about 1,800 articles, greatly 
eased my workload A47.
 Among the grand works, JW Ward in 
the fall of 1932, initially set the pace by 
checking 50 crows for external and internal 
parasites in Oklahoma W16. The prevalence 
(P) of crows harboring groups of parasites –

Mallophaga (lice) P 70%; 2 species 
Mites P 40%; 1 species 
Cestodes P 30%; 4 species 
Nematodes P 60%; 8 species

In the late 1930s, a survey of 112 dead 
crows from Wisconsin and Iowa listed 18 
species of parasites. Ninety-one (81%) of the 
crows were parasitized M159. Descriptions of 
the endoparasites and their locations –

1) Haemoproteus danilewskii P 1%, in red 
blood cells page 224; the whole cell was filled 
with the parasite; one crow had a heavy 
infestation
2) Plasmodium relictum P 1%, in red 
blood cells; one crow lightly infested
3) Leucocytozoon sakharoffi  [possibly L. 
berestneffi ], P 3%, in red blood cells of 3 
crows
4) Trypanosoma avium was a general term 
for all trypanosomes in birds in the 1930s, P 
1%, in 1 crow; the parasite contained 
myonemes (a contractile fibril used in 
movement) and the two were 46 µm and 
51 µm long with short flagella and a wide 
undulating membrane
5) Isospora spp (coccidia) P 2%, in the 
shit of 2 crows
6) Hymenolepis corvi P 39%, a tapeworm
in the anterior part of the small intestine 
of 44 crows; In 1–15 worms per crow; 
each worm 4–7.5 cm long; the commonest 
tapeworm in this survey
7) Hymenolepis variabile P 1%, a 
tapeworm 2.4 cm long in the posterior part 
of the small intestine of 1 crow
8) Capillaria contorta P 2%, in the throat 
of 2 crows [crows have a throat pouch; not a 
crop]
9) Acuaria anthuris P 17%, a gizzard 
worm in 19 crows
10) Microtetrameres helix P 38%, a small 
nematode in the proventriculus (glandular 
area between the throat pouch and gizzard) 
of 43 crows; sexual dimorphism occurs
11) Diplotriaena tricuspis P 5%, a rare 
filariid in the abdominal cavity of 6 crows
12) Microfilaria P 2%, blood stream of 2 
crows; average nematode size was 130 µm 
by 5 µm
13) Collyriculum faba P 6%, 7 crows had 
cysts from immature flukes in the skin of the 
ventral surface around the anus

In Virginia in the 1950s, Edward Daly 
identified eight species of helminths (worms) 
in the intestines of 103 crows shot over the 
fall, winter and into the spring D5 –

1) Cestodes P 54%,  4 species
2) Nematodes P 9%,  2 species
3) Trematodes P 6%,  1 species
4) Acanthocephalans (thorny headed   
 worms) P 1%,  1 species
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The Southeastern Crow Shooters 
Association in North Carolina collected 
158 birds for inspection. Shot mainly in 
the springtime, females made up 48% of 
the hunt, males 52%. Twelve species of 
helminths were recovered H73.

1) Cestodes – 2 species
Anomotaenia sp  small intestine Variolepis 
variabilis  small intestine

2) Nematodes – 5 species
Capillaria contorta  mucosa or submucosa 
of the esophagus 
Hystrichis sp.  glands of the proventriculus 
Physalopters sp.  no location given
Acuaria anthuris  throat and gizzard 
Diplotriaena tricuspis  abdominal air sac 

3) Trematodes – 2 species 
Brachylecithum americanum  liver 
Echinostoma revolutum  small intestine

4) Acanthocephalans – 3 species 
Mediorhynchus grandis  small intestine 
Macracanthorhynchus sp.  no location 
given 
Plagiorhynchus formosum  small intestine

Comparing the previous two studies in VA 
and NC, which are geographically separated 
by about 210 km (130 miles), only 3 
parasites were common to the birds in both 
studies.
 Canadian research led to the appreciation 
of 18 species of parasites living in 99 crows 
from Newfoundland A49. American Crows 
were collected from 12 provincial locations. 
There were adult females (18%), adult 
males (37%), immatures (40%), and adults 
of unknown sex (4%). Of the 99 birds, most 
carried helminths (P 95%). The average 
number or intensity (In) per infected crow 
was 63 (1–190). The number of species per 
infected crow was 4 (1–7) A48. The parasitic 
load included –

1) Mallophaga  P 83%,  3 species, In 51 (1–357)
2) Cestodes  P 61%,  3 species, In 14 (1–111)
3) Nematodes  P 74%,  5 species, In 37 (1–153)
4) Trematodes  P 80%,  3 species, In 14 (1–125)
5) Acanthocephalans  P 60%,  1 species
6) Haematozoan  P 13%,  3 genera

From 85 birds collected in the summer 
and fall of 1962 in Manitoba, two crows 
came from the Norris Lake area about 100 
km north of Winnipeg. Two new helminthic 
records for the province were the cestode 
Hymenolepis corvi in the small intestine, 
and the nematode Microtetrameres helix 
from the proventriculus H112.
 Eighteen of forty crows (45%) from 
the Ithaca, New York area displayed 
intravascular (within a blood vessel) 
parasites. From these 18 birds, eight 
(44%) had intramonocytic parasites of 
Leucocytozoon sp., and nine (50%) had 
microfilaria within the pulmonary (lungs), but 
rarely in the hepatic (liver) blood vessels. 
A single crow had one large nematode 
within the periaortic connective tissue. 
Identification was not possible. Among three 
cases (7.5%) of fungal pneumonia, probably 
Aspergillus sp, two crows also showed 
“granulomatous pneumonia with intralesional 
nematode parasites.” The nematodes 
appeared to be Chandlerella chitwoodae, 
a fairly common parasite of the American 
Crow. Several birds also had Diplotriaena 
tricuspis, page 213 a coelomic (body cavity) 
filariid. Capillaria sp (a nematode) were 
present in 13 (32%) of the crows, but three 
birds which experienced a bacterial infection 
of necrotizing oral stomatitis (inflammation 
of the mucous membrane of the mouth) also 
had prolific oral capillariasis M124. 
 In Terry County of west Texas, an 
examination was done on 68 crows shot in 
October and November 1975. Most (96%) 
carried internal parasites. There were 3 
nematode, 2 cestode, 1 trematode and 2 
acanthocephalan species. Each bird was 
infected with an average of 2 (1–4) helminth 
species with no overall dominance by any 
species. The intensities (In) of infections 
averaged 15 (1–104) helminths per crow. 
No parasitic studies on the American Crow 
had been done in this area. Each of 5 other 
regions in North America held a somewhat 
different collection of helminthic species. 
Only 35% of helminthic species were 
found in more than one area. West Texas, 
Wisconsin, and Iowa were the most similar 
in parasitic fauna, sharing 3 species. There 
was only one association for frequency 
of occurrence between the cestode, 
Hymenolepis corvi and the nematode, 
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Microtetrameres helix. For intensity of 
infection, no significant paired associations 
developed. The above two species 
were located in the small intestine and 
proventriculus respectively. The intestine 
contained 4 of the 8 species. The gizzard, 
proventriculus, body cavity and liver each 
contained one helminth N1.

I n Ohio in the early 1960s, an internal 
examination was made of 339 crows 
– adults, immature birds and some 
nestlings over a 20-month period J49. 
Of the 31 species of parasites, 9 were 

new records for the crow. Generally, adult 
crows held a larger number of parasites than 
immature birds. The 7 groups were –

1) Acarina (mites and ticks)  5 species
2) Protozoa  3 species
3) Cestoda  5
4) Nematoda  10
5) Trematoda  4
6) Acanthocephala  1
7) Insecta  3 species

The parasites used 14 internal locations plus 
the outer skin and feathers J49 –

1) Erythrocytes  1
2) Leucocytes  1
3) Intestine  9
4) Bile duct  2
5) Gall bladder  1
6) Cloaca and intestinal mucosa  1
7) Mucosa of esophagus  1
8) Trachea  1
9) Mesentery and intestinal mucosa  1
10) Mucosa of proventriculus  1
11) Below horny lining of gizzard  1
12) Body cavity  1
13) Below meninges and in cerebral   
 hemispheres  1
14) Encysted in splenic mesentery  1
15) Skin and feathers  8

Three internal parasites with the highest 
prevalence in Adult (Ad) and Immature (Im) 
crows were two nematodes J49 – 

Capillaria contoria Ad  64%; Im  58% 
Acuaria anthuris Ad  48%; Im  33% 

and one cestode 

Hymenolepis variabilis Ad  47%; Im  37% 

Regarding parasitic intensity, 3 nematodes 
had a high range of intensity (In) in adults 
(Ad) and immature (Im) crows –

Capillaria anatis Ad  1–235; Im  1–147 
Microtetrameres helix  Ad 1–172; Im  1–69 
Physocephalus sexalatus Ad  1–75; Im  1–25

 Filarioid nematodes
About 160 species of filarioids may occupy 
the tissues and tissue spaces in birds. A few 
are found on avian skin. The filarioids are 
treated separately from larger nematodes 
that live in the air sacs of birds and pass 
their thick-shelled eggs via the respiratory or 
digestive system. Filarioids are specialized 
nematode parasites that are difficult to 
locate in birds because of their smallness 
and location. They are not often pathogenic, 
and generally do not evoke symptoms. They 
are most easily detected in blood smears 
of birds. Microfilaria exhibit differences in 
sheath (present or absent), shape of tail, and 
length. There may be more than one species 
per bird. Identification is from adult filarioids, 
which are whitish, slender nematodes 
usually 1–5 cm long. These mate in the bird 
and the females produce microfilariae that 
enter a bird’s blood. Nematode microfilaria 
are the first-stage, long-lived larvae. Blood 
sucking insects are the vectors (intermediate 
host) that ingest blood carrying these 
microfilariae, which then continue their 
development inside the insect. The infective 
third-stage larvae migrate to the head of 
the insect. When an insect feeds on another 
bird, the larvae break out onto the skin of 
the bird and enter the puncture wound. 
From there another larval stage develops 
and knowingly migrates within the bird to 
its final destination. For example, in the 
Black-billed Magpie, the third-stage larvae 
of Splendidofilaria picacardina moves to 
behind the aortic and pulmonary valves in 
the heart muscle. Once in place, the larvae 
develop into adult nematodes B51.
 The occurrence of 6 of 16 filarioid genera 
in the family Corvidae are listed below 
(+ means found)

Pelecitus  +   Struthiofilaria
Paronchocerca  + Pseudlemdana  +
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Striatofilaria   Aproctella
Cardiofilaria  +  Andersonfilaria
Chandlerella  +  Andersonfilaria
Dessetfilaria   Lemdana
Aproctiana  Sarconema
Eulimdana  Eufilaria  +

From Essex County, Ontario there were six 
species of filarioid nematodes (roundworms) 
in living and dead crows. One in particular, 
Chandlerella chitwoodae, “comprised 
94% of all single species’ infections” B45. 
Next, the pulmonary (lung) arteries were 
checked for filarioid nematodes in several 
birds species from southern Ontario. 
Concentrating on Splendidofilaria species, 
S caperata page 208 was identified in 6 
birds including the American Crow B49. 
“S caperata has a thick, striated cuticle 
which often appears wrinkled, and with 
inconspicuous lateral alae.” The female is 
the larger sex –

Females    Males
Total Length 12.7–36.3 10.3–17.2 mm
Maximum width 150–290 127–167 μm
Nerve ring 107–270    100–155 μm

Oesophagus 590–1700  390–1020 μm
Tail 75–170    73–139 μm

From 61 crows in Georgia, 62% were 
infected with only one species of 
microfilaria. Of the other 33 species of birds 

American Crow  It had a bit of inflammation and circulating microfilaria (a filarioid nematode) in its 
blood. Nucleated red blood cells are orangey when fresh,  © Photomicrograph provided courtesy of Dr. T 
Stokol, Clinical Pathology, Cornell University, with permission

10 µm

Adult filariid nematode tightly-coiled, within the 
coelom (body cavity) of an American Crow M124. 
Photograph by Andrew D Miller, © SAGE, with 
permission. 
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Splendidofilaria caperata
A filarioid nematode B49

Partial transverse section, an 
enlargement of the transverse section 
of S caperata below.  
© Canadian Science Publishing or its 
licensors, with permission

Anterior end of female S caperata from 
a European Starling in southern Ontario.  
© Canadian Science Publishing or its 
licensors, with permission

Cuticle of male S caperata from a 
Red-winged Blackbird.  © Canadian 
Science Publishing or its licensors, with 
permission

Transverse section of a male S caperata from 
an America Crow in southern Ontario.  
© Canadian Science Publishing or its 
licensors, with permission
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infected, the prevalence was 27%. From a 
total of 66 birds species checked, 51% were 
infected with microfilariae, adult worms, or 
both R101. Additional work revealed 70% 
of 156 American Crows in Georgia were 
infected with filarial worms. Of the 109 
infected crows, 26% were infected with 
microfilariae normally found in Blue Jays, 
and 71% of these 26% infections in crows 
also contained typical crow microfilarial 
parasites. Only 1% of the 169 infected jays 
hosted microfilariae usually found in crows 
R102.  
 An attempt was made to identify the 
intermediate hosts of filarial worms in jays 
and crows. Over 1,000 adult mosquitoes 
of 13 species were allowed to bite infected 
birds in 159 experiments. Engorged 
mosquitoes (all 13 species) were dissected 
from 12 hours up to 14 days after their 
bloodmeal. Microfilarial larvae from the 
crows lived 2–8 days in the thorax and 
abdomen of a few species of mosquitoes. 
Overall, the worms were quickly digested 
by the mosquitoes. The mosquitoes tested 
were not the intermediate hosts of the filarial 
worms. Nestlings of crows, which quickly 
became infected, were infected another way 
R103. An additional examination of bird 
lice proved negative for nematodes, and 50 
mites were negative for nematode larvae 
from a crow infected with filarial worms.
 A cluster of 217 American Crows and Blue 
Jays in 1952 and 1953 were collected 275 
km south of Atlanta, Georgia. The filarial 

worms in the blood smears from the crows 
were blunt-tailed and without a sheath. They 
belonged to the family Dipetalonematidae. 
Averages of 20 groups of crows were 
shown exhibiting a period of about 1.5 
years. Nineteen (19%) of the crows hosted 
microfilariae also found in the Blue Jay R104.
 In the early 1900s, crows were obtained 
over two years at Gravenhurst, Ontario. 
From 15 crows, 27% hosted microfilaria (one 
species) in their bloodstream. The parent 
nematodes (filaria) were located in the coat 
of the pulmonary artery, but no identification 
was made. In fresh blood, the microfilaria 
averaged 188 microns (µm), and when dried 
and stained 173 microns. In comparison, a 
crow’s red blood cell is about 10 microns 
(0.01 mm) long. A sheath was obvious 
in specimens stained with hematein (an 
oxidized derivative of haematoxylin). Most 
of the embryos had a clear spot, with no 
nuclei, located 0.6 µm from the head end. 

American Crow  Resembling a contour map, a 
heavy infection of microfilaria in the blood, 
M = microfilaria x75 S31,  © Ronald E Scarvie 1970 
and Washington State College

M

Chatham, Ontario  Crows assembling in 
trees prior to roosting. Shortly after dark the 
microfilaria reach their peak in a crow’s blood
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Splendidofilaria 
flexivaginalis , 
a nematode from the 
American Crow J47

1. Female with straight vagina, lv*
2. Female with curved vagina, lv
3. Female with vagina curved above  
 vulva, lv
4. Head of female, in face view
5. Caudal end of female, lv
* Lateral view

6. Caudal end of male, 4 PR. of papillae, vv*
7. Same as 6, lv
8. Caudal end of male with 5 PR. of papillae, lv
9. Same as 8, vv
10. Microfilaria
** Ventral view
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At this spot the body of the embryo had a 
diameter of 5.8 microns E28. Also, a few of 
the nucleated red blood cells were infected 
with Haemoproteus, a genus of protozoan 
parasites in the family Haemoproteidae 
occurring in the blood of some birds.
 The periodicity of some microfilarial 
species has been established. Those larvae 
of nematodes found in blood provided a high 
count of microfilariae during the first hour of 
a crow’s sleep period at the start of roosting. 
This shower of larvae (up to 59,000 / cm3 of 
blood, was easily reversed by changing the 
timing of light over a 24-hour period. The 
filarial counts were considerably lower in the 
daytime when crows were active B144. It is 
not known how long filarial worms live. One 
adult crow, captured in February 1953, and 
housed in a lab remained heavily infected for 
16 months R104.

 Nematodes  (roundworms)
There are an estimated one million species 
of nematodes worldwide wiki. In Illinois, the 
ascaridid nematode, Porrocaecum sp. was 
found in young captive crows that were fed 
earthworms (an intermediate host). This 
nematode infects the intestines of birds P10.
 A review of the genus Dispharynx was 
made for galliform and passeriform birds in 
New York state. Dispharynx nasuta (syn. 
spiralis ), a proventricular worm, is one of 
the genera of spiruroid nematodes that 
includes parasites of the proventriculus and 
gizzard, usually with an intermediate stage in 
sow bugs (suborder Oniscidea; crustaceans). 
Among 32 infected perching birds, none 
of the 25 adults, but 17% of 12 juvenile 
American Crows were infected. Only 1 or 
2 worms of either sex were counted in the 
infected crows G26.
 One study by Chapin found the nematode  
Syngamus gracilis in a crow from the 
Zoological Gardens in Philadelphia, PA. 
Chapin then assumed most, if not all of 
S trachea, were misidentified and should 
actually be S gracilis. He based this 
supposition on a physiological reaction that 
made S trachea unsuccessful in establishing 
itself in a healthy chicken. From this he 
believed, if S trachea could not establish 
itself in a healthy chicken, then it should not 
be able to infect a crow. Hence the parasite 
must be Syngamus gracilis C64. This was an 

error in reasoning C74. 
 The proventriculus is the glandular portion 
of the avian stomach where digestion begins 
on the food before it enters the gizzard. 
In the 1920s, a look at the wall of the 
proventriculus of the crow found C141 –

1) Acuaria cordata males 10–11 mm  
 long; females 22–40 mm long

2) Microtetrameres helix males 5 mm  
 long; females about 1.3 mm long

3) Tetrameres imispina males absent;  
 females 3 mm long

In the same study, but from crows’ lungs –

1) Syngamus trachea (gapeworm) – adults 
in the trachea and bronchi; larvae in lungs; 
immature worms in peritracheal tissue and 
air sacs; females 5–40 mm long; males 
2–6 mm long. Both sexes are bright red. 
Earthworms may support infective larvae for 
over 3 years
2) Syngamus gracilis in the trachea; 
females 8–11 mm long; males about 3 mm 
long. This species is now considered to be a 
synonym of S trachea, above
Splendidofilaria flexivaginalis page 210 is a 
newly identified species found in the 1960s 
in 33% of 339 American Crows in Ohio. This 
nematode was located in the mesentery 
surrounding the posterior vena cava near the 
spleen J47. Below is a digest from a more 
complete description – 

FEMALE (n 15), body 25 (20–28) mm long 
by 0.15 mm wide; nerve ring 0.14 mm from 
the anterior end; tail tapering posteriorly; the 
oviducts and ovaries coiled

MALE (n 35), body 12 (8–14) mm long by 
less than 0.1 mm wide; the nerve ring 0.14 
mm from the anterior end; tail recurved and 
bearing 4 or 5 pairs of post-cloacal papillae

Microfilaria (from vagina), body cylindrical, 
unsheathed, tapering posteriorly, 0.15 
mm long by 0.005 mm wide; anterior 
end blunt and free of nuclei; posterior 
end round and with nuclei. This species 
most closely resembled Splendidofilaria 
columbigallinae. A key to the species within 
this genus was provided.
 Immature crows held more adults of 
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NEMATODE Porrocaecum ensicaudatum . 1. Head 2. Anterior end of adult 3. Male tail of
adult 4. Anterior end of immature larva 5. Tail of immature larva 6. Head, lateral view 
7. Head, dorsal view 8. Looking down on face of immature larva 9. Tail of immature larva M65, 
© Canadian Science Publishing or its licensors, with permission
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Splendidofilaria flexivaginalis page 210 than 
mature crows. A higher percentage of crows 
were hosts to this filarial worm over the 
summer than in winter J47. 
 A parasitic load is rarely fatal to a crow. 
Only one instance came my way from 
England where one Carrion Crow and two 
Rooks probably died from an overabundance 
of the nematode Syngamus trachea in the 
upper trachea T53.
 Over 10 months, from February through 
November in south- and north-central 
Florida, birds were obtained from hunters, 
or captured alive in mist nests and traps. 
The nematode Dispharynx nasuta, which 
has a wide range of hosts and distribution, 
was present in the proventriculus of 7 of 
11 species of birds. In American Crows, 5 
of 36 (14%) were naturally infected with an 
average intensity of 11 (1–26) D nasuta. 
The worms had their heads buried in the 
proventriculus and their bodies coiled within 
the cavity. The proventriculi were often 
swollen. One American Crow, with only one 
worm, exhibited extreme papillomatous 
proliferation of the mucosal surface, which 
caused some congestion of the cavity. The 
worm was a senescent female in the fall. 
The crow may have had a higher number 
of worms over the summer, which would 
explain the swelling R70.
 From nematodes in the collection at the 
Institute of Parasitology, McGill University 
in Montreal, Quebec, one was tentatively 

identified as Capillaria collaris from 
a crow killed on Montreal Island. The 
nematodes were females. However, males 
are necessary to best identify the species 
M66. The ascaroid nematode, Porrocaecum 
ensicaudatum, page 212 was described from 
an American Crow in Canada. It was an adult 
female 6 cm long with an oesophagus 3.3 
mm long and eggs 80–90 by 55–60 µm M65.

Now for a description of two different 
Diplotriaena this page females (probably 2 
species) from two different crows from the 
same locality M67.

Species 1 9 cm long; tridents 120 µm long 
with the ends of the 3 prongs enlarged; 
the trident tips reach about half way to the 
nerve ring. The distance from the anterior 
end of the worm to the inner nerve ring was 
230 µm. The vulva was 600 µm from the 
head and the eggs were 56–60 by 33–38 µm 
(microns). 
Species 2 10.9 cm long with small tridents 
90 µm long with ends of the prongs bilobed 
and slightly enlarged; the vulva was 650 
µm from the head, and eggs were 38–39 by 
19–20 µm M67.

 Diplotriaena tricuspis Dt
In a sample of 4,400 wintering crows 
collected in the late 1970s in Essex County 
in south-western Ontario, the prevalence 
of Dt was almost 5% C48. A group of 44 
living American Crows were experimentally 
infected with the air sac nematode, 
Diplotriaena tricuspis (Dt ). After infection 
in a lab, the experimental crows were killed 
periodically and examined at intervals to 
follow the developmental stages of the 
parasite C49. Several organs in the crow 
were examined. Below is a synopsis of 
the gross findings, but not the histological 
findings, some of which will be presented in 
microphotographic form.

No lesions (damage to tissue) found 
 Fifth-stage nematodes recovered from 
external arteries of the lungs

Fifth-stage larvae visible through external 
arteries of the lungs. Some larvae were 
under the pleura (membrane) of the darker, 
red-colored lungs

Most fifth-stage worms were within the 

NEMATODE
Diplotriaena  sp. from an 
American Crow.
1) Trident (species 1)
2) Anterior end of body 
(species 1)
3) Trident (species 2) M67
© Canadian Science 
Publishing or its licensors, 
with permission
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3
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crows outnumbered male nematodes 3 to 1 
C48. Other researchers have reported a low 
prevalence in crows. In Iowa, the prevalence 
of Dt was 2.8% in 36 crows. Adult crows 
(n 112) in Iowa and Wisconsin showed a 
prevalence of 5.3% for Dt by the same two 
researchers M158, M159. The prevalence of 
this nematode in Ohio was 1.7% in 180 adult 
crows and 9.4% in 159 immature crows J49. 
From North Carolina there was a prevalence 
of 0.6% in 157 crows H73. In Quebec, Dt 
was found in one of two crows M67. Farther 
east in Newfoundland, Dt was not reported 
from 99 crows A49. The low prevalences 
suggested Dt is a sporadic infector of 

posterior air sacs of the lungs. One dead 
nematode was in a capsule on the dorsal 
abdominal wall near the kidney. In another 
crow one nematode was encapsulated on a 
fold of the peritoneum (mesentery)

Most fifth-stage worms were alive in the 
posterior air sacs. Dead nematodes were 
encapsulated in several locations.
Intensity of Dt averaged 4 (1–74) in crows 
of both sexes and all ages. The range of 
intensity was generally higher in juveniles 
(1–74) than in yearlings (1–31) and adults 
(1–19). Only 2.6% of the crows had an 
infection of nematodes of both sexes. 
Infections of only female nematodes in 
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CESTODE  4 images of Paruterina reynoldsi  D4,  © The Helminthological Society of Washington

Mature proglottid, ventral aspect

Scolex (anterior end)

Mature gravid proglottid
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uterus

egg

Large and small hook from 
rostellum, side view
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crows. Since intensities do not increase with 
age, American Crows have resistance to 
additional infections. The higher intensities 
in juvenile crows may be due to their higher 
consumption of insects when young C47.
 The experimental infection rate of larvae 
of Dt may have been much higher compared 
to crows feeding naturally on infected 
grasshoppers and crickets. There was also 
the possibility the Blue Jay, and not the 
American Crow, was the definitive host for 
this nematode.
 At 4–7 days post inoculation (PI) larvae 
may be too large (825–1250 µm by 40–52 
µm) for portal veins and sinusoids (a tiny 
irregularly shaped blood vessel in the liver) 
which resulted in some lesions. Eggs of this 
parasite were sometimes found encapsulated 
in the liver and parenchyma. Eventually, 
larvae left the liver through the vascular 
system to the heart. The larvae caused no 
lesions in the heart or the pulmonary arteries 
outside the lungs.
 Giant cell granulomas (tissue with a rough 
surface) developed around living nematodes 
and persisted around dead worms. Even 
severe lesions in the lungs by Diplotriaena 
tricuspis rarely produced clinical signs in 
crows.

 Cestodes  (segmented tapeworms)
Tapeworms, which range throughout the 
Holarctic, are common helminthic parasites 
in birds. About 1,700 species of cestodes 
infect birds. And the intestine harbors most 
species, but some reside in the ceca and 
under the lining of the gizzard. Unlike other 
wormlike parasites, cestodes are segmented. 
The average prevalence of infection ranges 
from 18–69%. Apparently healthy birds 
(hosts) may carry hundreds of tapeworms 
without showing any outward symptoms.
 Adult cestodes, white and translucent, are 
usually from 1–10 mm long, but can reach 1 
m in length. One cestode species may infect 
from a few to over a dozen avian species. 
Their life cycle occurs in stages, with 1 or 
2 intermediate hosts. Larvae of tapeworms 
develop in the body cavity, muscles, or 
some internal organs. Some damage may 
be caused by larval movements from the 
gut. The presence of eggs or fragments 
of a cestode in a bird’s shit are indicative 
of infection. Apparently, birds are unable 

to develop immunity to further infections 
by other species of tapeworms. There is 
no practical way to control infections of 
cestodes in wild birds M101.
 Four American Crows were shot near 
Ruckersville, Virginia in the fall of 1956. A 
new species, Paruterina reynoldsi, was 
found in the small intestine page 214. A brief 
description of this tapeworm – 

36 mm long by 0.9 mm wide, of 132 
proglottids, each wider than long, except 
when gravid (with eggs). Scolex 350 µm in 
diameter; rostellum armed with a double 
circlet of 44–48 hooks 21–33 µm long. 
Female reproduction – single ovary 60–70 
µm, gravid uterus shaped like an inverted 
U; eggs in gravid uterus 38–42 µm in 
diameter. Male reproduction by 12–14 testes, 
spherical, 45–55 µm in diameter D4.

 Trematodes  (flatworms, flukes) 
These are the flat helminths. For vertebrates, 
including birds, the class is digenetic (the 
2 methods of reproduction in succession). 
They are internal parasites, with 1 or 2 
intermediate hosts in the wild. The list 
includes 536 species of flukes in 27 families 
of birds.
 Digenetic trematodes are identified by the 
shape, location and number of suckers. The 
range of flukes depends on the range of the 
intermediate hosts they inhabit. Migratory 
birds help to distribute these and other 
parasites. Some species of trematodes are 
found in a wide variety of birds; others are 
more selective.
 The life cycle involves the passage of eggs 
in the host’s excretion. These hatch and may 
find a suitable snail to infect. The parasite 
develops further and when the snail is eaten 
by a host, the adults develop and restart the 
cycle. Adults usually infect the intestine. A 
common fluke of the Carrion Crow in Europe 
develops in its liver. More than one species 
in a genus may infect a bird. Birds may 
develop some immunity depending on their 
age and the type of infection H163.
 The trematode, Collyriclum faba, was 
found in several birds, usually around the 
anus of nestlings or juveniles (cowbirds, 
robins), but its life cycle at the time (1940s) 
was unknown. It was found in the eastern 
and north central United States and parts 
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TREMATODE The liver fluke, Brachylecithum americanum , from the 
American Crow, et al D38,  © Journal of Parasitology

1. Egg with mature miracidium (free swimming larva) with stylet and large 
refractive bodies
2. Young embryo separated from mass of mother sporocyst 51 days after 
infection
3. Daughter sporocyst in the migrating stage 64 days after infection
4. Mature daughter sporocyst with developing and mature cercariae
5. Lateral view of cercaria (free swimming larval stage) with the ventral coiling 
of the tail
6. Ventral view of cercaria showing morphological details
7. Lateral view of anterior end of cercaria with position of stylet and opening 
of gland ducts
8. Stylet of cercaria. A – lateral;  B – dorso-ventral
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of Europe. A list of birds infected by this 
trematode is provided in the paper. The 
American Crow, from Michigan and Ohio, 
was one of many species on the list F8.
 The liver fluke Brachylecithum 
americanum pages 216, 217 was found in 
birds from Georgia, Tennessee and Texas. 
The hosts included meadowlarks, grackles, 
American Crows and Blue Jays. Two land 
snails (intermediate hosts) were infected 
with eggs of the fluke. They hatch and 
the miracidia develop inside the snail into 
mother sporocysts in about 64 days. Inside 
the mother the 50–70 daughter sporocysts 
grow and soon rupture the mother sporocyst 
to escape at about day 68. They migrate to 
suitable areas in the host snail. Masses of 
150–300 are expelled through the respiratory 
pore of the snail and are attached to 
vegetation. The cercariae outside the snail 
enter a second intermediate host, the larvae 
of cyrysomelid beetles that are then eaten 
by a bird, such as a crow, which is the final 
host. In the crow, adult flukes develop and 
lay eggs, which continues the cycle D38. 

 Blood parasites
First a little information on the blood of 
birds. Mature red cells in birds are oval 
and contain an oval dark nuclei wiki. 
Researchers looked at the number of red 
blood cells (RBC or erythrocytes) in 16 bird 
species collected from October to May. 
Small passerines such as sparrows, juncos 
and cardinals averaged 4.2–6.1 million 
erythrocytes per cubic millimeter (mm3) (n 
21). Ravens, Corvus corax, had 3.9 million 
S176, and the Carrion Crow, Corvus corone, 
in Europe had 2.5 million erythrocytes P78. 
[Humans averaged 4–6 million erythrocytes 
per mm3.] There was no evidence slightly 
larger birds had more red blood cells per 
unit than smaller birds N24. Nor was there 
much difference between females and 
males; nor any difference in the number of 
erythrocytes in migratory verses sedentary 
avian populations. 
 Within the red blood cell (erythrocyte) 
is hemoglobin. This is the iron-containing 
oxygen-transport protein in most vertebrates 
and all birds. Hemoglobin has two parts 
– 6% heme, and 94% globin, which are 
the heme-containing proteins involved 
in transporting oxygen. Hemoglobin is 
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TREMATODE  The liver fluke, Brachylecithum 
americanum , from the American Crow et al D38, 
© Journal of Parasitology

9. Adult worm; ventral, unflattened
10. Adult worm, ventral with details of excretory 
system
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measured as grams per 100 cc of blood wiki. 
In seven small passerines, the weight ranged 
from 13.1 g in a White-throated Sparrow 
in late April, to 17.9 g in a male Northern 
Cardinal in early February. These levels are 
about equal to those in humans N24.
 The first report of parasites in the blood 
of birds was in the late 1880s by Vassily 

Danilewsky from Russia. Then in 1897, two 
studies were published on parasites in blood 
smears of birds from Maryland O18, and 
Ontario M2.
 Protozoa are a diverse group of unicellular 
eukaryotic (DNA in a distinct nucleus) 
organisms. Since many are motile, this 
may be a means of dividing them. A brief 
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Encapsulated larvated egg (E – long pink 
arrow) in subcapsular hepatic parenchyma by 
fibrocytes (pink arrows) in patent infection, 
x 2450 C49,  © Canadian Science Publishing or 
its licensors, with permission

American Crow  Leucocytozoon 
macrogametocytes (female) which displaced a 
host cell’s nucleus in a white blood cell, x 850  
P = parasite, HN = host cell’s nucleus pushed 
to the side S31,  © Ronald E Scarvie 1970 and 
Washington State College

American Crow  Haemoproteus 
macrogametocytes (female) showing 
displacement of host cell’s nucleus in the 
blood, x 850  P = parasite, HN = host cell’s 
nucleus pushed aside S31,  © Ronald E Scarvie 
1970 and Washington State College

American Crow  Leucocytozoon 
microgametocyte (male) displacing a host cell’s 
nucleus in the blood, x 930  P = parasite, HN = 
host cell’s nucleus pushed aside S31,  
© Ronald E Scarvie 1970 and Washington State 
College
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summary S31 of the players by genera in the 
blood of birds – 

1) Leucocytozoon This genus is 
a vector-borne protozoan disease of 
birds. Most are transmitted by black 
flies below of the family Simuliidae. www.
thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/black-fly 
Two genera of flies are vectors. Excluding 
Antarctica, the genus has an almost 
worldwide distribution. It has been found 
in 113 (55%) of the 204 families of birds. 
Perching birds are common hosts. Some 
ducks are susceptible to leucocytozoonosis; 
some even die. As with all parasitic 
infections, chronic and sublethal infections 
may alter a bird’s behavior F61.
 Its gametocytes occupy white blood cells 
(WBC) and displace and flatten the nuclei. 
Average length 12.9 µm; average width 10.6 
µm. In Leucocytozoidae, the variability in 
external measurements of 9 parameters 
was used to delineate species. But after 
comparing 5 different combinations of 
measurements, it was concluded that “the 
morphometric characteristics were not valid 
criteria for species differentiation.” Several 
species are now compressed into a few 
species with one or more synonyms B86.
 Leucocytozoon page 218 inhabited corvids 
from Algonquin Park, and Toronto, Ontario. 
Sporozoites are found in the salivary glands 
of infected Simulium flies, which then bite 
and infect a bird. Birds are intermediate 

hosts. Some flies are restricted to certain 
families or genera of birds. Gametocytes, 
which cause marked enlargement / distortion 
of an infected WBC, are found in crows and 
ravens, along with Blue and Gray Jays. 

 Experimental infection in the crow 
Experimental means were tried to determine 
host specificity and identification. 
Uninfected corvids in Ontario were injected 
intrahepatically, then blood smears 
checked daily. Tissue was also stained and 
examined. The injected sporozoites, from 
black flies, infected hepatocytes (liver cells) 
and eventually developed into schizonts. 
These schizonts divided into merozoites 
after 4–6 days. In the crow, schizonts were 
located in parenchymal cells of the liver 7 
days post infection (PI) page 220. Spaces 
were noticeable in some schizonts. Mature 
schizonts were 15–24 by 14–20 µm. In 
the kidney of a crow at day 7 (PI), what 
appeared to be two mature schizonts were 
up to 63 by 25 µm. Heart, lung, pancreas, 
brain, bone marrow and the enlarged spleen 
did not harbor any schizonts. At day 35 in a 
crow, the above organs did not contain any 
sporozoites. 
 Parasites were in the peripheral blood 
4–10 days after the birds were injected 
with sporozoites. They were maintained 
in the blood for about 5–35 days. The 
peak was after 9–10 days in the crow, 
subsiding thereafter. The results suggested 
Leucocytozoa from the raven or crow can 
be transmitted to each other, but not to 
the Blue Jay. The species of Leuocytozoa 
resident in the Blue Jay did not develop 
in the crow or raven. Macrogametocytes 
(female) in crows were 11–14 by 10–13 µm, 
while microgametocytes (male) were 9–13 
by 9–11 µm. Gametocytes were present in 
smears from the infected crows and ravens.
 Since the gametocytes are 
indistinguishable, the two were reluctant to 
give names to the Leucocytozoon species 
encountered. Additional work is needed to 
separate species from subspecies among 
infected corvids K41.

2) Haemoproteus About 130 species 
of Haemoproteus have been found in 72 
families of birds. This protozoan is common 
in perching birds. During part of its life 
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Blackfly by AJC1, October 2018, England wiki
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cycle, the gameotocytes parasitize red blood 
cells and curve around the nuclei. Average 
length was 12.2 µm; average width 2.6 µm. 
The genus Haemoproteus is transmitted 
by flies, midges, and mosquitoes wiki. It 
reproduces asexually (merogony) within 
tissues, but not in the circulating red blood 
cells of birds. Asexual reproduction also 
occurs in the vector. There have been 
recent taxonomic revisions depending on 
the vector, a genus of fly, and mitochondrial 
gene sequence studies A70.

(3) Plasmodium The genus Plasmodium 

in found in the American Crow (rarely) 
as well as over 410 species of birds in 
70 families. Its gametocytes occupy red 
blood cells, where it reproduces asexually, 
and when the parasite leaves the RBC, 
it migrates to various tissues. At least 
three Culex species of mosquitoes are the 
vectors. Taxonomic fluctuations continue as 
molecular studies unravel the relationships.
 Birds infected with Plasmodium produce 
a strong antibody and cell-mediated 
response to the parasite, but many are not 
able to clear the infection entirely. Male birds 
infected with Plasmodium may sing less in 
the spring, which could alter their selection 
as a mate A70. 

(4) Trypanosoma avium A flagellated, 
extra-cellular parasite, it is found in blood 
and bone marrow. Average length 43.6 µm; 
average width 5.6 µm. Its vectors include 
mosquitoes and flies.

 Problems with methodology 
Researchers should be aware the method 
of collecting birds can influen ce the 
prevalence of parasites in thin blood smears. 
It is necessary to upgrade and redesign the 
methodology, if the results are to have any 
useful meaning F16.
 A suggestion was made in the 1980s for a 
“tentative protocol for accurately quantifying 
Hematozoa in thin blood smears.” The 
problem is parasitized red blood cells in 
birds are not evenly distributed in a smear 
of blood. Taking blood from live birds was 
preferred, and examining all the edges 
of a blood smear were necessary to find 
the clumps of parasitized erythrocytes. 
Extrapolating from counts of erythrocytes 
meant the actual count of red blood cells 
was always less than the estimate in 10 
replicates by two observers. The number 
of parasites per 100 erythrocytes is the 
standard. In Texas, counts of only 2,000 
erythrocytes gave good figures on the 
intensity of Haemoproteus maccallumi in 
the blood of Mourning Doves. Technicians 
with the same level of training had 
comparable counts of the parasite G29.
 Another issue was the comparisons of 
published information on the prevalence 
(percentage of birds infected in the 
population) of blood parasites in birds. A 
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American Crow experiment. Hepatic
schizont with a thin space, day 7 post infection 
(PI) K41,  © Canadian Science Publishing or its 
licensors, with permission

American Crow experiment. Almost mature
hepatic schizont with merozoites, day 7 post
infection K41,  © Canadian Science Publishing or 
its licensors, with permission
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comparison was made on the prevalence 
of species in 4 genera of avian blood 
parasites – Plasmodium, Haemoproteus, 
Leucocytozoon and Trypanosoma. Biases 
exist between the use of microscopic tools 
and the PCR-based molecular method in 
screening samples of blood. “Differences 
between studies can affect detected 
estimates.” Looking through a microscope, 
at more fields produced a higher prevalence 
of Plasmodium spp than when only a few 
microscopic fields were examined G5.
 Others announced that both methods of 
screening blood for parasites, microscopy 
and the PCR-based molecular, gave the 
same general levels of infection when 
results from 472 birds on 3 continents were 
compared. The advantages of microscopy 
was its relatively lower cost and the 
possibility of identification of different 
parasitic species in a blood smear V3.
 The final issue – A manual microscopic 
count of blood parasites along with the 
number of red blood cells needed to 
extrapolate the intensity of infection from 
2,000 RBCs was tedious. Software is now 
available from the National Institute of 
Health to count the nuclei of red blood cells 
from digital images. Using digital technology, 
the intensity of parasites per 50,000 RBCs 
was above the results from manual counts, 
partly due to the uneven dispersal of RBCs 
on a slide. The digital system is better suited 
to reveal the intensity (% of RBCs infected) 
of low to moderate rates of infection by 
parasites in thin blood smears D32. 

B lood smears were taken from 46 
Fish Crows and 42 American Crows 
in Florida. There were limitations 
in the methodology of looking for 
parasites through a compound 

microscope due to magnification, time, and 
site of blood collection (peripheral versus 
bone marrow). American Crows were killed 
in October and November 1975 in Glades 
County. Initially, American Crows were 
collected and examined for the nematode, 
Dispharynx nasuta, a stomach worm 
(5–10 mm long) found in the lining of the 
proventriculus and gizzard. In this study the 
overall prevalence was 45% of 42 infected 
American Crows. Intensities were not given. 
The prevalences of the 8 blood parasites in 

the American Crow –
1) Haemoproteus picae 17%
2) Haemoproteus danilewskii 5%
3) Haemoproteus sp 2%
4) Plasmodium relictum 0%
5) Trypanosoma avium 7%
6) Trypanosoma ontarioensis 2%
7) Trypanosoma sp 2%
8) Unidentified microfilariae 19%

Fifteen of the 42 American Crows (36%) 
were infected with one parasitic species 
and 4 (10%) with two species; in one case 
T ontarioensis and H picae. The most 
common parasites were H picae and 
unidentified microfilaria. The prevalences in 
Fish Crows were quite different for most of 
the above parasites D81.
 Researchers went after Haemoproteids 
in two passeriform families, Corvidae and 
Sturnidae. Measurements were taken from 
blood smears. Haemoproteus danilewskii 
page 224 is quite pleomorphic (cells take 
on multiple structural forms) ranging from 
circumnuclear to a broad sausage in shape. 
The first form is the most common and 
the nucleus in the red blood cell is pushed 
slightly to the side by the parasite. In the 
sausage-like form, the nucleus is pressed 
against the edge of the erythrocyte. Also, 
the microgametocyte (male) has a slightly 
larger mean number of pigment granules (27) 
than does the female macrogametocyte (23), 
which is the reverse of other haemoproteid 
species. Regarding species, Haemoproteus 
picae in corvids can be, and probably 
has been confused with H danilewskii. 
H picae occurs in both jays and crows. 
A neohapantotype from Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan has been designated. 
 There are 4 characteristics used to 
distinguish Haemoproteus picae from 
H danilewskii. As well Halteridium 
danilewskyi, Haemoproteus corvi, 
Plasmodium danilewsky and H danilewskii 
var. cairogensis are synonyms of 
Haemoproteus danilewskii B118.
 The search was on for Trypanosoma 
avium in the blood and bone marrow of 677 
birds in 139 species from Colorado. The 
results were split –  49% of 677 birds had T 
avium in the marrow and 51% did not. When 
a bird was marrow positive for T avium (334 
birds), only 29 / 334 (9%) had T avium in 
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their blood smears. For the 343 birds that 
were marrow negative, only 4 / 343 (1%) had 
T avium in their blood smears. Of the 334 
birds marrow positive for T avium, 215 (64%) 
had other hematozoa in their blood. For the 
343 birds that were marrow negative for T 
avium, 34% had other hematozoa in their 
blood. When searching for blood parasites, 
the bone marrow should be inspected 
as well as peripheral blood. As well, the 
presence of T avium was a good indicator of 
other hematozoa S136.
 A list was compiled of protozoa inhabiting 
the blood in North American birds. For the 
American Crow –

1) Plasmodium inconstans
2) Haemoproteus danilewskii
3) Haemoproteus sp.
4) Leucocytozoon berestneffi
5) Leucocytozoon sakharoffi
6) Trypanosoma avium
7) Plasmodium sp.
8) Leucocytozoon species H90

A catch of 2,385 birds in 61 species was 
made at the Austin Ornithological Research 
Station on Cape Cod over the summer of 
1936. Prevalence of blood parasites was 
about 9% or 209 birds. Four American Crows 
were caught and 2 were infected with a 
haemoproteid of the H columbae type. One 
of the infected young crows couldn’t fly H88.
 Near Auburn, Washington, 63 American 
Crows were shot dead. Within a few hours, 
blood and tissue smears were taken and 
examined at three magnifications. All 63 
crows harbored parasites in their blood –

1) Leucocytozoon  100%
2) Haemoproteus  86%
3) Plasmodium  21%
4) Trypanosoma  6.5%
5) Microfilaria  6.5%

Multiple infections were –

1) 8 crows with 1 species
2) 38 crows with 2 species
3) 15 crows with 3 species
4) 2 crows with 4 species

None of the trypanosoma were in bone 
marrow of the crows and the incidence 

was low in smears of tissue and blood. 
The highest number of microfilaria and 
Leucocytozoon were in the lung smears, 
rather than heart or peripheral blood smears. 
The highest incidence of Haemoproteus 
came from blood smears taken from the 
heart. The incidence of Plasmodium was 
highest from heart smears and peripheral 
blood smears S31. 
 Researchers looked at published and 
unpublished records for avian hematozoa 
in about 57,000 birds of 388 species in 55 
families of breeding North American birds. 
The average prevalence in about 21,000 
birds was 37%. Birds harbored one or more 
species of parasites –

 Other Birds  CROW

1) Haemoproteus 19%  17%
2) Leucocytozoon 18% 20%
3) Trypanosoma 4%  4%
4) Plasmodium 4%  2%
5) Microfilariae 3%  2%
6) Lankesterella 0.6%  0.3%

Overall, the prevalence of hematozoa varied 
by region, families, and genera of birds. For 
580 American Crows the prevalence was 
27%. Waxwings carried the heaviest load of 
blood parasites at 70% G65.
 Townsend looked at the responses of 
nestling American Crows to acute infection, 
along with short‐ and long‐term survival. 
Overall, 56% of crows (n 321) were infected 
by at least one of the three genera of blood 
parasites, (Leucocytozoon, Plasmodium, and 
Hemoproteus). Only Plasmodium infections 
produced anemia and resulted in lower 
fledging success, and possibly long-term 
survival T70A.

Using the haematocrit centrifuge 
technique, two species of 
trypanosomes were found in 
the blood of 53% (64 of 121) 
American Crows from Essex 

County of southern Ontario in January and 
February of 1978 and 1979. The crows 
overwintered and were collected alive. 
Trypanosoma ontarioensis, a new species, 
is a small, slender parasite, not host specific 
and monomorphic. It has a well developed 
undulating membrane, which always ends 

Parasites
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as a free flagellum that is about one-half of 
the body’s length. Total length including the 
free flagellum averaged 26 (22–35) microns. 
The free flagellum alone was 8.4 (5.7–11.6) 
microns long. The species was easily 
cultured in a diphasic blood-agar medium 
and became infective in 14 days. Four 
inoculated birds, including the crow, showed 
blood trypomastigotes (a leaf-like form with 
an undulating membrane and often a free 
flagellum) at 28 and 48 days postinfection 
(PI).
 The second species was the larger 
Trypanosoma paddae this page with an 
average length, including the flagellum of 42 
(39–43) microns. Its free flagellum was 5.7 
(5.4–5.8) µm long W123.
 At the Oklahoma City Zoo, 222 birds 
were examined for blood parasites. Of the 
indigenous birds, 21% were infected. One 
American Crow was infected with both 
Haemoproteus corvi and Leucocytozoon 
sakharoffi H14.
 Blood was examined from 2,675 live 
passerines from 56 species for parasites 
at five locations in insular Newfoundland. 
From mid-May to mid-August over 4 years in 
the 1970s, 70% of the birds were infected. 
From 94 American Crows shot at a dump of 
human garbage, 13 (14%) were infected with 
2 species and some microfilaria. Overall, the 
“low prevalence of hematozoa in the corvids 
was unexpected.” It was probably due to 
half the birds being shot in the spring before 
transmission from insects had started. 
Leucocytozoon sahkaroffi, or perhaps the 
similar L majoris, was identified in the non-
migratory crows B85. 
 Birds were inspected for blood parasites 
in Algonquin Park, Ontario. Blood smears 
from over 3,000 resident and migratory birds 
were examined. Average prevalences of 
infected birds ranged from 35% in immature 
migrants to 63% in resident adults. Of 10 
immature American Crows, 80% tested 
positive for blood parasites. Leucocytozoon 
were found in 80% of the infected crows; 
Haemoproteus in 50% and Trypanosoma in 
20%. The birds may have been too young to 
exhibit microfilaria. However, the presence 
of blood parasites in young birds meant the 
transmission by insect vectors took place 
in Algonquin Park. When the black flies 
Simulium latipes, S aureum and Prosimu- 

lium decemarticulatum, which fed on 
infected crows and robins, were dissected, 
oocysts and sporozoites of Leucocytozoon 
were noted. As well sporozoites of 
Haemoproteus were located in the salivary 
glands of the mosquitoes Culicoides 
crepuscularis and C stilobezziodes, which 
fed on infected crows B84.
 For 16 American Crows from the District 
of Columbia and the Patuxent Refuge near 
Laurel, Maryland, 30% were infected with 
blood parasites. The parasitic distribution in 
the crows –

1) Haemoproteus  2  (13%)
2) Leucocytozoon  1  (6%)
3) Plasmodium – round  1  (6%); 
 long  1  (6%)
4) microfilaria  4  (25%)
5) Trypanosoma  0

Haemoproteus are divided by the shape 
of the gametocyte into three groups. In 
American Crows, the microfilaria had 6 
different forms, with an average length of 
177 (150–207) µm and a width of 4 (3–5.6) 
microns. The anterior was blunt and the 
posterior blunt to tapered. No sheath was 
present W64.
 An appealing article from the late 1890s 
described some early work on blood 

Parasites

Parasitic flagellate protozoan  
Trypanosoma paddae , 42 µm total length, is 
transmitted to the crow’s bloodstream by certain 
insects W123,  © Canadian Science Publishing or 
its licensors, with permission
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parasites. Using the redrawn A–G ink 
renditions above of an infected red blood 
cell, it was found young forms only took 
stain along their peripheral portions. The 
elongating parasite appeared to stick to 
one side of the cell’s nucleus. The pigment 
(small stained dark spots in (D) were 
irregularly spaced and a natural yellowish-
brown color. Eventually, an oval to circular 
clear area appeared that did not stain well. 
Some people described this structure as “a 
vesicular nucleus containing nucleoli.” By 
now the oval RBC of the crow had changed 
from its normal oval shape into a circular 
one (E). There may be segmentation in the 
bone marrow of some birds. The process of 
flagellation (G) occurred quickly. Following 
a bulge on one side of the RBC, the 
cell’s body disintegrated, the hemoglobin 
disappeared and a round organism and the 
nucleus from the RBC (F) remained near 
each other. Soon the round body began to 
vibrate as 0–4+ flagella suddenly appeared 
from the edge (G). The roundish object may 
divide. The flagella disappeared by floating 
away while still moving O18.
 Near Peru, Nebraska, 84 birds were 
collected in the warm season of 1937. Of 
the 35 species, 15 (43%) harbored blood 
parasites. In early June a large nestling 
crow was taken and kept in a laboratory for 
13 days. It harbored a heavy infestation of 

Haemoproteus danilewskii with all stages 
of growth observed and multiple infections 
of host cells common. Fully grown parasites 
completely filled the red blood cells and 
surrounded the nuclei. Three species of this 
genus are known. 
 The mature female parasites had a mean 
size of 17 by 3 µm. The elliptical to rod-
shaped granules averaged 15 (10–26). The 
adult microgametocytes (male) averaged 
16 by 3 µm. Granules averaged 17 (9–24) in 
number. 
 An immature American Crow hosted 
Leucocytozoon sakharoffi. The host cells 
containing female parasites had a mean size 
of 17 by 14 µm. Cells with microgametocytes 
(male) averaged 15 by 12.5 microns. 
Blood from one of three immature 
crows had enough adult gametocytes to 
identify Plasmodium relictum. Finally, 
Trypanosoma avium was found in one 
American Crow C96.

 Isospora brachyrhynchi
Researchers studied the infective stages 
of Isospora brachyrhynchi, page 225 a 
new protozoa first isolated in shit from a 
naturally infected American Crow captured 
near Luseland, Saskatchewan. The genus 
Isospora is a coccidial parasite that causes 
intestinal diseases. Four pairs of crows 
were each given different infective doses of 

Parasites

American Crow  Elongate Haemoproteus  parasite, the so-called halter-shaped form – Halteridium 
danilewskyi (after Labbé 1894) showing sequential growth (A–G) in an avian, nucleated, red blood cell 
(RBC). Stain was methylene blue and eosin in all but the flagellate form G at the right. Halteridium 
and Haemoproteus  are synonyms. The modern name is Haemoproteus danilewskii  Kruse 1890 
O18. Redrawn,  © 1898 Rockefeller University Press. Originally published in the Journal of Experimental 
Medicine 3: 79–101. DOI:10.1084/jem.3.1.79
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sporulated oocysts (the resistant cyst stage) 
and then killed (barbituate overdose) 24–96 
hours postinoculation (PI). The oocysts 
excysted in the intestines and released 
sporozoites. One hundred exogenous 
sporulated oocysts averaged 20 (15–25) by 
19 (14–23) µm. Some 198 sporocysts ranged 
from 16 (14–20) by 10 (8–13) µm. Sporocysts 
were oval at one end and tapered to the 
opposite end forming a blunt point at the 
Stieda body. One hundred sporozoites 
averaged 13 (10–15) by 2.6 (2–3.3) µm. 
Typically, for the genus Isospora, this page 
there were 2 sporocysts per sporulated 
oocyst and 4 sporozoites per sporocyst (8 
per oocyst). 
 Daily oocyst production was monitored. 
Parasites were not observed in the first 48 
hours post infection (PI). Sporulation time 
at 21 ºC was 48–72 hours. By 96 hours 
PI, second-generation merogony (asexual 
replication by multiple cell divisions) was 
throughout the small intestine and oocysts 
were found. The prepatent period (time 
between infection of a crow with Isospora 
and the first instance of detection of a 
diagnostic stage of the parasite) was 5 days. 
The patent period (the length of time that a 
parasitic organism can be found in the body) 
lasted up to 3.5 months and was probably 
due to reinfection C50. 
 Oocysts of Isospora brachyrhynchi from 
a yearling American Crow were used to 
infect young hand-reared crows with no 
known infection of coccidia. Sporulated 
oocysts were collected and treated to 
release the sporocysts. The excystation 
of the sporozoites using different media, 
temperature and time periods was tested. 
“The most effective excystation (94%) was 
seen in oocysts that had been stored for 1 
month and were incubated with 5% sodium 
taurodeoxycholate and 0.25% trypsin at 
41 ºC for 60 minutes. Varying degrees of 
excystation were observed using different 
bile salts at different temperatures on 
oocysts for up to 12 months.” As the oocysts 
aged, there was less chance to excyst the 
sporozoites S162. It was suggested the death 
of the host’s cells by the developing parasite 
was probably balanced by the creation of 
new cells, forming an equilibrium G66.
 Within an Isospora sp., which remained 
unidentified, both spherical forms of 

oocysts measuring 0.020–0.021 mm, and 
subspherical ones at 0.020 (0.015–0.023) 
mm were found. The oocysts had one, non-
polar, refractile granule, but did not have a 
residual body J49.
 A report was generated on the protozoan 
toxoplasma (strain M-7741) obtained 
from chronically infected mice fed to wild 
mammals and birds. Toxoplasma oocysts 
were found in shit. Two American Crows 
did not produce a robust level of antibodies 
nor shed many oocysts after infection. 

Examination of crow shit occurred from days 
4–21. Crows did not die from the infection, 
but toxoplasma oocysts could be isolated 
from their tissues up to 15 months post 
infection M125.

Protozoan parasitism was common in all 
the crows, but intramonocytic protozoal 
organisms (probably Lecocytozoon 
sp) were found in 20% of 40 birds. A 
seasonal parasite, it was transmitted by 
hematophagous (blood-feeding) arthropods. 
Protozoal cysts and free protozoal zoites 
were in the muscles and skin of three 
crows. The muscle cysts appeared to be 
Sarcocystis species. Although only a few 
birds were aged, the most severe diseases 
were in younger crows M124. 

Parasites

Sporulated oocyst of Isospora 
brachyrhynchi . C50,  © Canadian Science 
Publishing or its licensors, with permission. 
Original art was not labeled
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 A search was conducted on 58 species of 
birds in western Canada for macroscopic 
and microscopic cysts of the protozoan 
genus Sarcocystis. Three members of 
Corvidae were inspected and all of them 
had cysts. These were new records for these 
birds. For the American Crow, the prevalence 
of infection in 31 adults was 16%, and one 
juvenile was not infected. “The significant 
differences in prevalence between the 
corvids indicate that the parasite(s) is not 
distributed randomly among species” D67.
 Others explored the prevalence of 
Toxoplasma gondii (a species of parasitic 
protozoa, Apicomplexa that causes the 
disease toxoplasmosis) antibodies in wild 
animals from northern California. Birds 
were the intermediate host. The domestic 
cat is the main definitive host. In their shit 
cats passed resistant, long-lived oocysts, 
which became infective in a few days after 
deposition. Birds acquired the parasite 
when they ate infected prey, or from soil 
contaminated by the oocysts. When cats 
caught and ate infected birds, the cycle was 
repeated.

S erum samples taken from 37 
species of 
wild mammals and 35 species 
of wild birds were tested by the 
indirect hemagglutination test 

(IHT). In this test, red blood cells adsorbed 
soluble antigen onto their surfaces, then 
clumped together when antiserum containing 
antibodies specific for the adsorbed antigen 
were introduced. For rural domestic cats, 
38% were infected (n 47). From the 401 
birds tested, 3.5% had antibodies against 
Toxoplasma gondii. The American Crow 
was the highest at 14%. The rates of 
infection for all the animals tested varied by 
ecoregion F65. 

An international depository was established 
in 1969 for avian blood parasites at Memorial 
University of Newfoundland, Canada with 
the support of the World Health Organization 
(WHO) B87.

Parasites

Toxoplasma gondii oocysts in a fecal 
floatation. https://mcdinternational.org/trainings/
malaria/english/dpdx5/html/ImageLibrary/S-Z/
Toxoplasmosis/body_Toxoplasmosis_il6 (Jan 2013),  
© CDC-DPDx Laboratory, with permission

Toxoplasma gondii tachyzoites (red arrow). 
Tachyzoites are motile, asexually reproducing 
forms of the parasite released from an infected 
cell. They may be killed by a bird’s immune 
system. An impression smear of liver from a 
Hawaiian Crow which died from the infection 
W140,  © Journal of Wildlife Diseases, with 
permission

RBC10 µm
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some PArAsites of 
the AmeriCAn Crow 

ECTOPARASITES

* PREVALENCE (P) the % of crows in a 
100 crow sample that are infected, ie. 60%

** INTENSITY (In) the number of fleas 
per infected crow, ie. ave. 44, range (10–
68)

█  SIPHONAPTERA  – fleas

Ceratophyllus rossittensis,  Holland (1954) 
H121
Ceratophyllus rossitensis swansoni,  Benton & 
Shatrau (1965) B91

█  MALLOPHAGA  – feather lice 
 
Brüeelia rotundata  44%*,  38 (1–262)**  A49
Brüeelia rotundata  42%,  (1–100)  J49
Brüeelia rotundata  M20
Degeeriella rotundata  30%,  M159
Degeeriella rotundata  P43
Degeeriella rotundata  O24
Degeeriella rotundata  W16
Degeeriella secondaria  20%,  M159
Docophorus communis  J20 
Menopon mesoleucum  70%,  W16
Myrsidea albiceps  64%,  (1–278),  J49 
Myrsidea americana  P43
Myrsidea americana  K25
Myrsidea interrupta  68%,  18 (1–202),  A49
Myrsidea interrupta  M20
Myrsidea interrupta  O24
Myrsidea interrupta  7%,  M159
Myrsidea subaequalis  D58
Myrsidea subaequalis  J20
Philopterus corvi  43%,  (2–76)  J49 
Philopterus corvi  P43
Philopterus corvi  M20
Philopterus corvi  43%,  M159
Philopterus ocellatus  0%,  19 (1–357)  A49

Parasites

Occlusion of parabronchus (a tiny passage 
like alveoli in mammals) in lung by a nematode 
(bar) and the inflammatory response to the 
parasite 45 days after infection, x 620 C49,  
© Canadian Science Publishing or its licensors, 
with permission.

Song Sparrow, 
April, Winnipeg
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█  ACARINIDA  – mites & ticks

Acarina sp  6%  M159
Amblyomma americanum  P43
Analges corvinus  32%,  100+  J49 
Gabucinia delibata  76%,  100+  J49
Haemaphysalis leporis-palustris  P43
Knemidokoptes jamaicensis  P35
Laminosioptes hymenopterus  0.3%,  8  J48 
Liponyssus bursa Syn. Ornithonyssus b  W16 
Liponyssus sylviarum  P43
Ptilonyssus corvi  P36 
Syringophilus bipectinatus  0.6%,  7  J49
Trouessartia corvina  P43
Trouessartia corvina  68%,  100+  J49

ENDOPARASITES

█  DIPTERA  – midges & blow flies

Culicoides biguttatus coquillett  J2
Lynchia americana  M1
Ornithoica confuenta  J27
Protocalliphora avium  J20
Protocalliphora avium  B89
Protocalliphora asiovora  B89
Protocalliphora deceptor  B89
Protocalliphora sialia  B89
Protocalliphora azure  C135

█  CESTODA  – tapeworms

Anomotaenia constricta  34%  D5
Anomotaenia constricta  30%,  (1–28)  J49
Anomotaenia constricta  26%,  4 (1–15)  N1
Anomotaenia constricta  R11
Anomotaenia constricta  W98
Anomotaenia sp  1%,  1  H73
Cladotaenia sp  1%  D5
Dilepis undula  57%  14 (1–111)  A49
Hymenolepis corvi  39%,  9 (1–15)  M159
Hymenolepis corvi  25%,  (1–63)  J49
Hymenolepis corvi  56%,  5 (1–31)  N1
Hymenolepis corvi  H112
Hymenolepis corvi  M69
Hymenolepis farciminosa  13%,  4 (1–22)  A49
Hymenolepis serpentulus  2%,  (1–18)  J49
Hymenolepis variabilis  1%,  1  M159
Hymenolepis variabilis  42%,  (1–37)  J49
Hymenolepis variabilis  M69
Hymenolepis variabile  M69

Lateripores teres  W16
Orthoskrjabinia rostellata  0.3%,  2  J49
Paruterina reynoldsi  4%  D4
Paruterina sp  D3
Passerilepis crenata  J49
Passerilepis stylosa  H74
Passerilepis stylosa  H112
Schistocephalus solidus  4%,  7 (1–21)  A49
Schistotaenia tenuicirrus  C62
Taenia cylindracea  H74
Taenia cylindracea  W16
Variolepis variabilis  22%,  2  H73

█  NEMATODA  – unsegmented   
 roundworms

Acuaria anthuris  17%  M159
Acuaria anthuris  41%,  (1–18)  J49
Acuaria anthuris  34%,  4 (1–30)  N1
Acuaria anthuris  48%  J49
Acuaria anthuris  22%,  2.4  H73
Acuaria anthuris  W98
Acuaria anthuris  W16
Acuaria anthuris  C143
Acuaria anthuris  M67

Parasites

American Crow  Juvenile on 29 July (about 6 
weeks since fledging) in Winnipeg has a small 
white streak at the base of the bill. Internal and 
external parasites are already a part of its life 
history
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Amidostomum sp  W16
Acuaria cordata  W98
Acuaria cordata  C141
Capillaria anatis  45%,  (1–235)  J49
Capillaria collaris  M66
Capillaria contorta  60%,  7 (1–32)  A49
Capillaria contorta,  2%  M159
Capillaria contorta  61%,  (1–40)  J49
Capillaria contorta,  13%,  1.4,  Hendricks et 
al (1969) H73
Capillaria contorta  64%  J49
Capillaria resecta  70%,  32 (1–153)  A49
Capillaria sp  32%  M124
Cardiofilaria pawlowskyi  0.4%  B45
Chandlerella chitwoodae,  65%  B4
Chandlerella chitwoodae  M124
Chandlerella quiscali  2%  B45
Cyathostoma lari  37%,  4(1–15)  A49
Diplotriaena tricuspis  3%  M158
Diplotriaena tricuspis  5%  M159
Diplotriaena tricuspis  6%,  (1–9)  J49
Diplotriaena tricuspis  0.6%,  1  H73
Diplotriaena tricuspis  5%,  4 (1–74)  C48
Diplotriaena tricuspis  5%  C49 
Diplotriaena tricuspis  M124
Diplotriaena sp  M67
Dispharynx nasuta  H74
Dispharynx nasuta  12%  G26
Dispharynx nasuta  14%,  11(1–26)  R70
Dispharynx nasuta  17%  G26
Eufilaria longicaudata  15%  B45
Hystrichis corvi  H74
Hystrichis sp  8%,  2  H73
Microfilaria sp (larvae)  27%  L77
Microfilaria sp (larvae)  1%  M159
Microfilaria sp (larvae)  62%  R101
Microfilaria sp (larvae)  1%  B85
Microfilaria sp (larvae)  6%  S31
Microfilaria sp (larvae)  19%  D81
Microfilaria sp (larvae)  2%  G65
Microfilaria sp (larvae)  25%  W65
Microtetrameres helix  38%  M159
Microtetrameres helix  34%,  (1–172)  J49
Microtetrameres helix,  71%,  13 (1–74)  N1
Microtetrameres helix  70%  R102
Microtetrameres helix  27%  E28
Microtetrameres helix  C141
Microtetrameres helix  H112
Microtetrameres helix  W16
Physaloptera sp  1%,  2  H73
Physocephalus sexalatus  4%,  (1–75)  J49
Porrocaecum ensicaudatum  3%,  (1–2)  J49
Porrocaecum ensicaudatum  7%  D5
Porrocaecum ensicaudatum  M65

Porrocaecum sp  1%  D5
Splendidofilaria sp  3%,  2.5 (2–3)  N1
Splendidofilaria caperata  21%  B48
Splendidofilaria flexivaginalis  38%,  (1–25) J49
Splendidofilaria flexivaginalis  33%,  (1–18)  J47
Splendidofilaria quiscali  14%,  (1–15)  J49
Splendidofilaria wehri  0.3%  B45
Subulura papillosa  W16
Syngamus gracilis  G26
Syngamus gracilis  C64
Syngamus gracilis  C37
Syngamus gracilis  W16
Syngamus trachea  0.3%,  2  J49
Syngamus trachea  H74
Syngamus trachea  C141
Syngamus trachea  G26
Syngamus sp  C37
Tetrameres imispina  C141
Trichostrongylus pergracilis  W16
Trichostrongylus tenuis  H74
Tropisurus americanus  H74
Tropisurus unispinus  H74
Tropisurus sp  C37

█  TREMATODA  – flatworms   
 (flukes) with suckers

Amphimerus speciosus  0.3%,  2  J49
Amphimerus speciosus  S159
Amphimerus speciosus  H74
Beaverostomum brachychynchos  G86
Brachylecithum americanum  2%,  (5–30)  J49
Brachylecithum americanum  77%,  14  H73
Brachylecithum americanum  22%  D38
Brachylecithum americanum  F17
Brachylecithum stunkardi  2%,  80 (35–125)  A49
Collyriclum faba  6%  M159
Collyriclum faba  F8
Collyriclum faba  H74
Conspicuum macrorchis  80%,  11 (1–97)  A49
Conspicuum macrorchis  3%,  (1–5)  J49
Conspicuum macrorchis  D39
Corrigia plesiostomum  H74
Echinostoma revolutum  2%,  (1–14)  J49
Echinostoma revolutum  4%,  3  H73
Echinostoma revolutum  6%  D5
Echinostoma sp  L60
Opisthorchis corvinus  H74
Prosthogonimus macrorchis  17%,  2 (1–6)  A49
Prosthogonimus macrorchis  H74
Prosthogonimus ovatus  H74
Stephanoprora denticulata  M117
Stephanoprora polycestus  H74
Stephanoprora polycestus  H74

Parasites
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Zonorchis petiolatus  3%,  1  N1

█  ACANTHOCEPHALAN  –    
  intestinal, spiny-headed worms

Centrorhynchus sp  1.5%,  1  N1
Macracanthorhychus sp  1%,  1  H73
Mediorhynchus grandis  5%,  (1–45)  J49
Mediorhynchus grandis  1%,  1  H73
Mediorhynchus grandis  1%  D5
Mediorhynchus grandis  6%,  2 (1–2)  N1
Mediorhynchus grandis  V4
Mediorhynchus papillosum  N28
Plagiorhynchus formosum  0.6%,  1  H73
Prosthorhynchus formosum 61%, 21 (1–190) A49

█  HAEMOSPORIDAE  – protozoan  
 blood parasites

Hematozoa  27%  G65
Haemoproteus columbae  50%  H88
Haemoproteus corvi  H14
Haemoproteus danilewskii  1%  M159
Haemoproteus danilewskii  11%  J49
Haemoproteus danilewskii  5%  D81
Haemoproteus danilewskii  C96
Haemoproteus danilewskii  C97
Haemoproteus danilewskii  H88
Haemoproteus picae  C95
Haemoproteus picae  17%  D81
Haemoproteus sp  6%  A49
Haemoproteus sp  33%  L77 
Haemoproteus sp  6%  B85
Haemoproteus sp  2%  D81
Haemoproteus sp  86%  S31
Haemoproteus sp  17%  G65
Haemoproteus sp  50%  B84
Haemoproteus sp  2%  W64
Lankesterella  0.3%  G65
Leucocytozoon berestneffi  C97
Leucocytozoon sakharoffi  3%  M159
Leucocytozoon sakharoffi  C96
Leucocytozoon sakharoffi  6%  B85
Leucocytozoon sakharoffi  3%  J49
Leucocytozoon sakharoffi  H14
Leucocytozoon sp  6%  A49
Leucocytozoon sp  20%  M124
Leucocytozoon sp  100%  S31
Leucocytozoon sp  20%  G65
Leucocytozoon sp  80%  B84
Leucocytozoon sp  6%  W64
Plasmodium relictum  1%  M159
Plasmodium relictum  C96
Plasmodium relictum  C93

Plasmodium relictum  0%  D81
Plasmodium circumflexum  2%  B85
Plasmodium sp  2%  A49
Plasmodium sp  21%  S31
Plasmodium sp  2%  G65
Plasmodium sp  12%  W64
Trypanosoma avium  1%*,  2**  M159
Trypanosoma avium  7%  D81
Trypanosoma avium  C96
Trypanosoma avium  S136
Trypanosoma ontarioensis  2%  D81
Trypanosoma ontarioensis  53%  W123
Trypanosoma paddae  53%  W123
Trypanosoma sp  2%  D81
Trypanosoma sp  6%  S31
Trypanosoma sp  4%  G65
Trypanosoma sp  20%  B84
Trypanosoma sp  0%  W64
Toxoplasma gondii  14%  F65
Toxoplasma  M125

█  COCCIDIA  – sporozoan    
 infections

Isospora sp  2%  M159
Isospora sp  14%  J49
Isospora sp  B143
Isospora brachyrhynchi  C50
Sarcocystis sp  16%  D67

* PREVALENCE (P) the % of crows in a 
100 crow sample that are infected, ie. 60%

** INTENSITY (In) the number of fleas 
per infected crow, ie. ave. 44, range (10–
68) ♣

Parasites
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& Banding

Crow

Snow, ice, empty skies, 
Then here they are again,
Emperors of thick-boughed trees. 
Tearing raucous cries 
From the underbelly of the spring sky.

  – David Scott  2012

T o try and understand how 
birds orientate themselves 
during migration, an array 
of environmental guides 
have been proposed – stars, 
polarized sky light, the moon, 
wind direction, vegetative 

sounds, landmarks, and the earth’s magnetic 
field. Considering the last possibility, iron 
oxide was located “around the olfactory 
nerve and bulbs and between the eyes, 
and also in bristles which project into the 
nasal cavity” in Bobolinks, a pronounced 
migrant that apparently uses the Earth’s 
changing magnetic field to guide itself B67. 
Recently, homing pigeons were exposed to 
2.5 hours of an oscillating magnetic field 
prior to their release. The pigeons had to 
fly a few kilometers before they shifted to 
the homeward direction. Their navigational 
abilities may have been slightly disrupted by 
the changing magnetic field T32.

 Flying 
Before birds can fly above or below us, 
certain parameters of their wings and body 
weight develop. Fascinated by birds, Poole 
recorded the weight, wing areas, and weight 
to wing area ratios for 75 species. A wing 

was fully extended to obtain its area, and 
multiplied by two. For the American Crow he 
averaged the measurements of two birds –

 Weight  553 grams 
 Wing area  1,344 cm2 
 Wing area per gram  2.4

Overall, the 75 species had an average wing 
area per gram of 1.9 (0.5 for the Long-tailed 
Duck to 5.1 for the Long-eared Owl) P80.
 A Fish Crow was positioned in a wind 
tunnel. Its flight metabolism was 8 joules 
per gram per km at an air speed of 11 m 
per second or 40 km per hour. Power input 
varied little with air speed, but decreased 
with increasing angle of descent. To fly for 
30 minutes, it didn’t much matter if the Fish 
Crow flew slowly or quickly. This was based 
on B99 –

Weight  275 g 
Wing area  917 cm2
Wing length  27 cm
Wing Span  56 cm
Aspect ratio (length to width of wing)  5.2 
[wing area per gram  3.3]

Flight was viewed through a different 
window. The scaling of flight performance 
to body size in birds had been talked about, 
but not put to the test. The first tests 
involved avian burst take-off and vertical 
flight in the laboratory. To achieve this, birds 

9

As ice floes melt along the Assiniboine 
River’s bank, crows are already nest-building in 
Winnipeg, MB

Migrat ion and Banding
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used a combination and sequence 
of hindlimb, forelimb, body kinematics 
and total muscle power. Corvids were the 
largest of the 32 species of birds tested. 
The Common Raven was the heaviest at 900 
grams.
 Generally, body size sets the limit on 
flight performance; its maneuverability, 
acceleration and climbing rate. “Burst ability 
is a result of marginal power, defined as the 
power the muscles can produce in excess of 
the minimal power required for level flight.” 
All flights in the study were filmed in slow 
motion at 250 frames per second. Linear 
flight was measured by –

1) a net change in velocity per wingbeat
2) acceleration per wingbeat
3) mass-specific climbing power that   
 incorporated changes in both velocity   
 and altitude

All three of the above measurements were 
negatively correlated with the weight of a 
bird. For the American Crow and Common 
Raven, peak velocity was attained at toe-
off, and each bird lost velocity with each 
successive wingbeat in vertical flight. 
The first downstroke was unique, and for 
most flights started before toe-off. The 
two flight muscles of the wing, pectoralis 
m. (downstroke) and supracoracoideus m. 

(upstroke) together averaged about 15% of 
the weight of the 5 corvids in this study I2. 

 Speed and distance
In late September, at the Pea Island 
Waterfowl Refuge on the Outer Banks of 
North Carolina, the average air speed for 3 
American Crows was 46 kph (12.7 m/sec) 
T83. Radio-tagged, northward migrating 
crows in spring flew at an average speed of 
44 (29–60) kph W18. Crows traveled with an 
average speed of 42 (27–56) km per hour 
B189. 
 In a late season migration experiment 
conducted in Alberta, a good traveling day 
was 53 kilometers for a crow migrating from 
Alberta into North Dakota in early December. 
The fastest crow averaged over 80 km per 
day for three days R133. Banding records 
indicated some prairie crows migrated the 
farthest – about 1,600 km twice a year. On 
either side of the Great Plains, the average 
distance was about 500 km B121.

 Spring arrivals
Those of us breathing clean northern air 
realize the American Crow is one of the 
earliest migrants returning from the south. 
As a true symbol of spring, it satisfies our 
inherent longing for an obvious sign of 
warming weather. Advancing crows appear 
in southern Ontario during mild days in mid 

Migrat ion and Banding

A flyng American 
Crow weighing about 
500 gms would burn 
about 100 joules per 
hour (about 24 calories 
per hour at 15 ºC). This 
is the metabolic cost 
of flight based on its 
weight. Data compiled 
and converted to 
a common unit of 
measurement C44. 
© Association of Field 
Ornithologists, with 
notification
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to late February. Throughout March, the 
push northward into nesting areas continues. 
If you are lucky enough to live near a large 
crow roost, you will notice the diminishing 
size of the flock with the advent of spring. 
 The Chippewas in Minnesota named the 
crow an-deg, meaning ‘renewal’ or “those 
that come” C123.
 The fly-and-social foraging theory was 
explored for American Crows that migrated 
northward during February and March 2004–
2009. In east-central Illinois, crows over 

500 grams were fitted with a 2-gram radio-
transmitter (battery life of 3 months). These 
were mounted, using sutures and epoxy, on 
the rachis of one central tail feather. The 
migrating adult crows were followed and 
continuously tracked. Where they flew and 
roosted was noted. However, when birds 
landed to feed, the researchers lost contact 
with them. 
 Ten crows were tagged; 9 migrated north 
and one nested locally. Eight of the nine 
crows were followed, and two of these were 
lost before reaching their breeding area. By 
following one or two crows each year, the 
initial findings were rewarding. Crows often 
migrated alone, but not always. All crows 
began migrating in the morning. One crow’s 
signal was lost after 3 days when it crossed 
the western end of Lake Huron. For seven 
crows, the distance from roost to roost each 
day was 178–490 km. All crows roosted 
communally, and six crows roosted within 
10 km of each other in different roosts in 
different years. When the crows arrived at 
their breeding area, they roosted alone or 
with 1 or 2 other crows (family members?).
 During migration the tagged crows landed 
to forage an average of twice a day, although 
some stops may have been missed. They 
foraged for 35 (5–82) minutes and in 17 of 18 
observations were among 1–60+ crows. 
 In Michigan some crows fed with ravens at 
a carcass. No crow migrated more than 500 

American Crow  To 
investigate the migratory 
behavior, a transmitter was 
glued and sown to the rachis 
of one central tail feather. 
Photograph near Danville 
Illinois, © Arlo Raim, with 
permission

Migrat ion and Banding
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km in one day, and most of them migrated 
the farthest on their first day – an average of 
300 km. By the third day after leaving east-
central Illinois, the average distance traveled 
was slightly less than 100 km. Average flight 
speed was 44 (30–60) kph.
 Although the decision when to migrate 
seemed to be an individual one, social 
crows liked to feed and roost among other 
crows along the way. It was suggested 
crows chose where to migrate, but I could 
also suggest if adult crows were returning 
to a familiar nesting territory or area, their 
destination was fixed before they began to 
migrate, especially if successful territories 
were established the previous year before 
they migrated south.  
 As the tagged crows migrated, they 
changed direction in the afternoon to join 
local crows at a communal roost. For the 
8 crows, 3 roosted in the same communal 
roost along the way in three different years, 
and 3 other crows slept in different roosts 
in two different years. Joining a large roost 
may be a way for migrating crows to gain 
information from locals birds about a source 
of food. One tagged crow stayed at a roost 
for 3 nights and fed with the local crows 
before it continued northward. Another crow 
fed with roost members in the morning for 
an hour, before resuming its migration. Two 
roosts along the south-eastern shore of 
Lake Michigan were used by migrants. For 
decades these roosts may have been familiar 
places in which to rest and from which to 
feed. In summary, crows migrated during 
the day to take advantage of feeding and 
socializing opportunities with other American 
Crows W18. 

 Canada
One of my many jobs since graduating from 
the University of Guelph involved weekly 
visits to dairy farms in a small area of south-
western Ontario. As I delivered products 
to farmers, I watched for migratory crows. 
No winter roosts were operating in my work 
area near Guelph in the 1980s. Common 
weather had little influence on the crows’ 
daily movements north or south. Their main 
traveling months, March and October, had 
unsettled weather patterns. Light rain and 
wind of 20–50 km per hour over either wing 
was acceptable. Although described as 

daytime (diurnal) migrants, there is at least 
one exception. A noisy flock was heard 
passing north over Saskatchewan at 23:15 
hours on 1 April 1978. No explanation for 
this night-crossing was given O14. Were the 
crows giving us an April Fools’ Day prank? 
In open country, crows may travel 10–50 m 
above the ground, rising to pass over trees 
and cities. Moving in a straggling, loose 
formation, the long axis of the flock points in 
the direction of travel.
 For the most part my field notes on 
migrating crows listed many single birds, 
and a few pairs of crows passing overhead. 
Spring flocks were sporadic, but I did record 
11 that averaged 24 (5–100) crows. Most 
overhead flocks were counted during the 
last week in February, but on 6 April, 1981, 
the last large Courage of Crows flew by. On 
15 February 2021, 100 crows in two flocks 
passed over London, Ontario. At Lyleton, 
Manitoba, in the extreme south-western 
corner of the province, a 4-hour passage of 
5,500 crows occurred on 12 April 1975 over 
a 4-hour period during a cold spring K81.

Arrival dates of crows in the spring 

Lat. 43º N,  Ontario, ave. 2 Mar. S110
Lat. 44º N,  Ontario, ave. 20 Feb. D43
Lat. 45º N,  Quebec, ave. 9 Mar. 5 years M167 
Lat. 50º N,  Ontario, ave. 21 Mar. S110
Lat. 51º N,  Saskatchewan, ave. 22 Mar. H137 

 United States
Great flocks impress crow-watchers. The 
migration in the Toledo-Erie Marsh area fell 
between 23 February and 11 April. Twice in 
early March, as many as 5,000 birds in one 
flock passed overhead C33. Along the south 
shore of Lake Erie, on 28 February 1931, a 
group of over 10,000 crows migrated W94. 
In Oswego County of New York, around 
the east end of Lake Ontario, an estimated 
37,000 crows flew by in six days during 
mid-March B214. They may have passed 
northward near Kingston, Ontario.
 By the end of April, for crows traveling 
north to northeast through Illinois, counts of 
migrating crows fell from 100–200 or more 
per day to about 20 or less a day. G56. At 
latitude 42º N in Idaho, 7 May was the latest 
spring migration date D25.

Migrat ion and Banding
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Arrival dates of crows in the spring
Lat. 41º N, Wyoming, ave. 12 Mar. (earliest 
28 Feb.) 8 years M81 
Lat. 41º N, Pennsylvania, ave. 18 Feb. (8 
Feb.–4 Mar.), 29 years T58
Lat. 43º N, Oregon, Malheur Wildlife Refuge, 
ave. 16 March (10 Feb.–3 Apr.) 16 years L53 
Lat. 45º N, Minnesota, ave. 14–23 Feb. R88 
Lat. 47º N, N. Dakota, ave. 22 Feb. M144
Lat. 49º N, Montana, ave. 16 Mar. (15 Feb.–
10 April), 44 years W65

I slumbered this spring morning, and missed 
the dawn,
From everywhere I heard the cry of birds.
That night the sound of wind and rain had 
come, 
Who knows how many petals then had 
fallen?
   – Meng Haoran R47

 Autumnal departures
As the autumnal oranges, yellows and reds 
intensify before me, flocks of departing 
crows soar above. Small, scattered 
temporary roosts in southern Ontario and 
on the prairies develop in August and 
September to accommodate the newly 
flocking crows’. After a couple of weeks the 
roosts disintegrate as the birds continue 

their journey southward. 

 Canada
At Point Pelee, Ontario, in the early years 
of the 1900s, groups of crows in mid-
October were moving up and down the Point 
several times a day. Eventually, they may 
travel west and cross the Detroit River into 
Michigan where they will join one of many 

A harvest moon on 12 September 2011. During September and October crows migrate south during the 
day from the Canadian Prairies while warblers migrate at night, some colliding with man-made objects

Leaves of goldenrod in late November as ice 
forms on the Red River in Manitoba. By now the 
migratory crows have left the province

Migrat ion and Banding
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roosts in Ohio, or those farther south W128. 
Other large flocks of crows were reported 
at Point Pelee, Ontario on the 14 and 15 of 
October 1906. They moved along the point 
and eventually settled in trees near the tip 
prior to departing southward as the jays had 
done earlier. When Blue Jays left the Point 
on 14 October 1906, they headed due south 
for the shore of Ohio, and not, as expected, 
towards Pelee Island to the west T11.
 Funneled by the Great Lakes, autumnal 
flocks of crows fly in a south-western 
direction over southern Ontario. The flocks 
are more compact and slightly larger than 
those I saw in the spring. A wonderful sight 
was a flock of 250 crows directly over 
Guelph at 9:00 AM on the cloudy, calm 
morning of 18 October 1984. Two hundred 
meters above my feet, the crows traveled in 
an open company 300 m long by 60 m wide. 
Several regular bouts of caws reached me. 
An hour before sunset on 10 October 1987, 
eight crows, perhaps the last birds of a 
flock, traveled at 300 m altitude over Guelph.
 During my autumnal visits to dairy farms 
in southern Ontario, migratory flocks were 
always anticipated, but usually failed to 
materialized. Reviewing my journal entries, 
the average size of 18 flocks was 62 (7–
200) crows. One early sighting was on 26 
September; the rest flew by in October and 
into the first week of November.
 The Holiday Beach Migration Observatory 
in the south-western part of Essex County, 
Ontario, is just east of where the mouth of 
the Detroit River enters the western end of 
Lake Erie. At the observatory, volunteers 
record the passage of hawks. In 1990 they 
began to record other birds. Over the 18 
years, 1990–2007, the averaged was 144,000 
crows per year within a range of 60,000 in 
2007 to 269,000 in 1994. West Nile virus was 
detected in wild birds in Ontario for the first 
time in 2001 and in Essex County in 2003 
when the migratory crows tallied 82,000 at 
the observatory. (Phil Roberts, unpublished 
report, 2000s). Obviously, not all crows 
that bred or summered in Ontario stayed 
and roosted over the winter in the southern 
agricultural area of the province.
 On 14 October 1945, a huge flock of 
crows, a kilometer wide, flew past the 
Toronto airport. The flock had 4,000 birds 
in sight at once and lasted most of the 

day S27. Near Carberry, Manitoba, 5,000 
crows migrated south on 13 October 1981 
T19. Crows left the Qu’Appelle River area in 
southern Saskatchewan by 13 October on 
average, with the latest on 26 October 1934 
C30.
 On the west coast of Canada, in a 
beautiful British Columbia autumn, Theed 
Pearse mentioned some American Crows 
flew over the ocean for 10–30 km from the 
mainland to Vancouver Island where they 
joined Northwestern Crows [AMCR]. The two 
species were separated by their voices G77.
 The understanding of bird migration 
remains with the birds. Nevertheless, to 
study migration, crows were captured locally 
in Alberta, then shipped to Edmonton for 
treatment and released on 26 November 
1929. This was the first phase of an 
experiment. As it turned out, Edmonton was 
not the most suitable location, so the second 
batch of crows were released in 1931 at 
Hackett, about 100 miles (160 km) southeast 
of Edmonton. Five results R133 –

1) some normal crows subjected to 
increased daylength for 5 weeks in October 
and November, reversed their migratory 
direction and flew northward rather than 
southward
2) a control group of castrated crows 
subjected to normal photoperiods migrated 
southward
3) castrated crows that experienced 
an artificially longer daylength also flew 
southward
4) normal untreated crows flew south
5) a group of castrated crows received a 
male extract from human urine and did not 
migrate

The above findings indicated a link between 
migratory direction, daylength and a crow’s 
reproductive organs. Temperature, as a 
regulatory influence, was at most secondary. 
The specific NW to SE direction of the 
migration corridor used by crows in Alberta 
was followed by almost all of the crows in 
spite of the time of the year (after the regular 
migration was over), wind, and unfamiliar 
terrain. Juvenile crows had a natural, innate 
sense of direction R133.

Migrat ion and Banding
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 United States
Generally, crows nesting in the central to 
eastern half of North America above 43º N 
(the state boundary between South Dakota 
and Nebraska) latitude were migratory, while 
crows below it were mostly sedentary B121. 
 Banding at the Austin Ornithological 
Research Station on Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts (lat. 42º N) identified 3 
categories of American Crows L78.

1) permanent residents

2) breeding birds that winter to the south
3) northern breeders that either winter at 
Cape Cod or migrate through the region

At the Narragansett Bay area of Rhode 
Island, American Crows in flocks of 30–90 
crossed from 1–3.5 km of open water from 
island to island in the daytime, some with 
hesitancy as they circled before finally 
making the flight B15.  
 On 25 November 1888 from western 
Pennsylvania, the southern migration was 

Migrat ion and Banding

OKLAHOMA was the top state (16%of 1,043) for American recoveries of banded  
crows from the 1920s to the early 1980s. From a CWS printout on 25 October 1984

* 20 states (not shown), each with less than 10 recoveries account for the 
additional 78 band returns or 7.5% of the 1,043 total returns
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usually over by the last of October, but a 
late flock passed through Beaver County 
T58. In eastern Pennsylvania, migratory birds 
in the autumn traveled along the Kittatinny 
Ridge. American Crows were common in late 
October. Estimates 
were 2,700 on 21 
October 1968, to 500 
on 24 October 1964. 
The latest was 870 
on 30 October 1968 
H67. On 20 November 
1966, another late 
flock of 2,000 crows 
migrated over Erie 
County in New York. 
This flock probably 
entered the United 
States by crossing the Niagara River from 
Ontario B214. 
 Ten thousand crows in 10 days in October 
migrated south past Athens, Illinois. Most 
crows entered the state from October 

through early November, which coincided 
with the formation of overwinter roosts H12. 
Nixon reported several hundred crows at 
Monticello, Illinois flying south in a long 
loose string with about 20 birds visible at 

one time G56. 
 There was little 
evidence crows 
migrated over large 
open bodies of water 
until J Lieftinck was 
near Akron, Ohio on 
25 November 1937. 
Through binoculars 
he focused on 
“several thousand” 
crows not visible to 
the naked eye W94. 

Since Akron is about 60 km south of the 
middle of the southern Lake Erie shoreline, 
those high-flying crows probably migrated 
over the lake. If the Monarch Butterfly, 
and numerous other birds can do it, why 

License plate of a crow bander
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Locations in Canada where the majority of American Crows were banded over 40 years B170

Banding effort on the 
American Crow

from 1955–1995 B170
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The average number of American Crows per sighting was 2.2 birds. The peak 
average of 5 crows was in the fall migration (October) in southern Ontario, 

1981–1983 combined. The monthly results of my 2-year survey

The average number of sightings and American Crows counted per day peaked during 
the migration in October and in March in southern Ontario, 1981–1983 combined. 
The number of crows counted per day was the highest in March when crows were 

active on their territories and migrating to the northeast

Crows per day

Sightings per day

Average of 
2.2 crows 
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not crows? Additional evidence of crows 
migrating over a large expanse of open 
water included a flock of 105 birds on 6 
October trying to leave the southern tip of 
Caribou Island in Lake Superior, about 70 
km from the Michigan shoreline to the south 
W141. In Saginaw Bay, Michigan, the crow 
was a common breeder on Charity Island 
which was about 10–14 km from shore. On 
14 September, a flock of about 100 crows 
landed on the island for one day during 
their migration. A few very tame wild crows 
remained on the island all year.
 A flock of 50 crows flew south on 7 
October east of the village of Lincoln, 

Michigan. They followed the shore of Lake 
Huron. Six more crows passed on the 10 
October. On 18 November 1912, a flock of 
over 1,000 crows passed from Essex County, 
Ontario into Wayne County by crossing the 
Detroit River into Michigan. The next day 20 
more crows followed the same migration 
route W125. 
 At Duluth, Minnesota on 8 October 1995, 
a peak flight day, over a two-hour period 
4,058 American Robins and 466 American 
Crows migrated south E9. A year earlier, on 
26 October 1994, 554 crows passed through 
Duluth E9. Mrs W Boyd of St Paul Minnesota, 
stepped outside on 15 October 1927 when 

Migrat ion and Banding

Distant encounters of 
crows moving more 
than 200 kms B170

American Crow
Corneille d’Amerique

Western region of N. America

∆ 1

∆ 2–10

∆ 11–100
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cawing at dawn caught her attention R88.

“Thousands of them [crows] in a seemingly 
endless flock, moving to the southwest in a 
whirling, onward course, like leaves caught up in 
a whirlwind. Some as low as the house-tops and 
tree-tops, others so high as to be mere specks. 
Other people saw them and an item in the paper 
estimated the flock to be two miles long. It didn’t 
seem possible there could be so many Crows.”

 Rosenwinkel reported a similar huge 
flight over St Paul, Minnesota on the 
mornings of 11 and 12 October 1930. On 
5 October 1907, an early evening flight 
was observed near Heron Lake in south-
western Minnesota. The crows were quiet in 
passage, but as they settled in trees much 
calling was heard. Then they rose silently 
and flew towards the sunset over a 2-mile 
stretch of water R88. 

 Autumnal departing dates of 
 American Crows
Lat. 40º N, Pennsylvania,  20 Aug – 21 Nov H67 
Lat. 41º N, Wyoming,  18 October (latest 26 
October 1930) 10-year ave. of last fall records M81 
Lat. 44º N, South Dakota,  ave. 19 October L24 
Lat. 45º N, Minnesota,  ave. 30 Oct – 5 Nov R88 
Lat. 47º N, N. Dakota,  ave. 23 Nov (latest 
departure)

 Banding
In 1804, at the age of 19, John J Audubon 
was the first to band birds in the New World. 
By placing silver threads around the legs 
of nestling phoebes, he showed they came 
back to the same area the next spring T26.
 Banding (ringing) is a way of uncovering 
central concerns about wild birds. It permits 
us to chart their movements by the hour, 
day, season, or year. We may discover how 
long birds live, where they travel, and how 
they die. These concerns are of interest 
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Distant encounters of crows 
moving more than 200 kms B170

American Crow
Corneille d’Amerique

Eastern region of N. America
 1

 2–4
 5–8

 9–16
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for an individual bird and the population in 
which it functions. 
 The early abbreviation for the Common 
Crow was COCR. When it became known as 
the American Crow, its abbreviation changed 
to AMCR. Its AOU number is 488. These 
letters and numbers are used on banding 
forms K79.
 Two methods are useful for marking 
crows.

The standard aluminium leg band, number 
5 size, is the choice for long-term projects. 
Colored leg bands, alone or in combination, 
are used for local studies W127. Where sight 
recognition of a local bird is necessary, the 
patagial wing tag (3.5 x 6.5 cm), bearing 
two large letters or numbers), is useful. One 
weighing 7 g was developed for the Common 
Raven. They carried the tags as long as 
six years and displayed ‘typical’ flight and 
behavior S156. However, a closer look at 
the effects of tags may be necessary. When 
Ring-billed Gulls were wing-tagged, females 
were less successful in acquiring mates in 
the year after tagging than were male gulls 
S122. For Ruddy Ducks, Oxyura jamaicensis, 
in Manitoba, tagged males decreased their 
courtship rate, and increased their sleeping 
and preening times. Tagged females preened 
more than untagged females B204. I am not 
aware of a study on the effects of patagial 
tags on the behavior of crows.

B efore a crow is marked, it must be 
caught alive. Numerous ways have 
been tried, and some actually work. 
The ladder crow trap is a good start. 

Visit www.youtube.com/watch?v=Etys187J5gA. 
Cannon netting, a dramatic experience for 
bird and bander, can be successful. Visit 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryLQw3CkA3U. For 
crows use a 2.5 cm (1 inch) size mesh to 
eliminate excessive tangling by struggling 
birds. Cannon netting at a large roost 
ensured the birds never again settled onto 
the ground where they were netted.
 When a field away from the roost was 
baited with bread and poultry pellets, 14 
canon nettings allowed a band to be placed 
on 2,000 crows. In Oklahoma, another 
successful method in wet weather was 
grabbing birds by hand as two million crows 
slept in a roost in a woodlot. In dry weather, 

the noise from walking awoke and frightened 
the perched crows, and reduced the number 
captured. An attempt to capture crows using 
bait coated with drugs showed little promise 
in Oklahoma I1.
 In eastern Massachusetts, 151 live 
American Crows were captured at two study 
sites from 1998 to 2008. The crows were 
captured in commercial box traps, 152 (or 
183) x 51 x 66 cm, made to capture Eastern 
Coyotes, Canis latrans. Traps were bated 
with meat scraps and armed (set to close) 
once animals were accustomed to taking 
food from inside the traps. Traps were 
armed for 3,713 days year-round, and visited 
14,193 times. American Crows were one 
of 931 animals of 21 species caught. More 
than one crow was sometimes captured – 19 
pairs, 4 trios, and one group of 6 crows. The 
seasonal totals were – spring 70, summer 
22, fall 26, and winter 33 crows. The monthly 
average was 13 crows (2 in August to 45 
in May). The overall average was 4 crows 
captured per 100 trap days. Two crows 
sustained wing injuries when inside the $400 
trap. The trap was easily transported and 
placed in a field. The best success was from 
traps placed in open fields, where crows 
could see for greater distances around the 
traps W35. 
 Trapping live American Crows in Illinois 
was difficult until a suitable trap and bait 
were devised. Eventually, a crow was 
caught. The trap was a wooden, 8 x 4 foot, 
covered frame with netting on top. The trap 
was placed vertically on one end and pulled 
over using a wire by observers in a nearby 
blind. The trap was not disguised, but it 
was baited with a carcass and some eggs. 
Another carcass was placed near the trap. 
When a crow was trapped it was quickly 
removed and placed in a large visible cage 
behind the trap. Keeping several crows in 
this cage helped to attract other crows. 
Although other crows got excited when one 
of them was caught, they remained nearby 
and continued to be caught. One was caught 
twice in one day, then again 2 days later. The 
author suggested crows did not learn much 
from their association with man, trap and 
bait, and appeared no more intelligent than 
other birds in this regard. However, I suggest 
that by placing live crows in a cage near the 
trap, the free crows realized they were not 
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being killed when caught, so they stayed and 
continued to feed on bait (food) inside the 
trap T1.
 Carolee Caffrey tried several ways to 
catch crows in California and Oklahoma. 
Nothing worked really well. Some mistakes 
in preparation were to blame; other methods 
left the crows in charge. She tried carpet 
nooses, sticky rat traps, leg-hold traps, a 
modified Australian Crow Trap, cannon and 
rocket nets. Two important considerations in 
the game were using bait that crows had to 
eat at the site and not cache elsewhere, as 
well as trap location C17. 
 Once crows were caught, Caffrey 
suggested ways to band them. A size 5 
USFWS metal band has a 7 mm inside 
diameter. Mauve, black, and dark green 
plastic bands cannot be seen from a 
distance. If plastic leg bands were not 
securely glued, crows removed them. 
Patagial wing tags were somewhat 
successful. The numbers and letters drawn 
on the tags sometimes faded too soon, 
depending on the ink used C15. For the 
best results I suggest white with black bold 
letters.

 Band recoveries
Any banding program is limited by the rate 
and percentage of band returns. Since birds 
are generally short-lived, a 10–20% return 
rate over 4–5 years after banding provides 
adequate information. Species that are 
widely hunted, such as waterfowl and crows, 
provide many quick recoveries of bands, but 
biases are due in part to the cultural habits 
of the hunting fraternity. The right birds 
must meet the right people if bands are to 
be returned and information shared to justify 
the banding effort. Martin Moose highlighted 
this recovery problem M155 –

The  DeaD  Crow

There is a dead crow out on the sidewalk: 
it is on my side of the walk so now it is my 
responsibility and something must be done. 
I wish it were on the other side, then I could 
just ignore it. But it’s not, it’s on my side 
and so the dead crow has entered into my 
thoughts and wherever I go, in the house or 
in the yard, it is already there. It’s not the 

most pleasant thing to have in your thoughts, 
a dead crow. I eye it from time to time and 
notice that all the other crows keep flying over 
it and squawking: they can’t seem to believe 
their eyes. I can understand that – neither can 
I. What I can’t understand is the behaviour of 
the neighbourhood kids: they are riding their 
bicycles up and down the street and paying 
no attention. They are even playing ball right 
beside the crow and yet never seem to notice: 
not once do they glance down in silent awe. I 
can’t believe that they aren’t paying attention; 
 I can’t understand why there is not a hush 
over the street, a dread sense of expectancy 
in the air, with every hidden eye glancing 
nervously towards the dead crow on my 
side of the sidewalk. I wish it were on the 
other side, but it’s not: it’s on my side and 
something must be done. 

From the Canadian Wildlife Service I 
obtained printouts in 1984 listing the 
recoveries of banded American Crows in 
Canada and the Unites States. The 1930s 
was the decade of serious banding activity 
with this species. In particular, crows were 
banded in Oklahoma in the winter of 1935–
1936. Two men set several Australian type 
traps near a roost. When the traps were 
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baited with carrion, the daily catch was up 
to 177 crows. The birds appeared faithful 
to one roost over a winter and they often 
moved along the same flyways to and from 
the roost. Recaptures were inevitable. The 
extremes were 75 crows caught twice and 
2 crows caught seven times. By spring, 714 
birds sported a new leg band. Over the next 
3.5 years, 143 (20%) bands were recovered. 
The rate of return was by then very slow. The 
diminishing returns silently told the two men 
that 4 years was close to the life expectancy 
for a migratory crow in the central plains. 
The most northern return was a crow shot at 
Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan, some 2,380 
km from its banding site in Oklahoma.
 Additional results from this banding 

adventure were enlightening for the 1930s. 
During the breeding season, April–August, 
none of the 143 band returns came from 
Oklahoma. From 65 recoveries over these 
five warm months, 75% were from the 
three Canadian prairie provinces, with 
Saskatchewan leading the way K13. From 
2,568 crows banded over the winters of 
1966–’70 in Oklahoma, most of the 81 
bands recovered also came from the prairie 
provinces – Saskatchewan 42%, Manitoba 
20% and Alberta 16%. In the USA six states 
returned 22% of the bands I1. 
 As a result of the above work, the 
question facing wildlife (crow) managers and 
politicians in the 1940s, was – What were the 
benefits from dynamiting a winter roost in 
the southern states? Nothing important was 
mentioned. Where most of the crows nested 
in Canada and wintered in Oklahoma, a 
corn culture was replaced by wheat and 
other small grains. Crows do not damage 
these crops to any great extent. Instead, 
grasshoppers and mice are periodically very 
abundant on the prairies, and crows are 
valued for reducing their impact on grain 
crops. True, some crows destroyed ducks’ 
nests, but the amount of damage was slight, 
variable and exaggerated by special interest 
groups. In Oklahoma, the control of 
crows was, “not considered a pressing 
problem” K13.
 Viewing the situation from higher latitudes, 
crows banded in southern Saskatchewan 
from 1923–1965 had their recoveries 
mapped. The narrow migratory path of 
the province’s crows was restricted in 
the main from 95–100º W longitude in the 
United States map this page. Excluding the 
recoveries from within Saskatchewan, and 
six from Alberta during the warm months, 
the remainder and majority of the band 
recoveries reached into the central states of 
the Great Plains H139 –

1) Oklahoma 17 2) Nebraska 12 
3) Kansas 12  4) Texas 7
5) South Dakota 6 6) North Dakota 3

Shooting (hunting) accounted for most of the 
band returns, and 90% of the 58 American 
returns were between October and March. 
The most southern recovery was a crow 
banded near Swift Current, Saskatchewan 
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By decade, the 1930s held the most recoveries (47%) of banded 
American Crows in Canada and the United States combined. Data 

from a 1984 Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS) printout

SK and AB had the highest total recoveries (69% combined) of banded American 
Crows in 9 provinces. On average, 75% of the bands were recovered within the 
province where the crows were banded. Data based on a 1984 CWS printout.
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and shot near Houston, Texas in the same 
year. The crow travelled at least 2,500 
km. Crows banded in Canada, and bands 
recovered in the USA were analyzed. Among 
the additional long-distance records were 
four returns over 2,500 km B170 –

1) Fort Chipewyan, Alberta, (HY), banded 
2 July 1940, recovered 9 months later 2,505 
km away in Wichita, Kansas
2) Beaverhill Lake, Alberta, (U), banded 25 
August 1933, recovered 7 months later 2,593 
km away in Merit, Texas
3) Bashaw, Alberta, (J), banded 18 June 
1939, recovered 7 months later 2,677 km 
away at Hewitt, Texas
4) Norman, Oklahoma, (AHY), banded 5 
February 1936, recovered 4 years 2 months 
later 2,804 km away near Williams Lake, 
British Columbia

Sometimes a short-distance band recovery 
is published. For example, on 27 May 1953, 
a crow nestling was obtained from the 
eastern edge of Medina, Ohio. It was kept 
for 10 days, banded and released. Less than 
a year later, it was shot dead on 8 March 
1954, near Rittman, Ohio, about 13 miles (21 
km) south of its nest site D46. 
 Crows were banded in central Illinois 
during February and early March. Recoveries 
were quickly reported through 19–31 March 
from Michigan and Ontario B121. The 
banding activity in Illinois is illustrated in 
this article with a map G56.
 Banding administrators entered the 
computer age in 1955. From 1955–1995, 
4,867 crows were banded in Canada. Most 
band recoveries came from the province 
or state where crows were banded Tables 
page 237 and 245. Such recoveries in Canada 
amounted to 75% compared to 82% in the 
United States. Oklahoma was the exception. 
Only 30% of its recoveries were from within 
the state, probably the result of a very large 
migratory crow population that roosted 
there only in the winter. Recoveries of bands 
outside the state of banding in the United 
States averaged 18% (14% in the USA and 
9% from Canada). From crows banded 
in Canada, recoveries from outside the 
province of banding averaged 25% 
(23% in the USA and 5% in Canada). This 
difference in values between the countries 

could simply be due to a greater amount 
of hunting pressure on crows in the United 
States. However, a look at the overall 
hunting pressure and the peak months for 
band returns from hunting does not support 
this idea. 
 In Canada the top banding months were 
May (14%) and June (43%). In the United 
States the peak banding activity also took 
place in May (38%) and June (13%) with 
the majority in May. These figures match 
the times when nestlings fledge into in both 
countries. Coincidently, band recoveries 
were at their zenith in June (14%) and July 
(15%) Canadian time, and May (13%) and 
June (12%) American time. Bisecting a 
year into warm and cool months, 77% of 
Canadian banding activity took place in 
warm months (March–August) as did 69% 
of the American activity. Recoveries during 
these warm months amounted to 57% in 
Canada and 56% in the United States.
 The majority of band returns came from 
the hunting public. In Canada 74% of bands 
were returned by hunters. In the United 
States the recovery was 58%. Crows were 
shot in every month. Only now are limited 
hunting seasons for this valuable and useful 
migratory songbird being established by the 
more enlightened people. 
 Canadian band returns from hunting 
peaked in June (13%) and July (15%), when 
juveniles were the most vulnerable and easily 
shot. March, our slowest month, contributed 
only 5%. The United States had March with 
11% of its shooting returns. Its weakest 
month was August at 4%. This look at the 
two country’s shooting habits is a study in 
contrasts that is explained in part by cultural 
differences and the habits of crows and 
hunters.
 Momentarily stepping away from the 
12-guage blast, here are a few obscure ways 
banded crows died – hit by a train, drowned, 
and entangled in fishing gear. Diseases and 
injuries that killed crows accounted for only 
a tiny portion of band returns.
 The relationship between hunters and 
band returns can result in a rather large bias. 
When and where crows are banded alters the 
picture considerably, as does the timing of 
hunting pressure. History provided a lesson 
about the behavioral patterns of hunters. 
During three summers, 1936–1938, Fred 
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Bard banded adult crows in Saskatchewan. 
To ensure recoveries of the bands, he 
advertised his project and gave prizes for 
shooting banded birds in the province. 
Regrettably, hunters become so adept at 
picking out his banded birds, Bard was 
forced to paint the shiny aluminum bands 
black to extend the life of the crows in order 
to obtain recoveries from migrating birds 
outside the province H139.
 The rapport between crows and hunting 
man has undergone modification. 
Throughout the 1930s, North America 
experienced both an agrarian and economic 
depression. The ‘dust bowl’ years on the 
prairies and Great Plains dried the fields of 
wheat and the potholes required by nesting 
waterfowl. Farming and duck production 
declined. A map of the band returns pictured 

crows hobnobbing with ducks nesting among 
grain fields. Duck hunters were taught and 
fooled into frowning on this association. 
Frustrated by the lack of ducks to shoot, 
(due to drought) they were easily convinced 
by gun and ammunition companies that 
crows, and not the weather and disappearing 
potholes, were to blame for the lack of 
ducks to hunt. In response, hunters shot 
millions of crows. Thousands more were 
blown apart with dynamite at wintery roosts 
by the reckless attitude of Departments of 
Conservation in the United States.
 Eventually attitudes changed. The 
returning rains restored the prairies. Duck 
numbers and our economy improved. Crows 
lost their ‘hot item’ status. World War II 
cast its dark shadow over the early 1940s. 
Our social system had more severe issues 
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imprinted on it. On the flatlands, crows were 
as helpful and impious as ever, but we began 
looking in a different direction, and with a 
wider vision – the war was over. 

 Hunting seasons survived
One column on banding printouts was 
labeled HSS, or Hunting Seasons Survived. 
HSS indicated how long a crow lived from 
the time it was banded until the time when 
its band was returned or reported. If a crow 
was banded as a nestling or juvenile, its age 
at the time of recovery could be calculated. 
If banded as an adult, its age was equal 

to the number of HSS, plus an unknown 
number of years of living before it was 
banded. Keeping in mind the inadequacies 
of hunters as a reliable means of reporting 
banded crows, I have nevertheless produced 
the graph above, based on the number of 
HSS. The ski-slope design of this graph 
shows how people and destiny sculptured 
the existence of wild American Crows in 
North America.
 Before I end this section, it might be of 
interest to know the earliest banding of an 
American Crow that was recovered was 22 
June 1917 in New Jersey. Banded along 
the coast, the crow was found dead eight 

hunting seasons later in the same location 
on 21 October 1924. In Canada the earliest 
recovery was from a crow banded 26 August 
1922 in Quebec near the New York border. It 
was shot a month later in Quebec. 

 Longevity 
Birds in captivity should live longer than 
their wild compatriots. Alfred Gross knew 
of captive crows that exceeded 20 years of 
age B90. This was not surprising since caged 
birds, with an attentive keeper, enjoyed a 
regular supply of food and water, and had 
their natural enemies cancelled.

 From 15,752 banded crows, only 1,680 
(11%) of the bands were recovered C75. From 
this select company, a wild banded crow 
was 14 years, 7 months of age when shot. 
It was banded in Otto, Manitoba on 16 April 
1924 as an adult of unknown sex (U). Its 
band showed it was shot in Sherman, South 
Dakota on 13 January 1938. Recently, a new 
age record of 28 years for a wild American 
Crow was published by FA Dilling (1988) 
in The Ontario Bird Banding Association 
Newsletter 33(2): 2–3. However, there were 
no details on the date of encounter so it was 
not accepted as a longevity record B170. ♣

The oldest wild American Crow was at least 14 years
based on 1,711 band recoveries from hunters in Canada
and the United States – Canadian Wildlife Service printout,
1984
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Feeding

An American Crow feeding 
near its nest in a sustainable 
habitat in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. When it found an 
8 cm long piece of discarded 
bagel, it hid the surplus food 
in long grass and covered 
it with some nearby dead 
cut grass. I uncovered the 
stored food and recorded its 
location.
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Feeding  
Habits

A thin layer of topsoil sustains us. 
We farm it each day with huge 
tractors and by hand. We are food 
gatherers; it is our place.
 Enter the crow. Evolution favors 

diversity; not morality. The courageous 
crow likes what we do on this gravity-held 
floating sphere. Perched atop a bare tree, 
it watches as we transform the landscape 
into agricultural and 
urban vistas. Then, 
with a smile, she 
plunges right in. When 
other species became 
destitute and weak, 
the crow absorbs the 
energy left in their 
wake. The omnivorous 
crow enjoys a superb 
feast of plants and 
animals. Therein lies 
our problem with 
this creature. Our 
categorization of 
Nature into good and 
evil stumbles over 
her black body. For 
over a century the 
crow has been in our 
gun sights. We kick it 
out of the way, only 
to have it bounce 
back and re-enter 
the picture. That is 
not right; we are the 
dominant species – 
the credit card users, 
the art makers, the 
software coders. A 
bird competes against 
us and sometimes 
it wins. It has the 

audacity to eat some of our crops, and our 
self-defined ‘pretty’ songbirds. Then it dines 
with relish on what we discard as waste. 
Does this bird have no limits? Visit www.
sciencealert.com/crows-ravens-corvids-best-birds-
animal-intelligence 

 Caching of food
Another remarkable behavioral adaptation 
of the American Crow is its habit of caching 
or storing food. As the four photos page 249 
reveal, crows hide and store food ranging 
from peanuts to a slice of bread. 
 Kilham spent 150 hours observing crows 
in Lyme, NH in November / December of 
1982–1983. Carcasses or viscera of farm 
animals were placed in fields. Trips by crows 
to store food averaged 1.25–2.25 minutes. 
With a light cover of snow, he noted crows 
often walked 5–7 m after landing and usually 
hid the 2–3 cm long piece of food in a tuft 

Feeding

American Crows in cities concentrate their 
feeding on lawns. Many nonmigratory urban 
crows may never see a cornfield in their lifetime

10

www.sciencealert.com/crows-ravens-corvids-best-birds-animal-intelligence
www.sciencealert.com/crows-ravens-corvids-best-birds-animal-intelligence
www.sciencealert.com/crows-ravens-corvids-best-birds-animal-intelligence
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of grass. Trees were also used to store food. 
The crows cached food from 10–120 m away 
from the source. Pieces were visibly carried 
in their bills or most often hidden in the throat 
(sublingual) pouch. Coyotes, Canis latrans, 
also fed on the carcasses. Some days the 
crows did not visit the offal, but after the 
coyotes had eaten and opened the carcass, 
crows fed and stored food for 2.5 hours one 
morning. After a snowfall of 20 cm, 3 crows 
arrived and landed 1 m from a cache 15 m 
from the sheep carcass, dug through the 
snow and fed for 5 minutes K58. 
 Sometimes crows may steal from caches of 
other crows or other bird species. Constantz 
studied Lewis’s Woodpeckers, Melanerpes 
lewis, in Apache County, in eastern Arizona. 
These woodpeckers cache food in cracks 
in a tree near their nest. Over 34 hours of 
observation, American Crows ate or stole 
food in 10 of 24 visits. The crows seemed 
to locate the cached food accidently by 
pecking at it. Once an image of the site was 
formed, the crows worked more deliberately. 
A crack about 8 cm long used to store food 
was depleted several times by the crows. The 
woodpeckers only responded vocally to the 
crows during their food robbing C121.  

T he Northwestern Crow [AMCR] puts 
on a great show, if you’re watching, on 
a daily basis. Two researchers visited 

Mitlenatch Island Nature Provincial Park in 
the Strait of Georgia southeast of Campbell 
River, British Columbia. Photographs of the 
island are online at mapio.net/pic/p-9079710/
 Northwestern Crows [AMCR] store 
intertidal invertebrates (clams, crabs, fish, 
and worms) on a short-term basis to offset 
a daily shortage at high tide. Northwestern 
Crows have exceptional memories. A 3-year-
old, non-breeding male stored 111 clams, 
one per cache, over 17 trials in 21 days J8. 
The majority were hidden within 20 m of the 
feeding table (a piece of plywood) which held 
the clams. Crows stole 7%, but of the rest, he 
recovered 99%. Clams were always covered 
when hidden so direct sighting was not 
possible. However, the somewhat disheveled 
vegetation over the clam might be a clue. 
In any event, the male crow systematically 
recovered all the clams within a few hours 
and generally in the same order in which 
he hid them. The bird showed complete 

confidence when returning to a cache and 
recovered a clam in seconds. And caches 
already empty were not revisited a second 
time. 
 From over 1,000 hours observing 
Northwestern Crows [AMCRs] naturally 
caching clams on Mitlenatch Island, 217 adult 
crows took about 24 seconds beginning when 
it landed in the storage area with a clam in its 
bill J8. After landing the crow walked around 
on grass, quickly tried one or two sites, then 
selected one for the cache. The food was 
shoved into the grass, then the crow tore off 
nearby vegetation with its bill to cover the 
food. Of 230 storage sites, the four most 
popular habitats were grass 53%, moss 21%, 
grass / side of rock 17% and moss / side 
of rock 6%. Trees were not used possibly 
because of the type of food being stored. 
The top three items stored and (recovered) 
were clams 72% (83%), crabs 7% (4%) and 
fish 5% (3%). Clams were an ideal choice for 
storage. They were abundant, deteriorated 
slowly, lasted one to two days by which time 
they were recovered J8. 
 On the same island V15 Verbeek made slight 
alterations to the cover over cached items, 
but this had no deleterious effect on crows 
relocating their caches. The appearance of 
the immediate cache site is important for the 
recovery of the food item to occur. When he 
placed a 25 cm long stick 15 cm from the 
cache site, this had a significant negative 
impact on cache relocation. When the 
same stick was 30 cm away the crow found 
the cached food easily. Distant landscape 
features may also be important in relocating 
the cache site for the Northwestern Crow V15. 
 James and Verbeek examined additional 
patterns of caching among Northwestern 
Crows [AMCR]s J9. May and June were the 
main months for food storage of intertidal 
organisms, which coincided with the crow’s 
nesting season. While incubating she was fed 
stored food which allowed her to remain on 
the nest instead of searching for food herself. 
Later in the summer, seabird nesting colonies 
provided enough food. The storage of beach 
organisms could be reduced. The tidal 
movements influenced the crows timing as 
well. Caching was most common on a falling 
tide in the morning, when beach property 
and food were exposed. Recovery time came 
when the tide was rising in the afternoon. 

Feeding
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If all the food was not recovered before 
roosting began, the process was resumed the 
next morning J9. 
 Continuing with Northwestern Crows,  
[AMCRs] Saunders and Ydenberg  
experimented during May and June 1993, the 
breeding season of this crow. On the beach 
above the high tide level they set two tables 
with 120 mussel shells (valves). At (Patch 
A) each shell had one piece of dog food 
under it. Nine meters away, at (Patch B) they 
placed 3 pieces of dog food randomly under 
one-third of each of the shells. Crows found 
food in patch A at the rate of 1 second (sec) 
per piece. In patch B, the crows took 1.25 
sec of searching per piece. When feeding 
the crows ate 1 piece of dog food at a time. 
When caching the food, 3 pieces at a time 
were taken in their beak and throat to the 
forest for hiding. A caching trip took about 30 
sec. Crows could feed at both patches in the 
same trial.
 A group of 9–12 unmarked Northwestern 
Crows [AMCRs] were involved. They quickly 
learned the procedure and were waiting as 
the experimenters set the tables several times 
per tide cycle. A trial took 15–30 minutes 
to complete (all dog food gone). The results 
were as predicted. Crows fed on the dog food 
at high tide, but cached it at low tide as they 
did naturally without dog food. When feed-
ing (eating the food themselves at high tide) 
crows fed in patch A most often (9 to 1 birds). 
When caching the dog food at low tide crows 
were almost evenly working both patches A 
and B (4 to 5 birds) S28.

T wo groups of cooperative breeders 
of 8–10 birds of American Crows on 
a ranch south of Lake Placid, Florida 
were fairly tame and observed at 

close range. The crows varied their feeding 
behavior from dry to very wet years. For 
example, in very wet years, crows searched 
for food more often in trees since the fields 
were flooded K51.
 When Kilham scattered corn, several crows 
flew in and filled their throat pouches (buccal 
pouches) with corn and stored the kernels 
7–100 m away when they were alone K51. A 
bill-full of corn could be stored in one cache, 
or divided into a few caches. He never saw 
corn fed to an incubating female but a female 
on the nest might fly to a cache of corn and 
eat the kernels. Other food items stored were: 
frogs and catfish, (too big to eat in one meal). 
Food was stored in trees 16 times (Southern 
Needleleaf, Tillandsia setacea ), usually 
within 30 m of the nest K51. Crows I watch in 
Guelph occasionally store food in trees, with 
both coniferous and deciduous types used in 
Ontario. 
 Sherry and Duff reviewed the research on 
food-storage and retrieving mainly in two 
groups of birds (Par idae) chickadees and tits 
and (Corvidae), jays and nutcrackers. These 
birds appear to use nearby landmarks to 
relocate the cache site rather than immediate 
appearance since this can change hourly. 
The avian hippocampus is a wedge of neural 
tissue which when injured disrupts the cache 
recovery ability of Black-capped Chickadees 
and Eurasian Nutcrackers. The two families 
with members that store food have relatively 
larger hippocampuses than those of 
passerines that do not cache food. As well, in 
the fall when food caching increases there is 
an increase in the volume of the hippocampus 
in birds doing the storing S65.
 In Yolo County, California, Cristol watched 
146 American Crows forage on two species 
of walnuts in early September–mid-November 
1995. The large English Walnut, Juglans 
regia, and the smaller California Black 
Walnut, J. hindsii, had the crows’ attention. 
Of the two, English Walnuts provide more 
nutrition and were easier to crack when 
dropped to a hard surface. Crows took at 
least 5–6 minutes to consume a walnut 
and 2.1 minutes to cache one. English 
walnuts were cached in 2.6 minutes while 
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Black Walnuts took 1.6 minutes. Crows 
were more likely to cache the less preferred 
Black Walnuts, smaller and intact walnuts 
without cracked shells. Crows often flew to 
agricultural fields 1–2 km away where they 
cached their walnuts C153. 
 In an earlier paper Cristol and Switzer 
studied the dropping behavior of crows 
with the above two species of walnuts in 
California. Crows took fewer drops from a 
lower height 4.7 m vs 5.8 m to crack English 
versus Black Walnuts on pavement because 
English Walnuts are easier to break. Above 
agricultural soil (softer than pavement), crows 
dropped walnuts from 8.5 m on average. Over 
pavement English Walnuts were dropped 
an average of 3.4 times ( up to 17 drops) 

before they cracked. Drop height decreased 
with successive drops and with increased 
likelihood of kleptoparasitism by nearby 
crows. Where a variety of substrates were 
available, crows chose to drop walnuts on a 
hard surface more often than would occur by 
chance C152.  
 My experiment involved a pair (no helpers) 
of American Crows during the nesting season 
in Guelph. A food site was established 75 

m from an active nest in a row of conifers. 
Eight raw hotdogs were cut into a total of 
40 pieces and placed on an asphalt parking 
lot. One trial in the morning was run on 
each of four days: during nest-building, 
incubation, with large nestlings and about a 
week after the nestlings fledged. Generally 
one crow, probably the male, did most of 
the caching. Sometimes both adults worked 
together to store the windfall. Surprisingly, 
only 40% of the caches were placed closer 
to the nest. In relation to the food site, the 
70 caches averaged 88 (20–207) m away. 
They were distributed in four general areas: 
lawn 46%, weedy area 41%, on or among 
stored machinery 8% and in coniferous trees 
well away from the nest 5%. In relation to 

the nest-tree, the closest cache was 13 m 
and the farthest 235 m away. On two trial 
days, the 40 pieces of meat took him 27 and 
48 minutes to cache. My timing of his work 
began when he left with the first piece until 
he finished hiding the last piece of hotdog.
 Once the caching of hotdogs began, it was 
a continuous job until all food was hidden. 
It was always comical to watch the crow try 
to stuff an extra piece of hotdog between its 
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American Crow cached a piece of 
hotdog in grass and thistles. 
It was covered with several brown 
leaves in October and recovered the 
next day
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bills. Two pieces were the usual amount. An 
extra piece often fell out as the crow took 
flight. None of the food was eaten at the 
food site nor at the cache sites as far as I 
could tell. When the pair were nest-building 
in a spruce tree, it was stopped to do the 
caching. During incubation she did not leave 
the nest to help him hide hotdogs, nor was 
she fed on the nest. Nestlings and juveniles 
were not fed until the caching was over.
 I mentioned the farthest caching distance 
from the nest tree was 235 m. My earlier 
observations on nest-building by a different 
pair of crows (also without a helper) indicated 
about 200 m was the farthest distance from 
which they regularly gathered nesting mate-
rial. It may be the core area around a nest 
extends to about 250 m and is where most of 
the crows’ activity takes place in this urban 
environment. 
 Caching is an innate ability in the American 
Crow. Norman Criddle (1927) in Manitoba, 
watched his four juvenile crows hide berries, 
all without parental guidance. At first they 
simply poked berries in the lawn. Later, 
with more sophistication, the four crows 
added a cover of adjacent material over 
their caches. One of the birds recovered a 
morsel 7 hours after it was hidden; another 
waited 4 hours. One juvenile was puzzled by 
its cache not being there—it was stolen by 
one of his peers. One crow would land on 
Criddle’s shoulder, remove the shirt pocked 
handkerchief, cache a throatful of berries 
in the pocket and then carefully place the 
handkerchief back in the pocket to hide 
the berries. The crows exhibited different 
personalities and behavioral traits C148. 
 Two birds of mine, raised as nestlings, 
hid food along the edges of their cages 
from about 4–5 weeks of age. Towards the 
end of July, a juvenile crow in Guelph kept 
hiding and retrieving 5 or 6 berries from 
a lawn cache because another juvenile (a 
brother or sister) walked in its direction as it 
was caching the berries. On the fourth try it 
was able to hide the food without attracting 
attention. A parent was observing this show. 
Earlier, on 6 July in Guelph, a juvenile crow 
was fed by its parent, then it pulled the 
remaining piece of carrion from its parent’s 
bill. The juvenile took four tries before this 
carrion was stored to its satisfaction. It then 
walked in tight circles around the cache, 

eyeing it closely to fix its location and / or to 
make certain it was hidden from view.
 I have watched a crow land in the middle 
of a large lawn on the University of Guelph 
campus, walk about in a circular fashion, 
then retrieve hidden food within 30 seconds. 
Leaves were scattered on the lawn and 
blown about by an autumn wind. Yet this 
crow found the cached food with little effort.
 Today, 7 August 2011, I bought and cached 
in the fridge a honeydew melon under the 
USA brand King Crow. How could I resist? 

 American feeding studies

Even the blackest of them all, the crow,
 Renders good service as your man-at-arms, 
Crushing the beetle in his coat of mail,
 And crying havoc on the slug and snail.

 – HW Longfellow  1863  online

In the urban environment of Ann Arbor, 
Michigan feeding crows try avoid predators. 
Adult crows were watched in green sites 
throughout the city between May and August 
for slices of time averaging 4.8 minutes. Eight 
environmental variables were noted during 

Common Ravens nesting 
successfully on the ledge of the Law 
Court building in Winnipeg, 11 May 
2011. Adult on left
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feeding sessions. One obvious outcome 
was a decrease in feeding time whenever 
a bird had to increase its vigilance time 
by looking around its environment for any 
danger (car to cat to hawk). Group size and 
distance from cover caused the greatest 
differences in vigilance. When the group size 
(1–7 birds) increased, crows could spend 
more time feeding and less time looking 
about. And when birds fed in complex areas 
with frequent disturbances (pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic) and numerous buildings, 
fences, trees and shrubs nearby to obstruct 
a line of sight, they would also spend more 
time being vigilant and less time feeding W15. 

F rom the farming sector complaints 
about the crow became louder and 
more numerous. Something had 
to be done. Something was done. 
The feeding habits of the American 

Crow were investigated and are still being 
looked at to this day, although not with the 
vigor or intent of past decades. Today, we 
accept the crow as a useful, worthwhile part 
of the landscape.
 The perceived feeding habits of the crow 
were revealed along many fronts. In the late 
1800s, at the World’s Fair in Chicago, the 
zoological science exhibits attracted many 
viewers. The largest number of specimens 
on exhibition were birds. “The Manitoba 
exhibit is placed in the Manitoba building 
outside the Fair grounds. It contains a 
large number of birds mounted in trees, but 
without labels.”
 The exhibit of the Division of Economic 
Ornithology and Mammalogy was 
unequalled. Divided into two sections – one 
was economic (the food of birds); the other 
faunal (geographical distribution). Some 
mounted birds were positioned in their 
natural surroundings – a Robin worm-hunting 
on a patch of lawn; Kingbirds devouring 
bees, and Crows in a field of freshly 
sprouted corn C65.
 An early picture of the American Crow’s 
activity in the United States revealed the 
tendency of this bird to adapt to habitats 
redesigned by humans. Wherever natives 
or invading Europeans set up camp and 
removed trees to make agriculture possible, 
the crow flourished. Where the forests 
were extensive, the Common Raven was 

the corvid most often encountered. As 
forests were cut, then self-regenerated, 
so to did the corvid species, to match the 
changing habitat G3. Now that agriculture 
has consumed the best patches of soil in 
North America, the crow follows us to where 
we hang our hat. Ravens have learned 
to nest on man-made structures in our 
northern cities page 254; crows prefer the 
upper branches of tall trees, native or exotic, 
deciduous or coniferous. 

 Crops, crows, and insects
People were hired; crows were killed. The 
earliest report in the 1890s on the feeding 
habits of American Crows came from the 
United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA). Crows’ stomachs, 909 of them, were 
collected in the eastern half of the country. 
Their contents were analyzed. The findings 
came as no surprise to anyone who closely 
watches the seasonal feeding habits of this 
sensational bird. The two authors, Barrows 
and Schwarz, declared the crow a useful 
animal to have around. Farmers and the 
economy profited by its insectivorous ways. 
Of the crow’s annual intake, 26% by volume 
was insects; mostly grasshoppers, May 
Beetles, cutworms and other destructive 
invertebrates. Crows’ stomachs (gizzards) 
were often replete with insects. To balance 
this good behavior, the crow’s annual intake 
of corn was 25% by volume. But less than 
half of this was the soft sprouted, or milk-
stage corn. Mostly, it was grain spilled or 
left in autumn fields that was consumed B39. 
A 1980s report from Illinois indicated the 
amount of field corn left on the surface as 
waste after the fall harvest amounted to 420 
kg per hectare prior to ploughing, and 10 kg 
per ha after the plough had passed W26. 
 The above figures meant little or even 
annoyed landowners who saw their 
livelihood partially reduced by the American 
Crow. Once that happened, almost nothing 
the bird did by way of redemption altered the 
attitude of a farmer. Such was the feeling of 
Dr. McKenzie of Missouri. A respondent to a 
questionnaire sent to landowners as part of 
the Barrows and Schwarz survey, he related 
how crows attacked the corn, forcing him to 
replant three times. I wonder which crows 
(birds) he was talking about, or how many 
hectares of corn he replanted. On the shiny 
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side of the black feather, George Coleman, 
in London, Nebraska, praised the crow for 
its activity against mice and insects. Almost 
a century later in the mid-1980s, a force of 
grasshoppers caused hardships to grain 
growers. At such times, magpies, gulls and 
crows fed with quiet, ordinary dedication on 
those insects. 
 Since invertebrates (mostly insects) 
are important food items for many birds, 
including corvids, a breakdown of their 
nutrimental worth is necessary. Over two 
summers (1989–’90), sweep net samples 
were taken in two fields at the Flint Hills 
region in eastern Kansas. The invertebrates 
were collected along random transects at 
2-week intervals. They were sorted into 
taxonomic groups, dried at 70 ºC for 48 
hours, and weighed. In 1990, Acrididae 
(Short-horned Grasshoppers) formed 40–56% 
of the total biomass at the two sites photo 
below. The combined analyses for 12 groups 
of invertebrates as percentages of dry mass 
–

1) Fat  7–32%
2) Crude protein  54–77%
3) Ash  3–7%
4) Crude fiber  5–17%

For 10 of the insect groups, the combined 
levels of two elements were –

 Calcium 1292–2560 ppm
 Phosphorous 5840–9360 ppm

The gross energy contents of the 17 
taxonomic invertebrate groups ranged from 
4,906–6,452 calories per gram (dry mass).
 Nutrients in a crow’s food can have an 
impact on nesting success and reproductive 
output. Eventually, we must ask if 
fragmentation of habitats will change the 
species composition of invertebrates birds 
consume? Will patchiness of the remaining 
invertebrates be of a high or low quality, 
and will that mask the impact of vegetative 
fragmentation? R84. Today, recent articles 
are describing the drastic global decline in 
insect numbers and mass. Plants and birds, 
as do humans, depend on insects. 
 A feeding survey in a 1920s report on 
the crow were submitted to the Pittsburgh 
meeting of The American Ornithologists’ 
Union (AOU) by Charles Shoffner, 
associate editor of the Farm Journal out of 
Philadelphia. From a questionnaire he mailed 
to farmers across the USA came 9,731 
replies. The most usable were replies based 
on personal observation or opinion. In favor 
of the crow 1,801; against the blackshirts 
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Short-horned Grasshopper on finger, 
© by Dr Bruce G Marcot, SW Oregon, with 
permission

American Crows and other birds consume 
thousands of kilograms of grain corn left on the 
ground after the fall harvest in southern Ontario. 
A light snowcover and mild weather encourage 
crows to form large roosts each winter
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7,829, with 101 apparently neutral (not 
reported). Of those against the crow –

7,573 damage to crops
6,937 to poultry 
4,112 to young pigs, sheep, rabbits, etc 
6,796 to song birds 
6,493 to game birds

Mr Shoffner indicated the survey probably 
encouraged farmers that had been wronged 
by the crow to strongly voice their opinion, 
while farmers unconcerned about this 
bird, may not have responded. What 
was remarkable was the high number of 
people who defended the blackshirts. Four 
recommendations were listed, which the 
AOU members thought justified. I shall 
skip the four. With today’s knowledge and 
farming practices, the four don’t apply A55.
 In some areas, common sense and sound 
observation prevailed. The feeding habits 
(1920s) of the crow in Massachusetts were 
considered beneficial. “Unless the birds 
become unduly numerous, they are likely to 
be of great service to the farmer” F58.

But crow only peered.
 Then took a step or two forward. 
Grabbed this creature by the slackskin nape, 
Beat the hell out of it, and ate it.

 – Ted Hughes  1971

Returning to the 1895 report by Barrows 
and Schwarz, they mentioned the bounty 
system. They received a letter in 1890 
from Robert Alexander of Wayne County 
Michigan. He told of a 10¢ a head bounty 
on woodchucks, crows and hawks that 
lasted four years. Although about $100 was 
paid out, the crows appeared to be more 
abundant.
 To conclude their report to the Department 
of Agriculture, the two men agreed – 
“It seems probable that in most places the 
Crow is neither so harmful nor so valuable 
as to render special laws necessary for its 
destruction or protection, but from a purely 
economic standpoint the attempt to rid a 
state of Crows by bounties or any other 
means must prove either a complete failure 
or a most expensive success” B39.

 Early in the 1900s, the USDA continued to  
fund feeding studies on the American Crow. 
This time, in a broader, more comprehensive 
assessment, ER Kalmbach, a biologist and 
a man skilled enough to create a lively 
painting of a crow for the cover of his report, 

examined 2,118 stomachs of crows from 40 
USA states and some Canadian provinces. 
A general breakdown of his findings on an 
annual basis by volume consumed gave –

Adult Crows vegetable food  72%
(n 1,340) animal food  28%
  (insects  19%)

Nestlings vegetable food  17%
(n 778)  animal food  83%
  (insects  48%)

Reflecting on his work, Kalmbach realized 
the 650 different items in the diet of the 
crow made it very difficult to establish the 
crow’s worth because much depended 
on seasonal circumstances. He lightly 
castigated the rural entrepreneurs who 
refused to acknowledge some of the benefits 
the crow can provide for them K5. In his most 
important publication in 1934, Kalmbach 
explained how to interpret the remains of 
food found in the gizzards of birds, including 
the American Crow K8. Feathers, eggs 
shells, and grain in a gizzard were open to 
interpretation. Did the egg shells come from 
an active bird’s nest or an addled egg? I can 
add, did the crow find an egg on the ground, 
which it then consumed, or did the crow 
eat eggs from a nest partially destroyed by 
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another animal?  
 The above studies encompassed large 
areas, such as the eastern half of the United 
States. With so vigorous an undertaking, 
an even flow of crows’ gizzards for analysis 
throughout a year was difficult to achieve. 
A different approach was tried. A new study 
was restricted to an area around Ithaca, 
New York. Radiating over five counties, 465 
crows were collected throughout the year 
and their stomachs’ contents examined. 
Their feeding habits held no surprises –

1) plants  62%
2) mostly insects and mice  19%
3) minerals, etc.  19% (added for   

 completion)

Of plants consumed by crows, buck-wheat 
made up 19% and corn 14%, and the bulk 
of the grain (leftovers) was eaten over the 
winter months. Both grains were widely 
cultivated. He found corn, when it is sown in 
May, accounted for only 1% of the contents 
of 30 stomachs. [It is possible some of this 
corn was spilled when a farmer was filling 
the planter, and then eaten by a crow.] 
Corn was absent in gizzards in August, 
but returned a month or two later. Oats, 
wheat and barley were also found in small 
amounts. 
 In May, when crows are nesting and 
widely spread out, 90% of the 30 gizzards 
contained adult beetles and 23% of the 30 
contained only those beetles. Grasshoppers 
made up 11% of the annual diet and were 
taken from July–October. Cultivated cherries 
were in 5% of gizzards over the summer, but 
where the fruit came from was not known. 
Deserted orchards were available. Overall, 
wild fruit made up 10% of the annual diet of 
the crow. There was no evidence of egg or 
nestling consumption. Garbage, including 
egg shells eaten in February, amounted to 
2.5% of the annual diet. The judgement was 
in favor of the American Crow, because it 
helped to control May-beetles, grasshoppers 
and rodents H86.
 In Florida, crows consumed a variety of 
foods from diverse searching methods which 
included flipping over clumps of sod uprooted 
by the snout of feral hogs and turning over 
cow pats and fallen leaves of cabbage 
palms, Sabal palmetto. Kilham watched 

crows eat: a 25 cm long snake, a long-horn 
beetle (Cerambycidae), a large wolf-spider 
(Lycosidea), a robin-sized bird, young cotton 
rats, Sigmodon hispidus, sand, heads 
of walking catfish, Clarias batrachus, 
scavenged from River Otter, lice from cattle 
and feral hogs, berries of Wax Myrtles, 
Myrica cerifera, Live Oak acorns, Quercus 
virginiana, frogs, whole walking catfish 
13–20 cm long caught in shallow water in 
winter, Two-toed Amphiuma, a salamander 
with a body 40 cm long, without its head, and 
wire-like earthworms 4 cm long K51. 
 In a list of birds that consumed seven 
injurious insects, the American Crow fed on 
three of them – False wireworms, Eleodes 
spp; beetles, Chrysobothris spp; and white-
grubs, Phyllophaga spp; the latter taken 
from below ground M74. Crows probed into 
lawns with their bills to search for grubs 
F55. Crane flies (Tipulidae) were eaten 
by several species of birds including the 
American Crow. Pentatomid (stink bugs) 
were a particular favorite of crows M72. 
The American Crow also fed on the Green 
June Beetle, Cotinis nitida, (its larvae 
are destructive to grass) M75. Crows ate 
grasshoppers, cattle grubs and heel flies 
(genus Hypoderma ), the latter when their 
larvae emerged from the backs of cattle and 
dropped to the ground M77. The Mormon 
Cricket, Anabrus simplex, destroyed range 
and forage crops in several counties in 
Nevada. 40 bird species fed on this cricket; 
one was the American Crow L21.
 At nesting time, crows are in small 
family units of 2–10 birds, and widely 
dispersed over farmland. Near Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan, in 1987 and 1988, a pair 
of nesting crows occupied from 0.4–0.80 
km2 (40–80 ha) in treed parkland I4. Around 
Ithaca, New York, crows required a territory 
of 38 ha (13–95 ha) in the country for nesting 
M89. How such widely spaced small families 
of crows can do great damage to a sprouting 
field of corn is difficult to understand.
 I did a little corn growing in the spring 
of 2012. Along the sunny north bank of the 
Assiniboine River in Winnipeg, a fresh 15 
cm deep layer of silt was deposited from 
flood water the previous year. In mid-May I 
planted a dozen kernels of sweet corn 3 cm 
below ground in the fine sandy soil. In full 
sunlight, the corn sprouted, and by 30 May 
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several plants were 3–4 cm tall. I grasped 
one of the sprouts at ground level with two 
fingers and tried to pull it out, just as a crow 
might with its bill. To my surprise, the stalk 
broke off at ground level, leaving the kernel 
buried. I tried another sprout, and was again 
surprised. I dug up a third plant to have a 
look at the kernel. It appeared intact, but its 
several centimeter long root system secured 
the kernel firmly under the ground photo this 
page. Unless crows made an effort to dig up 
each underground kernel with their bills, I 
don’t see how they could have done much 
damage to sprouting corn. By the 6th of 
June, my plants were at the 4-leaf stage 
(about 14 cm tall). When dug up, the roots 
were longer and fuller than before, and 
the kernel was of normal size, about 1 cm 
long, but soft and probably drained of its 
nutrients.

In Marshall County Iowa, bird 
abundance and nesting success 
were compared for 3 years on 
eight, 16 ha (40 acre) plots in 
corn and soybeans, to 8 plots in 

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) fields 
planted to Smooth Brome, Orchard Grass 
and Alfalfa. 
 Bird census counts were made on 20 May 
and 10 July on all 16 plots. From the 33 and 
34 bird species seen and heard in the CRP 
and crop fields, the total mean abundance 
was 315 birds per census count per 100 ha 
in CRP fields, and 84 birds in row crops. 
Average abundance for American Crows was 
only 0.4 in CRP grassy fields and 1.9 in row 
crops. Crows didn’t nest in either habitat 
P21.
 In Illinois, 718 gizzards and 1,214 
regurgitated pellets were examined, the 
latter from 12 crow roosts over two winters 
in 1937–’39. Analyzing nine different 
collections of each on a volume basis, waste 
corn was the crow’s staple winter food 
(93% from stomachs and 95% from pellets). 
Other plant seeds occupied less than 4% 
by volume – Smooth Sumac, Poison Ivy, 
Hemp, Giant Ragweed, and tubers of Chufa 
and Linden. There were a surprisingly large 
number of bone fragments from mice and 
shrews, along with some carrion (up to 3%). 
Although the fragments were quite small and 
broken, they appeared to be mice, Microtus 

and Peromysus, and two shrews Blarina 
brevicauda and Cryptotis parva. Over the 
summer months, insects occupied a greater 
share of food resources. Gizzards from 18 
crows held 62% corn and 13% insects. 
Gizzards of 6 nestlings held 58% insects and 
7% corn B121.
 As part of a study of home ranges of 
crows in Illinois in agricultural settings, 
crows usually fed in fields recently tilled 
(invertebrates and mice) or recently 
harvested (waste grain). In an urban setting 
crows fed at dumpsters, picnic areas and on 
parking lots for discarded food Y11.
 In the 1990s, questionnaires were mailed 
to farmers in Pennsylvania concerning crop 
damage by wildlife. Ground checks were 
made in damaged areas by researchers. 
White-tailed Deer were the main culprits for 
all crops. The Woodchuck ate soybean and 
alfalfa plants. Blackbirds, Raccoons, and 
Black Bears damages grain and silage corn. 
Canada Geese damaged wheat B176A.
 In Indiana, in the early 2000s, White-tailed 
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Two young corn shoots on the left broke off at 
ground level when I tried to pull them out with my 
fingers. The kernel of corn (arrow) remained below 
ground, securely kept in place by its long root, 
even at this early, 2-leaf stage of growth, Perhaps 
crows dig the 3–5 cm deep kernels out with their 
bills. This seems like a lot of work for one kernel, 
let alone hundreds of kernels each week to feed 
older nestlings. Insects and mice are easier to 
obtain and more nutritious
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Deer, Raccoons, Woodchucks, and other 
wild mammals were the main consumers of 
corn and soybean row crops M6A.  
 The numerical method is also used to 
determine the economic importance of a 
wild bird’s food. Like the volumetric method, 
it has limitations and errors. For example, 
insects with resistant parts were over 
represented among the items counted in 
avian gizzards. Some meals remained hidden 
from researchers. For instance, a bird may 
peck into a ripe grape, enjoy the juice, and 
fly off. No record of eating the juice of the 
grape appeared in its gizzard. Therefore, 
gizzards should be examined throughout 
the year, even at different times of a day, to 
get a fuller idea of what a crow was eating 
and when. If an examination of 100 crows’ 
gizzards produced 675 kernels of corn, what 
did that mean? If we said 15% of the crow’s 
diet was corn, the farmer knew what level 
of damage she might expect from crows 
in her area. She also knew crows ate other 
things beside corn M73. When corn is eaten 
over the winter after the harvest, this may 
aid the farmer. If her crop rotation schedule 
called for soybeans to be planted the next 
year, there would be fewer rogue corn plants 
to contend with at harvest time, thanks to 
crows that fed in her corn fields.
 The best reporting system on food 
consumed was a combination of numerical 
and volumetric methods. Individual food 
items were counted, then used to determine 
the proportions of important food items as 
percentage-by-bulk M73. 
 Although the native American Crow is 
attacked by many foolish people, introduced 
birds may also cause some people to 
become nearly demented. Such was the 
case with the introduced English Sparrow, 
which arrived in Brooklyn, NY in 1852. In the 
1880s, the Right Honorable Warner Miller 
tried to appease both farmers and bird 
lovers in the United States with bullshit –

The indications are that if the English Sparrow 
is allowed to go unchecked it will not be long 
before the annual loss of grain and fruit products 
due to his ravages will be in amount sufficient to 
pay the interest on our national debt, if not the 
debt itself. Few persons have any conception of 
the scourge he has proved wherever he has been 
naturalized in foreign lands, and he threatens 

to become a greater pest to the American 
farmer and horticulturist than the grasshopper, 
caterpillar, and Colorado beetle M127.

 From 1636–1736 along the eastern USA, 
crop damage by the Passenger Pigeon, 
American Crow, Red-winged Blackbird, and 
Common Grackles was a serious problem for 
colonial farmers C116.
 In the 1940s, crows around the Baton 
Rouge area of Louisiana continued to be 
studied. Birds were shot from January to 
May, and 135 gizzards examined. Comparing 
autumn and spring, plant food utilization 
dropped from 77 to 47% by volume, while 
animal food (mostly insects) increased from 
19 to 53%. Over the autumn and winter, 
important foods by volume (about 66%) were 
Rough-leaved Dogwood, pecans, Poison 
Ivy and acorns. In spring, Blackberry and 
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hundreds of food items that provide nourishment 
for crows
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Red Mulberry together made up 27% of 
the crow’s diet. The spreading of Poison 
Ivy by seed dispersal through regurgitation 
of pellets is a possibility. Corn ranked low, 
appearing as 7% on the winter menu, and 
a trace the rest of the year. Corn, however, 
was not a common crop in this area of 
Louisiana. Among insects consumed, 
cicadas were a favorite, partly due to a 
peak year for the emergence of adults in 
1949. During winter, when insects were not 
as abundant, crayfish became a part of the 
crow’s diet L33.
 In the 1970s, contents were identified 
from 690 gizzards of crows. The birds 
came from the enormous Fort Cobb winter 
roost in Oklahoma. Early in the season, 
waste peanuts were preferred – 81% by 
frequency and 40% by volume. Other seeds, 
chiefly corn, Hackberry, Wild Peas, and 
Wild Lespedeza occurred with a combined 
frequency of 86%, and volume of 12%. After 
mid-December, when the peanut supply 
was exhausted, crows usually shifted their 
emphasis to leftovers on the ground in corn 
fields I1.
 For 14 crows in south-western Oklahoma 
during the 1930s, the volume of grain 
sorghum and corn accounted for half of their 
food. When melon, citron, and sunflower 
seeds were included, the total rose to 85% 
of their diet. Beetles and grasshoppers 
added another 14%, and mammals the 
remaining 1%. Much of the consumed grain 
came from fields after the harvest I9. 
 In the 1980s in New Jersey, 2,354 of 
3,462 (68%) of crows fed in corn, wheat, 
soybean and grassland fields, with shifts in 
feeding habits depending on the year, food 
abundance, and availability M4.  
 An online, 83-page report (2006) by the 
United States Department of Agriculture 
and their Nevada counterpart revealed 
avian damage to agriculture in Nevada 
by 7 species. For the fiscal year, the total 
was about $72,000. The largest category 
was the livestock industry where $43,000 
damage was done by the combined efforts 
of starlings, blackbirds (2 or 3 species), and 
feral pigeons. In the list of 7 categories, 
only in feedlots did the starlings eat in a 
selective manner from the grain set out for 
cattle. Crows were not observed in feedlots, 
in spite of the abundant use of corn and 

other grains to finish cattle before they were 
slaughtered. 

 Crows in Kansas
Moving into the plains area of south-
central Kansas, DR Platt collected 617 
regurgitated pellets from roosts and lookout 
posts year round from 1952–’54. Reno and 
Harvey Counties were the outdoor theatres. 
Regurgitated pellets were far from a perfect 
reflection of what the crows ate or how 
much of any one food type or item. When 
Platt raised a crow on soft food, it did not 
regurgitate pellets P70. 
 A nesting population of about one family 
per 259 ha was enhanced by an influx of 
northern migrants in the fall that reached 
as high as 180 birds on 259 hectares (1 sq 
mile). Wheat and sorghum were important 
grains in Kansas. From late July to early 
September, crows fed in ploughed and 
stubble fields, pastures and newly mowed 
hay fields, but few pellets were obtained 
at a roost of hundreds of crows. The milk 
stage of ripening corn was available in 
early August, but corn was not found in 
regurgitated pellets. Grasshoppers and 
beetles were a common component in the 
crow’s diet, along with fish, crayfish, and 
snails. Most of the winter wheat was sown 
from 5–15 October, but the fruit did not 
appear in pellets. Ants were often eaten in 
early autumn. In the winter of 1953, grain 
sorghum, and sunflower seeds were the two 
main foods of crows in the two counties 
in Kansas. Most of the feeding was in 
harvested grain fields, along with ploughed 
alfalfa and pasture fields. In February newly 
sown fields of oats were probably a source 
of this grain in their pellets P70.
 Overall, the yearly averages below were 
from 18 separate samples in Kansas. Some 
crows were collected in pairs from the two 
counties. Plant material amounted to 69% 
of the undigested pellet residue. The top 7 
items were –

1) wheat  23%   5)  oats  8%
2) sorghum  15%  6)  sunflowers  7%
3) beetles  13%   7)  corn  5%
4) grasshoppers  9%

Wheat was the main food of crows in June 
and the latter parts of July, after the harvest. 

Feeding
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To flesh out these thin statistics, Platt 
noted some damage to sorghum before it 
was harvested in the autumn, but most of 
the fruit was taken as waste grain over the 
winter. In spring, crows took advantage 
of newly sown oats, but the damage was 
minimal. There were no damage reports 
against crows from wheat farmers, and 
no pulling of sprouting wheat was found. 
Damage to sunflower seeds 
was slight. Wheat and 
corn were also gleaned 
from what was left behind 
in fields. Local damage 
to watermelon could be 
important. When corn was 
sprouting, few crows were 
about, so the damage was 
minimal. No complaints 
were voiced by a handful of corn farmers in 
this part of Kansas P70.

D uring the summer, beetles peaked 
at 49% in the crow’s diet during 
the latter part of July, falling to 
3% by December. In late June, 
Scarabaeid beetles made up 

29% of the crow’s diet in Kansas. These 
beetles are destructive to wheat and alfalfa. 
White grubs are the larvae of scarabs. 
Grubs commonly attack the roots of turf 
and ornamental plants. Finally, crows do 
their best work when they dampened the 
explosive nature of injurious populations of 
grasshoppers that eat the foliage of corn, 
wheat and alfalfa. Eggshells in pellets were 
probably due to crows feeding on chicken 
eggs in dumping grounds. Farmers on 
poultry farms did not report eggs lost to 
crows, since chickens were kept indoors to 
enhance production. 
 In conclusion, Platt thought crows did 
some damage to the ripening sorghum 
panicles in Kansas. In the United States, 
sorghum is used mainly as feed for livestock. 
Its nutritional value is similar to corn, 
although it has more protein and fat, but less 
vitamin A. Damage to sprouting oats in late 
winter and early spring was slight P70.

 Protection for orchards 
 and crops
American Crows sometimes feed mightily 
on crops, unconcerned about the prayers 

and actions of farmers. Such destructive, 
isolated instances were often overlooked by 
general food studies.
 In Oklahoma the damage by crows to the 
state’s crops in 1918 was about $1.5 million, 
chiefly from grain losses during the winter 
S17.
 Crows fed in pecan orchards. To retaliate, 
the locals dynamited crow roosts and blew 

some blackshirts to bits 
in the winter N25. A band 
of crows in Oklahoma 
caused about $1,000 
damage to a pecan grove. 
General shooting practices 
disrupted the crows’ 
feeding patterns and the 
crop was saved H116. 
 In the Goodnoe Hills 

of Klickitat County in Washington, 30,000 
crows fed in the almond and apricot 
orchards. Flocks of crows arrived in late 
August as the fruit in orchards was ripening. 
A 20-acre orchard held 1,500 trees. From 
10–30 crows landed in a fruit tree. In the 
1920s the destruction of the $800 crop took 
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Almond Tree, 1898. From Köhler’s Medicinal 
Plants written by Hermann Adolph Köhler and 
illustrated by Walther O Müller, CF Schmidt, and 
K Gunther. Published by Franz Eugen Köhler wiki
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two days. The crows then moved to another 
orchard. In the hot afternoons, crows visited 
fields of watermelons and poked their bills 
into most of the ripe and green melons to 
quench their thirst. After several days, a 
solution was found. Almonds were carefully 
laced with strychnine, so they showed no 
tampering. The largest nuts were scattered 
below trees where the crows usually fed 
after knocking almonds to the ground. It 
took only a few crows having convulsions 
and dying from eating the poisoned almonds 
to spread fear throughout the flocks. The 
crows’ feeding habits quickly changed. 
Adding poison to some almonds killed less 
than 300 crows and the remaining birds left 
the area G6.  
 In almond orchards in California, crows 
were an economic pest at times. Shooting 
was a suitable scare tactic in conjunction 
with other dispersal methods. At the Davis 
farm in California in the 1930s, crows 
knocked almonds from trees and then ate 
the fruit on the ground. They soon learned 
to eat the best varieties of almonds. One 
campus orchard was relieved of 28% of the 
potential crop by the start of September. 
Contacts with local commercial orchards 
indicated light to negligible damage by 
crows E37. In California several birds caused 
damage to pistachio orchards. In 1984 the 
total crop loss was about $1.8 million. By 
then, poisoning, trapping, and killing crows 
were not suitable methods of population 
reduction. Controlling the hungry birds 
included shooting (scaring) along with audio 
and visual repellents. Growers felt these 
methods were slightly to moderately useful 
against the birds. A study at three orchards, 
with a history of damage by birds, showed 
Western Scrub-jays damaged from 58–99% 
of the fruited trees in a random pattern 
throughout the orchards. In three other 
orchards, damage to the fruit by American 
Crows ranged from 18–46%, but their 
damage was in a clustered pattern. These 
feeding patterns were used to determine 
suitable sampling techniques to assess 
damage by each species of bird C138.

B roadcasting a nestling’s distress call 
and the call of a dying adult American 
Crow proved to be an effective 

deterrent when started early in the season. 

But the calls had to be changed quite often. 
A field protocol was presented that involved 
supplementing the generated sound with 
pyrotechnics, gas cannons and shooting 
(scaring) for maximum effectiveness. The 
broadcast units ran until the harvest. With 
the sound in place, damage at two almond 
orchards dropped from 6 to 1 kg / ha, and 
from 18 to 5 kg / ha. However, the shifting 
of feeding crows from one orchard to 
another orchard due to scare tactics was not 
mentioned H135. 
 Here is an instance where American Crows 
became a nuisance to farmers of apple 
orchards on the plateau known as the Ozark 
Mountains in Missouri. The Coddling Moth, 
Cydia pomonella, is a long-standing pest 
of apple growers. In the 1920s, this moth 
reached serious numbers. Woodpeckers 
and bluebirds provided some control. The 
growers also wrapped paper and burlap 
bands around the trunks of apple trees, 
which allowed larvae to pupate under 
the wrapping. The bands were removed 
periodically by the farmers, the pupae 
and larvae in them killed, and the bands 
replaced. In 1927 the bands of paper began 
to be torn from the trees. At first tracks of 
the American Crow were found. Finally, the 
crows were observed tearing bands off the 
trees before and once the winter began. 
The crows ate some of the exposed insects, 
but others were left in the paper, which 
blew around the orchards. Exposed, the 
insects died over the winter. Small, isolated 
instances such as this do not endear the 
crow to the farmer N9. 
 Around truck gardens or backyard plots, 
crows can become a nuisance. In such 
circumstances, a large scale expensive 
anti-crow campaign is unnecessary. The 
presence of a Great Horned Owl decoy may 
be of some help when used in conjunction 
with an animated, wind- or battery-powered 
crow decoy placed at the owl’s feet. This 
may cause crows to avoid the area. An owl 
decoy on its own was ineffective C118.

 Methiocarb
At the Santee National Wildlife Refuge in 
South Carolina, methiocarb was used in 
the 1970s as a treatment on seed corn. At 
the rate of 1.4 mg per seed grain, positive 
results were had. Birds ceased to pull out 
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sprouting corn. On 25 random plots 30.5 m 
long by 2 rows wide in experimental fields, 
damaged corn sprouts were counted 4–7 
days after sprouting. Methiocarb reduced 
the damage to sprouts from 44% in control 
plots to less than 1% in treated plots. But 
the observations of birds actually damaging 
the sprouting corn were not made. It was 
shown that Common Grackles outnumbered 
crows (Corvus sp) 8 to 1 on control and 
3 to 1 in treated fields S154. I suggest the 
grackles (aka crows) may have been the 
major consumers of sprouting corn in this 
experiment, and not the crows as we have 
often been lead to believe. 
 Our coevolution with the American Crow 
provided this history lesson G3. “Corvine 
affinity for maize made the cornfield the 
stage on which man and bird played out 
a morality tale of the yeoman versus the 
feathered trickster.” [ A Myth? ]

 Canadian studies
A few Canadian studies on the feeding  
habits of the American Crow will augment 
what has been accomplished south of the 
49th parallel. One morning in Winnipeg I 
noticed an adult crow feeding on a lawn in a 
park near its coniferous nest tree. Through 
binoculars I saw this crow eat a dozen 
canker-worms in about 30 seconds. 
 A crow feeding on a lawn in summer 
has a ready supply of insects, spiders and 
earthworms for consumption. Not following 
the carpenter’s line, a feeding crow meanders 
over a lawn, but pauses often to look around, 
jab at an insect, or call. Peering through 
binoculars, I recorded the number of pecks 
made by adult crows feeding on lawns. My 

method had a rule. It required a bird to move 
at least one step between pecks. In other 
words, a crow standing in one spot while 
pecking away at an item counted as a single 
peck. Occasionally a crow would wipe its 
bill on the grass. This gesture was difficult 
to identify at a distance, but since it was 
infrequent I included it in with the counts of 
pecks. During 40 bouts of feeding I tallied 
525 pecks in 68 minutes or almost 8 pecks 
per minute. 
 Some distance away the feeding technique 
of the magpie in England was followed. From 
May through August, the feeding rate was 7–8 
pecks per minute, similar to what I reached 
for the American Crow in Guelph, Ontario. As 
the winter intensified, the number of pecks 
by the magpies declined to less than five per 
minute, regardless of whether the magpie fed 
in pasture or in corn stubble. Overall most 
time was spent walking about and looking for 
food, and less in pecking H128. 

 Crops and crows in 
 Nova Scotia
In the 1980s, American Crows roosted in 
large numbers on Boot Island National 
Wildlife Area in Nova Scotia. From this 
offshore roost in winter, the crows spread 
out and foraged in Kings County each 
day. The top seven crops for the county 
were tame hay, tree fruits, oats for grain, 
vegetables, potatoes, corn and mixed grains. 
The number of crows in the various habitats 
were recorded over two frosty seasons. The 
crows found corn fields, especially those 
grown for grain, to their liking. Waste corn 
was in 75% of the gizzards, and by weight 
and volume it comprised 70% of their diet. 
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American Crows  An average of 2.2 (a typical family unit size) per sighting in three 
southern Ontario counties over two years, August 1981 to July 1983. During my 

70,500 km of year-round travel in a powerful pickup truck, no roosts of crows were 
observed in the area

  TOTAL  FEEDING FLYING  PERCHING

 Sightings  2,554   28%   43%   29%
 Crows    5,558   35%   40%   25%
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The crows exhibited patchy or clumped 
feeding patterns.
 American Crows around the island roost 
in Nova Scotia were shot and 148 stomach 
contents analyzed. Rapidly digested 
material was probably not counted to its 
actual extent, which reduced the value of 
the outcome. However, results indicated 
the amount of food and its availability 
declined as the roosting season wore on. 
This may have caused an early decline in 
the crow population over the winter. Crows 
exhibited differences in feeding patterns 
according to a crow’s age and sex, as the 
availability of waste corn decreased over 
the season. It was difficult to explain these 
differences. Physiological requirements 
were a possibility. It was concluded a count 
of crows per habitat underestimated the 
importance of corn in their diet, and crows 
on grassy fields in winter were probably 
loafers M129. Although wonderful loafers, I  
suggest some of the crows on grassy fields 
may have been feeding on mice. 

 Crops & crows 
 in southern Ontario
My study of feeding American Crows in 
southern Ontario took a different twist. 
Rather than analyzing the contents of 
gizzards or pellets, out of necessity I took a 
visual approach. In the dairy region through 
which I traveled, the three major crops were 
– corn 49%, small grains 29%, and hay 22%, 
on a total of 338,000 ha O15–O17. 
 Two years of continuous crow sightings 
from August 1981 to July 1983 were made 
and noted from the cab of my powerful, 
speeding truck. At each sighting, the number 
of crows were counted or quickly estimated, 
without stopping. Sightings were placed in 
one of three categories – feeding, flying, or 
perching page 264. A feeding crow carried 
the most information, so it dominated the 
category in which a flock was placed. For 
any sighting, the activity of the majority 
ruled, and only one category was assigned 
to each flock. If a pair of crows were 
observed and one of them was feeding, the 
pair were placed in the feeding category. 
What a crow was doing at the initial contact 
categorized it. For example, a bird observed 
flying to a tree where it landed, was marked 
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Alfalfa field with plants of Medicago sativa 
baled provide great open feeding opportunities for 
American Crows to dine on mice, insects, snakes, 
and birds, etc killed or exposed in the process of 
farming. A Montana field, USA, Gary D Robson on 
19 August 2002 wiki

Three habitats (not corn) topped the 
list where 51% of 1,970 American Crows 
were observed feeding. Observations 
were made as I travelled to dairy farms 
in 3 southern Ontario counties, Perth, 
Oxford and Waterloo, in my powerful 
speeding truck. A total of 29 habitats 
were defined from 1981–1983
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as flying. 
 My typical workweek involved four field-
days. Each eight-hour day began and ended 
in Guelph, Ontario. Along the way crows 
in the city and country were recorded. 
There were no wintery roosts in this part of 
Ontario. Over two years, I enjoyed 465 field 
days and covered an average of 150 km 
each day. Twenty-nine (29) feeding habitats 
were noted. In all 2,554 sighting were made 
of 5,558 crows, for an average of 2.2 crows 
(the size of a typical family unit) per sighting. 
Crows in groups of 1 (55%), 2 (26%), and 3 
(9%) birds accounted for 90% of the birds in 
the 14 group sizes established. About 28% 
of the sightings and 35% of the number of 
crows were categorized as feeding.
 The total number of feeding crows was 
1,970 birds. Their feeding habitats are listed 
page 265. In the three frequently traveled 
counties, crows foraged most often 
in young, or cut hay and alfalfa 
fields (25%). When I combined hay, 
lawn, pasture and weedy fields, 
these grassy areas held 52% of the 
feeding crows. In the past, crows 
were often accused of feeding in 
newly planted fields, and eating 
seeds, or pulling out recently 
sprouted soft seeds of corn. I 
did not notice crows doing this. 
Newly planted or newly sprouted 
fields each attracted only 2% of 
the observed crows. However, in 
certain light, crows that fed on the 
bare, dark earth of a newly seeded 
field were not obvious. Yet, when 
fields were being planted, crows 
were breeding and territorial, with 
few flocks about. A newly sprouting 
field of corn appeared quite safe 
from my viewpoint. Either the 
crows have given up this habit, the 
culture of agriculture had changed 
to make it more difficult to eat 
sprouting corn, or crows never 
did much pulling in the first place. Perhaps 
grackles were the culprits.
 Crows that fed in green and tan, newly 
cut hay fields were easily spotted and 
counted. Consequently, some visual bias 
exists which may favor crows in hay fields. 
Keep in mind that crows feed in the open. 
Fields of long grasses or tall crops, where 

crows cannot see or find walking difficult, 
are not frequented by these cautious birds. 
Families of crows fed in short grassy fields 
most of the year, except in the heat of early 
summer when these hay fields were lush and 
congested with tall flowering plants before 
being cut and baled. 
 In the three Ontario counties where my 
sightings were made, the ratio of hay, to 
small grains (winter wheat, oats and barley), 
to corn (grain and silage) was 1 to 1.3 to 2.2 
in 1981–’83. This indicates there were 2.2 
times as many hectares of corn planted as 
there were hectares of hay. In spite of this, 
many more crows were observed feeding 
in hay fields than in corn fields. American 
Crows made a choice in the summer to dine 
in lively baled hay fields full of food rather 
than banal, sterile rows of corn. An error in 
this straightforward comparison comes from 

the amount of time each crop is available 
for feeding crows. Cut hay fields (usually 
two cuts per summer) were plentiful over 
the summer when crows were breeding 
and tending juveniles, while grain corn was 
mostly available over the winter, as kernels 
left on the ground after the harvest. But, 
come winter, most crows had migrated from 
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A field of sweet corn this tall, and with few insects, is not 
used by American Crows. They prefer more lateral visibility 
as they walk searching for food. Cut hay fields were preferred 
habitat for feeding over the summer
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these 3 counties of Ontario. 
 Availability is only one dimension. Those 
of us who take the time to wander through 
mature fields of hay before they are cut in 
early summer, soon notice the abundance 
of insects, mice, spiders, rabbits, birds’ 
nests, snakes, and the lack of crows feeding 
in such fields. When the hay was cut and 
swathed, these inhabitants were exposed to 
the opportunistic feeding of walking crows. 
When a tractor ran over animals during hay 
cutting, the bodies may be found and eaten 
by crows. A walk through a sprouting field of 
corn was a bleak contrast. Modern chemical 
and mechanical weed control kept the space 
between rows of grain corn quite bare of 
plants. In such a sterile environment, insects 
were few and crows were not attracted to 
such a barren habitat. However, one early 
summer morning, I 
was lucky enough 
to watch a lone 
crow marching 
along rows of 
young corn plants 
about as high as 
the bird. The crow 
ate insects on the 
light green, arching 
leaves. 
 In Essex County, 
Ontario, as I was 
driving home 
late one October 
afternoon, 150 
migrating crows 
gathered at the 
edge of a standing 
field of dry grain 
corn prior to its 
harvest. Some of 
the crows entered 
as far as six rows 
in from the edge 
to land and feed 
on the tips of cobs 
of ripening field, 
not sweet, corn. In 
the background, a swarm of 1,000 starlings 
quickly settled into the central part of the 
same field to feed out of sight on the corn. 
Which of the two species of birds do you 
think a farmer might see and talk about? 
Yet, in 3 years of weekly visits to dairy farms 

in the three counties of Ontario, not once 
did I hear a farmer complain about “those 
goddam crows” or any other bird eating their 
crops – and they grew a lot of corn. 
 Before we return to some of the eating 
habits and smaller feeding studies of the 
American Crow, I’ll describe the regurgitated 
pellets crows produce during the day. 
Pellets are ejected, probably each day and 
are easily obtained at a large wintery roost 
especially when crows assemble and roost 
on the ground.

 Regurgitated pellets
Although regurgitated pellets are best known 
from hawks, crows and owls, as more birds 
are having their sleeping quarters checked, 
the list of species which eject pellets keeps 
growing. One recent addition was the 

Common Grackle 
T91. In Britain 
alone, Maxwell 
Knight was aware 
of over 60 species 
producing pellets 
T35. Birds with 
and without true 
crops eject pellets. 
Eight species 
of corvids cast 
pellets. A female 
Western Scrub Jay 
gaped widely and 
ejected a 12 x 8 x 
5 mm pellet in the 
afternoon onto a 
sidewalk in Reno, 
Nevada. Within this 
small pellet, 1,741 
fragments were 
separated – parts 
of insects, 14 plant 
seeds, and 26 bits 
of grit E31.

T hroughout 
the day, 
and at 
its end, 

American Crows regurgitate pellets, thereby 
effectively emptying their gizzard. One pellet 
was often produced shortly after sunset. The 
composition of pellets gathered at roosts 
consisted of gravel, brown flaky material 
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The average pellet size was 3.3 (1.5–5.4) cm by 1.7 
(1.0–2.1) cm. Collected at the Essex, Ontario roost
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(chaff), plus various seeds and bones. Only 
twice have I observed a crow producing a 
pellet in the daytime. It appeared to be a 
rapid and easy process. Both instances were 
by crows perched in a tree. Norman Criddle 
raised four young American Crows and 
noticed the ejection of a pellet happened 
quite suddenly and “without any conscious 
effort on the part of the bird.” The blinking 
or closing of their eyes accompanied the 

process which required only a minute to 
complete. Usually only one pellet was 
ejected, but Criddle counted as many as 
three pellets in rapid succession. The crow 
recovered its awareness immediately after 
the pellet was ejected. Sometimes these 
pellets were produced shortly after eating, 
and they contained whole, undigested food 
C148. This ‘wastage’ was attributed to the 
crow’s supposedly large appetite T76. For 
example, a student of the Northwestern 
Crow [AMCR] watched 15 crows feeding on 
blueberries in mid-July. After shifting to a 
beach area, the crows regurgitated 14 pellets 
within 30 minutes. The berries showed almost 
no sign of being digested B239. 

 A caged crow was fed a variety of foods, 
and a pellet was ejected 1–4 hours later 
B39. There is variability. I had one captive 
crow that did not make pellets. The number 
of castings a crow produces in 24 hours, 
or a week, is unrecorded. Near the Essex, 
Ontario roost, a pre-roosting assembly of 
crows on the ground, 1 to 2 hours before 
sunset, left few if any pellets behind after 
the birds shifted to the next field. The final 
assembly on the ground, which may last up 
to an hour past sunset, was a good source 
of whole pellets the next morning. Or, if 
crows roosted on the ground in an open, 
relatively flat field, the pellets were intact 
and available for study the next morning 
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A regurgitated pellet about 3 cm long marks 
the spot where an American Crow roosted on 
a paved industrial yard in Chatham, Ontario, 8 
December 2011, on a wet night. The pellet was 
disintegrating. Perhaps waste soybeans gave the 
brownish pink color to the pellet

American Crow  The largest and most texturally 
unique pellet measured 6.3 by 2.5 cm. It was 
regurgitated in Essex County, Ontario. I never did 
find out what the material was
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after the birds departed for the day. In wet 
weather, an isolated pellet in a field quickly 
disintegrated, leaving an obscure, tiny 
cluster of gravel. In 295 gizzards of crows 
killed in Oklahoma by blasts of dynamite two 
hours after the crows entered the roost, only 
8% of the gizzards contained food; pellets 
had already been regurgitated from the rest 
(92%) A12. Most of the roosting crows spend 
the night with an empty stomach, even in 
winter. 
 When crows roosted overnight in trees, 
a warm, soft, falling, regurgitated pellet 
usually hit branches before reaching the 
ground. Only a few made it intact to the 
floor. While wandering inside the woodlot in 
late winter, which the crows in Essex County, 
Ontario used as a roost, I knelt beneath a 
bare deciduous tree favored by the sleeping 
birds. The floor was a dark tan color. A flat, 
frozen pancake, 5 m in diameter and 5–10 
cm thick, surrounded the tree trunk. The 
chief ingredients were thousands of broken 
pellets garnished with crow shit.

 Pellet color and texture were related to 
what the crows ate. A high amount of gravel 
imparted a rough, gray, pebbly appearance. 
Eating mice and voles made a pellet furry, 
gray and soft. Feeding on waste corn added 
a primary yellow hue, and insects gave a 
pellet a diversity of patterns and tones. Bits 
of glass, rubber bands, cellophane, or part 

of a red balloon added a little sparkle to a 
casting. The most unusual pellet I found 
came from an anonymous crow in Essex 

County, which on the evening 
of 16 February 1984, produced 
the object pictured on page 268. 
This extreme pellet, 6.3 x 2.5 
cm, was composed of opaque, 
unidentified, hair-like material, 
except for five broken pieces of 
corn and bits of gravel.
 Occasionally, I watched the 
live video of a pair of Red-tailed 
Hawks that nested on a metal 
light compound above the sport 
stadium at Cornell University. 
One standing nestling, still 
covered in light gray feathers 
opened its mouth as if to vomit. 
Instead, a gray pellet was 
ejected toward the outside of the 
nest’s rim. The nestling’s eyes 
remained open, and the complete 
process of ejecting the pellet 
took about 15 seconds.

 Grit in pellets
On 24 December 1984, I systematically 
gathered 100 whole pellets from a bare, 
snow-covered assembly area near the Essex, 
Ontario roost. When first ejected, a warm 
pellet melted into the thin layer of snow. 
Each pellet was measured in situ before 
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Regurgitated pellets from American Crows in Essex County, 
Ontario over the winter held 0–258 pieces of grit (gravel) 1–6 
mm long. The grit was selected for its blunt shape. Crows 
swallow gravel every day to help their gizzards grind food. 
Gravel in this photogram is almost twice the actual size

American Crows appear the same to our 
eyes, but each crow has a different personality, 
a preference for certain foods, a status, a 
perfection of intelligence and a sense of humor
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being placed in its own plastic bag prior 
to analysis. The average pellet size was 
3.3 (1.5–5.4) cm by 1.7 (1.0–2.1) cm. An 
average pellet from the 100 contained 68 
(0–258) pieces of gravel (gizzard stones). 
Each piece of gravel I measured was 1 mm 
across or larger. Fine, sand-like pieces were 
ignored. More pieces of gravel were found 
in the bigger castings, but there was much 
variation to this generality. For example, two 
pellets of equal size, 2.0 x 1.5 cm, contained 
10 and 40 pieces of grit (gravel). The size of 
the grit also varied. A sample of 160 pieces 
of grit from each of two pellets weighed 5 
and 10 grams.
 In Lancaster, Pennsylvania, during the 
winter of 2005–’06, several crow roosts were 
visited A52. An opportunistic collection of 
113 pellets was made. Based on voice and 
CBC counts in the winter, it was believed 
about 10% of the crows at the roosts 
were Fish Crows and the rest (90%) were 
American Crows. Pellets of Fish Crows 
were similar to pellets of American Crows, 
but somewhat smaller. Overall, the 113 
pellets had an average size of 3.3 cm long 
by 1.7 cm wide, which was identical to the 
measurements above that I obtained for the 

average size of pellets of American Crows 
at the Essex roost in Ontario.
 Much of the material (35%) in the 
113 dried pellets collected from roosts 
at Lancaster was too small to identify. 
However, vegetative remains included 
corn seed fragments along with bits of 
stems and leaves. Overall, weed seeds 
made up 8% of the composition. The two 
most common seeds from Poison-Ivy, 
Toxicodendron radicans were 4.5 mm long 
by 3 mm wide, and from the tree, Common 
Hackberry, Celtis occidentalis, 6 mm in 
diameter. The seeds (fruit) remain on the 
plant overwinter. A few bone and tooth 
fragments from small mammals were found 
in 6 (5%) of the 113 pellets. Grit made up 
almost half of a pellet’s weight.
 In Iowa, American Crows in cornfields 
were shot by hunters during the winter. 
Their gizzards were emptied of food and 
grit. Crows also swallowed one of the 
broadest ranges of grit size among 22 
species of birds. The mean size was 3.4 (1–
6) mm. Only 60% of their gizzards held grit, 
and the average gizzard contained 2 (0–234) 
pieces over 1 mm long. Overall, American 
Crows selected a wide range of grit sizes, 
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A family of American Crows feeding in Assiniboine Park on food left by people. Their nest was 80 m 
from a pond that hosted Mallard and Wood Duck broods each summer. No predation on ducklings was 
observed.  19 August 2011 in Winnipeg, Manitoba
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but within a restricted shape, choosing 
rounded bits of gravel with few sharp edges 
or points on the surface B105.
 Five insecticide granules in the 0.5–0.6 
mm size and of different shapes and colors 
were used in Iowan cornfields to control 
Corn Rootworm. Ingestion of these pellets 
as grit would kill birds that commonly fed in 
cornfields B106. The granules were applied 
at planting. What wasn’t mentioned was 
what percentage of the pellets were buried 
in the earth and what remained on the 
surface when applied? Also, how soluble 
were the granules in rain? These questions 
aside, the insecticide granules were near 
the lowest size that crows and other birds 
ingested for grit. At the time of application 
of the granules, crows were probably not 

feeding in bare fields of recently planted 
corn. In another 1990s study, 64 crow 
gizzards were emptied and grit was found 
in 53% of them, with a mean size of 2.9 mm 
G24. We do not know how long individual 
pieces of grit remain in a bird’s gizzard, or 
how often crows swallow gravel during the 
day.  
 One of the first things some crows did 
after leaving the Essex roost in the morning 
was to land on a gravel road and swallow 
gravel. On the return journey to their 
dormitory an hour before sunset, more grit 
was ingested as a black ribbon of crows 
covered a gravel road and continued down 
into the bordering ditches. The birds often 
turned their heads sideways when they 
picked up gravel with their bills. 
 Gravel, stomach stones, or grit (whichever 
you prefer) in a bird’s muscular gizzard is 
presumably used for grinding seeds and 
other hard material. One puzzle remains – 
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Bones of mice, shrews, etc.  Photogram of a 
small sample found in regurgitated pellets from 
roosting crows at Hamilton, Ontario in March. 
Thousands of pellets beneath the trees were furry, 
as if mice were the only item on the menu

Sumac fruit are often eaten by American Crows 
in southern Ontario during the winter. It is found in 
regurgitated pellets
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why are stones not found in all the stomachs 
of a species? From a collection of 303 
Meadow Pipits shot near Wales, only 56% 
had grit in their stomachs. These birds were 
obtained from March through October. The 
absence of gravel may indicate stones are a 
source of trace elements W12. In my opinion 
crows are aware of what they have eaten 
during the day and take in bits of gravel 
accordingly.
 American Crow pellets I examined in the 
cold months almost always contained grit. 
The exceptions were the castings composed 
of vole / mouse remains (fur and bones). 
These contained few to no stones. Near 
Edmonton Alberta, grit was present in 27% 
of the pellets obtained from Black-billed 
Magpies roosting in the winter R30.
 Some crow-watchers sought a relationship 
between the amount of gravel and the 
amount of hard seeds in a bird’s stomach. 
The contents of 37 crow gizzards indicated 
a possibility of substitution. When the 
average grit volume was 7.5 cm3, hard 
seeds amounted to only 0.9 cm3. When 
the average grit volume was 0.4 cm3, the 
hard seed volume rose to 2 cm3 W109. In 
gallinaceous birds (pheasants, grouse, etc) 
the substitution process was more easily 

defined B75.
 The number of seeds in pellets also 
varied. Twenty-five of the 100 regurgitated 
pellets I collected in Ontario contained 633 
whole seeds for an average of 25 seeds 
per pellet with seeds. Whole crop seeds 
were not present. Of the 633 seeds, 490 
(77%) were from Staghorn Sumac. Eighteen 
pellets held sumac seeds and 15 of these 
18 sumac seeds exclusively, for an average 
of 31 (2–116) seeds. In passing, 100 air-
dried Staghorn Sumac seeds weighed 1.2 
grams. Also in the left lane, I have never 
observed crows in Essex County feeding on 
sumac fruiting heads. Farther east, at the 
St Catharines roost in southern Ontario, 
about 40 crows ate sumac seeds shortly 
after sunset before the birds entered trees 
to roost for the night. Staghorn seeds were 
also found in crow pellets in Massachusetts. 
A compilation of the most common seeds 
in a 662 cm3 sample from a wintery flock in 
Massachusetts included Bayberry, Poison 
Ivy, and three sumac species – poison, 
staghorn and smooth T76.
 Seven of the 100 pellets from the Essex, 
Ontario roost held bone fragments. In those 
7 pellets, the average was 5 (1–13) pieces 
of bone for a total of 32. Like the gravel, 
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Leopard Frogs  When young frogs are plentiful in the autumn, snakes, mammals 
and birds dine out quite often
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very tiny pieces of bone were not counted. 
A visit to the Hamilton roost in the spring 
revealed many pellets with small mammalian 
bones in them. On 22 April 1982, I slowly 
walked along 200 m of trail in the Niagara 
Escarpment where crows slept in Hamilton. 
Whenever I stopped, castings at my feet had 
a furry feel and look. Beneath the fur were 
the white bones, jaws, teeth, etc, probably 
of the Meadow Vole, a widely distributed 
and common mammal photo page 271. This 
vole moves in grassy areas day and night 
throughout the year. Meadow Voles damage 
fruit trees, hay, and grain crops. When crows 
are loafing in grassy areas, they were most 
likely alert for small mammals or snakes.
 In Alberta, 64 pellets from Black-billed 
Magpies were examined in late February. 
Bones and teeth of the Meadow Vole resided 
in 67% of the pellets. It was concluded voles 
were an important food item in the magpie’s 
diet R30. Additionally, four birds were 
identified, along with parts of dung beetles, 
carrion beetles and earwigs T84. Magpies, 
like crows, enjoy a well-rounded diet.
 From other pellets I gathered at the Essex 
and Hamilton, Ontario roosts, an open-
air-dried pellet averaged 4.2 (1–11) grams. 
Three bulk samples were picked from fields 
around the Essex roost. A 100 g portion from 
each open-air-dried lot was divided into 3 
categories and weighed. The averages were – 

1) Gravel 55 (45–60) grams
2) Brown chaff 41 (35–53) grams
3) Seeds, bones and tinfoil 4 (2–7) g

The weight of gravel in crow gizzards from 
Nova Scotia ranged from 13% to over 30% 
of their total dry weight M129. From crows 
in Illinois, grit occupied a 20% volume in 
718 gizzards and an 18% volume in 1,214 
regurgitated pellets B121. 

 Crows in Florida
In Florida, crows in the early 1920s rarely 
fed on grain, preferring frogs, lizards, 
snakes, grasshoppers and snails B10. 
Naturally, in keeping with the critical bubble 
of the time, it was noted crows ate the 
eggs and nestlings of herons, anhingas, 
ibises and other waterbirds. One observer 
wrote – “In every part of the country where 
I have studied them, I have found them very 

destructive birds as a whole.” I wonder if he 
was actually talking about the feeding habits 
of Fish Crows, which are common over much 
of Florida? Did he know Fish and American 
Crows were two different species with 
different feeding habits?
 Continuing with the crow in Florida, in 
the 1880s, DB Mortimer observed – “It is 
common to see it [the crow] feeding about 
the streets and vacant lots of Sanford, 
especially when the palmetto fruit is ripe 
enough to eat. It associates freely with the 
Boat-tailed and Florida Grackles, and also 
with the Red-winged Blackbird and the Rice-
bird, and I have seen flocks including all 
these species enjoying themselves about the 
town” M164.
 Once again, predators were at the nesting 
colonies of wading birds in the everglades of 
southern Florida. Most of the colonies (85%) 
were in stands of willow trees. The highest 
nest failures occurred from mammals (20%) 
and snakes (23%). “American Crows were 
seen (or heard) on only three occasions at 
one of the 40 colonies visited at least once, 
despite over 750 total man-hours spent in 
colonies.” Purple Gallinules did eat eggs 
of the herons when they were not on their 
nests, including being flushed from their 
nests by members of the study team F68.

 
 Smaller feeding episodes
Large scale surveys on the feeding habits of 
a Courage of Crows provide a lofty picture 
to ingest. When we shift our attention to 
the edges of a canvas, we can concentrate 
on smaller sections in more detail. As we 
seemed to be fixed on agriculture, I will 
dwell on the crow’s fondness for insects a 
while longer.
 S Rathbun in Seattle, Washington 
mentioned that crows followed tractors 
ploughing the fields. Hundreds of crows on 
the ground were feeding on every kind of 
food exposed by the plough. “The feeding 
birds never were disturbed by the farmer, 
who usually regarded them with favor 
because of the good work the crows were 
doing” G77. In southern Ontario, gulls fed in 
flocks for grubs, mice and worms in turned 
topsoil directly behind a tractor in the fall. 
I have never seen flocks of crows following 
the plough. Blackbirds, however, may join in 
on the feast.

Feeding
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 A crow with food visible in its bill can 
be chased by Ring-billed Gulls that 
frequently feed in the vicinity. Sometimes 
crows reciprocate by forcing gulls from 
their table. A Red-shouldered Hawk in 
Florida stole fish heads from crows K47. 
In two other short articles, he described 
the interactions between Common Ravens 
and American Crows. At Lyme, New 
Hampshire, Kilham saw a raven chase 
a crow and force it to drop a piece of 
carrion while 70 m above the ground. 
Then “in a spectacular dive” the raven 
caught the food in the air K57. That same 
year Kilham repeatedly saw ravens perch 
in a tree and wait for crows to obtain a 
piece of suet from the ground, then gave 
chase as the crows flew off to store the 
suet 30–150 m away in grass or in the 
woods. When a crow dropped the suet, 
the raven retrieved it K59. This behavior 
seemed unusual because one raven on 
foot displaced up to 11 feeding crows at a 
landfill site in Virginia H33. Kilham thought 
the reason why ravens held back and let 
crows do the shopping for them was because 
some ravens were recently caught in traps set 
out for Coyotes at a carcass. This, suggested 
Kilham, made them fearful of landing at food 
on the ground.
 In Illinois, one crow’s gizzard held 
80 larvae of a broad ground beetle, 
Pasimachus species. Spiders, chiefly wolf 
spiders, were routinely fed to nestlings P9. In 
Pope County, Illinois, during an eruption of 
caterpillars in the springs of 1980 and 1981, 
crows fed on them at the tops of trees G56. 

 In the early spring, crows in Kansas 
protected the wheat crop by eating large 
numbers of cutworms and grubs A15.
 Small invertebrates can exhibit dramatic 
population fluctuations. In particular, 
grasshoppers disturb the landscape of 
California once in a while. In the late 1930s, 
an estimated loss to grasshoppers was one 
million dollars each year in sections of this 
Pacific state. At least 16 species of birds 
reacted to the grasshoppers. In particular, 
six species played a primary role in reducing 

An American Crow utilizes everything on its urban territory, even ephemeral water

Willet, Oak Hammock Marsh, Manitoba. 12 June as 
young crows are leaving their nests in Winnipeg. No 
trees means no crows at the marsh.

Feeding
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the number of ‘hoppers. The American Crow 
and Yellow-billed Magpie, common birds 
in the area, were among the elite six. One 
crow’s gizzard held 66 of the insects, and 
bands of crows fed on the grasshoppers’ 
egg beds to extended the quiescent period 
between the big shows N8. 
 At the Prince George, BC Reginal 
Airport, the short cut grass, less than 15 
cm long, between runways attracted more 
grasshoppers and more hungry crows in July 
and August after the young have fledged. 
Longer grass, 15 to 30 cm, was much less 
attractive as a habitat for crows for feeding. 
It may have also held fewer grasshoppers. 
  Management at airports should keep 
tract of which birds are feeding, where and 
when, and on which prey, to determine their 
potential as aircraft bird strikes. Leaving 
grass unmowed may deter crows but attract 
more mice and snakes and in turn attract 
larger hawks, which can also damage planes 
K35.
 From my years of observing feeding crows 
I have found they feed where the terrain is 
open, providing them with good visibility. 
Where I have seen them feeding in uncut 
fields of wildflowers and grasses, they are 
walking along a cut area or in the path 
left by a vehicle’s (tractor, etc) tires which 
flattened the plants. I have also seen them 
walking in the open along a border of tall 
plants. If they see prey in the border they 
will take a quick run at it, capture it and 
return to the open where walking is easier.
 Elsewhere, the Hornworm fed on tobacco 
plants. In North Carolina, throughout one 
growing season, a family of three crows 
worked a tobacco field. No larvae reached 
the pre-pupal stage and chemicals were not 
used for insect control. Yet the grower was 
pleased with the yield S149. The crows lived 
to add their healing touch to next year’s crop 
of tobacco. 
 The innate fondness crows have for 
invertebrates was revealed in an experiment 
by Norman Criddle in the 1920s. For his 4 
juvenile crows in Manitoba he gathered 552 
cutworms. The hungry four devoured them in 
five hours. Next day the crows ate 121 white 
grubs. The average amount eaten by all four 
was 737 grams, or about 92 grams each day 
over the two days C148 . Since a juvenile 
crow weighed about 400 grams, the 92 

grams eaten was about 20% of their weight. 
Considering the 4 juveniles didn’t have to 
hunt for their food, but had it given to them 
in almost unlimited amounts over two days, 
this percentage is probably high compared 
to that for a crow hunting for food on its 
own. In comparison, in 1907, Forbush falsely 
exaggerated the amount of food eaten by 
captive crows. Adult crows needed 283–354 
grams of food a day to maintain their own 
weight F57. The 354 grams would be 71% of 
the weight of a 500 g crow. [This seemed like 
a lot of food to find and swallow each day 
for a wild crow, so I checked the web and 
birds usually ate 10–20% of their weight in a 
day, which for a 500 gram adult crow would 
be 50–100 grams, a reasonable figure.] 
 From Parmalee’s experiments with 4 
nestling crows averaging about 300 grams, 
they ate an average of about 17% of their 
weight per day P10. Another study found the 
weight of 75 full gizzards of crows averaged 
37 grams. The food inside the full gizzards 
averaged 11 grams H97. For an adult crow to 
eat 283 grams of food each day (the lowest 
level according to Forbush above) would 
require 26 full gizzards. Eating this much 
food, or more each day, would not leave time 
for crows to enjoy their multi-faceted lives 
– loafing, playing, bathing, and discussing 
human researchers they have tricked or 
dislike. I suggest Forbush, who probably 
didn’t like crows, got a little carried away 
with his numbers and made a deliberate 
error on the fashionable side of mythology in 
the early 1900s concerning the eating habits 
of the American Crow. Crows are normal 
eaters among perching birds. The research 
on crows by Forbush was altered to make 
the crows look gluttonous and therefore bad. 
 To gain insight on the eating habits of 
American Crows, a feeding experiment was 
devised for five crows in a laboratory. The 
crows weighed from 330–525 grams. Four 
types of food were provided to birds trained 
to key-peck – pigeon pellets, mixed grains, 
Niblets whole kernel corn, and mealworms. 
Mealworms were the only food alive and 
moving. Controlled feeding sessions kept 
the crows at 83% of their weights. Feeding 
sessions lasted 30 minutes, but most 
crows gave up eating before the 30 minutes 
was over. Some foods were released in 
larger quantities than others, per 3 second 
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presentation. For 
example, crows were 
rewarded with only 
0.08 grams of Gaines 
Prime pellets versus 
0.25 grams of corn 
niblets. Usually the 
heaviest crow ate the 
most in a session, 
and the lightest crow 
the least. The lightest 
crow was the only one 
not to eat corn (How 
is that possible?). 
Live mealworms were 
the preferred food at 
26 grams per session, 
followed by corn at 
21 grams per session. 
Mixed grain was the 
least preferred at 6 
grams per session. 
The experiments reinforced the omnivorous 
mannerisms of the crow’s feeding habits, 
and revealed individual preferences (likes 
and dislikes) for certain foods P91.
 Ordinarily, crows are ground feeders. But 
south of Lake Ontario, crows were engaged 
in aerial maneuvers. About 250 crows fed 
on an evening swarm of damaging European 
Chafers C53. Returning to earth, on 22 July 
1981, I stopped to look at a dead juvenile 
crow along the side of a road in Perth 
County, Ontario. Its gizzard contained 
about 100 larvae from the Blow Fly family – 
Calliphoridae.
 There is a short account by one Mr 
Horsfall who hastily killed crows in his corn 
field before he examined their gizzards to 
see what they were actually eating. After 
a closer look, he realized the crows were 
eating cutworms, thereby saving his crop of 
corn. He immediately stopped killing crows. 
Since that experience, Mr. Horsfall became 
a staunch Democrat and friend of the crow 
G77. In Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts, 
Gardner Hammond, a sheep farmer, thought 
crows were killing dozens of his newly born 
lambs. He offered a bounty of 50¢ for a 
dead crow. However, white grubs, which the 
crows actually fed upon, ate the roots of 
the grass and killed his pasture. Hammond 
stopped killing crows and his pasture slowly 
recovered F58. Crows also devour Gypsy 

Moths Porthetria [= 
Lymantria ] dispar 
S114. 
 One August 
morning in Guelph, 
Ontario, a juvenile 
crow fed with three 
family members on 
a lawn. Swiftly from 
the juvenile’s left 
side, at eye level, a 
large flying insect 
was approaching. 
The young crow 
ran several steps 
forward and with 
a flawless motion 
intercepted the insect 
with its bill. This 
ability is explained 
by the flicker-fusion 
frequency of a bird’s 

eye W108. Twenty-four frames per second 
(fps) flickering on the screen of life is close 
to the level of perception we have of motion. 
At 32 fps or faster, a slow motion effect is 
achieved. Birds such as swallows and swifts 
that feed on flying insects have a flicker-
fusion frequency (FFF) 4–5 times ours. In 
comparison to ours, theirs is a slow-motion 
world.
 Smart as a crow is, quite likely it does not 
understand the economics of our agriculture, 
although supply and demand are probably 
within its grasp. It does not know if an insect 
is beneficial to us. If bugs are abundant and 
edible, the crow eats them. Occasionally, 
some beneficial insects are bound to be 
consumed. Two such insects were found in 
regurgitated pellets from crows in Manitoba 
– a predacious beetle, and an ichneumon 
parasite of the Bertha Armyworm. A colorful 
observation was that the Red Turnip Beetle, 
an abundant pest of the canola plant, was 
not touched by crows T90. Elsewhere, a crow 
was put-off by the stridulate noise made by 
the Patent-leather Beetle, Odontotaenius 
disjunctus, which kept the crow from eating 
it B208.
 Crows in south-western Ontario contribute 
mightily to the reduction of European Corn 
Borers, Ostrinia nubilalis, over the winter. 
Corn borer larvae feed on the stalk, leaves 
and ears of corn, Zea mays, and is one of 
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European Chafer Beetle, Rhizotrogus 
majal is , 21 July 2004. Its larvae damage the roots 
of grass. Mike Reding & Betsy Anderson, USDA 
Agricultural Research Service wiki
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the most destructive insect pest of corn 
worldwide. Common Grackles, European 
Starlings and Red-winged Blackbirds feed 
on the larva during the warm months. In 
the 1980s, American Crows were observed 
removing fifth-instar larvae overwintering 
inside the base of harvested grain cornstalks 
at the Agriculture Canada Research Station 
in Harrow, Ontario, about 26 km from the 
large Essex crow roost. In general 50% of 
the larvae in corn stalks were removed and 
eaten over the entire winter at the station. 
When cornfields less than 2 km from the 
roost were sampled, over 85% of the stalks 
showed perforations by feeding crows. 
Since the number of perforations per stalk 
was positively correlated to the number of 
tunnels by larvae, it appeared crows sensed 
the number of larvae available in the stalk 
of each plant. Finally, 18 crows that fed in 
winter cornfields 10–25 km from the roost 
were shot from December–February. Inside 
their gizzards an average of 4 corn borer 
larvae were present in 17 of the 18 birds. 
Also found in the 18 gizzards were fish, 
unidentified meat, garbage and waste grain 
corn kernels Q5. With about 100,000 crows 
at the roost, they provided a lot of free, 
sustainable, unappreciated and unnoticed 
biological control for the corn-growing 

community and us, the consumer. 
 Lately however, a few whiners in the 
growing town of Essex got their way. 
Complaints about the crows forced the 
moronic politicians into action to keep 
the home owners (tax payers) happy and 
safe from crows. By 2010 the birds had 
been driven from their large annual winter 
roost in Essex County, Ontario. The crows 
apparently joined the large roost in Chatham, 
Ontario, a few hours away in the adjacent 
Kent County. It will be interesting to know if 
the corn farmers in Essex County now enjoy 
a lower yield of corn, or have to spend more 
money on insecticides to control the millions 
of corn borer larvae the crows were eating. 
Political interference with a natural process 
usually contributes to the side of human 
stupidity. 
 Researchers in Illinois in the early 
1920s tried to find a local native insect to 
parasitize the corn borer, without success. 
Imported insects from France were bred 
and released in the state. As well, a general 
parasite of insect eggs, Trichogramma 
minutum, an effective parasite of the corn 
borer, was summoned to do its job F48. 
Without a close look at the birds in Illinois, 
they had no inkling of the crow’s ability to 
harvest borer larvae from corn stalks during 
the winter. 
 American Crows eat earthworms as soon 
as the ground thaws and continue to eat 
them over the summer. Anyone watching 
crows in a city would soon notice them 
pulling earthworms from a lawn M89. In the 
1980s, an instance of selective feeding by 
crows came to my attention on 7 March in 
Guelph, Ontario. On this warm spring day, 
a crow pulled a large earthworm from a 
thawing, water-saturated lawn R24. Standing 
on the worm, the crow tore off about 3 
cm from the head region, which it then 
swallowed. This happened twice. The bulk 
of the each worm was left on the lawn with 
no attempt to store it. Twenty-four years 
later, on 7 April in Winnipeg, Manitoba I 
watched a breeding crow pull two large 
night crawlers from a recently thawed lawn. 
As before, the crow stood on each worm, 
tore off the head region, probably the most 
nutritious part, ate it, then left the remains 
behind with no attempt to cover it, or offer 
the meat to its mate gathering nest material 
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European Corn Borer larva in a corn 
stalk. Crows eat this larvae by the thousands over 
the winter,  © Clemson University – USDA Coop-
erative Extension Slide Series, 1234158 online
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8 m away. I don’t recall seeing crows leave 
part of an earthworm behind in the summer 
months. But when talking to my dentist in 
early June, he recently observed a crow 
on a lawn. It pulled an earthworm from the 
ground, then stood on it and tore off part. 
The crow ate the small part, then walked 
away from the longer remains. Much earlier, 
in 1905, a crow’s crop was found to be filled 
with earthworms E20, and F Kennard on 15 
July 1923, watched a young crow gathering 
earthworms from his lawn for over an hour 
G77. 

 Miscellaneous foods
Every day crows go about 
cleaning up our cities of 
scattered human food. Bread, 
sandwiches, burgers and 
fries, pizza, cookies etc. are 
consumed by these eaters-of-
everything. The behavior by 
crows was noted in Mont-Royal 
Park in Montreal, Quebec. They 
would dunk dry bread into water 
puddles to soften it before eating 
it. Morand-Ferron set up a little 
experiment based on two sizes 
of bread and peanuts. The larger 
pieces of bread (4 x 4 cm) were 
dunked 59% of the time and 

small pieces 19% before being eaten. Some 
of the bread was eaten dry. When crows 
dunked the peanuts (2 per shell) it took them 
55 sec to remove the shell and eat the 2 
peanuts. When not dunked in a puddle, the 
crows took slight longer at 65 seconds M156. 
It appears dunking or softening dry or hard 
items is a common habit among American 
Crows when water is readily available such as 
after a rainstorm. Sometimes the moistened 
food is fed to nestlings or eaten on the go. 
It makes the food easier to tear apart and 
swallow and provides nourishment and water 
at the same time. When I raised two crow 
nestlings, I would squirt water or milk into 
their open pink mouths with a small plastic 
water pistil. They were usually thirsty and 
seemed to enjoyed the process.7
 American Crows are opportunistic feeders. 
At a turtle’s nest, a newly emerged 2 cm long 
hatchling snapping turtle was introduced to 
a crow. The turtle was picked up, carried 
aloft, and dropped onto a hard surface to 
split its shell before the crow could eat it W8. 
Early in the 1920s, when many farms had 
free-ranging chickens, crows often sampled 
a few young chickens M168.
 Recently in Tennessee, on 20 January 
2014, (4 PM) a crow was flushed and 
dropped a freshly-killed female Northern 
Long-eared Bat, as it flew away. Recent 
surveys of bats in caves or daytime activity 
brought on by White-nose Syndrome may 
have altered the movements of this bat, 
allowing it to be captured by an alert 
American Crow R78.
 A plague of grasshoppers, a deposit of 
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Red-sided Garter Snake  November 2010 at 
Steeprock Manitoba,  © Sharon Werenich, with 
permission

Sometimes a crow will pull a large earthworm from a lawn and 
tear off 4–5 cm of the head region and leave the rest. These two 
remains were not cached or fed to its nearby mate
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mice, or a pile of snakes – all are attractive 
to a foraging crow. Under a Manitoba May 
sky, tens of thousands of Red-sided Garter 
Snakes emerge from limestone sinks, their 
winter home page 278. To greet them and 
eat them are the local nesting crows. The 
crows performed a precise bit of surgery on 
each snake. A four cm long section of skin 
and muscle was opened, the liver removed 
and eaten A14. How many of my readers 
know where the liver in a snake is located? 
I don’t. Other researchers visited the snake 
dens during the springtime in Manitoba. Of 
1,033 dead or dying snakes located, 57% 
had severe lacerations, in most cases due to 
American Crows removing the livers. Small 
snakes were carried towards a crow’s nest in 
a tree 25 m from the reptile’s den. Four eggs 
were in the nest cup. Within a 10 m circle on 
the ground below the nest-tree, the remains 
of 24 partially eaten snakes were found. 
The crows took the snakes of both sexes 
(females are generally larger) in about the 
same ratio as living snakes (about 75% were 
males) S72
 American Crows sometimes feed on toxic 
Boreal Toads, Bufo boreas, below by opening 
them up from below, which helps the crow 
avoid toxins A8. Near Boise, Idaho, an adult 
Northwestern Toad, Anaxyrus boreas, was 
caught near a pond’s edge by a crow. After 
pecking it to death, the crow flipped it over 
and pecked a hole in its belly, ate the viscera 
and muscle, and left the carcass with its egg 
mass intact B186. 
 In northern Wisconsin, American Crows, 
along with 6 other bird species, fed on 

the ripe red berries of Red Elderberry, 
Sambucus pubens. One researcher noted, 
“sugar content of the pulp (but not fruit 
size) also significantly affected rates of 
fruit removal” D36. In western Washington, 
Rathbun noted the fondness of crows for 
Pacific Coast Red Elderberry, Sambucus 
callicarpa. He shot a feeding crow. Its gullet 
and stomach were packed with the red 
berries. Its digestive tract was stained a dark 
red, indicating the crow had been feeding on 
the ripe fruit for a while G77.
 Edward Reimann watched crows wintering 
near Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. “They can 
be seen congregated in immense flocks 
feeding on the seeds of Green Arrow Arum 
Peltandra virginica. When the rivers are full 
of drift ice, crows seem to take a particular 
delight in perching on the cakes and 
traveling up and down stream with the tide. 
On some occasions crows were seen to be 
eating fish frozen in the ice” G77.
 Kilham decided it was a crow’s curiosity 
and investigative nature that allowed it to 
discover and utilize all possible sources of 
food, including River Otter dung. Whenever 
crows saw an otter take a shit, they flew to 
the site after the otter left and started eating 
the small, mushy scats. On 9 occasions, 
the shit was stored 3–7 m away in a grassy 
clump, once under dry cow shit, and once 
in a tree. The otter’s shit consisted of 
sharp pieces of Crayfish, Procambarus sp, 
exoskeleton, which might be more useful 
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Small mammals are a favorite food of crows

Boreal Toad,  © Pierre Fidenci, with 
permission
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as grinding material in the gizzard than as a 
nutritious snack K49.
 At Nobis Slough in Scott County, Iowa, 
American Crows waded in 8–10 cm of 
water on mud-covered flats. They grabbed 
crayfish, Cambarus sp, tossed them up 
on dry land, then started pecking at the 
exoskeleton until the inner soft parts were 
exposed, which they ate. Common Grackles 
also ate crayfish in a similar manner H113. 
In a Nebraska swamp near Sioux City, a 
few crows that nested in nearby trees flew 
to the shore daily in July 1913 to feed on 
frogs G1. In the 1920s, flocks of crows 
(about 200) in the Gaspé County of Quebec, 
descended to the beaches in July and fed on 
discarded leftovers from Atlantic Cod behind 
a processing plant. Crows were absent in the 
county over the winter D35. 
 In Highlands County, Florida, American 
Crows nesting in the area stole eel-like 
Salamanders, up to about 30 cm long, from 
both Great Egrets and White Ibises that 
captured their prey in a flooded ditch. The 
crows would chase the larger birds until they 
dropped a salamander. Or a crow distracted 
a long-legged wader for a moment, which 
allowed another crow to grab the prey and 
fly off. One crow waded in water up to its 
belly to seize its prey. One salamander was 
torn up and fed to an incubating female crow 
on her nest.
 In Milwaukee, Wisconsin two birders 
were watching three crows feeding in Lake 
Park. The attention paid to two crows on 
the lawn increased when each crow made 
a vertical leap about 1 m into a Norway 
Maple and clung to a branch, one by its 
bill, the other upside down by its feet. 
After 20 minutes, the observers walked to 
the maple and scared the crows away. The 
crows were feeding on the seeds in winged 
samaras. The crows hung on the fruit with 
their bills as they tried to remove a cluster 
using their weight. When upside down, the 
crows removed the samaras with their bills, 
let them fall to the lawn, then ate the seeds 
inside S175.
 On 9 August 2012 near the main library 
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, I watched a family 
of 4 unmarked crows (1 block from their? 
successful nest) land in the top of a 2-storey 
high planted Purpleleaf Sand Cherry, Prunus 
x cistena. They fed for a few minutes on the 

ripe, dark 8 mm wide berries. I was probably 
the only one watching the crows. 
 About Carrion Crows in Europe “His 
continual persistent search for food, and 
what can only be called inventiveness in 
finding it, makes him an ideal hero for the 
Searching Image story.” After only a few 
experiences with a new type of prey, crows 
quickly developed a searching image and 
one which was quite specific. Crows learned 
the prey’s characteristic habitat and visited 
certain habitats to find certain kinds of 
prey. Crows did not continue to search 
for one particular type of prey indefinitely. 
They switched to another kind of prey as 
the opportunity for reward increased. This 
searching pattern and attitude of the Carrion 
Crow was most efficient when its prey was in 
a small area and of singular form and color 
C159.
 Carrion Crows cannibalise the eggs and 
young from nests of other Carrion Crows. 
From Illinois came the only published report 
of an American Crow that ate the eggs in 
another crow’s nest E13. 
 In Connecticut there was some aggression 
between an American Crow and a Mallard 
over the reddish juicy berries of Spreading 
Oleaster, Eleagnus unbellataC88.

 Crows or grackles?
The possibility exists, in the late 1800s to 
early 1900s, that reports of crows wiping 
out hectares of sprouting corn in May, when 
the birds were widely dispersed for nesting, 

Spiders are fed to nestlings, or eaten by
adult crows. This may be a wolf spider

Feeding
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could have been, at least in part, 
the work of grackles. In the late 
1800s, the common name of the 
grackle, Quiscalus pureus, (now 
Quiscalus quiscula) was the 
Common Crow Blackbird. The 
grackle is a dark bird, about 30 cm 
in length, which is fond of corn. 
The grackle could have easily been 
misidentified as a crow, or simple 
called a crow by using only one 
part of its lengthy 3-part common 
name. This may have generated 
the ‘false’ reputation of the 
American Crow as a lover of corn 
and enemy of the corn-growing 
farmer. The larger Great-tailed 
Grackle, Quiscalus mexicanus 
(38–46 cm long), in the late 1800s 
was commonly called the Crow 
Blackbird. In areas of Mexico, it 
was often called cuervo [raven], 
although it is not a member of the 
Corvidae family wiki. Its early name 
was C [Corvus] mexicanus by J. 
F. Gmelin, 1788 – the Internet Bird 
Collection, IBC (online). Again, it too could 
have easily been called a crow by local 
farmers. 
 Even today, some people have a difficult 
time identifying the American Crow. At 
Pennsylvania State University, Dr Margaret 
Brittingham, a wildlife specialist, and others 
are researching crows and their roosting 
habits in winter. From an online report – “All 
black birds aren’t crows and all crows aren’t 
problems” noted Brittingham. “Once people 
started thinking about the crow issue, then 
anything black and in a flock gets labeled a 
crow,” adds Luke Groff. “People will call and 
say ‘I’ve got crows in my yard!’ and it often 
turns out to be starlings.”
 In November 2011, I travelled to Las Vegas 
Nevada while visiting the south-western 
USA for the first time to look for crows. As I 
got out of the shuttle from the airport at the 
hotel, the driver, who I had been talking to 
about my interest in crows, mentioned that 
a crow was drinking from a nearby fountain. 
I turned and looked, above but what I saw 
was a Great-tailed Grackle, which the driver 
had misidentified. A group of several Great-
tails visited the fountain each day to bathe 
and drink from a stream of cool water in the 

desert. Their sharp calls were new to me. 
 Like the American Crow, Common 
Grackles begin nest-building in the latter 
part of March and may nest in isolated 
trees (often conifers near water) or in loose 
colonies of 5–20 nests. Over its substantial 
range, it frequently consumes corn, and can 
saw into acorns with a ridge on its bill before 
cracking the fruit open with its bill (Birds of 
North America online). I suggest the grackle 
could easily pull up sprouting corn, if that is 
possible for any bird, or peel back the tops 
of drying husks to feed on milky kernels at 
the tip of a cob in the summer. With some 
people calling it a crow, this easily led to the 
iconic image of crows feeding mightily on 
corn, in the minds of so many people to this 
day. 
 Common Grackles, next page in addition to 
eating corn, may kill and feed greedily on our 
self-proclaimed beautiful song-birds. A dark 
and disturbing example follows. In Toronto, 
Ontario a small parkette 36 x 30 meters 
existed between tall, very efficient, office 
towers. The Toronto Ornithological Club was 
monitoring Neotropical migrants in the city. 
Some were attracted to this parkette. Anne 
Davidson visited the parkette from 1 May 
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One driver of the shuttle to my hotel in Las Vegas called 
them crows. In fact, Great-tailed Grackles, Quiscalus 
mexicanus , not American Crows, visited this fountain each 
day during my stay in Vegas. My trip was to search for the 
elusive crow in the southwest USA by travelling through Utah, 
Nevada and Arizona. Few were seen
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to 2 June 1992 for a total of 80 hours. On 
11 May a grackle with a band on its left leg 
arrived. An hour later it began killing smaller 
passerines. By 22 May, although some trees 
and shrubs provided cover, this one grackle 
managed to kill and eat 39 small passerines 
– Ruby-crowned Kinglets, Ovenbirds, White-
throated Sparrows, and House Sparrows. 
The grackle changed its hunting tactics as 
its prey changed their hiding patterns. The 
grackle caught birds and carried them in 
its claws or bill to shrubs where they were 
eaten. When Davidson placed raw hotdog 
and hamburger meat on dead birds not 
immediately eaten, the grackle removed its 
kill and fed on it at another location, ignoring 
the processed meat. The grackle was able 
to accomplish its killing due to placement of 
the buildings and flora in the artificial setting 
which concentrated the songbirds and made 
it difficult for them to escape the grackle 
D15. The parkette was probably created for 
office workers to enjoy a little ‘fresh air’ 
during their lunch break in summer. At the 
same time it turned out to be a killing field 
for the grackle. Our culture and architecture 
are to blame for the loss of these songbirds; 
not the hungry grackle. If this grackle was 
misidentified (probably) as a crow by some 
of the office workers, you realize how easily 
the reputation of a Courage of Crows can 
be tarnished. 
 Four main species of birds – Red-winged 
Blackbirds, Brown-headed Cowbirds, 
Common and Great-tailed Grackles formed 
roosts up to 25 million birds in Louisiana. 
The surrounding fields were planted in rice. 
In the Vermilion Parish, about 50% of the 
farmers surveyed had suffered losses of 
sprouting rice to blackbirds. It ranged from 
5% of farmers reporting no losses, to 3% 
estimating over a 30% loss of their rice 
crop. Rice was planted by aerial water-
seeding or dry-seeding (broadcast or drilled) 
from late February to late April. Blackbirds 
fed in rice fields located up to 60 km from 
their roost. Theoretically, the birds could 
have an impact on 5,650 km2 of available 
farmland near the roost. Migrant blackbirds 
began moving north from southern roosts 
in mid-February to early March. There was 
a matching decline in the total number of 
flocking blackbirds per survey route, and 
with an increased distance from the Millers 

Lake roost. It was suggested farmers delay 
planting rice until 24 March, a time when 
the number of blackbirds at the roost was 
rapidly declining as migration took hold B205.

W ith roosting American Crows, the 
same general pattern is followed 
in the spring. Birds over the winter 

feed on grain left behind in fields after the 
harvest. By the time the new crops are 
planted, crows at the local roosts have 
dispersed and pairs of breeding crows are 
widely scattered over the farming landscape. 

They are no threat to a farmer’s newly 
planted crops. 
 In King and Snohomish Counties of 
Washington state, American Crows were 
studied in habitats of various sizes in 
2003–’04. The crows habituated altered 
landscapes containing a lot of human 
garbage (food). Crows were often observed in 
grass and shrub cover in urban areas, rather 
than in forests and on bare soil. Radio-tagged 
crows used the resources rather evenly 
in their 18 ha urban territories. Since the 
vegetation was usually maintained, hence 
sustainable over a blackshirt’s lifetime, 
crows found certain parts of a city well 
suited to their contemporary lifestyle W119.

Feeding

A Common Grackle feeds on corn and song-
birds and can easily be mistaken for a crow, or 
called a crow
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 Decades earlier, crows wintering in the 
Great Basin of the southwestern USA fed in 
fields and orchards, but were concentrated 
around garbage dumps and livestock feeding 
yards. Other crows, as now, flew into cities 
for an alfresco brunch at diners and the now 
rare drive-in movie R54.
 In spite of their unproclaimed lust for corn, 
crows in central Nevada live amidst desert 
scrub in rangeland, kilometers from row 
crops.

 Mammals as  
 food
As earlier pellet 
composition studies 
have shown small 
mammals – mice, 
voles, and shrews, 
are eagerly eaten by 
larger corvids. A few 
direct observations 
are available. Let 
us begin with white 
laboratory mice below. 
Alive and well, 100 
were set free on an 
open hill. Expecting to 
film hawks in action, 
two eager men waited 
in an Illinois dawn. 
Slowly the white mice 
explored the knoll, 
adjusting to their lateral freedom. Then three 
crows (a family) arrived. Within moments 
they “seized, shook, tossed and nibbled on,” 
the mice, then carried them away in their 
bills. Each dead mouse was stored in grass, 
up to 100 m away. For 127 minutes the triad 
worked silently and systematically, storing 
79 of the 100 mice before a severe February 
storm ended the spectacle G15.
 North of Port Arthur, Ontario, a crow 
rose from the roadside weeds holding a live 
wriggling vole in its feet. The bird bent its 
head often to check on its prey B201. Even 
in the late 1800s, mice were known to be a 
favorite food of the crow.

Crows in captivity evince the greatest 
relish for mice; in fact it is doubtful 
if any other article of food is so 

attractive.
“Even newly caged Crows, which refuse to 

eat other food of any kind while watched, laid 
aside all fear when a mouse was shown them, 
and would crowd up to the bars and even take 
a mouse from my fingers, pecking savagely at 
each other in their eagerness to secure sole 
possession of the coveted tidbit. This experiment 
was repeated many times and with different 
Crows. It seemed impossible to gorge a Crow 
to such an extent that he would refuse a mouse. 
When a single mouse was given to several Crows 
the fortunate one that secured it was compelled 
to swallow it whole in order to prevent the others 

from seizing it, but he 
invariably disgorged 
it later and pulled it to 
pieces. Subsequently 
the hair, teeth and 
some of the bones were 
disgorged as a pellet” 
B39. 
 
 Robert R Scorso in 
Afton, New Jersey, 
investigated the 
stomachs (gizzards) 
of 4 older nestling 
crows in one nest 
on 30 April 1892. All 
contained bones of 
mice, along with an 
assortment of grain, 
weed seeds, insects, 
worms and barnyard 

refuse. From another nest, two nestlings 
1-day-old had only white grubs in their 
gizzards. Five nestlings about 6 days old, 
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American Crows with their strong bills easily rip 
into plastic garbage bags to feed on our leftovers

Laboratory white mice, Los Angeles, CA
25 February 2003, by Aaron Logan wiki
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held earthworms, beetles and one piece of 
corn in their gizzards B225.
 In an email on 4 May 2009, Kevin 
McGowan at Ithaca, NY mentioned crows 
eating dozens of Short-tailed Shrews, 
Blarina brevicauda  right, and small snakes. 
He felt predation on birds’ 
nests was rare.
 An American Crow 
captured a flying Little Brown 
Bat, Myotis lucifugus, in 
Minnesota. After the bat was 
knocked to the ground, it was 
picked up and eaten in a tree 
H91. This was another instance 
of the crow’s fondness for 
small mammals.
 In the vernal months, food 
studies on the American Crow 
sometimes revealed Cottontail 
Rabbits in their diet. There 
were several cases of crow 
predation on poorly concealed 
rabbits’ nests in the spring. 
The squealing of young rabbits in their nest 
probably helps to attract predators. Even 
with a parent about, the loss of offspring 
was inevitable when 1–3 crows were hunting 
K76. And yet, another study of 91 Cottontail 
nests in Pennsylvania revealed no avian 
predators B108. During the winter Mr GE 
Stilwell, a hunter in Kansas, watched five 
crows take on a rabbit in a contest lasting 30 
minutes. The crows exhibited fine teamwork 
by repeatedly forcing the rabbit out from 
under its stone hiding place, and eventually 
pecking it to death B39. On 8 April 2004, 
at about 5 PM in Springfield, Missouri, an 
American Crow began killing and caching 
10 cm long Cottontail Rabbit kits. The lone 
crow removed all five kits from a grassy 
nest and cached them individually within, 
and out of the observer’s sight. Some of 
the kits were removed and recached in a 
different spot and some were eaten by the 
morning of the next day S68. A photographer 
in Winnipeg told me crows near his home 
watched house cats locate rabbit nests. 
Once the cats had left, the crows stepped in 
and flew off with the remaining kits in their 
bills. Humans helping crows.
 An American Crow captured an adult 
Eastern Chipmunk (about 100 grams) page 
286. Holding the chipmunk in its bill, the crow 

shook the small mammal by its neck until it 
died. Flying to a tree, the crow devoured the 
chipmunk in 7 minutes N34.
 In South Carolina, rodent carcasses 
(n 300) were randomly placed in two 
types of unmanaged forest types. Mice 

weighed about 20 g and rats about 230 
grams. Placement points were only used 
once from December through November. 
Still photographs recorded the visits of 
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Cottontail Rabbit in an urban setting

Short-tailed Shrew, Blarina brevicauda ,  has a total length 
of 11–14 cm, of which 2–3 cm is tail. It weighs 15–30 grams 
and is one of many small mammals eaten by American Crows. 
Photograph © by Gilles Gonthier. 2006, Rivière-du-Loup, Quebec, 
with permission
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vertebrates to the carcasses. In warm 
weather trials, arthropods (insects, etc) and 
bacteria decomposed the mice and rats not 
removed by vertebrates. A mouse carcass 
would decompose in one day. Overall, 35% 
of the 300 carcasses were removed by 
vertebrate scavengers. In warm weather, 
vertebrates removed only 19% of the 
small mammals. American Crows had their 
portraits taken 3 times and always with a 
rat. Raccoons (30%) and Virginia Opossum 
(28%) were the main scroungers at the 
carcasses. Scavengers removed 45 mice and 
59 rats within a mean of 2.6 (0.9–3.1) days 
depending on temperature D42.
 In Kansas, American Crows and Red-
tailed Hawks arrived once dead rabbits or 
other mammals were placed 28 times over 
several years during the winter along gravel 
roads in an agricultural landscape. Crows 
took 20–40 minutes to locate a carcass and 
the hawks arrived a little later. A large flock 
of crows (20–100+) won 12 confrontations 
with a hawk and lost none. A group of 4–6 

crows lost 4 confrontations and won one. 
The hawks usually mantled while feeding on 
a carcass. One crow approached a feeding 
hawk from behind and pecked at its tail. 
When a vehicle passed and flushed the 
birds, the crows were the first to return to a 
carcass to feed, usually within 20 seconds. If 
a flying hawk dropped a carcass, the crows 
quickly took over the body L19. 

Crows

Don’t exist
Except negatively
Black holes they are
Reaching occasionally from the other side
For a corpse or a lamb’s eye
Little to ask they say
For our blue black feathers
Splendid frolicking
Sometimes they imitate James cagney or 
Edward g robinson
But that’s just melodrama
Stage play

A juvenile American Crow explores a possible food source in mid-July in a parking lot

Feeding
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They’ll twist your nose if you come too close 
Then pop they are gone
Leaving a crow’s version of a Cheshire smile

 – David Scott  2010

Which scavengers fed at White-tailed Deer 
carcasses and gut piles in Dane and Iowa 
Counties in south-central Wisconsin? 
Perhaps the transmission of Chronic 
Wasting Disease (CWD) from dead deer to 
scavengers might occur. Fourteen mammals 
and 14 birds were photographed at dead 
deer. American Crows, raccoons and 
opossums were the top 3 scavengers. Others 
were Red-tailed Hawks and Turkey Vultures. 
Domestic dogs and cats also visited the 
deer. A precautionary testing for CWD in 
some of the scavengers might be fruitful J21.
 Reports of crows injuring or killing 
livestock in North America have long existed. 

In Florida, L Kilham told, in vivid detail, 
of attacks by up to five American Crows 
on White-tailed Deer fawns, Odocoileus 
virginianus, in April. As one young fawn 
about 35 cm high and weak on its legs 
came toward him, 5 crows were constantly 
after it. As it ran one crow stayed on its 
back while the other four dove and struck 
it. When the fawn collapsed in the grass, 
the crows landed and pecked the fawn on 
its head, eyes and other parts. The doe 
seemed unconcerned, licking the rear of the 
fawn while the crows pecked at the front. 
In spite of 15 bouts by the attacking crows, 
Kilham, with binoculars and only 3 m away, 
saw no damage to the fawn as it entered a 
swamp. Several days earlier, Kilham’s wife 
saw another fawn use it forelegs to repel the 

crows. A young Raccoon, Procyon lotor, 
under attack, was saved by its mother. 
 A small suckling feral pig was also 
attacked by crows. As the piglet ran, a crow 
rode it for about 20 meters. The crow used 
its open wings for balance, while it pecked 
at the piglet’s head. Although crows did 
not kill the animals, the birds were actively 
pursuing them, as if testing for a weak one.
 At two other feral pigs that were 
young and dying, Black Vultures stood 
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Eastern Chipmunks (60–120 g) are rarely 
eaten by crows, High Park, Toronto, Ontario  
© Paul B Toman, with permission

White-tailed Deer fawn by Veledan wiki
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nearby waiting for the end. When Kilham 
approached, the vultures moved away and 
the crows began to peck aggressively at the 
mammal, opening small holes from which 
they fed. The pigs soon died. The attacks 
by the crows did not seem to be related to 
the stage of their nesting cycle; they were 
simply hungry. K55.
 In an earlier narrative, Kilham and his 
wife saw crows in Florida interact with feral 
hogs in a more gentle manner. The adult and 
young pigs, while resting on their sides in a 
field, were cleaned by 1–3 crows. The pigs 
remained in a relaxed position and appeared 
to invite the crows to work on them. Hog 
lice, by their very abundance on all feral 
hogs in the area, were probably the items 
removed by the birds. Range cattle were 
also deloused by crows, the longest feeding 
time lasting 20 minutes. The mammals did 
not allow crows to feed about their heads. 
After mid-March, the abundance of insects 
in pastures lured crows from livestock K45.
 Near Boulder, Colorado, Black-billed 
Magpies (48 cm long) landed on Mule Deer. 
They fed on the deer’s ectoparasites. In 
the summer magpies may also take insects 
flying close to the deer M33.
 Online is a 7-minute video of a crow 
feeding a kitten and becoming its friend, 
playmate, and guardian. The video has 
garnered millions of visits. GOOGLE – Crow 
and Kitten are Friends (13 M views) of visit 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JiJzqXxgxo

 In Gettysburg Park, Pennsylvania, a suite 
of 4 scavengers were attracted to the soft 
tissue of White-tailed Deer carcasses during 
two winters. Scavengers were observed for 
36, three-hour periods by researchers about 
75 m from the bait. Three habitats were 
compared – woodland, open, and edge. For 
all sampling periods, at least one species 
showed up 97% of the time; strong wind 
kept them away for one sampling period. 
The frequency of occurrence of each species 
was –

1) Turkey Vultures  72%
2) Blue Jays  61%
3) American Crows  58%
4) Black Vultures  25%

American Crows were most common in the 
open and edge habitats and least common 
in the wooded habitat. With Black Vultures 
at the bait, crows were alone 67% (n 150) 
of the time. During bad weather in one 
sampling period, American Crows ate the 
remains of deer separately with each of the 
two vulture species.
 Although Blue Jays were often the first 
to arrive at the bait, they took longer to 
start eating compared to crows and Black 
Vultures. American Crows were the first to 
eat bait during 50% of the sampling periods 
in which eating was observed. Frequency 
of eating and calling by crows varied 
among the habitat types. They were quite 
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gregarious and the most vocal. Crows were 
in groups of at least three birds, [a family] 
and sometimes larger groups. Often one or 
two R107 called from within 5 m of the bait 
until other crows arrived. Then they began to 
feast R107.
 In Illinois over the winter, a lone, tagged 
Golden Eagle often fed on carrion. Its only 
competitor was the American Crow. Crows 
always left the carrion when the eagle 
approached it A61.

 Birds
In the first decade of the 1900s, Mrs Irene 
Wheelock listed a cross-section of food 
eaten by crows in California. She ended by 
writing “The fact that all feathered creatures 
are arrayed against him is proof to me 
that, from the bird-lover’s standpoint, he 
does more harm than good.” She presents 
herself as a bird-lover W68. Is the crow not a 
songbird?
 At the zenith of the slaughter of crows by 
hunters, governments, and conservationists 
in the 1920s, this article appeared in The 

Auk, a journal of ornithology P3 –
There is much disagreement among ‘experts’ 
as to methods of protecting wildlife, some 
preaching extermination of so called pests, 
others opposing such a violent upset of Nature’s 
balance. Personally we hold the latter view and 
would advocate the killing of individual birds 
of a species when damaging crops or wild 
fowl, but not the extermination of the species. 
The latter may involve factors that we know 
nothing whatever about at the moment and once 
accomplished can never be rectified.
 In this connection we call attention to the 
curiously involved case of the Crow, against 
which widespread propaganda are now being 
carried on in the daily papers and some 
sportsmen’s journals. A recent issue of the 
‘Game and Fish Conservationist’ throws much 
light on this subject. We read here an illustrated 
account giving the experiences of Dr. B. H. 
Warren with Crows on the Virginia coast islands 
where by the aid of photographs great quantities 
of Gull and Mudhen eggs are shown under trees 
where Crows nest. We know that thousands of 
these eggs are washed out on the meadows 

American Crow  Juvenile feeding on ripe fruit of Red-osier Dogwood in Winnipeg. Two white, 
1-stoned drupes, 5 mm wide are in the tip of its bill; a cluster of white fruit is nearby (pink arrow) 
25 August 2011
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by high tides but to what extent these eggs 
furnished the Crows supply we have no data. The 
interesting fact however is that while this article 
(widely circulated) is an attack on the Crow, 
the bird that did this damage is quite another 
species, the Fish Crow, an important detail 
which is not referred to! Furthermore a prefatory 
note states that a leading gun-powder company 
financed Dr Warren’s trip, and that the sales 
manager of the company states that Crows are 
increasing of late years.
 Most ornithologists will differ on this latter 
statement while the publications of the US 
Department of Agriculture (Biological Survey) 
show that the Common Crow does about as 
much good as harm. By all means let the farmer 
kill Crows when damaging crops but do not let us 
exterminate an extremely interesting species of 
bird on the advice of ammunition manufacturers.

American Crows have adapted to cities 
throughout North America for nesting and 
roosting in large numbers over the winter. 
Over the summer, Common Nighthawks nest 
on flat gravel roofs. Using artificial nests 
[always a problematic method], the predation 
on them was entirely by crows. Predation 
was higher in the city than in the country. 
Also, urban predation was lower on rooftops 
covered with large pebbles compared to a 
pea-sized gravel L25. 

 Predation on nesting colonies
At a heronry in Florida human intrusion was 
outlined by Mr Foster’s narrative the essential 
teamwork between man and crows B39.

In the years 1874 and 1875 a party of us made 

two round trips to Lake Okeechobee, Florida, 
by way of the Kissimmee River. We also took 
a third hunt as far as Fort Kissimmee. In these 
voyages it was very interesting to observe the 
habits of the Crow. All the herons and water 
turkeys (darters and snakebirds) had built in the 
hummock adjoining the water. Whenever our 
boat, the Forest and Stream, suddenly rounded 
a point there was a great stir in the rookeries 
and a lively time for the Crows. The latter birds 
seemed to know our movements, for they were 
ever on the alert at every disturbance, and began 
actively to plunder the nests, robbing them of 
both eggs and young birds. When we came to a 
rookery of plume birds our guns created great 
confusion among the herons; but the Crows 
seemed to take in the situation, and apparently 
understood our intention, for they paid no 
attention to the noise of our guns, but plied their 
work of destruction upon the eggs and young 
as mercilessly as did we upon the old birds. As 
long as we continued shooting they made havoc 
among the nests.

N aturalists and sportsmen 
complained that a general feeding 
survey based on gizzard analysis 
did not expose the amount of birds’ 

eggs consumed by crows. They pointed out 
that yolk and albumen were quickly digested 
and undetected in gizzard contents. And 
they were right.
 American Crows were along the California 
coast where Least Terns bred in colonies 
M61. In the mid-1980s, Red Foxes and 
American Crows became the two main 
predators of the Least Tern colonies 
(California Least Tern Recovery Team, 

unpublished data online). 
Earlier, researchers used radio 
transmitters on Least Terns to 
track their feeding patterns. The 
terns proved to be an unsuitable 
species for this type of tagging 
M60. Along the way, American 
Crows, American Kestrels, feral 
cats and a Peregrine Falcon, all 
added to the destruction of tern 
nests. 
 In Venice Beach, California, 
a colony of Least Terns nested 
on the beach. The density and 
movements of crows in the 
surrounding area were studied 
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Crows in July exploring debris in an eavestrough in Winnipeg. 
Bird on left is a juvenile with a bit of pink at the base of its bill
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for 2 months before the terns arrived in 
mid-April to begin nesting. American Crows 
were the main predator. Positions of crows 
and food subsidies were plotted on a map 
divided according to different land use 
patterns. Crows were sighted most often in 
developed parks where the highest amount 
of discarded human food existed. And crows 
were at the parks more often on weekends, 
as were messy people. However, the crows 
made good use of all the various habitats 
around the tern colony. This would make it 
difficult to control the crows based solely 
on landscape management. The grassy 
areas in the parks also provided natural 
food (insects, worms, spiders) for the 
crows. Trees in the parks provided cover. 
The parks were close to the beach where 
the terns nested. “The crows are well aware 
that more humans indicated more feeding 
opportunities. Where there are people, there 
will be crows” A62.
 Dealing with the above colony of nesting 
Least Terns, when about 100 active tern 
nests were present at Venice Beach, 
volunteers walked through the colony 
searching for nests with eggs. A wooden 
tongue depressor was placed 50 cm north 
of a nest and a GPS reading was taken. 
In my opinion all this disturbance at the 
tern’s colony by humans checking their 
nests alerted the watchful, intelligent crows. 
The terns were in the air screaming at the 
volunteers near their nests. After stropping 

their bills, the crows took advantage of the 
situation to eat the eggs and young of the 
terns. The crows, aided by the researchers, 
kept the terns from fledging young in 7 years 
during the period 1999–2010. Some people 
doing nesting studies still don’t get it. They 
are the problem, not the crows. 
 At a colony of Least Terns on ocean beach 
in West Haven, Connecticut, most of the 
predation came from Black-crowned Night-
herons photo page 291 and American Crows. 
Predation varied over the 2-year study. 
Overall 26% of 545 nesting attempts failed in 
1987 and 62% of 606 attempts in 1988. The 

Night-herons arrived 
at night and landed in 
the central part of the 
colony. They were not 
mobbed by the sleepy 
terns as they took 
chicks and eggs. They 
accounted for 33% and 
74% of nest failures. 
In daylight, American 
Crows landed at the 
edge of the colony and 
took eggs. They were 
mobbed by the Least 
Terns. This may have 
limited the crows’ rate 
of predation, which 
amounted to 5% and 
11% of nest failures, 
respectively. Humans 
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Ring-billed Gulls and American Crows remove dropped food, dead birds 
and mammals, road kills, and our leftovers across this vast continent

California Least Tern  20 July 2004. 
US Fish & Wildlife Service Digital Library System   
Photo by Ryan Hagerty wiki
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caused 8% and 0% of the nest failures. Nest 
abandonment was 32% and 7% for the two 
years B206.
 In addition to work at the two large 
colonies of Least Terns above, 7 smaller 
colonies with 2–230 nests were also studied. 
Adding the two largest colonies in with the 
seven, and over both years, 52% of all tern 
nests failed. Black-crowned Night-herons 
took 43% of the nests; small mammals 
(mainly the domestic cat, Felis domestica, 
16%; American Crows 5%, humans and high 
tides less than 3% of the nests B207.
 Along the sandy shores of the Pacific 
Ocean, Carolee Caffrey studied the nesting 
behavior of Least Terns in California. In 
1993 there were 2,792 breeding pair in the 
state. Kestrels, crows, rats, ravens and a 
Peregrine Falcon were the main predators. 
People, Homo sapiens, also contributed to 
nest losses, and people, not crows, stole 
equipment from the researcher’s vehicle. 
Where crows became a problem, the 
placement of a few crow carcasses at the 
nesting colony kept living crows away C10. 
 American and Fish Crows were considered 
predators of Black-crowned Night-Herons’ 
eggs in southern New Jersey. Crows stole 
eggs only when the herons were off their 
nests, even momentarily B220. In North 
Carolina, an estimated six pair of nesting 
Fish Crows accounted for 32–44% of the 
egg losses (1983–’84) from a colony of White 
Ibis with about 3,700 nests. In spite of this, 
it was felt the level of predation could be 
sustained by the Ibis population S70. 
 There were breeding colonies of White 
Ibises along coastal South Carolina. When 

dry weather in the spring of 1985 greatly 
reduced the number of active nests, Fish 
Crows preyed upon the many abandoned 
nestlings at Drum Island. The Fish Crow 
population was quite high, “apparently as 
a result of the recent establishment of a 
nearby garbage dump.” Again, changes 
in the landscape by people altered the 
concentration of some birds to the detriment 
of other birds B112.
 Shortly after I began working as a 
waterfowl biologist at Luther Marsh in 
southern Ontario, I was told a story by a 
long-time worker at the marsh. One summery 
day a group of birders arrived at the marsh 
to view a colony of nesting herons. They 
paddled their canoes as close as possible, 
perhaps to get one great picture of large 
young in the nest. The next day, most of the 
young herons were dead in the water below 
their nests. The herons never nested in that 
location again. Birders were not allowed 
near any heronries at the marsh after that 
memorable event. 
 Heronries continue to give some of their 
avian resources over to the dark side. In 
Waller County, Texas, 1,500 nests belonged 
to Little Blue Herons, and 3,000 nests to 
Snowy Egrets. The birds were concentrated 
into an area of less than half a hectare. 
Before the egg-laying period was completed, 
crows discovered the food and by 17 April 
every nest with eggs was destroyed. The 
same year, Black-crowned and Yellow-
crowned Night-Herons also nested in a 
large colony, but their nests were less 
concentrated. Although the night-herons 
began nesting shortly before the Little Blue 
Herons and Snowy Egrets, they suffered far 
fewer egg losses. About 40 crows lived in 
the area. Perhaps the spacing of the nests 
had more to do with their survival when 
under attack by the crows B18.
 A pair of American Crows knocked a low 
flying Cattle Egret to the ground in late 
December in Okeechobee County, Florida. 
The flying egret was knocked to the ground 
four more times in several minutes before 
it took refuge in a Washingtonian palm, 
Washingtonia sp. Unable to continue their 
attack, the crows left and the egret flew off 5 
minutes later, apparently unharmed L2.
 In 1969 Texas, a lattice of breeding birds 
consisted of 181 pairs of Little Blue Herons, 
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10 of Anhingas, 6 of Green Herons, and 
3 pairs of Common Egrets. Crows were 
observed harvesting the herons’ eggs. No 
eggs survived the first nesting attempt, 
or the second nesting attempt. All nests’ 
contents were disturbed and tagged by two 
field workers. Crows were noticed in the 
vicinity and several times crows were seen 
robbing nests of eggs as the biologists went 
about their work. Crows were thought to be 
the major predator, although raccoon, mink 
and the Texas Rat Snake, Elaphe obsoleta, 
also ate some of the eggs. The two field 
biologist summed up their summer at the 
heronry with this remarkable statement. “No 
explanation for the total nest destruction is 
available although increased human activity 
may have been partially responsible” T21.   
Really?
 The birdlife changed over a span of 60 
years at Fort Sisseton in the north-eastern 
corner of South Dakota. The crow was 
rare in 1878, but by the 1930s it was a 
common migrant, but not a common nester. 
However, a pair of breeding crows on Rush 
Lake fed their young from nest contents of 
the Black-crowned Night-Herons. In June 
1931, the adult crows and their two juvenile 
offspring were shot to eliminate the family’s 
murderous ways Y20. How wonderful for the 
herons.
 Five species of herons nested on an island 
at Vero Beach, Indian River County, Florida. 
A total of 279 nests were tagged and the 
growing nestlings followed to about day 
10, when they left their nests. A mirror on 
a pole was used to check the contents of 
each nest. Brown Pelicans nested among the 
herons’ nests. When pelicans landed, they 
sometimes dislodged eggs or nestlings from 
the herons’ nests. About 50 Fish Crows used 
the island for feeding, roosting and nesting. 
Crows were seen pecking eggs and flying off 
with nestlings. An estimated 75% of the egg 
and nestling losses by the herons was due 
mainly to the pelicans and some to the Fish 
Crows M68.
 The nesting Ring-billed and Herring Gulls 
took a terrible beating from American Crows 
along the islands in Georgian Bay, Ontario. 
Ravens, a Red Fox, and lack of food may 
have also contributed to a total reproductive 
failure of some of the colonies, unlike 
previous studies at the same location. The 

purpose of the field work was to assess the 
breeding habits of the gulls. As usual, the 
biologists visited each of the 4 colonies 4 
times in May and June. Counts of nests and 
their contents were made. Breeding success 
was established by counting the number 
of 3-week-old nestlings on the islands. 
Egg theft by crows was watched by the 
researchers 400 m from the gull colonies 
E60. Here again, I suggest the biologists 
walking around the breeding colonies and 
standing in them greatly disturbed the gulls. 
People were largely to blame for some of 
the predation by the troupe of wild food-
gatherers in the area. Corvids and other 
animals are opportunistic. Where humans 
walk they follow, and pick up the pieces we 
leave behind.
 Back in the 1920s along Lake Michigan, 
the banding of Herring Gulls and terns was 
common. On Hat Island, a party lead by 
Mr McCrea banded about 170 young gulls. 
Returning to the island a few days later, 
several unbanded young and several dead 
banded young “had evidently been killed 
by a small colony of crows, residing on the 
island. This so incensed Mr McCrea that he 
later employed a professional crow hunter 
to exterminate them on that island.”Again, 
all his activity of banding, including many 
soaked young gulls that temporarily took 
to the water as an escape route from him 
and his crew, caused the avian parents to 
call excessively. This prolonged banding 
operation alerted the local crows to an 
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easy meal, once the invasive and clueless 
ornithologists left for the day L88. 
 Along the eastern shore of Lake Michigan, 
nesting colonies of Herring Gulls were 
banded and studied on several small 
islands in Green Bay. From a researcher’s 
experience, “On approaching a breeding 
colony of gulls a wild panic begins which 
does not cease so long as the intruder 
appears to be in the immediate vicinity” 
S180. [Does anyone think a crow would not 

notice and investigate such a noisy melee?] 
Field workers, by their intrusions into nesting 
colonies of birds, are to blame for crow 
predation. 

A few young gulls were kept in cages 
S180. When they were in their second 

year, a juvenile flying American Crow was 
placed in with the three Herring Gulls. The 
gulls advanced with threatening actions 
and even pecked the crow on the head. The 
young crow maintained an air of unconcern 
giving little attention to the gulls who ceased 
troubling it after a few moments. The crow 
became at least their equal in bluffing, and 
I have recently seen it drive the gulls away 

from the food dish without a battle. The 
extent to which the gulls submit to the crow, 
however, seems to vary inversely with their 
hunger.
 At the western tip of Long Island, New 
York, where Fish and American Crows 
shared the earth, Fish Crows nested closer 
to, or within waterbird colonies since they 
were coastal specialists and often fed on 
eggs and young waterbirds. American Crows 
specialized in human habitations, with 

garbage and lawn their main 
feeding sites L26.
 Black-crowned Night-
Herons nest in Maine. Of 
125 heron nests, 27 (22%) 
were destroyed by crows 
and in 1940 crows made 
nesting by eider ducks and 
Herring Gulls difficult on 
Kent Island in the Bay of 
Fundy. Eggs and nestlings 
were destroyed. In one case 
a startled crow carried off an 
eider duckling in its claws 
to a feeding spot among 
spruce trees G77.
 Breeding birds were 
enveloped in the Cap 
Des Rosiers, along the 
north coast of the Gaspé 
Peninsula, Québec. Among 
the breeding colonies of 
seabirds, crows and ravens 
put in brief appearances. 
“No intolerance was noted 
between these intruders 
[corvids et al] and the 

resident population” M27.
 Savannah Sparrows nested on Kent 
Island, New Brunswick in the 1990s. They 
nested among breeding Herring Gulls, for 
the mobbing protection the gulls provided 
against the occasional crow. The sparrows 
apparently felt crows were a greater threat 
to their nesting success than were the 
gulls they associated with. The researchers 
explained the predacious American Crows 
were “scarce but highly effective.” In the 
end, the sparrows’ eggs and fledglings 
survived as well as those of sparrows that 
did not nest among the gulls for protection 
W69. Perhaps crows were not the real enemy.
 A slow digest indicated predators of 
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nests in the city 
and country were 
common and involved 
several species. 
Some suggested the 
rates of predation 
were generally 
independent of the 
abundance of crows, 
when several other 
predators existed. 
Since other predators 
usually exist where 
we walk, targeting 
any one species, 
even the crow, has 
little value in saving 
a ‘preferred’ species 
M50. 

 Predation on
 common birds 
The Olympic 
Peninsula in 
Washington state 
was the theatre for 
a 4-year study from 1995–’98. Surveys and 
experiments were established on 49 plots in 
12 landscape categories. A solid relationship 
between predation of 905 artificial 

nests of Marbled 
Murrelets and 
corvid abundance 
was their goal. The 
Gray Jay, Steller’s 
Jay, American Crow 
and the Common 
Raven were the 
players. Corvid 
abundance was 
sampled using point-
counts, transects, 
and broadcast 
attraction calls. It 
took 15 days for 
eggs to be predated 
and 81% were by 
avian predators. 
Nestlings lasted for 
13 days and 87% 
were predated by 
mammals. Between 
06:00 and 07:00 AM 
was the best time 
to detect American 
Crows. For all four 

corvids, the correlation between abundance 
and predation was weak at the plot-level, but 
much closer for the 12 landscape categories. 
Attraction calls provided the best measure of 
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The arrival of winter’s ice and snow makes 
food harder to come by, especially when one 
lives on the street like an American Crow

Two American Crows wear patagial tags and colored leg bands that identify each bird in behavioral 
studies. The radio antenna locate crows day or night. Copied from the web, photographer and place 
unknown; possible from the Ithaca, NY area where research has been going on for decades
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corvid abundance at the landscape level. It 
was difficult for researchers to compare their 
study to previous ones due to differences in 
methodology. They suggested their point-
counts worked best in the dense forests of 
the Pacific Northwest. At the 905 artificial 
nests containing eggs and nestlings, the 
numbers of corvids leaving signs were L83 –

1) Nests with eggs – Crows / Ravens 6%
2) Nests with nestlings – Crows / Ravens 2%

Regardless of experimental findings, rarely 
is remedial action taken against crows or 
corvids these days, especially in towns and 
cities. 
 In Washington state 54 American Crows 
were radio-tagged each year from 1995–
2000. With over 1,500 hours of observation 
per year during the 5-year study in the 
Olympic Peninsula, two songbird nests 
were predated by the tagged crows. Within 
Seattle, 14 radio-tagged American Crows 
were watched for over 800 hours per year 
for two years. No nest predation by these 
tagged crows was observed. Several times 
songbirds were observed mobbing crows, 
but no predation was involved M50. A casual 
observer may report this mobbing as an 
instance of predation on a songbird’s nest. 
In the late spring, when many bird species 
were in their nesting 
mode, a crow flying 
anywhere near them 
(redwings, kingbirds, 
etc) would be mobbed 
until it left the songbird’s 
territory. The average 
bird watcher lives in 
a home, works in an 
office, and drives a car, 
all of which kill or maim 
dozens of birds each 
year. When you add all 
the other bird kills from 
vehicles delivering goods 
that a birder uses in her 
lifetime, the total bird 
kill easily surpasses that 
from a pair of crows 
nesting in an elm tree in 
her front yard. Let’s give 
the American Crow more 
credit and praise, instead 

of our ongoing strident abuse based on myth 
and misinformation. We are the top predator.
 From 1998–2004 in the Seattle, 
Washington metropolitan area, John Marzluff 
looked at the relationships of nesting 
song-birds and their daytime predators in 
various spacial scales from 1 km2, to forest 
remnants of 0.5–70 ha, to 50 m radius plots. 
Steller’s Jay was the greatest predator. In 
all habitats combined, 52% of songbirds’ 
nests were successful, and 49% of their 
territories were successful. It was felt some 
nest predators may have influenced the 
fine-scale choice of habitat type used for 
nesting by some songbirds, but it was not 
an overall controlling force. Conversely, do 
predators choose nest sites in territories that 
have or may have an abundance of songbird 
nests? Bear in mind American Crows are 
early nesters compared to many songbirds. 
In general, “predator loads were similar at 
territories that fledged and did not fledge 
young” M56.
 As is usual for a partial study like this one 
and many others, all the relationships could 
not be taken into account, ie. nocturnal 
predators were not studied, weather was 
not mentioned. Any habitat is too complex 
for our simple methods of study. And it is 
common knowledge the effect of a human’s 
presence when studying relationships of 

plants and animals is 
rarely given. We cannot 
provide the results of 
a control study (no 
study) for comparison. 
Everywhere we go we 
are an unproclaimed 
disturbance.
 In farm / forest edges 
and forest interiors at 
five locations in eastern 
Pennsylvania, predators 
were photographed at 
nests of passerines. 
The main predators 
were Raccoons, female 
Baltimore Orioles, 
Southern Flying Squirrels, 
Gray Squirrels, Eastern 
Chipmunks and Gray 
Catbirds. Egg loss was 
higher along the edges 
than at the interior of 
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fragmented forests Z10.

D uring my two-year study of 47 
nests of crows in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, I never heard or 
witnessed crows destroying 
another nest of a bird, nor any 

bird disturbing a crow’s nest R528. In Guelph, 
Ontario one July, first I heard the cries of 
robins. Investigating, I watched crows with 
young remove and eat the three nestlings 
from an American Robin’s nest and eat them. 
In 15 minutes the crows were finished and 
moved on. Robins will renest, and raise 
more robins, assuming other predators don’t 
strike. During their decades of field studies 
on crows in the United States Carolee 

Caffrey and Kevin McGowan at various times 
indicated they have seen very few instances 
of American Crows robbing nests of other 
birds (personal communication).
 In Milwaukee, Wisconsin a crow flew past 
a car on 10 June 1990. After a deliberate 
flight, the American Crow landed in a tree, 
poked its head into a knot hole and with its 
bill pulled out an adult European Starling (85 
grams). It shook the starling, and with the 
bird wildly flapping, the crow flew about 70 
m to a wooded fenceline S56.
 There were two instances of American 
Crows killing and eating Black-capped 
Chickadees from a bird feeder in a backyard. 
This was on 27 and 28 December 1995 in 
suburban Dane County, Wisconsin. A crow 
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American Crows with food on a silty river bank; juvenile on left

Gulls are the most common avian competitor of the American Crow. Ring-bills use artificial perching 
sites in the city and eat many of the same natural and discarded foods as crows
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carried a chickadee in its bill to a nearby 
White Ash tree where it consumed the prey. 
The head was swallowed in one motion 
and the rest of the bird took four additional 
motions. The next day the scenario was 
repeated. Thereafter, this predation was not 
observed again and chickadees continued 
to visit the feeder. It was thought these were 
chance encounters rather than a learned 
behavior for the crow W30.
 On a June day in Maine, a Brown-headed 
Cowbird just out of a nest was met by an 
American Crow. When the crow alighted near 
the fledgling, the cowbird hopped towards 
it begging for food (an adaptive measure for 

this species). Initially the crow retreated, 
then, sensing an easy meal, killed the 
cowbird and flew away with it F24.
 Late one March afternoon in Guelph, 
Ontario, large snowflakes were falling. 
Some newly arrived Killdeer were huddled 
on turned soil in a field. A pair of crows 
were feeding nearby in a weedy field. Then 
I noticed one crow flying low and carrying 
something rather large. As my binoculars 
came into focus, that something turned into 
a Killdeer being carried by its head. Crows 
do fight over fresh meat. The bird with the 
Killdeer had to keep moving to stay ahead 
of its mate. It landed and pulled out several 
bill-fulls of feathers, then picked up the 
carcass in its bill and flew on. I too joined 
the chase and managed to separate the 
crow from the Killdeer, which by then was 
decapitated. The body was still warm and 
limp. Though I did not view the kill, it was 

probably the crow, masked by the falling 
snow, managed to make fatal contact with 
the plover.
 American Crows stooped at American 
Robins and Killdeer in southern Florida 
K51. Near Ernfold, Saskatchewan on 
1 September, one of a pair of crows 
approached a small flock of swallows 
perched on a telephone pole and wires. The 
actual hit was not observed, but one swallow 
struggled as it was held by one foot of a 
crow perched on the crossbar H52.
 Crows express a certain aptitude for 
negotiating the capture of smaller flying 
birds. For example, a Northwestern Crow 
[AMCR] caught a flying juvenile European 
Starling. Both times the crow used its feet 
and both times the starling escaped within 
seconds following contact J6. Another 
starling was less fortunate. This time a 
Carrion Crow pursued a starling and after 
about 45 m of dedicated flying caught it “in 
a flash.” Clutching the starling in its toes, 
the crow vanished behind June greenery 
W28. One day a Carrion Crow pounded a 
lapwing out of the air with three separate 
pecks. The lapwing died that same day in 
the hands of Tinbergen, who watched the 
episode T56. Crows used their feet to carry 
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While I’m watching the antics of juvenile crows, 
a pollinator and Cottony Burdock perform their 
ancient ritual, 24 July 2011, Winnipeg, MB

This Killdeer was caught and decapitated by an 
American Crow. Later it was transformed into a 
crow
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two robin nestlings C59. An American Crow 
attacked a European Starling in flight C163, 
and another crow captured a House Sparrow 
in flight P108.

 Road kills
Road-killed animals are eagerly sought 
by American Crows. Over the winter, they 
frequently fly along roads looking for fresh 
carrion. With woodchucks hibernating and 
many birds residing south of Ontario, crushed 
skunks, rabbits, cats, dogs and squirrels are 
available for dinner. C Crook, after extensive 
winter travel in the eastern United States 
in the early 1930s, felt the high number of 
road-kills could effect the winter distribution 
of the crow C155. In the province of Nova 
Scotia, in the early 2000s, with about 950,000 
people and 23,000 km of public roads, a 
5-year province-wide road-kill survey on 
large mammals and 20 months on smaller 
mammals took place along a 160-km route 
near Halifax. For small mammals only 392 of 
16 species were recorded. The top five were: 

Raccoon, Procyon lotor 28% 
Porcupine, Erethizon dorsatum 27
Striped Skunk, Mephitis mephitis 18 
Snowshoe Hare, Lepis americanus 5.5 
Domestic Cat, Felis domesticus 5% 

The type of highway, time of year, weather 
and cover bordering the roads all influence 
the amount and types of animal slaughtered 
by humans behind the “wheel”. The estimated 
annual mortality was 20,000 small mammals 
on two types of highways F85. 
 Over a short route I drove north of Guelph 
each month, I counted 22 fresh road-kills 
along 1,260 km in three years (1 kill every 
57 km. When driving through the southern 
Ontario landscape, one can expect a sighting 
of a fresh road-kill each hour. The largest bird 
I have seen struck by a vehicle was a Great 
Blue Heron. 
 Which animals make up this dead menag-
erie? In the early 1980s I noted 100 road kills. 
In decreasing order the cadaverous list of 12 
species was:

Skunk  30%  Small bird  4
Wild rabbit  17 Porcupine  4 
Woodchuck  15 Chicken  2
Raccoon  12  Dog  2

Cat  6   Muskrat  2
Squirrel  5  Crow*  1%

* The crow was a juvenile as are most road-
killed crows in summer. 

In the 1930s, WP Flint recorded road kills 
along a 40 km stretch of paved highway 
#10 between Urbana and Oakwood Illinois. 
The daytime survey ran from 1 May 1930 
to 31 December 1932. A total of 3,381 km 
produced 1,006 dead animals for an average 
of 0.3 animals per kilometer (one road kill 
every 3.4 km). The road was level and passed 
through farmland and averaged about 2 cars 
per minute. Cars traveled from 55–80 kph. 
Most kills happened from April to October 
inclusive. Most bodies are gone in 1–2 days. 
From 37 categories of animals, the top seven 
dead ones (86% of the total) were F48: 

English Sparrow 49%
Gopher 13
Chicken 9
Rabbit 8
Cat 4
Redheaded Woodpecker 2
Robin 1.5% 

From his standpoint these were generally 
undesirable animals and their deaths by au-
tomobiles benefited mankind. No crows were 
recorded as road kills, but they were often 
observed feeding on the dead.

 Waterfowl
The advent of regulated hunting in the 20th 
century was defined by licenses, bag limits, 
wildlife refuges and Conservation Officers. 
It ushered in a complex era of dialogue 
among three energetic animals—man, crows 
and waterfowl. Biologist, those who study 
relationships and events among animals, 
felt crows were partially responsible for 
declining duck nesting populations in the 
prairie pothole country. A crow’s fondness 
for perching atop a bare tree or telephone 
pole gives it a superb view of a hen travelling 
to and from her nest. Preston thought a 
reduction in the number of lookout positions 
could equalize the prey-predator relationship 
and increase the number of waterfowl. The 
prairies, Preston reminisced, were originally 
treeless and more suitable a habitat for 
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nesting ducks but not crows. Men introduced 
agriculture and trees, and the crow/waterfowl 
situation shifted in favor of the crow P100.
 Corporate greed turned the crow into 
a menace. Prior to the 1930s crows were 
merely thought of as a nuisance and not 
worth the price of a shotgun shell. Then on 
29 December 1932 the editors of the popular 
sportsmen’s magazine Field and Stream 
issued a form letter stating

“If you have been following the reports from 
Canada you know that practically everyone 
competent to judge is convinced that the 
greatest destroyer of North American wildfowl 
is the crow. Canadian authorities are emphatic 
in their opinion that our duck shortage of the 
present day is due more to crows than to drought 
and drainage put together.” 

This was quickly followed with numerous 
articles in Field and Stream that claimed the 
crow was evil incarnate, and provided advice 
on how to hunt this heinous bird.

“The sporting magazines and ammunition 
companies needed a target to stimulate slumping 
ammunition sales and the sales of ammunition 
advertisements—resulting from the deteriorating 
waterfowl hunting of the time. Getting a year-
round war declared against crows by sportsman, 
who quickly organized crow hunts and crow-
killing contests, caused sales to boom. Not only 
were ammunition and advertisements sold, but 
also crow decoys, blinds, calls, and guns.” 
Sportsmen were duped back then and are 

still being told crows destroy game birds. And 
some bird watchers today mistakenly blame 
crows for declining songbird populations. 
Hatred for the crow continues on all 
emotional fronts by idiots. L84. 
 For example, on the farm of Francois Adam 
in central Alberta were extensive marshes. 
One Sunday in May he located 22 duck 
nests. A week later all the duck nests were 
destroyed. He saw crow nests in the willows 
surrounding the lake/marsh and “many crows 
busily engaged in every part of the marsh, 
searching for nests that had been overlooked. 
The ducks could not nest successfully with 
crows nearby G77. Since that time, thousands 
of potholes and sloughs have been drained 
by farmers on the prairies to grow grain 
to feed a hungry world. Even crows know 
this is not good for the land and waterfowl. 
So now we have organizations like Ducks 
Unlimited which devote much of their time 
and money restoring wetlands and educating 
the public about their necessity as part of the 
landscape.  
 In 1935 he told us crows destroyed 8% of 
the duck nests in the Prince Albert district 
of central Saskatchewan. In 1937, the figure 
was 9%. It was less than he expected. 
Around one slough, within a radius of 48 m, 
he found nests of one crow, three Mallards, 
and one Northern Harrier (Marsh Hawk). 
All birds nested successfully. He told us 
the decline in ducks in his study area from 
well-known avian predators was greatly 
exaggerated F88.  
 Near Proctor Lake, about 50 km south 
of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, researchers 
once again tackled the crow / waterfowl 
relationship. Simulated duck nests were the 
targets. When plots had an exposed ‘decoy’ 
nest to get a crow’s attention, predation 
became density dependent when there were 
6 duck nests per hectare that were only 
partially concealed. When duck nests were 
well concealed and no ‘decoy’ duck nest 
existed, the crows destroyed very few nests. 
However, if the nesting cover was so light a 
crow could walk in it, nest concealment did 
little to save it. When ideal habitat allows 
ducks to place their nest far apart (not 
clustered) and the cover is thick enough to 
actually hid a nest, and the ducks choose 
to nest in the thick cover, or even under a 
low spreading shrub, crow predation is of 
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Gadwall nest on the prairies. Photographer 
unknown, image supplied by Jim Duncan 
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no concern. The researchers stated “There 
was no evidence that our presence affected 
predation rates” S183.
 In the 1970s avian egg predation was 
studied in natural and artificial duck nests on 
two 5 ha islands in Miquelon Lake, Alberta. 
Large numbers of California and Ring-billed 
Gulls nested on one island and a few crows 
and magpies visited the islands. Six species 
of ducks nested there. With remarkable 
honesty, the researchers concluded that “our 
discovery of a [duck] nest probably became 
the major factor in its potential destruction” 
D84. I agree. When I surveyed over 100 duck 
nests during three years of field work at 
Luther Marsh in southern Ontario, including 
nests on islands, some ducks chose to nest 
in dense clumps of goldenrod (Solidago 
sp) which increased the overhead cover as 
the nesting season progressed. Common 
shrubs like Red-osier Dogwood, Cornus 
ser icea, also provided adequate protection 
from above for a duck nesting near its base. 
Human trampling of vegetation in a path to 
each nest and around each nest as eggs are 

counted, covered and checked several times 
over the course of the season is probably like 
a neon light flashing around each nest for a 
predator flying overhead. Waterfowl biologists 
looking for nests may be the worst friend a 
duck can have. American Crows are watching 
every move we make. Other predators can 
smell us and follow our tracks to a nest.

C rows, when given a chance, will 
eat the eggs and young of many 
birds. The Northwestern Crow 
[AMCR] on Mandarte Island in 

British Columbia is a crow to its core. On 
this small island 730 by 130 m, 25 crow 
nests exist along with nests of other species. 
From the 1980 total of possible first clutch 
cormorant eggs, the crows lifted 1,167 (an 
estimated 22%) for their personal use. As 
well, an average of 77 Glaucous-winged 
Gulls’ eggs each year (1978–’80), but less 
than four Pigeon Guillemot eggs from about 
100 nests were taken, the latter with difficulty 
because guillemot nests in cavities are hard 
to find and enter V10. Crows took eggs of the 
Common Loon, Gavia immer M94. 
 Not all the blame should reside with the 
crow. More cormorant eggs were taken by 
crows on weekends. The reason, of course, 
was that increased human activity on 
Saturdays and Sundays scared cormorants 
off their nests. Moreover, people kept Bald 
Eagles moving about and over the nesting 
cormorant colonies causing further temporary 
nest desertion by the seabirds. When nests 
are unguarded, crows sprang into action. 
During a lone eagle disturbance 17 eggs 
were hustled away by a pair of Northwestern 
Crows and hidden on their territory. Over the 
next two days crows recovered and ate the 
cormorant eggs V10. 
 The American Crow was common in the 
area but of no consequence to Canada 
Geese nesting at Dog Lake, Manitoba K80. 
An examination of 66 adult crow stomachs 
(gizzards) revealed no ducklings, but 7% of 
55 crow nestling stomachs were positive 
for ducklings S125. In the pothole region 
of southwestern Manitoba, two men also 
studied the crow / waterfowl, man-made 
predicament. They placed artificial duck nest 
in upland cover and in cover over water from 
April to July 1986–’87. When duck nests were 
within the territory of breeding pairs and 
close to nests of crows, predation was higher 
than when duck nests were in the outskirts 
of or outside the crows’ home range. Nests 
situated over water were also safer compared 
to land-based nests with cover in the 20–50 
cm height. The authors admitted they “could 
not distinguish predation by other avian 
predators from that of crows” S187.
 Kalmbach, the same fellow who earlier 
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The crow looked right, then left, then up, as it did 
its own quick survey
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reported on the feeding habits of the crow, 
also studied the crow / duck relationship 
of the Canadian Prairie breeding grounds 
(the duck factory) in the dusty mid-1930s. 
He suggested control of the crow on the 
prairies should be very carefully supervised 
to keep from disturbing the nesting ducks 
K10. The negative impact of American Crows 
on nesting ducks in southern Manitoba is 
small. Because crows do not feed or land in 
tall vegetation where ducks tend to build their 
nests, crow-duck encounters are reduced 
S186. Heavy cover in a bird refuge in North 
Dakota gave a 71% success rate for natural 
nest compared to a 45% success in light 
vegetative. He advocated for management 
of vegetative cover to increase duck nesting 
success and limited predator control if 
intensive management is necessary S42.

Why can’t those concerned about crows and 
ducks see the crow as did Ted Hughes when 
he wrote –

Crow spraddled head-down in the beach-
garbage, guzzling a dropped ice-cream. 

   – Ted Hughes 1971

The success rate of artificial and natural duck 
nests in relation to vegetative cover was 
wisely studied on the prairies. Considering all 
vegetative characteristics, plant cover was 
not related to artificial nest success. It was 
important for natural duck nests, especially 
overhead concealment. Placement of artificial 
nests was never as typical as a female duck’s 
choice. Therefore, using nest success values 
of artificial nest to define natural nesting 
success is not accurate G89.

 A study area 46 km2 was established about 
45 km east of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan in 
1990. At two control plots, crows and ducks 
were allowed to nest as usual. In two other 
removal plots, 21 crows were shot and 18 
active nests removed. Ducks nested normally. 
In all 66 duck nests were located and tracked 
on the four plots. Their results indicated no 
difference in duck nesting success between 
the two control plots and the two removal 
plots. Nor was nesting success related to 
crow abundance. Most duck nests (84–
93%) were destroyed by other predators. 

They concluded, “predation by crows has 
little impact compared with predation by 
mammalian species” C82.

 The effect of flagged stake markers versus 
natural markers on nesting success of ducks 
on the Canadian pothole region was tested 
in relation to abundance of American Crows. 
For 1,138 nests flagged versus naturally 
marked, the average daily survival rates were 
10% for flagged and 6% for naturally marked 
locations. American Crow abundance indices 
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A breeding American Crow, far from any 
agricultural display, gathers the next meal in 
an urban landscape for its young in Winnipeg
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were not related to the duck nesting success 
G62.
 If we are looking for a final word on duck 
nesting and predator studies, listen up. When 
flushing a duck off its nest and marking the 
site is the modus operandi of biologists in a 
nesting study, the human presence creates 
conditions which help predators of ducks H21. 
 A new look at this nest–predator 
relationship came from an enlightened 
viewpoint. Reviewing the literature, a number 
of subjective biases associated with the 
field procedure were found. “If species are 
to be identified based on nest remains, 
overlap in species patterns should be rare, 
not frequent as is revealed by the literature.” 
Even photographs of egg destruction by 
supposedly different predators are not easily 
separated visually. An empty nest bowl tells 
us nothing about the culprit responsible. 
Predators may revisit a nest more than once 
or after another predator has done some 
initial damage. Predators have a variety of 
techniques of egg destruction depending 
on age of eggs, etc. Other practices such 
as hair-catchers or cameras may be more 
objective, but they too may lead predators 
to nests. Landscape management may be a 
better, quieter, less intrusive way to go L22. 
 My questionnaire to six Ducks Unlimited 
offices across Canada was quickly answered. 
Their policy in the early 1980s was to 
provide effective dense cover for upland 
nesting waterfowl and let with webfeet take 

care of themselves. Biologist were finally 
managing plants to benefit birds. Crows 
destroy some nests, but waterfowl tend to 
renest quite readily; a few times if necessary. 
Ducks Unlimited has no set policy of actively 
reducing crow populations. Such a program 
would be too costly and when finished the 
crows would rapidly return to the area. The 
Saskatchewan office responder mentioned 
some gulls were more of a problem than 
crows. The DU policy is in close agreement 
with other recent recommendations. Studying 
predation by crows on simulated duck nests 
in Saskatchewan, it was suggested 1) using 
land practices which encourage ducks to 
nest in a more dispersed manner and 2) 
using denser cover such as patches of low 
shrubbery. The improved cover would prevent 
crows from walking through it as they looked 
for nests S183. 
 In the Canadian Prairie Pothole region 
of three provinces, 3,094 marked duck 
nests of several species were located and 
revisited every 7–10 days until hatching. 
Most nests were predated. The average daily 
predation rate was 0.04. In the first part of 
the duck nesting season predation rates 
were positively related to indices of Red Fox, 
Vulpes vulpes, American Crow and Badger, 
Taxidea taxus. During the latter part of the 
duck nesting season, Red Fox and Striped 
Skunk, Mephitis mephitis, were considered 
the main predators. Wet years kept potholes 
filled with water, attracted more nesters of 
other species, enhanced plant growth to hide 
upland duck nests and increased buffer prey 
(mice, other birds, amphibians) J29. 
 From the other side of the coin, we should 
not hesitate to view the duck factory from 
the grain producers’ vantage-point. A field of 
swathed wheat / barley is at duck height. A 
flock of 10,000 Mallards dropping into such 
a field is a thrilling sight to a duck hunter, 
but disheartening to a farmer. The ability of 
Mallards to consume the grain (fruit) can be 
enormous, especially if the harvest is delayed 
by wet conditions. What the ducks don’t eat, 
they trample into the mud. A few less ducks 
from the summer handiwork of American 
Crows and other predators may sit well with 
some prairie farmers. 
 A review was made to estimate nest 
success for five upland duck species in the 
Prairie Pothole region from over 15,000 nest 

Wherever we go, American Crows follow, watch 
and learn from us
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records in 8 habitat classes for five regions. 
Ducks nesting in idle grassland fared the 
best and those choosing cropland were the 
least successful. They felt some control of 
mammalian predators was needed K78.

 Game Birds
Crows on their summer territory have 
many advantages we should not overlook 
or take lightly. They have vision, intimacy, 
and memory, and intuition developed in 
some ways much higher than our own. A 
crow sitting quietly near the top of a tree 
interrogates the world and watches for 
movements of animals on its territory. It 
remembers where birds rise from the uplands 
and where biologists place their nest-marking 
stakes. As you already know, corvids are very 
good at relocating hidden objects. 
 In a Canadian boreal forest artificial 
ground and treed nests with quail eggs were 
placed to test for edge effects and nest 
predation in four zones. American Crows 
were an ‘important’ predator along highway 
and lake ecotones but almost absent along 
logging roads and river ecotones. Overall 
nest predation was not a problem except 
when settlements provide food to attract and 
sustain populations of crows in the absence 
of agricultural activity B145. 

 Striped and Spotted Skunks, Raccoons 
and American Crows were removed, trapped 
and shot in Minnesota to determine if their 
absence would benefit Ring-necked Pheasant 
production. An untouched area was the 
control. Predator management, at an average 
cost of $21 per animal removed (1960s), did 
permit a slight increase in pheasant chick 
numbers. In spite of this, over the three-
year study, the pheasant population declined 
owing to other factors. A program to control 
predators would have to be conducted 
annually to be useful C68.

I n a large cattail marsh near Ottawa, 
Ontario, cameras recorded nest predation 
rates on three common blackbird species 
in relation to habitat, distance of nest 
from shore, and water depth at nest 

location. Deep water below the nest was the 
most important factor in reducing mammalian 
and most birds predation including that from 
American Crows. At deep water nests (41 cm 
plus), the 13 cm long Marsh Wren was the 
chief predator, destroying 85% (1985) and 
45% (1988) of blackbird eggs. Crows took 5% 
of upland nests in 1985 and 16% of shallow 
water (0–20 cm) nests near shore in 1988 
P58. ♣

American Crow as sentinel oversees her territory. She is 
watching us study “important” birds
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Population 
Surveys

Unless one is able to survey a small, 
isolated population where all the 
birds can be marked and sexed, a 
researcher must decide how large 

a sample is needed to provide an adequate 
reflection of what the larger population 
is doing. Surveys take many forms and 
use many methodologies, which makes 
comparisons between them difficult. 

 Problems with bird surveys
Numerous surveys on the American Crow 
have been conducted across North America. 
But not all survey methodologies are 
equal. Results of surveys varied in their 
equivalency, reliability, and usefulness. 
As sampling techniques go, a roadside 
census has a few shortcomings. Twenty (20) 
experienced bird-watchers were subjected 
to indoor and outdoor listening trials. As the 
number of audible singing birds increased 
from one to four, the fraction of them 
recorded by the listeners declined by up to 
50%. And when only one bird was present, 
in half of the species studied, two birds were 
recorded more often than no birds present. 
This state held true for the American Crow. 
 Instead of an ‘efficiency’ of one, when 
one crow called, an average efficiency of 
1.1 existed. By the time four crows were 
calling in the field, the efficiency dropped 
to 0.6 for the listeners, which resulted in an 
underestimation of the population change. 
This violated the basic assumption of a 
roadside census index; an assumption which 
relied on the same proportion of birds in 
the population being detected no matter 
what size the population. The errors came 
not only from masking noises, but from the 
hearing ability of the participants, the sexual 
status of the birds (unmated ones may sing 
more than mated ones), and the affect one 

bird’s singing had on another bird’s singing. 
“If efficiency increases with density, then the 
survey tends to overestimate a change in 
density” B41. 
 After more investigation, 12 of 20 
experienced birders under-counted the 
number of American Crows heard, while 6 
of 20 over-counted the crows present in a 
simulated taped bird census. Favoritism for 
certain bird species appeared to influence 
the variability in recording errors on the part 
of birders B42. 
 The calling of birds varies with the species 
present. When passerines of 4 species 
inhabited an area, to avoid song overlap 
in late June, a bird of one species started 
singing immediately after another close bird 
species stopped its singing. When alone, 
the same species sang more often at regular 
intervals than when in a crowd. The short-
term timing adjustments of song by singing 
birds was demonstrated in the field P82. 
 There are always differences in the skills 
of people doing breeding bird surveys (BBS). 
To obtain an idea of changes in a bird’s 
population, the observers should ideally 
provide an unbiased account of what they 
saw and heard. However, birders differ 
greatly in skills, ego, and likes. “Observer 
differences in numbers of birds counted were 
found in 50% of the 369 species examined. 
For many species, observers in later years 
tended to count more birds than observers 
in earlier years, suggesting an increase in 
observer quality over time.” Older = better. 
Not including the variability of observers in 
the BBS analysis gave “an overly optimistic 
view of population trends” S23.
 After some comparative statistical work, it 
was decided a double-observer (2 observers 
recording birds at the same point at the 
same time) method at point counts for 
birds was the way to go. This eliminated 
the “variation in estimated detection 
probabilities” when only one observer was 
employed. Use of a variable circular plot at 
each point count was also helpful N27.
 Then researchers went a step further 
and provided the unreconciled double-
observer method (UDM). This method gave 
equally suitable estimates of abundance and 
probability of detection, as did the double-
observer method (DM), but with much less 
effort. The 2 observers were at the same 

Populat ion  Surveys
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point-count location, and each made an 
independent count at the same time, without 
consulting each other. When the point-count 
was finished, they moved to the next point 
and began counting again. As an estimate of 
the population N, the UDM was less precise, 
but also less biased. The nature of the birds 
sampled, and the nature of observers used 
were also part of the equation R75.
 In Texas, point-count surveys were 
analyzed for a limited number of species 
over the winters. There was an attempt 
to increase the efficiency and statistical 
significance of the methodology and results. 
For 167 unlimited-distance point counts 
of 13 species, the count duration, time of 
day, site type, winter date, and year were 
compared. For the Northern Cardinal, 
sampling from 09:15–13:45 was the most 
effective / efficient time period G88.

G aps in some research literature dealt 
with the American Crow in the San 
Francisco Bay area of California. 

After a good start of field research from 
1911–1960, publications dropped off in the 
1960s, and a couple of decades passed 
with very little data on the crow. In the 

1980s, there was an increase in publications 
on crows in urban areas. In conclusion 
“cultural patterns of the scientific community 
influenced observations of crows and 
ravens” E23.  

 Crows near Guelph, Ontario
To appreciate monthly abundance and 
changes in a local crow population, I 
established a 34-km roadside census in 
farming district north of Guelph, Ontario 
map left. Eighteen stations, each about 2 km 
apart, were set at road junctions. This 4-year 
morning exercise ran from January 1982 to 
December 1985. It was not intended to be 
a breeding bird survey. Suitable trees for 
nesting were plentiful in the area, but not 
one nest was seen from the road, although 
juvenile crows were heard begging for food 
in June and July. The area was part of 
the vast heartland for breeding American 
Crows in southern Ontario C7. No ravens or 
magpies were observed. No winter roosts 
were formed.
 Generally, the countryside was rolling 
farmland producing small grains, corn, hay 
and pasture. Fields of wild plants were 
interspersed with deciduous and coniferous 
woodlots. A quick survey of the habitat 
was made from my powerful car on 3 
August 1985, shortly before the census was 
completed table below. I drove the circuit and 
counted habitat types (for example, corn 
field, deciduous woodlot, pasture, etc.) from 
the road to about 100 meters in, including 
homes and barns. In all, 243 separate areas 
of 16 habitat types were counted, amounting 
to several types per kilometer. The Habitat 
Type and Frequency of Occurrence are listed 
below.

HABITAT  TYPE  FREQUENCY
    #  % of 243

1 House, barn, small store 80 33%
2 Barley, oats, winter wheat 29 12%
3 Corn    27 11%
4 Weedy field   26 11%
5 Hay    23 10%
6 Stream or ditch  14 6%
7 Pasture   9 4%
8 Deciduous woodlot  8 3%
9 Coniferous woodlot  5 2%

Populat ion  Surveys

American Crow Survey  The location of 18 
roadside stations used to look and listen for 
American Crows in the mornings for 4 years, 1982–
1985. An index of their population fluctuations is 
presented in the Graph on page 306
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10 Soybeans   5 2%
11 Pond   5 2%
12 Truck garden  4 2%
13 Cattails   3 1%
14 Cultivated seedbed 3 1%
15 Buckwheat   1 –
16 Cemetery   1 –

  TOTAL 243 100%

Rising early, I entered the dawn before 
sunrise. Beginning at the town of Eramosa 
(station 1) on paved highway 24, I drove the 
34-km circuit in an anticlockwise direction. 
At each of the 18 roadside stations, I 
stopped and stood beside my car to record 
the number of crows seen and heard in 
unlimited directions and distances over a 
2-minute period. A crow both observed and 
heard was marked as observed, the visual 
record taking precedence over the auditory 
one. One complete circuit took about 80 
minutes. The circuit was completed about 
once a month on an aspen-still Sunday 
morning when roadway traffic was light. 
Windy, rainy and snowy days were used to 
oversleep and dream about crows.

D uring the four years, 51 circuits 
were completed. The monthly 
average of 4 counts per station 
fell within a range of 2 in January 
and 8 in October. At certain 

consecutive stations, a crow midway 
between them, and calling, could have been 
recorded twice. The counts were therefore 
an index; not an absolute number of crows. 
 Traffic noises, although not continuous, 
did prevent me from hearing some faint 
calls of distant crows. The average number 
of vehicles tearing past me during the 36 
minutes devoted to listening per circuit 
was 9 (0–18). Traffic was heaviest through 
stations 1–7, along the paved 2-lane road, 
and lightest at stations 11–18 along gravel 
roads. My listening ability also suffered from 
interferences by lesser noises from other 
birds, dogs, cows, chickens, insects and 
wind. To compensate for these disturbances, 
I slightly extended some of the listening 
times, or waited until a car passed before I 
began to listen. Compared to the auditory 
element of this census, the visual part 
retained a higher degree of consistency 
from year to year. On a clear, calm summery 
morning, the relative timing of an ideal 
census progressed like this –
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American Crows  The highest numbers were observed in March and October, the peaks of migration 
near Guelph, Ontario, 1982–1985. July was also the best month to hear crows, especially the begging 
notes of juveniles wanting to be fed. Few crows overwintered
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04:15  birds began to sing 
04:27  a dog barked
04:33  first robin sang
04:44  300 gulls flew by
04:52  first crow called
05:00  census began
05:09  sunrise
06:22  survey finished
06:45  breakfast

The number of crows heard each month 
outnumbered those observed, except in early 
November when a couple of isolated, small 
flocks of migrating crows came into view 
graph page 306. February was a famine to feast 

time due to the influx of crows that migrated 
northward during the latter part of the 
month. This was clearly shown by comparing 
the average number of crows observed (5) 
and heard (5) in the first half of the month 
to those observed (11) and heard (28) after 
the 19th of February. March was the most 
flamboyant month in the spring. Its peak 
was due to a large number of small groups 
of migrating crows plus those returning to 
local territories, the latter highly visible and 
perched in undressed trees. Crows were 
more vocal at this time of the year. Once 
nesting got under way, (April–May) the birds 

were more secretive and quieter, which 
caused a sharp dip in the graph. Summer 
was again a vocal time, but now the birds 
were invisible when perched among trees 
in their familiar costumes. A rapid drop 
occurred in September–October, as crows 
left the area for the south. Over the winter 
months, the crow population was at its 
lowest level. Wintering crows were recorded 
at only two or three of the 18 stations. Yet, 
even during the abundance of summer, rarely 
were crows noted at all 18 stations. 

 Other Canadian surveys 
In the early 1970s researchers established 5 

plots of about 25 ha for a census 
of birds in Kitchener / Waterloo, 
Ontario C32. The crow was listed 
as one of five species nesting on 
all five plots. An average of 9 (4–
23) territorial pairs of crows were 
found per 100 ha in downtown and 
suburban areas. More work around 
Waterloo in the mid-1970s involved 
populations of birds during the 
winter on eight square census 
strips. In five different habitats 
(open water excluded) the average 
number of crows per 100 ha was 
12 (1–89) with mixed forest holding 
the highest population E1.
 When the winter population in 
Wellington County, Ontario was 
sampled using 11 square census 
strips, crows were found in only 
four of the designated six habitat 
types. The crow population 
averaged 1 (0–6) birds per 100 ha. 
The coniferous forest and urban 
forest categories held the majority 

of American Crows P68.
 Two surveys in Ontario in the 1960s, 
meant to census daytime birds, took place in 
Durham County. Using road grids in 10 urban 
centers, crows were located in only 2 plots 
over the summer. Port Perry had the highest 
total of 6 birds per 40 hectares S129. A much 
higher level of crow activity was found on 
11 plots in the forested areas of the county. 
There were only 2 plots without crows in 
May and June. On the remaining 9 plots, the 
estimated number of birds ranged from 2–24 
per 40 ha. Crows were most abundant in 
the late stages of succession, but were also 
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American Crow perched near the top of an 
undressed tree in winter near Guelph, Ontario
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found in pioneering forests S130.
 Two more researchers analyzed BBS 
counts in 1971 in relation to 3 general 
habitats of fields (6 subdivisions), forests (7) 
and urban (4) in Waterloo County in south-
western Ontario. Four BBS routes about 12 
km apart covered the county from east to 
west. For this agricultural region, the 3 main 
habitats amounted to – fields 74%, forests 
14%, and urban 11%. The abundance of 
the American Crow (birds per 100 stops) 
for the 3 habitats was fields 75%, forest 
85% and urban 42% with an average of 
78%, giving it a ranking of 8th among the 
40 species tallied. Crow abundance in fields 
with hedgerows was 74% compared to 62% 
in fields without deciduous hedgerows. 
The weekly counts of crows from 18 May 
to 16 July averaged 149 (110–171). The 
lowest count of 110 was from 18–21 May, 
when large nestlings were being fed. The 
highest count was from 19–23 June, when 
family units of juveniles and their parents 
decorated the earth W43.

In New Brunswick, birds were 
counted visually by one person 
over 10 winters, 1977–1988, on 
a 50 ha plot that included part 
of the town of Sackville (pop. 

6,000). Dubbed the Winter Bird Population 
Study (WBPS), Erskine recorded 25 species 
including the American Crow. The crow 
was one of the species that maintained its 
numbers from 1–2.5 over the 10 years. Other 
species were noticeably scarce to absent 
in the final two years of his survey, possibly 

due to land and building changes E54. In 
Cumberland County Nova Scotia, in the late 
1890s, the crow was listed as common all of 
one winter; the raven was not common, with 
only two pairs counted M160. 
 A long the eastern shore of Newfoundland 
the bird population on the mainland (South 
Head) was set against that on Gull Island 
in the Witless Bay Seabird Sanctuary. The 
island was 0.95 km2 and situated 1.6 km 
from the mainland. The census took place 
along transects about 1.5 km long in each 
location from May–July 1977. On Gull Island 
13 species of passerines were noted, and 
25 species on South Head (mainland). 
Eleven species were common to both 
areas. The American Crow was recorded 
on the mainland but not on Gull Island. The 
Common Raven was recorded at both sites, 
although only twice on the mainland over the 
summer V7.
 Townsend visited Cape Breton Island 
from 17 August to 5 September 1905. 
Travelling on water, on foot and by vehicle, 
he recorded 98 avian species. He and others 
commented on how tame the American 
Crows were on the island. One fellow 
thought the lack of planted corn for crows to 
decimate allowed the people on the island to 
tolerate them. [Perhaps the islanders liked 
and enjoyed this prince of birds and didn’t 
buy into the corn / crow-induced hysteria in 
other parts of North America]. Not hunted, it 
was approachable. Four crows were together 
on the roof of an outhouse in Ingonish, near 
the island’s tip T73.
 In Winnipeg, Manitoba I conducted a short 
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American Crows fly early and give their first calls about 20 minutes before 
sunrise, Winnipeg, MB
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visual survey, as I moved about the city on 
my daily activities, by recording activities of 
American Crows in the city from the start of 
February until the end of September 2012. 
No transects or plots were established. The 
purpose was to discover where and how 
crows spent their days in the city. The two 
categories were perching and feeding. A 
flying crow was ignored. No large roosts 
formed in Winnipeg. Perching was divided 
into 4 parts, and Feeding into two parts. In 
total I recorded 480 crows in groups of 1–12 
birds from 297 sightings. The few larger 
groups of crows were in the spring when 
ceremonial gatherings formed. The average 
was 1.6 crows per sighting. A breakdown of 
crows and sightings – 

PERCHED  ON

Poles  68 (1–2),  14% of the 480 crows 
Buildings  70 (1–10),  15% 
Trees 213  (1–12)  44% 
Wires  10 (1–2)  2% of the crows

FEEDING  ON 

Lawn  95 (1–10)  20% of the 480 crows 
Pavement  24 (1–4)  5% of the crows
Overall, of the 480 crows counted, 75% 

of the birds were perched, and 25% were 
feeding. Of the 297 total sightings of crows, 
81% were perched and 19% were feeding. 
 In and near Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
12 random 1 km transects were surveyed 
twice in the last 10 days of both May and 
June, 1988–1990 for bird abundance and 
diversity. The transects took about 12.5 
minutes to complete, and birds seen or 
heard (42 in May; 32 in June) within 90 m 
on both sides of a transect were counted. 
Rural transects were off-road in farmland 
with native grasslands, and urban transects 
were along streets with part of a park 
in 3 of the 6 transects. In the urban and 
rural transects, American Crow numbers 
fluctuated from 12, 1, 12 in June in the city 
and declined (80%) over the 3 years in rural 
areas in June. In May breeding crows were 
feeding nestlings and were relatively quiet. 
In late June, juveniles were calling to be 
fed. In the discussion it was not mentioned 
if the begging calls of juveniles were added 
to the tally. In the article, if you look at the 
total number of crows recorded in Tables 2 
and 3 during the three years, May had 33 
and June 34, which indicated stability S111. 
[Fluctuations in number recorded within such 
a small sample size in a short period of time 
are to be expected for American Crows. One 
urban cat walking beneath a tree with an 
active crow’s nest would do it.]

 American surveys
The timing of a roadside census to index 
singing birds has traditionally been carried 
out in the morning, to take advantage of 
the dawn chorus and what follows. For 
some species this does not appear to be 
necessary. Counts made over several hours 
gave a better indication of species richness 
(crows not included) than did a small period 
of census time in one hour V24.
 For example, in Union County, New 
Jersey, Shields sampled a 1.6 km transect 
in the winter. He detected no significant 
difference in contact with American Crows 
over three hourly starting times – 08:00, 
09:00, and 10:00 AM, although there was 
a slight increase later in the morning. Over 
the summer there was a small (again not 
significant) decrease (3 to 2.8) in number 
of crow contacts made at the latter of two 
starting times of 06:00 and 07:30 AM. 
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An American Crow explores the city of 
Winnipeg on foot
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Mornings were more productive than 
evenings with 62% of all individual birds 
admitted, including the crow H150. If you 
recall my day-long surveys of a family of 
crows on the campus in Guelph, the first 
two hours after they began calling at dawn 
contained an average of 46% of the day’s 
total vocal output. For a vocal census of the 
American Crow, I would start 10–20 minutes 
after sunrise. 
 In Knox County, Tennessee, the 
monthly crow population fluctuations were 
revealed in a 1-year roadside census. In 
the country, 72% of the landscape was 
farmed. Communal roosts of crows gave 
relatively large counts of observed crows in 
the winter. The counts declined sharply by 
March as crows dispersed to their nesting 
territories. Over the summer, the resident 
nesting population was low. In October 
and November, with the migratory influx of 
northern crows, the observed population 
increased toward its previous winter level. 
Throughout the year, observed crows always 
outnumbered the calling crows. It was 

concluded only summer populations that 
changed 30% or more were significant. The 
results of this short study in Tennessee were 
the anthesis of my 4-year roadside census 
page 306 near Guelph, Ontario where no 
winter roosts developed H150. 
 In the vicinity of Washington, DC, 16 
prominent ornithologists counted birds on 12 
May 1913 along 13 routes. The wide wooded 
valleys of the Potomac and Anacostia Rivers 
were included. Although the species total, 
129, was not as high as expected, the 
number counted totaled 12,257 individuals. 
The American Crow crossed the finish line in 
9th position O2.  
 Over 100 volunteers in 1993–’94 took 
on a systematic count of birds in the city 
scape of Washington, DC. In total, 91 
species were observed in May and June 
and 115 were estimated to exist. The 
survey data were incorporated into a GIS 
to allow for a multidimensional analysis of 
species presence and number over 7 land 
use habitats. The habitats ranged from 
residential (low density) to commercial to 
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industrial–airport. A total of 617 sample 
points were taken with the average number 
of species at 7 (0–20) per point. The top five 
encounters in 1993, based on the percent of 
occurrence at survey points were –

1) European Starling  86%
2) House Sparrow  71%
3) Chimney Swift  58%
4) American Crow  56%
5) Rock Dove  51%

The American Crow was not assigned to 
any particular guild (group of species that 
have similar requirements and play a similar 
role within a community). It was recorded 
at 389 (63%) sample points. Based on land 
use class, the two top areas to find crows in 
May and June were parkland (73), and low 
density residential (67). The two worst areas 
in which to find crows were commercial (25) 
and high density residential (24) H7.
 In Kansas, birds were surveyed in the 
1990s using a modified BBS method 
almost every week for 14 winters in two 
north-eastern counties. Averages and total 
numbers of species were linked to the length 
of daylight and weather. With more than 15 
cm of snow cover, the number of species per 
station was much reduced when compared 
with no snow on the ground. Nevertheless, 
the American Crow and Black-capped 
Chickadee were the only two species seen / 
heard on all 194 censuses S140.
 In the 1990s in central Georgia, a 
comparison was made of bird populations 
in burned and unburned pine forests in the 
Piedmont National Wildlife Refuge. Birds 
were surveyed over the summer using fixed-
radius point counts. During mornings, 46 
nesting species were seen and heard on 
more than 10% of the counts over the 3 
years. The American Crow had a frequency 
of occurrence in burned of 84% and 
unburned 75%. The crow placed 10th in 
the list of species detected across the two 
habitats W74.
 Forty birders conducted 18 road surveys 
(average 50 km long) for Common Ravens 
and American Crows over the 1999 breeding 
season in the San Francisco Bay area. The 
crows showed substantial increases from the 
outer coast toward the interior and bayshore 
areas, while the number of ravens dropped 

over the same route.
 Based on two periods of Christmas Bird 
Counts in the San Francisco Bay area, 
the mean number of American Crows per 
count circle was averaged. A slight regional 
increase was evident in recent decades K26.

1950–1998  Average 345 crows 
Range 2.5–1,548  (18 count circles)
1980–1998  Average 378 crows 
Range 3.4–1,604  (17 count circles)

T here were changes in breeding birds over 
45 years at the Bird Haven Sanctuary 

and Arboretum in Richland County, Illinois. 
American Crows bred only in the woods from 
1907–1910, but in both the woods and farm 
habitat from 1945–1955 S161.
 In the 1960s and 1970s, American Crows 
were not especially common in the towns 
of Idaho. The crows were fairly common 
outside of towns like Nampa and cities 
like Boise. Around 1980, crows began to 
infiltrate towns, at least over the winter. 
Christmas Bird Counts in and around Biose, 
the capital of Idaho, recorded only one crow 
from 1966 to 1975. From 1976 to 1980 the 
average jumped to 5 crows and increased to 
110 by 1983. Meanwhile, since the 1950s in 
nearby Nampa, a more rural area, thousands 
were recorded on each CBC. On the Idaho 
State University campus in 1997, about 900 
crows were roosting. Across southern Idaho 
crows were taking advantages of nesting 
opportunities in small towns. At first an 
increase in agriculture equaled an increase 
in rural crows. From 1966–1979, the BBS 
revealed an annual increase of about 6% 
in the crow population, while the CBC for 
Idaho indicated a downward trend. The 
shift of crows from a rural to urban life was 
perhaps spurred by the persecution [hunting] 
of rural crows in the 1960s and early 1970s. 
During those two decades, boys were 
encouraged to kill them. By the late 1970s, 
the thinking toward crows began to change, 
at least in towns. In 1972, American Crows 
for the first time were included in the Federal 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918, which 
offered them some protection T17. 
 In North Dakota a statewide nesting 
survey was repeated. Breeding pairs in 
1992–1993 were compared to those in 
1967. It was a visual and aural survey. 
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American Crows showed little change. The 
frequency of occurrence over the 3 years 
was – 1967 (19), 1992 (9) and 1993 (19) and 
the statewide breeding estimates came to 
60,000 pairs of crows in 1967 compared to 
28,000 pairs in 1992 and 58,000 pairs in 
1993 I3. 
 In the 1930s, birds in two townships of 
Cass County, North Dakota were sampled in 
the field for 8 years. The American Crow was 
a common summer resident, occasionally 
lingering over the winter when the weather 
was not severe. Most of the migration of 
crows occurred in March and October M144. 
In the late 1960s in North Dakota, random 
quarter-section units were utilized to sample 
the state’s bird population. In all, 30 pairs of 
crows were recorded, which was 0.3% of all 
pairs of all species recorded. The projected 
population in North Dakota was 65,000 
(41,000–89,000) crows S151.  

 Facing in another direction, a study 
was held on the Thistlethwaite Wildlife 
Management Area in Louisiana. It was an 
old floodplain – always a good birding area. 
As the deciduous forest changed over the 
years, the spatial distribution of the birds 
changed annually. Oak (Quercus) was the 
main genus. An index was developed for the 
vertical sightings (4,103) over two years of 
26 avian species on the WMA at different 
heights in 4 zones – from the ground to 
above the canopy. As crows (n 52) are not 
ground feeders in woodlots, they wore the 
second highest index badge at 3.04, with 
40% of the sightings flying above the trees; 
30% in the 7.6 m to canopy top zone; 25% 
from 0.6–7.6 m and 5% from 0–0.6 m (the 
ground zone) D52. 
 Fargo reported on American Crows along 
the middle western edge of Florida. In March 
and April 1926, a few were noted around a 
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slaughter house north of Tarpon Springs. 
At the same time, Fish Crows fed in flocks 
around habitations and at heronries where 
they took eggs. They stole many eggs from 
chickens F5.
 In the Seattle area of Washington state, 
Withey and Marzluff studied the dispersal of 
juvenile American Crows and their related 
abundance in different habitats in the early 
2000s. Their overall area of about 2,400 
km2 was mainly coniferous cover, but 
ranged from the urban (in Seattle) with more 
than a 50% built area, to least developed 
wildlands with less than a 2% built area. 
They surveyed crows monthly, October 2000 
to December 2001, within the Christmas Bird 
Count circle enclosing Seattle, Washington. 
The counts were relatively stable at about 
80 crows per party hour except in April 
and May (about half the nests were being 
incubated those months) when it dipped to 
about 40 crows per party hour. The CBC 
provided a reliable trend in the population 
throughout the year and was in agreement 
with the Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) over 
the summer, as long as roosting crows in the 
city centers were counted and handled the 
same way each year. The procedure was to 
begin counting crows about an hour after 
sunrise, which allowed time for the birds to 
leave their roost and disperse.
 They radio-tagged (11 grams) 56 juvenile 
(HY) crows from July–September. They 
divided feeding into 6 categories (garbage 
to invertebrates on native plants, etc.). They 
set 30 September as the date when juvenile 
crows became independent of their parents 
and joined a communal roost. The fate of the 
56 radio-tagged crows –

18 (32%)  remained within 1.5 km of the 
nest (local); actual mean distance was 0.7 
(0.2–1.5) km 
15 (27%)  dispersed more than 2 km from the 
nest; actual mean distance was 9 (2–22) km

 6 (11%) had an early death
 8 (14%) had transmitter failures
 9 (16%) were unknowns
 18 (32%) of original 56 survived to the   
next April

A crow was arbitrarily considered to be 
dispersed if it moved more than 2 km 

from its natal area and remained in a new 
activity center. Even thought their numbers 
were small, all the dispersers, still alive 
the next spring (n 6), were found in urban 
areas, which suggested a trend. Males 
that remained at their natal area in urban, 
suburban or exurban areas were observed 
helping their parents with mobbing, territorial 
defence and carrying food to the nestlings. 
Juvenile female crows were more likely to 
disperse than males. The juveniles (n 73) 
foraged in –

1) Refuse  40%
2) Below-ground invertebrates in lawns    
 37%
3) In native vegetation  10%

Crows captured in flocks during the winter 
in urban areas had ratios of 97 young to 23 
adults (4 to 1). Crows in exurban locations 
had ratios of 30 young to 22 adults (1.5 to 
1). Dispersed crows fed in the company of 
about 8 birds compared to local crows that 
fed with a family group of about 4 birds. 
Dispersed, young, non-breeders generally 
ended in the urban areas and contributed to 
a net gain of about 22% of the population 
growth in that area. Our garbage (their food) 
in any city may be one reason why crows are 
attracted to where we congregated W117.
 In the early 1970s, a survey of 6 urban 
parks of various sizes was conducted within 
the city limits of Seattle, Washington. The 
vegetation, degree of modification of the 
plants, and size of each park were related 
to the diversity and abundance of its bird 
population. The average number of American 
Crows observed per census per 762 m of 
transect was 4.5 within a range of 0.6–11 
birds, including the control area. Crows 
were a common urban species in the city 
of Seattle. As expected, the large forested 
parks with much native plant diversity 
attracted the highest diversity of native bird 
species. The small and or greatly changed 
parks, as far as vegetation went, held fewer 
but more of the typical urban bird species 
G12.
 In the mid-1980s, Wilcove W88 redid a bird 
survey done 35 years earlier by Fawver F12 
in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park 
along the Tennessee and North Carolina 
borders. Wilcove thought the increase of 
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crows in the park may be due in part to 
human activities around the park and more 
roads and road kills in the park.
 In the southern Appalachian mountains 
of North Carolina and Tennessee results 
were compared from two surveys 50 years 
apart – the first from 1944–1946 (45 spp), 
the second during 1996–1998 (51 spp). 
American Crows showed an increase in rank 
abundance. Crows, along with the Indigo 
Buntings and Song Sparrows, expanded into 
the forest along the edges provided by a 
new parkway built for our automobiles H23.
 In a similar fashion, two residentially 
developed and 3 undeveloped sections were 
compared for breeding songbirds along 
the shore of Lake Superior in Michigan. 
In the fine-scale comparisons of relative 
abundance, the American Crow and 
American Robin were significantly “more 
abundant on the developed shoreline side of 
the shoreline access roads.” Making point 
counts between May and July 2005, five 
crows were detected in the developed site 
compared to none in the undeveloped site 
(unfragmented forest) F59.
 To finish this section, at the start of the 
1900s, when corn was an exotic crop in 
Illinois, a bird census took place over the 
summer F54. The workers employed a strip 
census method and covered almost 690 km 
or 1/ 4,720th the area of the state. Of the 21 
most common birds encountered, the crow 
stood 21st, at 1%. Star billing went to the 
House Sparrow at 18%.
 Later surveys estimated the crow 
population in Illinois dropped 72% over 
the 50 years (1907 to 1957), due in part to 
lack of nesting habitat, even though corn 
production greatly increased during that 
period G57.
 The estimated winter crow population 
in Illinois in January 1907 was 4.8 million 
crows, compared to only 1.4 million in 
January 1957. The summer population 
numbers followed the same trend – June 
1909 had an estimated 1.2 million crows 
while June 1957 had 0.3 million crows. 
Perhaps changing weather or habitat 
(farming increased from the cutting of trees) 
were responsible for the large decline in the 
number of crows in the state G56. 
 In the late 1990s in central Pennsylvania, 
nesting success of Neotropical migratory 

song-birds was checked in relation to 
various habitats, spacial arrangements, 
and possible predators. The two disturbed 
landscape sites were forested with patches 
of farmland, and silviculture (clear-cuts 
less than 15 years old). Each study site had 
similar amounts of forest cover (39% and 
35%). The American Crow had a higher index 
of abundance (1.1) in the broken forested 
landscape compared to the silviculture one 
(0.10) R105.
 Winter birds (permanent residents) over 
three seasons in part of Central Park, New 
York City included the American Crow. In 
1905, at several locations during a year in 
New York City, the crow was described as 
a “very common permanent resident.” H104 
When I visited Central Park in the autumn in 
2016, not one crow was heard anywhere in 
the park or NY city where I travelled. 
 In Muskingum County, Ohio, east of 
Columbus, two researchers in the 1930s 
spent a total of 25 days (walking, riding) 
looking for birds. Total species count was 
65. European Starlings and American Crows 
each had a roost in the area, which made 
them the two most commonly recorded 
species. For the whole state, the starling 
was ranked 12th, and the crow 4th. The 
researchers thought “The Crows and 
Starlings have made a decided drain upon 
many winter food resources ordinarily 
available to other species” H98. In my 
opinion, the 1930s was the decade when 
declared hatred for the crow became public 
in the media. Researchers with their opinions 
followed this hate campaign against the 
crow. And for the most part, the hatred was 
founded on lies and myths, which educated 
but gullible people believed and continue to 
believe and perpetuate.
 Langley chartered the changes in the 
published CBCs in Kansas from 1949 to 
1997. Wichita, in the south-central part of 
the state, had a general increase in its winter 
crow population after 1973, which continued 
into the 1980s. In the late 1980s about 
12,000 crows were reported for Wichita and 
this jumped to 100,000 in the 1996 CBC L18.
 In Moffat County in north-western 
Colorado, in a landscape dominated by 
sagebrush, a visual survey route 175 km 
long was driven in mid-winter while 3 
or more people looked for raptors and 
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After WNv
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DECADES
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The red line shows the erratic fluctuations in the American Crow CBC population after the 
arrival in 1999 of West Nile virus in New York City. Adapted from the online Christmas Bird 
Counts – Canada and United States combined. American Crow North American population 
trends (number of crows reported per party hour) 1970–2010,  © National Audubon Society 
(2010). The Breeding Birds Survey Historical Results online www.christmasbirdcount.org 
[10Jan2013], Birds Studies Canada

The red line shows the drop in the American Crow BBS population after the arrival in 1999 
and spread of West Nile virus from New York City. Adapted from the online Breeding Bird Sur-
vey – Canada and United States combined, 1970–2010,  © Patuxent Wildlife Research Center 
and the Canadian Wildlife Service online

Breeding 
Bird
Survey

1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

DECADES

1999

After WNv

www.christmasbirdcount.org
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scavengers. The Golden Eagle was the most 
abundant raptor (20–45) counted in each of 
the first 7 years, while American Crows were 
infrequently observed in only two years: 7 
birds in 1988–’89 and 1 in 1991–’92. Black-
billed Magpies were common B71.
 On the Hart Mountain National Antelope 
Refuge in south-eastern Oregon, 3 avian 
breeding survey types were compared. They 
were used to assess relative abundance 
of species in riparian habitat. In the end, it 
appeared that fixed-width line transects or 
fixed-radius point counts were comparable, 
provided there were at least 2 field trials 
during the breeding season. About 60 
species were listed. The American Crow was 
noted by using line transect and point count 
methods. Spot mapping failed to detect 
crows D57. 

 Christmas Bird Counts (CBC) and 
 Breeding Bird Surveys (BBS)
The Canadian Wildlife Service and the 
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center combine 
forces to analyze and present the North 
American Breeding Bird Survey data 
gathered from the 3,000 or so routes 
surveyed annually by volunteers. The survey-
wide trends from 1970 to 2010 page 315, show 
only a small drop for American Crows, which 
may be attributed to the spread of West Nile 
virus in the first decade of the 21st century.
 The Christmas Bird Count (CBC), 
organized by Audubon, has two parts. The 
animated driving part, and the stay-at-
home-bird-feeder-watch part. Dunn looked 
at the way these two parts were handled. In 
1975, the number of birds per time unit in 
the two parts were combined into the total 
data base. Generally, the feeder-watch total 
added little to the CBC totals. American 
Crows seldom visit bird feeders, and those 
recorded had little effect on the total CBC 
numbers, even in northern latitudes. When 
volunteer counters in the field passed 
through harvested fields surrounding a 
large roost of crows, the number of crows 
recorded would far outnumber the few crows 
counted at feeders. The plan was to keep 
the two methodologies separate to make 
sure the data was more useful for long-range 
analysis of trends D76.
 For the annual CBC, graphs were 

generated using the number of birds 
reported per party hour; a measure of the 
amount of time spent searching for birds, or 
the amount of effort expended. This was a 
way to standardize the numbers over several 
decades page 315. 
 Annual BBSs and CBCs have been 
published (some online) for many provinces 
and states. All the work by volunteers 
contributes to our general and particular 
knowledge of any species we care to 
research. I will only delve into two provincial 
annual surveys on the American Crow. For 
many states and provinces, their Atlas of 
Breeding Birds has also been published 
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and updated. For the entire United States, 
based on about 2,500 active routes, the 
crow population increased from 1966–1996 
an average of 0.5% annually. Canadian 
crow populations remained stable based on 
about 2,300 active survey routes. During the 
30 years prior to West Nile virus, the crow 
population increased by 1.3 times S24.
 For Christmas Bird Counts (CBCs) in 
Illinois (1940–1983), the statewide average 
was 8.6 (7.8 in north to 10.3 central) crows 
per party hour, which did not include counts 
at crow roosts. General locations also 
influenced the outcomes – CBCs along three 
major rivers in the state gave an average of 
12.4 crows per party hour (pph) versus 2.3 
crows pph away from rivers G56.
 For the winter of 2007–‘08 in Manitoba, 
from a total of 18 CBCs, there were 1,583 
Common Ravens and 573 American Crows 
tallied for a ratio of 3 to 1. Nature Manitoba 
News, March 2008, 34 (2): 10–11.
 A glance at the map and text generated for 
American Crows in the Atlas of Breeding 
Birds of Ontario from the 1980s tells us – 

breeding evidence on the crow was reported 
for 80% of the province, the densely 
forested areas and the tundra in the northern 
reaches experienced the lowest level of 
nesting activity. In southern Ontario, 11–100 
breeding pairs over a 10 km2 area was the 
most common estimate of abundance, while 
for northern Ontario, 2–10 breeding pairs 
was the figure provided C7. ♣

Christmas 
Bird Count

This CBC graph for Ontario, Canada shows a general increase in crows reported per party 
hour beginning in the late 1980s. A decline in the number of crows over the winter began in 2002, 
probably due to the advent of WNv in Ontario in 2001

The American Crow CBC 1960–2010. In 
2001 West Nile virus reached ONTARIO
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American Crow skeleton.  Art © by Terry Shortt S110

Anatomy
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T hese precise working parts 
[bones] of once animate things 
were so whole in themselves 
that they left no evidence of the 
final breakdown of flesh and 
feather. They were suspended 

somewhere between being and non being 
like the documentation of an important event 
and their presence somehow justified the 
absence of all that had gone before.

  – Jane Urquhart  1983  U6.

 Skeleton
Mr. Terry Shortt, in the book, Ontario 
Birds (1951), did the superb drawing of a 
standing skeleton page 318 of the American 

Crow S110. Therefore, I decide to present 
skeletal images undressed and undone. The 
photographs, photograms and drawings 
are more in touch with the words of Jane 
Urquhart. My ink drawings and photographs 
are based on one crow skeleton borrowed 
from the Manitoba Museum in Winnipeg. 
Numerous other bones were measured tip to 
tip. Here is a selection with a partial written 
an518d visual depiction of some bones of 
the American Crow, starting with the head – 

 Skull
From the Essex, Ontario roost, 
measurements of 20 skulls of American 
Crows dug from the woodlot floor in the 
1980s were –

Length 8.6 (8–9.1) cm
Average weight 2.8 grams

From one skull at the Manitoba Museum –

Length 8.2 cm Weight 2.4 grams
Width 3.5 cm  Depth 2.7 cm

Bills keep growing. When measuring a skull’s 
length, seasonal changes in bill length are 
not taken into account due to the usual lack 
of data on time of death, age, sex and other 
background information on bill wear and size 

12
Anatomy

Skull, side. Length 8.2 cm; height 2.6 cm
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American Crow, spring, icy pond

Skull, length 8.2 cm; width 3.5 cm; 
weight 2.4 gm

below above

rear
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for each American Crow D23. A survey of 174 
museum specimens was concerned with the 
growth relationships of the foramen magnum 
area to body weight and brain volume. 
 For one American Crow, the brain volume 
was 9 cm3 and the area of the foramen 
magnum was 23.7 mm2. It means that 
“higher encephalized birds possess a 
relatively more massive medulla than less 
encephalized ones” M137.

 Lower jaw
From the Essex, Ontario roost, 20 recovered 
lower jaws –

Length 7 (6.3–8) cm  
Average weight 1 gram

From one lower jaw at the Manitoba Museum –

Length 6.5 cm 
Weight 0.8 grams 
Outside width 2.7 cm 
Inside width 6 mm
Depth across fossa (hole) 7 mm

Lower bill. Length 6.5 cm by 2.7 cm wide by 7 
mm deep

Lower bill, side. Length 6.5 cm; depth 7 mm 
across fossa; weight 0.8 grams  (n 1)

From one skull at the Manitoba Museum –

American Crow skeletons in a museum

Anatomy
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Side fossa 7 mm long by 2.5 mm wide

 Jaws
Regarding the kinetics in jaws of an 
American Crow, there is a bony stop that 
restricts the dorsoventral motion (protraction 
or extension) of the upper bill. “The orbital 
process of the quadrate has an enlarged, 
clapper-like end which presses against a 
papilla in the posteroventral part of the orbit 
when protraction (dorsal movement of the 
upper bill) is greatest.”

 Protraction (extension) of the upper 
maxillary in living crows may be stopped by 
muscles, ligaments, or connective tissue 
before the final stop comes from the bony 
structure. The degree of movement of the 
nasal-frontal hinge in 17 crows was –

1) Fresh heads 17 (14–19) degrees
2) Museum skulls* 21 (12–29) degrees

* soaked for 30 minutes in water at 82 ºF

American Crow’s skull, side view F34,  © The Wilson Ornithological Society, 
with permission

“A mid-sagittal section of a crow’s skull showing the arrangement of 
trabeculae within the upper jaw. The deeper, non-trabecular areas of the 
jaw are (1) finely stippled (light gray areas), and the other bone is shown 
(2) in larger stippling. The bone of the dorsal surface narrows to a thin 
sheet of compact bone at the nasal-frontal hinge” B132,  © American 
Ornithologists’ Union

Anatomy
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Sternum, below – Length 5.5 cm; width 3.5 cm
Sternum, side – Length 5.5 cm; width 3.5; depth 
3 cm; weight 1.2 grams  (n 6)

Sternum, side, Height 3 cm; length 5.5 cm

Sternum, below

Sternum, rear

Furcula (wishbone) of the 
American Crow, 3.6 cm 
long by 2.6 cm wide

Anatomy
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Furcula, front and back. 3.6 cm long by 
2.6 cm wide, free end of each clavicle 1 cm 
wide; thinnest part of each clavicle 1 mm in 
both aspects.  X 1

Furcula, (wishbone) normal on left; broken and 
healed (arrow) on the right. From the Essex, 

Ontario roost in the 1980s. (photogram)

Coracoid, length 4 cm; ends 12 mm and 9 mm; 
midway thickness 3 mm; weight 0.5 gm

Furcula, side

Furcula, weight 0.3 gm Scapula, length 4.7 cm; wide end 8 mm; midway 
4 mm wide by 1 mm thick; weight 0.3 gm
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With all muscles, ligaments, and connective 
tissue removed on museum skulls, they were 
not practical in determining the amount 
of movement for the bill of a living bird. 
Dozens of fresh heads should have their bill 
movement measured within 8 hours after 
dying.
 In the American Crow, “the nasal process 
comes to rest partly on the anterodorsal 
corner of the lacrimal but primarily on the 
dorsal end of a much inflated bone closely 
applied to the anterior surface of the 
lacrimal.” In museum skulls there is also a 
greater degree of flexibility in the juvenile 
bones due to lesser ossification F34.
 The crow is known as a generalist in 
its feeding habits. The upper jaw (bill) is 
connected to the rigid brain case (cranium) 
at the nasal-frontal hinge (kinetic hinge). 
This hinge is the pivot for movement in the 
upper jaw. To allow the upper bill to rise 
(open), this hinge is a thin flexible sheet 
of bone. In a cleaned, well-dried crow’s 
skull, this hinge broke at a tensile strength 
between 35–40 pounds. The break was clean 
along the entire hinge. The rest of the upper 
jaw is rather rigid with very little bending 
from normal use. When holding a seed, the 
force from the muscle M pterygloideus is 
transferred through the bony palate of the 
upper jaw of the crow. Like any large bone in 
a bird, the upper jaw has an internal network 
of bony trabeculae art page 322 B132.

 Pectoral girdle 
is made of 4 bones: sternum, furcula, 
coracoid, scapula P105
 The sternum of the American Crow page 323 
is very thin with some parts semitransparent. 
The keel (carina) is 0.8 mm thick near its 
apex. The sternal notch is about 1.2 cm long 
by 8 mm at its widest. The lateral caudal 
process is also less than 1 mm thick. Where 
the 5 ribs are attached, the cavities range 
from 2–3 mm wide, the widest at the rear. 
Large flight muscles (breasts) are attached 
to the sternum. The furcula is V-shaped and 
results from the joining of two clavicles in 
front of the sternum. The free ends unite 
with the coracoids. The two coracoids act 
like pillars with their wide bases attached on 
the front sides of the top of the sternum. The 
sword-like ends of the two scapulae point 
backwards with the thick ends attached 

to the top of the coracoids art page 324. 
Together, the four bones of the pectoral 
girdle weigh about 2.2 grams.

wi n g  Bo n e s 
 Humerus
The identification of recovered, old avian 
bones is always problematic. Fortunately, 
the humerus above and next page is fairly 
uniform across the family Corvidae. As a 
useful exercise, James Ashley looked at 
the topographical relationships of brachial 
muscles throughout the Corvidae. He wisely 

Anatomy

Humerus (wing bone). Length 6.3 cm; end 
widths 1.7 cm and 1.4 cm; narrowest midway at 

4.5 mm; weight 1.6 gm
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chose the American Crow as his model, 
and identified 16 parts on the head of the 
humerus at the large shoulder end in the 
anconal view above right.

His measurements of 25 humeri A68 –

Length 6.4 (5.6–7.1) cm 
Width of head 1.8 (1.6–2.1) cm  
Distal end width 1.6 (1.4–1.8) cm 
Minimum shaft diameter 5–6 mm

From the Essex, Ontario roost, my 
measurements of 37 humeri of American 
Crows dug from the woodlot floor –

Length 6.7 (6.1–7.2) cm 
Average weight 1.6 grams

Ashley chose 6 features to create a key 
for the humerus to separate 13 species of 

Corvidae. The first 4 lines of the key identify 
and separate the Common Raven from the 
American Crow –

A Length more than 5.5 cm; shaft 0.5 
cm or more in diameter; width of head more 
than 1.5 cm 

B Length more than 8 cm; width of head 
more than 2.3 cm; distal width more than 

1.8 cm 
– Common Raven,  Corvus corax 

BB Length less than 8.0 cm; width of 
head 1.5–2.2 cm; distal width 1.3–1.8 cm 

C Bicipital furrow distinct; surface 
between furrow and palmar ridge 
perpendicular or nearly so  – American 
Crow, Corvus brachyrhynchos 

One of the first distinguishing marks is the 
presence of a shallow pneumatic Fossa 

Anatomy

American Crow  Anconal (elbow) view of the 
head of the humerus A68,  Art by James Ashley,  
© The Cooper Ornithological Society

Humerus, wide 
end; width 1.7 cm; 

depth 9 mm
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I in the head of the humerus art page 326. 
The 16 names given to the crests, ridges, 
indentations and hollows of the head of 
the humerus define the areas where the 
14 muscles are attached. For example, the 
external tuberosity (a rounded swelling) 
is at the proximal margin of the pectoral 
crest where Mm. supracoracoideus and 
deltoideus profundus brevis are inserted. 
And, for the “M. latissimus dorsi anterioris. 

Wing bones of the American Crow – ulna (left) is 
7.6 cm long; radius (right) is 7 cm long

Wing bones of the American Crow – carpo-
metacarpus (left) – Length 4.6 cm by 1 cm wide 
(both ends) by 4 and 2 mm thick on opposite 
sides. From the Essex roost – Length  4.8 (4.5–
5.2); weight 0.7 grams  (n 38)
Second digit, Phalanx 1 (far right) in photograph 
is 2.2 cm long by 5.5 mm wide (midway) by 2.5 
mm thick; both ends are 6 mm wide; weight 0.2 
grams  (n 1)

Wing bones of the American Crow – ulna 
(left) is 7.6 cm long by 4.5–5 mm wide (mid-way) 
with 10 papillae in 2 converging lines; the two 
ends are 10 and 9 mm wide. The radius (right) is 7 
cm long by 1.7–3 mm wide and the two ends are 6 
and 4 mm wide Wing bone – During 

my archeological dig 
in the early fall at the 
Essex roost in the 
1980s, a healed radius 
(right) from a wing was 
uncovered. The 7 cm 
long radius on the left 
is intact. How long 
does a crow fly with a 
broken radius before it 
heals?  (photogram)

Anatomy
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ORIGIN: thoracic vertebrae – spines of the 
third and anterior half of fourth. INSERTION: 
on latissimus ridge of the anconal aspect. 
INNERVATION: by a twig from N. deltoideus 
rather than a separate branch from N. 
thoracodorsalis.”
 Bock examined the fossa (shallow 
depression) in the humerus wing bone 
of several passerines to determine its 
taxonomic use. The Jackdaw has a typical 
single fossa condition. The fossa is “distal to 
the internal tuberosity and posterior to the 
medial bar” B131.
 Early on, the single-fossa was considered 
a primitive condition and the double-fossa 
the more advanced feature. Families of birds 
were organized taxonomically according to 
the supposition that simplicity came first and 
slowly evolved into a more complex structure 
found in advanced families with 2 fossa 
in their members’ humeri. Not everyone 
agreed with this supposition. But little was 
known about the functional meaning of the 
fossa, and how the single- and double-fossa 
condition in the humerus evolved.
 Alexander Wetmore (ornithologist and 
avian paleontologist) of the Smithsonian 
Institution in Washington placed his vote 
with those keeping the Corvidae away from 

the top of the oscines. The crow’s humerus 
was similar to that in lower families such as 
the Tyrannidae and allies. These groups were 
rather primitive. Wetmore, therefore, kicked 
crows and their allies from the rooftop to 
near the basement of the oscinine families. 
The Fringillidae (finches) and related families 
were elevated to the penthouse suite based 
on actual facts W63.
 In 2011 and 2012, people were talking 
about the intelligence and playfulness of 
crows portrayed in videos on the web and 
on TV. The general public knew nothing 
about the taxonomic struggles based on 
bone structure. The crows were the sexy 
superstars at the top of the avian world, no 
matter what the fine folks at the Smithsonian 
said in the 1950s. 

 Ulna and radius
As we progress toward a wing’s tip, the ulna 
and radius bones are next in line art page 327. 
These two parallel bones, without foramina 
(holes), comprise the forearm. The stouter, 
slightly longer ulna bears 10 tiny, raised 
papillae along its trailing edge to which the 
large secondary flight feathers are attached. 
From the Essex roost, unearthed bones, air 
dried –

 Ulna  n 40   
 Length 8.1 (7.4–8.7)  
 Weight 1.5 grams
 
 Radius  n 30 
 Length 7.3 (6.7–7.8) cm
 Weight 0.4 grams 

As we near the tip of the wing, the bones are 
smaller. The carpometacarpus has a fenestra 
(hole) 2 cm long by 2 mm wide art page 327. 
The manus is composed of several bones 
which help control the primary feathers. The 
5 largest bones of the wing together weigh 
3.7 grams (n 1).

 Pelvic girdle
The pelvic girdle art page 329 is a fusion of 3 
main bones – ilium, ischium and the pubis. It 
weighs 1.2 grams (n 1). The bones are fused 
to 11 spinal vertebrae.

Anatomy
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le g  Bo n e s

Three long bones comprise the leg of a bird. 
The femur (thighbone) of the leg fits and 
articulates in a side cup, the acetabulum, 
of the ilium. Next in line, below the patella 
(kneecap) is the longest hidden bone, the 
tibiotarsus page 330. A shorter fibula tapers 
to a fine point and extends along the side of 
the tibiotarsus. The tarsometatarsus (tarsus), 
page 331 a fusion of three metatarsal bones, 

Pelvic girdle of the American Crow, below – 6.7 
cm long by 3.9 cm wide by 2.5 cm deep

Pelvic girdle of the American Crow, above – 6.7 
cm long by 3.9 cm wide by 2.5 cm deep; weight 
1.6 grams  (n 7)

ischiadic fossa

ishium

pubis
rear

synsacrum area
ilium

acetabulum

Pelvic girdle, side 

pubis

rear

ischium

synsacrum
area

Pelvic girdle, below – Length 
6.7 cm; width 3.9 cm

Pelvic girdle, above 

il ium

ischium

synsacrum
area

acetabulum

pubis

anterior
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begins with a few ridges at the proximal end 
and shallow sockets at the distal end where 
the 4 toes (digits) of the feet fit and radiate to 
the front and back. A crow walks and perches 
on its toes. The tarsus is the visible foot 
bone measured by field workers and to which 
bands are attached. For the American Crow it 
averages 5.9 (5.6–6.3) cm long and is covered 
with black scales. The total weight of the 3 
long bones of the leg is 2.7 grams (n 1).

 Toes
The foot of the American Crow is one of 10 
avian types, and is referred to as anisodactyl 
and scutellate. It is a typical songbird’s foot. 
The first toe (hallux) points backward and the 
remaining 3 toes reach forward for an overall 
footprint length of 7–9 cm. It is used for 
griping and sometimes pushing. There are 10 
small bones in the 4 toes. The dorsal black 
keratin scales number 57, (n 1) and cover the 
tarsus and toes. This count of the scales was 
from a juvenile male American Crow found 
dead near the Chatham, Ontario roost in 
December. By segment there are –

1) Tarsus  8 scales
2) Hallux toe # 1  14 scales
3) Inside toe # 2  11 scales
4) Middle toe # 3  13 scales
5) Outer toe # 4  11 scales

The next measurements are from 
a malnourished fledgling crow 
in Winnipeg, Manitoba. I named 
her? Tarsus. Ten days after she 
left her nest, she was killed, but 
not eaten. Fine papillae on the 
bottom of her toe pads were 
mostly 0.3–0.5 wide, round to 
oval, and 5- or 6-sided in some 
areas. They may reach 1 mm 
wide and are shallower along the 
sides of the toe pads. The back 
toe (hallux) and the inner 2nd toe 
appear to have 3 pads, while the 
3rd and 4th toes have 4 pads, all 
of various lengths. The pad widths 
range from 3–6 mm; the widest 
are on the hallux page 334. The 4 
toes from their bases in a straight 
line to the tip of their toenails –

Anatomy

Leg bone  Tibiotarsus is a fusion of bones to form the main 
leg bone. The fibula is a narrow remnant that tapers to a very 
fine delicate tip running parallel to the larger and longer tibia

tibiotarsus

fibula

Leg bone  Tibiotarsus – Length 8.3 cm by 3.5–4 
mm; ends 13 mm (including fibula) and 8 mm; 
fibula length 5.2 cm, tapered, attached end 4 by 
2 mm. From the Essex roost – length 8.7 (8.3–8.9) 
cm; average weight 1.3 grams  (n 12)
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Leg bone  Femur (thighbone) – Length 5 cm by 
4 mm wide (midway); ends 10 x 6 mm and 10 x 8 
mm (widest). From the Essex roost – length 5.2 
(4.7–5.7) cm; average weight 0.7 grams  (n 16)

Leg bone  Tarsometatarsus (tarsus) 5.6 cm long 
by 3–4 mm wide (midway); ends 9–10.5 mm and 
4–7 mm. From the Essex roost – length 5.9 (5.6–
6.3) cm; average weight 0.7 grams  (n 17). In the 
two photographs the bone to which the hallux (toe 
#1) is attached is shown (arrow)

Tibia and the narrow 
fibula form the leg’s 
tibiotarsus
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1) Hallux (1st toe, backward) 3.5 cm long
2) 2nd (inner toe)  3.2 cm long
3) 3rd (middle toe)  4.3 cm long
4) 4th (outer toe)  3.3 cm long

Length of the toenails in a straight line from 
their proximal dorsal surface to the tip (n 1) –

1) Hallux toenail  15 mm long by 4 mm deep
2) 2nd toenail  11 mm long by 3.2 mm deep
3) 3rd toenail  11 mm long by 3.1 mm deep
4) 4th toenail  9 mm long by 2.5 mm deep

The basal widths of the nails range from 
1.3 (4th toenail) to 2 mm for the hallux. 
The hallux (1) has the stoutest toenail left, 

and the 4th toenail is the thinnest. The 2nd 
and 3rd toenails are about equal. On this 
model, the nail of the middle toe # 3 has 
less curvature. Each toenail has a pale gray 
lower side border with thin flaking layers of 
keratin. The tip is light gray. The nails are 
smooth and slightly shiny. Flattened, the foot 
print is about 7.5 cm long from the tips of 
the nails on the back toe to the 3rd (middle 
and longest toe). The narrowest point of the 
tarsus is 4 mm wide by 5 mm deep and right 
behind the toes. The longest dorsal scales 
near the middle of the tarsus are 7–8 mm.

 Ribs and vertebrae
The ribs of the American Crow are curved, 
flattened and thin page 333. The vertebrae 
are elegant pieces of sculpture. With their 
holes, they remind me of some objects by the 
sculptor Henry Moore (1898–1986). For 18 
vertebrae page 333, averages are – length 9.9 
mm, width 10.7 mm, height 10 mm, width of 
spinal cord hole 2.4 mm. The central holes 
in each are mostly circular. The pieces weigh 
a total of 1.7 grams (n 18). Berger compared 
the anatomy of the Red Bird-of-paradise to 
the ‘similar’ American Crow and Blue Jay to 
determine taxonomic relationships. For the 
American Crow –

 # of cervical vertebrae  14
 # of cervicodorsal ribs  2
 # of dorsal vertebrae  5
 # of true ribs  5
 # of thoracic ribs  1
 # of fused vertebrae in synsacrum  11 
 # of free caudal vertebrae  7

American Crow’s toenails. The nail of the 
back-ward pointing toe, the hallux #1, is the lon-
gest. The #3 toenail has the least curvature of the 
4 The 4 together weighed 0.5 grams

Some toe bones of the American Crow – larg-
est bone, the hallux is 2 cm long by 5 mm wide 
at the largest end; smallest bone 7 mm long; total 
weight of 18 toe bones was 0.7 grams

Right foot of Tarsus, in Winnipeg, early June, 
2012
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For the American Crow a medley of skeletal 
data revealed –

1) the topmost vertebra, the atlas, 
articulates with the occipital bone of the skull 
and is perforated by the odontoid process on 
the second cervical vertebra
2) a roughly U-shaped os opticus and an os 
humeroscapulare are present
3) neither of the 2 cervicodorsal ribs have 
an uncinate process
4) all 5 true ribs articulate with the sternum
5) the one thoracic rib which articulates 
dorsally with the synsacrum has no uncinate 
process. The sternal portion of this rib fuses 
with the sternal part of the fifth true rib

6) the scapulo-coraco-clavicular articulation 
is different from that in non-passerine 
birds. The head of the furculum (wishbone) 
expands to form large anterior and posterior 
processes. The anterior process articulates 
with the head of the coracoid. Near its base 

the posterior process articulates with the 
medial surface of the acromion process of the 
scapula. The acromion process is small and 
well hidden between the much larger heads of 
the coracoid and the furculum
7) digit 3 (middle toe 3, forward pointing) is 
up to 5.2 cm which is much longer than the 
hallux (toe 1, backward pointing) at 3.8 cm
8) there is an increase in length of the 3 
wing elements from the proximal (humerus 
6.7 cm) to the distal end (manus 8.6 cm) 
9) leg and foot bone lengths below (n 1) 

Femur  5.2 cm
Tibiotarsus  9.2 cm
Tarsometatarsus (tarsus)  6.2 cm
Hallux  3.8 cm  (back toe)
Digit 2  3.6 cm  (inner toe)
Digit 3  5.2 cm  (middle toe)
Digit 4  3.7 cm  (outer toe) B93

The average weight of 3 complete skeletons 
I recovered after boiling dead birds for a few 
hours to remove the meat was 27 (22–30) 
grams, which is 5.4% of a 500 gram American 
Crow.

 Archaeological digs
Avian relics occasionally include a bone from 
the American Crow. One dated to the late 
Pleistocene (10,000 Carbon-14 years before 
present; wiki) came from freshwater pond 
deposits at the Ingleside Pit in San Patricio 
County, near the southern tip of Texas. The 
remaining distal end of a tarsometatarsus 
(30967–1754 in the Texas Memorial Museum) 
belongs to an American Crow F15.
 Two shell heaps were excavated along 
the shore of Buena Vista Lake, Kern County 
in California. The numerous relics were 
probably not over 500 years old. Bones 
of coots, grebes, ducks and geese were 
common. At one site, 21 bones of the 

Some ribs of the American Crow – longest on 
left is 4.5 cm by 1.5 mm wide by 0.7 mm thick 
(midway); 14 ribs weigh 0.3 g

Vertebrae falling
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American Crow were identified; at the second 
site, bones of the crow were not found D34. 
 Bones of birds were uncovered at a 
First Nations’ village in Ohio. The site was 
believed to be active in the 1400s–1500s. 
Among 31 bones identified to species, 
were the crow and raven, and bones of the 
Passenger Pigeon and Trumpeter Swan 
G50. Crow remains were among the items 
in kitchen middens at Cahokia Mounds in 
Illinois (AD 1200–1550) P13. In a dig among 
the remains from AD 450–750, the bones 

of four crows were found P14. One can only 
guess as to how crows were thought of and 
used centuries ago. At the huge Emeryville 
shell mounds in west-central California, the 
recovery of bird bones indicated hunters 
influenced avifauna in the region of the San 
Francisco Bay area. The time span was about 
2600–700 years before present (BP). The 
collection included 5,736 bird bones. The 
identified bones of crows were coracoides, 
scapulas, humeri, ulnae, radii, tibiotarsi and 
tarsometatarsi, etc B188. 

Papillae about 0.5 
mm wide on toes of a 
juvenile male American 
Crow found dead 
in early December 
2011 at the Chatham, 
Ontario roost. Below – 
The entire 8.7 cm long 
right foot of the same 
male crow
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Yellow arrow above is the scale 
division where the tarsal length 
ends at the toes

Scale arrangement, from 
different angles, on the upper 
(dorsal) side of a juvenile 
male American Crow’s foot – 
Chatham, Ontario. 57 scales 
adorn the upper side of the 
tarsus and the 4 toes of one 
foot. December
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 Hargrave investigated the remains of 
birds at several First Nations’ sites in north-
eastern Arizona and southern Utah. In the 

Anatomy

San Francisco Mountain range near Flagstaff, 
one humerus of the American Crow was 
unearthed. Material at the sites ranged from 

Sternum of the American Crow showing areas of origin of its 
muscles, x 1; ventral (left); lateral (right); Art by James Ashley A68,  
© Cooper Ornithological Society

M. supracoracoideus

M. coracobrachialis posterior

M. pectoralis superficialis

“The right humerus – (A) of Corvus (Jackdaw) to show the pneumatic fossa. 
Abbreviations –  BC = bicipital crest, CSR = capital-shaft ridge, IT = internal 
tuberosity, MB = medial bar, PC = pneumatic canal, PF = pneumatic fossa. The 
muscle attachments associated with the pneumatic fossa in Corvus are depicted 
in (B). The large area of fine stippling shows the origins of the dorsal (M thd) and 
the ventral (M thv) heads of the M. triceps humeralis. The small area of coarse 
stippling shows the area of insertion of M scapulohumeralis anterior (M sa), 
located at the distal end of the pneumatic fossa. Art not to scale” B131, 
© American Ornithologists’ Union

IT

MB
PC
PF

BC

CSR

A B
M thd

M thv

M sa
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700 and 1300 AD H32.

 Muscles
Berger provided additional data on the 
muscles of the American Crow B93. 
Regarding the crow’s wing muscles, 
the following five were ABSENT –

1) Latissimus dorsi metapatagialis
2) Biceps propatagialis
3) Entepicondylo-ulnaris
4) Extensor pollicis brevis
5) Flexor metacarpi brevis and 
possibly 
Flexor pollicis (seen clearly only in 1 
wing by another researcher)

Six wing muscles were PRESENT –

1) M. abductor indicis is fairly well 
developed
2) Pars propatagialis musculi cucullaris 
sends a tendon to insert on the tendon of M. 
tensor patagii longus. 
3) The tendon of insertion of M. latissimus 
dorsi, pars posticus perforates the origin of 

the humero-triceps
4) M. subcoracoideus originates from the 
dorsal end of the coracoid.
5) M. anconeus inserts on the proximal half 
of the ulna
6) The leg muscle formula is ACXY

Nine leg muscles of the crow were ABSENT –

Furcula (wishbone) of the American Crow, showing 
areas of origin of its muscles; ventral (left); dorsal (right); 
Art by James Ashley, A68,  © Cooper Ornithological 
Society

M. delt. sup. long. 
med.

M. pectoralis superfi-
cialis

Anatomy

“The right humerus  (A) of Corvus (Jackdaw) to show the pneumatic fossa. Abbreviations:  BC = 
bicipital crest, CSR = capital-shaft ridge, IT = internal tuberosity, MB = medial bar, PC = pneumatic 
canal, PF = pneumatic fossa. The muscle attachments associated with the pneumatic fossa in Corvus are 
depicted in (B). The large area of fine stippling shows the origins of the dorsal (M thd) and the ventral (M 
thv) heads of the M. triceps humeralis . The small area of coarse stippling shows the area of insertion 
of M scapulohumeralis anterior  (Msa), located at the distal end of the pneumatic fossa. Art not to 
scale” 30b,  © American Ornithologists’ Union

A B

CSR

Mthd

Mthv

Msa

MB
PC
PF

BC

IT
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1) Anc. – Anconaeus
2) Bic. bra. – Biceps brachii
3) Brach. – Brachialis
4) Cor. bra. ant. – Coracobrachialis anterior
5) Cor. bra. post. – Coracobrachialis posterior
6) Delt. maj. – Deltoideus major
7) Delt. maj. ant. – Deltoideus major anterior
8) Delt. min. – Deltoideus minor
9) E. car. ul. – Extensor carpi ulnaris
10) E. dig. com. – Extensor digitorum communis
11) E. meta. rad. – Extensor metacarpi radialis
12) F. car. ul. – Flexor carpi ulnaris
13) F. dig. subl. – Flexor digitorum sublimis
14) Lat. dor. ant. – Latissimus dorsi anterior
15) Lat. dor. post. – Latissimus dorsi posterior
16) Pect. tho. – Pectoralis thoraica
17) Pron. prof. – Pronator profundus
18) Pron. subl. – Pronator sublimis
19) Propat. b. – Propatagialis brevis
20) Scap. hum. ant. – Scapulohumeralis anterior
21) Scap. hum. post. – Scapulohumeralis posterior
22) Subcor. – Subcoracoideus
23) Subscp. – Subscapularis
24) Sup. cor. – Supracoracoideus
25) Supin. – Supinator
26) Tri. hum. – Triceps humeralis

F. car. ul.

Pron. subl.

Tri. hum.

Scap. hum. ant.

Scap. hum. post.

Bic. bra.

Cor. bra. post.

Subcor.

Subscp.

Delt. maj. ant.

Lat. dor. post.

Lat. dor. ant.

Delt. maj.

E. meta. rad.

Propat. b.

Anc.

posterior surface

Muscle attachments on the humerus 
of the American Crow, H158,  © American 
Midland Naturalist, with permission. 
Art by George E Hudson

Pron. prof.

Pron. subl.

Brach.

F. dig. subl.

Supin.

E. car. ul.
E. dig. com.

E. meta. rad.

Delt. maj.

Pect. tho.

Delt. min.

Sup. cor.

Cor. bra. ant.anterior surface
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1) Gluteus medius et minimus
2) Ambiens
3) Pars iliofemoralis of the piriformis
4) Popliteus
5) Extensor proprius digiti 3
6) Extensor brevis digiti 4
7) Abductor digiti 2
8) Adductor digiti 2
9) Adductor digiti 4

Four leg muscles were PRESENT –

1) M. sartorius arises from the anterior 
portion of the median dorsal ridge and the 
neural spine of the last dorsal vertebra. It has 
a single head
2) M. obturator externus arises by two 
heads, which fuse before inserting by a single 
tendon.
3) The tendon of M. flexor perforatus digiti 

2 is perforated by the tendon of M. flexor 
perforans et perforatus digiti 2 and the 
tendon of M. flexor digitorum longus
4) M. semitendinosus has an origin from the 
free caudal vertebrae B93

 Flight and leg muscles
Muscle fibers, the contractile cells of skeletal 
muscles in birds are of 2 types –

1) fast twitch
2) slow twitch

In muscle “each myosin (a fibrous protein that 
combines with actin to form the contractile 
filaments of muscle cells) molecule is a 
hexamer (6 parts) consisting of two heavy 
and four light chains.”
 Within the M. pectoralis pars thoracicus 
muscle fibers are myosin heavy-chains 

Burr Oak supports a family of five American Crows in July in Winnipeg, Manitoba
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 American Crow sl ight ly off-centre
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American Crow molted feathers
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(MyHC) that contribute to the muscle mass. 
Dissimilar MyHC isoforms (several different 
forms of the same protein) are defined by 
immunocytochemical methods. “the presence 
of different isoforms in different fasttwich 
fiber types suggests a correlation between 
isoform and contractile function.”
 Blocks of muscle were removed from near 
the keel of the sternum in 31 species of 
birds. Fast-twitch fibers were divided into FG 
(Fast Glycolytic) and FOG (Fast Oxidative-
Glycolytic) types by the “biochemical 
pathways used to produce the energy for 
contraction.” The FOG fibers, of smaller 
diameter, were found in migratory birds 
due to their “capability of sustained rapid 
contraction.” For the American Crow, which 
had only FOG fiber types, 4 of 8 monoclonal 
antibodies from chickens were specific to the 
different MyHC isoforms in the flight muscle 
of the crow R128. 
 Muscle fiber types in the pectoralis 
muscle (PM) provide the downstroke for 
the wing during flight. Superficial and deep 
muscles were sampled from the PM. In the 
superficial sample, 25% of the fiber types 
were intermediate, and 75% were red fibers 
containing the smallest fibers with the 
greatest density of mitochondria. In the deep 
muscles, 15% were of the intermediate type 
and 85% were red fibers. No white fibers 
were present in this muscle of the American 
Crow R127.
 The pectoralis major muscle is used 
in liftoff. The pectoralis major and minor 
muscles were examined in a dozen small 
passerines (sparrows, warblers, a crossbill, 
etc). It was often composed of one kind 

of fiber and was dark red in color from 
an embracing supply of blood. When a 
longitudinal section of the pectoralis major 
was stained, the lipid bodies and mitochondia 
became dark spots between and parallel to 
the myofibrils. Hence, they are often referred 
to as dark fibers. 
 Pectoralis minor muscles usually contain 
dark and pale fibers. The dark fibers power a 
wing’s upstroke, and the pale muscle fibers 
hold the base of a wing in position. When 
stained with Sudan black B, they revealed 
smaller interfibrillar content than the dark 
fibers S12, S13.

Fe aT h e r s

Feathers are thin, lightweight structures 
that define and identify a bird. In an adult 
American Crow, they appear black at a 
distance, but in the hand or through field 
glasses, they reveal various sheens of blue 
and violet. Highlights and shadows dance in 
the sunshine. 
 Feathers reveals more than the identity of 
a species and its sex. In favorable light they 
present telling marks and degrees of wear. 

 Growth bars
These bars are “alternate light and dark, 
normal angular markings across the web 
[vane] of many feathers.” On both sides of 
the rachis growth bars below are easily seen 
on the large, dark, wing and tail feathers 
of juvenile and adult crows. Growth bars 
form as a feather emerges from its soft, 
blue calamus sheath. The bars are thought 

Wing feather vanes and rachides. Dark and light growth bars are visible on the far right vane (arrow)

Anatomy
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Typical feather fault bars (notches, red arrow) in 
tail feathers and P8 primary (middle) of the Hooded 
Crow S93,  © Journal of Avian Biology, with permis-
sion

Molted American Crow feather (below or ven-
tral) collected on lawn near nest on 4 June 2011 in 
Winnipeg. Total length 20 cm; width 4 cm; calamus 
(quill) 3 cm long

Fault bars on the primary 
wing feathers and a ragged 
tail in mid-April indicate 
this is probably a yearling 
Common Raven, by our 
calendar

Anatomy
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American Crow  Positions of muscle attachments on the pectoral girdle – lateral view 
H158,  © American Midland Naturalist, with permission. Art by Patricia J Lanzillotta

Scapulohumeralis posterior 

Subscapularis posterior 
externus

Serratus superficialis 
anterior

Corcobrachialis posterior

Sternocoracoideus

Supracoracoideus

Pectoralis thoraica

Biceps brachii

Propatagialis longus et brevis

Coracobrachialis anterior

Triceps scapularis

Scapulohumeralis anterior

Sternal 
notch

Sternum

Clavicle

Scapula

American Crow’s falling vertebrae
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Biceps femoris

Flexor perforans et 
perforatus digiti 2

Gastrocnemius 
(Pars interna)

Peronaeus longus

Tibialis anterior

Peronaeus  brevis

Flexor digitorum
 longus

Flexor perforatus
 digiti 4

Gastrocnemius

Tibial cartilage

Flexor digitorum
 longus

Flexor hallucis
 longus

Flexor perforatus digiti 2

Flexor perforans
 et perforatus digiti 3

Gastrocnemius (Pars externa)

Semimembranosus

Accessorius semitendinosi
Semitendinosus

Piriformis (Pars
 caudi-femoralis)

Ilio-tibialis

Sartorius

1

2
3

4

American Crow  21 superficial muscles on the left leg H157,
© American Midland Naturalist, with permission. Art by George E Hudson

Anatomy
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Ilio-trochantericus anterior

Femori-tibialis medius

Femori-tibialis externus

Biceps femoris

Accessorius semitendinosi

Biceps loop

Flexor perforans et 
perforatus digiti 3

Tibialis anterior

Peronaeus brevis

Peronaeus longus

Flexor digitorum longus

Flexor perforatus digiti 4 

Gastrocnemius

Flexor digitorum longus

Flexor perforatus digiti 2

Flexor hallucis longus

Flexor perforatus digiti 4 

Flexor perforans et 
perforatus digiti 2

Semimembranosus

Semitendinosus

Piriformis (Pars 
caudi-femoralis)

Ilio-trochantericus posterior

4

3

2

1

American Crow  Second layer, 22 muscles of the left leg. The 4 
superficial muscles – (1) Sar.  (1)  Il tib.  (1 & 1)  Gas (P. int. & ext.) & (1) 
Per. long. have been removed from the picture H157,  © American Midland 
Naturalist, with permission. Art by George E Hudson
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Femori-tibialis internus

Obturator internus

Plantaris

Flexor digitorum longus

Extensor hallucis longus

Tibial cartilage

Flexor perforatus digiti 3

Peronaeus longus

1

2

3

4

pygostyle

tarsus

4 toe bones

toenail

fibula

pubis

femur

ischium

tibiotarsus

caudal vertebrae

foramen

pelvic girdle

American Crow  The deepest 
(innermost) layer of muscles of the 
left leg H157, © American Midland 
Naturalist, with permission. Art by 
George E Hudson.
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Fruit of Nannyberry ripens as the migration of 
crows begins in mid-September from Manitoba

Tarsus 
and toes

1

2

3

4

Extensor hallucis longus

Tibialis anterior

Extensor hallucis 
longus

Ext. dig l.

Adductor longus (Pars posterior)
+ + Gastrocnemius (Pars media)

Tibialis anterior

Patellar tendon

Tibialis anterior

Sartorius

Gastrocnemius 
(Pars interna)

Peronaeus longus

Extensor 
digitorum longus

Peronaeus brevis

Flexor perforans et 
perforatus digiti 3

Femori-tibialis  
externus + medius

Femori-tibialis internus

Iliacus

Extensor
digitorum

longus

tarsus

Femur

Tibiotarsus

American Crow  Bones of the left leg; areas of 
muscle attachments – tarsometatarsus (tarsus) 
plus 4 digits; femur and tibiotarsus H157, 
© American Midland Naturalist, with permission. 
Art by George E Hudson
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American Crow – Top – notice a purplish sheen on the dorsal side of some central secondary 
feathers (S with bar); bottom – ventral surface of wing of a juvenile male (about 6 mos. old with 
a wing chord 30.5 cm long) found dead in Chatham, Ontario, 8 December 2011. Primaries 1–10; 
Secondaries 1–10

Anatomy
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American Crow 12 tail feathers guide the 
crow in flight. The ragged rounded tips are 
indicative of a juvenile in its first winter (this 
one about 6 months old). The arrow points to a 
fault bar (notch) near the tip of a # 1 tail feather. 
The tail feathers will be molted and replaced in 
this male’s second year of life, if it had lived. 
UTC = Under tail coverts, P = Primary wing 
feather, S = Secondary wing feathers

American Crow Upper tail coverts (UTC); 
December 2011, Chatham Ontario, juvenile male

Anatomy
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to indicate a temporary lack of overnight 
nutrition (crow nestlings are only fed during 
the day), which lessens the formation of 
microscopic barbules. Crow nestlings in 
captivity lost about 10 grams in weight at 
night, but increased their weight the next day 
when fed. Continuing, “dark bars are diurnal 
in development and the light bars nocturnal.” 
In light and dark growth bars, the average is 
about 21 barbules per 250 microns (µm) P10. 
The average human hair is about 100 microns 
wide wiki. 
 A growth bar forms at a specific downward 
angle from the rachis across a vane. It is 
seen by tilting a feather at a suitable angle to 
the light. Some bars are faint. Growth bars 
in many species range from 62º–95º. The 
American Crow and Common Raven both 
have bars at 68º to the rachis on their tail 
feathers W124. 

 Fault bars
Fault bars are more obvious than growth bars 
and a good indicator of stress due to food, 
handling, or disease, etc. Fault bars page 343 
are frayed or missing parts of vanes running 
almost perpendicular to a feather’s rachis. 
Poorly developed barbules cause fault bars, 
some of which are light lines, others are holes 
that may cause feather breakage. 
 A population of about 1,919 American 
Kestrels in Saskatchewan were examined 
from 1990–1997. Fault bars were found on 
17% of tail and primary feathers on females, 
and 14% on males. Females with many fault 
bars began their clutches at later dates than 
females with fewer bars, indicating they may 
have been poorer hunters. Females with 
many fault bars also had a lower probability 
of survival. Fault bars may indicate 
susceptibility to stress B138.
 In Norway, 1,072 Hooded Crows were 
shot from 1975–1981. Slagsvold sexed the 
birds by their gonads and examined the third 
primary from the outer edge (P8), and other 
large feathers for fault bars. Juvenile crows 
had many more fault bars, especially on 
their tail feathers, than did adults. Overall, 
juvenile males exhibited more marks than 
juvenile females. Adult males had the fewest. 
This may indicate male nestlings were more 
difficult to raise (required more food) to 
fledging stage than females. This in turn, may 
alter the sex ratio in a population to favor 

females, and exert a selective pressure for 
smaller males S93.

gl a n D s,  ea r s,  ey e s,  e T C

 Uropygial (preen) gland
This gland is located dorsally just before the 
tail feathers page 354. It secretes oil that birds 
use in their daily preening to maintain their 
feathers. However, ostriches, mesites (near 
flightless birds endemic to Madagascar), 
parrots, woodpeckers, and others lack this 
gland, yet their feathers and lives are normal. 
Perhaps the gland is internalized in these 
species. 
 European Hoopoe, Upupa epops, nestlings 
11–17 days old produced dark smelly 
secretions with 10 volatile compounds 
such as butanoic acid, 3-phenyl propanoic 
acid, and phenol. These dark secretions, 
also produced by breeding females, gave 
antimicrobial activity against a wide set of 
19 bacterial strains (both gram positive and 
negative), including feather-degrading, rod-
shaped bacilli and other pathogens. When 
the uropygial gland was injected with the 
wide-spectrum antibiotic amoxyciline, there 
was a reduction of volatiles in the dark 
secretions, indicating they were produced 
by symbiotic bacteria. The most common 
bacteria cultivated was Enterococcus 
faecalis, a nonmotile, facultatively anaerobic 
microbe, along with other Enterococcus 
species. White secretions from both sexes 
between breeding seasons were mostly 
waxes and lacked volatile compounds. Other 
birds also had seasonal changes in chemical 
composition of secretions from the uropygial 
gland M45. No work of this nature has been 
done on the American Crow.
 Rock Doves were captured to determine the 
relationship between preen oil, feather wear, 
and parasitic loads. Surprisingly, 1–3% of 
these birds in Utah and Illinois did not have 
a uropygial gland. One Rock Dove without a 
gland carried 275 lice. However, some doves 
with glands may harbour over 10,000 lice. 
Using caged birds, eight had their gland 
removed and seven intact birds were the 
control. The birds were caged and monitored 
over four months –
 1) without a gland, the feathers were in 
poorer condition, lacking the tiny interlocking 
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They roam over the surface of a bird and 
are not permanently attached. They feed by 
chewing soft skin and drinking blood
2) had more feather mites 
3) had fewer genera represented in the 
suborder Ischnocera, than in the above 
suborder Amblycera
4) had a relatively large bursa of Fabricius
5) had a higher rate of egg hatching success 
since, in theory, the gland appears to work 
against microorganisms in feathers which 
may lessen the contamination on eggs
6) had lower levels of antibodies in nestlings 
compared to adult birds M142

Tarsus, with a wing chord of 16 cm when 
fledged, had a uropygial or preen gland 10 
mm wide with the raised central naked duct 
(pink nipple) about 3 mm wide photo left.
 Bacteria and fungi may be one of several 
reasons why birds molt their feathers. In 
Ohio, from 1993–1996, feather-degrading 
bacilli, chiefly Bacillus licheniformis, were 
cultured from feathers of wild birds. From 
1,588 birds of 83 species, 7–11% harbored 
bacilli. Dorsal and ventral feathers, and the 
upper surface of the tail were sampled for 
bacteria. B licheniformis is gram positive 
and rod-shaped. It forms endospores and can 
degrade feathers, although white feathers 
are more susceptible than dark feathers. In 
the laboratory, white chicken feathers were 
degraded in 3–14 days.
 Ground feeding and water birds had the 
highest prevalence of bacilli. Bacilli peaked 
over the cold months, November–February 
for the resident House Sparrow. Counts were 
lower in the warm season when feathers 
were being molted and perhaps had a drier 
environment for these vegetative bacteria. 
Although American Crows were not included 
in the survey, some of their habits are similar 
to those of the American Robin, which had a 
prevalence of 26% from a sample of 19 birds. 
Other researchers have found 13 species 
of keratinolytic fungi on plumages of birds 
B232. Very little has been studied on the 
microorganisms of plumages. Consequently, 
we really don’t know what effect they have on 
the lives of birds. 

 Adrenal gland
The adrenal gland functions during periods 
of stress for birds, as it does in mammals. 

Anatomy

barbules that give feathers their fluffy 
appearance
2) stage of body molt did not appear to 
have an influence on feather quality
3) rates of preening for captive birds, with 
and without a gland were similar – 20% of 
their time
4) the load of feather lice was not affected 
by gland removal
5) gland oil may help control bacteria and 
fungi that degrade feathers M170.

Was there a relationship between the size 
of the uropygial gland, ectoparasites, and 
egg hatching success? From 212 birds in 
Denmark, the preen gland was removed 
and weighed. The larger the bird, the larger 
(mass) the uropygial gland. The order 
Mallophaga (chewing lice, biting lice) consists 
of 3 suborders – Ischnocera, Amblycera 
and Rhyncophthirina. All members possess 
functional mandibles. Birds with a relatively 
larger gland –

1) had more genera of non-sucking lice of 
Amblycera, a large suborder of chewing lice 
that are parasitic on both birds and mammals. 

Uropygial gland (oil gland) of Tarsus on 11 June 
2011 when s/he died. The 2 lobes together are 1 
cm wide with the raised duct 3 mm wide; situated 
dorsally at base of tail feathers
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This crow [which he shot], however, afforded 
me instructive employment and amusement, 
during the next day, in the dissection of its 
nerves and organs of sense; and I know not 
that I ever derived more pleasure from any 
anatomical examination, than I did from the 
dissection of its internal ear. The extent and 
convolutions of its semi-circular canals show 
how highly the sense of hearing is perfected 
in these creatures.

 Sclerotic ring
The sclerotic ring is “composed of a number 
of individual plates, placed side by side 
and overlapped to form a bony ring which 
surrounds the pupil of the eye and extends 
inward to a distance that is quite variable in 
different orders of birds.” From 235 species, 
1,404 pairs of rings were examined in all but 
one order of birds in North America. A few of 
the 10 generalities are –

1) A characteristic of the bird’s eye is 
the sclerotic coat of small bony plates 
overlapping to form a bony ring 
2) The ring pattern is based on the number 
and position of over- and under-plates. The 
number ranges from 11 (order Columbiformes 
– doves and pigeons) to 18 (the Common 
Tern and American Wigeon), with 14 or 15 the 
most common
3) The sclerotic ring protects the eyeball 
and supports it during contraction of the 
ciliary muscles, a ring of striated smooth 

The glands are a cream to orangey color and 
lie beneath the testes and on the anterior 
lobes of the kidneys photo page 48. Inactive 
male testes do not cover the adrenal glands, 
which are usually two distinct organs. When 
sectioned and stained with Zenkerformol 
solution, two types of tissues were revealed 
– chromaffin tissue and the interrenal tissue. 
The chromaffin tissue produces epinephrine 
(adrenaline) H40.

From 143 species a few observations H39 –

1) The relative weight of adrenals in birds 
collected with an egg in the oviduct was not 
heavier than birds of the same species not 
ovulating
2) Myrtle Warblers collected in the spring 
and autumn had adrenals and thyroids 
similar in both seasons
3) Parasitic loads may change the weight 
of adrenals and thyroids
4) The relative size of adrenals and thyroids
in various species was not related to the 
bird’s activities

The body weights and organs from 3,690 
animals were examined in the 1930s. For one 
male American Crow from Ohio C149 –

 Total weight 337 grams 
 Brain 9.3 g 2.8%
 Thyroid 0.4 g
 Adrenal gland 0.8 g 
 Heart 3.2 g 0.9%
 Lung 10 grams 3%

  Anal glands
The anal glands in 72 species of birds from 
museums’ collections were associated with 
thick squamous epithelium in the anal region. 
The secretory parts of the glands were simple 
or branched sacs, or tubules of secretory 
epithelial cells. The number and size of the 
anal glands were evenly distributed. One 
adult American Crow had no external anal 
glands and relatively small internal anal 
glands Q2. The European Rook’s anal glands 
were “tubular or bulbous and the gland cells 
as being mucus-producing” G67.

 The ear
Dr. John Godman in Rambles of a Naturalist 
# 11 (online) –

Ear opening (9 x 6 mm) of a juvenile, male 
American Crow from the Chatham roost in 
southern Ontario, December 2011
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muscle that controls accommodation for 
viewing objects near and far. As such, 
the muscles that accomplish this are not 
attached to the bony ring itself

T he shape and thickness of the 
plates varied around each eye. Like 
the skull, each plate in the sclerotic 
ring increased in size from those in 
nestlings to those in adults. In the 

family Corvidae, 9 species and 60 pairs of 
eye rings were examined. The number of thin 
bony plates was 13–15. An extra curved bony 
plate was NOT present in the genera Corvus, 
Cyanocephalus, Nucifraga and Perisoreus, 
but was present in the jays Cyanocitta and 
Aphelocoma. From 14 Magpies, 4 had a 
vestigial plate in one or both eyes. This 
structure may have taxonomic value C165.

 The eye
Braekevelt in the early 1990s described the 
microscopic structures within the eyes of 
light-adapted American Crows in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. Overall, a crow’s eye appeared 
similar to that of other avian species. The 
structure of the retinal pigment epithelia 
(RPE) region was examined with light and 
electron microscopy. The RPE consisted 
of a single layer of cuboidal cells about 
10 µm high and 12 µm wide. It interacted 
with photoreceptors in the maintenance of 
vision. The RPE cells had a single, rounded, 

centrally placed 
nucleus. Mitochondria 
were abundant 
towards the base of 
a cell and variously 
shaped. Myeloid bodies 
(function unclear) were 
common in RPE cells of 
the crow B159. 
 The light-adapted 
photoreceptors of the 
American Crow were 
composed of rods 
(night vision), single 
cones (color vision), 
and double (unequal) 
cones present in the 
ratio of 4 to 3 to 3 
respectively. The rods 
were stout and the 
outer segments reach 
to the RPE cell body. 
The single cones (color) 
had a slightly tapered 
outer segment and a 
large heterogeneous oil 

Anatomy

Avian eye  Lateral view of a bird’s eye in cross-
section, © Original uploader was Jimfbleak at 
en.wikipedia; wiki

Sclerotic ring is composed of 14 plates in the 
Western Scrub-Jay, Aphelocoma californica , 
showing the accessory bony plate (arrow) 
extending from plates 3–7 along the temporal 
(temple) margin, Camera lucida C165,  © American 
Ornithologists’ Union
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droplet. The double cones were longer and 
stouter and had a more homogeneous oil 
droplet. The cone photoreceptors were tightly 
packed. Neither the rods nor cones appeared 
to have photomechanical movements in the 
crow. All were invaginated in flat synaptic 

sites B160.

 Pecten oculi
Next to be examined was the pecten oculi 
in the eye of the American Crow. The 
pecten, found only in birds, is an erectile 
projection into the gel-like vitreous of the 
ventral part of the avian eye cup. Of the 
3 types of pecten, the pleated was the 
most common. In the American Crow, the 
pecten was very large and consisted of 
22–25 pleated folds. A bridge of tissue 
held it in a fan-like shape that was widest 
at its attached base this page. Numerous 
capillaries and melanocytes (pigments) 
occupied each fold. Presumably, one of 
the pecten’s roles is to bring nutrients 
to the inner retina B158. This nutrient 
supposition was linked to its functional 
morphology, which correlated with the 
lifestyle of a bird and its functional needs 
K42. Braekevelt thought it may have 
evolved to increase the visual acuity of 
the retinal image in birds by shifting the 
blood vessels and mitochondria from the 
avian retina to the pecten B154. 

 Gizzard
This organ follows the proventriculus and is 
the grinding instrument for hard food (seeds) 
that a crow may swallow. The lower half is 
composed of finger-like projections with 
strong lateral muscle on the outside. The 
gizzard is somewhat larger than the heart next 
page. Ground food leaves the gizzard through 

Anatomy

Pecten oculi in lateral view, occupies the inside 
of the eye cup of the Jungle Crow, Corvus 
macrorhynchos . P = pectinal pleats with 
alternating furrows (arrowhead). The base is about 
10 mm wide with 24 or 25 pleats and tapers to 
the apex of the heavily pigmented bridge (Br). The 
pleats are highly vascularized R3,  © Okajimas 
Folia Anatomica Japonica

Gizzard (stomach) cut open top to bottom
American Crow  Gizzard sliced open and 
contents removed. This male juvenile found 
dead had little food in its stomach
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the pylorus opening into the duodenum.

 Heart 
The avian heart is 4-chambered, as is the 
human heart. “Relative to their size and 
mass birds have the largest and strongest 
hearts of all the vertebrae” P105. The left 
ventricular wall is more muscular (thicker) 
than the wall of the right ventricle. Rotation 
of the heart during fetal development means 

the apex of the heart is the blunt narrow 
end. It is composed mainly of muscles of 
the left ventricle. Blood flows out of the right 
ventricle and through the pulmonary arteries 
to become oxygenated in the lungs. The 
pulmonary veins return the ‘red’ oxygenated 
blood to the heart and into the left ventricle. 
The blood is then pumped into the body, 
including the two small coronary arteries that 
supply the heart with oxygen and nutrients. 
At rest a crow’s heart rate is 345 beats per 
minute earthlife.net/birds/blood.html ♣

Comparative sizes of three internal organs of 
an American Crow. Gizzard (stomach), liver, and 
heart. A small portion of the liver was lost on 
removal

Heart of an American Crow cut open to show ventricles and 
muscles. At rest, it purrs at 345 beats per minute or 6 / sec

earthlife.net/birds/blood.html
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One day in Encino, [California] a 
male (12 months post-fledging) was 
foraging with his father underneath 

a flowering magnolia tree. His sister, a 
broodmate, flew in and landed in the tree 
above them, and inadvertently dislodged 
a flower petal. The petal fell next to the 
face of her brother, whose head was down. 
Apparently startled, he jumped backwards. 
He looked up at his sister and then resumed 
foraging. His sister looked down at him, 
turned and inched about 0.6 m along the 
branch to a flower, plucked off a petal, and 
inched back until over his head. She leaned 
forward and dropped the petal, which 
landed right next to him. Apparently startled 
again, he jumped backwards, looked up at 
her looking down at him, and walked out of 
her range. 
  – Carolee Caffrey C14

Carolee had watched American Crows for 
thousands of hours before the above 

scene unfolded. The sister crow was smart 
enough to realize the petal scared her 
brother and took advantage of the situation 
to have a little fun with him, as our children 
do with each other. The unexpected makes 
crow watching so damn much fun. We see 
ourselves in and through them.

 Preening and bathing
A few of the less common behavioral 
aspects of a crow’s lifestyle are included 
in this section. Crows are concerned about 
their appearance. Preening is a daily activity. 
Bathing in dust, snow or water is followed 
by several minutes of preening. A juvenile 
crow in summer really made the dust fly as 
it ‘splashed’ vigorously for a few minutes in 
a windrow of sand along a curb in Guelph, 

Ontario. One fond memory of Colleen 
Gerwing (pers. comm. 1988) was watching 
her pet crow enjoy a dust bath. In winter 
snow-bathing can be contagious, with all 

family members joining it. On a mild winter’s 
day in Guelph, it was raining and snow on 
the ground was slushy. One American Crow 
of a pair lowered its body and beat its wings 
in the slush until its feathers were wet. On a 
colder day, a crow pushed its bill and face 
into snow, leaving behind a 10 cm imprint 
in the soft whiteness. Similar moves were 
recorded by a Hooded Crow in northern Italy 
L65. A lone crow in Guelph ran and dove 
repeatedly into a snowbank in March. From a 
roadside in March, I watched crows bathe in 
icy meltwater in a cornfield. After splashing 
about, they climbed onto a snowbank behind 
a tree stump. Sheltered from the wind, they 
began to preen in the sunshine. Hopkins 
mentioned crows bathing in snow 8–12 cm 
deep, with no preening afterwards H132. 
 Over the summer, crows bathe in a 
birdbath, a river’s edge, or a shallow, 
ephemeral puddle after a heavy rain. If you 
ever raise a young crow, be sure to provide it 
with fresh water about 5 cm deep for bathing 
each day. Then sit back and enjoy the show. 
Criddle reported that bathing and playing 

13

A breeding American Crow near its nest in 
late May in Winnipeg, MB
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in water were regular pastimes for his pet 
crows C148. Anna Leighton (pers. comm. 
2011) mentioned her pet crow centered its 
activity around a water bowl, placing many 
objects into it. Crows may be as fascinated 
by water as we are.
 What might be called an extreme form of 
bathing, in this era of extreme sports, was 
related by Lyanda Haupt on page 65 in her 
engaging book, Crow Planet H47. She lives 
in Seattle, Washington.

Late this winter, we had the most astonishing 
hailstorm I have ever witnessed. There was 
so much hail I could not even see across the 
street, and it was so loud and beat down so 
hard that the entire house rattled. I opened the 
windows of my study and 
sat up on my desk. To my 
complete surprise, a crow 
flew up and landed on the 
big cypress outside my 
window. Instead of settling 
on a sheltered inner branch, 
this crow chose to perch on 
an outer branch, one being 
pelted so hard by hail that 
it quaked. She shivered her 
wings and looked up. As 
the hail beat down on her 
face, she opened her mouth 
and sat very still, as if in a 

contemplative rapture. There she stayed until 
the hail began to fall more lightly, at which point 
she brought her head back in line, looked all 
around at the freshly hailed world, shook out her 
feathers, and flew to the very top of the Douglas 
fir down the block, where three other crows 
appeared to be enjoying the hailstorm. This was 
all very curious and just like crows, I thought, to 
revel in hail.

 Seventeen species of birds have been 
reported bathing in snow H76. One instance 
was observed by Susan Squires –

Another morning I watched a crow taking a 
bath in a snow drift. It was towards the last of 
April and the fields were nearly bare, except 

Behavior & Intel l igence

A cool bath soaks the feathers. Preening begins in the warm sun and wind
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where there had been deep drifts and these had 
melted until they were composed of tiny pellets 
of ice like hail and were very wet. The crow was 
stalking around over the bare ground hunting for 
something edible when an idea struck him. He 
walked sedately over to one of the mounds of 
snow, sat down and began to dig a hole with his 
feet, throwing the wet icy snow up around him. 
After the hole was deep enough he turned to one 
side, spread the top wing to its fullest extent and 
began to throw the snow all over his body with 
his feet just as a hen does in a dust bath. He 
would also rub his head and neck on the snow at 
the edge of his ‘nest.’ After a time he got up and 
reversed his position turning the other side of his 
body up and repeating the performance. When 
he was sure he was clean he stood up, shook 
himself thoroughly, and flew up into a nearby elm 
tree to dry in the sun.

 Bill wiping
This is another daily activity of crows. Usually 
the bird is perched on a branch and wipes 
its bill alternately from side to side against 
the same branch. This preening activity 
was reviewed for 27 species of passerines. 
Bill wiping, although not often discussed 
in the literature, may be a cleaning, or a 
displacement activity. It can occur in a wide 
variety of situations. The frequency and 
duration are also largely unreported. Because 
all birds do not bill-wipe (ie. ducks), the habit 
may be species-specific and useful in some 
taxonomic studies C78. 

 Anting and sunbathing
Early information on feather mites came 
from the Russian parasitologist VB Dubinin. 
He published 3 volumes on feather mites 
in 1951, 1953 and 1956. The main food of 
mites was a lipid substance on feathers, 
other than that from uropygial gland 
secretions used in preening. This lipid 
substance varied in amount throughout the 
avian year – lowest during molt and winter – 
highest after a molt and during the nesting 
season. The population of mites on a bird 
also fluctuated – the more lipid substance, 
the more mites. Working with pipits, Dubinin 
found a high mortality rate of feather mites 
after an anting event K28. 
 Anting is an unpredictable behavior. It 
is generously defined as a bird applying 
foreign substances to its plumage. Most 

often the substance is living ants. Reports 
mentioned 24 kinds of ants, as well as over 
40 other materials ranging from raw onion 
to burning matches to tobacco. Anting may 
be passive – when a bird spreads its wings 
and tail feathers to let ants walk onto them. 
Active anting involves a bird using its bill 
to pick up and place ants among its vanes. 
Numerous theories to explain anting include 
ectoparasite removal, attractive odor, sexual 
stimulation, or chemicals from ants that help 
to condition the feathers, etc. There are 
148 species of birds that ant and not all are 
passerines. The American and Northwestern 
Crows [AMCR] are on the list, along with the 
raven and some European corvids W70. 

 In 1980 Hendricks was the first to provide 
a good description of passive anting in wild 
American Crows. In Montana’s sunlight, on 
11 May, one of a pair of crows settled onto 
an anthill while the other positioned itself 
nearby. Even though Hendricks stood only 7 
m away and was noticed, the crow continued 
to ant for 3 minutes as it made guttural calls. 
Crows do not appear to eat ants while anting 
H75. Two pet crows allowed ants to swarm 
onto their feathers for a few minutes, then 
ruffled their feathers, picked and discarded 
the ants W42. However, too many ants on a 
crow can become a nuisance. A bird raised 
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by Criddle flew to his arms seeking help. The 
juvenile crow was covered with ants, which 
were bitting it. The crow remained quiet as 
he removed them C148.
 A short online video by the BBC Natural 
History Unit, shows a Carrion Crow anting on 
a lawn www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwKl8VCBZlE 

It was not until 30 July 1985, 
during molting, that a crow 
revealed its anting behavior to 
me. Less than 20 m away, the 
crow opened its wings, wiped its 
bill on the lawn, then with a swift 

jerky movement, ran its bill several times 
through the underside of its wings and base 
of the tail feathers. In less than a minute the 
active anting was finished. Prior to this rare 
gesture, the crow remained motionless for 
five minutes while it faced the late morning 
sun. When I inspected the spot, nothing 
remarkable was on the lawn except for a few 
lively black ants. 
 An annotated list of papers described 
anting, etc, by a variety of birds M78. 
Included was a description of a bout of 
anting by a tame crow that “deliberately 
takes his stand upon an ant-mound and 
permits the ants to crawl over him and carry 
away troublesome vermin. Ants were seen to 
seize parasites and bear them away”.
 Condry described the anting behavior of 

a human-raised young Carrion Crow not yet 
big enough to fly. Stepping onto the ant hill, 
it “went through the motions of flicking the 
ants onto his back, then slowly settled down 
among the ants like a brooding hen, with 
wings outspread and tail fanned.” At another 
hill, “he would lie flat among the insects, 
alternately putting ants onto his back with 
his beak and gobbling ants’ eggs” C112.
 This leads easily and supportively into 
the conclusions of two women who turned 
their vision and thoughts to anting behavior. 
Dismissing the usually speculative reasons 
already given, the researchers concluded 
“that sunning and anting are widespread 
and complementary comfort-motivated 
behaviours.” Whether the birds decide to 
sun or ant depended on which set(s) of 
feathers were molting. In North Carolina, 
August and September were the main 
months for anting. A heavy rainfall seemed 
to bring on anting. Dusting and smoke 
bathing were two possible means by which 
birds administered heat to their ventral 
surface P84. Carolee Caffrey and Lawrence 
Kilham described sunbathing by crows. 
The birds raised their head-feathers, tilted 
the head sideways and back, and held this 
trance-like position for several minutes in full 
sunshine K66.
 A juvenile pet crow of mine almost went 
too far to get some warmth and smoke. 
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Living in the country decades ago, we 
regularly burned our waste paper in an 
outdoor 3-sided brick structure. Attracted 
by the flame and smoke, the crow spread 
its wings and walked right up to the burning 
papers on the ground. The tips of its 
primaries began to curl from the heat. It may 
well have caught fire had I not pushed it 
away with my foot. 
 Feather lice became part of an outdoor 
experiment in Australia that involved Black 
Noddies, Anous minutus. Noddies regularly 
sun-bathed at a location on the beach at 
Heron Island Research Station on the Great 
Barrier Reef. The longest sun-bathing event 
lasted 16 minutes. The dark wings were 
partially extended as a bird sat on the open 
ground. For the study, 12 trials were set up. 
Live chewing lice, Quadraceps hopkinsi, 
were collected from the tips of primary 
feathers of the noddies, and placed on 
artificial wings in the sun. These fake wings 
achieved feather temperatures from 29–72 
ºC. When the temperatures ranged from 
60–65 ºC and above, the lice were killed. 
More noddies sunned in higher, rather than 
lower temperatures. In the heat, some birds 

began to pant. Below 29 ºC, noddies didn’t 
sun. The greatest number of birds sunned at 
36 ºC. The maximum temperature of live 
birds’ wings in the sun reached 63 ºC M169. 
Sunning could make feathers too dry to 
support a high population of bacteria C86.

 

 Playing
In the morning the eastern sky was on 
fire. Tops of dark billowy clouds burned 
like candles as they rushed southward. In 
a matter of minutes the flaming sensation 
was over. The sun had risen. The fire above 
echoed the fire below in the young crows 
as they began to feed and play on a lawn 
in August. One juvenile crow picked up 
a plastic straw in its bill. Its peer quickly 
accepted the invitation, and a short-lived 
tug-of-war ensued. Carolee Caffrey saw 
juveniles and sometimes yearlings play with 
twigs, leaves, bones and other objects, 
which they carried around in their bills. She 
also saw more than one tug-of-war develop. 
Juveniles used a discarded plastic cup to 
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at its fascinating world; an American Elm

Hanging upside down loosens the restraints of 
being just another crow in a tree
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practice log-rolling, and family members 
chased one crow carrying a flatted pop can. 
Fledglings and juveniles practiced kicking 
each other and one jumped on the belly of 
its playmate V18. 
 In a playful mood, a pair of juvenile 
crows in Guelph took turns hanging upside 
down by their feet from a vertical branch 
a half-meter above the ground. After 10 
seconds, the crow on the ground leapt and 
knocked the hanging bird to the ground. 
Later that day a crow hung by its feet for 
15 secs. in the middle of a large maple tree. 
A few times in Florida, Kilham watched 
yearling crows hang upside down and 
swing from a streamer of the flowering 
Spanish Moss, Tillandsia usneoides, on a 
tree K51.  Hanging upside down was not 
always a playful gesture. Near the Hamilton, 
Ontario crow roost one morning, crows 
fed on fruit clusters of Staghorn Sumac in 
the usual manner. Then one crow decided 
to hang upside down by one foot. In this 
position it tore off a chunk of reddish furry 
fruit. With its bill full, the crow dropped 
over the edge of the escarpment into flight. 
Occasionally, at a large roost, the crowded 
shuffling of American Crows for a perch after 
dark resulted in a bird being bumped and 
consequently hanging upside down. One 
bird at the Hamilton roost stayed that way 
quietly looking about for 6 minutes until it 
was dislodged by crows taking off from the 
branch it was hanging from. At dusk, three 
pairs of Carrion Crows maneuvered through 
the trees. One bird landed on a branch and 
was closely followed by another crow which 

caused the first bird to slip over into the 
upside-down position. Inverted, it looked 
around for 3 minutes until it was displaced 
by another crow M95. 
 Common Ravens take this upside-down 
adventure a step further. According to 
Elliot, a raven hung from a tree branch by 
one or two feet, then by its bill for up to 10 
seconds. He decided this was part of the 
male’s courtship performance to impress 
a female E27. On the ground, young ravens 
repeatedly slid on their feet down a shiny 
3 m board C126. Ficken provided other 
examples of avian play with particular 
reference to the Common Raven F25.
 Ernest Good related a few instances of 
crows in ‘a pure spirit of play.’ He watched 
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A young crow jumps from a 
rock to lawn in Winnipeg, MB

A breeding American Crow wets food in the 
Assiniboine River, Winnipeg, for its nestlings in 
early June, 2011
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a yearling that picked up and repeatedly 
dropped a piece of paper in its claws, then 
rolled onto its back and continued to wrestle 
with the scrap G35. At sunrise in Guelph, 
Ontario, a juvenile crow carried a discarded 
cigarette package in its bill. Setting the 
package down, it rolled onto its back, feet in 
the air, possibly wanting to play with another 
crow. Instead, a parent crow stepped on the 
package, tore it into little pieces with its bill, 
then walked away (meany). On 30 June 2011, 
two juveniles, about 3 weeks out of the nest, 
played with a 4 cm long piece of pencil. 
One crow tried to get it from the other. One 
of the crows held the pencil in its bill, then 
rolled onto its side for several seconds, and 
used its feet to keep the other bird away. 
Elsewhere, Good saw crows fly into a strong 
wind, suddenly flip over and sail in a wild 
swoop over a field, righting themselves 
about 80 m away G35. 
 Whitford gave a splendid description of a 
lone crow in Minnesota playing in a strong 
updraft along a bluff in September. As a 
pilot and ethologist, he watched the crow 
for 90 minutes as it repeated 25 free-falls, 
punctuated with a break several minutes 
long. The bird rose with wobbling wings, 
then rolled onto its back and with folded 
wings dove earthward making inverted drops 
from 20–100 feet (30 m) in length. No other 
crows or predators interrupted this crow’s 
aerial practice / play maneuvers. The crow 

seemed to be enjoying itself and often gave 
“a hoarse, short ‘wahh’ sound” right before 
it rolled onto its back W79.

A crow in Florida picked up a 12 
cm long stick in its bill, rose in 
the air,  dropped the stick, and 
caught it in its claws before it 
hit the ground K51. In Encino, 

California, a crow carried a stick aloft with 
its bill or feet, dropped it, then dove after it 
and grabbed it again in the air with its bill or 
feet C14.
 There are four types of social play by 
animals described from our point of view D49 

1) play chasing
2) play fighting
3) play invitations
4) social object play

Corvids and parrots most commonly 
engaged in social play with play chases and 
social object manipulation. I suspect that 
much of the playful antics of juvenile crows 
in their first summer go unreported due to 
the shortness of the bouts, and how we 
define playing among crows. Play appeared 
to occur in birds with D49 –

1) a relatively large brain
2) a delay of first time reproduction
3) an association of juveniles with parents
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American Crows fit all three of our after-the-
fact conditions, therefore, they play.  
 A Courage of Crows around the world 
takes time out to play. Their superb 
civilization permits this little pleasure. A 
Carrion Crow picked up an object. Rising 
in a strong wind, the crow transferred the 
object to its feet, then descended in a 
jackknifed’ position with its bill pressed 
against its feet and the object. It took only 
50 years of bird watching before McKendry 
saw a Carrion Crow play in this fashion M98. 
A Carrion Crow shifted an object about 20 
cm long repeatedly between its bill and feet 
as it flew H51.

Tokyo wakes to nightmare rule of 
the feathered beasts

by Richard Loyd Parry in Tokyo 
Sunday, 28 February 1999

THE INDEPENDENT

They began their mornings by eating the 
garbage left out in easily opened bags along the 
streets of Tokyo, a human problem that Jungle 
Crows, Corvus macrorhyncos, used to their 

advantage. After their morning’s meal, the crows 
occasionally took time to play. Some of the 
crows whizzed down slides in playgrounds built 
for our kids.
 “In a letter to the Yomiuri newspaper, one 
woman described seeing two crows on a wall, 
moving their heads from side to side with 
mysterious regularity. Cautiously, she peered 
over the wall herself – to see a tennis match, 
which the birds were following, to and fro, as 
avidly as spectators at Wimbledon.”

On YouTube, 12 January 2012, a Hooded 
Crow in Russia slides down a snowy roof 
on a white 10 cm wide lid.  www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3dWw9GLcOeA  It did this twice, and 
there was one path when the video started, 
so it was at least a three-peat. The crow 
kept pounding with its bill at something on 
the lid. During a slide, the crow flapped its 
wings for balance. When a slide was done, 
the crow took the lid in its bill and flew to 
the top of the roof, where more pecking 
took place; then another slide. Perhaps the 
crow was trying to remove something frozen 
to the lid so it would slide better. Hooded 
Crows nest in Moscow. 
 Crows play with other creatures, possibly 
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even people, but we may not know it, or 
admit it. The tail of a River Otter, Lutra 
canadensis, was pulled by American Crows 
in Florida. Besides having fun, at times the 
crows in tandem used this tactic to distract 
the feeding otter and steal its food. Over 
12 hours of watching, Kilham and his wife 
saw crows peck 26 times at an otter’s tail, 
while the mammal was resting or walking 
to the water K46. Further north, a cemetery 
in Guelph, Ontario was the site of a little 
avian mischief. One juvenile crow from a 
family of five began stalking the bushy tail 
of a feeding Woodchuck, Marmota monax. 
Walking slowly to within a half-meter of its 
target, the crow then got serious. Bending 
low, it crept forward. After one or two false 
jabs with its bill, it connected. Instantly the 
Woodchuck spun around. Just as quickly 
the crow jumped backwards about a meter, 
landing on lawn. As soon as the mammal 
resumed feeding, the crow again walked 
towards its tail. The stalk-and-peck game 
was repeated five times in as many minutes. 
Finally, the Woodchuck moved away and the 
crow rejoined its family. 
 Playing by animals is generally regarded 
as a universal sign of youthfulness. All this 
pulling, jumping and hanging by juvenile and 
yearling crows can, as Kilham and others 
have suggested, prepare the crow for certain 
occasions later in life when knowing these 
stunts may come in handy K53. But when 
we played, it was usually for the thrill and 
pleasure of the moment, with little thought 
to our future. Crows may also enjoy aerial 
games more than we realize. Performing 
certain solo moves in the wind, or chasing 
one another in headlong dives near a roost 
in the evening could provide the birds with 
as much delight as it does me to watch 
them. Kilham watched unmarked yearlings 
“manipulating objects in a play-like manner.” 
In Florida, crows carried clumps of Spanish 
moss, and one piece was used in a tug-of-
war between two crows. Perched on a cow’s 
back, a crow pecked at a dry, semi-rotten 
stick, 11.5 x 2.3 cm, held in its toes. Once 
the stick fell and was retrieved. The second 
time the stick was cached. It had no food 
value, so Kilham thought it was an object 
used in a playful adventure. He also saw a 
crow in Florida that appeared to be imitating 
a pair of dancing Sandhill Cranes by jumping 

to about 15 cm high and bouncing with 
open wings K51. At the Florida ranch crows 
sometimes leapt over animals on the ground; 
once over a new-born calf and twice over a 
Turkey Vulture. In New Hampshire, Kilham 
saw a hand-raised juvenile crow about 5 
weeks after fledging, pick up a twig and 
jump in the air with half-spread wings, 
turning to one side, then to the other side 
K53.  
 In Florida, hen wild turkeys became more 
aggressive than usual in 1984, and chased 
crows from the kernels of corn Kilham 
scattered for the birds. Later in the season, 
he sensed the crows were trying to entice 
the turkeys to chase them by pretending to 
be feeding, which always made the turkeys 
run towards them to get the food. He 
described a few interactions, including one 
where a crow was working on a cow pie when 
a turkey ran toward the crow. The crow, with 
a piece of the pie in its bill, moved away as 
the turkey pursued it K61. 
 In late January 1985, a yearling crow 
vocalized and flew to within 3 m of a Red-
shouldered Hawk perched midway in a Red 
Maple, Acer rubra. The crow retreated a 
few meters in the tree when the hawk flew 
at it. This was repeated two more times in 
4 minutes. Other family members fed 10–15 
m away and paid little attention to this 
interaction. Kilham had no explanation for 
this behavior by crows with the turkeys and 
the hawk K61. Simply taking time to have 
a little fun with other creatures is the best 
explanation I can provide on behalf of the 
thoughtful crows. 
 Kilham followed a pair of blackshirts that 
lost their nest at mid-incubation. The next 
morning (27 January) he watched her pick up 
and drop a few sticks, then hang and swing 
on Spanish moss, which is not easily pulled 
loose. Crows used pieces of this moss to 
hold the initial large sticks in place when 
nest-building began. On 19 February 1983, 
crows were at a rotting hog carcass when 
a Black Vulture landed nearby. The vulture 
began to walk away and one crow jumped 
over its back several times, perhaps to 
keep it moving. Then the crow crouched in 
the grass and gave very loud screams K53. 
Sometimes, I think everything a crow does is 
a form of play. Life may be a continuous flow 
of small, connected adventures.
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 A crow court
It is not often observed or reported in the 
ornithological journals. With luck it may be 
viewed once in a lifetime. Its rarity adds 
considerably to its mystery. Scattered thinly 
in the literature, and passed on verbally, the 
existence of a court held by crows is real in 
the minds of some, and an unfashionable 
fiction to those who have not witnessed the 
event. I believe the crow is the only bird for 
which a court has been suggested. A short 
video www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVYfSHpIDPM
 A woman with a strong interest in 
animals told me of her experience. “One I’ll 
remember the rest of my life,” were her first 
words. Recalling a summer day in Scotland, 
when she was going out to tend the cows, 
she noticed a group of 12 crows in a circle, 
surrounding what appeared to be an injured 
crow. Each crow in turn advanced a few 
steps, gave some movement and talk, then 
returned to the perimeter. As she walked 
closer, all the crows few to nearby trees, 
leaving the outcome in doubt. 
 In the field, two men picked up a badly 
injured crow in Massachusetts one May. It 
had apparently been mobbed by other crows 
and left for dead. “Tried and condemned, 
and assaulted in earnest” its right tarsus 
and left wing were broken, its spirit gone. It 
awaited death B3. 
 At Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, MacLean 
was walking with a couple of birders in May. 
Hearing crows calling in the distance, they 
investigated and found crows were killing 
another crow. She had no explanation for 
this behavior M11. The spring dates for the 
above events suggest the killings might 
somehow be involved with the breeding 
season. 
 In the 1920s, Taber quoted a article in the 
Atlantic Monthly which made known – “A 
colony of rooks, perhaps the most intelligent 
of the crow tribe, was recently observed 
sitting in solemn conclave, like the Church 
authorities round the Jackdaw of Rheims, 
about the person of one of their numbers. 
Their notes rose and fell with that harsh 
variation that always suggests conversation 
and debate. It continued for a while, when 
the assembled judges and juries suddenly 
fell upon the delinquent and put him to 
death. Why was he killed, what incident had 
preceded? the observer did not know; but of 

the deliberate killing, preceded by a period 
of debate, there seemed to be no doubt” T1.
 A rare event was witness in the Olympic 
National Park, Washington on 9 July 2001. 
At about 9 o’clock in the morning, 15 
Northwestern Crows [AMCR] were making 
a lot of noise in the forest about 30 m from 
the beach. The crows mobbed another crow 
perched on a limb about 3 m above the 
ground. Soon one crow made contact with 
the perched crow being mobbed, and the 
two birds fell to the ground. The mobbing 
continued. The crow under attack was on 
the ground on its back, wings spread, feet in 
the air with a large cut on its right leg. After 
30 minutes, the crow on the ground was 
dead and the body cavity empty. The mob of 
crows either ate parts of the dead crow, or 
moved the parts away from the carcass. It 
appeared to be a yearling or adult crow that 
was mobbed to death A35. 
 Whatever the reasons, were these 
actions the outcome of a crow court? Had 
the accused been found guilty, and then 
executed according to laws of the crow’s 
culture? The existence of a court raises a 
few profound questions about crows. 

F inding a dead crow elicits a different 
response. Crows gather and call or sit 
in silence. Brain activity was measured 

when crows saw a dead crow. Researchers 
found “that in response to observations of a 
dead crow, crows show significant activity in 
areas associated with higher-order decision-
making (NCL), but not in areas associated 
with social behaviors or fear learning” S203. 
 Responses of American Crows 
encountering another dead crow, stuffed or 
real, showed “American Crows occasionally 
make contact with dead conspecifics. 
The nature of contact in crows can be 
exploratory, aggressive or sexual. Such 
behaviours are both atypical and, with 
respect to sexual and aggressive behaviours, 
seasonally biased” S201.
 Swift has a wonderful video regarding 
how crows react to her carrying a dead 
crow www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixYVFZnNl6s

T o continue my behavioral analysis 
of this great bird, I divided its daily 
regime into three broad categories 

– walking, perching and flying. Sleeping is 
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covered in the chapter on roosting. 

 Walking
On the evening of 15 April 2011 in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, it started to snow. The next 
morning, the sidewalk was covered with 
2 cm of wet snow, I located a couple of 
relatively straight sections of tracks made 
by crows photo above. The average distance 
between 27 normal steps was 16.8 (16.5–
17.1) cm. The imprints were about 8 cm long 
by 3.2–3.8 cm wide. The distance from one 
left print to the next left print was about 30 
cm (one foot). The 1st toe or hallux pointed 
straight back and aligned best with the 2nd 
or inner forward pointing toe. The back toe 
was visibly dragged through shallow snow. 
As the toes were raised, the central longest 
toe (3rd), was also dragged through 
the snow for a much longer distance, 
at times it overlapped the drag mark 
left from the movement of the back 
toe. The two inner toes, the 2nd and 
3rd digits, were parallel and very close 
to each other and pointed slightly 
inward. The 4th toe pointed out and 
away from the axis of walking. Walking 
in a meandering line, an adult crow 
took about three steps in a second, 
which gave it a walking speed of almost 
0.8 km per hour. The entire footprint 
pointed slightly inward in relation to 
the direction of travel. By the time this 
angle was transmitted back to the tail, 
the rectrices swung back-and-forth with 

a metronomic beat that is best appreciated 
from the rear.
 When in a hurry to catch something, a 
quick series of several hops, each one 
covering about 50 cm, is used by a crow. 
One foot hits the ground slightly ahead of, 
and earlier than the trailing foot H50. 
 Large nestlings hop from branch to branch 
to nest shortly before they fledge. From 
my observations I believe juvenile crows 
are more inclined to hop than are adults. 
Crows do not always walk forward to get 
where they want to go. I have watched 
a crow take several steps backward to 
avoid a confrontation with another family 
member. Sometimes a crow walks or shuffles 
sideways. Eight such prints in the snow 
covered 38 cm. When a pair of crows were 
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American Crow tracks average about 17 cm apart, L–R–L–R in 1-cm deep wet 
snow on a sidewalk. Distances between 2 right prints was from 23–32 cm; walking 
to the right, 16 April 2011, Winnipeg

American Crow tracks in 1 cm-deep wet snow on a 
sidewalk, 16 April 2011, Winnipeg. Right foot, about 
8 cm long by about 3.5 cm wide; crow moving to the 
right
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perched on a horizontal limb, and one of 
them wanted to be nearer the other, whether 
for affection, allopreening, or to force it to 
retreat, a sideways 
shuffle was employed. 
In 70 km gusts of 
wind, crows walked 
sideways on a lawn 
to remain facing the 
wind. As Townsend 
T72 and I have noticed, 
when a flying crow 
landed on the ground, 
depending on its 
speed, it could take 
one hop forward (up 
to about 30 cm long) 
with both feet, before 
it started to walk. 
 When walking, 
crows move their 
heads back-and-
forth. This motion 
may be correlated 
to the horizontal 
body posture, seeing 
ability, balance and 
habitat D1. A couple 
of researchers 
analyzed the movements of two corvids 
– the American Crow and the Western 
Scrub Jay near Los Angeles, California. In 

particular, they measured the configuration 
of the corvids’ visual fields and the amount 
of eye and head movements in relation to 

foraging and anti-
predator behaviors. 
When their eyes were 
at rest, both species 
could see the tip of 
their bill, but the crow 
had a larger binocular 
field of view with an 
average width of 23º. 
This assisted the crow 
in its feeding behaviour 
and manipulation of 
objects. The average 
width of the blind area 
was narrower in the 
crow at 8º versus 24º 
for the jay. The span of 
eye movement was 16º 
in the crow, more than 
twice that of the jay. 
When crows diverged 
their eyes, the width 
of the binocular area 
decreased by 88% 
and a 4º blind area 
developed at the front 

of the bill F21. From photographs or through 
binoculars, it is possible to see the eye of 
the crow rotate to face forward to improve 

the amount of forward vision at the 
bill’s tip. 

 Perching
Continuing with this crow / jay study 
– head movements varied when the 
birds were on the ground or perched. 
On the ground, jays moved their 
heads more quickly than did crows. 
When perched, the opposite was 
observed. The tiny interval between 
consecutive head movements for jays 
had a duration of 807 milliseconds 
(a millisecond = one thousandth of a 
second). Since crows tended to perch 
on the top branches of trees, or atop 
an antenna, the higher rate of head 
movement probably allowed them 
to gather more information. When a 
crow walked and hopped, it moved 
its head 24 times per minute, and the 
interval duration between consecutive 
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to scan its territory

American Crow dead in deciduous tree at roost in 
winter
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head movements was 943 ms, or almost one 
second F21. 
 Above ground level, adult crows may 
perch as high as 22 stories atop office 
towers in cities. When a TV aerial or ladder 
projects above the roof, the birds perch on 
it. I have never seen a crow walk under or 
perch on a parked car. Many years ago in 
Kenora, Ontario, I was amused in the winter 
by Common Ravens strutting atop parked 
cars in town. 

Crows

Are jokers escaped from a batman movie
You can tell by their eyes
Their brains are full of holy flavors
Twig legs made for the dance macabre
Twirling round the road kill
Jerky gestures
Miners of pungent death
Badge carriers from the other kingdom

  – David Scott  2010

 Flying
By all accounts, crows are aerial performers. 
An American Crow weighing 550 g is borne 
aloft on a wing area of 1,344 cm2, which 
explains their wondrous abilities in the thin 
medium P80. I have watched them hover for 
several seconds, float backwards on open 
wings above trees at a large wintery roost, 
momentarily flip upside down, glide for half a 
kilometer or more, and go into long twisting 
dives near a roost or evening assembly in 

which their speed may exceed 100 kph. 
Normal flying speed was – 

1) 40–50 km / hour R16, or 48 km / hour C132
2) an average speed of 26 mph (41 kph) 
within a range of 17–35 mph (27–55 kph) 
from 15 observations B189
3) flying, the heart rate was 10 beats / sec. 
B96 

At the winter roost in Hamilton, I met an 
older man who equated the flight of a crow 
with that of “a piece of tarpaper in the 
wind.” Although he meant it in a derogatory 
manner, I found his description quite 
picturesque. He thought the flight of pink 
flamingoes was so much more proper for a 
bird. Normally, a crow’s regular wing beat 
is slightly too quick for me to follow. With 
a more acute vision, Blake placed their 
normal wing beat at 2.2 (1.4–2.8) flaps per 
second in level flight, and 2.7 (2.4–3.1) flaps 
per second when climbing B126. A thorough 
description of the crow’s wing muscles, 
complete with superb drawings, is provided 
by Hudson and Lanzillotti H158. On pages 344 
& 345 a few of their drawings are reproduced 
in the chapter on Anatomy.
 Considering the thousands of crows I 
have watched flying, only two have I seen 
scratching their heads in the air. Because 
it happened unexpectedly and lasted but a 
moment, I am not certain if their leg passed 
over or under a wing. Kilham saw crows 
reach forward under a wing to scratch 
when flying K66. A Rook scratched its head 
directly in flight without lowering its wing to 
accommodate the leg S84. 
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 Both flying crows I saw scratching were 
about 30 m distance and going away from 
me. One bird quickly lost altitude while 
head-scratching; the other did not. When 
perched, the wing is lowered and the crow 
scratches its head by reaching over the wing 
with its toes. If scratching near its eyes, the 
whitish membrane is closed. Passerines in 
flight carry their feet in front with the toes 
in a fist so they can easily reach ahead and 
grab a perch when landing T74. When taking 
off, a crow’s legs hang and are brought up 
slowly to the belly with the toes in a fist 
against the feathers. The tarsi lean forward 
and are visible in flight.

A wind tunnel was used to 
measure the energy cost of 
sustained flight of Fish Crows 
(mean 275 g) and a Laughing 
Gull (277 g). Both species 
weighed the same, but varied 

in wing characteristics. The crow had an 
aspect ratio (length to width) of 5.2, and 
the gull’s ratio was 9.3, indicating a longer, 
narrower wing. The wing span of the Fish 
Crow was 56 cm; that of the gull 78 cm. 
Trained to fly in a wind tunnel, the crow at 
level flight ranged from 7.4–11 m per second 
(27–40 kph), and used 5.2 wing beats per 
second. The gull used 3.9 beats per second. 
 Level flight by the crow cost about 1/3 
more energy than the same flight for the gull. 
For a crow to travel 1 km, the lowest energy 
input occurred if the crow flew at top speed. 
Crows in the wild rarely do this. At an air 
speed of 11 m per second (40 km per hour), 
the minimum cost of travel was 8 joules per 
gram per km. At a weight of 275 g, and a 
conversion rate of 8 joules = 1.9 calories, a 
Fish Crow used 525 calories to fly one km. In 
comparison a 275 g mammal on the run used 
18 joules per g per km, or slightly more than 
twice the energy of a flying Fish Crow B99.
 A few years later, the same researcher 
looked at the temperature of a flying Fish 
Crow in a wind tunnel. Ventilation during 
indoor flight was 8–14 times greater 
than for a crow at rest. The energy cost 
of indoor flight was about 7 times that 
at rest. Therefore, heat production in 
flight was about 5 times above that when 
resting. Some of the heat was lost through 
respiratory evaporation, convection, and 

radiation. Crows flying in the wild would be 
much more efficient at heat dissipation by 
non-evaporative means in order to keep cool 
B101.

 Aggression
Casual observations lead us to believe 
crows were rather benign, pacific creatures. 
Day by day this is generally true. However, 
when aggression is necessary, vocalization 
and flight pathways solve most episodes. 
Physical contact is rarely observed. But 
special conditions bring out the bird in 
crows. Fights over food seemed inevitable, 
but Kilham did not observe any. “Whatever 
a crow caught, it kept, regardless of its 
social status.” American Crows, as Kilham 
observed, suppressed the possibility of 
robbery by a walk or flight from their family 
group when a choice morsel such as a fresh 
dead bird, frog, or an apple was obtained. 
Sometimes a crow with food was briefly 
chased K51. A few incidents of in-family 
aggression came to my attention among the 
crows in Guelph, Ontario. One juvenile in 
July was very possessive over a small log on 
the ground. It resented the approach of other 
family members. When a peer arrived for a 
closer look, it was knocked onto its back. 
When the juvenile finally moved away from 
the log, I walked over for a look. Swarming 
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American Crow carrying nesting material in 
its bill. I have never seen them use their feet to 
carry anything in all the years I’ve watched
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ants covered the wood. 
 More than once I have watched a juvenile 
crow lose its patience with a parent’s 
slowness when feeding it a worm. The 
juvenile chased after the dangling worm 
in a parent’s bill as the adult pirouetted 
through a full circle. When a juvenile crow 
crept forward and ‘stole’ a remaining bit of 
food from under its parent’s bill, the parent 
did not respond aggressively toward the 
juvenile. Parents may eat part of a worm, 
then walk away from the rest, leaving it on 
the lawn for a nearby juvenile to learn to eat 
on its own. 

 One summery afternoon near the 50-yard 
line of the University of Guelph’s football 
field, three juveniles surrounded one parent 
on the grass. Their constant begging 
annoyed the parent to such an extent it held 
one of them off with its foot pressed against 
the juvenile’s side. Then, in two separate 
instances, the parent grabbed the tip of a 
juvenile’s wing in its bill and pulled back 
with enough force to cause the young crow 
to lose its balance. The next minute the tail 
feathers were pulled. Then the parent’s bill 
was used in an intimidating way. Turning 
quickly through a half circle, the adult 
aimed its bill at its young. It worked, the 
juveniles backed off. Harmony was restored 
when the young crows went on a prolonged 
chase of each other toward the end zone. 
Kilham watched two crows lie on their sides, 
grabbing at each other with their feet. One 
crow actually stood on the belly of another 
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crow K66. 
 On 18 May, a lone American Crow flew 
at two Double-crested Cormorants on the 
300 m wide Fox River. The crow forced one 
flying cormorant to dive into the water, and 
another that surfaced to submerge when the 
crow approach it. The author suggested the 
crow may have been aggressively defending 
its territory C102. In my opinion, it may have 
been playing with the two cormorants to see 
how they reacted to its approach. 
 With crows it is hard to tell the difference, 
from our standpoint, what sort of behaviour 
is aggression, and which is play, when other 

species are involved. For example, at a 
Greater Prairie-chicken lek in Lyon County, 
Kansas, crows and Prairie-chickens became 
involved. In the first case, on 22 March, one 
crow landed in the center of the lek and 
called for about 15 minutes before it flew 
away. The male prairie-chickens did not 
resume their displays until 10 minutes after 
the crow left. Then on 26 March, one crow 
arrived at the lek followed by a second crow 
a minute later. One of the crows flew at two 
male prairie-chickens causing them to flush. 
The crow flew after them for 300 m before it 
returned to the lek. After a few more chases 
and calling, the 2 crows left. The prairie-
chickens returned to the lek, but did not 
display normally the rest of the morning. 
The three observers thought this might have 
been a playful episode by the crows F49. 
I agree. Crows have a lot of fun for a bird. 

A Black Crow keeps its neighborhood / territory tidy. Photographs  © George Veltchev from Rand-
burg, Johannesburg, South Africa, with permission
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 Intelligence
“A delicate empiricism is required to see 
comprehensively rather than selectively and 
to think not about crows but with them. The 
biggest hindrance to an alternate way of 
thinking is the false assumption that nature 
and culture are separate ontological entities. 
Crows in their relationship to humans offer a 
compelling narrative to ponder the need to 
reevaluate the presumptions that animals are 
without history or culture” G3.
 Examples of a crow’s intelligence, clever-
ness or high adaptability come solely from 
our insular viewpoint. How a crow thinks of 
its own intelligence may be as ill-conceived 
as how we think of our own. Here is one 
definition, “Tools are traditionally defined as 
objects that are used as an extension of the 
body and held directly in the hand or mouth. 
By these standards, a vulture breaking an 
egg by hitting it with a stone uses a tool, but 
a gull dropping an egg on a rock does 
not.” The vulture is a true tool-user, the gull 
is a borderline (proto-tool) tool-user L31. 

Reviewing the literature – “the relative 
size of the neostriatum and whole brain 
distinguish the true and borderline 
categories in birds using tools to obtain 
food or water.” The neostriatum is an area 
in the “avian telencephalon thought to be 
equivalent to the mammalian neocortex.” 
It seems that “birds are more frequent tool 
users than usually thought and that the 
complex cognitive processes involved in 
tool use may have repeatedly coevolved with 
large brains in several orders of birds.” In 
the Carrion Crow in Europe, “the neostriatum 
/ hyperstriatum ventrale complex is 5.5 times 
larger than it is in the quail” L31.

The American Crow is a species with the 
most observed techniques L31 –

1) uses stone hammers to open acorns
2) sharpens a piece of wood to probe a 
hole
3) drops palm fruit and nuts on asphalt 
roads to break open the shells

(A) Phyletic tree of the 17 taxa for which telencephalic areas of the forebrain are available; 
branch lengths are proportional to DNA hybridisation distances given in Sibley & Ahlquist 1991 
S81. (B) Residual true tool use reports per taxon. (C) Residual size of the neo-striatum. NOTE: 
Corvida is not a distinct clade (a group of closest relatives) but an evolutionary grade, in the 
modern usage,  © Yale University Press

corvida

Residual true tool use reportsResidual true tool use reports Residual size of the neostriatumResidual size of the neostriatum
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4) batters fish on hard sand (also scaling 
fish on sand by scraping it)
5) when caged, uses a scoop to carry water 
to dry food

Memory is a vital aspect of a crow’s being. 
Emery and Clayton – “There are many 
aspects of corvid and ape cognition that 
appear to use the same cognitive tool kit: 
causal reasoning, flexibility, imagination, 
and prospection [foresight]. Cognition in 
corvids and apes must have evolved through 
a process of divergent brain evolution with 
convergent mental evolution” E33. 
 Marzluff and his group devised a wonderful 
visual experiment between people and crows 
near Seattle, Washington. A person banding 
crows wore a mask that represented either a 
dangerous looking face or a neutral face. Up 
to 3 years later, the person again wearing the 
dangerous looking mask was scolded when 
walking in a crowd of people by the crows 
she handled / banded. People who wore a 
neutral mask during banding were ignored 
in a crowd by the banded crows. This 
revelation was shown on TV in 2011, and 
had numerous people again talking about the 
intelligence and perceptions of the American 
Crow. Crows could recognize individual 
people with different walking gaits, sizes, 
ages, clothes, and sex. It may be that local 
birds exposed to certain negative threats or 
experiences, learned to avoid certain people. 
And it only took one instance for the crows 
to learn what the person looked like. Even 
wearing a dangerous-looking mask upside 
down didn’t fool a crow. A crow looked at 
the mask, then turned its head 180º to see 
the mask / face in its normal orientation. 
Recognition of humans by crows ensures a 

ongoing coevolution of both cultures M57.
 “In experiments and in nature, when 
perceiving a threatening face, crows froze 
and fixed their gaze (decreased blink rate), 
which was associated with activation of 
brain regions known in birds to regulate 
perception, attention, fear, and escape 
behavior.” Like humans, crows use their 
visual systems to recognize faces and 
influence behavioral responses M58.
 In Guelph and Winnipeg, all I had to do 
was approach a nest tree that I had visited 
a few times during a nesting survey, and the 
crows would call loudly and ‘aggressively’ 
and occasionally fly within a few meters of 
my head. It didn’t matter what I was wearing 
or carrying. They knew my face. They 
watched me as intently as I watched them, 
and probably in a detailed way unlike my 
weak visual overview. 
 From field and laboratory observations, 
it was clear the crow, with its 9 gram brain, 
was attentive and thoughtful of the world 
around it Q4. In late June two adults and one 
juvenile were feeding on a lawn in Guelph, 
Ontario. The juvenile, about 20 days out 
of the nest, flew with one parent to a small 
deciduous maple tree. With the juvenile 
perched a meter overhead in full view, the 
adult began tugging at a bare branch for 
four minutes. With wings flapping and hard 
work, the crow finally broke off the branch. 
The bird maneuvered the twig in its bill and 
flew to an adjacent tree. Then, in imitation, 
the juvenile crow began to tug lightly on a 
branch. Was this a lesson by the parent on 
how to gather material for a nest? Since 
I was familiar with this family, in the past 
the parents did not allow their young to 
remain as helpers. By the end of September 

American Crow gathering food in a lawn for its 
4 nestlings in Winnipeg, Manitoba
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the parents had usually disassociated 
themselves from their young. Lessons, 
therefore, had to be given in the short time 
available over the summer, when they were 
together. 
 Crows are tool-users. Adelaide King saw 
a Northwestern Crow [AMCR] use its bill to 
pry a peanut stuck in a crack. Having no 
success, it took a small stick and worked 
the peanut back-and-forth in the crack until 
it came out J25. In residential Stillwater, 
Oklahoma, Caffrey watched an American 
Crow probe a hole in a wooden fence with 
its bill. It then pecked at the fence and tore 
off a triangular 4 cm long piece. Holding 
the piece with its foot, it pecked at the 
tapered end, narrowing (pointing) it in the 
process. Holding the wide end in its bill, it 
again probed the hole for about 20 seconds. 

The crow then left, but not before placing 
the piece of wood into the hole. In the hole 
Caffrey found a large spider C12. 

wars

Wars for instance, rock concerts.
That’s why crows are studying us,
To find out why we watch pictures of other 
people copulating,
Why we stick bayonets into one another
Or walk about in public with things stuck in 
our ears.

  – David Scott  2010
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A New Caledonian Crow’s brain. (A) Dorsal view (B) Lateral view 
(C) = Coronal section with some subdivisions: Di = diencephalon, 
E = entopallium, Ha = hyperpallium apicale, Hi = hippocampus, 
M = mesopallium, N = nidopallium, Stc = striatopallidal complex, 
Tc = tectum opticum, II = tractus opticus M114,  © 2010 S Karger AG
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 New Caledonian Crow
The New Caledonian Crow, Corvus 
moneduloides, resides on islands off 
the eastern shore of Australia. Hunt 
H170 described how the bird created 
and used tools. Visit www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IOLOcFJyi78  The crows’ gadgets 
included two types of a hooked tool to 
capture prey. It also made a stepped-cut 
barbed pandanus leaf. Tools by these crows 
had properties that indicated –

1) a high degree of standardization
2) the use of hooks
3) distinct tool types with constraints of   
 shape 

Later, Hunt and others suggested birds from 
different localities exhibited a right- or left-
handedness when manufacturing tools from 
narrow leaves, a trait previously thought 
to belong only to humans H173. In the wild, 
crows probed under bark and into a hollow 
branch using a 10 cm long twig held in their 
bills. A crow manipulated the twig for 10 
minutes, working it up-and-down, but not 
actually getting any food with it. A foraging 
attempt was the most likely explanation. 
They wondered why crows, which feed on 
such a variety of food items, developed 
such a selective feeding procedure. But 

then, considering how inquisitive crows can 
be, and with time on their side, tool-usage 
seems natural O20.
 The standard trap-tube paradigm, and 
the trap-table task were used to find out 
if the NC Crows used causal reasoning to 
solve physical problems. Six wild crows 
were tested on the island of Maré, New 
Caledonia. Three of the six crows solved the 
trap-tube and the trap-table by recognizing 
the significance of the hole. This suggests 
that causal reasoning on the object-hole 
interactions from gravity was a component 
of the New Caledonian Crows’ cognition T16.  
 Staying with New Caledonian Crows 
(which looks similar to American Crows 
but weigh quite a bit less), a video on 
the web shows Betty  www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UDg0AKfM8EY bending a straight piece 
of wire at one end which she then used to 
hook a small bucket with food at the base of 
a clear vertical tube. She pulled the bucket 
up and out of the tube, set it down, then 
ate the contents. When this was part of a 
TED event, there was an audible reaction 
from some members of the audience. Other 
instances of tool creation and use www.
youtube.com/watch?v=cbSu2PXOTOc  by members 
of this species have been described S30. 
After watching the video of Betty you will be 
forced to adjust your ideas on intelligence 
and culture in humans and especially in 

New Caledonian Crow, Corvus 
moneduloides , 1877, Birds in the British 
Museum, Vol. 3, painting by John Gerrard 
Keulemans (1842–1912) wiki

An impatient evening sky with American Crows

www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOLOcFJyi78
www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOLOcFJyi78
www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDg0AKfM8EY
www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDg0AKfM8EY
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbSu2PXOTOc
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbSu2PXOTOc
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other animals. Using motion-triggered video 
cameras at seven feeding (larva-fishing 
sites), it was discovered that young New 
Caledonian Crows took more time and were 
less successful than adults in obtaining food 
with their tools. Compared to surrounding 
materials at feeding sites, the crows showed 
they were selective in the materials they 
chose to make their tools in the wild B129.
 A comparison was done on the brains of 
four passerines –

5 New Caledonian Crows (NC Crow) 
5 Carrion Crows 
2 European Jays  
4 House Sparrows

The total brain volume and volumes of 15 
distinct areas were determined. Brain size / 
body weight relationships were compared. 
In the NC Crows, (average weight 277 grams 
with a total brain volume of 7,295 mm3), four 
brain areas were enlarged, compared to the 
other 3 passerines in the study. The four 
areas – mesopallium, pallidostriatal complex, 
septum and tegmentum are involved with 
“associative and motor-related structures 
in the forebrain.” The “mesopallial size 
predicts innovative and flexible 
behavior generally in birds. 
Tool manufacture and use in 
NC Crows is not part of a rigid 
motor program, but comes 
from a flexible cognitive ability 
that makes these birds the 
most proficient non-human tool 
manufacturers” M114.

It was suggested 
endocranial volumes of 
vertebral skulls provided 
a reasonable estimate 

of brain size. Problems arose 
from age variations. Skulls from 
adult specimens were used 
from 4 museums in Australia 
and Canada. Lead shot was 
poured into the endocranial 
cavity, then poured into 
modified syringes to determine 
the volume. American Crows –

Brain–mass  (n 1)
1) body mass  337 g

2) brain mass  9.3 g

Endocranial–volume
1) body mass  438  (n 10)
2) endocranial volume  7.2 ml

The endocranial volumes can be transformed 
into grams by using the density value of 
fresh brain tissue, 1.036 g / ml, to make a 
reasonable estimate I14. The Carrion Crow, 
which is similar to the American Crow, had 
an average weight of 467 grams, and a total 
brain volume of 9.6 mm3 M114.
 An American Crow in New Brunswick, 
Canada was raised by a student and 
studied for 6 years. Although alone, Loki 
“spontaneously developed 5 kinds of 
tool use involving 5 different objects.” It 
appeared that social learning, involving 
movement imitation, did not contribute to 
the development of any of Loki’s use of 
tools. His use of tools developed slowly over 
5–16 months, indicating a lack of insightful 
or cognitive explanations. The uses were 
modifications of “species-typical crow 
behaviors.” His use of tools were not always 
for the acquisition of food, but simply for 
play. This habit of playing lasted for several 

American Crow in harsh light
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years C104. 
 Although the use of a tool to obtain food 
would seem to be the most desirable reason, 
a young Rook easily inserted a plug into 
the right hole in the floor of an aviary which 
caused a pool of water to form. The captive 
Rooks used the water for 
drinking and bathing. This 
use was most apparent 
on hot and dry days, even 
though fresh water was 
available for drinking and at 
times for bathing R36.

T he most interesting 
question arising 
from all of these 

observations is, how many 
birds in a population are 
smart enough to react to a 
novel situation with a new 
approach? And once the new 
approach was perfected, how 
is this information passed 
through the population? 
Like people, some corvids 
are naturally smarter than 
others of their species. In 
another experiment, one of 
three White-necked Ravens 
showed apparent insight 
in learning to discriminate a 1 versus 2 
concept. At day 5 in the experiment, one 
raven suddenly shot up to a 90% accuracy 
level. The other two ravens slowly rose to a 
67% and 76% level by day nine S200. 
 Marzluff and Angell described the cultural 
coevolution between crows and us. It 
developed because crows and humans are 
both social creatures capable of continuous 
learning. Coevolution was possible when 

American Crows have 
yet to tell us which god 
they invented

animals were long-lived, smart, and mingled 
with people. By living in cities, crows 
have learned to include foodstuffs such as 
french fries, pizza and processed meats 
into a natural diet of insects, mice, worms, 
and road kills. In turn, our culture created 

icons such as scarecrows, 
and explored our relationship 
with these birds through art, 
writing, and music. Each culture 
stimulated the other culture to 
grow along new and fascinating 
avenues M53.
 Under time-based schedules 
of reinforcement, American 
Crows were superior to 
pigeons. Operant conditioning, 
which ties a response (pecking) 
to an immediate release of 
food, was studied for three 
American Crows. They were 
trained to keypeck for food 
as a reinforcement under 4 
intermittent schedules of time 
– fixed ratio, variable ratio, 
fixed interval and variable 
interval. The crows maintained 
a consistent response as 
schedule requirements were 
extended. The crows developed 
similar response patterns 

during the same schedule of reinforcement. 
Behavior of the crows was similar to that of 
the pigeon’s P87.
 The results of several more laboratory 
experiments were too technical for me. I 
apologize for passing over this section of 
crow research. For those who are interested, 
see the additional references for Powell and 
others P95. ♣
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S UNSET. Against the rich, cadmium 
orange horizon, the crows and 
trees are pure blackness. Above 
the roost, five thousand crows are 

wheeling, dancing, breaking apart, rejoining. 
Three large cells swirl in different planes, in 
opposite directions. Tight dense pockets, 
like schools of herring, swim through the 
thinnest water of all—vapor. Six hundred 
crows dive and join the assembly on the 
ground, on the ploughed field of darkness. 
Two hundred rise as one from that same 
darkness and are instantly alive against 
the brilliant, unalloyed orange. For twenty 
minutes the crow molecules vibrate above 
the trees. Higher up, two stars, unmoving 
and untwinkling in the flat, dark blue, 

stare without feeling at 100,000 perfect 
black crows. My vision absorbs the birds 
completely. I can see them, hear them, 
and feel them. The crows are expressing 
themselves. I stare in amazement; I look with 
pleasure. I have not seen anything better.

T he natural tendency for crows is to 
form flocks. They are social animals. 
Each winter communal roosts form 
in remembered areas – a woodlot, 

along a riverbank, or an urban block. At 
dawn the birds wake, call for a while, then 
depart from the trees over a period of 20–60 
minutes. By sunrise the roost is mostly 
empty of crows. Feeding is the order of 
the morning. During the afternoon, crows 
slowly head back toward the roost, feeding 
occasionally along the way. Well defined 
flyways develop and coalesce to form large 
pre-roosting assemblies in trees and on the 
ground. Finally, a few assemblies, cloaked 
in near darkness, make the final short flight 
and unite into one large roost for the night.  
 During the breeding season, those birds 
not nesting, and some that do, also form 
small roosts over the summer. In Illinois, a 
flock of 75 birds was reported on 15 May, 
a roost of at least 1,000 birds in late June, 

American Crows roosting, late evening, Chatham, Ontario

14
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and another of at least 500 crows on 15 July 
B121. At Hamilton, Ontario, where several 
thousand crows spend the winter, hundreds 
of crows roosted over the summer in the 
same deciduous trees along the same part of 
the north-facing escarpment they occupied 
in the winter. At least 1,000 crows roosted at 
Hamilton on 2 August 1979 L9. 
 Higgins first heard the calls of juvenile 
crows at summer roosts in Ohio during 
the first week of July. At another roost in 
Ohio, crows increased from 150 birds in 
June to about 340 by the start of August, 
then decreased rapidly during the next two 
weeks G35. In Iowa in July, adjacent crow 
families began forming overnight roosts. The 
crows arrived at the roost from as far as 20 
km away where they fed during the day on 
their familiar nesting territories S33. In and 
around Ithaca, New York, both urban and 
rural crows left their summer territories and 
formed winter roosts in either habitat. Other 
marked breeding American Crows foraged 
with flocks in the day and roosted 
as family units on their territory at night M89. 
 Small roosts in the early fall created by 
crows migrating in the northern latitudes are 
largely temporary. They soon disintegrate 
as crows continue to migrate south in 

September and October.

hi s T o r i C a l ro o s T s

 United States
Descriptions of roosts from the 1800s into 
the early 1900s by naturalists appeared in 
the journals, like the roosts themselves, 
widely scattered. One of the earliest entries 
was in the personal journal of the botanist 
William Bartram who lived on a farm 12 km 
from Philadelphia. His brief entries ran from 
1802–1822, which he began at the age of 63. 
His records apparently referred to a roost at 
Merchantville, New Jersey, a little east of 
Philadelphia S164 –

1805  February 2, large flights of Crows pass 
morning & evening to & from their roosts.” 1822  
February 22, flights of Crows passing to NE.

Also in the 1800s, a large roost existed on 
Pea Patch Island in the Delaware River. A 
violent storm and rising tide combined to 
drown crows as they slept on low reeds 
W102.
 
Thousands of them [crows] were seen next day 

American Crows benefit farmers by feeding on mice and insects in harvested 
crops over the fall and winter in southern Ontario

Roosting
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floating in the river, and the wind, shifting to the 
northwest, drove their dead bodies to the Jersey 
side, where for miles they blackened the whole 
shore. This disaster, however, seems long ago to 
have been repaired, for they now congregate on 
the Pea Patch in as immense multitudes as ever.

The construction of Fort Delaware photo 
below on the island in 1814 forced them to 
roost elsewhere. They may have moved to 
Reedy Island 11 km away, an island roost 
mentioned by Thomas Nuttall in his Manual 
of Ornithology N39. The number of crows 
roosting at Pea Patch and Reedy Islands 
was estimated at 500,000 S163. Lately, in the 
1990s, from 5,000–12,000 pairs of herons, 
egrets and ibises nested successfully on the 
125 ha Pea Patch Island, where Fish Crows, 

only one of their predators, kept them in 
check P16.
 In the 1800s, American Crows roosted 
along the Missouri River Valley in Nebraska. 
On Hogthief Island about 50,000 birds 
roosted for at least 25 years. Their calling 
at daybreak could be heard 9 km away. The 
crows slept in cottonwoods and willows, 
or at times in small bushes and on large 
weeds T23. Delaware, Maryland, New 
Jersey and Pennsylvania had numerous 
roosts. A comprehensive description of crow 
behavior at roosts is available from Edwards 

in Volume 1, of the American Journal of 
Psychology E12, and from Rhoads R50. 
 In Broome County, New York, although 
no specific roost was mentioned in the late 
1800s, the crow was a common resident 
and “winters with us in large numbers” C92. 
In Montgomery County, Maryland, adjacent 
and north of Washington, DC, “we are in 
the regular Crow belt, they breed here, the 
American as well as the Fish Crow, and 
congregate in vast numbers in winter.” When 
Langille arrived in the area in the 1880s, 
it was a common practice to kill and eat 
American Robins during their spring and fall 
migrations. Then a law was passed which 
protected robins, and they recovered and 
became less fearful of people L17. 

Juvenile American Crow found 
dead in the fall as the wintery roost was 
underway in Chatham

An American Crow died at the roost 
in December in Chatham, Ontario. 
Probably a few die every night at a large 
roost

Roosting

Fort Delaware on Pea Patch Island. Between 
New Jersey and Delaware. The remains of a 
sea wall is visible in the foreground to the right. 
October, 1998. Michael Swanda, USA Army Corps 
of Engineers. It is now a state park wiki
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 Some of us watched crows in and around 
Staten Island, New York. Crows roosted in 
New Jersey over the winter, and those from 
2 or 3 roosts flew to Staten Island each 
day to feed along the shore. The return 
trip to New Jersey began from 3–3:30 PM 
depending on cloud cover. On sunny days, 
such as on the 25 of December 1893, the 
crows lingered a while before heading home 
to sleep. The flock numbered about 500 
birds. When warm weather arrived, those 
crows not nesting, and probably some that 
did, formed two small summery roosts on 
the island D28. 
 From the late summer to early fall in the 
1890s, in south-western Montana around 
Bozeman, a roost of American Crows was 
active in the mountains 8 km south of Fort 
Ellis. About 500 crows passed over the camp 
morning and evening. The crows were so 
tame “one could approach them at any time 
within easy gun range, without resort to 
strategy” R63. 
 Around 1900, 15 wintery roosts of crows 
were known in Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey. About the same year, Coggins began 
by expressing his interest in this marvelous 

bird C103.

W hatever may be the final judgment of the 
farmer and the Department of Agriculture 

as to his economic worth, the Crow himself, his 
personality, has never been done justice. It is 
true that for the convenience of our own mind 
we have raised him to a copartnership with the 
industrious bee in the symbolic representation of 
a straight line. But with the farmer we have also 
written him as a destroyer of crops. We think 
of him as a rogue, a loud-mouthed roister, the 
personification of craft, of arrogance toward man 
and beast. 
 And yet in my own memory arises a very 
different vision. It is a snow storm on the 
Delaware meadows. All is white, and save for the 
wind, silent. A powdery snow sifts monotonously 
down from a gray, cloudy sky. Now caught up 
by a cold wind it is hurled into my face with a 
blinding force, before which I bend my head and 
close my eyes. Again with a sudden change of 
wind the air is cleared partially before me and I 
see the vague outlines of distant trees and even 
the dark lines of the river beyond. 
 Suddenly, and with no more noise than the 
flakes themselves, a thousand spectre-like 

American Crows  A pre-roosting assembly in deciduous trees in south-western Ontario in 
December
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objects rise from the snowy ground before 
me. There is no outburst of indignation. They 
take wing wearily, as if in a stupor. They rise 
hesitatingly and struggle piteously against the 
wind. Some turn and are borne before it; others 
flutter vainly, waver and are swept backward by 
an irresistible force – thrown as it were into the 
drift beyond. 

Crows? The shadows of Crows, rather! The spirit, 
the arrogance, is gone. Poor, starved, benumbed 
creatures. No wonder they do not resent my 
intrusion. Nature has taught them to endure 
suffering. This, then, is the other side of Crow-
life. Buffeted by winds, at the mercy of snow and 
starvation and man, thus hordes of them perish 
each winter.

Roosts continued to grow. Howell of the 
Biological Survey, identified one near 
Langdon, DC, holding 270,000 wintering 
birds in 1910–’11 K5. In December 1918, Mr 
J Farquharson reported by long-distance 
telephone, a Logan County, Oklahoma roost 
of about one million crows S17. Roosts 
existed on Staten Island, Long Island, along 
the Hudson River Valley, and in the Finger 
Lakes district of New York state. And near 
Rochester, New York, an estimated 40,000 
crows gathered nightly. The duration of the 
latter roost went back 15 years E3.      

NOTE: I visited Rochester, New York in the 
mid-1990s. Walking back from The George 
Eastman Museum (GEM) one snowy evening, 
I was pleasantly surprised to see crows 
streaming by on their way to a nearby roost. 
This would indicate crows had been faithful 
to the Rochester area as a roosting site for 
at least a century. In 2011, a short video 
on the roost was posted, and it mentioned 
the plans by the ignorant city politicians 
to scare crows from the city of Rochester. 
Such ordinary thinking. Turn it into a tourist 
attraction.
 A large roost near Washington, DC was 
thought to hold 200,000 crows O3. At 
Arlington, Virginia, WB Barrows estimated 
150,000 crows roosted nightly in the winter 
of 1886–’87 G77. Near St Louis, Missouri, 
Arsenal Island in the Mississippi River was 
chosen by hundreds of thousands of crows 
as a good place to sleep. “The roar they 
make in the morning and evening can be 

heard for miles around, and the sight of the 
influx of these multitudes in the evening is 
something really imposing” W83. The crows 
at this roost spent a cold night on the snow-
covered ground where each body left its 
impression in the snow with a hole by the 
bill as the birds slept facing the wind W85. 
JW Preston wrote of a roost of 40,000 crows 
near Baxter, Iowa where, in the severe cold 
of 1891–’92, the eyes of the crows froze B82. 
And crows roosting near Washington, DC 
had their eyes frozen and eventually starved 
to death R77.

 Around Bowling Green, Kentucky in the 
1920s, Mr G Wilson W103 listed American 
Crows as common in summer and abundant 
over winter due to the presence of 3 great 
crows roosts –

1) Nashville Pike near Lost River, 5 km from  
 town
2) Jennings Creek, near a slaughter house
3) Morgantown Pike, 6 km from town

New York state’s roosting crow population 
was interrogated at large by Emlen. The 
mid-winter 1932–’33 total population count 
came to 225,000 birds, from observers in 
almost all the counties. However, counts at 
roosts only represent one point in time. For 
example, at the roost in Tompkins County 
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in December 1932, the number of crows 
went from 15,000 to 3,000 to 8,000 in one 
week as the weather changed. Throughout 
the state of New York, 20 separate roosts 
existed, with from 1,000 to 55,000 crows 
per roost. The territory utilized around a 
roost varied from 130–1,800 km2. This 
amounted to 20–30 crows per km2.
 Crows roosted in a variety of deciduous 
and coniferous trees of different heights and 
planted in different patterns. The roosts were 
concentrated in two general areas of New 
York state E38 –

1) south of Lake Ontario from Niagara Falls
to Rochester and throughout the Finger 
Lakes district
2) along the Hudson River beginning at 
its junction with the Mohawk River, south 
to New York and onto Long Island. Three 
roosts remained active on Long Island in the 
early 1930s. 

T he roosts have been fairly stable 
in their location, in spite of 
changes in land use, crops, and 
human population. The unifying 

characteristics for the New York state 
roost locations were a preference by crows 
for areas near open water and below 300 
meters altitude. As well, the early southern 
hardwood forest type synchronized well 
with present roost distribution. Chestnut, 
chestnut-oak, and Yellow Poplar attracted 
the crows several decades ago and the 
birds continued to home to that same area 
regardless of alterations to the land. No 
positive relationship between roosting and 
weather or crops was established. The 
amount of grain left in fields after the harvest 
was enormous. Waste corn may account 
for 50–60% of a crow’s diet in winter. Yet 
only one of the 10 leading corn producing 
counties in the state supported an important, 
large roost. The county with the second 
highest corn production apparently lacked a 
roosting population of crows over the winter. 
 After checking past records, Emlen 
commented that in 1911 at least 15 of the 
present 20 roosts were in operation, perhaps 
not in the identical woods, but one close by. 
The roosting crow population utilized about 
10% of the area in New York state. The 
number of crows on 259 ha of foraging area 

near the roosts ranged from 30–80 birds E38.
 Next, Emlen scanned the crows in 
California throughout the winter of 1937–
’38. Using many of the same techniques 
as in New York state, Emlen and his crew 
produced 393 reports indicating 82,000 
crows slept in 68 roosts ranging from 50–
20,000 birds per roost. The feeding densities 
around the roosts averaged 5–25 crows per 
259 ha. After similar work in Connecticut, 
Emlen gave the average number of crows per 
259 ha (2.6 km2) for the three states –

  Connecticut 16 
  New York 4.6 
  California 0.5

The relative smallness of CT may have 
produced a more accurate count of the 
crows. Emlen concluded crows innately 

Each dot (70) represents the location of a 
roost of crows in the winter of 1938–’39 in 
Illinois; compiled by Charles Black B121
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returned to their familiar haunts for roosting 
and feeding in spite of abundant food, 
shelter and water in other locations E39. 
Around seven roosts in Iowa with 60–500 
crows per roost, the birds foraged on an 
area of 26–166 km2 averaging 1.6–3 crows 
per km2 (per 100 ha) S33.

I n Illinois, Mr Black mailed 2,400 
questionnaires, and did some field work 
in the hunt for roosts of crows. Sixty-six 
winter roosts holding over 1,000 crows 
each, and 31 smaller roosts were located 
in the winter of 1937–’38. Map page 386, 

adapted from Black, gives the location of 
70 crow roosts in the winter of 1938–’39. In 
total, about one million crows wintered in 
the state, and the largest roost had 100,000 
members B121. Two of the roosts were traced 
back to 1886–’87 from an earlier description 
B39. In Chicago, in the 1920s, the crow was 
one of the more common winter birds S16. 
 In Suffolk County, which occupies the 

eastern 2/3s of Long Island, New York, 
three large roosts in the 1930s were active 
over the winter, one with 30,000 members 
C161. In central Oklahoma, a few roosts 
held 200,000 or more avian members A12. 
Three kilometers south of Baton Rouge, 
on the west bank of the Mississippi River 
in Louisiana, was a roost of about 10,000 
crows, and 48 km to the west was another 
of about 5,000 birds L33. Canvassing most 
of Ohio, E Good pictured the changing 
pattern of known roost locations map left 
over two winters (1948–’51) G35. In the 
winter of 1955–’56, from northern Alabama 
in the Tennessee River Valley, a roost of 
250,000 crows formed I8.

mo D e r n ro o s T s

 United States
With no intention of tracking down every 
roost, in 1985 I mailed a letter to 15 
Conservation Departments in the United 
States, and half as many in Canada. Some 
of the departments’ personnel spent 
considerable time crow watching; most, 
however, did not go out of their way for the 
blackshirts. Oklahoma and Kansas were 
probably the only states with individual 

roosts over one million birds. The Fort 
Cobb area, in Caddo County, Oklahoma, 
going back to the 1930s and beyond, was 
associated with a magnificent overwintering 
crow population. From flyway counts, it 
was estimated the Fort Cobb roost held 
two million crows, which made it the largest 
crow roost in North America at the time. I1. 
Eventually, the Fort Cobb State Park was 
established where hunting was prohibited. 
Presently, the roosting crows have shifted 
or disbanded. Few crows are now hunted 
in the Fort Cobb area (online). To the north, 
the Kansas Fish and Game Department 
was aware of two roosts, 85 km apart, in 
the multi-million bird category. The city 
of Wichita, Kansas hosted nearly 100,000 
crows. Holdrege in southcentral Nebraska, 
situated below the Platte River, was home 
for several thousand wintering crows. In 
northern states such as North Dakota, 
crows were migratory and roosted only in 
the summer and fall G47. No roosts with 
over 1,000 crows were reported from South 
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Each dot represents the location of a roost of 
crows over the two winters of 1948–’51 in Ohio 
according to Ernest Good G35
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Dakota. 
 In Iowa, the sizes of roosts decreased in 
the last 40 years, due to more intensive 
farming that fragmented large roosts S33. 
Roosts with up to 2,000 crows, some in 
towns, were scattered throughout the 
state. James Dinsmore (pers. comm. 1985) 
mentioned about 1,000 crows slept on the 
state university campus and have done so 
for at least seven years. The largest roost he 
was aware of held 17,000 crows in Koekuk, 
in the extreme south-eastern part of Iowa 
along the Mississippi River. 
 Further south in Missouri, the 
Conservation Department in a 1980 March 
report, listed 88 crow roosts. In more detail, 
there were 12 roosts of 1,000–7,000 birds for 
a total of 42,000 and 76 roosts in the 11–840 
bird range totalling 8,000, giving a total 
figure of 50,000 crows for Missouri. 
 Below Lake Superior is Wisconsin, a 
dairy state harboring few wintering crows. 
A roost of 500 birds was large for that 
state. Slipping around the south end of 
Lake Michigan into Indiana, and while 
driving through the suburb of Greenwood 
in Indianapolis, a courage of 1,000 civilized 
crows spent a winter’s night. The Indiana 
Department of Natural Resources was 
probably characteristic of many states 
in their handling of crows. Except where 
complaints about the bird were abundant, 
other species had a higher priority, leaving 
the crow to take care of itself.

From past records in Illinois, the state’s 
crow population in the winter of 1907 
was estimated at 4.8 million birds, which 
dropped to 1.4 million by 1957. In June the 
population was 1.2 million crows in 1909 
and 300,000 in 1957 G57. He also thought 
crows had different age and sex ratios from 
north to south in the state of Illinois. In late 
winter the ratio of adults to juveniles (HY) 
birds was 60 to 40 in the north, and 68 to 32 
in the south B120, B121. Others felt the ratios 
might be due to early migrating females and 
juveniles arriving from the south G56.
 In Illinois local, post-nesting crows began 
to form small roosts in August. By late 
October winter roosts were thriving. Roost 
locations from numerous crow watchers 
were listed G56. Overall, crows roosted 
in upland oaks, bottomland willows and 
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About an hour after sunset in early 
September, a headless unmarked crow slept 
in a Manitoba Maple tree about 15 m from its 
successful nest in a spruce in downtown Winnipeg. 
Its head was turned and tucked into back feathers. 
The branch was worn from repeated use. Crow shit 
decorated the sidewalk below. The relaxed wings 
allowed the tips of the primaries to extend slightly 
past the tips of the tail feathers. The roosting tree 
had a dbh of 18 cm and was located 12 m from a 
street light taller than the tree used for roosting. 
The flash from my camera did not waken or 
frighten this crow about 7 m away.
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Hatred in our culture still plagues the 
crow’s culture. Image 3rd-hand from the web – 
place, writer, and photographer unknown

cottonwood tree plantations, Osage Orange 
hedges in farmland, coniferous plantings 
and Catalpa groves. Crows also had a long 
history of roosting in towns and cities, and 
this practice was increasing. For example, 
when trying to find roosts in 1982 from those 
reported in the 1930s in central Illinois, 
the closest roosts were in towns, and the 
number of crows was less than 10% of the 
1938 counts. Many Osage Orange hedges 
used for roosting had been removed over the 
decades. In Flatville, Illinois, crows entered 
their roosting trees at 1 AM (01:00) to roost 
because of the harassment they endured 
early in the evening from local townspeople 
G56. Because of its declining wildlife habitat 
over the last 25 years, Illinois had informally 
been estimated to enjoy about 30% fewer 
crows. A few roosts in the 3,000–4,000 bird 
range developed each winter, and some 
of them used the urban landscape as a 
dormitory (Moak, pers. comm. 1985). 
 Falling southeast into Kentucky, a few 
large urban roosts developed. Frank Boyd 
(pers. comm. 1985) of the Department of 
the Interior, sketched a picture of a roost 
with as many as 40,000 birds in Lexington, 
and another with about 10,000 in Louisville. 
The larger one was the most unstable in 
location. Crows used roofs of shopping 
malls, tobacco warehouses, deciduous trees 
in older suburbs, and a racehorse-track as 
sleeping quarters. Once the crows settled 
on the ground of a golf-course for the night. 
A third roost was near the Ohio border. All 

three dormitories were located near airports 
and of concern to air traffic personnel. From 
the Birds of Kentucky, roosts existed in 
the central and western counties. As late as 
26 April 1949, a large flock occupied open 
fields in Clark County, and on 5 May 1949, 
a flock of 31 crows in Warren County were 
headed to a roost M119. After a day’s drive 
to the northeast, one could find roosts in 
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Large roosts (each dot), past or present of crows east of the Mississippi River G3. 
Cartography MK Gade

Major (> 10,000 crows) urban winter roosts in eastern 
North America

the southern parts of Pennsylvania holding 
500–10,000 crows. 
 Every now and then a meaningful 
biological survey is repeated at a later date 
and the comparative results discussed. 
Earlier in this chapter I outlined the work 
of Emlen, who surveyed roost sizes and 
distribution in New York state in the early 
1930s E38. Crows in winter roosted 
in “tall, leafless poplars and oaks, groves 
of dense hemlocks, second-growth ash and 
maple, artificial pine plantations and even in 
orchards” E38. 
 Fifty years later, in the winter of 1982–’83, 
Charles Smith (pers. comm. 1986) repeated 
Emlen’s survey. Using 50% more observers, 
almost twice as many roosts were found in 
the early 1980s, but Smith’s total of about 
52,000 crows was only 1/4 of what Emlen 
tallied in the early 1930s. No recent roosts 
over 9,000 crows were located, compared 
to one of 55,000 in the 1930s. Overall, there 

were fewer crows scattered over many more 
smaller roosts. Land-use alterations were 
suspected. Smith noted some cropland 
had reverted to scrubland and small 
woodlots, which may have reduced feeding 
opportunities for the birds. In spite of a great 
reduction in population size, the state’s 
crows have shown a continued increase 
based on Christmas Bird Counts (CBC) from 
1974 to 1983. 
 Along the west coast, a tradition roost in 
the late 1980s in Yuba City, Sutter County, 
California, increased to an estimated one 
million birds. From 1970 to 1989 the winter 
population of crows in the Central Valley of 
California doubled. More crows were found 
in the Sacramento Valley than in the 
San Joaquin Valley of California G43. 
 In a recent survey of crows in California, 
respondents noted 57 cities in 21 counties 
held roosts. Only one rural roost was known. 
In the 1930s, the roost survey in California 
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by Emlen did not mention crows roosting in 
cities E39. Presently, most complaints are 
from people near roosts in residential and 
business areas of cities in California. Trying 
to control the birds resulted in 3 levels of 
success –

1) individual efforts 20%
2) group efforts 66%
3) large scale efforts 33%

In the Great Basin, crows in winter used 
treed river valleys as they did for nesting 
in the summer. In Utah, however, crows 
migrated into areas not used extensively 
over the summer. Areas like Utah Valley, 
Cache Valley, Bringham City–Ogden area 
and the south-western city of St George. 
In Nevada, summer crows were common 
residents in the western part of the state 
and appeared to remain all winter without 
a noticeable increase from migrants. Crows 
in the Great Basin roosted close to water, 
in dense clusters of willows and Salt Cedar, 
Tamarix pentandra, a tree less than 5 m 

tall. More specifically, in the winter of 1965–
’66, a flock of American Crows roosted in 
the conifers in a cemetery in Provo, Utah 
R54. About 1,000 crows slept in hackberry in 
Slide Canyon, Utah County H53.  
 From a national survey in the 1990s, urban 
roosts were reported from 24 of the 39 
states responding. In three eastern states, 
Connecticut, Massachusetts and Rhode 
Island, 32 roosts were disclosed G47.
A great account of a modern 2019 roost of 
crows in Lancaster, PA, is by Jeremy Hauck 
in his lengthy but wonderfully written blog at  
wildlotpress.com/the-urban-winter-roost-crows-and-
the-city-crows-as-harbinger/

 Counting crows at roosts
When the number of crows in one location 
exceeds 1,000 birds, an estimate or guess 
was the usual way of determining the 
number of birds. Without training, field 
workers lack the skill to quickly count 
large numbers of flying or perched birds. 
Estimates of simulated numbers (200–6,000) 
of densely nesting birds in vegetation were 

Overflowing with verve, American Crows excel in their dawn departure from 
the Essex, Ontario roost. They commanded my attention as they put on the best 
choreographed show in town. Whenever I stood by my truck and watched this 
Courage of Crows, I never noticed another human enjoying this lush theatre. 
An occasional uninformed human hunter was the only obvious loud predator
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checked by using a scaled physical model of 
a wading bird colony. The results indicated 
“Observer estimates averaged 30% less 
than true numbers (under- and overestimates 
averaged together), and the mean absolute 
value of observer errors was 50% of true 
values  F69.
 In Kansas in the late 1970s–1990s, crows 
began roosting in Wichita (52,000 in the 
1983 and 100,000 in the 1996 CBCs). As the 
trees matured in Hutchinson, Newton and 
Lawrence, the size of the roosts grew. In the 
country, crows were roosting in deciduous 
catalpa groves. But since the 1950s, these 
trees had been removed L18. When we 
change the landscape, the crows respond in 
the only way they know how.
 Prior to a slight decline of crows from 
West Nile virus, the CBC generated a 
feeling that crow populations in cities were 
increasing G47. This was also shown to be 
the case in many Breeding Bird Surveys 
(BBS) across the country. Crows roosting 
in cities may be due to changes in human 
behavior along with that of the corvids. 

Climate change may also come into play.

S o much for this abbreviated tour 
of crow roosts in the United 
States. Depending on where 
you live or travel, finding a 
Courage of Crows is always 
an exciting experience. If 

you go to crows.net and click on Roosts, 
you will generate a map of North America 
showing a small fraction of the winter roosts 
of American Crows, and brief anecdotal 
descriptions on them. You can add your 
location and description of a roost. 
With enough money, you can use weather 
surveillance radar images to locate large 
roosts of crows. Weather Services Inc 
(WSI) at intellicast.com usually updated 
their images every hour. For more detailed 
imagery, and for a monthly fee ($1,000) 
to a provider of NEXRAD Information 
Dissemination Service (NIDS), images can be 
obtained every 5–10 minutes R141. 

SOUTHERN  ONTARIO  Locations of 6 large wintery crow roosts (X) at Essex, Chatham, Woodstock, 
Hamilton, St. Catharines and to the east in Rochester, New York that I visited in the 1980s, 1990s, and 
2011, 2020  © online map
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The Autumn night is clear
After the thunderstorm.
Venus glows on the river.
The Milky Way is white as snow.

  – Tu Fu  R47

A video shows the crows roosting in 
Rockville, Maryland at  www.youtube.com/
watch?v=PGMcTp-mzvA

 Canada (Modern roosts)
Canada, the crown of America, is also 
a legitimate but not legendary place to 
observe roosting crows. Ontario, my 
province of youthful residency, had four 

major winter roosts in the 1980s at Essex, 
Chatham, Hamilton and St. Catharines, 
each with over 5,000 crows. Later, another 
roost formed at Woodstock. Recently, there 
was a report of a roost in Ottawa, Ontario. 
I had the visual pleasure of visiting the first 
four roosts in the mid-1980s, and a newer 
roost at Woodstock in late 2011, again in 
2019, and 2020 when they occupied a new 
location within the town’s limits. The roosts 
were named by me after the city or town 
they were associated with. An early 1950s 
book on the birds of Ontario mentioned 
some crows remained overwinter, and in 
considerable numbers in Essex and Kent 
Counties. No mention however, was made of 

CHATHAM,  ONTARIO  Crows slept in deciduous and coniferous trees after sunset at the roost in 
the western part of the city along Richmond Street near Bloomfield Road, south of the Thames River. 
The blue arrows point to trees filled with crows on the night of 8 December 2011
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American Crows roosting in Chatham, Ontario. December

www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGMcTp-mzvA
www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGMcTp-mzvA
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any specific roost location S110

 Essex roost  (42.17ºN; 82.81ºW)
The town of Essex, Ontario, (human pop. 
20,000) is surrounded by the flat agricultural 
fields of Essex County. In the 1980s the 
town and surrounding area hosted Canada’s 
largest crow roost – an estimated 100,000 
birds at its peak. Most of my field work took 
place at this roost. It was a magnificent 
place of worship Map page 396, 397.  
 A 2011 email from the CAO of the town 
of Essex mentioned the crows left the area 
about 5 years earlier. At his suggestion, I 
contacted Phil Roberts, their crow control 
officer who informed me the crows were 
harassed so much they finally decided to 
join forces with crows at the Chatham roost. 
With no crows banded or radio-tagged, this 
switch to a nearby roost was speculation. 
 In 1990, portable propane bangers with 
timed explosions were tried. The roosting 
population at Essex was then estimated 
at 70,000 birds. To the northeast, the 
Chatham roost held about 23,000 crows. 
In the late 1990s both towns hired wildlife 
control specialists to take on the crows. 

At the Essex roost this well-worn tree was a 
favorite of the crows in the winter. Below it was a 
large thick pancake of regurgitated pellets and grit 
(fine gravel) covering the ground

American Crows dazzle the senses when filling an evening sky in 
south-western Ontario in December

Roosting
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CHATHAM,  ONTARIO  About 2 hours after sunset, American Crows, on a calm night, roosted in trees 
and shrubs, homes, and on a snow-covered frozen Thames River,  © P. Allen Woodliffe, with permission. 
Below is an enlargement of the crows sleeping (facing in several directions) on the river. There is no one 
answer as to where crows roost in winter, or why?

Roosting
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ESSEX  ONTARIO, 1980s  At –10º C with a light wind, the entire flock of 100,000 crows slept quietly 
on a snow-covered field about 150 m from the woodlot usually used for roosting. The flock left this field 
the next morning. As usual, predators were not obvious to me. A few crows were dead in the morning, 
which is normal for a roost of this size. When crows roost on the ground they are much quieter. This field 
is now covered with homes for humans. The crops and crows were pushed out by “progress”

Roosting

ESSEX,  ONTARIO  The T-shaped deciduous woodlot, Tulle’s Bush (yellow arrow), used by roosting 
American Crows on the edge of the town in Essex County. During the 1980s, the subdivision in the lower 
right of the photo did not exist. This new subdivision was farmland where the crows occasionally roosted 
on the ground below. The crows slept in only a small part of the woodlot but shifted about nightly.  
© Google Maps
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Sometimes a crow dies with corn by its side for 
use in the afterlife

Dead juvenile (notice the tail) crow stuck in 
deciduous tree at the Chatham roost, December 
2011

ESSEX,  ONTARIO  Four locations of roosts of American Crows in winter over the 5-year period 1999/2000 
– 2003/2004 around the town. Photograph and roost locations courtesy of Phil Roberts, with permission. 
When I studied crows in the 1980s, they roosted at the 1999/2000 bush at the base of the image.

Roosting
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ONTARIO  Thousands of hectares of field corn and soybeans provide waste grain after the harvest 
which feeds thousands of American Crows roosting over the winter in southwestern Ontario. Crows 
also eat millions of larvae of European Corn Borer from inside the corn stalks all winter, giving free 
sustainable biological control to farmers. December 2011

American Crows in the evening begin to assemble in trees near the roost site at Chatham, Ontario

Roosting
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CHATHAM,  ONTARIO  American Crows roosted in one of many deciduous trees next to a main road 
on 8 December 2011 at 5 ºC. Dozens of trees, a harvested bean field, and an industrial yard within the 
city were used by this flock estimated at 50,000 crows

A dead American Crow cannot benefit 
humanity

Field corn and soybeans in fields after the 
harvest in southern Ontario provide food for 
thousands of American Crows over the winter

Roosting
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The number of crows fluctuated widely each 
year. Essex went from 16,000 in 1999 to 
117,000 in 2000, then declined slowly to 
5,000 in 2009 to none in 2010. Meanwhile, 
at the Chatham roost, in 1999 there were 
200,000 crows which gradually dropped to 
60,000 in 2007. When I visited the Chatham, 
Ontario roost in December of 2011, the 
crows seemed in great spirits and numbers.

 Chatham roost  (42.40ºN; 82.18ºW) 
Only 60 km to the northeast of Essex lies 
the city of Chatham (human pop. 60,000) 
Ontario, home to about 6,000 crows in 
the 1980s. In the 2000s the wintery roost 
became much larger, perhaps larger than 
the Essex roost. My first view of the flock 
came on the morning of 10 November 1985. 
Captivated, I remained in the city for the 
next 24 hours while crows entertained me. 
Their roost was centrally located behind the 
WMCA. Along the south shore of the Thames 
River, the birds slept in a dozen large 
cottonwood trees. My second visit came 
over a year later on 28 December 1986. By 
then the roost had shifted 2,000 m farther 
west, but was still in the vicinity of the 
Thames River and within city limits. A recent 
visit on 9 December 2011 witnessed about 
50,000 crows roosting in the south-eastern 
part of Chatham in trees and on the ground 
in a light industrial area map page 401.

 Woodstock roost  (43.13ºN; 80.74ºW) 
Currently there is a large wintery roost at 
Woodstock, Ontario (human pop. 38,000) 
which appears to have started in the late 
1990s. It was visited by me for the first time 
on 10 December 2011. The 50,000 crows 
roosted in the dark at the Brick Ponds 
Wetland Complex, a 32-hectare site of 
ponds and deciduous trees devoid of lights 
in the south-eastern industrial section of 
the city map page 403. If not harassed, the 
crows may roost in this quiet, dark, natural 
area for years. However, when Trevor and I 
visited the roost in mid-November in 2020 
the 10,000 crows roosted in a deciduous 
woodlot near the larger reservoir in the north 
end of town near a new subdivision and 
farmland. The largest flyway carried about 
6,000 crows that flew in for over an hour 
from the north over farmland. A new housing 
subdivision was being built around the roost.

I made a videos of the roost on 14 November 
2020  youtu.be/iz4UKRlG2MI

 Hamilton roost  (43.24ºN; 79.88ºW)
As the crow flies, my next stop was in 
Hamilton, Ontario (human pop. 500,000) 
at the western end of Lake Ontario. Crows 
assembled and roosted along the north-
facing treed cliff of the Niagara Escarpment, 
or assembled there and then flew from the 
escarpment into the city’s core to sleep 
for the night map page 402. This was the 
only location in Ontario where I could gaze 
down at 7,000 crows perched 30–200 m 
away in bare deciduous trees. The city 
below increased in complexity as the lights, 
complemented by the rising darkness, grew 
more intense. Crows, in groups of a few 
hundred, broke from the cliff and swirled 
over the city. Between their beating wings 
the lights of the city flickered like distant 
stars. A feather passing in front of a tiny 
street light was all I knew of a crow’s 
existence. At the end of a day it was a final 
visual whisper before I left for home. 

 St Catharines roost  (43.15ºN; 
79.24ºW) 
The location of another roost of moderate 
size came to my attention from the first 
published description on its 6,000 crows 
sleeping within the city limits of St. 
Catharines, Ontario (human pop. 124,000) 
K82. This prompted two visits to the city 
for a glimpse of its crow life at night. I was 
not disappointed. In mid-January 1985, I 
found the crows roosting north of Bradley 
Street near Dundas Crescent. In November 
1985, they slept in a small thicket of low, 
deciduous trees behind Kimberly Clark 
of Canada Limited. These locations were 
different from those indicated in the article 
by Knapton and Maturi K82. Their estimation 
of 6,000 crows was similar to mine.

 Elsewhere
A wonderful video of American Crows 
roosting in Vancouver, at Still Creek in 
Burnaby, British Columbia is at www.youtube.
com/watch?v=dk1F_HYyrQo   

Jetting to the Atlantic region, where the 
heaviest crows strut, a roost of 27,000 birds 
occupied Boot Island, Nova Scotia M129. 

Roosting
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Additional roosts were reported at Wolfville 
(18,000 crows), at Kingston, and at Smith’s 
Cove by Phillis Dobson (pers. comm. 1984). 
Roosts in Nova Scotia were concentrated 
along the Bay of Fundy and in the Annapolis 
River Valley, a lush agricultural area.

 Two banding studies 
 in New Jersey
In the late 1980s around Rutgers University 
in New Brunswick, New Jersey, 11 
American Crows (AHY) were fitted with radio 
transmitter packages that weighed 8–15 
grams per bird. As a means of identification, 

some crows had their primaries or 
secondaries bleached in a distinctive 
pattern. Their roosting and feeding behaviors 
were noted from November–February by 
Stouffer and Caccamise. The crows were 
divided into two groups –

1) birds in 3 stable groups that usually 
returned daily (90% of 273 locations 
attempts) to a farm to feed over the winter
2) vagrants that did not follow a regular 
daily pattern 

Damage to some antennae hindered the 

Roosting

CHATHAM,  ONTARIO  Red arrow points to a rectangular soybean field and surrounding trees used by 
an estimated 50,000 crows roosting on 9 December 2011 on the outskirts of the city,  © Google Maps
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HAMILTON, ONTARIO  Red outlines the approximate area along the Niagara Escarpment where 
several thousand American Crows roosted in spots along a few hundred meters in deciduous trees 
on the north face of the steep cliff in December 1985. Sometimes crows assembled on the cliff, then 
roosted in a small area outlined in red around City Hall and the Art Gallery of Hamilton in the winter,  
© Google Maps
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WOODSTOCK,  ONTARIO  Yellow line encloses the general location of the crow roost in the 
lightless, Brick Ponds Wetland Complex on 10 December 2011. In 2019 the American Crows were 
roosting 3 kms north at the Pittock Conservation Area, In 2020 they roosted north of the reservoir 
at the town / farmland border. © Google Maps
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study. For the 3 stable groups, each with 
about 5 birds (but not all members of the 
group marked), the territory sizes were 
0.26, 0.38 and 0.49 km2 (1 km2 =100 hectares). 
Birds in adjacent territories using the same 
foraging area maintained a distance of 
50–100 m. Territorial disputes did not begin 
until March. One crow of a group (90% of 
location attempts) switched groups but no 
aggression was observed.
 Time spent foraging occupied 15–21% of 
their daily activity. This percentage of time 
is probably close to the percentage of their 
body weight that crows eat each day.
 The stable grouped crows at first roosted 
with about 500 crows, 14 km from the 
farm. After 12 January the grouped crows 
roosted 18 km away on Staten Island, New 
York, with about 5,000 crows. Grouped 
crows were located at communal roosts 
on 84% of 145 location attempts. Trees 
at the roost were mostly Red Maple, Acer 

rubrum, 3–8 m tall. A few Fish Crows joined 
the roost. Assemblies formed at several 
locations within 0.5 km of the roost. With 
a normal flying speed, the grouped crows 
leaving the Staten Island roost should have 
taken 21 minutes to reach the farm but took 
50 minutes, leaving 30 minutes for stopping. 
The flight back to the roost from the farm 
began between 13:00–14:40 and contained 
an additional 100 minutes used for stopping 
or other activities, such as visiting a landfill 
along the way (to and from the farm and 
roost) or assemblies prior to entering the 
roost at dusk. They did not fight over placed 
food (eggs) and took turns eating them. 
 Crows in the same stable family group 
rarely travelled together from roost to their 
communal feeding area on the farm, but 
arrived at the farm within a short time of 
each other. Sometimes a bird from one group 
was located on its own at the landfill. 
 Four radio-tagged vagrant crows exhibited 

OHIO  All through February the 25,000 American Crows continued to depart steadily from 
a winter roost in central Ohio. By early March the roost was no longer resplendent with 
crows G35,  © E Good and the Ohio State University
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different behavior than did stable grouped 
crows. They were not regular in their 
movements. They switched feeding sites 
fairly often and fought with other flocking 
crows over eggs. Vagrants were more 
difficult to locate during the day (32% of 
66 location attempts) because they fed at 
landfills at all hours. At communal roosts, 
70% of 58 location attempts were successful 
in locating the birds. Over the winter the 
researchers lost contact with the four 
vagrant crows at a rate of about one bird per 
month. They may have been migrants 
or dispersed birds from a natal group looking 
for mates or a new group to join. One 
vagrant slept alone in White Pines, Pinus 
strobus, about 8 km from the farm on 5 
nights S174.
 Several years later the movements of 21 
radio-tagged crows were studied for two 
years in the mid-1990s at Rutgers University 
in New Jersey. The tagged crows belonged 
to several families and some of the results 
were similar to the earlier study. Nesting 
crows were faithful to their territories over 
summer, but during the winter many left 
the territory, where they nested, to roost 
with about 10,000 crows 18 km away at the 

A car in Hamilton was unattended for weeks 
below deciduous trees used by crows for roosting 
in the winter

Roosting

The “daring elegance” or straight-down-
adventure by two crows over the Hamilton roost. 
In these wicked twisting dives, the crows may 
reach 100 kph

American Crow  Last one enters a wintery 
roost well after sunset on a windy cold 
evening
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southern end of Staten Island. 
 Crows began daily movements toward 
this communal winter roost in the early to 
late afternoon, depending on distance and 
cloud cover. Generally, they fed along the 
way and formed large assemblies of crows in 
trees and fields 1–3 km from the roost. They 
may or may not feed at assembly areas. On 
their breeding territories during the day in 
winter, the crows generally stayed together 
as a family group. In the morning when each 
family member left the communal roost, 
they arrived on their day territory alone, but 
formed their small family groups during the 
early part of the day. Sometimes a crow or 
two was absent from the group for days or 
weeks before returning to the family. When 
the birds left their day territory, on average 
about 7 minutes apart, and headed back to 
the communal roost in the afternoon, they 
travelled alone and often fed at a landfill 
4 km to the east on their way to the large 
overnight wintery roost on Staten Island. 
They arrived at the roost about 15 minutes 
apart, indicating they did not behave as a 
group when away from their day territory. 
Each crow in the group stopped and fed on 
its own time schedule and among different 
crows. And members of the family chose 
separate locations within the roost to sleep. 
By mid-April, crows occasionally roosted 
at the communal roost, but mostly they 
roosted on their breeding territory. When 
crows fed at the landfill, in 110 of 125 (88%) 
observations, they continued on to spend 

the night at the communal roost. Only 12% 
of the time did they make the 4 km flight 
back to their home territory for the night. 
When crows were not located on their group 
territory in winter, 30% of the time they were 
found feeding at the landfill 4 km away, 
where food was abundant C6.

Ch r i s T m a s Bi r D Co u n T s 
 Canada
From several CBCs, which may indicate a 
small roost, two northerly cities, Thunder 
Bay and Ottawa in Ontario, held an average 
of 300 and 500 crows respectively during the 
winters from 1976–’83 W53. Presently, there 
is a fairly large roost at Ottawa, Ontario 
(from 8,000–11,000 total in the Gatineau-
Ottawa CBCs over the last few years, 
online). 
 Hamilton, Ontario presents an unusual 
situation. The increase in CBC figures for 
crows may actually reflect an increase in 
roosting birds in the downtown part of the 
city. Before 1955, less then 10 crows were 
usually reported in the CBCs. By the early 
1960s, several hundred crows were counted, 
rising to 2,700 in 1967. From then on, 
through the 1970s and 1980s, 3,000 to 4,000 
crows were the norm for a CBC in Hamilton. 
 The closest CBC to the large Essex, 
Ontario crow roost was at Point Pelee 
National Park. Consequently, no early 
records existed on its development, size, 

Roosting
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location or duration. Not until some initial 
observations were made at the Essex roost, 
in the early 1980s, was it documented W52. 
At the time, it was probably the largest, 
most significant roost of American Crows 
in Canada. Yet no birder or ornithologist 
thought the roost was worthy of a study or 
report, so strong is the general disgust of 
the crow based on myths perpetuated by 
various media, organizations, and people. All 
of my observations at the Essex roost in the 
mid-1980s were made when the crows slept 
in or near Tulle’s bush within the eastern 
limits of the town of Essex map 396, 397. In 
the early part of January 1988, I received 
word the crows had shifted their roost 3–4 
km south of the town of Essex. The data in 
this ebook on the Essex roost were gathered 
before the shift in 1988. 
 In eastern Canada, at areas with rivers 
and ocean, CBCs in New Brunswick yielded 
100–300 birds at each of Fredericton, 
Moncton, and Saint John. The Canadian 
Prairies, according to published reports, 
did not host large wintery roosts. However, 
one autumnal roost of 70,000 crows formed 
in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan G34. This was 
probably a temporary roost as the crows 
migrated south for the winter. There were 
roosts of less than 200 birds in Saskatoon, 
from mid-August into early October H143. 
Towards the Pacific flows the Fraser River. 
At Chilliwack, British Columbia, 90 km from 
the river’s mouth, about 900 crows were 
included in the 1979 CBC.
 With these roosting locations and 
crow numbers dancing in your head, it is 
difficult to imagine the impact 100,000 or 
more crows can have on an observer. The 
physicality of thousands of crows in one 
spot produces quite a dilemma. In an age 
of dropping numbers and disappearing 
species, how does one react when suddenly 
confronted with an enormous Courage of 
Crows. In some ways, it is like trying to 
describe a large, abstract painting by Helen 
Frankenthaler (1928–2011) to someone who 
has never seen one. What level of awareness 
should I work at, or can I work at? Details 
are needed, but even in quantity, they do not 
constitute the whole. 
 In the air the permutations of crows at 
a large roost are endless. I was humiliated 
and intimidated by the performance of 
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Grain corn stubble allow crows to feed on corn 
borer larvae overwintering inside the stalks
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crows as their roosting theatre developed 
before me. To translate their magic, power, 
sound and movement into our recently 
evolved language was a hopeless task. It 
was enough to stand at the scene and let 
myself cross over into a new threshold, to 
forget who and what I was, and let the crows 
take control. For an hour it was something 
to experience quite apart from the measure 
of science. It was a play of feathers against 

the wind; a black intelligence of wing and 
voice piled in layers, one upon another – 
compelling and unabridged.

 Why do crows roost?

The three main reasons for roosting, from 
our limited understanding of wild animals, 
includes the 3 theories below. Individually 
and in combination, they have not proved 
adequate or necessary for a highly social 
animal like the American Crow. But since we 
like to think we know what we are talking 
about, here are the standard three reasons 
that appear in academic journals – 

 1. Thermal
Like children, some adults continue 
to question our behavior and that of 
crows. These evening gatherings of birds 
prompted researchers to wonder if there 

Roosting

After roosting crows have departed in the morning, several birds quietly 
linger at the site in Chatham, ON

American Crow abundance. The peak occurred over the winter near a roost in 
Knox County, Tennessee during a 1-year roadside census in the late 1940s. Over the 
summer, crows were scattered and nesting in small family groups H150
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was a temperature advantage. Grants were 
received and studies undertaken. A flock of 
about 7,000 Jackdaws slept in deciduous 
trees in central Sweden G92. In Israel, 
researchers spent their nights with 5–8 
million starlings that roosted in clumps of 
reeds, pine and Cypress trees Y15. Finally, 
in eastern Washington state, a small band 
of 28 American Robins, which roosted in a 
Douglas Fir grove, were monitored W9. From 
these three studies it was concluded there 
was no real or substantial thermal benefit for 
the birds, whether they roosted in a town or 

in the country. Since some of the Jackdaws 
and starlings regularly flew more than 30 
km twice a day from the roost to feed, the 
energy used for this flying was not recovered 
by the slightly higher ambient temperature 
at the roost. Birds form roosts for other 
reasons. 
 Back to the crows. Sometimes flat 
rooftops were the medium on which crows 
chose to sleep. Perhaps there was a slight 
amount of heat escaping through the roof. 
But this was only speculation; it could just 
as well be a simulation of ground roosting 

Roosting

land

direction

hop

take-off

American Crow  At an assembly field in Woodstock, Ontario, a crow landed (far left) on both feet, 
hopped about 25 cm, took a few steps, then took off using both feet to launch (far right)

American Crows bathing in icy sheet water in southern Ontario during the roosting season in 
early December
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that was unavailable to crows roosting 
downtown. Not all crows in a flock settle 
onto roofs, many remain in trees or even on 
the ground. See photos on page 395 of crows 
at Chatham, Ontario. Crows roost from 
ground level to the tops of homes and trees. 
Did temperature have an influence on where 
a particular bird slept? I don’t think so. 
 Even though a city’s temperature is 
generally a few degrees above that in 
the country, crows sleeping in a city are 
interrupted by mettlesome people that 
yell, clap their hands, shine lights, make 
cat-like calls, turn on sirens, honk horns, 
and let their unleashed dogs flush crows 
from trees. Crows were usually deprived of 
some of their sleep. Crows often roosted 
in exposed windy tree tops, but not always 
in the tallest trees. Bare deciduous trees 
in use were well spaced along a street or 
clustered near buildings or squares. Conifers 
were occasionally used. In Hamilton the 
roosting flock of several thousand were often 
scattered over a 1–2 block area. 
 Yellow-billed Magpies, Pica nuttalli, 
roosted in Sacramento, California over the 
winter of 2003 and into the spring of 2004. 
Birds from eight small roosts slept in a total 
of 18 plant species. Five comparative roost 
measurements – 

mean canopy cover 94% (91–96) 
mean height of vegetation used 10 m (5.7– 
 17.6)  
mean height of magpie perches 6.5 m   
 (4.2–11)  
mean distance to water 50 m (0–106) 
mean estimated maximum number of   
 magpies per roost 237 (7–879) 

Deciduous vegetation was used for sleeping 
only when leafy. Magpies roosted in the 
upper third of all vegetation. With ambient 
temperatures ranging from –4 to +12 ºC, the 
mean difference between the microhabitat 
temperature at a roost compared to a 
nearby potential roost site was 0.7 ºC C156. 
Although this temperature difference was 
deemed statistically significant, I doubt if it 
meant much to the magpies. They can’t be 
that wimpish. Pairs of breeding Black-billed 
Magpies and American Crows that maintain 
territories all year in Winnipeg, Manitoba 
often slept in –30 ºC air (plus windchill) in 

January, without complaining or dying.
 In the 1890s W Harvey McNairn mentioned
crows in Toronto, Ontario being blinded from 
“excessive coldness” B225. I suggest an eye 
disease was probably responsible, since 
Toronto is much warmer than Winnipeg. 
 In Woodland, California, 62 trees not used 
for roosting were compared to trees used for 
roosting. The 87 trees used for roosting had 
a greater height, 18 vs 13 m; diameter breast 
height, 62 vs 46 cm; crown diameters of 13 
vs 10 meters, and greater crown volumes 
of 854 vs 421 m3 than the 62 non-roosting 
trees. In commercial areas, trees chosen for 
roosting had more pavement and traffic below 
them than did similar trees in residential 
areas, and compared to a subset of trees not 
used for roosting. Ambient light levels and 
temperatures were also higher at trees used 
for roosting compared to trees not used V18.
 A communal winter roost of Rooks kept 
Swingland busy. In normal weather, adult 
birds occupied the top part of a tree, 

which was a warmer but windier position. 
Adult Rooks forced younger birds to roost 
beneath them. Swingland found “the height 
of the roost perch and social status were 
significantly correlated.” A roost was 
structured so the majority of Rooks survive 
by experiencing the least amount of energy 
loss at night. This took place at the expense 
of a few that suffered from the weather and 
perhaps died S206. 
 Crows sleeping on lower branches may 
have shit dropped on their feathers from an 
upper layer of crows. Experimenting with 
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A White-breasted Nuthatch feeds on 
sunflower seeds in my hand – January 2010, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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caged starlings, it was discovered the uric 
acid and other fecal material lowered the 
water-resistant qualities of their plumage. 
Death occurred within 30 minutes after 
they were sprayed with water in an ambient 
temperature of 17 ºC Y16. Again, this was 
hard to believe. I have seen crows in the 
spring and winter bathing in icy water with 
the air temperature a few degrees above 
freezing. They enjoyed the icy bath water 

photo page 409 and certainly didn’t die because 
of a little shit on their feathers.
 Another behavior by roosting crows is 
sleeping on the ground. Apparently, roosting 
on the ground is more likely to happen on 
very cold or windy nights in winter. Crows at 
the very large Fort Cobb roost in Oklahoma 
roosted on the ground during cold, windy 
nights, and on lake-ice south of the woods 
where they usually slept I1. 

Roosting

An evening sky and trees with American Crows before roosting at Woodstock, Ontario in December

American Crows  Part of the 50,000 crows near a pre-roost assembly over farmland in southwestern 
Ontario, early December 2011
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 Contrary to the crows in Oklahoma, I have 
watched the entire Essex, Ontario flock of 
crows settle onto the ground for the night 
when the temperature was about –10 ºC; and 
another time when it was near 0 ºC photo page 
396. Crows roosted completely in the open 
on a calm cold night, appearing like an ink-
blot on white paper as they slept on a snow-
covered ploughed field next to the woodlot 
the birds normally used. Once, with a 
temperature above freezing, part of the large 
flock of crows were perched in rows, one 
crow on the top of each broken field corn 
stalk in a flooded field in late winter near the 
woodlot where more crows slept in trees. 
Although my observations at the Essex roost 
were few, it seemed very cold and / or windy 
weather did not entice crows to sleep on the 
ground. 
 The use of a GIS – geographic information 
system – may be helpful in understanding 
where crows choose to roost in winter in 
cities, and where they might form a roost 
if disturbed from their present roosting 
location. Working within the city of 
Woodland, California, roosting and non-
roosting trees were compared. Six GIS layers 
were formed from city departments – 

 1) Roost trees

 2) Street trees
 3) Traffic flow
 4) City streets
 5) Land use
 6) City boundaries

Summer, year-round, and winter roosts were 
examined. Measurements of trees were taken 
at 87 crow roosts and 62 non-roosts – size 
and type of tree used, locations of roosts, 
substrate beneath roosts, and vehicular 
and pedestrian disturbances, which differed 
from summer to winter. Four variables were 
entered into a model – tree species and size 
(dbh), substrate, and disturbance index. 
From these data, the model was able to 
identify 87% of the roosts and 82% of the 
non-roosts G46. Based on another study I 
read, local levels of ambient light at night 
would have been another useful parameter 
to measure and include in the GIS equation.
 In this urban study, crow roosts were 
clumped into a 1.2 km2 area. The 22, year-
round roosts were in commercial areas. 
Nineteen (95%) wintery roosts were also 
in commercial areas. The roosts in winter 
(63%) were in partially treed parking lots of 
shopping centers (well illuminated) and other 
businesses. Summery roosts (86%) were 
in residential areas adjacent to commercial 
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areas. Twelve (71%) of the 17 evergreen 
trees identified as possible candidates for 
roosting trees were actually used. The GIS 
system was rather costly and complex to 
install and maintain, but the results were 
easily communicated to the public and 
professionals, and could be useful to shift 
the urban roosting patterns of crows in our 
favor (whatever that means). 

 2. Predators
A second theory, which may explain the 
roosting behavior of birds, was protection 
against predators. When a hawk approaches 
a feeding flock, the birds rise into the air as 
one. The changing tight pattern is thought 
to keep a predator from focusing on one 
bird to make its kill. At night, thousands 
of crows sleeping in trees probably do not 
react as one because a predator in dark-
ness would not be seen by the majority of 
birds. It should be mentioned that no one 
has actually done field work to determine 
if a large roost of crows attracts or repels 
predators. At large roosts (over 50,000 
crows) I have visited, there are always a few 
dead crows (probably not killed by 
predators) on the ground and stuck in trees 
in the morning. Yet very few are fed upon 
where they die. Perhaps some are carried 
away by mammalian predators before being 
eaten. Non-human predators appear no more 
prevalent at a roost of crows than elsewhere. 
Hawks were not perched in trees at a roost 
in the morning or flying overhead ready to 
dine on those that died at night or to grab a 
fresh crow for breakfast.
 Even as crows slept completely exposed 
and visible on a snowy moonlight field 
there was no attending congregation of 
predators. However, one morning, while 
walking through the open-field roosting area 
after crows departed in the morning, three 
severed heads of crows lay on the snow – 
probably the work of a Great Horned Owl on 
its nightly shift.
 Some birds in a large roost are awake 
and may detect predators to the benefit of 
the entire flock. With crows, the number of 
birds awake in a treed flock is correlated to 
the size of the flock. A pair of birds roosting 
on their territory in town are quiet as soon 
as they enter their roosting tree 1–2 hours 
before sunset. A roost of 10,000 members 

was generally quiet except for a few calls 
during the hour after birds settled into trees. 
Two million crows at the Fort Cobb roost in 
Oklahoma continued to “quarrel throughout 
the night” I1.
 There are ecological factors that may 
enhance the formation of flocking. For 
instance, flocking for predator avoidance 
was of much less importance than feeding 
opportunities, although not everyone would 
agree B68. Finding and feeding on dispersed 
prey was the main reason why birds formed 
flocks. For the American Crow, this took 
place in the summer, when the family unit 
foraged as one on their territory, once the 
young fledged and were feeding on the 
ground as juveniles. Family members are in 
competition with each other as parents feed 
themselves and their juveniles. Slowly the 
juveniles are taught and learn how to feed 
and become self-sustaining. This leads to 
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Christmas Bird Counts in cities (Toronto) and 
the country throughout North America are an 
annual event that Frank Chapman began in 1900. 
Volunteer birders make their counts each winter. 
CBCs can be a peaceful, rewarding way to locate 
and track wintery roosts of American Crows
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the most fascinating theory behind roosting. 

 3. Information
In this third theory, first mentioned by 
Ward and Zahavi in the 1970s, assemblies 
and roosts were envisaged as information 
centres that helped birds locate food. Early 
in their paper it was mentioned “there is no 
obvious correlation between food-type and 
roosting habit, nor is there any restriction 
of communal roosting behavior to particular 
habitats or regions.” In short, a variety of 
birds, ate a variety of foods, and roosted 
in many diverse locations. And the habit 
of forming large roosts was widespread. 
Regarding predation at roosts, there was 
“no evidence that any species has evolved 
communal roosting to gain greater protection 
from predators” W20.
 Before I delve any deeper into the 
information theory, you should realize the 
idea of roosts as communication centers 
is not a modern one. Early crow watchers 
suggested the calling at a roost had 
meaning. From American Natural History, a 
book by Godman in 1830 –

The trees adjacent and all the shore would be 
literally blackened by those plumed marauders, 
while their increasing outcries, chattering and 
screams were almost deafening. It certainly 
seems that they derive great pleasure from their 
social habits, and I often amused myself by 
thinking the uninterrupted clatter which was kept 
up, as the different gangs united with the main 
body was produced by a recital of the adventures 
they had encountered during the last marauding 
excursions. 

When migrant and local crows began to 
form wintery roosts in autumn, food in the 
surrounding fields was easily located. Crops 
were still being harvested, and stubble fields 
with well distributed waste grain, mice and 
insects satiated the landscape and birds. 
A no-till farming culture kept food at the 
surface in some fields. Eventually some 
ploughing and snow decreased the amount 
and kind of food accessible to crows. Deep 
winter, it can be argued, was the lean period 
– a time when a roost of crows should be at 
its largest to take advantage of having more 
birds that added to the information pool of 
where food could be found. The autumnal 

start-up time for a roost gave the birds time 
to become acquainted with the landscape 
and the best feeding locations. As winter 
enlarged, the uneven distribution of food 
made a trip to the roost necessary, in spite 
of the flying distance involved (30 km or 
more), to acquire worthwhile information. 
And this information indicated the amount as 
well as the location available so the resource 
was not hastily exploited W20. 
 The behavior of crows feeding away 
from the Essex roost was quite diverse and 
difficult to fit into any one simple information 
theory. At the Essex roost, a few hundred 
crows from the roost spent the day feeding 
in the town of Essex 1 km away. They 
travelled back-and-forth to the roost each 
day instead of roosting in a tree behind their 
favorite fast-food outlet. Those crows that 
traveled 30 km or more, to and from the 
Detroit / Windsor area, passed over dozens 
of food-holding fields along the way, only 
to land in a similar field at the end of their 
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The Joshua Tree, Yucca brevifol ia , 
is sparse in open country in the southwest 
USA. Ravens sometimes nest and roost in it. 
Humwichawa by First Nations
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WINNIPEG,  MANITOBA  Nesting and roosting locations of an unmarked 
family of crows. N10 was the successful nest in 2010 in an American Elm that 
fledged 3 young. N11 was the successful nest in a Colorado Spruce that fledged 
3 young in 2011. In September and October of 2011, the family of 4, then 3 
birds, roosted in the two Manitoba Maples in the left half of the photo. Usually 
two crows about 1 m apart used the R1 maple, and one crow slept in the R2 
maple. On the tall hotel in the upper left, Peregrine Falcons nested each year on 
an upper ledge. Note the central street light, 12 October 2011

N 10

N 11R 1
R 2

WINNIPEG,  MANITOBA  A pair of unmarked American Crows, about 2 meters apart in the city 
on 27 August 2011, roosted in the upper quarter of a Manitoba Maple tree (dbh 18 cm) about 16 
paces from their successful nest in a Colorado Spruce and 5 m from another maple (R1 in picture 
above). Their roost was directly above a sidewalk leading to the Centennial Public Library. A street 
light illuminated their night. Wing stretching took place. Shit and regurgitated pellets splattered on 
the sidewalk indicated they slept al least several nights in this spot
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long morning flight. These long-distance 
fights were an unnecessary expenditure of 
energy, except when viewed in the context 
of exploratory behavior or diversity of 
motivation – that a portion of the roosting 
crows might find necessary. A parallel may 
exist in the behavior of starlings. They 
preferred to search for meal worms rather 
than eat them directly from a handy feeding 
dish I11. It would be worthwhile banding two 
groups of migrant crows at any large roost 
and compare the daily short- and long-
range feeders to determine age and sex, 
and if there was any interchange in feeding 
patterns between them with the passage 
of time and snow cover over one and two 
winters. In Nova Scotia, many juvenile 
crows left the Boot Island roost just before 
the arrival of heavy snow in January M129. 
As the snow vanished in spring the roost 
refilled, although spring migrants may have 
been responsible for part of the influx. This 
drop in population at a time of food scarcity 
appears to contradict the theory of a roost 
as an information center Z3. However, 
in Illinois there was an increase in the 
population of crows from late December to 
February (possible including some spring 
migrants in the February count) due to a 
severe winter, which would support the 
information theory G54.
 Cliff Swallows nest in colonies. Some 
observations strongly indicated the 
possibility of the colony as an information 
center. Its members used different strategies 
when they foraged on ephemeral, dense 
patches of flying insects B190.
 Field tests of the information transfer 
hypothesis took place at the University of 
Aarhus in Denmark. Sunflower seeds were 
placed less than a kilometer from a roost 
of Greenfinches. Comparing counts of birds 
at seeds in the afternoon to those the next 
morning, in 8 of 9 trials there was no increase 
in the number of birds at the seeds K43. 
 How information is passed among avian 
members at a roost is difficult to say. The 
obvious ways might be flying, perching 
behavior, and calling. In addition there may 
develop a mood at a roost. When most 
members were well fed and content, the 
mood reflected this. Those birds unable to 
locate sufficient food could acquire useful 
information on better feeding areas in 

relation to the roost’s location. Some birds 
may follow a leader the next morning to 
improve their dining. This system appears to 
function altruistically, otherwise a parasitic 
relationship detrimental to the leaders would 
develop and force them to start defending 
their feeding areas W20. 
 A cultural question, which has never 
been asked is – Do crows ever deceive one 
another? If so, the information center theory, 
if it exists, may only work among an honest 
group of crows passing on useful information 
to birds that really need it.
 Radio-tagged Common Ravens in New 
England in 1988–1990 were released at 
carrion. They lead other ravens at a roost to 
the new food source. Roost sites frequently 
changed location depending on where the 
new food sources (carcass) were located. 
Social soaring displays were used to pass on 
information that enabled ravens from wide 
areas to assemble M48. Furthermore, it may 
be that roosts function as M49 –

1) a way to reduce predation
2) an arena for mate choice
3) an arena of status display

In the Mojave Desert, between San 
Bernardino and Palmdale, California, about 
1,500 Common Ravens (a large roost for 
ravens) gathered each evening to sleep 
on vegetation, including the Joshua Tree, 
Yucca brevifolia, page 414 which is at best 
15 meters tall. The birds roosted nightly from 
8 November to 15 December 1987, arriving 
singly or in small groups of less than 10 
birds. On their last sleep, their calling at the 
roost lasted until midnight, rather than the 
usual 20:00 hrs (8 PM) cutoff time. The next 
morning the ravens were gone before dawn, 
as usual, but did not return. The authors 
speculated the extra calling may have been 
communication about where to roost the 
next night C133.
 There were up to 2,100 Common Ravens 
at one roost along 6 km of transmission lines 
spanning 15 towers. In all, 13 communal 
roosts developed over 5 years along a longer 
segment of the electrical transmission line 
from Idaho into Oregon. Ravens roosted on 
the towers, usually near the top of a tower 
unless it was windy. Only one roost was 
occupied year round. Peak numbers were 
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reached in late summer to early autumn. 
Ravens shifted between different roosts in a 
year, some up to 63 km apart E43.  
 During four years, 34 flock-living Hooded 
Crows were radio-tagged in south-eastern 
Norway to observe their roosting and 
feeding behavior. Food was placed in 
agricultural fields on a temporary basis 
(2 days) and at different locations. The 
crows roosted about 3.5 km from the food 
patches. When a crow was at the food on 
day 1, it often visited the food on day 2. A 
crow that had not been at the food on day 
1, often visited the food patch on day 2, if 
it had roosted with a knowledgeable crow 
[speculation] and the latter crow flew to the 
food on day 2. It was also noted that crows 
could switch roles and be a leader or a 
follower depending on circumstances S116.  
 At the Hamilton, Ontario roost, it was 
possible to watch crows at close range when 
they roosted in deciduous trees by City 
Hall. Inside my warm, parked vehicle in the 
morning I observed calling and departing 
at 20–60 m distance. From a small bare 
deciduous tree holding about 200 unmarked 
crows, the departure was slow and orderly 
over 30–40 minutes. The crows, awake and 
calling, could leave in one big eruption from 
the tree(s) to follow a leader to a source 
of food, but they did not. One part of the 
entire roost did not appear to empty more 
quickly than another part, nor in-any one 
direction. Crows from one tree moved out 
singly or in groups of 3–5 birds (family 
units?) in all directions. Once in the air, 
their direction seemed set, although there 
was some veering off to another compass 
point. Only a handful of crows shifted from 
one tree to another tree before leaving 
the roost. It was impossible 
for me to visually 
identify leaders or 
followers. Airborne, 
the crows were 
quiet except for 
an occasional note 
given some distance 
from the trees. 
If calling was the 
method of information 
transfer carried out 
in the morning, the 
exchange was probably 

made at dawn by birds still perched on 
branches. 
 In western Switzerland in the 1980s, 
over 600 Carrion Crows were marked near 
Lausanne. There were 5 main roosts in the 
area. Flocks fed for 2 days in their usual 
manner. At a site that was likely to be used, 
40 kg of ground beef mixed with dog food 
was put out before dawn each morning for 3 
days. A lot of food was used to ensure that 
any birds arriving in the late afternoon would 
find food. At three different feeding flocks, 
the times of arriving and departing by all 
marked crows was noted. As well, the size of 
a feeding flock and number of marked birds 
were tallied every 1–2 hours. When no food 
was added (control), the number of feeding 
flocks varied little during the day and the 
number of crows arriving the next day was 
about the same. 
 When food was placed at a location, the 
number of Carrion Crows soon doubled and 
remained high until dusk. The next morning 
many more birds arrived at the food patch 
and the number increased over the 3 days. 
On the surface this can be interpreted 
as information being passed on to other 
individuals at the evening roost, who then 
arrived at the food patch the follow morning 
/ day. Keeping tract of the marked birds, 
indicated that “many birds that find the 
patch stay for limited periods only, and 
that the number of birds present at any one 
time does not reflect the number of birds 
that have acquired the information so far.” 
The observations could be more 
easily explained by 
the local 

enhancement 
theory. The assumption 

that birds at the food patch arrived 
early and stayed there all day was false. 
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Carrion Crows moved around through-out 
the day. Therefore, transfer of information at 
a large roost may not be the reason for the 
formation of the roost R68. 
 Another experiment I would like biologists 
to try is placing a huge quantity of food 
(enough to attract 100 crows) 500 m from a 
large roost along a major flyway for 7 days in 
a row. The experiment could have 2 parts – 

1) food is placed along a flyway right after 
the roost forms in the fall when there is no 

snow to hide the plentiful amounts of mice, 
insects and waste grain in the harvested 
fields
2) food is placed near the roost after 10–15 
cm of snow had accumulated on farm fields. 
The changes in feeding behaviour would be 
worth observing and explaining. 

Would all of the hundreds or even thousands 
of crows that used a particular flyway which 
passed over the nearby placed food descend 
on the food patch? I would guess that some 
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American Crows  Arrows show the direction and number of 11 evening flyways of crows heading 
towards the Essex, Ontario roost 2 to 1 hour (trip A) before sunset and 19 flyways from 1 hour to sunset 
(trip B) on 25 December 1985, a partly cloudy evening with sunset at 5:05 pm. 23 flyways were the total 
for both trips
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do, but most do not. Instead, they would 
continue along their morning flight path for 
several kms from the roost without stopping 
at the new rich food source, regardless of 
snow cover. 
 Information gathered and shared could 
also involve sexuality. Perhaps the roost is 
one great arena of sexual appraisal. Which 
crows are compatible, which can handle the 
cold, which crows can find the best food, 
which can fly the farthest each day, which 
are the smartest, which can command the 

highest perches, which are the toughest 
and most beautiful? At the Hamilton roost 
in early spring, a pair of crows perching 
close together on a branch before sunset 
are easily noticed in the large Courage of 
Crows. Are these a new pair, together for 
the first breeding season, or an already 
established couple, deciding when to 
migrate to their familiar breeding territory 
along Walnut Street in Owen Sound?
 Family groups at roosts
A large winter roost, of say 50,000 crows, 
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American Crows headed back early to the Essex, Ontario roost on 24 December 1986, a rainy evening 
with sunset at 5:05 pm. Most flyways (9) were counted during the period from 2 to 1 hours (trip A) before 
sunset. In the final hour before sunset (trip B), only 1 flyway from the south-west was operating, indicat-
ing most crows were already near or at the roost.
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The highest number of flyways of American Crows returning to the Essex, Ontario roost during 
my 2 time slots were on partly cloudy evenings in December (plus 16 Feb). The fewest number of 
flyways were on rainy evenings during my 2 counts starting 2 hrs and 1 hr before sunset in 1984–’86

DATE**   NUMBER OF FLYWAYS     WEATHER   SNOW COVER
    

22 Dec 1984  12  9  15    clear    none
23 Dec 1984  10  8  15    clear     none
24 Dec 1985  9  11  15     clear     5 cm
15 Feb 1984  5  12  16    clear     none
  Average 9  10  15

25 Dec 1985  11  19  23    partly cloudy  5 cm
25 Dec 1986  6  14  15    mostly cloudy   none
16 Feb 1984  9  14  20    partly cloudy  none
  Average 9  16  19

27 Dec 1986  7  4  9    drizzle     none
24 Dec 1986  9  1  10    rainy    none
24 Dec 1984  6  3  7    freezing rain  none
  Average 7  3  8

 OVERALL  8  9  14
 AVERAGE

* About mid-October the wintery roost began to form; it was over by the end of March – 5.5 months 
long
** Trip A began 2 hours before sunset; Trip B began 1 hour before sunset; each trip took 55 minutes
*** Some flyways were counted on both trips A & B, which altered the total number of flyways per 
night

Trip A* Trip B* TOTAL***

A Downy Woodpecker hunts as crows head back to their roost for the night
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formed at Chatham, Ontario in mid-October. 
What was its composition? Do all the local 
crows that nested within 100 km join the 
Chatham roost or do some of them migrate 
south and join a roost in Ohio? What 
determines the size of the roost in Chatham, 
or anywhere?
 Size of foraging groups of crows led some 
to believe “the social unit of American Crows 
is the family throughout the year.” Size of 
groups of foraging crows were recorded in 
Oklahoma for almost a year, including those 
associated with a tiny roost of 300–400 birds 
in the 1980s. Most of the crows roosted in 
cottonwoods along an intermittent stream 
and fed in rangeland within about 10 km of 
the roost. The average size of a feeding flock 
was four birds, which was equal to a pair of 
adults and two offspring, indicating some 
families remained intact over the winter. 
Families established winter territories and 
returned to them daily for varying lengths 
of time, which may invalidate the theory of 
roosts as information centers for some of 
the crows in attendance. Two groups of four 
and five crows frequented one area for over 
two weeks. About mid-February, flock size 
decreased to about two birds, a sign pairing 
was becoming more intense. In May the flock 
size was the lowest at 1.6 birds, indicative of 
widely spaced nesting pairs K95. 
 Do migrant crows at a large roost join or 
redevelop small family-like groups that may 
feed at a particular clutch of fields over the 
winter? About 30 crows were collected from 
one location at a wintery roost in Wichita, 
Kansas. From electrophoretic analysis of 
liver or muscle tissue, the observed mean 
heterozygosity across 25 gene loci was 
0.052, which varied little from that reported 
for other avian populations.
 The proportion of loci where polymorphism 
was observed (52%) was relatively greater 
than the mean heterozygosity across 
loci above. Nearly half of the observed 
polymorphism (genetic variation) was 
because of the occurrence of rare alleles. 
The chief reason could be that all the 
sampled crows may have belonged to a 
small number of local family groups. This 
may lead to the sampling of rare alleles. 
Or, local populations of American Crows 
may have a higher than normal number of 
rare allelic forms. Further testing is needed 

to find if distinct breeding groups, widely 
dispersed over the summer in the northern 
Great Plains, get compressed into a dense 
scale at a wintery roost in states such as 
Kansas B199. Local family groups in Kansas 
tend to remain separate from the northern 
flocks P69.
 For the winter crow population in 
Champagne County, Illinois, Black showed 
42% of the birds were year-round residents, 
and 58% migrants. As well, juveniles 
made up 27% of the winter (roosting) crow 
population in January 1938 and 36% in 
1939 B121. 
 A recent study of wintery roosts examined 
the partial migration of crows in the same 
population by using “a combination of 
satellite telemetry, isotopic signatures (δ 2H), 
and molecular markers (33 microsatellites) 
from two roosts in Davis, California and 
Utica, New York.”
 78% of crows were migratory over distances 
of 280–1,095 km and 177–793 km on the 
west and east coasts, respectively. Migratory 
behavior (2014–2018) was consistent and 
returns to breeding-sites was high. Migratory 
and resident birds returned to the same 
location in the breeding season each year. 
We wait to tell how urbanization and climate 
change may alter these patterns T70.

Roosting

American Crows feeding in harvested field 
corn. Waste kernels and insects are removed 
which benefit farmers
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 Flyways and assemblies
Over the winter at Davis, California crows 
left their roost at dawn to eat during the 
day. Chou noted foraging crows left their 
last feeding sites in the afternoon in groups 
of about 240 birds and they headed in the 
direction of the roost even though the roost 
was well beyond their line of sight. He 
proposed that communal foraging sites may 
also be information centers similar to that 
proposed for winter roosts C72.

T he most noticeable aspect near a large 
roost are the rivers of crows passing 

over-head as morning and especially the 
more orderly evening flyways develop. If the 
roost site is relatively stable in location from 
year to year, flyways should have traditional 
directions and distances, and traditional 
crows using them. Are these flyways part of 
the crow culture passed on from generation 
to generation? Any alert hunter can place her 
crow decoys in a stubble field 10 km from 
a roost along a traditional flyway and be 
assured, depending on wind direction, the 
crows will arrive at daybreak throughout the 
winter. E Good reported crows flew up to 80 
km from a roost to feed G35. At seven roosts 
in Iowa, the averaged feeding distance 
traveled daily by crows was 8 (1.5–24) 
kilometers S33. 
 Flyways to and from a roost vary in 
intensity and duration. Smaller roosts are 
serviced by a smaller number of flyways. At 
the Hamilton roost of about 6,000 crows, six 
evening flyways were usually in operation. 
On Boot Island, Nova Scotia, 25,000 crows 
developed five flyways returning to the 
roost M129. The 100,000 crows at the Essex, 
Ontario roost averaged 14 evening flyways 
which I located and mapped by driving a 
circuit 7–23 km from the roost maps pages 418 
& 419. 
 At the Fort Cobb, Oklahoma roost, 
southwest of Oklahoma City, 22 flyways 
were used by the two million roosting crows. 
Counts at each flyway began about 2 hours 
before sunset. The average number of birds 
per flyway was set at 67 (31–127) thousand. 
This appears to be the highest reported 
number of flyways developed by crows at a 
roost. Later in the winter, some birds at Fort 
Cobb traveled as far as 60 km from the roost 

to feed I1. It is hard to believe these long-
distance crows could not find food closer to 
the roost.
 In Ontario, weather had a definite 
influence on the behavior of crows returning 
to a roost. On calm air or with a tailwind, 
crows may be over 400 m (specks) high as 
they arrived from quite a distance at their 
sleeping quarters. When slicing through a 
headwind crows often flew a meter above 
a ploughed field, rising briefly to hurdle a 
hedgerow of trees between fields. Without 
these dramatic avian passages, the winter 
would be a static mixture of land and sky. 
The roost is an inkwell; the crows are pens 
that give us winter’s flamboyant signature. 
 A wintery roost near Baltimore captivated 
Edwards who described a flyway in vivid, 
fluid terms in the late 1880s E12 –

I saw one of these vast divisions coming in 
for the night with singular regularity. If you 
will imagine a river one hundred and fifty feet 
wide and about thirty feet deep, its end a huge 
cataract by which the water falls to lose itself 
in a large lake, its beginning farther away than 
the eye can see, and if instead of water you 
will make this river of crows not so closely 
packed but that they can fly easily, and make 
the swiftness of the current equal to the ordinary 
flight of the crow, you may gain some idea of the 
stream which our party watched for over an hour 
without noticing any diminution in its bulk. And 
what a lake it made!
 
In Maryland, around 1825, Dr. J Godman 
wrote this tidbit for a local newspaper G31.

As the sun descended, and threw his last rays 
in one broad sheet of golden effulgence over 
the crystal mirror of the waters, innumerable 
companies of crows arrived daily and settled on 
this point for the purpose of drinking, picking up 
gravel and uniting in one body prior to retiring 
for the night to their accustomed dormitory. As 
the sun became entirely sunk below the horizon 
the grand flock crossed to the sand-bluff on the 
opposite side, where they generally spent a few 
moments in picking up a further supply of gravel, 
and then arising in a dense and ample column 
they sought their habitual roost in the deep 
entanglements of the distant pines.
In the late 1800s, Robert R Scorso of Afton, 
New Jersey described the crows departing 
from a roost in the morning B225.

Roosting
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The birds usually fly in an irregular train with no 
particular order, but I have noticed exceptions to 
this. One morning just at daybreak, I observed 
the advance guard of about five hundred rise 
simultaneously from the woods to my left, and 
without a single “caw” fly over my head. They 
were about six deep, the long front dressed with 
military precision. They appeared to be on the 
same level. This battalion was followed by four 
more flocks, all rising successively from different 
portions of the woods or from separate groves; 
all in the same order and about five hundred 
yards apart. They flew for some distance, 
probably half a mile, before the individuals on the 
left swung ahead and led their respective troops.
 

To appreciate the daily system of 
flyways of crows returning to 
the Essex roost in Ontario, I 
established a 46 km perimeter 

route averaging 6 (4–9) km from the roost. 
This distance proved adequate, as the 
crows spread out to feed over most of 
Essex County, which measures 35 by 55 
km. The centrally located roost was in a 
deciduous woodlot at the town of Essex. 
My clockwise route was traveled twice on 
each of 10 evenings in late December and 
mid-February in the 1980s. The first round 
trip began two hours before sunset. The 
second round trip began an hour before 
sunset. Each round trip took 55 minutes to 
complete by car. A solid flyway was usually 

Roosting

CHATHAM,  ONTARIO  Morning at the roost in early December, 2011. Some American Crows flew 
directly from the trees out to the fields to feed. Others landed in a harvested soybean field (yellow 
arrow), and formed a post-roosting assembly before leaving for the fields. It took one hour for the roost 
to empty this cloudy morning
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less than 100 m wide with well defined 
lateral boundaries, making it easy to locate 
on a map. Separation of the flyways within 
one evening was easy, but less exact when 
map locations were compared day to day. 
Changing wind direction and velocity caused 
lateral shifts in the position of a flyway. Over 
the years 1984–’86, the most pronounced 
gap in flyways was to the northeast of the 
roost; a gap for which I have no explanation. 
At Fort Cobb, Oklahoma, there was a large 
area with no flyways southwest of the roost 
that was thought to mean less food in that 
direction I1.
 When the number of flyways in Essex 
County were aligned with weather, changes 
in the number of flyways from the first to the 
second hour of observations were at times 
noteworthy table 420. On a clear evening the 
average number of flyways each hour (9 
and 10) indicated an even, gradual return 
by crows to their roost. Under cloud cover 
the majority of flyways (9 and 16) developed 
in the final hour. Rainy weather altered 
the timing by crows going to their roost. 
Most of the wet weather flyways (7 and 3) 
were counted earlier in the evening, and 
quite likely some were in operation three 
hours before sunset. These weather related 
observations generally fit with those at other 
roosts. 
 Crows roosting near the Toledo Airport in 
Ohio tended to head back to the roost earlier 
on days of heavy cloud cover, or on windy 
days compared to their returns on calm 
days. No relationship could be establish 
between temperature and timing of flyways 
H4. The first movements of the assemblies 
of crows to the roost was at about 1,000 
(fc) foot candles or 10,764 lux, and when 
less than one foot candle (< 10 lux) was 
recorded, the last crows had entered the 
roost for the night J3. [Full sunlight gives an 
intensity of 1,000 foot candles or 10,000 lux. 
An overcast day has an intensity of 100 fc or 
1,000 lux; dusk provides 10 Fc and 100 lux].  
 As evening flyways at the Essex, Ontario 
roost were counted and mapped during 
the 2, hour-long circular routes, pre-
roosting assemblies formed on the ground 
starting several kilometers from the roost. 
Assemblies increased in size, decreased in 
number, and shifted closer to the roost as 
an evening wore on. The final surge into the 

roost came when one thick, intense flyway 
flowed from 2–3 very large, assemblies on 
open ground within a few km of the roost. 
Final assembly areas varied in their locations 
(sometimes nightly) around the roost 
depending it seemed, on which part of the 
woods or a field the crows elected to sleep 
in. This may indicate a particular roosting 
site was established hours before it was 
used. I was never able to predict a particular 
spot in the woodlot where the crows ended 
up tucking their bills for a night. The general 
plan was repeated monthly; details changed 
nightly. 
 There were six assemblies (pre-roosting 
aggregations PRA) at Davis, California in 
December, February, March and November 
in 1995–’96. No crows were marked or bore 
radio-transmitters. About 250–2,700 crows 
were watched in several assembly areas. 
The same fields were often used, but at 
each field a different part was chosen most 
evenings. 
 The two crow-watchers tried to fold 4 
theories into the pre-roosting aggregations 
M153. 

1) ROOST-LOCATION – Since crows 
roosted at the same site in the town 
of Davis, there was no need to gather 
information at the (PRA) to find out where 
the roost was located. This theory may not 
apply at other roosts 

2) FORAGING  INFORMATION – 
Most incoming crows pick their own roosting 
spot in the trees. Incoming pairs stayed 
together only half of the time. Crows did not 
form groups that followed knowledgeable 
leaders out to forage the next morning

3) SUPPLEMENTAL  FEEDING 
AREAS – Some PRA fields provided 
food and some crows were observed 
feeding. Other crows formed a pre-roosting 
aggregation on a roof top where no food was 
available. Morning flyways from the roost 
extended for a dozen or more kilometers in 
several directions over the broad countryside 
of agricultural fields. Evening PRAs were 
formed near the roost and became larger 
and fewer in number as sunset approached 
and the birds shifted closer to the final 
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roosting area 

4) REDUCED  PREDATION – The 
large number of crows in PRAs helped to 
reduce the risk to individual crows. When 
flocking, an approaching predator would be 
quickly noticed and allow time for the crows 
to react as a flock. Yet, I have never seen an 
avian predators at a PRA in Essex, Ontario. 
In an online video of John Marzluff giving a 
lecture on roosting crows around Seattle, 
Washington, he told of seeing a Red-tailed 
Hawk take a crow as it headed toward the 
roost in an evening’s flyway. It was the only 
kill he observed. 

I n south-eastern Norway, 29 Hooded 
Crows were radio-tagged with a 
transmitter and harness (18 grams) 
in April and May over a total of three 
years, 1995–1997 S117. No landfills 

were available for feeding. The crows fed 
on farmland in a changing landscape. The 
total number of crows under study was low, 
ranging from 6–400. Crows were located in 
the daytime at a feeding site, at a pre-roost 
site, and at a communal roost if one was 
used during the spring. The study site was 
110 km2 and contained 81 different roosting 
sites – 56 communal and 25 on territories. 
For these Hooded Crows, the pre-roost 
assembly was partially dependent on sex, 
status, and snowfall. 
 Often the pre-roost assembly (PRA) 
was not in a straight line from the daytime 
feeding locations to the communal roost, 
hence additional travel (almost double the 
distance in some cases) was necessary 
to join a pre-roost group. This indicated 
the pre-roost assembly was not simply a 
gathering of crows along their direct path to 
the communal roost. However, crows forming 
a pre-roost gathering usually ended up at 
the same roost. 
 In some cases, travel from the pre-roost 
assembly back to the nesting territory to 
sleep was much shorter than the travel 
distance to the communal roost. And a few 
times crows did take the shortest route and 
returned to their territory to roost. Breeding 
pairs of Hooded Crows (17 of 20 pairs or 
85%) kept together from the pre-roost 
assembly to the communal roost in 8 of 
17 (47%) cases. The pre-roost assemblies 
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(PRAs) appeared to serve four functions –

1) a feeding area that supplemented the 
daytime territorial feeding area
2) helped a bird end up at a communal 
roost
3) allowed some crows to gather 
information from informed crows on good 
foraging sites for the next day
4) reduced the likelihood of predation S117

I would like to add a fifth (5) reason. Based 
on the results below from Alabama, PRAs  
gave time for birds at a large roost to slowly 
gather together in a few concentrated 
locations from a dozen flyways. It was a time 
of unhurried organization that allowed crows 
to engage with each other and coalesce as 
they moved toward the roosting woodlot or 
field for the winter’s night. It is a daily social 
event.
 When walking through areas used as pre-
roosting assemblies by American Crows in 
southern Ontario, the one thing I noticed 
was some crows always pecked at small 
exposed pockets of gravel to obtain grit, 
page 427 even with a few centimeters of snow 
on the ground. The snow also revealed the 
crows did a lot of walking, even though an 
open frozen assembly field with patches 
of dry wildflowers, appeared to hold little 
if any food. Earlier in the evening at other 
assembly locations on bare ploughed crop 
fields, the crows were massed together, 
facing in the same direction and appeared to 

be feeding. 
 The social organization at a winter roost 
in northern Alabama was studied using 
a roadside and video censuses. Overall, 
groups of 8 or fewer crows existed most 
often throughout the year. This was the 
underlying core social structure, which may 
have been the breeding family unit. A grid on 
a lawn used as an assembly (staging) area in 
the evening was defined. The grid revealed 
movements by the crows were not random. 
Crows were grouped here as well. More of 
the crows on the ground were clumped and 
within 5–15 m of each other, than random 
models suggested. These crows generally 
stayed together. This indicated staging areas 
on the way to the nightly roost were used 
by crows to regroup into smaller social core 
groups before moving to another staging 
area and finally the roost L38.
 Six roosts and a twin non-roost control 
were studied at Minneapolis, MN in an 
attempt to predict where crows might roost 
in a city. The rational was to reduce crow–
human conflicts from whiners about noise 
and crow shit on their Ford in the morning.
 Trees were measured. Oak, basswood, 
maple, and elm were used for sleeping. 
Roost trees had a mean height of 24 m, 
DBH of 100 cm, crown diameter of 21 m. 
Roost trees were on average 11 m taller 
than non-roost trees and possessed a 56 
cm greater DBH. Percent canopy cover at 
roost trees was 26% greater than non-roost 
trees and crown diameter was 12 m greater. 

Minimum temperatures were 
1.4 ºC greater at roost sites 
compared to non-roost sites. 
It was slightly darker at the 
roosts than at the controls. 
Statistically, nighttime light 
levels best explained whether 
a tree belonged to a roost or 
non-roost. Tree height and 
DBH were the least important 
characteristics. A denser 
canopy seems more attractive 
to roosting crows. This study’s 
results would help managers 
locate candidate roost sites. “I 
believe a broader view of roost 
selection is also beneficial to 
managers, considering that 
large communal roosts involve 
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American Crows assemble in a small tight pocket for some 
feeding a few kms from the Essex, Ontario roost on 8 December
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multiple trees that may vary in size and 
species” E47.

E vening flyways at Essex ruptured the 
air. Thousands of crows per minute 
were passing overhead. On a calm 
evening, when I stood under a low-

flying mantle of crows 100 m from the roost, 
a soft downdraft from their wings caressed 
my face. In the roost, leafless deciduous 
trees swelled, darkened and sagged under 
the weight of thousands of feathery black 
leaves.  
 About an hour before a clear sunset, the 
first dozen crows perch atop the tallest 
deciduous trees in Tulle’s Bush at the Essex, 
Ontario roost. Were these first dozen birds 
of high status, which allowed them to lead 
the way and perch where all the crows can 
see who and where they were? Ten minutes 
before sundown 1,000 birds adorned the 

treetops. In darkness the last crows entered 
the woodlot 90 minutes after sunset. The 
average time for the last birds to enter the 
roost on eight other visits was 62 (40–87) 
minutes after sunset. Roosts with few birds 
fill more quickly. 
 At a 20,000 member roost in Ohio, 75% of 
the crows entered a woodlot in a 30 minute 
period, from 20 minutes before to 10 minutes 
after sunset H4. 
 In early November, 5,000 crows entered 
the St. Catharines, Ontario roost along an 
eastern and a western flyway, ending 4 and 
12 minutes after sunset. This same flock 
of crows at St Catharines, Ontario usually 
entered the roost around sunset, bracketed 
by 10 minutes before and after K82. But 
during one late January evening, crows 
assembled at Brock University, Ontario and 
at 45 minutes after sundown they began 
moving toward the roost. In contrast, on a 
wintery day in Guelph, a courage of three 
territorial crows (a family) began to enter 
conifers for the night one or two hours before 
the sun had set. They did so quietly.
 Among members of a flock of 15 captive 
Jackdaws, aggressive behaviors were more 
common at perches than at food, and the 
higher ranked birds were the most active 
in social interactions and won these most 
often L76. This may be the reason there is so 
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American Crow  Thousands of tracks trample 
the light snow on one pre-roost assembly field in 
Woodstock, Ontario. This field was about 1 km 
from the final roost site, 10 December 2011

Tiny pockets of exposed gravel in a pre-roost 
assembly field are often used by American Crows 
needing more grit in their gizzard. Woodstock, 
Ontario, 10 December 2011
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much quarreling and calling at crow roosts 
after dark. The thousands of birds are each 
trying to obtain the best (higher?) perch in 
a tree in darkness. The voices may serve 
to indicate a crow’s social status. If so, the 
crows are not recounting their so-called 
‘marauding adventures’ (whatever the hell 
that means) during the day, as some early 
accounts suggested. Near Ipswich Beach, 
Massachusetts,Townsend provided a stirring 
account of about 12,000 crows that roosted 
on Castle Hill T76. Here is a small excerpt 
from what he wrote one evening in the early 
1900s –

The noise and confusion were Great. [his 
perspective] It would seem as if the roost was so 
crowded that the birds had to wait their time for 
a chance to get in and that a constant shifting of 
places and crowding was necessary before the 
Crows could settle in peace for the night. Hence 
the prolonged varied conversation: hence the 
profanity. 
 It was an intensely interesting experience, this 
observation of the return of the Crows to their 
night’s lodgings, and one wished for eyes all 
about the head, well sharpened wits to interpret 
and a trained assistant to take down notes.

My arrival at the top of the Hamilton, Ontario 
escarpment one wintery evening placed me 
three hours ahead of the sunset to watch the 
first crows sail in. From five similar visits, 
the first arrivals at the cliff averaged 130 
(80–196) minutes before sunset. The range 
in which the last crows arrived at the roost 
was 51 minutes – from 19 minutes before 
to 32 minutes after the sunset. Using these 
extreme times, the entire flyway procession, 
from the first to the last crow in, could take 
3.8 hours. A simple calculation for a day 
in January produced a period of 17 hours 
without feeding for some of the roosting 
crows. Similarly, for Jackdaws roosting at 
Orebo, Sweden, the first arrival of birds in 
late afternoon until their departure from the 
roost early the next morning, about 17 hours 
without feeding occurred in mid-winter G91. 
 The first small group of American Crows 
arriving at the Niagara Escarpment in 
Hamilton, Ontario, in late afternoon appeared 
undecided as to where to assemble / roost. 
They did have quite a choice. The crows 
gathered on different evenings in a small 

segment along 4 km of the escarpment 
woods, from behind the Psychiatric Hospital 
eastward to below Mountain Park. Crows may 
shift position along the cliff several times. 
On 12 September, while the roost was small, 
a dozen crows settled into trees 80 minutes 
before sundown. Five minutes later, one 
crow landed 400 m to the east. The initial 
dozen quickly joined this one bird. (Was it 
a high status bird, or leader?) Thereafter, 
the incoming birds joined this small flock 
to position the assembly area. When the 
flyways were over, the 600 assembled 
crows shifted 200 m west and roosted in 
deciduous trees along the steep cliff. Later 
in the season, when the roost was much 
larger, and the birds sometimes roosted in the 
city’s core after a pre-roost assembly on the 
escarpment, their final flight of 2–3 kilometers 
from the dark cliff to the glowing streets in 
the city’s core was in darkness. 
 Several crows fed briefly in September at 
the escarpment after they assembled there. 
Part of the flock descended to the base of 
the deciduous trees and swept aside leaves 
with their bills as they searched for morsels 
or gravel prior to sleeping. This was the only 
instance I have seen or read of crows feeding 
on the floor of a roosting / assembly woodlot.

I wondered if the first birds to arrive at the 
assembly / roost were well fed and under 
little stress? This allowed them to leave 
the fields early and head back to the roost. 
Moreover, it would be interesting to know if 
the first birds to arrive at the roost were the 
same ones on many evenings, and what their 
age and status were? Finally, how far away 
did these early arriving crows feed and in 
what habitat?
 The size of a typical winter assembly / 
roost on the escarpment extended 100 by 
300 m along the east–west axis of the steep, 
north-facing slope. Crows spread themselves 
in darkness throughout dozens of trees. 
About 50–100 birds in a suitable treetop 
seemed right early in the evening. There was 
much movement from tree to tree, and from 
a steady stream of arrivals. Later, after dark, 
when the crows had descended to the city 
streets, one large maple may support 500 
sleeping crows. 
 When crows decided to roost in downtown 
Hamilton, the escarpment cliff was usually 
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emptied of its black treasure in about 5 
minutes. The departing trip varied from 
sunset to about 30 minutes after. One 
evening, with snow falling, the crows lingered 
along the top of the escarpment until 45 
minutes after sundown. Their position, high 
in the trees, indicated a willingness to leave 
for the core of the city, which they eventually 
did. Lacking enough data to be conclusive, it 
appeared crows roosted on the escarpment 
in the autumn and spring, and roosted in the 
city’s core in the coldest months, after using 
the escarpment as an assembly area. 
 Occasionally, someone suggests a shift in 
roosting position is the result of Great Horned 
or Long-eared Owls visiting a crow’s roost 
L9. During my many visits to the escarpment, 
I have not noticed avian predators that 
might cause crows to vacate the quiet, dark 
escarpment. When downtown, the crows 
were quite sensitive to people below them. 
Four hours after sunset, as I slowly walked 
beneath the flock in small trees near City 
Hall, 100 birds flew off. Silently, and like gray 
ghosts lit from below against the black sky, 
within a minute they circled and resettled into 
the trees. In contrast, at the Essex roost two 
hours after sunset, I made my way slowly 
through trees to within 20 m of the birds. 
Crows sat low on branches. They showed 
little concern over my presence. I was facing 
a solid wall of blackness.
 Iams and a crew of eight entered the Fort 
Cobb roost in Oklahoma for two hours one 

night in February 1966. The men caught 75 
crows by hand when the ground was damp. 
In dry weather, walking noisily among the 
postoak and blackjack thickets kept the 
crows on edge and reduced the number 
captured by hand I1.  

 Replacing life’s worries and thoughts of 
the future was a picture only the crows at 
Hamilton could paint. Standing at the base of 
the escarpment under a darkening blue sky, my 
eyes were trapped by the final stream of birds 
pouring over the top of the cliff from the south. 
It was an autumnal stream – a strong current 
filled with eddies. Ten birds in five pairs went into 
twisting, primary-tearing dives. In these short 
bursts of straight-down-adventure, or the “daring 
elegance” of Rhoads R50, crows enjoyed their 
fastest flight of the day, accompanied by long 
guttural calls to complement their ripping the 
air. Were the pairs of birds mated, or juveniles 
testing the limits of their aerial talent? Most of 
the incoming crows, however, descended in long 
open spirals, some moving clockwise, others in 
the reverse direction. There were three layers of 
blackness. Sixty meters away, the closest birds 
were calling from tree-tops. Above the trees, the 
descending crows were a tumble of blackshirts in 
a band 100 m wide. They crossed and interfered, 
some with passion, others less quickly. Higher 
yet, at the top of the cliff, a hundred new black 
droplets in a flyway were continuously added to 
the top of the cascade. Then, in semi-darkness, 
this last flyway into the assembly was abruptly 
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over. My gaze shifted from the dark blue empty 
sky to the trees below, full and noisy with a 
Courage of Crows. I absorbed their spirit for 
another twenty minutes, then drove home with 
my inner vision an inarticulate tangle of black. 

 In the 1880s, Rhoads detailed evening fly-
ways assembling prior to roosting R50 –

The course adopted in assembling to and 
departing from the chosen spot is uniform 
everywhere. About an hour before sunset 
stragglers begin to appear, reconnoitering 
as it were to see that the coast is clear, and 
returning whence they came as if to inform the 
main body of the result. In the course of half an 
hour the flocks begin to arrive in broken lines 
and detachments from all quarters, and, if the 
evening be calm, their earthward descent from 
a height of many hundred feet exhibits aerial 
prowess surpassing in daring elegance those of 
any other land birds with which I am acquainted. 
It is their invariable custom to descend to 
some spot in the neighborhood from one-half 
to a quarter mile from the roost, preliminary to 
assembling there for the night’s repose. This 
may be either upon the adjoining fields or on 
woodland tracts near by. 
 The aerial evolutions of this descending 
multitude, coupled with the surging clamor of 
those which have already settled as successive 
reinforcements appear, and which at a distance 
greatly resembles the far-away roar of the sea, 
may justly awaken emotions of sublimity in the 
spectator. To descend almost perpendicularly 
from a height one thousand feet above earth to 
the very tree-tops and then to glide above them 
on half-closed wings with a resultant momentum 
that is almost startling in its arrowy velocity, 
is a favorite manoeuver, and when two such 
playfellows pursue each other in this headlong 
swoop their turnings and twistings and doubling 
contortions amaze the beholder. It reminds 
one of lightning in feathers, but the results are 
surprisingly harmless, and it may better be 
compared to a shower of day meteors whose 
‘radiant point’ lies somewhere in East 
Pennsylvania. Until sunset this novel scene 
continues without interruption, whilst field and 
forest in the vicinity of their great dormitories are 
shrouded by the thousands which have alighted, 
and, were it not for their deafening clamor, the 
living pall which overspreads the scene might 
well suggest a land of mourning and death. When 

they settle on the ground on such occasions 
they resemble gulls on a sand-bar, each standing 
motionless with its head toward the breeze. The 
whole thing seems unnecessary, as they mostly 
do nothing but cry out to their companions in the 
air and tumultuously applaud their hair-breadth 
escapes and feats of daring, yet sitting quietly 
until the setting sun warns them to make ready 
for the last act— ‘going to bed.’

 A normal morning departure
Two hours before sunup I am near the Essex, 
Ontario roost. Birds are awake and aware 
long before they start their morning chorus. 
When I pulled off the road and stopped, 
300 crows quietly left the nearby trees but 
resettled in a couple of minutes. As the game 
was played, for 10 mornings in all kinds of 
weather, the first crows made bouts of regular 
caws 72 (56–112) minutes before sunrise. 
 At the Essex roost bouts of caws were 
easily separated among flock members 
during the first 20 minutes of calling before 
sunrise. Thereafter caws blended together 
as more voice boxes began to play. Birds 
were starting to hop upward in the trees and 
made short flights to higher limbs. Vocally, 
the Essex band was really starting to rock. 
A soft gray light filled the dawn. Without 
warning, 500 birds quietly sailed from the 
trees. Seconds later they swung back over 
the roost and resettled onto branches. The 
birds seemed beset with mixed feelings. The 
light and maybe their hunger told them it was 
time to leave, but the calling of crows at the 
roost bid them to return. 
 Finally it happened. Accompanied by 
a rapid crescendo of calling, a jet of 
blackness emanated from the woods. Some 
crows twisted in the air, flexing their wings 
and bodies as they disappeared into the 
morning’s darkness. Others landed in a 
field (post-roosting assembly) less than 100 
m from the roost where they loitered for 
10–30 minutes before continuing on to the 
fields. The stage was replete. The noise and 
abundance were elegant and emotional. This 
much perfection will be remembered. 
 Three or four times before sunrise, the 
music quickened and rose as the crows, not 
content with their usual morning madness, 
suddenly tripled their vocal output. The 
flare-up was quickly over, but already a mob 
of crows had heaved itself into the sky and 
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made the air swirl and bend to its will. The 
crows were in control. Sheer numbers won. 
The day began. Birds left in all directions 
from the roost. Another sunrise was almost 
upon them. Shinning eastern clouds, distant 
and still, were the antithesis of this black 
imagery. Later, as the maturity of the passage 
subsided, individual bouts of caws regained 
their own identity, and a single crow was 
observed without distraction.

 Morning maddness
What began as one of my regular predawn 
watches at the Essex roost turned into a 
powerful exuberant avian display which 
forced me to put down my pen, make my head 
comfortable, and stare at the crows. From the 
central dark core of birds in the trees, a change 
took place. An invisible aerial tunnel 30 m in 
diameter suddenly formed, and through it crows 
began to rush, to flood from the bush, not in the 
usual rising manner, but parallel to the ground. 
As this explosion of crows began, the calling 
intensified to such a level it became more than a 
mere blending of caws. It grew until an elevated 
pure note was reached and sustained for one 
minute. It became a scream of the multitude. 
And the crows, as if propelled by this engine 
of sound, were ejected faster, it seemed, than 
they could fly. Like leaves in a wind tunnel, their 
movements were forced and directed. In that one 
minute 30,000 crows must have shot out of the 
roost. I have not witnessed a of such potency 
since.

If one has to get up early, it might as well 
be to observe crows. At the Essex, Ontario 
roost, the initial time of departure for the 
100,000 crows on 12 mornings was 42 (32–
56) minutes before sunup.
 On mornings with stars overhead, crows 
called and left the roost 10–20 minutes earlier 
than when it was overcast or raining. In Ohio, 
at roosts of less than 20,000 crows, the initial 
departures were at an intensity of two foot-
candles (22 lux). Within a range of 6–34 foot-
candles (65–366 lux), 90% of the crows made 
their departure J3.
 As we should expect, other species react 
similarly to intensities of weather and light. 
Roosting Rooks enjoyed a mean time of 
departure about 45 minutes before sunrise 
S205. In October, in a communal mixed roost 
of starlings and Bronzed Grackles in her 

backyard, M Nice gave an average time of 
departure for starlings at 11 (5–14) minutes 
ahead of sunrise. Grackles left the roost a 
little later, averaging 7–9 minutes prior to 
sunup. Cloudy skies caused the birds to 
delay their departure, and generally they 
began calling about 30 minutes before 
sunrise N26. In a group of four Great Tits, the 
dominant male left the roost earlier than other 
males of lesser status D79. 
 Returning to a morning’s departure at 
the roost in Essex, sunrise was only a few 
minutes away. Overhead there was more sky 
than crows to look at. The trees of Tulle’s 
Bush were mysteriously empty. Tens of 
thousands of crows had evaporated from the 
branches. Anyone driving past would find 
nothing remarkable about this woodlot. With 
only a handful of crows lingering about, it 
resembled dozens of other woodlots in the 
county. The difference stayed with the crows. 
They had insight and memory, and that alone 
was what mattered. 
 When crows decided to roost on the 
ground, additional observations were 
possible, compared to when the roost was 
botanically situated. The thick black coat of 
icing on a bare snowy field was not a very 
cryptic position for the flock. This morning, 
26 December 1981, the Essex crows were 
100 m southeast of the woodlot from where 
they usually slept. Irregular in shape, the dark 
flat mass tapered abruptly to open field. From 
my removed, low position, the clot of crows 
looked quite solid. At the first color of dawn, 
small groups of 20 birds swirled up and then 
dropped into another section of the flock. 
Obviously, there was enough space among 
birds on the ground to allowed additional 
landings photo page 396.
 The dawn chorus increased and 42 minutes 
ahead of the distant sun on this cloudy 
morning birds began to leave the roost. 
Light was creeping about, exposing my 
world and theirs. Ten minutes later, amidst 
continuous calling, individual crows rose 
from many parts of the grounded flock and 
each sailed away in different directions. Birds 
that slept at the east end of the flock did not 
necessarily head out in an easterly direction. 
Consequently, birds were crisscrossing right 
above the ground. Predators did not disturb 
the morning’s departure. In the –4 ºC air, the 
birds left in their ordered arrangement, briefly 
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peaking at about 50 birds a second (a guess). 
At sunrise 2,000 bits of blackness remained 
on the ground. Most of these crows were low 
and still—two were dead. Those exhibiting 
a little fire, slowly walked about and pecked 
at the frozen field, preened, or took to the 
morning’s air without calling. 
 Later that evening, the Essex crows 
avoided the woodlot and again settled 
directly onto the same snow-covered 
ploughed field from adjacent assemblies. 
Obviously, a plunge of predators was not 
waiting. One hour after sunset, the incoming 
flyways were finished. There was no 
antagonistic calling because the birds did 
not quarrel over who got the best perch. No 
branches collapsed during the night from the 
weight of too many crows. No crows endured 
shit from above. A state of quiet harmony and 
sleep were achieved in record time. 
 The Essex roosting area on the ground 
was about 100 by 300 meters. Filled with 
an estimated 100,000 crows, this averaged 
about 3 crows per m2, a reasonable figure. It 
would take a quiet 5 cm snowfall throughout 
the night to better define each crow’s 
position and overall size of their sleeping 
arrangements. This hadn’t happened. I 
believe temperature has little to no bearing 
on crows deciding to roost on the ground in 
southern Ontario. Perhaps they simply like 
variety in where they sleep, or they need 
a good night’s rest without quarreling over 
perches. This field is now covered with a new 
subdivision of homes, some with a pristine 
blue swimming pool. Crops (food) and crows 
are no longer possible on this rich topsoil.
 In the winter of 1966–’67 in Oklahoma, the 
crows at Fort Cobb roosted on a 1.5 ha field 
in the center of the treed roost for about a 
week. On this field it was possible to canon-
net them for banding I1. In Oklahoma, when 
crows roosted in trees H99, they averaged 
0.7–1.1 crows per m2. The average was 5.4 
crows per m2 in the canopy at other roosts in 
the state A12. 
 In Springfield, Ohio, about 300 crows from 
a roosting flock of 2,500 birds slept on the 
ground at three separate parking lots. The 
ground was snow-covered, but most of the 
snow on the parking lots had been removed. 
Other crows roosted in nearby trees on 12 
January 2010 with a low of –12 ºC and wind 
gusts to 80 kph. The crows seemed to ignore 

local traffic on wheels and in shoes. Some 
crows, 2.5 hours after sunset, were roosting 
on the roof of a public library. Perhaps there 
is a thermal advantage to roosting on the 
ground in cold windy weather S74. 
 Flyways and ground roosting by thousands 
of crows at or near an airport can pose a 
major problem to airplanes filled with people. 
A radar operator at the Toledo Airport in Ohio 
saw crows on the ground between runways 
J3. To help manage this crow population 
and reduce bird strikes on aircraft, nearby 
woodlots were cleared or thinned. Acetylene 
exploders and men with shotguns disturbed 
the crows, which caused them to shift to 
more distant roosting locations. As the two 
researchers pointed out, only when other 
suitable roosting sites were present nearby 
was it advisable to try and move crows from 
an active roost.

 Inside the roost
Roosting in trees is the norm. Thirty 
minutes after sunrise, twenty crows linger 
in deciduous trees. A few birds, unable to 
fly, walk over bare fields beside the roosting 
woodlot in Essex County. After a cold, calm 
night, a layer of frost covers their back 
feathers. Leaving the comfort of my powerful 
car, I began my morning walk through the 
roosting area. It was quiet and still. Entering 
the edge, where corn stubble ended and 
deciduous trees and shrubs began, my 
sense of smell achieved a vigorous workout. 
The odor of crow shit was pungent, but not 
obnoxious. The smell quickly diminished. 
Where I was triggered the return of a poem –

animal

Wildness is what we know
We remember
In spite of all things. 
It comes infrequently
End of a long day
Moment between sleep and waking 
Burns an image.
Bored with being erect
We descend
Below our ranks
Bend to our haunches
Back in high grass.
Return the pattern
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Smell air for changes
For food or the scent
Of some new mate calling.

  – Christopher Woods  1985  W133

Where crows slept, the trees and ground 
were splattered with shit; some dripped from 
branches. Small contour feathers were stuck 
to branches by the shit, and a few large wing 
and tail feathers merged with the floor. Small 
trees were permanently bent from the weight 
of their nightly visitors, and some large limbs 

were broken this page.  
 Below trees repeatedly used by roosting 
crows, a tan pancake, about 5 cm thick and 
as wide as the crown of a tree, circled the 
trunk on the ground. It was composed of 
thousands of regurgitated pellets garnished 
with crow shit. When the tree was visited in 
the summer, and the soil disturbed with a 
shovel, grit (fine gravel) from all of the dis-
solved regurgitated pellets was about 15 cm 
thick.
 On their own, trees are an animated part 
of our floral landscape. Alone or in groups, 
they inspire artists, poets, crows, naturalists, 
foresters and scientists. The Impressionists 
painted trees bathed in luminous sunlight. 
David Scott described trees as –

 swallowers of earth and water 
 scratching posts
 notice boards
 bird landings

Botanists show us how to identify a tree 
by the size, color, flowers, fruit, shape 
and texture of its leaf. Trees provide many 
benefits and certainly not the least is a place 
for crows to sleep. Whether it is a simple or 
complicated process, this choosing of trees 
for sleep is not fluently understood. Crows 
in the four large roosts in southern Ontario 
in the 1980s usually slept on deciduous 
branches. At Essex, crows used several 
sections of a long rectangular woodlot. 
Generally, they used the northern end in the 
autumn and sometimes shifted to the middle 
or southern end by early winter. On any night 
only a very small portion of the woodlot was 
actually used. For instance on 26 December 
1982, I took 550 steps (meters) to outline an 
area occupied by the sleeping birds. Among 
trees used for roosting, two 30 m2 plots were 
set at each end of the woodlot in August 
1985. Deciduous trees included ash, elm, 
oak, basswood, hawthorn, maple and hickory. 
No conifers were present. Within the plots, 
tree diameters at breast height (dbh) were 
measured. Trees less than 3 cm in diameter 
were not taken seriously as a suitable 
roosting medium for crows, but that was only 
an uneducated guess. Similarly, a dead tree 
with a few remaining brittle branches was 
also ignored. Combining the two plots, 473 
deciduous trees were measured in 1,800 m2. 
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Tree split by the weight of crows at the Essex, 
Ontario roost

Young deciduous trees in the 
Essex roost bent from the weight of 
thousands of crows sleeping on them 
each night over the winter
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nesting). These ranged from redwoods to 
olives to scrub oak; spruce to pine. At the 
large roost in Oklahoma near Fort Cobb, 
the crows used Blackjack Oak, Quercus 
marilandica, Post Oak, Quercus stellata, 
with understory dominated by Skunkbrush, 
Rhus aromatica, and Buckbrush, 
Symphoricarpos arbiculatus.
 To sample trees used by crows in Hamilton, 
I followed a well-worn trail through the 
escarpment where the crows assembled and 
often roosted. Starting near Jolley Cut, I 
traveled eastward through the upper section 
of trees along the cliff. Trees were measured 
out to about 5 m on both sides of a trail as 
they became available during the three hour 

pilgrimage. The steepness of the 
slope prevented me from setting 
plots. The 473 trees measured 
were similar in number to the Essex 
sample, but they were about twice 
as large with an average dbh of 
15 (3–64) cm. Only 40% of the 
diameters were in the 3–9 cm range 
and 60% were 10 cm or larger in 
diameter. Maple, ash, poplar and 
birch were available for sleepy 
crows. Near the public art gallery 
in downtown Hamilton, 36 pine and 
deciduous trees used by roosting 
crows had a dbh of 18 (11–26) cm. 
By City Hall and the Whitehern 
Building, 34 planted deciduous trees 
sometimes used by sleeping crows 
averaged 44 (21–92) cm in diameter. 

 Soil at the roost 
Tulle’s Bush at the Essex, Ontario roost 
is where I gathered 16 soil samples on 1 
September 1980, about five months after the 
winter’s roosting was finished in March table 
page 436. From a ‘similar’ deciduous woodlot 3 
km away, but not used by crows for roosting, 
16 samples provided the necessary control.
 Closely following the end of the 1980–’81 
roosting season, two additional sets of 10 
samples each were gathered in April. One set 
came from beneath the trees – 

1) that held thousand of birds a month 
earlier 
2) from a portion of the roost not used as 
often or perhaps as recently (exactly when I 
don’t know). 
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This translated into 2,628 trees per hectare 
(100 x 100 m). No other botanical survey of 
a crow roost was available for comparison. 
In 14 blackbirds roosts in Ohio, the mean 
number of deciduous trees per hectare came 
to 7,746. 
 At the roost in Essex, Ontario, the average 
dbh for a tree was 8 (3–44) cm with 70% of 
the diameters in the 3–9 cm range and 30% 
10 cm or larger. Although the largest tree 
in the two plots had a dbh of 44 cm, the 
thickest trees outside the plots were the oaks 
in the 60–70 cm dbh range. The towering 
oaks became top heavy as the first crows 
at the roost in the evening settled onto their 
branches. The upper branches afforded the 

best view and advertised the location to 
incoming birds [my simple interpretation]. 
The lowest I have noticed sleeping crows was 
slightly less than 2 m above the ground. Near 
the center of the town of Essex, part of the 
large winter flock sometimes slept in maples, 
14 of which had an average dbh of 60 (44–70) 
cm.
 At the four crow roosts in southern Ontario 
I visited in the 1980s, deciduous trees were 
usually the main botanical style available 
for roosting. Conifers were not common in 
the general tree population. Occasionally, a 
few dozen crows spent the night in planted 
conifers in downtown Hamilton. From various 
studies, the tree species available were the 
ones chosen by crows for roosting (and 

American Crow covered in crow shit rests on the woodlot 
floor of the Essex County roost
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Two tables on page 436 below compare the 
fertility levels of the two sets taken on 16 
April 1981. At this time P and K elements 
were more concentrated compared to the 
samples taken 5 months later in September 
before roosting began in Essex.
 In Oklahoma (35º N) in 1976–’77 Hicks 
sampled soil page 436, at the Fort Cobb Lake 
roost, which had existed for about 45 years 
H99. In the late 1960s, about 1–2 million 
crows occupied two roosts (north and south) 
about 4.5 km apart based on flyway counts. 
Crows usually arrived in October and began 
to leave in March. At the north roost, the 
average deposition rate of crow shit was 7 g 
per m2 per night, from 17 separate deposits. 
At the south roost the rate was 11 g per m2 
per night. Within this range of 7–11 g per 
m2 per night at the roosts, this amounted to 
2,576–3,941 kg (8,688 lbs) of shit per night 
for the south roost which Hicks estimated 
held 250,000–400,000 crows. The densest 
cover provided by trees did not correspond to 
the highest number of sleeping crows based 
on the amount to guano on the ground. His 
two soil samples were even more exploratory 
than mine. Crow shit is slightly acidic (pH 
6.4). Non-roosting soil registered a pH of 7.5 
compared to 4.6 and 5.6 (average 5.1) for the 
soil at the south and north roosts respectively 
at Fort Cobb, Oklahoma. 
 The clay and loam soils of Essex County, 

Ontario have a high buffering capacity 
that allows them to absorb a large amount 
of nutrients before any change in pH is 
announced. In all three tables on page 436, 
potassium existed at a level higher than did 
phosphorus. Both nutrients are highly mobile. 
In the control woodlot in Essex County, 
potassium was naturally high and almost 
equalled that in the roost’s soil which had 
been without the presence of crows for six 
warm months. Phosphorus, naturally low in 
the soil at Essex, increased dramatically from 
the large amount of shit by the crows.
 Taking a different approach to crow shit, 
Ms Nelson chose to identify its microbes 
and the antibiotic resistance (AR) of the 
bacteria. The core bacteria found in all 
American Crows at Fresno, California 
by relative abundance by orders were 
Lactobacillales (22%), Enterobacteriales 
(22%) and Pseudomonadales (13%). Human 
pathogens included the genuses Legionella, 
Camplycobacter, Staphylococcus, 
Streptococcus, and Treponema among 
others. The crows displayed antibiotic 
resistance genes for multiple drug efflux 
pumps N13.
 Campylobacter spp. are major causes 
of gastroenteritis (diarrhoea) worldwide. 
The virulence potential of Campylobacter 
shed in crow feces obtained from a roost 
area in Bothell, Washington, was studied. 

American Crow dead and frozen on snow at the Essex roost one clear morning
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American Crow shit is very rich in potassium (K). Nutrient averages of two soil 
samples at the roost of American Crows in Oklahoma compared to a control 
woodlot varied greatly in the late 1970s H99 

AREA     SAMPLE   pH       NUTRIENTS  ppm 
     SIZE 
      Nitrogen NO

3  
Phosphorus P  Potassium K 

Crow Guano  na    6.4    27     308     1612 
Roost    2    5.1    48    135    189 
Control   2    7.5    4    14     93

American Crow  Five months post roosting – Phosphorus levels were much 
higher in soil samples at the Essex, Ontario roost on 1 September 1980 
compared to levels in a nearby control woodlot

AREA     SAMPLE   pH       NUTRIENTS  ppm 
     SIZE 
      Nitrogen NO

3  
Phosphorus P  Potassium K 

Roost    16    6.1 (5.1–6.7) 200+   56 ( 24–100+) 261 (180–304) 
Control   16    6.4 (6.0–6.7) 200+   15 (8–24)  254 (202–316)

American Crow  One month post roosting – P and K levels were much higher in 
soil samples at the Essex, Ontario roost on 16 April 1981 shortly after the roost 
was abandoned, compared to levels in a nearby control woodlot

AREA     SAMPLE   pH       NUTRIENTS  ppm 
     SIZE 
      Nitrogen NO

3  
Phosphorus P  Potassium K 

Roost    10    6.9 (6.8–7)  200+   100+   400+ 
Control   10    7.0 (6.9–7.2) 200+   73 (68–76)  262 (248–280)
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Campylobacter organisms were isolated 
from 61% of the fecal samples obtained from 
Washington state. “Our study suggests that 
crows carry the bacterium C. jejuni but with 
a dysfunctional toxin protein that is expected 
to drastically reduce its potential to cause 
diarrhea” S55.
 At Davis, California C. jejuni infection 
on body condition and survival of adult 
and nestling American Crows, Corvus 
brachyrhynchos was studied. Previous work 
demonstrated that more than half of the 
crows in this population are infected with C. 
jejuni and that at least some of the isolates 
carried by crows are similar to those found 
in domestic animals and humans. Among 
adult crows 52% were infected at the time of 
capture and 77% of nestlings were infected. 
From recaptures over the next 3 years, adult 
crows infected with C. jejun i had an average 
body weight 12% lower than uninfected 
crows of the same size. For nestlings, body 
condition, fledging success, and survival did 
not differ by infection status. Mild infections 
with no apparent symptoms may carry hidden 
costs in wild avian populations T3.

 Sleep
All this writing about roosting has started to 
make me sleepy. What do we know about 
sleeping in birds? Few observations have 
been done on crows. But with many crows 
sleeping in cites, at times within a few meters 
of a powerful street light, any curious person 
with binoculars or a scope could make a 
contribution to this little understood behavior. 
I have observed three sleeping positions –

1) the head turned and the bill tucked into 
scapular feathers; 
2) the head facing forward and drooping; 
3) the bill resting on the chest, or to the 
side. With legs bent, the belly rests on the 
branch or ground. 

The toes do not tightly grasp a wide branch, 
it is more of a balancing act, except perhaps 
on a windy night.  
 A few terms should first be clarified. 
Roosting is a nocturnal activity and loafing, 
which includes many phases from inactivity 
to drinking, is a “general state of immobility,” 
probably associated more often with daylight 
behavioral patterns. Crows, by the way, 

are great loafers. Sleeping is characterized 
by a slower eyelid blinking (peeking) rate 
compared to when a bird is loafing or at rest. 
When the eye is open, the bird is sampling 
its surroundings for predators or other social 
stimuli A33. Females of the Pinyon Jay settled 
into a sleeping posture (bill tucked or pointed 
forward) before the male. In the morning, 
arousal was followed by much calling and 
short, rapid circular flights necessary to raise 
the metabolic rate of the body B23. Crows 
have similar flights in the morning’s darkness 
as the first flocks set out hesitantly over the 
countryside to feed and play. 
 Male Herring Gulls in a sleep posture had 
a lower arousal threshold, and were the first 
to awake in the colony and chase predators 
A32. Sleeping Mallards showed a slower 
peeking rate the farther they were from shore 
and potential predators. And brightly colored 
males in the spring blinked more often than 
when they were dressed in their eclipse 
plumage, and when compared to brownish 
females L35. 
 In general, it is believed a bird’s 
physiological sleep is like a mammal’s 
sleep. Birds can achieve the deepest form 
of sleep with rapid eye movements (REM). 
This intense form of sleep along with short 
waking periods filled a sleep episode. Birds 
were easily aroused from sleep, including 
those experiencing REM sleep, by a visual or 
auditory disturbance G75. 
 Recent research on sleep in birds showed 
a slight difference from sleep in mammals. 
Sleep is composed of two measurable 
components R130 –

1) non-REM, slow-wave sleep (SWS) with 
high amplitude low-frequency waves
2) rapid-eye movement (REM) sleep 
involves the low-amplitude, mixed frequency 
brain activity which is similar to wakefulness.

Data on sleeping of 23 bird species were 
gleaned from the literature using these 
comparable limitations –

1) adult birds in the non-breeding season
2) averages used from multiple studies of 
one species
3) most birds on an approximately equal 12 
& 12 hour, day / night cycle over a 24-hour 
period, thereby limiting the effect of changes 
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in daylight.

Three corvids were studied. The 
closest in weight to the American 
Crow was the Rook, Corvus 
frugilegus, at 524 grams, including 
a brain weight of 8 grams. Its sleep 
values over a 24-hr period were 7.5 
hrs of SWS and 0.13 hrs REM, the 
latter occurring in brief bouts. 
 Furthermore, “unlike in mammals, 
the avian results provide little 
comparative support for an 
energy conservation or a memory 
consolidating / learning role for sleep 
in birds. There was no significant 
relationship between SWS and REM 
sleep and body mass, brain mass, 
or basal metabolic rate, which are 
among the strongest relationships in 
mammalian studies.” One relationship 

was between predation risk and SWS. 
As the risk of predation increased 
(high level of exposure at the roost 
site) the amount of SWS in birds was 
reduced R130.
 A feature of urban roosting is 
the increased level of ambient light 
enveloping the sleeping birds. For 
some crows, a blaring street light 
might be only a few meters away. 
Recall how Rowan in the 1920s, 
using Slate-colored Juncos, showed 
the annual reproductive cycle was 
stimulated by longer days rather than 
a rise in temperature in the spring 
R132. One begins to wonder what 
effect the extra hours of artificial light 
at night each winter might have on a 
crow’s regenerative powers. So far, 
the orangy nightly glow in a city has 
only enhanced the lives of millions of 
crows in North America. 

 Ways of controlling 
 roosting crows
As long as crows roosted in the 
country they were tolerated, and 
shot. As soon as they shifted their 
beds into human sanctuaries, 
they became a problem – for a 
few whiners. Buildings, cars and 
sidewalks were decorated with crow 
shit. It was fascinating to watch 
how people reacted to crows. For 
example, a man, drunk and unsteady 
on his feet, walked along a sidewalk 
in Hamilton below leafless deciduous 
trees filled with crows at night. Crow 
shit sprinkled down. He was unaware 
and unconcerned. He did not look 
up or alter his stride. Ten minutes 
later, two teenaged girls traced 
his footsteps, but they were in a 
different state of mind. Suddenly, 

they realized where they were, 
screamed, covered their heads and 
ran off. Other people complained 
to elected officials and demanded 
action against the crows. Newspaper 
reporters capitalized on the man 
versus nature situation. When a few 
thousand crows started sleeping 
in deciduous trees along streets in 
the town of Essex, Ontario in the 
winter of 1984–’85, two Windsor 
Star headlines in late January 1985 
blared —TOWN FINDS LIFE LIKE 
A HITCHCOCK MOVIE and later 
BATTLE OF THE BIRDS. Early in 
March, the crows began to disperse 
to their nesting territories. With a 
sigh of relief, a 14 March story was 
titled—BLACK CLOUD OVER TOWN 
LIFTS AS CROWS SEEK NEW 
HOMES. Ideas and crows change. 
In the 14 January 2011 edition of 
The Windsor Star, section A5, 
Sharon Hill penned the article—
PESKY CROWS PICK CHATHAM AS 
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NEW ROOST. Essex Mayor Ron McDermott 
commented on the roosting crows that left his 
town and supposedly shifted to Chatham “I’m 
happier than a pig in caca.”
 There is no easy solution to prevent 
crows from roosting in cities or towns. If 
we knew what they found attractive about 
our sanctuaries, it might be possible 
to discourage or redirect them to less 
troublesome areas. For now, however, crows 
can sleep where they choose. 
 The pest-control people ran experiments 
using lasers to disperse crows at small 
(8–700 birds) night-time roosts. They tried a 
couple of $5,600 and $7,500 lasers during 
the night when crows were already settled 
into their trees. At five locations in Davis, 
California, the areas where the crows 
roosted were ranked on the amount of car 
and pedestrian traffic. Generally, when hit 
with a laser light, crows quickly dispersed 
from deciduous or coniferous trees in which 
they slept, but returned to the same trees 
in 15 minutes or less. Crows rarely called 
when leaving the roost in response to a 
laser light. The eyes of the crows were not 
damaged by the light [speculation]. In some 
cases the number of crows at a particular 

roost increased after treatment with a laser 
light. No treated roosts were abandoned. The 
control people did not recommend the use 
of a laser light on its own, but they thought it 
might be of some help when used with other 
dispersal techniques G48.
 From 2005–’07 crow effigies were used 
to disperse American Crows at roosts in the 
small city of Lancaster, Pennsylvania. The 
crows roosted in well-lit areas close to stores, 
malls and parking lots. They slept in trees, on 
rooftops, and the ground. The experiments 
were held at 6 roosts with 4,000–33,000 
crows. Effigies included fresh carcasses, 
taxidermic mounts of American Crows, and 
artificial crow models sold by a company that 
supplied fake crows to movie sets, etc. The 
effigies were hung in trees before the crows 
arrived in the evening to roost. As long as the 
crows saw the effigies, they were distressed 
and shifted to other trees. Distress calls 
and laser lights were also employed at the 
larger roosts at the same time. With proper 
timing and early detection, the crows can be 
shifted to another area of town where the new 
roost(s) may be acceptable to the surrounding 
people A74. 
 Disturbing crows at urban roosts includes 
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American Crows often make headlines in newspapers for the wrong reasons. It seems the members 
of a large crow roost in the town of Essex, Ontario may have shifted their dormitory to Chatham, Ontario. 
Sharon HIll, The Windsor Star , 14 January 2011, page A5
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pyrotechnics, shooting, poisoning with DRC–
1339, lasers and remotely activated distress 
calls. Crows generally responded to most of 
these management practices by shifting their 
roost to a different part of town. Even large-
scale methods, organized by ‘experts,’ which 
included killing crows, can fall well short 
of an anticipated outcome. Other methods 
included trials with eyespot balloons, 
monofilament lines, mylar tape, netting, sticky 
repellents, strobe lights, electronic crow 
and owl calls, and water-misters. Strips of 
mylar tape on tree branches and pyrotechnic 
devices (fireworks) were relatively effective in 
dispersing urban roosts of crows G43.
 A 260 cm wide balloon with five 60 cm wide 
eye spots was used to scare Carrion and 
Jungle Crows from their urban winter roosts 
in cities S73. 
 At a roost of 25,000–50,000 crows in 
Auburn, New York, crows were attracted to 
the downtown areas after the city installed 
brighter lights. Crows may use the extra light 
to help them see and avoid owls at night J35. 
However, when I visited Woodstock, Ontario, 
in early December 2011, an estimated 50,000 
crows roosted in the treed Brick Ponds 
Wetland Complex, a 32-hectare area devoid 
of artificial lights. This natural area, with 
several ponds in the eastern end of the city, 
is under the jurisdiction of the Upper Thames 
Region Conservation Authority. It is not likely 
to be developed, so the Courage of Crows 
may have found a quiet, dark roosting area 
within a well-lit city.
 Returning to the state of New York, non-
lethal means against roosting crows in winter 
were used in five cities. I shall present the 
results for the city of Albany, the state’s 
capital where up to 30,000 crows roosted. 
Public complains were about the amount and 
smell of crow shit.
 Urban crow roosts were successfully 
dispersed in 2002–2007 with a combination 
of pyrotechnics, amplified recorded 
crow distress calls,and hand-held lasers. 
Reduction for all roosts across all years after 
the initial 5- to 7-night treatment ranged from 
60%–100%. Crows eventually relocated (at 
least temporarily) to areas more acceptable 
to the complaining public within the city or to 
less-developed areas outside the city, where 
they often remained until moving back to the 
original roost site within 2 to 8 weeks post-
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treatment. Media coverage was quite intense 
in some cities C70.
 In September 2011, in Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
I noticed a few patches of crow shit on a 
sidewalk leading to the main public library. 
Looking up one evening after sunset, two 
crows were about 1 meter apart in a leafy 
Manitoba Maple, Acer negundo. After a 
week, I revisited the site and only one crow 
could be found. The next week, about an 
hour after sunset, three unmarked crows with 
about 1 m between them and at different 
levels were in a group in one maple and 
a lone crow slept in the adjacent maple. 
It was probably a family unit sleeping on 
their territory. A successful nest in 2011 
was in a conifer less than 20 m away from 
the roosting birds photo page 415. The crows 
faced in different directions and were in the 

upper reaches, but not the very top of the 
leafy maples. A nearby street light made 
them obvious against the greenery. Taking 
flash photographs from the sidewalk did not 
disturb them. Heads were turned backwards 
and bills tucked into feathers, giving them the 
appearance, from below, of headless birds. 
Some preening took place when they first 
settled into a tree and probably when they 
awoke during the night. They were silent after 
sunset. People walking below were unaware 
of the sleeping blackshirts. Cars, with their 
traffic-light induced rhythm, purred beneath 
them. The night was cloaked with both light 
and noise, which lulled the crows to sleep. 

 Success in Japan
Crows roosting in cities is a world-wide 
phenomenon. Sapporo is the largest city 
(1.8 million people) in northern Japan. Aside 
from small, warm weather roosts, winter 
roosts of Carrion and Jungle Crows formed in 
downtown Sapporo. Counts at 6 roosts in the 
winter of 2002–’03 ranged from 5,000–10,000 
birds. These numbers showed considerable 
fluctuations over the winter as crows shifted 
between roosts. A noisy human snow festival 
on 8 February was believed to have caused 
the crows to abandon one roosting site. 
 In the pleasure center of the city, large 
quantities of leftover food from restaurants 
were placed at night along streets and 
alleys as garbage. Here the crows dined 
on fresh gourmet food every morning. ONE 
complaint from a tourist appeared in the local 
newspaper. This forced the city to change 
its garbage policy. Garbage was collected 
at night on the street while the crows slept, 
and new buildings were designed with an 
inside space to store the garbage. Garbage 
along the streets was also covered. The crow 
population dropped 85% in the downtown 
area. 
 In residential areas, the garbage had 
plywood boards placed around it and 
netting over it. At municipal dumps, 
flammable wastes from residential areas 
were incinerated and dumped as ash. It was 
speculated the female crows ate this ash, 
which contained 12% calcium by weight, 
along with other minerals, to enhance their 
egg production. At dump sites, several 
thousand crows were trapped and killed 
annually. The number of crows, however, 

American Crows (family) roosting in a leafy 
maple tree in the fall provide evidence on the 
sidewalk below near the public library in Winnipeg
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remained about the same T5. 
 Over the summer in Sapporo, Japan 
some nests were removed when citizens 
complained. In 2003 an estimated 600 nests 
were destroyed. This caused the crows, 
which had their nests destroyed, to become 
more aggressive against people (mostly 
men) dressed in certain clothes, especially 
when the clothes resemble those worn by 
workers that removed the nests. Through 
education on the ecology of the urban crows, 
people finally realized the crow problem was 
a human problem. When food sources (our 
garbage) were reduced through coverage 
and nocturnal removal, crows changed 
their habits and the level of conflicts with 
humans that shared their territory was 
reduced. As always, press coverage and 
pathetic political rhetoric only made matters 
worse. The Governor’s “Crow Eradication 
Project” (doesn’t that sound familiar) made 
the problem appear worse than it was. 
Some citizens were proud of coexisting with 
animals in their city T5.

S tepping around this so-called problem, 
if one enjoys birds, and crows in 
particular, as I do, a large roost in or 

near a city provides a wonderful opportunity 
to observe the behavior of crows at close 
range, using a spotting scope. The free 
show, often spectacular, and always well 
choreographed, is usually the best one in 
town.  

 Essex County, Ontario is already famous 
for Jack Miner’s Canada Goose Sanctuary 
and Point Pelee National Park, two havens for 
birds and their human followers. Why can’t 
people in towns and cities think outside the 
black box and come up with positive and 
innovative adventures for humans? Since 
the largest roosts in Canada develop each 
fall in southern Ontario, why not protect 
and promote them as a tourist attraction? 
The gatekeepers should take a hint from 
Rosemary Drisdelle, an online travel writer 
who invites us to partake in a late fall–early 
winter birding trip to Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
She mentioned the location of a large crow 
roost at Mount Saint Vincent University on the 
Bedford Highway. By arriving an hour before 
sunrise you can watch the impressionistic 
sweep of departing crows. After that fabulous 
start, the rest of the day’s birding unfolds. 
 The political leaders at towns and cities 
where crows roost, should erect a large, 
shiny black plaque with white lettering to 
pay tribute to these friendly, very useful, 
intelligent birds. They certainly are a plus 
to the corn farmers in southern Ontario Q5. 
Instead, the numb mayor of Essex, unable 
to think outside his tiny political pocket, 
decided to organize a crow shoot. He did 
not like the birds and mistakenly feared 
crows would transmit rabies to townspeople 
(Windsor Star, 29 November 1983). This was 
a reasonable fear from a unknowing politician 
since southern Ontario was the hot spot for 

The rich agricultural fields of southern Ontario are separated by hedgerows of deciduous trees 
used as nest sites by crows. I spent years walking across fields like this in my youth; an experience that 
shaped my life and allowed the creation of this book on A Courage of Crows 
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rabies in North American at the time, and 
crows do feed on road kills, some of which 
would harbor the virus. However, cooler 
heads prevailed on the town council and 
health authorities were contacted. The health 
authorities knew of no instance of crows 
transmitting rabies to a politician. 
 Crows in Ontario like to sleep together and 
alone. That is, they do not invite other bird 
species to join them in their slumber. It may 
be that no other birds want to. I have not 
noticed any line-ups. I did see one starling 
among crows in downtown Hamilton, but 5 
minutes was all it could take. In the large 
roost at Essex, Mourning Doves, Zenaida 
macroura, often slept in a separate part 
of the deciduous woodlot away from the 
crows. Elsewhere, mixed roosts sometimes 
developed. Near Dempsey, Oklahoma, 
after proud state officials joyfully blew up 
26,000 crows with dynamite on the night of 
10 December 1939, they counted 20 White-
necked Ravens among the bodies I9. Did 
they consider this a bonus or a tragedy? 
More than a century ago, at a large roost 
near Baltimore, Maryland, American and Fish 
Crows were identified by their voices E12. In 
the Cape May area of southern New Jersey, 
a visual separation was easily made when a 
small number of crows settled into the trees 
to roost with a colony of immature Little Blue 
Herons and egrets. The mixture of black-and-
white was a striking pattern of this nightly 
gathering S168. 

 Danger at the roost
Crows fell from the sky. Before sunrise, as 
birds poured from the Essex, Ontario roost, 
an ice-storm struck. Thousands died. Over 
the next few days, bags of crows were hauled 
away. The Windsor Star published a picture 
of the devastation. There was an obvious gap 
in the population that remained for the rest 
of the winter. The next year, after one nesting 
season, fullness and vigor returned to the 
roosting flock (Mr and Mrs Meloche, pers. 
comm. 1987). 
 An early October hailstorm in Oklahoma 
killed 30 crows along with hawks, owls 
and rabbits J43. These examples illustrate 
the vulnerability of crows to the forces of 
nature. The greater the size of the roost, the 
greater the possibility of multiple deaths from 
weather, man or disease.

 A huge gathering of crows can hardly 
go unnoticed. Man, a peculiar predator, is 
capable of astonishing violence against 
families of crows. In the 1800s it was 
known as “the harvest of crow heads.” 
Godman in 1830, vividly depicted an assault 
by humans on a crow roost G31.

Armed with double-barreled and duck guns 
which threw a large charge of shot, the company 
was divided into small parties, and these 
took stations selected in the daytime so as to 
surround the roost as nearly as possible.
 A dark night was always preferred, as the 
crows could not, when alarmed, fly far, and the 
attack was delayed until full mid-night. All being 
at their posts, the firing was commenced by 
those most advantageously posted, and followed 
up successively by the others as the affrighted 
crows sought refuge in their vicinity. On every 
side the carnage then raged fiercely, and there 
can scarcely be conceived a more forcible idea 
of the horrors of a battle than such a scene 
afforded. 
 The crows screaming with the fright and pain 
of wounds, the loud, deep roar produced by 
the raising of their whole number in the air, the 
incessant flashing and thundering of the guns 
and the shouts of their eager destroyers, all 
produced an effect which can never be forgotten 
by any one who has witnessed it, nor can it well 
be adequately comprehended by those who have 
not. 
 Blinded by the blaze of the powder and 
bewildered by the thicker darkness that ensues, 
the crows rise and settle again 
at a short distance without being able to 
withdraw from the field of danger; and 
the sanguinary work is continued until the 
shooters are fatigued or the approach of daylight 
gives the survivors a chance to escape. Then 
the work of collecting the heads from the dead 
and wounded began, and this was a task of 
considerable difficulty, as the wounded used 
their utmost efforts to conceal and defend 
themselves. The bill and half the front of the skull 
were cut off together, and strung in sums for the 
tax-gatherer, and the product of the night divided 
according to the nature of the party formed.

The first half of the 1900s ushered in a new 
and more explosive way of killing crows. 
Fueled by a ridiculous conservation ideal 
meant to preserve ducks and other wildlife 
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for human hunters, roosts in the United 
States were laced with dynamite bombs 
and the charges touched off as the families 
of crows slept. Near Rago, Kansas, in one 
supreme moment, 75,000 crows died on a 
February night G39. In Texas on 7 April 1937, 
Dr. Walter Taylor related how 60 bombs in 
the first charge killed about 40,000 crows 
and at the second round of 120 bombs (one 

stick of dynamite to each bomb) almost as 
many crows died G77. But perhaps, even this 
loss would not be noticed after one nesting 
season had passed. After several more years, 
this moronic brand of conservation died out. 
The resourceful crow, thankfully, did not.
 These feathered cadavers did produce a 
little scientific information. Emlen gathered 
the dead blackshirts to determine their sex 
ratio. In the Finger Lakes region of New 
York state, in three counties from December 
through March, the ratio was 12 males to 10 
females. At another roost in late February in 
the Finger Lakes area, a sample of 53 crows 
produced 7 males to 10 females. Although 
admittedly small and restricted, the larger 
number of females in spring roosts might be 
due to “a differential migration period, or by 
an early desertion of the common roosts by 
male birds in favor of their newly established 
nesting territories” E36. At Zanesville, Ohio, 
150 miles to the south, 75 crows gave a 

ratio of 7 males to 10 females H97. At 4 
large museums along the eastern seaboard, 
Emlen checked the sex ratios of 106 crow 
specimens. They also yielded a ratio of 7 
males to 10 females. 

T he actual killing (dynamite) experience 
did improve the outlook of some 
human participants. Walter Scott of 

the Wisconsin Conservation Department 
was part of an exercise resulting in the 
death of about 5,000 crows by dynamite 
on a March morning in 1938. He did not 
feel joyous about the confrontation, and 
expressed his hope it would be the last 
for the crows and “men” of Wisconsin S45. 
There was a bright side to this imbecilic 
slaughter. The estimates of the number 
of crows killed by many conservation 
departments in the United States probably 
followed the trend in Illinois. Their counts 
were checked and the department’s 
estimates were about twice the actual 
number of crows killed. Over the six 
years 1933–’39 in Illinois, Black placed 
the kill from shooting and dynamiting 
at about 100,000 crows per year. In his 
thesis, Black included seven black-and-
white photographs of the dynamiting of 
a crow roost at night, perhaps the only 
visual record of this brainless human 
activity B121. In Oklahoma, over 400,000 

crows were killed by 11 bombings in the 
winter of 1946–’47 A53. Earlier, from 1934–
’45, bombings in Oklahoma destroyed 3.7 
million crows G42. Also in Oklahoma, 26,000 
crows were blown apart with dynamite near 
Dempsey while they slept on the night of 19 
December 1937 I9. 
 In one notable account, “Frank S Davis, 
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inspector for the Illinois State Department of 
Conservation, killed 328,000 crows by using 
festoons of dynamite bombs in roosts near 
Rockford, Illinois. The wholesale slaughter 
was given great publicity, appearing with 
photographs in the issue of Life for 
March 25, 1940” G77. I was unable to get a 
copy of the original Life magazine article, 
but Michael Westerfield did, and included an 
excerpt from it in his book, The Language 
of Crows, which I will reproduce W55. Life 
magazine is archived, visit books.google.ca/
books?id=A0AEAAAAMBAJ&pg=PA72&source=g
bs_toc_r&redir_esc=y&hl=en#v=onepage&q&f=true  to 
see and read the article yourself.

At night, the locals would show up at the roost 
with sticks and baseball bats and wait as the 
Inspector set off his bombs. When the dynamite 
exploded some of the crows would be killed 
outright, but most fell to the ground stunned, at 
which point the farmers and sportsmen would 
beat the helpless birds to death with their sticks 
and bats. There’s one photo of smiling men 
flailing away at wounded birds on the snow 
covered ground and another of a huge horse-
drawn sled loaded with a heap of dead crows 
and a few proud looking boys.

The senseless thrill of blowing up crows at 
night was widely practiced throughout the 
Midwest and southern United States at this 
time. AO Gross wrote in 1946, 

This unprecedented destruction of bird life has 
been received with both commendation and 
violent criticism. It is indeed unfortunate that 
departments of conservation find it necessary to 
destroy them G77. 

Now that crows roost in cities, we no longer 
blow them up. Perhaps that is why they use 
our cities. Their collective memory told them 
to sleep where people sleep. 
 A few localities took advantage of the small 
mountains of dead crows. Men suggested 
they might be good to eat, and so they are, 
as good as ducks and doves A12. A physician 
in Tulsa, Oklahoma held a crow banquet 
for his friends. The word delicious was 
frequently spoken during the conversation. 
E Good served fried crow to his family of 
four and the meat was “eaten with gusto” 

G35. Back in Oklahoma City, merchants put 
dressed carcasses (267 grams) of crows on 
the market in the 1940s at 19¢ each. One 
woman plucked 21 crows to get 454 grams, 
the weight of one crow, in feathers. These 
feathers were better than chicken feathers 
for pillows because their blunt tips did not 
readily pierce the ticking A12.
 In a short 1897 article in The Wilson 
Bulletin, Burns ate a pair of nestlings, about 
16 days old, After frying, they were presented 
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to his family. One member said the bird was 
tough but the quality of the flesh was fine. 
In Delaware Bay, men and boys used to visit 
the crows’ nests among the reeds of Reedy 
Island. The older crow nestlings were sold to 
markets and restaurants in Philadelphia. An 
old lumberman remarked that young crows 
were much sought after by workers because 
they tasted better than young unfledged 
pigeons (squab) B226. If you go online and 
search for crow recipes, you will find several 
useful sites that provide instructions on how 
to cook American Crows. For example www.
youtube.com/watch?v=wJmht6l2iEc
 The ultimate book is Crow Shooting, 
by Bert Popowski (1946) P81 which was 
reviewed by Charles Vaurie in the Auk (1947) 
64: 640. Bert described with “gross and 
wilful exaggerations” the enormous numbers 
of ducks’ eggs and ducklings destroyed 
by crows. In 1946 alone, 30 million ducks 
were eliminated by crows on the prairies, 
according to Bert’s, unnamed but “reliable 
surveys.” In 1949 Bert won the National 
Crow Shooting Championship in the United 
States, using crow calls he designed. He 
beat 51 other contestants. An amazing 
accomplishment from an amazing “writer, 
conservationist, and sportsman.” Way to go 
Bert.
 Assuming that part of the motive for 
shooting and dynamiting crow roosts was to 
rid an area of these birds, and not simply to 
alleviate boredom and make oneself appear 
politically useful and fashionably hip, there 
was witnessed a proven but seldom used 
method B3.

Not often does one see a flock of Crows panic-
stricken. One sundown in the late fall of 1923, 
in the woods on the eastern slope of Mt. 
Tom, our attention was drawn by the sudden 
hum of distant motors to the ill-fated airship 
Shenandoah, headed in our direction over the 
north end of the mountain. Suddenly from the 
hemlocks around the crest of Little Mt. Tom 
there arose a tumult of crow shouts, and a host 
of fleeing Crows. Never have we heard such 
terrified cries from Crows before or since, and 
rarely have we seen them attain such speed in 
flight. Due west they headed, over the mountain, 
and with madly flapping wings put as much 
distance as they could between them and that 
great speeding giant of the sky. I have not found 

them using that roost since. 

sCienTisTs

Crow scientists have long lists of our weird 
behavior 
And seek to find crow reasons for them, one 
by one, 
Until humans are fully known,
And thus unable to blow crows up with 
dynamite, Or inject them with noxious 
substances,
Or shoot them with steel pellets,
And they store all these things in their crow 
brains, Which are small, yes, but that’s 
because
They serve as portals to the entire universe, 
Which is where crows live, connected to 
everything, Intoxicated with sun and air and 
moon,
Especially the moon, loved extravagantly by 
crows, Who murmur appreciatively when it 
hangs in their trees.

  – David Scott   2010
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 Extermination
To maintain the attack against crows over 
a wide front and throughout the year, 
Canadians on the prairies, not blessed with 
large winter roosts they could dynamite, 
contributed their share of human resources 
and skill by destroying summer populations 
of crows in the country. Officially sanctioned 
by the Manitoba Department of Agriculture 
and Immigration, at least five reports gave the 
competition’s rules and a list of the winners. 
AWARDS IN CROW EXTERMINATION 
COMPETITION titled the 1926 results. 
Thereafter, the word GOPHER was added to 
the title, just to be more inclusive and fair. 
The top prize each year was $100. Alice won 
it in 1927 by beating out 1,841 hopefuls. At 
eight points per crow, two per crow egg, 
and one per gopher tail, Alice’s 16,721 point 
total represented a lot of exterminating. The 
annual count of destroyed eggs ranged from 
81,228 (1926) to 177,564 in 1929. About the 
same time, the Extension Service Boys and 
Girls Clubs in public schools throughout 
Manitoba offered a bounty of 5¢ per egg and 
10¢ for two feet R88. With the completion of 
the first season, the 400,000 eggs and 35,000 
pairs of feet depleted the funding. An annual 
bounty of $3,000–$6,000 kept the Crow 
Crusade going for 10 years until it was finally 
abandoned in 1930. No one ever mentioned 
how many more ducks were shot and eaten 
after all of these crows and future crows 
were eliminated. Strange behavior by humans 

indeed.
 Crow shooting contests probably never 
really stopped. They continue today in 
the province under the indifferent eyes of 
Manitoba Conservation. In 2008 the shooting 
began on 25 May, when crows have young 
in the nest. It is always pleasant to think 
about nestlings dying of thirst and starving 
after their parents have been shot for fun. 
Apparently, other prairie provinces have 
similar contests. 
 A recent letter (2 November 2011) I 
received in response from the Minister of 
Conservation in Manitoba mentioned that 
American Crows are not protected by The 
Wildlife Act. In other words, the management 
of American Crows is currently based on 
ancient ideas on how to address the species. 
The department’s staff, I was told, were also 
not aware of any organized crow shoots 
presently taking place in Manitoba. The 
minister is either full of crow shit or looks 
away. This excerpt from 2008 was taken 
from the web. I copied a small part of the 
old-fashioned, flawed thinking some of the 
participants still maintain. For example – 
“It’s just a sport,” said participant Joe 
Wanicka. “There are about 10 clubs in 
Manitoba.”

Some ranchers claim magpies are still a 
nuisance and will peck out the eyes of 
newborn calves or take chunks of meat out of 
an animal. Wanicka said the corvid family of 
birds are also notorious scavengers, raiding 
other birds’ nests for eggs and young ones. .

“They wipe out all the little finches,” 
maintained Dan Nault, a regular participant 
in shoots who probably wouldn’t know a 
finch if one landed on his shoulder. “There’s 
really nothing positive to say about them.” He 
needs to do more research on their feeding 
habits and intelligence.

If Conservation Departments on the prairies 
were staffed by contemporary thinkers, they 
would start a worthwhile educational program 
and get the migratory crows protected under 
The Wildlife Act. More crows benefit more 
farmers.

In Australia where the Crow has been similarly 
condemned, it has recently established itself 

American Crow juvenile on ground 15 days after 
fledging in Winnipeg
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November 10 through March 10 with no 
maximum daily bag or possession limits 
(online). 
 For those of you that still enjoy a good 
crow hunt, visit www.crowbusters.com/cgi-bin/
index.asp  or search for – crow busters photo 
gallery – to admire piles of dead crows with 
the proud hunters of this elite killing squad 
perched nearby.
 In Nebraska the crow hunting season was 
1 October to 15 November, with no daily bag 
or possession bag limits. In 6 counties there 
was a special Public Health Hazard season 
from 16 November to 19 January. A hunting 
permit, habitat stamp and hunter education 
were necessary. (Nebraska Game and Parks 
Commission website, November 2011).
 Many management ideas on corvids 
are based on myths, or outright lies from 
commercial interests. A few department 
personnel are enlightened, but most operate 
in darkness. The crows have adapted; we 
have not. Some of us continue to believe we 
are the only species that matters. ♣

as the most effective enemy of the blowfly 
which has spread over the country and so it will 
be here; no one can foretell at what moment 
we may be over-run with some pest against 
which the Crow will be the only efficient check. 
It is deplorable that those concerned with 
conservation should be led astray by commercial 
interests or by their agents, whose object is 
directly or indirectly to increase the sale of 
ammunition a51. 

A hunter survey in Oklahoma from 1966–’71, 
found 2,084 hunters killed about 200,000 
crows annually over the winter. Dedicated 
crow hunters were responsible for about 
60% of this useless carnage I1. In an early 
report (1910) from Illinois, two hunters shot 
197 crows in one day in December H95. 
In their 1980 national survey, two federal 
departments estimated there were 4.5 million 
crow hunter-days in the United States U4. 
 According to the Kansas Department of 
Wildlife, Parks and Tourism, as of 1 August 
1990, hunting crows in Kansas ran from 
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An Anthology 
of Quotations

A side from scientific writings on the 
American Crow, ornithologists and 
others have found it necessary to voice 
their opinion on this celebrated bird 

from the past to the present —

They belong to the noxious birds in this part of 
the world [Philadelphia], for they chiefly live upon 
corn. – Peter Kalm  1749

This is perhaps the most generally known, and 
least beloved, of all our land birds; having neither 
melody of song, nor beauty of plumage, nor 
excellence of flesh, nor civility of manners to 
recommend him. – Alexander Wilson  1840

What a perfectly New England sound is this voice 
of the crow! If you stand perfectly still anywhere in 
the outskirts of the town and listen, stilling the al-
most incessant hum of your own personal factory, 
this is perhaps the sound which you will be most 
sure to hear rising above all sounds of human 
industry and leading your thoughts to some far bay 
in the woods. – HD Thoreau  1859

When two such playfellows pursue each other in 
this headlong swoop, their turnings and twisting 
reminds one of a shower of day meteors. 
  – SM Rhoads  1886

When they are gone the wintry field which for an 
hour has been associated with the noisy birds 
seems quite desolate. – CL Edwards  1888

Perhaps a limited check is needed to keep the 
species in its proper place. – Thomas McIlwraith  
1894

I do not believe the robbing of wild birds’ nests by 
this species is nearly as common as we are led to 
believe; at least I have not found it so, although I 
have been witness to an occasional raid made by 

this bird upon the nests of the Purple Grackle and 
Robin. – Reuben Strong  1895

Held up as emblematic of the fallen, defeated, 
or unfortunate, the embodiment of cunning and 
cruelty, and published throughout the land as 
the personification of a knave and thief; is it any 
wonder that the ornithologist hesitates to defend 
the bird whose character is painted as black as its 
plumage? – Frank L Burns  1895

The crow is either a saint or a sinner depending 
upon the point of view. – Charles Townsend  
1905

Our Crows are developing into chicken and egg 
robbers far more exasperating than the Hawks. 
  – Isaac Hess  1910

Very destructive to ducks’ nests. We found many 
of these nests in which the eggs were partly or 
wholly destroyed by crows. It was a common 
sight to see crows walking through and carefully 
exploring the grassy places where ducks were 
likely to nest. – JF Ferry  1910

ON  CROW  SHOOTING  CONTESTS – It is at 
present the only means we have of combating the 
increasing menace of the crow. 
  – Allan Brooks  1924

For pure innocent mischief, it is difficult to 
imagine any living creature more adept than young 
crows, there is much of playfulness as well as 
a gentleness in this which strongly recalls the 
actions of young puppies. – Norman Criddle  
1927

Undoubtedly the most destructive bird to our game 
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life that we have, destroying countless numbers of 
eggs and young birds. – HV Williams  1926

As to the value of the crow, let me tell you this. 
A crow will do no more good on the farm than a 
leghorn chicken that will lay a dollar’s worth of 
eggs a month. And as for the grasshoppers the 
crow destroys, let me advise you to keep a flock 
of turkeys and condense those grasshoppers into 
fifty cents per pound. – Jack Miner  1929

The only remedy is to reduce its numbers, if 
possible, to something like normal. Its destruction 
should be placed in the hands of trained agents, 
working according to a systematized plan under an 
official head. – Tom Roberts  1932 

The crow unquestionably is a remarkably clever 
bird. – George Gladden  1936

There are indubitably too many Crows. Of no other 
native bird would we say such a thing, though the 
Grackle (‘Crow Blackbird’) is locally a nuisance in 
May and June, the Killdeer gets in our way when 
looking for rarer shorebirds, and the Black Duck 
bears such a ‘hundred to one’ relation to all other 
ducks that we weary of it. But how much more 
interesting the Crow would be if it had, not exactly 
rarity, but such numbers as for instance the Red-
shouldered Hawk!  – Aaron Bagg and Samuel 
Eliot  1937

We fear that it is the lust for killing, just as in 
the case of hawks of Cape May Point, that is at 
the bottom of the Crow shoots, not the desire to 
protect crops on the one hand and song birds on 
the other! – Witmer Stone  1937

The crow is assuredly a hardy and eminently 
successful species. One could wish that it were 
also ornamental and useful. – Clyde Todd  1940

Sentimental enthusiasts and some cautious 
agricultural investigators regard it as a valuable 
species. – PA Taverner  1949

The Crow is a mixed blessing and, like humans, is 
not all good and not all bad. – LL Snyder  1951

The crow is not a popular bird. The name to 
most men signifies sly cunning and treachery, 
the robbing of crop fields, and the destruction 
of wildlife. This reputation is based in part upon 
fact, but superstition, erroneous observation, 

and mistaken opinion have also contributed to its 
development. – Ernest E Good  1952

Black is an unfortunate colour for a large, 
omnivorous bird. Whatever redeeming traits the 
crow may have (and it has many), the bird’s very 
blackness seems to condemn it. Few native 
animals have been persecuted with such savage 
persistence.... There is no blood-thirstiness like 
that of the self-righteous. 
  – John A Livingston  1970

There is also the intriguing element about corvids 
that is of the unknown. These birds are more 
than descriptions by weight, measure, color, 
and distribution, for behind their amber eyes are 
answers to questions we may never learn to ask.
  – Tony Angell  1978

There is much to admire in their intelligence and in 
the order and complexity of their lives as well as in 
their beauty.   – James F. Lansdowne  1980

Felicity knew the crow stole corn and grain and 
had to be chased from the fields, and she knew 
she should hate it, and she didn’t. It was as 
though it was part of herself. 
  – Keitha MacIntosh  1982

They are dissatisfied with the narrow goals and 
horizons of that tired old Darwinian struggle. 
  – David Quammen  1985

But I have heard they can be taught to talk, and I 
am sure they would be charming dinner guests. 
  – Heidi Holder  1987

A huge swirling flock of roosting crows can be a 
spectacular sight. – Scott Craven  1990

Though people generally do not think of them in 
such terms, crows are remarkably graceful: from 
the tip of a crow’s beak to the end of its tail is a 
single curve, which changes rhythmically as the 
crow turns its head or bends toward the ground. 
  – Boria Sax  2003

When you look in their eyes, you can see that 
somebody’s in there, especially if they know you.
  – Barbara Kirpluk  2004

Until I met PK, I always thought crows were just 
another bird. – Connor Duncan  2005
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They are mystic messengers who can warn us of 
danger, carry souls of friends to the afterlife, and 
stimulate our art, language, and pop culture.  
  – John Marzluff  2005

But in death, crows seem to be eminently 
ignorable. Neither reviled enough to be horrific 
nor beautiful enough to be lamented, they are, 
perhaps, one of the most perfectly ignored dead 
animals in the world. – Lyanda Haupt  2009

So many people have come up to me and told me 
pet crow stories. And everyone raves, they tell the 
stories in that loving way you tell your first dog 
or your first cat story. The crows enjoyed their 
company, they were loyal, intelligent.
  – Susan Fleming  2009

If humans have an innate potential for personal 
development, how can we know that the crow is 
not self-powered to do the same?
  – Daniel Gade  2010

I like the way crows treat us—with disdain.
  – Tom Reaume  2011

In a very real sense the communal winter roost 
is the matrix that ties together all the complex 
elements of crow society. – Michael Westerfield  
2011

Given their ubiquity and propensity for eating 
garbage, too many people write crows off, or 
simply hate them, without giving a second thought 
to depth of character and brainpower that lies 
under those glossy feathers. – Kaeli Swift  2018

The most important scientific revolutions all 
include, as their only common feature, the 
dethronement of human arrogance from one 
pedestal after another of previous convictions 
about our centrality in the cosmos. – Stephen 
Jay Gould

I find the experience sublime. I imagine it to be 
something like the running of the bison or caribou 
in times long past and places remote; instead of 
the thunder of hooves, the cacophony of crow 
vocalizations forces me to recognize animal 
control of the space. That the roost happens 
nightly for months makes it even more impressive. 
How do they all know? How do they share their 
plans? – Jeremy Hauck  2019

The crow shows us what it means to be a great 
bird. Why don’t we look and learn? 
  – Tom Reaume  2021 ♣
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Websites

T hese sites can be found online with a URL, 
keywords, PLoS, or DOI. Many pages, 
pictures and videos on the crow are 

available.

BOOKS
Marzluff J T Angell 2013. Gifts of the Crow: How 
Perception, Emotion, and Thought Allow Smart Birds to 
Behave Like Humans. Atria Books, 320 pages
“She knows what crows are thinking”, by RM 
Vaughan, The Globe and Mail, Friday 9 October 
2009, page R4

URL
1. birds.cornell.edu/crows/crowfaq.htm  is a good 
site for crow information since Kevin McGowan at 
Cornell has been conducting research on crows 
for about 25 years 
2. birds.cornell.edu/crows/kjmabs.html several 
pages of papers given by Kevin McGowan on the 
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American Crow. Some have links to abstracts 
3. birdlit.org/owl a free database for >75,000 
citations in 1,500 serials for the last 25 years. 
Search by taxa, places, authors, journals, 
keywords, etc
4. animaldiversity.org/accounts/Corvus_
brachyrhynchos/ general info on the crow
5. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Glossary_of_bird_terms   
Bird terms
6. corvidresearch.blog/publications/ KN Swift, 
several articles and videos
7. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/21910847/ More info 
on WNv
8. corvidresearch.files.wordpress.
com/2015/09/20c7e-cityofcrows.pdf KN Swift 2018. 
The city of crows. Biophilic Cities 2: 34–37   
9. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ NCBI The National Center 
for Biotechnology Information
10. capebretonspectator.com/2016/12/21/crow-
roost-cbrm/ Roosts on Cape Breton Island
11. wildlifecontroltraining.com/wildlife-species/
crows/ General knowledge on crows and methods of 
controlling them
12. nautil.us/issue/40/learning/why-neuroscientists-
need-to-study-the-crow
Why Neuroscientists Need to Study the Crow
The neocortex is argued to be the seat of 
cognition, but crows don’t have one. 
13. www.christmasbirdcount.org  Results and 
maps of CBC by the Audubon Society  many 
sites and addresses of audubon organiz. in USA
14. ipac-canada.org/west-nile-virus-resources.
php provides information on West Nile virus 
activity in Canada
15. www.corvids.de/cld The Corvids Literature 
Database has been online since spring 2006 D66

VIDEO
1. www.youtube.com/watch?v=JIzHCUBPpgc Crow 
and raven video  
2. www.youtube.com/
watch?v=HWXe7Js6GnI&t=9s Crows give gifts
3. cnylinks.com/crows/ by Steve Johnson (2005). 
A popular article that describes the effects of 
increased lighting in downtown Auburn, New 
York, which attracted roosting American Crows
4. crows.net by Michael J Westerfield has 
pictures of albino and caramel colored crows 
etc, and a huge collection of anecdotes of crows 
submitted by the public. Very informative and 
entertaining 
5. www.cbc.ca/player/play/1385600280 The nature 
of things, A Murder of Crows a 44-minute look at 
these marvelous birds
6. www.youtube.com/watch?v=pl6wELKzVBw Young 
crows rescued in Alberta, raised with a young 

magpie
7. www.youtube.com/watch?v=dzLxTYWckRo  crow 
catching, killing and flying off with a mouse
8. www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPTtowjXBVM
5 reason to like American Crows

GOOGLE
American Society of Crows and Ravens
Anting by Carrion Crow
Audubon Society
Avibase
Bird organizations on the web
Bird Studies Canada
Breeding Bird Surveys (BBS)
CENTERS of Disease Control and Prevention 
Christmas Bird Counts (CBC)
Corvus brachyrhynchos
Crows at Kansas State University, online video 
crow busters photo gallery
Crow cam ustream
Crow makes tools
Crow recipes
Crow and Kitten are Friends. Amazing video eBird
ebird  A general, useful site for birders
Fort Cobb crow study, Oklahoma
Joshua Klein on the intelligence of crows List of 
ornithology journals
NatureServe
OWL database
SORA
Tool making crow
VIREO, a picture site 
West Nile virus activity in Canada

My neighbor to the East has
A grove of aspens. 
Tonight the rain sounds mournfully in 
Them.
  – Su Tung P’o  R47
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FEEDING  61, 63
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Northwestern Toad  279
orchards  263
overwintering fruit  260
pecan orchards  262

Fleas  202, 227
Fledging dates  119
Fledgling  59

success  109
Fledglings  34, 71

at urban nests  109
begging caws  122

Flicker-fusion frequency  276
Flight metabolism  231
Flight speed  234
Floaters  64
Florida  171

FLY  231
air speed  232
average wing area  231
body size  232
flight metabolism  231
float backwards  371
normal wing beat  371
speed  371
wind tunnel  372

Flying  371
heat production  372
scratching their heads  371
wing area of 1,344 cm2  371

FLYWAYS  422, 423
  assembling  430

described  422
pre-roosting aggregations  424
rainy weather  424
time of departure  431
weather  422
weather related  424

FOG fibers  342

FOOD  108
beetles  262
cached  251
caching  250
dropped walnuts  253
dropping behavior  253
experimented  252
innate ability  254
intertidal invertebrates  251
nutrients  256
robbing  251
special call  143
sumac fruit  271
transported  105
unshelled peanuts  142
variety of  258
visible in the bill  105
walnuts  252

Foolish people  260
Foraged  266

cut hay and alfalfa fields  266
Fort Cobb  422, 424

22 flyways  422
sampled soil  435

Fragmentation of habitats  256

pistachio orchards  263
plant material  261
Poison Ivy  260
protected the wheat crop  274
Red Elderberry  279
Red-sided Garter Snake  278
Red Turnip Beetle  276
road-killed animals  298
samaras  280
seasonal circumstances  257
small mammals  279, 283 
sorghum  262
spiders  274
sprouting corn  259, 281
three habitats  265
truck gardens  263
waste corn  259, 265
waste peanuts  261
waterfowl  298
watermelon  262
wild fruit  258
winter months  258, 273

Feeding range  106
60 km from the roost  422
long-distance fights  416

FEEDING STUDIES  254
biological control  277
Canadian  264
crow sightings  265
earliest report  255
exaggerated  275
my study  265
numerical method  260
recovered all  251
restricted  258
stomachs  257, 275

Feeding survey  256
corn growing  258
newly sprouted  266

Feeding trips and rates  107
Feeding visit  107

FEMALE  47, 66
adult  135
begging calls  143
brooding  99
incubating  47
maternal antibodies  170
non-receptive  47

Feral hogs  258, 287
Ferruginous Hawk  182
Field corn  255
Fighting  33
Filarioids  206
First Nations  18, 334, 414
First nesting site  124
Fish Crow  17, 80, 131, 141, 144, 

204, 231, 289, 291, 372, 383, 
456, 457, 475, 490, 504, 508

egg volume  85
Fish Crows?  273
Flatworms (flukes)  229
Flaviviridae  161
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Gadwall  299
Garbage  441
Gas cannons  263
Genetic analysis  48

nestlings  48
Genetic diversity  144
Genome  144
Gizzard  260, 269, 274, 357

analysis  289
Global warming  98
Globe and Mail  136
Golden Eagle  182, 186, 288, 316
Golf course  8, 37, 38, 40, 50, 199
Good to eat  445
Grackles  266, 431
Grain corn  256
Grasshoppers  256, 258, 261 262, 

273, 274, 275
Gray Catbird  169
Gray Squirrel  191
Great Basin  19, 55, 283
Great Blue Heron  298
Greater Prairie-chicken  373
Great Horned Owls  37, 81, 110, 140, 

167, 182, 184, 185, 187, 189, 
263, 413, 455, 458, 491, 504

Great Smoky Mountains N. Park  313
Great-tailed Grackle  281
Green Arrow Arum  279
Greenfinches  416
Green June Beetle  258
Grief  169
Growth bars  144, 342
Guelph  66, 67

 H —
Habitats  169

urban landscapes  181
Haematocrit centrifuge  222
Haemoproteus  211, 219
Haemoproteus danilewskii  224
Hailstorm  360, 443
Hamilton roost  400

CBC  406
deciduous trees  434
one crow  428
trees measured  434

Hanging upside down  364
Harvest of crow heads  443
Hatching  90
Hatching rate  109
Head bowing  41
Head movements  90
Heart  358
Heel flies  258
Helminths  205
Helper  34, 35, 74, 88

assist with  40
effect  111

evolution and maintenance  36
without  136

Hemorrhagic Enteritis virus  158
Heronries  291
Herring Gulls  292, 437
hippocampus  252
Hitchcock movie  438
Holiday Beach Migrat. Obser.  236
Home range  109
Homo sapiens  181
Hooded Crow  46, 359, 366, 425
Host competence  164
House Sparrow  80, 168, 178, 179
House Wren  169
Human interference  184
Human problem  366
Humans helping crows  284
Humerus  325
Humphrey and Parkes  147
Hunting crows 

daily bag or possession limits  448
Hunting experience  188
Hunting season  448
Hunting Seasons Survived  248
Hybridization  19

 I —
Illinois  388

crow population  388
fewer crows  389

Imagination  375
Immune system  152
Inbreeding  48

depression  49
Increase the sale of ammunition  448
Incubates  72

INCUBATION  88
beg  89
begging calls  143
days for  88
feeding rate  89
feeding visits  88
head movement  90
nap  90
new position  90
period  88
preening  90
recesses  88
rocking  90
start of  88
sterile eggs  88
time at the nest  88
yawning  90

Index of disturbance by researchers  
109

Information  414
Greenfinches  416

Infrared cameras  178
Injured  192
  males  114

INJURIES  192, 193
deformed bills  195
leg and toe  194
missing feet  195
skin-graft  193
tarsus missing  194
traumatic  172

Insecticide  271
Insects  256, 260

biological control  277
cicadas  261
European Corn Borers  276

Institute of Parasitology  213
Intelligence  374

coevolution  375 
9 gram brain  375
operant conditioning  379
recognition of humans  375

Intermediate hosts  209
International depository  226
Intestinal, spiny-headed worms  230
Invertebrates  256
Isospora brachyrhynchi  224
Ithaca, New York  169

 J —
Jackdaw  141

aggressive behaviors  427
Japanese Black Pine  55
John Marzluff  295, 425, 451
Junk food  61
Juvenile  59, 61, 63, 121, 144, 157, 

158, 169
fitness benefits  34
lose its patience  373
natal area  38

JUVENILES  34, 154, 363
babbling sound  138
dispersal of  313
feeding on their own  122
genetic analysis  48
plumage  94
radio-tagged  313
ratio of  152
recovering  123
road-killed  103
skinny  119
song  137
sub-song  138
survival rate  111
transplanted  36

  song  137
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Kilham  4, 36, 37, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 

57, 58, 59, 66, 74, 75, 76, 
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Killing another crow  368
Killing crows  443

dynamite bombs  444
 in Oklahoma  444
 near Rockford, Illinois  445

Kimura-2-parameter  17
Kingbirds  60
Kleptoparasitism  253

 L —
Laboratory mice  283
Ladder crow trap  242
Landfill  406
Landscape management  302
Land-use alterations  390
Language  128

1–6 caws  130
ordinary cawing  128
structured and unstructured  130
three-caw bouts  129

Larynx  126
Laser light  439
Least Tern 
 colonies  289

radio transmitters  289
Leg 
 band  101, 102
 bones  329

22 muscles  348
Leonard Baskin  150
Lethal force  181
Leucocytozoon  219
Lewis’s Woodpeckers  251
Leydig cells  47
Lice and mites  202
Literature & folklore  14
Little Blue Herons  443
Little Brown Bat  284
Local enhancement theory  417
Long-eared Owl  429
Longleaf Pine  57
Luther Marsh, Ontario  125

 M —
Malate dehydrogenase  97
Male crows  156
Males  48

breeders  48
breeding  56
extragroup  48
injured  114

Mallard  50, 302
Management  64
Management at airports  275
Manage vegetative cover  301
Manitoba Depart. of Agriculture  447
Manitoba Maple  441
Man versus nature  438
Marbled Murrelets  294

Marked  114
Ithaca, New York  169
nestlings  160

Marsh Wren  303
McGowan  37, 68, 93, 101, 108, 110, 

284, 296, 488, 517
Meadow Pipits  272
Meadow Vole  273
Mean weight  156
Merlins  80, 81, 82, 467, 469, 486, 

505, 512
Methiocarb  263
Methodology  220
Mice  6, 65, 83, 91, 202, 225, 244, 

256, 258, 259, 265, 267, 269, 
271, 273, 275, 279, 283, 285, 
302, 379, 382, 414, 418, 472

Michaelis constant Km  98
Midges & blow flies  228

MIGRATING  232
alone  233
autumnal flocks  236
castrated crows  236
during the day  234
endless flock  241
great flocks  234
Illinois  238
juvenile crows  236
open bodies of water  238
over the ocean  236
roost to roost  233
southward  235

MIGRATION  231
arrival dates  234
autumnal departing dates  241
average speed  232
daytime  234
earliest  232
first day  234
flight speed  234
forage  233
innate sense of direction  236
night-crossing  234
November  238
roosts  234
spring dates  234
understanding of  236
weather  234

Mimicry  134
Mississippi Kite  80
Mites & ticks  228
Mitlenatch Island  251
Mobbed to death  368
Mobbing  187
Mobbing behavior  189
Mobbing calls  139

MOLTING  145
annual  146
bird banders  146
gaps in our knowledge  146
juvenile  146

juvenile plumage  148
named for  147
partial  146, 148
patterns  146
prejuvenile  147
strategy and physiology  146

Morning maddness  431
Mortality  101

post-fledging survival  199
yearly rates of dying  198

MOSQUITOES  163
attraction  178
baiting traps  179
bites a bird  177
bloodmeal analysis  178
bloodmeals  179
Culex pipiens  164, 168, 178, 180
Culex tarsalis  176, 177
height regimes  178
hibernacula  172
infrared cameras  178
overwinter survival  181
positive pools  163
spraying  170
transmitting WNv  171
traps  178, 179
uropygial gland secretions  179
vectors  176, 180
WNv-positive pools  168

Mosquito hibernacula  172
Mounting  46
Mourning Dove  56, 168, 169, 220, 

443
Mouth color  103, 150

ageing crows  151
linked to dominance  151

Movements  370
consecutive head  370
eye and head  370

Movies & music  14
Muscles  337
Museum  24

American, Natural History  25
British  24
Florida State Bioacoust. Arch.  133
Manitoba  29, 31, 53
Milwaukee Public  117
Royal Ontario  16, 50, 51, 55
Texas Memorial  333

Mycobacterium avium  158
Mycoplasma sturni  159
Myrtle Warblers  197, 355
Myths  157
 or outright lies  448

 N —
Nannyberry  350
Nasal bristle  22
Nasal mite  203
National Institute of Health  221
Nematode  91, 204, 205, 211
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 microfilaria  206 
Neostriatum  374

NEST  39
abandoned  80
atop a 4-storey roof  54
breeders  73
building  40, 70, 73
building dates  70
cleaning posture  108
Colorado Spruce  52
construction  70
core area  254
defense  87
deserted  79
diameter  78
false  76
feeding trips  39, 107
helper  74, 88
lining  78
locations  54
on a metal fire-escape  103
pre-owned  80
renesting  79, 116
reused  70, 71
sanitation  40
second  75
sizes  78
successful  109, 110, 111
third  79
tree  53, 75, 77, 121
visits  105
weight  78
were removed  442
with helpers  111

NEST-BUILDING  33, 74
aberrant  76
bark  74
before sunset  74
deciduous leaves  74
directions  75
distances  75
dog’s hairs  73
earliest  75
fallen twigs  74
grass  74, 78
helpers  75
longest visits  76
maintain surveillance  75
morning  74
number of days  75
organized searching  75
renesting  79
sex  79
side-to-side movements  76
time between visits  76
timed  76
trips  75
twigs  78
visits  76

Nest cleaning  108
helpers  109
posture  108

Nest diameter  78

NESTING  49
allofeeding  89
altitude  49
American Elm  52
among bulrushes  50
begging calls  143
cards  50, 51
colonial  50, 65
culture  70
early  37
first site  124
habitats  49
height  51
high concentration  68
improved twig  74
lack of habitat  314
material  75, 78
nearest nest distance  66
nests flagged  301
on the ground  50
population  261
ravens  55
success  71
switch  53
telephone poles  50
territory  56
urban  69

NESTING HABITATS  49, 55
aspen parkland  66
atop a 4-storey roof  54
available  73
Buffalo Berry  55
cemeteries  69
coniferous  51, 52, 56
deciduous  56
favoritism  51
grassy areas  73
Japanese Black Pine  55
landscape management  302
native trees  55
on the ground  50
Pitch Pine  54
remote forests  65
rural  56
sustainable  70
tall conifers  116
treed parkland  258
Tulip trees  55
urban studies  65
vegetative cover  69
walnut orchard  66

Nesting season  118
Nesting success  109, 114, 259
 asynchronous hatching  101

breeding strategy  116
control plots  301
eight habitat classes  302
hatching rate  109
management of vegetat. cover  301
predator abundance  109
renests  110

squirrel  87
Nesting survey  116

Guelph, Ontario  116
North Dakota  311
Ohio farmland  114
Winnipeg, Manitoba  116

NESTLINGS  34, 92, 119, 156, 160, 
283 

22-days-old  103
activities  103
added  117
aggression  103
altricial  98
beg  91
begging  90
body condition  48
breathing rate  105
brooded  97, 99
cross-bill  91
crouched in fear  92,104
dates  94
dead  121
downy  94
ear  94
endothermy  97
experimental transfer  36
experiments  92
eyes  92 ,99
fear of humans  99
feathers  94, 101
fecal sacs  103
fed  107
fledge  119
food  108
inbred  161
leg band  101
mortality  101, 116
mouth color  103
newly hatched  90, 91, 94
nostril bristles  95
one day of age  97
pellets  91
plasma calcium  102
preening  106
primaries  96
primary flight feathers  147
protein levels  102
recognition  107
rural  102
secondaries  108
sex  101
sight  99
skull  94
sleeping  105
spiders  274
temperature  91, 97
thermoregulation  96
toe pads  103
transplanted  36
weight  94, 97, 99

Nests flagged  301
Nests were removed  442
Nevada  22
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hooked tool  377
trap-tube paradigm  377
video  377

Newfoundland  205
New Mexico  21
New York City  24
New York state  390

more smaller roosts  390
Niagara Escarpment  273
Non-breeders  36, 64 
Nonbreeding flock  59
Normal steps  369
Normal wing beat  371
North Dakota population  312
Northern Cardinal  166, 167, 305 

seropositive  167
viremic  168

Northern Harrier  182
Northern Long-eared Bat  278
Northwestern Crow  16, 17, 18
Northwestern Toad  279
Nova Scotia roost  400
NY99 strain  165

high resistance  171

 O —
Oklahoma  237
Olympic National Park  368
One to 6 caws  130
Operant conditioning  379
Orchards  263
Orthoreoviruses  158
Osprey  183
Ovaries  82

 P —
Pacific Salmon  182
Paintings  11

Crow Up Early  11
Crow with Silver Spoon  12
Seven Crows  12
The Death of a Crow  12
Wheatfield With Crows  13
Winter Fields  11
Woman with a Crow  11

Palate  150

PARASITES  200
acanthocephalan  205
Aruterina reynoldsi  214
avian blood parasites  226
black flies  219
blood  217, 221
blow-fly larvae  200
Brachylecithum americanum  216
cestodes  205, 215
Diplotriaena tricuspis  213
Dispharynx nasuta  213
domestic cats  226
experimental infection  215, 219 

fauna in one nest  200
feather lice  201, 227
filarioids  206
flatworms (flukes)  229
fleas  202, 227
Georgia  209
haematocrit centrifuge  222
Haemoproteus  211, 219
Haemoproteus danilewskii  224
helminths  205
immature crows  211
Institute of Parasitology  213
intensity  230
intermediate hosts  209
international depository  226
intestinal spiny-headed worms  

230
Isospora brachyrhynchi  224
Leucocytozoon  219
lice and mites  202
load  205
lung smears  222
Manitoba  205
methodology  220
midges & blow flies  228
mites & ticks  228
moths  201
nasal mite  203
National Institute of Health  221
Nebraska  224
nematode microfilaria  206
nematodes  204, 205, 211 
Newfoundland  202, 214, 226
Ontario  209
peripheral blood  219
Plasmodium  220
Porrocaecum ensicaudatum  212
prevalence  230
protozoa  218, 225
protozoan blood parasites  230
researchers  219
screening blood for  221
Splendidofilaria flexivaginalis  210
sporozoan infections  230
sporozoites  219
tachinid fly  201
tapeworms  228
Toxoplasma gondii  226
Toxoplasma oocysts  225
Trematodes  205, 215
Trypanosoma avium  220
Trypanosoma ontarioensis  222
Trypanosoma paddae  223
unsegmented roundworms  228
World Health Organization  226

Parasitic abundance  200
Passenger Pigeon  260
Pasteurella multocida  158
Patagial tags  242, 294 
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center  

180, 316
PCR test  173
Pea Patch Island  382
Pecan orchards  262

Pecten oculi  357

PELLET  269
average size  270
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common seeds  270
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Pet crow  362
Piedmont Nat. Wildlife Refuge  311
Pigeon Guillemot  300
Pinyon Jay  437
Pistachio orchards  263
Pitch-detection algorithms  133
Pitch Pine  54
Plasmodium  220
Playing  365, 378

Sandhill Cranes  367
tail of a River Otter  367
Woodchuck  367

Plumage  146
adult  146, 149
cryptic  149
definitive  149
downy  147
natal down  146
tail  148
yearling  149

POETRY
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Christopher Woods  433
David Scott  9, 26, 73, 144, 231, 

286, 371, 376, 433, 444, 446
HW Longfellow  254
Jane Urquhart  319
Li Ch’ing-chao  124
Lu Yu  13
Martin Moose  243
Meng Haoran  235
Robert Kroetsch  125
Tu Fu  393
Wilson MacDonald  29, 137, 157, 

200
Poikilotherms  97
Point-count surveys  305
Poison Ivy  260
Political leaders  442
Population  64

low-ranking birds  65
marked  114, 169
trap-and-release  64
trends  180

Population growth  116
human activities  314
prior to West Nile virus  317

Porcupine  298
Porrocaecum ensicaudatum  212
Potholes  299
Practice calls  138
Prairie Pothole Region  66
Precopulatory display  46

PREDATION  110, 187
by people  292
crow-duck encounters  301
duck nests  300
Great Horned Owl  413
greatly exaggerated  299
human interference  184
mammals  273

Marsh Wren  303
provide effective dense cover  302
snakes  273

Predation rates  300
Predator  189
  abundance  109

other avian  300
Peregrine Falcon  111
Raccoons  79, 295
Steller’s Jay  295

Predators  65, 181, 413
aggression  190
a program to control  303
mammalian  191

Preening  106, 359
Preferred species  294
Prejuvenile molt  147
Pre-roost assemblies  381, 424, 426

a daily social event  426
obtain grit  426
social core groups  426

Primaries  96
Protozoa  218
Protozoan blood parasites  230
Provide effective dense cover  302
Public complains  440
Purple Gallinules  273

 Q —
Questionnaires  259, 387
Quotations by  449

Alexander Wilson  449
HD Thoreau  449
Jack Miner  450
John Marzluff  451
Stephen Jay Gould  451
Thomas McIlwraith  449

 R —
Rabies  159
Raccoon  46, 80, 110, 168, 187, 192, 

259, 286, 298, 303 
Radio-tagged  154, 173, 282, 295, 

313, 405, 425
vagrant crows  404

Radio telemetry  69, 168, 233, 289, 
401

Range  16, 17, 20
Arizona  22
Death Valley  22
Elsewhere  24
Nevada  22
New Mexico  21
New York City  24
Utah  19

Rapid eye movements  437
Rattle  134, 136
Ravens  55
Recognition of humans  375
Recorded crow calls  135
Red blood cell  217

Red Elderberry  279
Red-eyed Vireos  197
Red-osier Dogwood  288
Red River Valley  179
Red-shouldered Hawk  54, 140, 189,
274, 367
Red-sided Garter Snake  278
Red-tailed Hawk  183, 184, 186, 269, 

285
Red Turnip Beetle  276
Red-winged Blackbirds  60, 191

REGURGITATED PELLETS  186, 
261, 267, 269, 433

after sunset  267
ejection of  268
final assembly  268
Kansas  261
list of species  267
number of seeds  272
Staghorn Sumac  272
undigested food  268

Renesting  37
Researchers  155, 299, 304, 307, 

314, 372, 405, 408, 409
Reverse mounting  46
Ribs and vertebrae  332
Ridiculous conservation ideal  444
Right or left-winged?  195
Ring-necked Pheasant  303
Riparian corridor  49
Road-killed  103

Domestic Cat  298
English Sparrow  298
Great Blue Heron  298
Porcupine  298
Raccoon  298

Roadside census  304
Rock Doves  353
Rook  47, 105, 118, 141, 213, 355, 

371, 379, 410, 431, 438, 459, 
464, 465, 468, 470, 486, 489, 
494, 495, 496, 498, 499, 501, 
504, 506, 507, 511, 514

ROOST  192
17 hours without feeding  428
acetylene exploders  432
age and sex ratios  388
ambient light levels  410
an assault by humans  443
antagonistic calling  432
a play of feathers  408
autumnal  407
avian predators  425
Boot Island, Nova Scotia  192
canopy cover  426
Central Valley, California  390
communal  381
control  391
crows are arriving  193
crow shit  435
daily movements toward  406
deciduous trees  433
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eastern Canada  407
Emlen’s survey  390
engine of sound  431
Essex  422
Essex County  192
evening flyways  422
flight back to  404
Fort Cobb  261, 387, 413, 422
Great Basin  391
hawks  413
Illinois  386
in a cemetery  391
inarticulate tangle of black  430
Kansas  392
Kentucky  389
killing crows  443
largest tree  434
long-distance fights  416
Manitoba Maple  441
measurements of trees  412
Missouri  388
morning maddness  431
morning walk through  432
New York state  386
number of flyways  420
observer errors  392
Ohio  387
Oklahoma  385
one crow  428
on ground  410, 431
Ontario  393
over one million birds  387
Pea Patch Island  382
perch height  410
predators  414
pre-roosting assemblies  381, 424
questionnaires  387
regurgitated pellets  433
Rochester, NY  385
sex ratio  444
slept in maples  434
small trees  433
soil samples  434, 436
something really imposing  385
staging areas  426
Staten Island  404, 406
summery  384
thermal  408
three main reasons  408
time of departure  431
tree height  426
trees measured  434
trees per hectare  434
two hours after sunset  429
urban study  412
weather changed  386
Wichita, Kansas  387

Roosted  64
as family units  382
on their breeding territory  406

Roosted on the ground  268

ROOSTING  63
aggressive behaviors  427
and feeding behaviors  401
an ice-storm struck  443
a problem  438
artificial light  438
assemblies  404, 406
black magic  431
crow effigies  439
crow–human conflicts  426
departure  417
downtown areas  440
family groups  421
flyways assembling  430
GIS  412
in cities  392, 441

no easy solution  439
information  414
in northern Japan  441
in the open  412
land-use alterations  390
laser light  439
last birds to enter  427
near an airport  432
near open water  386
New York state’s  385
on flat rooftops  409
over the summer  381
pest-control people  439

laser light  439
public complains  440
season  265
social status  410
stable family group  404
starlings  411
transfer of information  418

Roup  157
Ruddy Ducks  242
Ruffed Grouse  183
Rutgers University  405

 S —
Salamanders  280
Salmonella typhimurium  158
Sandhill Cranes  367
Santee National Wildlife Refuge  263
Saskatchewan  4, 6, 40, 50, 57, 66, 

69, 75, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 
88, 90, 103, 109, 119, 155, 
158, 180, 192, 221, 224, 234, 
236, 244, 247, 258, 297, 299, 
301, 302, 309, 353, 407, 455, 
461, 462, 470, 472, 477, 478, 
479, 480, 483, 485, 492, 494, 
498, 502, 505

Savannah Sparrows  293
Scapula  324
Scientific community, cultural 

patterns  305
Sclerotic ring  355
Scratching its head  195, 371
Screech Owl egg  87

Sentinel crows  114
Sentinel species  166
Sentry  140
Seroprevalence  165, 179
Sex  101, 103, 154, 155

dying rate  169
measurements  155
of a bird  156
ratios  156
wing chord length  155

Sex life  45
Sex ratio  156, 444
Sexual Secrets  15
Sexual status of the birds  304
Sexy superstars  328
Shape of the tail  145
Sharp-shinned Hawk  183
Short-eared Owl  50, 183
Short-horned Grasshoppers  256
Short-tailed Shrews  284
Skeleton  319
Skulls  319
Slate-colored Juncos  438

SLEEPING  105
ambient urban light  438
eyelid blinking  437
interrupted  410
in the open  412
on the ground  411
physiological  437
positions  437
rapid eye movements  437
risk of predation  438
slow-wave  437

Small mammals  279, 283
Social core groups  426
Social play  365
Songbirds  109, 198
Song Sparrows  314
Sorghum  262
Sound production  126, 128
Southern Ontario’s three 
 major crops  265
Spain  36
Spectrograms  134
Sperm  46

flagellum  46
testes  47

Spleen  176
Splendidofilaria caperata  208
Splendidofilaria flexivaginalis  210
Sporozoan infections  230
Sportsmen were duped  299
Spotted Skunks  303
Sprouting corn  259, 281
Staghorn Sumac  272
Staging areas  426
Starlings  267, 411, 416, 431

search for meal worms  416
Staten Island  405
St Catharines roost  400
Steller’s Jay  295
Sterilized journals  104
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Sternum  323, 336
Stillwater, Oklahoma  33, 39, 40, 47, 

66, 70, 94, 103, 119, 124, 
169, 376

Store  251
clams  251
corn  252
experimented  252
food items  252
innate ability  254
recovery time  251
walnuts  252

Straight-down-adventure  429
Strange behavior  447

STUDY SITES  66
Cape Cod, Massachusetts  187
control plots  295, 301
Encino, California  124
Ithaca, New York  124
Olympic Peninsula  294
Stillwater, Oklahoma  124

Sub-song  138
Sumac fruit  271
Surgery  193

SURVEY  58
6 urban parks  313
18 roadsides  311
breeding pairs  317
crow abundance in fields  308
disturbed landscape sites  314
double-observer method  304
fixed-radius point counts  316
habitat types  305, 310
hourly starting times  309
hunter  448
Kansas  314
many methodologies  304
marked  78
monthly abundance  305
point-counts  295, 305  
population  307
 fluctuations  310
 increased  317
 numbers  314
radio-telemetry  69
radio transmitter  401
repeated  390
roadside  58, 304
sexual status of the birds  304
shore of Lake Superior  314
strip census  314
two in Ontario  307
unburned pine forests  311
urban and rural transects  309
vertical sightings  312
visual  314
winter crow population  314

Survival of fledglings  112
Survival rate  156

dying rate  169
Swainson’s Hawks  81, 182, 468, 

480

Switzerland  36
Syringeal muscles  127
Syrinx  126

  
Tail feathers  103
Tail of a River Otter  367
Tapeworms  228
Tarsal  90, 101, 102, 335
Tarsus  92, 95, 97, 102, 108, 118, 

147, 155, 156, 196, 202, 330, 
332, 350, 354

Taxonomic measurements  21
Television towers  197

mass mortality  197
Myrtle Warblers  197

Temperature  28
Terns  190

TERRITORIES  34, 65, 66, 170
bordering  68
breeders  38
defended  57
injury  59
juvenile  59
overlapped  69
smaller  68
social contact  57
spaces  38
struggle  56
urban  34
vacant  59
violated  191
year round  57

TERRITORY  56, 57, 61, 133
activities  61, 62 
adjacent  404
air space  56
bud  65
close encounters  136
conspecifics  57
core area  254
disputes  35, 57, 58, 59, 61
encounters  56
home range  109
inherit  65
natal  124
new  66
replace  66
size  61, 65, 68
winter  68

Testes  47
 growth  82
The duck factory  301
The Language of Crows  132
Theories  34, 57, 233
Thermoregulation  96
Three-caw bout  129
Time difference of arrival  130
Toe pads  103

papillae  334

Toes  330
Toledo Airport  432
Tool-user  374

5 kinds  378
techniques  374

Toronto, Ontario  281
Toronto Ornithological Club  281
Total nest destruction  292
Toxoplasma gondii  226
Toxoplasma oocysts  225
Trauma  158

TREE  52
American Elm  52
Basswood  53
Colorado Spruce  52
exotic  55
hawthorn  55
oak  55
Pitch Pine  54
Southern Live Oaks  54
spruce  53
Tulip  55 

Trematodes  161, 205, 215
Trumpeter Swan  334
Trypanosoma avium  220
Trypanosoma ontarioensis  222
Trypanosoma paddae  223
Tuberculosis  157
Turkey  159, 187, 189, 286, 287, 367, 

497
Two age classes  152

 U —
Ulna and radius  328
United States Dept. of Agri.  255, 261
University of Guelph

campus  61, 62, 63, 67
Unsegmented roundworms  228
Urban crows  106
Urban environment  254
Urban landscapes  181
Urban territories  34
Uropygial gland  353, 354, 361
Uropygial gland secretions  179 
USDA  257
U.S. Department of Agriculture  289
U.S. Geological Survey  58
Utah  19

 V —
VecTest  173, 174
Video  43, 287, 362, 377
Vigilance  255

group size  255
Virginia Opossum  168, 285
Visual fields  370
Vocalizations  169
Vocal plasticity  127
Vocal process  126
Vocal range  43
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three caws  130

VOICE  125
1 to 6 caws  130
alarm caws  139
anatomy  126
antagonistic calling  432
assembly call  139, 141
begging calls  143
bouts of regular caws  430
dawn chorus  142
engine of sound  431
food call  143
imitative  133
larynx  126
mimicry  134, 136
mobbing calls  139
morning maddness  431
muscles in the syrinx  127
ordinary cawing  128
pitch  127
pitch-detection algorithms  133
practicing  134
rattles  134
recorded calls  135
sex related  139
shudder call  133
social status  428
soft cooing notes  134
softer notes  43
software analysis  131
sound production  126, 128
structured  139
structured and unstructured  130
syrinx  126, 128
tender notes  125
territory  133
three-caw bout  129
unstructured  139
vocal plasticity  127

 W —
Walking  369

backward  369
heads back-and-forth  370
normal steps  369
several hops  369
sideways shuffle  370

Waste corn  259, 265
Waste grain  262

WATERFOWL  114, 117, 298
ammunition companies  247
artificial duck nests  300
biologists looking for nests  300
conservation of  114
corporate greed  299
duck nests  299
Gadwall  299
potholes  299
provide effective dense cover  302
sportsmen were duped  299

the duck factory  301
Watermelons  263
Weather  234

flyways  423
hailstorm  360

Weights  152
variation  153

Western Scrub Jay  267
West Nile fever  4, 122, 154, 157, 

159, 161, 162, 163, 166
human cases  163
initial signs  166

West Nile-Innovator  166

WEST NILE VIRUS  52, 161
American Robins  174
amplifying hosts  169
annual mortality  170
antibodies  166
 prevalence  167
biocontainment level 3  163
California  171, 181
competence index  164
competency decreased  176
consequences of  173
cool summer  176
crow-to-crow transmission  173
Culex pipiens  168, 170, 177
Culex tarsalis  177
detection  173
distinct populations  165
DNA vaccine  165
endangered birds  165
environmental factors  164
expense  163
experiments  165
false-negatives  174
families  170
feather pulp  174
Florida  171
gene flow  178
genetic diversity  163
genetic shift  177
high level of replication  166
host competence  164
House Sparrow  178, 179
human cases  163, 171
in Quebec  175
isolated from  164
ixodid ticks  180
maternal antibodies  170
migratory birds  163
migratory patterns  164
model  170
mosquitoes  163
Northern Cardinals  166
number of dead crows  163
NY99 strain  165
orally-acquired infection  174
outbreaks  173
outside strains  166
PCR test  173
peak viremia titers  165
Quebec  175

radio-transmitters  168
rates of transmission  167
Red River Valley  179
roost  172
sentinel species  166
seroprevalence  165, 168
slowly  122
specific antibodies  163
super-spreaders  177
swabs  174
temperatures  171
territories  170
VecTest  173, 174
West Nile-Innovator  166
westward  178
WNv-positive lice  173

Which crows?  255
White-necked Ravens  379, 443
White-tailed Deer  259
Wilson’s Phalarope  125
Window strikes  198
Wind turbines  197

raptors  197
Wing areas  231
Wing bones  325
Wing chord  102, 145, 155
wing muscles  344
Winnipeg Art Gallery  54
Winnipeg, Manitoba  10, 25, 26, 27, 

28, 44, 50, 52, 53, 57, 64, 72, 
73, 88, 111, 113, 116, 118, 
124, 131, 167, 177, 180, 184, 
185, 187, 190, 196, 199, 249, 
270, 277, 280, 296, 308, 330, 
339, 356, 369, 375, 410, 441, 
456, 471, 498

With helpers  111
WN fever  171
WNv-positive lice  173
Woodchuck  367
Woodstock roost  400
World Health Organization  226

 Y —
Yearling  37, 45, 59, 150, 169

begging posture  37
males  37

Yearly rates of dying  198
Yellow-billed Magpie  181, 275, 410
Yersinia pseudotuberculosis  158
YouTube  30, 366


